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GLOBAL PROLIFERATION OF WEAPONS OF
MASS DESTRUCTION

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 13, 1996

U.S. Senate,
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations,

Committee on Governmental Affairs,
Washington, DC.

The Subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:35 a.m., in room
SD-342, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. William V. Roth,
Chairman of the Subcommittee, presiding.

Present: Senators Roth, Nunn, Glenn, Levin, Lieberman, and
Lugar.

Staff Present: Daniel S. Gelber, Chief Counsel to the Minority;
John F. Sopko, Deputy Chief Counsel to the Minority; Alan
Edelman, Counsel to the Minority; Mark Webster, Investigator to

the Minority; Mary D. Robertson, Assistant Chief Clerk to the Mi-

nority; Renee Pruneau-Novakoff (CIA Detailee); Richard Kennan
(Customs Detailee); Jim Christy (AFOSI Detailee); Harold
Damelin, Chief Counsel to the Majority; Carla J. Martin, Chief

Clerk; Michael Bopp, Counsel; Randy Rydell (Senator Glenn); Leon-
ard Weiss (Senator Glenn); Ken Myers (Senator Lugar): Rick Val-
entine (Senator Smith); Ian Brzenski (Senator Roth); Denny Wat-
son (CIA Detailee to Armed Services Committee); Max H. Delia Pia
(Senator Levin); and John Guest (Senator Lieberman).
Senator RoTH. The Subcommittee will please come to order.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR ROTH
Senator ROTH. Today we continue the series of hearings this

Subcommittee has held on the global proliferation of weapons of
mass destruction. Previously we have focused upon the prolifera-
tion of chemical and biological weapons. Now we begin to examine
the black market for nuclear materials.
One of the most dangerous illusions of the post-Cold War era is

that the previous bipolar world has been replaced by an orderly
peace. Five years ago we lived in a world where two superpowers
engaged in a tense but stable standoff predicated on the notion of

mutually assured destruction.

Today while the concept of mutually assured destruction re-

mains, another has emerged, mutual uncertainty; imcertainty over
the safety of nuclear materials within the former Soviet Union, and
uncertainty as to whether and when a demand for nuclear mate-
rials will arise.

(1)



The breakup of the So\det Union was a victory for democracy and
the right of self-determination. But the victory did not come with-
out weighty responsibiHties and burdens.

First and foremost among these is the need to ensure the secu-

rity of the nuclear material, weapons and technology that made the
former Soviet Union such an apocal5rptic foe.

It may be useful to reflect for a moment on the enormity of the
task at hand. The former Soviet Union spans across land almost
two and a half times the size of the United States. Nuclear mate-
rials are stored across this expanse from Vladivostok in the east to

St. Petersburg in the west. And within their borders, many of the
former Soviet republics operate some elements of the nuclear fuel

cycle, ranging from mining to milling to fuel fabrication to power
generation.
Later this morning we will hear from Harold Johnson of the

GAO, which recently issued a report on nuclear nonproliferation.
The report notes that, during its existence, the Soviet Union pro-
duced some 12 hundred metric tons of highly enriched uranium
and some 200 metric tons of plutonium. The report further esti-

mates that a nuclear explosive could be built with as little as 25

kilograms of the former and eight of the latter.

The difficulties associated with controlling and protecting such
materials are exacerbated by the disorder in the Eurasian con-
tinent. The collapse of an authoritarian regime and the struggle for

new republics to establish orderly democratic institutions for gov-
ernance have led to widespread corruption and economic distress.

Nowhere is this disorder more apparent than the structures re-

sponsible for the control and accountability of nuclear materials
and technology.

In Russia and other newly independent states, the systems for

securing and accounting for nuclear materials are disastrously in-

adequate. The political and economic instability of this region, com-
bined with its vast borders, create immense security challenges.
To the south, the border stretches nearly 10,000 miles, separat-

ing newly independent states from neighbors that include Afghani-
stan, China, Iran and North Korea. Clearly, a nuclear smuggler
has a broad array of potential entrance and exit routes from which
to choose.
And while the protection, control and accountability of nuclear

materials, weapons and technology in the former Soviet Union is

critically important to our own Nation's security, it must not be our
sole concern. It must also train a watchful eye upon those nations,

groups and individuals who might create a demand for such items.

It is with these points in mind that the Subcommittee has called

this series of hearings. Our purposes are three-fold.

First, we seek to examine the supply, control and accountability
of nuclear weapons, materials and technology that currently exist

within the former Soviet Union. Second, we intend to expose the
demand side of the nuclear black market to similar scrutiny. And
third, we seek to address the efficacy and effectiveness of our gov-
ernment's nonproliferation program to assess our Nation's readi-

ness to contend with a nuclear threat or crisis, and to identify ways
of improving the multiple dimensions of U.S. counterproliferation
policies.



I want to especially thank our Ranking Minority Member, Sen-
ator Sam Nunn, for his tireless efforts to shed light in this dark
corner of our international community. My distinguished colleague
from Georgia and his staff are to be commended for initiating this

important set of hearings on the increasingly dangerous prolifera-
tion of nuclear materials and technologies.

Senator Nunn and Senator Dick Lugar drafted the Soviet Threat
Reduction Act of 1991. Over the last 5 years Congress has author-
ized some 1.79 billion dollars for this program, which remains the
core of U.S. efforts to facilitate the dismantlement of Soviet nuclear

weapons and to increase the security surrounding nuclear mate-
rials and technologies in the former Soviet Union.
As testimony to the foresight and leadership of these two legisla-

tors, the Soviet Threat Reduction Act is often referred to as simply
the "Nunn-Lugar" program.
Countering nuclear proliferation is among the most urgent na-

tional security challenges facing the U.S. We must ensure that our

government is implementing the soundest of strategies to counter
this threat Considering the diffuse and deadly realities posed by
nuclear proliferation, these hearings sound an urgent message.
They remind us to keep constant watch over the tools of mass de-
struction and those bent on using them.

It is now my pleasure to turn to Senator Sam Nunn.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR NUNN
Senator Nunn. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for your

leadership and cooperation in this important series of hearings.
Today there is no greater threat to our Nation or to the world

than the illicit spread of weapons of mass destruction. During the
Cold War our national security and that of the Soviet Union was
premised upon a dangerous but at least well understood balance of
terror and well-traveled avenues of diplomacy.
Both the United States and the Soviets maintained formidable

nuclear arsenals, so there was a high risk that conflict would result
in certain and unacceptable losses no matter who the initial ag-
gressor. If conflict appeared possible, diplomatic channels were
available as a relief valve to avoid escalation of tension and every-
one knew they had a real stake in not letting tension escalate and
restraining clients all over the world. Although living in a climate
of high risk, we enjoyed a high degree of stability.
The collapse of Soviet communism and the end of the Cold War

eliminated what many considered to be the greatest threat to world

security. Certainly the threat of all-out war has gone down very
significantly. Yet, today the concerns of the Cold War have been re-

placed with new and far different threats. We have moved from an
era of high risks but also high stability to an era of much lower
risk, but also much lower stability.

Indeed, in many ways the world is far more unstable today than
it was a decade ago. Ethnic, religious, racial and political conflicts
have led to an increasing level of violence and terrorism all over
the globe. It seems no place is immune today. Not the subways of

Tokyo, not the buses of Jerusalem, not the office buildings of New
York City or Oklahoma City.



Zealotry in the name of a cause has led individuals, groups and

rogue nations to be increasingly willing to do the unthinkable,
often for no other reason than to cause destruction and terror.

The breakup of the Soviet Union and the growth of democracy
in Eastern Europe were hopeful signs for international tranquility.

However, the political meltdown of the former Soviet Union and
the loss of command structures throughout Europe has created sce-

narios which even if anticipated are unfathomable in their scope.
Never before has an empire disintegrated while in the possession

of 30,000 nuclear weapons, at least 40,000 tons of chemical weap-
ons, significant biological weapons capability, tons of fissile mate-

rials, and tens of thousands of scientists and technicians who know
how to make these weapons and their delivery systems, but who
do not know how to make a living for their families in a collapsing

economy.
As the remnants of that empire struggle to achieve democratic

reforms and build a free market economy, thousands of weapons
scientists and technicians, including nuclear scientists, now face

unemplo5mient and are looking for new ways to earn salaries with
which to feed their families. We will hear about that from one of

our witnesses later this morning.
Military officers accustomed to being treated as among the coun-

try's elite now face economic hardships with which they are not fa-

miliar. And plant managers and workers at some of the most sen-

sitive civilian research facilities who have always enjoyed, rel-

atively speaking, a high standard of living in Russia and the other
countries of the former Soviet Union, now labor under conditions

which make it difificult for them to even feed their families.

The challenge facing the Russians and the rest of the world is

to ensure that the former Soviet Union does not become a super-
market for the most deadly instruments and technology ever
known to man.

Unfortunately, this threat is no longer theoretical. When we
started this quest several years ago. Senator Lugar and I and Sen-
ator Roth and others were dealing with what we thought was a po-

tential, a very high potential risk. Now we are dealing with reality.
The leakage of nuclear materials from the former Soviet Union

is now fact. We will hear from Bill Potter of the Monterey Institute,
on that point this morning. On several occasions Russian authori-

ties recovered weapons grade material, usable nuclear materials,
which had been diverted from civilian research institutes by indi-

viduals who intended to sell the material abroad.
In four other cases, weapons-usable material, including highly

enriched uranium and plutonium, made its way from the former
Soviet Union into Europe before authorities finally seized it.

But what we really are worried about is what we don't know.

Slightly over 2 years ago I directed the staff of the Permanent Sub-
committee on Investigations, in full cooperation and partnership
with Senator Roth, to conduct an in-depth examination of this issue
in order to determine the likelihood of such diversion and traffick-

ing occurring.
In May of 1994 their efforts led to a hearing which brought to-

gether for the first time before the Congress the Director of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, the President of Germany's BKA,



which is their equivalent, as I understand it, of our FBI, and the
head of Russia's organized crime control department, a rather

unique three to have together.
The testimony of these officials revealed a high level of concern

about the threat posed by organized crime in the former Soviet

Union, and the possibility that under the right circumstances orga-
nized crime could become involved in either facilitating or creating
a nuclear black market.

In my view, this is almost inevitable. At the rate we are seeing
it right now, however, we don't have to wait for that threat to

emerge to be concerned because amateurs are putting together
entrepreneural-type networks to deal with stolen nuclear material.
It will be an interesting question as to how long it is before the
amateurs can be called organized themselves. I have heard pundits
say that it would be a mistake to call anything organized crime in

Russia today because nothing there is organized. But whatever the

case, we have got big problems.
In prepareation for our hearings, the staff embarked upon an in-

quiry which entailed hundreds of interviews with members of our
law enforcement, intelligence and defense communities, including
the FBI, U.S. Customs Service, Central Intelligence Agency, De-
fense Intelligence Agency, and various offices within the Depart-
ments of Defense, Energy, State, and Justice.
The staff also met with dozens of academics and scholars

throughout the United States, and we'll have some of those testify
this morning. As a matter of fact, Graham Allison in a meeting ear-
lier this morning that Senator Lugar and I attended, announced
the publication of a new book which we hope he will summarize for

us when he testifies today. It is very interesting and details with
a lot of these concerns.
Last year the staff traveled to both Western and Eastern Europe

to meet with law enforcement, intelligence, parliamentary and reg-
ulatory officials in Germany, the Czech Republic, the Ukraine and
Russia.

During the course of the staffs investigation, events which oc-

curred in the heart of downtown Tokyo made the idea of a terrorist
use of weapons of mass destruction move from a potential fear to
a chilling reality.
On the morning of March 20, 1995, at the height of the morning

rush hour, several members of a religious cult, the Aum Shinrikyo,
which preached Armageddon between the United States and
Japan, and which had avowed to basically destroy the Japanese
Government, unleashed a sarin gas attack on the innocent civilian
riders of the Tokyo subway system.
The attack specifically targeted a central station which served

Japan's major government agencies. Twelve persons were killed
and over 5,000 injured. If they had waited a fev/ more weeks or
months and developed a better delivery systems you would have
been talking about tens of thousands of deaths. They pulled the

trigger prematurely, thank God.
Had the cult's delivery system been more efficient, we would

have had a major, major disaster in Japan.
The revelation that the Aum cult had viewed Russia as a source

for the critical materials, equipment and technology necessary to
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bring about its version of Armageddon only serves to underscore
the importance of addressing the situation in the former Soviet
Union with respect to the control of nuclear and other materials of
mass destruction.

Today and next week the Subcommittee will examine this and
other issues. At our hearing today, the Subcommittee will hear five

new reports from recognized authorities who will discuss the illicit

leakage of nuclear materials and know-how. Next week we will

hear about potential end-users for these weapons and materials of
mass destruction.

We'll hear from CIA Director John Deutch, who will talk about
the challenges in the Middle East and in other regions where
American interests are in peril.

Also, I'm pleased to announce that joining us in next week's

hearings will be Rolf Ekeus, chairman of the U.N. commission that
is inspecting the Iraqi weapons program. This will be the first time
Mr. Ekeus has addressed Congi'ess.
And finally, prior to next week's hearings the staff will release

the written report of its 2-year investigation into this issue with

findings and recommendations.
I believe today's panel of experts, though looking at different as-

pects of this concern, will deliver a strikingly similar message. The
threat of nuclear diversion and trafficking is one that we dare not

ignore, not only because what we know already is frightening; but,
more importantly, because the specter of what we don't yet fully
know is even more ominous.
The conclusions that will be reported this morning including the

threat of nuclear diversion and trafficking is real—as evidenced by
the documented seizures of weapons usable uranium and pluto-
nium in both Russia and Europe. There are confirmed cases of il-

licit smuggling of uranium and plutonium, and we know that key
weapons-system components have also been diverted from Russia
to Iraq.
The protection and control of nuclear materials, and to some ex-

tent even nuclear weapons, continues to be a great challenge. De-

spite the efforts by Russia in joint projects with the United States,
the General Accounting Office will release a report that explains
how there is still not even an inventory for hundreds of tons of nu-
clear materials that are spread out over more than 80 civilian fa-

cilities in the former Soviet Union.
Some of our witnesses will discuss the imposing challenges of se-

curing these materials and the need to concentrate these materials
in the smallest number of locations. One of the real paradoxes here
is when we succeed in getting the warheads off of missiles and dis-

mantling the materials, the remnants of that become harder to

handle and become more susceptible to theft than before. So our

very successes in this area also create new problems as we grow.
And I think it was Sally Mullen who said in the Center for Stra-

tegic and International Studies (CSIS) report that we will hear
later, that though the improvements are growing, the threat is out-

pacing those efforts. So we are making progress yet the challenges
at the same time are getting bigger and bigger.
Border and export controls throughout the former Soviet Union

are still lax. We will hear from that from our own University of



Georgia team—we are very proud to have them here today—about
the border problems there.

The porousness of the borders is evident by the number of smug-
ghng cases of all types of goods. The U.S. Government is working
closely with the Russians, and to a lesser extent the Baltic coun-
tries and Ukraine, to help them develop more rigorous export con-
trols and tighten their own borders. My staff, however, has deter-
mined that there has been little emphasis on the countries in the
south of the former Soviet Union—Central Asia and the Caucuses.
We found out that while almost all proliferation experts agree

that these countries are likely transit routes for fissile material

coming out of Russia, little work has been done to determine what
is coming out of these countries and to help these countries with
border and export controls. These countries border Iran and China
and are very close to Iraq, Syria, Pakistan and India.

Equally important as the leakage of fissile materials firom the
former Soviet Union is the disbursal of the technical know-how and
expertise as held by the 60,000 or so weapons scientists and techni-
cians who were once part of a very formidable Soviet Weapons pro-
gram and aerospace program. Today's witnesses will explain how
these scientists are subject to the same economic dislocation that
is affecting all the citizens of the former Soviet Union.
The staff has obtained examples of various entities attempting to

exploit this situation for money. The staff obtained a solicitation
letter fi-om a Hong Kong company that was found in the Middle
East. And this gives you an idea of the challenge.
The letter states, "We have detailed files of hundreds of former

Soviet Union experts in the field of rocket, missile and nuclear

weapons. These weapons experts are willing to work in a country
which needs their skills and can offer reasonable pay."
You don't have to have too vivid an imagination to fathom the

effect this brain drain can have on our national security and the
national security of countries all over the world.
As economic conditions in the former Soviet Union continue to

deteriorate, and I hope that will turn around soon, we in this coun-
try have a real stake in getting some degree of economic stability
in Russia and those other countries. Whether we know it or not,
we have a stake in their economic development, because as long as

they are under tremendous economic deterioration and pressure,
then the pressure on all of these areas of proliferation, including
the pressure on scientists and military officials, grows.
As economic conditions in these countries continue to deteriorate,

we have to move more rapidly to help them and stimulate them
and give them incentives to secure and protect these lethal mate-
rials. We have to bear in mind through all of this that 90 percent
of the work in these areas has to be done by the countries them-
selves. We are not capable of solving their problems. We can help
stimulate their efforts, we can help prioritize, we can help give
them incentives, but we can't solve the problems for them. They
have their own national security at stake here too and they have
to realize it.

However, all experts agree that the wisest policy is to secure the
materials at their source. When they get out into the world market
the degree of difficulty in dealing with it gets bigger and bigger.
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We must redouble our commitment to combat this threat. We have
started, but we have a long, long way to go.
Our expenditures in this regard are not commensurate with the

threat. And, it is not foreign aid. That mistaken belief is one of the

big problems Senator Lugar and I have realized. This is not foreign
aid. This is an expenditure directly in the interest of our national

security. If that point is not made clear over and over again, then

any support here on Capitol Hill will deteriorate.

Despite our commitment, the vast majority of work and resources
must still come from the nations within the former Soviet Union.

Nevertheless, we can serve as a partner and a catalyst in this ef-

fort.

We must accept the notion, whether we like it or not, that no
other nation in the world is capable of leading this effort. We are

going to have to lead and help others move in this direction.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Roth. Thank you. Senator Nunn.
Senator Glenn.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR GLENN
Senator Glenn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. The Permanent Sub-

committee on Investigations and the Governmental Affairs Com-
mittee, the parent committee, has a long and impressive record of

addressing various nuclear threats facing our Nation. It is a record
that has been further distinguished by the bipartisan approach we
have taken over these years and I am pleased to see this tradition
continue today.

Though we are now in what the pundits call a post Cold War
world, much of our whole approach to national security is still driv-

en by threats from the Cold War period. We are still spending tens
and indeed hundreds of billions of dollars both to maintain a robust
nuclear deterrent and to defend the country against incoming nu-
clear armed ballistic missiles.

I'm a member of the Armed Services Committee and the Intel-

ligence Committee, so I'm not one to argue that we no longer need
a nuclear deterrent. We do.

But I do strongly support the efforts of our country to negotiate
substantial international reductions in the size of the nuclear

weapons stockpiles.
We can maintain deterrence using fewer nuclear weapons, and

we have undertaken commitments to the international community
to continue this process toward the eventual goal of someday elimi-

nating such weapons altogether.
We sponsored the treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear

Weapons (NPT) and backed NPT and we are glad to see it become
a permanent treaty instead of one that had to be reviewed every
5 years, with the idea that the NPT would hold the line while we
got control of our nuclear weapons stockpiles vis-a-vis the Soviet
Union.

We'll hear testimony today that a more immediate and credible
threat to our security comes from weapons produced from nuclear
materials acquired en the black market.

It is fashionable these days to assume that the only conceivable
source of these materials are the factories, laboratories and storage



depots of the nuclear establishment of the former Soviet Union and
a few other places. But I think it is also useful to recall that some
500 tons of Plutonium will be separated by European countries and

by Japan over the next 20 years. That's about five times the

amount of plutonium in the whole current U.S. nuclear arsenal.

We know that it only takes about five kilograms of plutonium to

make a nuclear weapon, and this comes out to I guess 100,000 or

more nuclear weapons potential out of that kind of a stockpile.
We'll hear testimony today that a more immediate and credible

threat to our security comes from the weapons produced fi*om nu-

clear materials acquired on the black market. In short, the crux of

the matter is more in the nature of the materials we are dealing
with here today, plutonium and highly enriched uranium, more
than the simple issue of their national origin.
No accounting system involving large scale use of nuclear mate-

rials, not in Russia, not here, not anywhere, is 100 percent perfect.
There will always be the threat that relatively small amounts of

these materials will leak into a global black market without detec-

tion.

We also know very little about the whereabouts and precise uses

of such materials in international commerce worldwide, even in

and between countries with which we have very fi*iendly relations.

I'm also very concerned today about—and we'll have following

hearings on this on CW and BW, chemical weapons and biological

weapons. I think they maybe even pose a bigger threat in the long
term future because they are so much easier to make.

Judge Webster, then head of the CIA, in this hearing room sit-

ting at the table where the gentlemen are here right now, testified

that a very credible chemical weapons factory could be set up by
terrorists or by a nation in a space about the size of this hearing
room, in pointing the difficulty that it is for them to track and keep
track of where all these places may be all over the world. And the

formulas for those things do not require a huge industrial complex
to put together.
So the danger is not all fi-om nuclear weapons. But anj^way, plu-

tonium I think also has another danger to it that maybe we have
overlooked sometimes, apart fi-om the nuclear weapons. If we had
someone with a good stock of plutonium they had been able to get
some place and just spread it around Times Square, I don't know
what we would do.

It would be something that posed a terrific problem, and we
could have terrorism that doesn't require such a huge industrial

complex to put a whole weapons system together.
As we listen to the testimony today therefore, I think is is vital

for us to all recognize we are dealing with a profoundly difficult

global problem here, not just one pertaining to Russia or a handful
of so-called rogue nations.

If another satchel filled with plutonium turns up in the trunk of

a Mercedes parked in Munich, we in all likelihood may never no
where the stuff originally came from. You can't always identify its

national origin. A plutonium atom is a plutonium atom, and I un-
derstand modern electron microscopes have finally begun to ob-

serve actual atoms, or close to it, but they don't have little flags
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hooked on to them that's for sure. So we don't know where these

things would come from.

Clearly, we have a lot of work to do before we can even hope to

have a timely and accurate answer to some of these questions.
So it is in this context I look forward to today's testimony and

the subsequent hearings we will have. I congratulate the Sub-
committee for its efforts in this area and the bipartisan leadership
it has shown.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Roth. Thank you, Senator Glenn.
Senator Lieberman, I understand you have no opening state-

ment. We are indeed pleased to have Dick Lugar with us today. He
has played such a principal role in addressing the problems of nu-
clear proliferation and other weapons of mass destruction. Wel-
come.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR LUGAR
Senator LUGAR. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I'd like for

my full statement to be made a part of the record.

If I may, I'll summarize.
' Senator ROTH. Please proceed.
Senator LuGAR. Let me say, Mr. Chairman, that I'm impressed,

as I think all members are, by Senator Glenn's point on the

globalization of and thus the multilateral aspects of the problem
associated with the proliferation of materials of mass destruction.

But the bilateral problem with Rassia resulting from the Cold War
is a very special focus. And I have been appreciative of the leader-

ship of Senator Nunn in working with me and with other members
on this particular situation.

The Cold War led to massive research, production and stocks of

nuclear, chemical and biological materials. We discovered in a pre-
vious hearing of this Subcommittee that, in total, as much as 800
million dollars of the United States budget each year is now ex-

pended trying to protect ourselves from what we have produced,
what v/e have in storage and which could harm Americans, quite

apart from other countries.

This is a massive expenditure and gives some quantification to

the enormity of the problem as we see it with regard to the nu-

clear, biological and chemical stocks.

Now, this massive effort on our part has been paralleled in part
by Russia and the other states left over after the Soviet Union dis-

integrated. But it is clear, as I'm sure witnesses will point out

today and others witnesses did in Foreign Relations Committee
hearings in August, that the degree of security surrounding such

weapons and materials on the part of Russia is substantially less.

And I suspect that difficulty will continue, due to difficulties in the
Russian economy, and maybe bottlenecks in their bureaucracy.
What I think we have going for us in this country and in Russia

now is that there is a growing and perhaps comparable apprecia-
tion of the dangers posed by these weapons and materials to our
own peoples. In other words, it is very probable that in the event
that nuclear leakage occurs, or leakage of biological or chemical

components, the first victims could be Russian. There are any num-
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ber of disputes going on in that country now in which people might
be included to use in combat whatever means they have at hand.
And I suspect the other problem that we are all trying to come

to grips with is what might be called "new think" as opposed to

"old think." The "old think" focused on an idea that was extremely
difficult for us to comprehend of ICBMs aimed at us, thousands of

them, and the potential destruction of our country.

Now, much of that threat still remains, and arms control negotia-
tions as well as unilateral reductions are trying to address that sit-

uation. In a modest way, Nunn-Lugar funds have been utilized by
our country to work with Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan, and other

parts of the former Soviet Union, now independent republics, to in

fact take warheads off of missiles, even to destroy missiles, and to

blow up silos. So in fact some of that threat is being met.
But the new threat is obviously not one borne by an ICBM. It

is the problem, illustrated in various testimony of important com-

mittees, of somebody utilizing a suitcase or satchel to smuggle in

a small device that has been machined with expertise and em-

ployes sufficient highly enriched uranium to create a nuclear inci-

dent.

That type of threat has not been perceived widely. In fact, I

would contend that the American people by and large are almost
in a state of denial over this possibility. But denial or not, it is

there. And the importance of this hearing is to illustrate, I suppose,
not only the technical ability to build such weapons, but the avail-

ability of the fissile material to create such a weapon.
Let me just say that our situation here in the Congress is the

need to think through very rapidly what we are going to do in

terms of authorizing and appropriating funds to deal with these

problems for the coming year.
But it is clear that we need a sense of urgency here. We have

to think about our priorities in terms of how much money we are

prepared to spend on various programs to meet the new threats
that Graham Allison and the Harvard people have outlined in their

remarkable new publication. "New Think" will require new re-

sources and new programs.
These are urgent affairs. Small amounts of money have been

spent by DOD and DOE to help the Russians achieve better secu-

rity in their facilities. But this is barely a pilot project situation,
with an enormous number of Russian facilities clearly in disarray,
with the real prospect of people walking off with nuclear material,
and with ready markets, whether it be rogue states, terrorists orga-
nizations, to receive this material.

Now, ultimately, if we do not succeed in stemming theflow of

those materials, in a fairly short time fi'ame, we will have a prob-
lem of proliferation that is literally beyond control. For the mo-
ment, we have still an opportunity to get it under control and we
ought to do so. And the urgency of the situation is highlighted by
this hearing.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for calling the hearing and for in-

cluding me as a part of the panel this morning.
[The prepared statement of Senator Lugar follows:]
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OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR RICHARD G. LUGAR
Thank you Mr. Chairman, for including me in this series of hearings by the Per-

manent Subcommittee on Investigations. We commenced our deliberation on the

problems associated with the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction with 2

days of hearings last August by the European Subcommittee of the Foreign Rela-
tions Committee. At that time, we focused on the nuclear component of the weap-
ons-of-mass-destruction problem, and indeed heard from some of the same witnesses
scheduled to appear before this Subcommittee. Last October, this Subcommittee
delved into the chemical component of the problem, with a focus on the activities

of a Japanese terrorist organization.
It is important, Mr. Chairman, that we proceed with our investigations into these

emerging threats to U.S. national security interests. It is not at all clear to me that
there is a proper appreciation of these looming threats throughout the country as
a whole. I have just come off the campaign trail. With the exception of some com-
mercials that I ran highlighting the dangers posed by the illicit trade in nuclear ma-
terials and efforts by rogue states and terrorist organizations to acquire such mate-
rials, there has been no national security component to the presidential debates. For
that reason, I applaud the efforts of the Subcommittee to stick with this theme of
the dangers posed by the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction.

In commending the Subcommittee for pursuing the issues associated with the pro-
liferation of weapons of mass destruction and appropriate U.S. policy responses to

such threats, I want to draw Members' attention to a major recommendation of the
Commission on the Roles and Capabilities of the U.S. Intelligence Community (the
so-called Brown Commission) which issued its report on March 1. The Commission
calls for the establishment of a single element of the National Security Council,
chaired by the Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs, to develop
and coordinate appropriate strategies to counter threats to our national security
such as nuclear terrorism and the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction.

In its report entitled "Preparing for the 21st Century: An Appraisal of U.S. Intel-

ligence", the Commission, chaired by former Secretary of Defense Harold Brown,
noted that the end of the Cold War has meant a significant change in the nature
of the foreign threats to U.S. security. The principal wori^^ of most Americans is no

longer a devastating military offensive from abroad, but rather more insidious as-

saults which hit closer to home, threatening lives and property, and creating a cli-

mate of fear. The bombing of the World Trade Center and the thwarted attacks

against other targets in New York City demonstrated that terrorist acts are no

longer risks that Americans confront only abroad. The use of chemical agents in the
attack on the Tokyo subway heightened the concern that similar attacks could occur
here. The Commission concluded that "the breakup of the former Soviet Union and
increased efforts by other countries to obtain weapons of mass destruction and relat-

ed technologies have resulted in greatly increased trafficking in illicit materials,

leading many Americans to worry more now about the possibility of a nuclear explo-
sion than during the Cold War."
Most of these threats to our security stem from foreign groups whose activities

are not limited by governmental or national boundaries. Some operate with the sup-
port or tolerance of a government; others do not. Some are organized groups with

far-flung operations; others are independent actors.

The Brown Commission notes that such "non-traditional" or "transnational"
threats will pose increasing dangers to the American people in the years ahead as
the perpetrators grow more sophisticated and take advantage of new technologies.
These threats also affect U.S. interests in other ways, for example, by undermining
the stability of friendly governments or even requiring the commitment of U.S.
forces.

Recognizing the increasingly menacing nature of these threats, the President pre-
viously issued separate directives specifically identifying international terrorism,
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, and international organized crime as
threats to national security, and creating separate interagency working groups
under the auspices of the National Security Council to share information with re-

gard to them. A growing number of Federal departments and agencies now have re-

sponsibility for combating global crime, including the Department of Justice, the

FBI, and DEA, as well as the Departments of State and Defense and the Intel-

ligence Community.
However, while each of these agencies' roles is important, their overlapping re-

sponsibilities have led to conflicts in missions and methods, particularly between the
law enforcement and intelligence communities, to the point where the country's abil-

ity to combat such threats in an effective manner has been undermined. This has
to stop!
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The U.S. Government, in my judgment, has reUed too heavily on law enforcement

as the primary response to international wrongdoers, to the detriment of other pos-
sible actions. While law enforcement can be an extremely powerful weapon against
terrorism or the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, it may not be the

most appropriate response in all circumstances. Diplomatic, economic, military, or

intelligence measures, in many cases, can offer advantages over a strict law enforce-

ment response.
Some may believe that it is improper for the Executive branch to subordinate law

enforcement interests to other policy considerations, such as the impact on foreign

relations, protection of intelligence sources and methods, or implications for the use

of U.S. forces. I do not! The President has responsibility not only to enforce the laws

but also to conduct foreign policy and provide for the common defense. It is essential

for the President to weigh various competing policy interests in determining the

most effective response to such global criminal activity. It is up to the President to

decide whether to give priority to law enforcement, or to intelligence, or to other pol-

icy options.
The Brown Commission noted that, while the recently created NSC working

groups are fostering broader interagency exchanges of information on different kinds

of global crime, "these groups do not provide the necessary strategic direction to at-

tack these activities in a systematic and comprehensive way. These working groups
are not convened at a sufficiently high level to set overall strategies or to settle

interagency differences". Moreover, the current NSC Deputies Committee "is used
on an ad hoc basis and does not provide significant or continuing strategic direc-

tion."

Thus, the Brown Commission recommended that the President create by Execu-
tive Order a Global Crime Committee of the National Security Council to direct the

U.S. Government's actions against transnational activities that threaten the na-

tional security. It further recommended that this Committee should: (1) establish an
overall strategy for dealing with global crime, once certified; (2) monitor implemen-
tation by the executive departments and agencies; (3) determine the appropriate ap-

proach to specific types of global crime, such as terrorism or proliferation of weapons
of mass destruction; and (4) resolve operational and policy differences among the

various departments and agencies.
To conclude, Mr. Chairman, law enforcement agencies historically have taken the

lead in responding to global criminal activities carried out by foreign groups such
as terrorism and the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. But where U.S.

security is threatened, strategies which employ diplomatic, economic, military, or in-

telligence measures may be required instead of, or in collaboration with, a law en-
forcement response. It is essential that there be overall direction and coordination
of U.S. responses, and I am strongly supportive of the Brown Commission's rec-

ommendations in this area.

For that reason, Mr. Chairman, I would hope that, as the Subcommittee pursues
its work through this series of hearings on threats associated with the proliferation
of weapons of mass destruction, it would also devote some thought to strategies for

countering these threats to our national security. What we need, Mr. Chairman, and
what we seem to be lacking at the moment, is the necessary strategic direction to

attack these activities in a systematic and comprehensive way.

Senator RoTH. Thank you, Senator Lugar.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Chairman, with your permission I would sug-

gest we start today with a brief statement from John Sopko and
Alan Edelman of our staff to bring us up to date on the Aum
Shinrikyo matter. There have been a few developments since we
had our hearings 5 months ago and I thought it might be a good
way to get started today.

I think they would probably need to be sworn in with our other
witnesses.

Senator ROTH. Please rise. Do you swear the testimony you will

give before this Subcommittee will be the truth, the whole truth,
and nothing but the truth, so help you, God?
Mr. SoPKO. I do.

Mr. Edelman. I do.
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TESTIMONY OF JOHN F. SOPKO, DEPUTY CfflEF COUNSEL TO
THE MINORITY; ACCOMPANIED BY ALAN EDELMAN, COUN-
SEL TO THE MINORITY, PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON IN-

VESTIGATIONS
Mr. SOPKO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As Senator Nunn has already indicated, the staff will be provid-

ing next week a more detailed staff statement on the problems we
found dealing with nuclear proliferation and the potential smug-
gling of material from the former Soviet Union.
But what we wanted to do today is to provide to the Subcommit-

tee and the public new revelations that we believe are so important
that we need to bring them to your attention, to the public's atten-

tion.

The staff, as you know, has continued to follow the activities of

the Japanese terrorist group—the Aum. In the course of that, we
acquired a 41 minute videotape; which is an actual videotape of the

interior of the laboratory used by the Aum Shinrikyo to produce
the sarin used in the Tokyo subway attack. ^

This videotape has never before been seen here in the United
States. The depiction we have up on the chart, there with the

arrow, is the laboratory where the sarin was produced that was
used in the deadly Tokyo incident.

This videotape and the pictures and diagrams we have prepared
from it were provided by the staff to our law enforcement and intel-

ligence community. That is a diagram of the chemical lab based

upon a review of the videotape by the CIA.^
The staff forwarded this videotape upon its acquisition to the

CIA where it was analyzed. The CIA was able to confirm the au-

thenticity of the video and, in brief, they concluded the laboratory
shown is the chemical research and development laboratory of the
Aum Shinrikyo.

2

A diagram of the laboratory was drawn based upon the video

footage which you see up there. "Still" photos were also prepared,
and those are some of the "still" photos.

^

I would direct your attention to the lower right-hand corner, and
we also have blowups of those pictures which I believe we have

provided for the Senators.
That photograph depicts the actual reactor vessel that our intel-

ligence community believes was used to process the Aum's sarin

gas used in the Tokyo incident. That is their analysis based upon
this videotape that the staff provided to our intelligence commu-
nity.
This was the first time that western intelligence and law enforce-

ment agencies have had an inside look at this important facility.

And as Senator Glenn mentioned, you can make sarin in a room
a lot smaller than this hearing room. Actually, if you look at the

diagram chart, the reactor vessel is up in the corner and that room
is probably half the size of today's hearing room. That was enough
sarin to kill the 12 people in Tokyo and injure the 5,000.

^ Exhibit No. la. is retained in the files of the Subcommittee.
2 See Exhibit No. Ic. on page 520.
3 Exhibit No. lb. is retained in the files of the Subcommittee.
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The video shows several pieces of expensive equipment, including
an incubator, a fume hood, an autoclave, glove box, and two pieces
of equipment assessed to be mass spectrometers.
The equipment alone identified in this video costs upward to

$355,000, but all appear to have been manufactured domestically.
You could buy off the shelf in Japan.
The video shows a large insulated piece of equipment in a sepa-

rate room with external ventilation. This was assessed to be the

chemical reactor which I have previously referred to, with an esti-

mated 1,000 liter capacity.

Oversall, the laboratory depicted was determined to be a pilot

sc£de production facility with enough capacity to have produced the

quantity of sarin used in the Tokyo incident.

Senator NUNN. You said, Mr. Sopko, there was enough to kill five

people. If they had had delivery means, it would have been enough
to kill far more.

Mr. SoPKO. Absolutely, Senator. The thousand liters of sarin

could have killed 10,000 people or more. It just was the delivery

system that was not effective.

But that is our best estimate, and the intelligence community's
estimate is that the photo depicted was where the sarin was pro-
duced in that vessel right there in that building that eventually
was used in the subway attack.

As our investigation revealed, there is a larger building where
there was a massive production system set up where they were

supposed to produce tons of sarin per year, but that production fa-

cility had actually broken down, if you recall, from the testimony
from last Fall.

That larger building you see to the left of the arrow is where that

larger production facility was located.

The videotape and the photographs produced today have never
been explained before in public and the staff believes they are an

important addition to our knowledge of this terrorist group. We
would ask, Senator, that the videotape, the still photos and the dia-

gram be made part of the Subcommittee's official record. ^

Senator Roth. Without objection.
Mr. Sopko. Thank you, Senator. That's all we have to say at this

time.

Senator NuNN. I think before we get started on our next panel
of witnesses, if we could just ask you to give us a brief summary
of the relationship between the Aum Shinrikyo and Russia, par-

ticularly its membership and what it was doing there in recruiting.
This would be a recounting of previous testimony, but I think it is

important to keep in mind.
Mr. Edelman. Senator, our investigation showed that the Aum

was very active in the former Soviet Union, both in terms of re-

cruiting members and in terms of viewing the former Soviet Union
as, in the words that you yourself used in your opening, a super-
market for technology, equipment and expertise.

1 Exhibit No. la. and lb. is retained in the files of the Subcommittee. Exhibit No. Ic. appears
on page 520.
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We found that within Russia the Aum actually had more mem-
bers than they had within Japan. I believe their membership in

Russia was somewhere close to 30,000 members.
They were also very active in terms of touring military facilities,

trying to get training with helicopters and airplanes. There are in-

dications that they had meetings with high level Russian officials,

and there are even some indications that there may have been dis-

cussions held concerning the possibility of obtaining nuclear weap-
ons.

There was a notation found in the notebooks of the so-called con-
struction minister of the Aum in which he made reference to a nu-
clear weapon and how much it would cost to purchase a nuclear

weapon.
The Aum also owned a television-radio transmitter station within

Russia from which they broadcast daily programs both within the
former Soviet Union and from there to Japan. So they were very
active within that country, and viewed that as a rich source of ma-
terials for their activities.

Senator GLENN. Mr. Chairman, could I ask one question?
Wasn't there a press report or something that they had bought

a uranium mine in Australia and that they were interested in laser

equipment, or something like that?
Mr. Edelman. Yes. We had found information that, in addition

to their activities in Russia, they had also purchased property in

Australia. It was a very remote location in the outback of Australia
which they apparently used to test their sarin. They tested it on

sheep located on this ranch out in Australia.
In addition to that activity, there are indications that they were

searching for uranium. That part of Australia is apparently known
to have some uranium deposits, and there was evidence that the
Aum had rented mining equipment and had in fact conducted some
mining activity on that property.

It is unclear whether they ever actually took any uranium out of
the ground and back to Japan, but they did apparently attempt to

mine there.

Senator Glenn. Thank you.
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman, I suggest our next panel come up and I'll intro-

duce them.
Harold Johnson, who is the Associate Director of International

Relations and Trade Issues, National Security and International
Affairs Division, of the General Accounting Office.

The next witness is Graham T. Allison, Director of the Center for

Science and International Affairs at Harvard University. And Dr.
Allison will present the findings from the book he and his col-

leagues are releasing today, "Avoiding Nuclear Anarchy, Contain-

ing the Threat of Loose Nuclear Weapons and Fissile Materials."

Also, we have William Potter, Director for the Center for Russian
and Eurasian Studies of the Monterey Institute. Dr. Potter will

present his latest study on nuclear diversion cases from the former
Soviet Union.
Our next witness will be Sarah Mullen. Ms. Mullen is Chair of

the Global Organized Crime nuclear Black Market Task Force at

the Center for Strategic and International Studies. Ms. Mullen will
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summarize the findings of the task force, and I think the full report
is going to be issued sometime in the next few days.
Our last witness with this panel will be Gary Bertsch, Director

of the Center for International Trade and Security at the Univer-

sity of Georgia. Dr. Bertsch will summarize the findings of two re-

ports that are being released today on export control issues in the

former Soviet Union.
Senator Roth. It is a pleasure to welcome each and every one of

you here. As you know, it is the practice of the Subcommittee to

swear in all the witnesses. So would you please stand and raise

your right hand.
Do you swear the testimony you will give before this Subcommit-

tee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
so help you, Grod?

Mr. Johnson. I do.

Dr. Allison. I do.

Dr. Potter. I do
Ms. Mullen. I do
Dr. Bertsch. I do
Senator RoTH. Please be seated.

Senator NUNN. Mr. Chairman, if I could suggest, each one of

these witnesses we could benefit greatly hearing from them for an
hour at least, probably 2 hours. But one of the big benefits of hav-

ing this group here is to get an interchange between them and hav-

ing ideas flow around the table and between that table and this

table here.

So we have told each one of the witnesses to try to limit them-
selves to 10 to 15 minutes. And without being rude, what I suggest
is that if it would help our witnesses to give you a 10-minute re-

minder, just a brief interruption sa3dng 10 minutes, and then per-

haps you can start wrapping up for the next 3 minutes, spilling
over to about 5 minutes, and we'll try to keep it within a reason-
able time, because we do have another panel and I would like to

be able to have the Senators have some dialogue.
We know you are going to know a lot more than you tell us this

morning. We are going to stipulate that for the record.

Senator ROTH. Do you want to start, Mr. Johnson?
Mr. Johnson. Certainly.

TESTIMONY OF HAROLD J. JOHNSON, JR.,i ASSOCIATE DIREC-
TOR, INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS AND TRADE ISSUES, NA-
TIONAL SECURITY AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS DIVISION,
GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
Mr. Johnson. Mr. Chairman, hopefully I'll be shorter than 10 or

15 minutes. In that our report is being released today, I have a

very brief statement that I'll present orally.
We are pleased to be here today to discuss the report that is

being released today that deals with controls over direct-use mate-
rial in the newly independent states of the former Soviet Union.^

Keeping fissile material such as highly enriched uranium and plu-
tonium from terrorists and other countries seeking nuclear explo-

* The prepared statement of Mr. Johnson appears on page 187.
2 See Exhibit No. 2a. which api>ears on page 522.
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sives has become a primary national security concern for the Unit-
ed States and for the newly independent states.

Our report specifically addresses the nature and extent of the

problem of controlling direct-use materials in Russia, Ukraine
Kazakhstan and Belarus; the status of, and future prospects for

U.S. efforts to help strengthen the controls over these states; and
the consolidation of U.S. efforts within the Department of Energy.
Our review focused on control of direct-use material handled by

civilian authorities and used in naval nuclear propulsion vessels.

We did not review controls over nuclear weapons in the possession
of the Russian Ministry of Defense.

In summary, the social and economic changes in the newly inde-

pendent states have increased the threat of theft and diversion of
nuclear material. With the breakdown of the Soviet era control sys-

tems, the newly independent states may not be as able as they
were in the past to counter that increased threat.

While we have no direct evidence that a black market for stolen

or diverted nuclear material currently exists in the newly inde-

pendent states, seizures of direct-use material in Russia and Eu-

rope have increased the concerns about the adequacy of controls at

nuclear facilities.

Let me cite just a few facts to illustrate the problem. According
to the IAEA, the International Atomic Energy Agency, it takes
about 25 kilograms of HEU or about 8 kilograms of plutonium,
both direct-use materials, to make a bomb. DOE suggests that the
amounts may be actually less than that.

Russia and the six other newly independent states have hun-
dreds of tons of material not contained in weapons located in 80
to 100 facilities, but an exact inventory and the location of the ma-
terial is not known.

Direct-use materials are attractive to theft because the materials
are not highly radioactive, and in some instances can be trans-

ported by one or two people.
Material protection, control and accountability systems in Russia

and other newly independent states have serious weaknesses, lack-

ing such things as automated material tracking systems, portal
monitors, adequate perimeter barriers, and adequate seals on con-
tainers to help detect losses.

In response to these problems, the United States has pursued
two different but complementary programs to help the newly inde-

pendent states improve their nuclear material control and account-

ability systems. The first is a direct government-to-government pro-
gram to help the governments of Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan and
Belarus develop national control systems and improve existing con-
trols over civilian material.
The second is a lab-to-lab program to improve controls at Rus-

sian nuclear facilities that handle direct-use material. The govern-
ment-to-government program was initially sponsored and funded
by the Department of Defense under the Nunn-Lugar program, but
was implemented by the Department of Energy. The lab-to-lab pro-
gram is sponsored by DOE and is jointly funded by DOE and DOD.

U.S. efforts began in 1993 with the government-to-government
program, but got off to a slow start. The Russian Ministry of Atom-
ic Energy, known as MinAtom, initially refused U.S. officials access
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to Russia's direct-use facilities, and projects at facilities with direct-

use material in Ukraine, Kazakhstan and Belarus were just getting
under way at the time of our review.

According to DOD officials, the program was also slowed by the

requirement for using U.S. goods and services and for audits and
examinations.
The government-to-government program began to gain momen-

tum in January of last year when U.S. and Russian officials agreed
to upgrade the nuclear material controls at five high priority facili-

ties handling direct-use material.

DOE and Russian nuclear agencies have also agreed to cooperate
on a national material control and accountability regulation infra-

structure.

DOE's lab-to-lab program, which started in 1994 as an extension

of other lab-to-lab relationships, had a quicker start. It has already

improved controls at two research reactors and begun providing nu-

clear material monitors to several MinAtom defense facilities to

help them detect unauthorized attempts to remove direct-use mate-
rial. The program, is now implementing projects in Russia's nuclear

defense complex.
For fiscal year 1996, the United States has expanded its assist-

ance program, and I would like to comment that we call this an
assistance program, but I think we agree with Senator Nunn's com-
ment in his opening statement that this really is not assistance,
but is a cooperative effort in the United States' interest. The pro-

gram has been expanded to include all known facilities in the

newly independent states with direct-use material outside of weap-
ons.

Also beginning in 1996, management and funding for the ex-

panded program have been consolidated within DOE. DOE expects
to ask the Congress for about $400 million over a seven-year period
for the program. That would be from fiscal year 1996 through 2002.

DOE faces several uncertainties in managing the expanded pro-

gram. For example, DOE does not know exactly how many facilities

will require upgrades, or how much the upgrades at each facility

will cost.

The number of facilities to be upgraded could be as high as 135.

The cost estimates range from five million to ten million. Because
of these uncertainties, the total programs could cost over a billion

dollars.

In addition, DOE may be limited in its ability to directly assess

program progress and concern that U.S. assistance is being used as

intended, because the Russians may limit the measures that can
be used for these purposes at highly sensitive facilities.

In response to these uncertainties, DOE has initiated the follow-

ing steps. They have developed a long-range plan for the expanded
programs that consolidates both the government-to-government
and lab-to-lab programs. The plan establishes objectives, priorities
and timetables for implementing projects at facilities. However, at

the time we completed our review in January of this year the plan
had not been released.
DOE is also developing a consolidated cost reporting system to

provide more current financial data on both programs, and it is im-
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plementing a more flexible audit and program evaluation approach
to assure that the assistance is used as intended.

Before concluding my remarks, I would like to add that the re-

port that is being released today is one in a series of reports that

we have issued, or are working on, dealing with nuclear safety and
the Nunn-Lugar program.
Thank you.
Senator NUNN. [Presiding.] Thank you very much, Mr. Johnson.
I know that during your review you visited a number of different

facilities where direct-use material is handled.
First I would like to ask you, I won't interrupt all the witnesses

with this, but we need to get some definitions.

Would you give us a definition of what you mean by direct use?
And then second, you took some pictures, and I think while you are

testifying it would be good if we could look at some of those pic-

tures.^

Mr. Johnson. Yes. Direct-use material is the highly enriched
uranium and plutonium that can be converted and used for making
bombs without further processing. As direct use implies, it can be
used directly.
Senator NuNN. So it is the most dangerous material as far as

proliferation is concerned, because it does not require processing?
Mr. Johnson. That's correct.

Senator NuNN. Maybe you could just show us those pictures
here.

Mr. Johnson. Yes. This picture was taken at Obninsk, and what
this shows is a fuel element of direct-use material that can be held
in ones hand without protection. It is not highly radioactive. I

brought a mockup of that pellet, and it is this size. As you can see,
it is very easy to conceal in one's pocket and just walk out the door
with.

Senator NuNN. How many of those would it take to really make
a weapon? I mean, what are you talking about?
Mr. Johnson. Well, we calculated it would take about 50 or 55

of those. But the problem at this particular facility was that at the
time we were there they had not yet taken an inventory, and offi-

cials at the lab, in response to a question by our staff, indicated

that they really didn't know the precise number.
So it would be fairly simple for somebody to walk out every other

day with a couple of these pellets in their pocket and collect enough
fairly quickly to construct a bomb.

Senator NuNN. You put three or four in your pocket a day within
2 or 3 weeks you would have enough to make a weapon?
Mr. Johnson. Yes, sir. Now, with the HEU it would take a little

longer because it requires a larger amount of material, but the
same could happen.
Senator NuNN. Is this plutonium or HEU?
Mr. Johnson. This is plutonium.
This picture was taken at Kurchatov Institute and depicts a

vault where direct-use material is contained. As you can see, the
seal is a fairly rudimentary t3T)e of seal. It is a wax seal that can

' Exhibit No. 2b. is retained in the files of the Subcommittee.
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be—I was just handed a note that that was at Obninsk, so I was
incorrect on it being Kuschatov.
But as you can see, it is a fairly rudimentary type of seal that

can be easily defeated. It is not too difficult to replace it so that
one can't detect that it has been entered.
Senator NUNN. Senator Lugar, would you like to move over here

so you can see these pictures?
Senator LuGAR. Sure, that's a good idea.

Senator NuNN. We welcome you on this side of the aisle.

Senator Levin. For this and other purposes, Dick.

Senator NUNN. Well, on this side of the aisle the vision is clearer.

Mr. Johnson. Before you remove the picture, I would like to just

point out—and we don't have a picture of the floor area, but you
can see wax drippings. So, obviously, this has been entered and
exited more than once. One can only speculate as to whether that
was a surreptitious entry or not.

Senator NuNN. Flash that pellet chart back up there and let Sen-
ator Lugar take a look at that.

Mr. Johnson. OK. Now, we are at Kurchatov.
As you can see from this picture—and it is a little bit hard to

detect in the back—but there is an outer fence, a cement wall, and
an inner fence. But the difficulty here is that the area between is

not clear so that an intruder could be easily detected.

There is vegetation growing between the two fences. The tree is

also between the two fences. It seems clearer now because the foli-

age is off the tree, but it would be more difficult to detect an in-

truder with this type of vegetation growing in what supposedly is

a clear area.

The other thing that we did not observe when we visited the
Kurchatov Institute were surveillance cameras or guards in this

particular area. So an intruder would be more likely to be able to

enter the facility.

Now, this building is within the perimeter fence that we just
saw. In a U.S. facility there would also be a fence located more
closely to the building to prevent entry into the building. But as

you can see here, security is rather lax and it would not be terribly
difficult for one to just melt into the background.
Senator NuNN. Is that it on the pictures?
Mr. Johnson. Yes, sir.

Senator NuNN. Thank you very much. The pictures are very illu-

minating, to say the least.

Dr. Allison, glad to have you.

TESTIMONY OF GRAHAM T. ALLISON,* DIRECTOR, CENTER
FOR SCIENCE & INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS, JOHN F. KEN-
NEDY SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT, HARVARD UNIVERSITY
Dr. Allison. Thank you. Senator.

My reports and findings I think are very consistent with those
that Mr. Johnson has already begun with. It is an honor for me to
be here and I want to salute particularly you, Senator Nunn and
Senator Lugar, for the work that you all have done in attempting
to get all of us to focus squarely on this issue.

'The prepared statement of Dr. Allison appears on page 194.
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Today we are releasing a year-long study, published as a book by
MIT Press, called Avoiding Nuclear Anarchy, copies of which, I

think, have been given to the Members of the Subcommittee. ^

This book attempts to respond directly to a challenge put by Sen-
ators Nunn and Lugar earlier, and I am glad to report that in the
first instance, in our analysis we find that you are correct in your
provocative proposition, stated more than a year ago, that the
threat posed by loose nuclear weapons-usable material, and indeed
nuclear weapons themselves, is the No. 1 most urgent threat to

American national security today.
This book attempts to analyze the shape of that threat, to ex-

plore and explain why and how it happens to be arising now, and
to analyze as clearly as we can what our American stakes are in

the risk of loss of nuclear weapons-usable material, or what Harold
is calling direct-use material, material from which one could fash-

ion a crude nuclear device, or indeed nuclear weapons themselves.
I gave a preview of the findings on that to Senator Lugar's hear-

ing of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee last summer. I

won't concentrate on the threat today, except to say very briefly
two things: First, if a party got a softball size or grapefruit size 30

pounds of highly enriched uranium, which is easily carried in my
briefcase, or a baseball size of plutonium, and took it out of more
than a hundred such facilities in Russia, with that material and
other equipment available at Radio Shack and equivalent stores in

the United States, and a couple hundred thousand dollars and a

couple of months, they could make a serious nuclear device. So,

point one.

Point two, if that device was carried in the minivan that was
placed in the World Trade Center, or at Oklahoma City, with the

design that is available on a worldwide web site—I actually

brought the address for you that my assistant had pulled up—the
same design that the United States used for Hiroshima, so it is

public knowledge for quite a long time. If a nuclear device had been
in the minivan, placed at the World Trade Center, the lower part
of Manhattan would have disappeared, up to Gramercy Park, all of

Wall Street. Oklahoma City would be history. Or Tokyo.
Third, why is this happening now? As you said earlier this morn-

ing. Senator Nunn, because we have seen a collapse of an empire,
and a continuing collapse of all of the centralized control systems
of that empire.
The empire that imprisoned a society, previously left material

like that safe, because everything was watched by the KGB and the
internal security forces, and everyone was living inside a prison.
Those prison walls have collapsed. That's the good news for free-

dom in Russia.
The bad news is that people can walk in there and take some-

thing for themselves, personally, freelancers, Mafia, others. And as

you said in your opening statement, this is not just a hypothetical,
this has now happened, and Bill Potter will have more to say about
that.

What this report then does is attempt in the final chapter to ad-
dress the classic Russian refrain, or Shto delat? What is to be

1 Exhibit No. 4 is retained in the files of the Subcommittee.
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done? And that's the focus of what I'll make my brief remarks on
here today.
What can we do about this problem? Given its proportions and

dimensions as analyzed in this study £md by the work of other

members of the panel, one is almost tempted to say this is inevi-

table, throw up our hands, say this is too hard.
We say two things in two lines. First, recognize this as the num-

ber one threat to American national security today, the threat of

loose nuclear weapons and loose nuclear weapons-usable material

from the former Soviet Union.
And second, mobilize a high priority all-azimuth attack on this

threat: An attack motivated by a strategy and commanding the at-

tention, money, energy and imagination commensurate to our stake

in the threat. Those are the two lines. Recognize it as the No. 1

threat, and mobilize an all-azimuth attack proportionate to the

problem.
Now, specifically what might this involve? And in deference to

the vernacular of our political season, in my testimony that I have
submitted for you today we try to state the agenda for action to

contain loose nukes in a manner as straightforward as A, B, C.

In the final chapter of the book, we have a more academic ver-

sion of the 26 point plan. But I think this may be easier to recall,

A, B, C.

A, the A-No. 1 problem.
Senator NUNN. You are gearing this to a lower level to fit your

audience, right?
Dr. Allison. No, sir, to myself so that I can be sure to remem-

ber. The A-No. 1 problem is the threat of loose nukes, as you and
Senator Lugar have said. They are the first and most urgent threat
to U.S. interests. Mostly nobody gets it. Mostly people don't believe

it. Even when you say it, mostly people don't take it seriously.
Is the threat assessment correct? I believe that if one looks at the

evidence, one will come to the conclusion, yes. We have not seen

anybody whom we have had look at the evidence in detail and not
come to this conclusion. So I think it is a matter though of waking
up to something that is fairly unbelievable. The A-No. 1 threat, and
A-No. 1 threat that also stands for absolute priority.
That is, as an operational objective of containing loose nuclear

weapons and loose nuclear materials at the source is an absolute

operational priority for the United States in our relations with Rus-
sia.

Now, what does it mean, an absolute priority? I go into some-
what more detail in the written testimony. We gave in the past, ab-
solute priority to avoiding a major nuclear war with the Soviet
Union. That was an objective we had to achieve in order to get on
with anj^hing else.

Similarly, whether the question is about Russian sales of reac-
tors to Iran, or Russian behavior in Chechnya, or NATO expansion,
or any other item relative to those issues on our agenda, containing
loose nukes we say should be the absolute No. 1 priority. That's A.
B stands for two things: Bilateral initiative, a bilateral Russian

American initiative. We agree entirely. Senator Nunn, with your
statement that 90 percent of the action has got to be taken by Rus-
sians. They are dealing with the Kurchatov Institute. They are
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dealing with the other facihties. So this has got to be a bilateral

initiative in which they are taking most of the actions. But we are

attempting to motivate them.
So B stands first, for bilateral initiative, American and Russian,

and second, B stands for buy, that is Americans bu3dng Russian

highly enriched uranium and plutonium, bringing it here, and

using it for fuel in its diluted form in our civilian reactors.

As incredible as that idea seems to some people, they would be

surprised to learn that in fact, as you Senators of course know, a
deal of this sort was negotiated by the Bush Administration, it has
been signed by the Clinton Administration. We have a contract to

buy 500 tons of highly enriched uranium from Russia. That is

about half of the entire stockpile.
This deal is now bogged down in bureaucratics and business as

usual and is going to take over 12 years, and who knows whether
it will even be fulfilled.

Senator NUNN. I find that inexcusable. Senator Lugar and I

watched that situation develop, and we were in the Ukraine about
three or four times, and we saw the difficulty in ever getting those

weapons dismantled. It looked almost hopeless.
And then with a breakthrough, and the HEU purchase was the

centerpiece of that breakthrough, and now we are letting it just
wander off as if it is going to all be solved by some kind of free-

market mechanism. Free market can play a role it it, but it cannot
be the dominant, and that's a tragic error.

Dr. Allison. Precisely. And this contract is in place. It is not

that Mikhailov, the head of MinAtom, as difficult as he is, is not

ready to sell this material today. If you talk to him, as you have

done, he will say bring the money today and take the material

today.
Senator NuNN. One thing about him, with all his problems, it is

not the principle of the thing with him, it is the money.
Dr. Allison. Yes, it is the money. So B is bilateral and buy. Buy

in a quasi-business deal in which the U.S. Government, because of

our national security stakes, has got to be the principal actor. But
we get a chance to get back a substantial amount of our investment
as we sell this material as fuel.

C stands for two things again: Concentrate the remaining mate-
rial and weapons in the fewest possible sites, and control. Control
that material in every way one would attempt to control anything
that was valuable in the midst of a society all of whose centralized

systems are collapsing.
Now, I think if we take the pictures that Harold Johnson was

giving us, those just happen to be the Kurchatov Institute. That
just happens to be the institute in Moscow.

Senator NuNN. That's probably one of the best, isn't it?

Dr. Allison. Absolutely. There are many facilities in which this

would look like the good news as opposed to the bad news.
There are closed cities in which in principle nobody was supposed

to get outside of that city, so everything inside of the city is fi-ee.

But, of course, now everybody moves back and forth in Russia in

a manner that is almost like a normal society today, or indeed in

many ways it is like a Wild East society.
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So we need to take the material that remains to the fewest pos-
sible sites, then control it. Think of it as if one were tr3ang to con-
trol diamonds, or gold, or a pile of hundred dollar bills, and ask:

How does a banker, how does a business man in Russia today ad-
dress that task?
And first, they take the money and put it in the middle of a vault

that has got a foot of steel around it. Then they have an electronic

device around that. And then they have a cage around that. And
then they have the best ex-KGB guards guarding that. And then

they have it inside of a building. And then there are police outside.

Even with all of that, as Mr. Gusinsky, the guy who runs Most
Bank, will explain to you, they lose some money because some peo-
ple inside steal some and some people outside steal some. It is a

problem.
Relative to that, for our interests, American interests, this nu-

clear material needs to be concentrated and to be controlled.

In my testimony, Senator, I have D, E, and F, but I'll stop at this

point.
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much, Dr. Allison. I appreciate

the way you explained it on the terms you did. I think you made
it very vivid.

Dr. Potter.

TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM C. POTTER,i DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR
RUSSIAN AP^ EURASIAN STUDIES, MONTEREY INSTITUTE
OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

Dr. Potter. Thank you very much. Senator Nunn, and other
Members of the Subcommittee, for the opportunity to report to you
findings from my study, "Nuclear Leakage from the Post-Soviet

States," a lengthier version of which is available for those who
don't already have it.

Rather than attempt to summarize the study, I'll confine my oral

remarks to three issues that I believe merit special attention. They
are, first of all, what are the confirmed cases of proliferation

—
sig-

nificant diversions, and exports of nuclear materials from the post-
Soviet states?

Second, what patterns of behavior may be discerned across these
cases?
And third, and perhaps most interestingly, because the informa-

tion is less widely available, what are the most serious nuclear
threats that have not received adequate attention to date?

Since the collapse of the Soviet Union one can identify at least
four confirmed cases in which more than minuscule quantities of

highly enriched uranium or plutonium have been exported from the

post-Soviet Union, and another three cases in which highly en-
riched uranium or plutonium were diverted fi-om Russian nuclear
facilities but were seized prior to export.
An additional four cases of diversion and/or export are of pro-

liferation concern, but do not as clearly meet the standard of unam-
biguous evidence with respect to either independent sources to cor-
roborate the diversion, or the size or the enrichment level of mate-
rials. So you have basically 11 significant cases.

1 The prepared statement of Dr. Potter appears on page 198.
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The most important characteristics of these cases are summa-
rized in the appendix to my written report. What I will do now is

simply summarize a few of the salient aspects of those cases.

The first confirmed case involving the diversion of fissile material
from nuclear facilities in the former Soviet Union occurred at the
Luch Scientific Production Association in Podolsk, a town approxi-
mately 40 kilometers southwest of Moscow.
Between late May and early September 1992, Leonid Smirnov, a

chemical engineer and a long-time employee of the plant, stole ap-

proximately one and a half kilograms of weapons-grade uranium.
He accumulated this quantity by some 20 to 25 different diver-

sions, taking the material home in a glass jar and storing it on his

apartment balcony.
Smirnov had no accomplices and appears to have been motivated

by an article he read in a Russian newspaper about the fortune to

be made by selling highly enriched uranium.
One of the earliest confirmed thefts of highly enriched uranium

occurred in late July 1993 at a storage facility of the Northern
Naval Fleet base at Andreeva Guba, some 40 kilometers from the

Norwegian border.

Two naval servicemen were arrested in the case and accused of

stealing 1.8 kilograms of highly enriched uranium from two fuel as-

semblies. The material which was recovered was enriched to ap-

proximately 36 percent, U-235, and used as fuel for third genera-
tion naval reactors.

The men said they were operating under instructions from two
naval officers. At a trial of the four suspects, which concluded in

November of this past year, the two servicemen were sentenced to

prison terms of 5 and 4 years; the two naval officers were found
not guilty for lack of evidence.

What is interesting about this case is it is one of the few cases
where there is apparently some linkage to a Murmansk-St. Peters-

burg criminal ring. So you have at least some tell-tale signs of or-

ganized criminal involvement. And this aspect of the case is still

under investigation.
On November 27, 1993 you have a second naval fuel diversion

case. I'm not going to detail it. I have explained it at length in

other publications.
What was most striking was the ease with which insiders were

able to penetrate the naval facility, basically walking through a
hole in the fence around the facility. As it was described by the
chief military prosecutor in the case, had the culprits not left the
back door of the shed where the material was stored open, the theft

probably still would not have been discovered.
This is the person who gave the nice title to my article, "Even

potatoes were guarded better." And I think that remains the case,

despite the fact that much of the fuel in the naval propulsion sec-

tor, and even in the civilian naval sector, is enriched to weapons
grade.
Moving on to the first of the so-called German cases, you found

in May of 1994 the first instance in which either highly enriched
uranium or plutonium was actually exported as opposed to simply
diverted.
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This, interestingly enough, involved an inadvertent discovery by
German police in Tengen, Bavaria, of a vial containing some 5.6

grams of nearly pure plutonium-239. The supergrade material was
found in the garage of a gentleman, Adolf Jaekle, who was under

investigation for counterfeiting, and it really was just a serendipi-
tous discovery.

Although the origin of the material has not been determined defi-

nitely, there are indications that it was produced for non-weapons
purposes at the Soviet Nuclear Weapons Laboratory Arzamas-16.

Samples similar to the amount seized in Tengen may well have
been distributed by Arzamas to literally dozens of research labora-

tories in the former Soviet Union, as well as in Eastern Europe.
There are many important questions that remain about the

Tengen case, but I think what is most significant is the fact that
it was not a sting operation.
The next two cases that I'll discuss were sting operations. In

June of 1994, Bavarian authorities seized some 800 milligrams of

highly enriched uranium, enriched to 87.7 percent U-235. This ma-
terial was recovered in Landshut, Bavaria. A number of parties
were arrested in the case as part of the sting operation. There was
an interesting connection to the Czech Republic, which becomes rel-

evant when we look at a latter case. The material in this instance

appeared to have been produced for use as naval reactor or re-

search reactor fuel.

The last of the significant German smuggling cases occurred in

Munich on August 10, 1994 when Bavarian authorities seized a
suitcase that had been unloaded from a Lufthansa flight from Mos-
cow. Inside the suitcase was a metal container containing some 560

grams of mixed oxides of uranium and plutonium. This seizure,
which was also the result of a sting operation, was by far the larg-
est quantity of weapons-usable material, some 363 grams of pluto-
nium 239, that had been recovered at that point in time in the
west.
Two Spaniards and a Columbian were arrested at the airport in

connection with the case. Less well known, is that last month the
Russian Foreign Intelligence Service confirmed to German officials

that the material in question had been diverted from a research fa-

cility at Obninsk in Russia.

Although the Ministry of Atomic Energy today disputes the re-

port, I think there is good evidence that the Russian communique
to Germany was authentic.
Without going into the details of the case, it should be noted that

the Munich seizure was significant in demonstrating that sizable

quantities of weapons-usable material could be procured. The de-
mand in this instance, however, appears to have been artificially
created by German intelligence and security officials.

The last case that I will note in any detail took place on Decem-
ber 14, 1994 when Prague police, reportedly responding to an anon-

ymous phone tip, seized 2.72 kilograms of highly enriched uranium
from the backseat of a car parked on a busy street in the Czech
capital.
The police arrested the three occupants from the Czech Republic,

Belarus and Ukraine, all of whom, interestingly, had a nuclear in-

dustry background.
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The seized material is interesting in part because it appears to

have been identical to the 800 milligrams of highly enriched ura-
nium that had been seized earlier that year in Landshut, Germany.
The case also resembles the Landshut seizure in that it too appears
to have been the result of a German sting operation, something
neither the Czechs nor the Germans are anxious to publicize.
There are at least four more cases that are of probable prolifera-

tion concern but don't meet the standards of unambiguous evidence
that we have used so far. I'll just mention these cases without dis-

cussing them.
The first one involves the seizure of a large cache of beryllium,

including a much smaller quantity of beryllium HEU alloy in the
basement of a bank in Vilnius, Lithuania in May of 1993.
There is the reported recovery in St. Petersburg in June 1994 of

some 3.05 kilograms of weapons-usable HEU, allegedly stolen from
a nuclear facility, most likely Electrostal, near Moscow, in March
of 1994.

Third, the seizure of six kilograms of enriched uranium, probably
20 percent U-235, in March of 1995 in Kiev, a case which is not

generally recognized, but I have reason to believe took place.
And finally, and this case has not been previously noted, at least

in the public domain, the diversion in January 1995 of one pluto-
nium pellet, or button, from the machine building plant at

Electrostal, near Moscow.
I think potentially the most serious of the cases is the one in St.

Petersburg because of the size. Initial press reports, however, in

the Russian press have not been followed by the release of more
detailed information, and it is not clear that any criminal inves-

tigation has taken place. And there is also some disagreement
among U.S. Government agencies about whether this theft actually
occurred.

The Vilnius case, which is discussed in considerable detail in my
full report, is intriguing mainly because of the possible complicity
of government authorities.

At issue in the March 1995 Kiev seizure is the level of enrich-
ment of the six kilograms of uranium. Although the U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy is inclined to characterize the fuel as low enriched,
the uranium for power reactors, I have been told by Ukrainian nu-
clear scientists that an analysis of the material by the Kiev Insti-

tute for Nuclear Research indicated an enrichment level of 20 per-
cent, consistent with much naval reactor fuel.

Although little has been released about the diversion of the plu-
tonium pellet from Electrostal, suspects have been apprehended, a
trial is planned probably for later this year. The case is intriguing
mainly because the material has not been recovered, and because

plutonium previously had not been known to be present at the
Electrostal facility.
Let me go into very briefly to a kind of summary of the patterns

of behavior, if in fact one can discern any.
Senator NuNN. Dr. Potter, it has been about 11 minutes, so you

have got some time to wrap up.
Dr. Potter. OK. Let me go right to the three main new threats

which are not adequately appreciated.
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One concern is naval fuel. About 2 years ago I testified before

Congress about the danger posed by the lack of attention in Russia
to safeguarding fresh fuel for propulsion reactors, some of which

may be enriched up to 90 percent. In a nutshell, there has been
some progress made in this area. The potential for diversion, how-

ever, remains very great.
I don't think that we are moving quickly enough. There are bu-

reaucratic obstacles in both Russia and the United States.

Minatom is usually pointed to as the organization which moves at

a glacial pace. Unfortunately, the U.S. Navy may come in only a

very close second. And so there have been some difficulties in mov-

ing forward with the provision of CTR assistance in that area.

The second issue has to do with the potential for another Project

Sapphire. In November of 1994, it was widely believed that with
the successful conclusion of Project Sapphire, that the United
States had removed the last quantity of HEU from Kazakhstan.
That now is known not to be the case. Rather, in late 1995
Kazakhstan notified the International Atomic Energy Agency that

there were still 205 kilograms, and enormous quantity, of HEU at

the Semipalatinsk nuclear research site.

What is surprising and worrisome is that because Russia claims

that it owns most of the material, it refuses to allow Kazakhstan
to accept IAEA safeguards on the HEU, although Kazakhstan is re-

quired by the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty to have all of its nu-
clear facilities under safeguards.
Russia also refuses to specify when it will remove the material,

so the U.S. is confronted with a very difficult choice here. On the
one hand, failure to remove or safeguard the HEU would set a very
dangerous precedent whereby weapons-usable material would re-

side under ambiguous custody on the territory of a non-nuclear

weapons state party to the NPT. And in addition to being impru-
dent, such a situation would appear to be at odds with both
Kazakhstan' and Russians NPT commitment.
On the other hand, it may well be that the United States has

more confidence in the ability of Kazakhstan to protect the HEU
at Semipalatinsk than it does in Russia's ability to protect the ma-
terial if it were returned to the Luch Scientific Production Associa-

tion, which originally had control of the material, Luch, as I noted

earlier, is suspect because it was where the first significant diver-

sion took place.
The unanticipated discovery of another cache of hundreds of kilo-

grams of weapons-usable material is also a useful reminder that we
probably can expect to find further large undeclared quantities of

HEU in the non-Russian successor states. There are at least six or

seven of them which have HEU on their territory.
The last nuclear threat I would like to note may be the least ob-

vious. Indeed, until very recently it has received practically no at-

tention, perhaps because of the proper emphasis that has been
given to first enhancing security for nuclear weapons and fresh—
that is unirridiated—highly enriched uranium and plutonium.

It would be a mistake, however, to neglect the potential prolifera-
tion and terrorist risks posed by the enormous quantities of vir-

tually unsafeguarded spent nuclear fuel, especially that which was
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never highly irradiated or has been sitting long enough to see its

radiation barrier decline greatly.
I think it needs to be emphasized that this spent fuel, containing

so-called reactor grade plutonium, can be used to fabricate nuclear

weapons. Moreover, spent fuel from certain kinds of reactors may
be especially attractive to would-be proliferants and terrorists with
access to a reprocessing technology because of the unusually large
proportion of HEU or plutonium present.
Spent navy fuel, for example, typically will have a large HEU

content, while that in fast breeders may contain significant quan-
tities of low irradiated plutonium.
The fast breeder reactor in Aktau, Kazakhstan, on the Caspian

Sea, across from Iran, poses a special risk. It has been in operation
since 1973, and has produced a very large quantity of low irradi-

ated plutonium, much of which remains on the plant site.

Although Kazakhstani nuclear authorities recognize the need to

upgrade safeguards at the facility and are cooperating with the
U.S. Government on this matter, a growing Iranian presence in the

city highlights the need for more rapid action.

Iran, it should be noted, has sought to establish a consulate in

Aktau since 1993, and Iranian vessels routinely call on the for-

merly closed nuclear city.
An even greater threat fi*om the perspective of Kazakhstani au-

thorities is posed by Chechen terrorists. Although this particular
danger may be exaggerated, the potential danger that could be
caused by terrorist attacks on or sabotage of civilian nuclear power
plants and spent fuel storage sites is enormous and should become
part of the calculus by which physical protection threat assess-
ments are made.
Such threats, however, currently are not reflected in the designs

of most civilian nuclear power sites in the post-Soviet states. In-

deed, one might argue that nuclear power plants and spent fuel

storage sites are potential Trojan horses, means for non-nuclear

weapons states or terrorists to deliver nuclear consequences by con-
ventional means or sabotage.

I'd like to conclude my remarks by emphasizing that most nu-
clear security problems are inextricably linked to the region's trou-
bled economic, political and social conditions. As such, they are un-

likely to be completely resolved without substantial progress to-

ward stabilizing the economy and renewing public trust in govern-
ment institutions and law.
This is not likely to occur soon, and the United States will thus

continue to face at least some threat of nuclear leakage from the
former Soviet Union for the foreseeable future. Unfortunately, this

danger is likely to grow before it recedes, and it is imperative for

the United States to commit resources commensurate with the
threat.

Thank you.
Senator NUNN. Thank you, Dr. Potter.
Ms. Mullen.
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TESTIMO^fY OF SARAH A. MULLEN,^ CHAIR, GLOBAL ORGA-
NIZED CRIME NUCLEAR BLACK MARKET TASK FORCE, CEN-
TER FOR STRATEGIC AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Ms. Mullen. Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee,

I appreciate the opportunity to present the views of the Nuclear
Black Market Task Force on this most serious national security
and public health and safety threat. Before I do so, however, I want
to say a few words about the task force itself.

The Nuclear Black Market Task Force is one of seven that com-
prise a 2-year project begun in September 1994 entitled Global Or-

ganized Crime and sponsored by the Center for Strategic and Inter-
national Studies.
Our task force is comprised of representatives from all key U.S.

intelligence, policy and law enforcement agencies that are involved
in tackling this problem, as well as representatives from the legis-
lative branch and from the private sector.

On behalf of Project Chair William Webster, Project Director
Arnaud de Borchgrave, who is here with me today, and CSIS, I

want to express our appreciation to those agencies and organiza-
tions that participated.
But I also want to state for the record that the opinions, conclu-

sions and recommendations expressed or implied in this testimony
and the report

^ are solely those of the Project.
Those of us in the nuclear business typically characterize the

risk equation for theft of a nuclear warhead or weapons-usable
fissile material using the following four factors: First, probability
that a theft will be attempted, or the threat; second, probability
that an attempt will succeed, or safeguards and security; third, the

probability of interrupting the theft sequence before contraband
reaches the end-user, or detection and interdiction; and finally, con-

sequences of the successful theft for national security and public
health and safety.

It was natural then for these four factors to drive our assess-
ment. We first evaluated the threat to U.S. interests posed by illicit

trade, including the link between organized crime and trafficking
in FSU origin materials.
We then evaluated preventive efforts, analyzed capabilities for

detecting, interdicting and prosecuting nuclear smugglers, and ex-
amined options for neutralizing a threat to detonate a device and
responding to knowledge that materials have been lost or stolen,
the worst case scenario.
Most of our projections are for only 2 years because uncertainties

abound, and we limited our analysis to weapons-grade nuclear ma-
terials and warheads, that is, the commodities that pose the most
serious threat.

My full statement has already been provided for the record, and
in the interest of brevity I will try to run very quickly through our
findings.

First, the probability. of theft of a nuclear weapon or bomb-quan-
tity of weapons-grade materials from the former Soviet Union is

growing. We are particularly concerned that a desperate, corrupt or

'The prepared statement of Ms. Mullen appears on page 230.
2 Exhibit No. 5 is retained in the files of the Subcommittee.
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coerced official with authorized access could steal warheads or ma-
terials, or broker a theft.

It remains unclear whether the apparent lull in seizures of mate-
rial in 1995, and thus far in 1996, reflects improving counter-

measures and deterrence, or more effective concealment of traffick-

ing activity by more sophisticated marketers.

Second, the threat from the insider far exceeds the outsider

threat. Physical security of nuclear weapons in the FSU probably
could repel an attempt at forced entry, short of an attack by a

large, well-supported elite force.

But accountability procedures and other defenses against the in-

sider are weak or weakening at the same time that new factors are

compromising human reliability, collapse of the internal security

system, severe fiscal constraints, poverty, breakdown in discipline
and morale, and, of course, institutional corruption, which is perva-
sive.

The result increases both the probability of insider theft and the

probability that attempted thefts will succeed.

Third, the nuclear black market is nascent and inchoate at

present, with few buyers identified among the cases thus far. Inter-

ested buyers exist, however, especially in the Middle East, and
even one genuine transaction of direct-use materials, that is some-

thing well short of a formal market, constitutes an unacceptable
threat to national security.

Technical requirements suggest that traditional terrorist groups
are more likely to use a conventional explosive or other means to

disperse stolen radioactive materials than to improvise a nuclear

explosive device using stolen weapons-usable materials.

By contrast, anarcho-terrorists, like the Aum Shinrikyo, or a

technically sophisticated extortionist group, might be less daunted

by technical difficulties or political disincentives.

Fourth, materials are arriving in Western Europe by numerous
and shifting routes that render countermeasures expensive and

leaky. The task force concludes that the absence of smuggling re-

ports from other regions, notably the Middle East and Asia where
interested buyers exists, represents an information gap rather than
a lack of illicit activity.
Border crossing points in the Caucusus and in Central Asia are

poorly covered by Customs and police, and information from these

regions is not regularly available to U.S. authorities in the intel-

ligence and law enforcement communities.
Full implementation of the provisions of the Shengen accord will

only make matters worse by rendering much of western Europe es-

sentially without borders, and even at their best, border controls

can be expected to interdict no more than 10 percent of illicit traf-

fic.

Five, criminal elements are participating in nuclear trafficking,
but those trading in weapons-usable materials thus far appear low
level and localized. Given the severity of the consequences of a

thriving black market, however, the task force agrees that the
international community must address nuclear weapon and mate-
rials theft at whatever level it occurs.

Moreover, since corruption and criminality pervade Russia from

top to bottom, we cannot dismiss the likelihood that higher level
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criminal elements operating on a global scale might become in-

volved.

Six, the nuclear black market threat would increase dramatically
if organized crime groups with far-flung international connections
were to become involved as middlemen. Knowledgeable observers

differ sharply, however, on whether organized crime will seek in-

volvement in this risky, tainted nuclear trade when it already has
other lucrative enterprises at work. Nonetheless, the international

law enforcement community must take extraordinary measures to

deprive thieves of this most dangerous avenue.

Seven, on balance, the likelihood of theft of nuclear materials is

outpacing improvements in protection. In that, I agree with my col-

leagues on the panel. And since much of this has already been cov-

ered, I'll skip over to the following point, and that is that several

seizures of materials that had been stolen months before and hid-

den away while the thieves awaited an opportunity for sale suggest
that some materials already are beyond western-assisted efforts to

improve material security in the FSU.
Eight, numerous activities that mitigate the threat are making

headway, but they fall short in terms of dollars and time when
compared to the magnitude and immediacy of the problem. More-

over, institutional measures are inadequate to the task of ensuring
that systems, equipment and procedures put into place with west-
ern assistance are maintained and implemented.
Nine, because the risk to U.S. interests associated with theft of

warheads exceeds the risk associated with theft of materials, pre-
ventive programs must seek innovative ways to address warhead
security. Absent an agreement to exchange sensitive stockpile data,
the U.S. lacks assurance that warheads are actually being disman-
tled and the materials removed from them are being securely
stored.

That said, activities designed to remove, secure and dispose of

material from warheads paradoxically, as Senator Nunn pointed
out, create opportunities for theft that require even more additional

precautions.
Ten, countermeasures must continue to emphasize securing ma-

terials and warheads at the source, because options for detecting,

interdicting and neutralizing these commodities once they are be-

yond the site perimeter are poor at best.

That said, since inadequate protection is inevitable in the near
to medium term, and some previously stolen materials presumably
already are available, attention and resources must be directed to

post-theft measures as well.

Eleven, a healthy synergistic partnership between law enforce-
ment and intelligence both here and abroad is essential to detec-

tion and interdiction. Recent improvements between these two com-
munities need to be preserved and expanded.
Twelve, bilateral cooperation on a case-by-case basis has been

and likely will continue to be the most effective form of interdiction

cooperation. U.S. law enforcement and intelligence authorities at-

tribute the success of this approach to its low-key non-political
character.

Thirteen, task force members generally agree that the following
elements are inadequate to the task: deployment of technical sen-
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sors, specialized training of border control and other law enforce-
ment officials, profiles of thieves and traffickers, although Bill Pot-
ter is working toward that end, and detailed sharing and joint

analysis of relevant intelligence throughout the countries of origin,
transit and potential destination. I would add that the importance
of human intelligence in this equation cannot be overstated.

Lastly, plans and capabilities for neutralizing nuclear materials
or devices at the international level, in the worst case scenario, are
far less robust than at the national level, undermining both the
timeliness and effectiveness of a response to an incident outside the
United States.

The U.S., we believe, has no choice but to help if asked, but polit-
ical and safety risks abound, whether a neutralization effort abroad
fails or succeeds. For that reason, the U.S. should carefully craft

guidelines for responding to a request for such assistance.

In conclusion, let me highlight a few of our recommendations
that have particular salience.

Assured pursuit and prosecution. U.S., European and FSU law
enforcement agencies should make a political determination to pur-
sue and prosecute nuclear smugglers, and those that help them, to

the fullest extent of the law. This should be done with the same
determination mustered against terrorists, or when a law enforce-
ment officer is killed in the line of duty.

Unified law enforcement and intelligence response. Leaders of
these two communities must assign the highest priority to mitigat-
ing the nuclear black market, preserve and extend recent progress
toward cooperation, and rededicate their staffs to overcoming juris-
dictional disputes, which, I might add, have stood in the way.
Nuclear forensics. The task force believes that the United States

should pay increased attention to the problems posed by nuclear
material presented as physical evidence. Examples include conduct-

ing feasibility studies to determine whether a nuclear fingerprint
library, that is, baseline reference data on known materials, is at-

tainable, beginning with detailed forensic characterization of the
materials seized thus far, establishing a network of nuclear smug-
gling forensic labs in the United States for planning and executing
sample exploitation, providing aid in nuclear forensics to states

interdicting nuclear traffic, training, evidence handling kits, sam-
ple analysis, and the like.

Authority to assist non-nuclear FSU republics. Since Nunn-
Lugar funds can only be used in the nuclear republics, the United
States cannot use this vehicle to support establishment of effective

export and border controls in non-nuclear republics through which
contraband might pass. To cover all likely smuggling routes, the
Executive Branch must have clear and sufficient legislative author-

ity to aid in countering a nuclear black market wherever it exists.

I would add, the conditions attached to the Nunn-Lugar legislation
that make it more difficult to spend money in the former Soviet
Union are hindering institutionalization efforts that I alluded to
earlier.

Nuclear emergency collaboration. Technical collaboration be-
tween nuclear emergency specialists in the Department of Energy
and in Russia should be expanded, with a joint response team the
ultimate goal.
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Domestically, expanded training and disabling nuclear devices

for DOD explosive ordinance disposal specialists, in conjunction
with DOE's nuclear emergency search team, NEST, could pay high
dividends.
Senator NUNN. Incidentally, I started pushing that idea in the

early 1980s. Then, with Senator Warner, we called it the risk re-

duction effort, and we presented it to President Reagan, and we
had a sheet of paper with all of our goals, and they took the first

half and ran with it and did well with that part of it, but it has
become more of an informational exchange than an)^hing else.

But this ability to have the United States and Russia begin bilat-

erally, maybe expanding to greater levels, anticipating what the re-

sponse would be to a threat or an actual seizure of a weapon or

production of a weapon by a terrorist group and how we would re-

spond and how they would respond is absolutely essential.

Ms. Mullen. In the remaining part of the study we intend to

run a scenario or two in which we will have various situations in-

volving nuclear materials, nuclear warheads, here, abroad, and try
to elucidate the difficulties in cooperation at the law enforcement

level, the political level, the intelligence level, et cetera. We think

that we'll have some tremendous lessons learned from those exer-

cises.

Finally, establishment of a multilateral nuclear technology
counterterrorist research program. In appropriate international

fora, and within the framework of the comprehensive test ban trea-

ty, the United States and other nuclear weapons states should ex-

plore the possibility of establishing a multilateral research program
to develop, test and assess novel technologies and techniques for

disabling nuclear weapons and devices.

That completes my testimony. Thank you.
Senator NuNN. Thank you very much, Ms. Mullen.
Dr. Bertsch, we are delighted to have you here. I appreciate all

the good work you have got going on.

TESTIMONY OF GARY BERTSCH,^ DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR
INTERNATIONAL TRADE & SECURITY, UNIVERSITY OF GEOR-
GIA

Dr. Bertsch. Thank you, Senator, and other Members of the

Subcommittee.

My colleagues and I at the University of Georgia, as you know,
Senator Nunn, are involved in a long-term study and assistance

project on nonproliferation export controls in the former Soviet

Union. Today we are releasing two reports
—I have brought copies

for those who are interested—based upon this project.
One is our 1995 annual report on Russian Export Control Devel-

opment, and the other is a paper that Igor Khripunov and I have
written on restraining the spread of the Soviet arsenal. I ask that
these reports and my full statement be entered into the record. ^

Let me report that these two reports and my testimony empha-
size developments in Russia. We are, however, working on export

•The prepared statement of Mr. Bertsch appears on page 257.
2 See Exhibit No. 6a. which appears on page 665. Exhibit No. 6b. is retained in the files of

the Subcommittee.
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control issues in the other new states of the former Soviet Union,
and that research will be reported fully in the fall.

I should note that I agree with most everything the other wit-

nesses have had to say this morning. It is clear that the disintegra-
tion of the former Soviet Union poses a threat of a massive tide of

conventional and unconventional weapons proliferation.

Here, however, my testimony will differ significantly from the
others. I believe that physical protection, counting and control are

critically important, but they will not be able to restrain all leaks
of weapons and weapons-related items and technology out of Rus-
sia and the new independent states.

Much of what is necessary for weapons development will reside

in enterprises that are becoming semi-independent exporters, in-

creasingly outside of direct state control. Unless effective export
control barriers are put in place, there is the potential for literally
hundreds of military industrial enterprise stretched across the map
that we have before us selling weapons, conventional and uncon-

ventional, and weapons-related items at, conceivably, bargain base-
ment prices.

Nonproliferation export controls provide a system of rules, norms
and behavior that can help deny the transfer of proscribed items.

This includes nuclear, chemical, biological, missile, dual use and
conventional weapons that might go to undesirable end-users.
The implementation of export control systems in the new states

of the former Soviet Union has the potential, we believe, of being
one of the most significant and cost-effective accomplishments in

the post-Cold War era in support of U.S. and global security inter-

ests.

And we note that there is some good news surrounding export
control developments in the former Soviet Union. First, Russia has

developed an impressive array of decrees, control lists and agencies
tasked to regulate weapons and weapons-related exports.

It has created a complex interagency system for export licensing
and the execution of export control policy. My written statement in-

cludes an organizational chart outlining this system.
Second, the Russian Federation has harmonized its export con-

trol lists—nuclear, missile, chemical, biological and dual use—with
those of the international regimes, and has joined .all of them ex-

cept the Australia Group as a full-fledged member. This, of course,
includes the Nuclear Suppliers Group (MTCR), the Missile Tech-

nology Control Regime, and the new Wassenaar Arrangement. Rus-
sia's joining the MTCR in 1995 is particularly timely and impor-
tant.

Third, there is growing maturity in Russian export controls. It is

evidenced by a number of facts, including the increasing number of

government decisions and agreements specifically conditioning
technology transfers on compliance with export control regulations.
An interesting example is the recent Russian decision, dated Feb-

ruary 8, 1996, where the Russian Space Agency and Defense Min-

istry agreed to participate in a project for modernizing U.S. space
launch facilities. This project will involve deliveries to the United
States of Russian-manufactured ground-based equipment.
The document governing this agreement specifies that such deliv-

ery should be in conformity with the existing legislation for control-
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ling the export from the Russian Federation of equipment, mate-
rials and technologies used for developing missiles. The interagency
Russian Export Control Commission is identified as the agency to

be consulted by the Russian contractors.

Fourth, Russia's leaders recognize the importance of non-

proliferation export controls. Foreign Minister Primakov has said,
"The problem of the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction
affects the immediate interests of Russia, a situation in which new
states possessing weapons of mass destruction on the perimeter of

Russian borders looks unacceptable."
Another Russian official recently wrote, "In case of failure of

Russian export controls, Russia would be the first and major victim
of potential proliferation. That is why setting up an effective export
control system is a strategic imperative for this country, a matter
of vital importance, and even national survival."

Fifth, Russia's Customs Committee has been prioritized in terms
of funding in order to expand and professionalize it. Over the past
few years Russian Customs has reportedly grown from approxi-
mately 7,000 to 54,000 employees. U.S. Customs employs about

18,000 individuals. This is an astounding figure, and I intend to de-

termine what exactly it means, because it is most surprising in

terms of the budgetary problems, the training problems in Russia

today. But I think, and I'm sure our Customs people know much
more about it, and I'd like to find out, but moving in a few years
from 7,000 Customs officials in Russia to 54,000, as they have re-

ported it, is something that we ought to know more about.
Senator NUNN. I think they have had an awful lot of problems

with selling off of assets too, including raw materials and so forth

that go to the economic control of exports. I would guess you will

find that it is mixed in there, and it would be interesting to find

what their priorities are.

Dr. Bertsch. Certainly the people involved in export controls is

small, as I'm going to point out shortly.

Well, let me also note that some very important export control
difficulties and challenges remain.

First, there is no comprehensive export control law in Russia,
and it may take the Duma some time to get to it. The previous
Duma left over 500 pieces of uncompleted legislation.
The absence of an export control law affects enforcement. There

is evidence for this in a December 1995 ruling by the Moscow Arbi-
tration Court to overturn a fine which the Federal Service for Cur-

rency and Export Control had imposed. The court ruled that the

agency lacked a legal basis for levying the fine because it was oper-
ating under government decision rather than a Duma-approved
law.

Second, the export control system is the scene of continuous re-

vamping, tugs-of-war within the national government. This bureau-
cratic politics is undermining the cooperation needed for export
controls.

Third, agencies charged with export controls duties continue to
be severely underfinanced and understaffed.

Fourth, at present the export control offices and interests are no
match for the export oriented agencies that may want to allow pro-
liferation-related trade.
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Victor Mikhailov, Minister of Atomic Energy, recently elevated to

full membership on Russia's Security Council, may now be even in

a better position to promote nuclear deals worldwide, projecting his

ministry as a savior of the national scientific and technological po-
tential of Russia.

Fifth, given the evolving business culture in Russia and the new
independent states, much weapons and weapons-related trade may
bypass the export control and licensing system altogether. Some ex-

porters simply smuggle goods through the porous borders of the
FSU.
As we look at this map here, remember that the border around

the Russian Federation is 40,000 miles, extremely porous, with
wars going on in places like Tajikistan, and as others have indi-

cated, vulnerable spots like the Caspian Sea fronting on Iran.

Illegal exports is one of the most serious problems facing Russia
and the newly independent states today. In 1995, Kazakhstan reg-
istered 406 cases of illegal export of raw materials and other prod-
ucts from the country.

In October 1995, a former defense minister of Kazakhstan and
a senior defense official were sentenced to 8- and 4-year jail terms
respectively for illegally exporting $2 million worth of weapons. I

think this is good news as well as bad news; good news that they
are being prosecuted.

In February 1996, the acting Russian Procurator General in
1994—95 was implicated and imprisoned for engaging in bribes and
illegal dealing through Balkar Trading.

Finally let me say that outside of Russia the export control con-
cerns are even greater. Small but dedicated groups of officials in

Belarus, Kazakhstan and Ukraine are earnestly trying to build
new export control systems, but all find it exceedingly difficult to

get the attention and resources required.
To summarize, smuggling and illicit trading in conventional and

unconventional weapons are definitely taking place in Russia and
the new independent dates. Export controls cannot completely stop
this, but they can help.
The United States, Grermany, Japan and other countries recog-

nize how important these controls are. Russia, Belarus, Ukraine,
Kazakhstan and others are tr3dng to build these systems. There are
some good signs and positive developments, but political support is

weak and the institutions are very fragile.
Let me conclude by saying that in spite of all of these sensitivi-

ties and difficulties, I believe that the United States and Russia
must do more to work together to control the spread of conven-
tional and unconventional weaponry.

I further believe that engaging Russia and the new independent
states and encouraging them to control the leakage of weapons and
weapons-related items should remain one of the most important
and long-term goals of U.S. security policy.

I also believe that the money invested in pursuit of this goal may
well prove to be the most cost-effective U.S. security policy in the

post-Cold War world.
The U.S. Government, through the cooperative threat reduction

program, has had considerable positive impact upon Russian and
NIS export control development. The amount of money spent in
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Russia on export controls thus far is less than one-half the cost of

one Abrams tank. Let me repeat. The U.S. cooperative threat re-

duction support for Russian export control development and co-

operation has been less than one half the cost of one Abrams tank.

Yet, there has been some very good work coming from that very
small investment, and some real progress made.
Much more could be said about the positive impact that the U.S.

Government export control assistance is having in the new inde-

pendent states. Since I am part of a committee of the National Re-

search Council that is currently reviewing this and related items,
I will reserve my assessment of U.S. Government programs until

a later time.

For your information, the report of the National Research Coun-
cil Committee will be coming out in the fall.

Thank you.
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much. I want to thank all of this

panel. This has been excellent testimony. I really think we have

enough information and enough suggestions here to really do some-

thing. The challenge is legislatively to come up with an updated
version and a legislative framework for the whole approach on pro-

liferation, I will be working with Senator Lugar along that line,

and with each of you.
In light of the number of very good suggestions here, and some

that we are already working on, it is time for a comprehensive leg-

islative framework updating what has been done as well as looking
down the road at future issues. Along that line, let me ask two or

three questions and then I'll defer to my colleagues.
The Central Asia and Caucus states border Iran and China, and

are close to Iraq, Syria, India and Pakistan. Little attention has
been paid to them.
Could any of you speak—Dr. Bertsch has already talked about

it—about how we would go about and whether we are doing enough
in those areas as opposed to Russia itself, both on export controls

and on working with them on getting control of nuclear materials,

terrorism, organized crime, et cetera? Would anyone like to com-
ment on that?

Dr. Allison. Senator, a 1-minute comment.
I think that the Russians have been themselves quite concerned

about the southern border, and in particular with the long border
with China in which there is very active trade back and forth.

There are even about a million people that they estimate moved
back and forth through the borders last year, often bringing goods
to Russia.
Most of the stuff you will see that says Adidas, or otherwise, on

the streets in Moscow will have been brought by entrepreneurs
who go to China, buy knockoffs that have been made by Chinese,
bring them on the train, and I agree with Gary, this is an area that
deserves considerable effort—but the border guards don't success-

fully prevent that from happening and the opportunities for actu-

ally moving across those borders is quite open.
Even General Nikolaev, whose job it is to be the border controls,

when I have talked to him about this says, Do you know how long
this border is and how many people we have?
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So it is not all that different, if we take it here locally, than our
border with Mexico. It is certainly more porous than that.

Senator Nunn. What do you do about corruption? If you have got
thousands and thousands of agents and a huge percentage of them,
or even a substantial percentage, are corrupt in these law enforce-
ment areas, export control areas, you got porous borders even if

you have so-called theoretical security.
How is the question of corruption being addressed. Dr. Bertsch,

in Russia first, and Dr. Potter, or anyone else, and then the other
countries. Is it something that is high on their priority list, or is

it just rocking along.
Dr. Bertsch. It certainly is. Yeltsin has spoken out regularly

and recently outlining it as one of the highest priorities of the Rus-
sian Government, and they are prosecuting many, many corruption
cases. And I think you encourage them to do everj^hing that they
can, and you hope that the economic and political situation will im-

prove where there is a better environment so people can earn a
reasonable living without having to resort to bribery and taking
money at the borders and so forth.

But this is definitely a problem, it is going to be long-term, but
Russia is aware of it and I think they are working very hard on
it.

Senator NuNN. Dr. Potter?
Dr. Potter. I'm much less optimistic than Gary here. In fact, I

would give perhaps a cynical explanation for the vastly expanded
number of customs officials, that this is one of the most lucrative

jobs in the former Soviet Union. It is kind of the reverse Midas
touch, all that turns to gold we touch. And I think we are seeing
this. Maybe all the materials that have radioactive emissions one

attempts to touch.
I think the problem is a very, very substantial one that is not

going to disappear in the short term.
Senator Nunn. The problem of corruption, you mean?
Dr. Potter. The problem of corruption. And it affects how we try

to deal with physical protection, accountancy, even nuclear safety
assistance. Because I think it is much more of a cultural problem.
It is one of mind set.

And I think neither throwing money at the issue nor providing
technical assistance per se is really going to make a long-term dif-

ference. It requires really changing attitudes, changing what I

would refer to as a safeguards or safety culture.

Unfortunately, among the things that the U.S. Government
doesn't do very well is to either act quickly or to persist over the

long haul. And this is the reason why there needs to be a greater
partnership between government parties that address the issue of
de-nuclearization and nongovernmental organizations, which actu-

ally may be better placed to work over a longer period of time in

training individuals, building communities of specialists, trying to

inculcate new values.
So I think we have to do all of the things that the panelists have

discussed here, but I'm not sure even that will be enough. We real-

ly have to try to deal with long-term changes in attitudes, and
while money is a necessary condition, it is not a sufficient condi-
tion.
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Senator NUNN. At the same time, we can't wait to work on these
areas with Russia until the corruption is gone. I mean, if we are

waiting for that, we are waiting forever. So it is a real dilemma
and a real challenge.
Excuse me, you wanted to comment?
Ms. Mullen. Yes. I wanted to make a point on what I referred

to as the institutionalization process and the safeguards in the
MPC&A program.

I agree with Bill that there does not exist in Russia or the other
Russian republics what we would call a safeguards culture. Protec-
tion was provided by the state and one didn't steal because one
knew that one would be in deep trouble if one did.

Today we are providing hundreds of millions of dollars worth of
assistance. Excuse me, we are not providing foreign aid, we are

doing cooperative measures.
What I think we need is some long-term vision, as well as a long-

term commitment, on the part of the U.S. Government to these

goals, and some form of transparency involved in the improvements
that we make so that we may protect or investment over the longer
haul.
That goes to the issue of the safeguards culture, and also to the

issue of corruption, which is pervasive. It is virtually a criminal

syndicalist state in the former Soviet Union right now.
Senator NuNN. Dr. Alhson?
Dr. Allison. Senator, I think on the corruption point, you are

correct that we can't wait for the culture to change. The culture ac-

tually is the problem, but that's the problem.
I think that the border guards are good, but we can't depend on

those either. I think, therefore, the urgency in concentrating the
material in the most limited number of sites, buying and taking all

that we can, and then controlling them, as I suggested, in all the

ways you would control material in a bank. I ttank that is really
the point.
Because in the current Russia, and other parts of the former So-

viet Union, people are free of unconstrained, basically uncon-
strained, and they wake up to this every day. I go to Russia prob-
ably every month or 6 weeks. You can even see it happening. Every
month you can see more people thinking: "Ah ha, I can just do
whatever I want."
And the notion of the constraints of law and order as they have

come to emerge over some long period of time, we should remember
our Wild West in the 19th century.
So I think that it is unfortunate that that's the environment and

that's the culture. I think that has to be dealt with over the long
term. I think in the immediate term for our interests the dan-
gerous things have to be captured and kept in the most limited
number of places.
And while I think we can have cooperative efforts to work with

Russians in this regard, I think we ought to think first about what
our interests are, and what we want them to do, and what would
motivate them to take the actions that we want taken for our inter-

ests, and we want to make sure we can monitor the action. That's
our task.

Senator NuNN. Let me ask one final question.
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Dr. Potter, you enumerated seven cases, four outside, three in-

side, in terms of actual documented high certainty diversion of nu-
clear materials, illicit materials. That's what we know and that's

what you are certain enough to come here and testify to and put
on a piece of paper.
Can you deduct from that any scope of magnitude of what it is

we don't know and what likely is occurring out there that we don't
know? We are catching the amateurs. Some of them are very ama-
teurish, leaving doors open and responding to sting operations and
so forth, but does that tell us anjrthing about what may be going
on by people who are really pros?

Dr. Potter. I think it may be useful to look slightly beyond the
nuclear weapons-usable material sector per se in order to get a
sense of that.

One of the things that I had hoped to be able to mention, and
it is in my actual statement, is really indisputable evidence of a
much greater activity in the sensitive missile component area.

We know for a fact, you may ask Chairman Ekeus when he
comes here next week, about documents which clearly indicate Rus-

sian, and I believe Ukrainian, involvement in sensitive missile ex-

ports.
It is also the case that we have documented evidence that na-

tional governments are selling off state reserves of sensitive dual-
use nuclear-related materials.

I may disagree a little bit with Gary here, I think that while
there is progress being made in the export control field, that it is

not clear to me that you have the commitment, the political will

at the top.
And there is also a very fine line between what is legal and ille-

gal, what is government, state sanctioned exports, and what is il-

licit activity.
For those reasons, from what we know about the narcotics trade

where you only interdict a very small portion of what is in fact

being smuggled, it may be inferred that we probably are only
catching the dumber thieves. There probably is material that is al-

ready outside of the fence which is probably being diverted, or peo-
ple are waiting for a chance to divert it.

The last point I would make here is that we have to avoid the

assumption that the clever thief will necessarily go to the location
where most of the material is. Rather, one is likely, rationally, to

go to those sites where it is most accessible. And that may not be
in Russia. It may well be in Latvia, in Georgia, in Ukraine, in

Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan.
So I think, unfortunately, there probably is a need to prepare for

future Project Sapphires. We are really only scratching the surface
of the problem.
Senator NUNN. Senator Lugar.
Senator LuGAR. Mr. Chairman, in the appendix to their study,

Dr. Allison and his associates have gone into some detail on the
HEU deal. They note that the Department of Commerce, quite
properly under our law, has gotten into antidumping rulings with

regard to highly enriched uranium, quite apart from uranium of all

sorts.
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In part, as the study details, this came about because uranium
interests in our country said, logically, that if all of this Russian
uranium is going to be purchased by the U.S. Government, or

quasi-governmental situations, this is really going to be a drag on
the market.

In other words, for anybody producing uranium in this country,
or having supplies of uranium, suddenly, the supply could over-

whelm us. In short, our purchases and our reuse of this material
after it was blended down into low enriched uranium, might be ru-

inous to the commercial market.

So, in any event, one reason why the HEU Purchase Agreement
idea which, from a foreign policy and national security standpoint,
made a lot of sense, has come a cropper, is that we have purely
domestic Federal agencies involved.

From your own experience in the Department of Defense, Dr. Al-

lison, quite apart from the analysis you have here, who solves this

discrepancy between our national security and our domestic com-
mercial interets?

In other words, this is one of these problems that has gone on
now through two administrations, and may proceed on beyond to

yet another administration. And it doesn't seem to be getting re-

solved.

I know that the Vice President of the United States, Al Gore, has
discussed this HEU purchase with Mr. Chernomyrdin, and so we
know it has reached that level of attention in our government. But
this is one that seems to be beyond our governmental expertise to

resolve, maybe short of the President himself.

What suggestions could you make to help us in that?
Dr. Allison. I think, Senator, unfortunately you are developing

the complexities of the situation, and there are none of these cases
that I think have silver bullets, they all have costs and they have
disadvantages as well as pluses.
But I think the one line answer to the question is to buy and

take through the HEU deal. It will take some heavy lifting at the
center if it is going to be done. And I think that the fact that it

has been left to both interagency differences of opinion, and to the

quasi-public, Enrichment Corporation (whose interests in it, if I

were running it, would be mixed, because I would have mostly a
commercial interest, as well as a security interests), it means that
those tradeoffs are not easily made.

I think in Cold War terms sometimes, that we used to keep stra-

tegic stockpiles of things that were valuable to us. So the notion
of buying the highly enriched uranium, storing it here as a strate-

gic stockpile by the U.S. Government, and then diluting it and sell-

ing it into the market at a rate that we judge to be in our interest
is a reasonable notion. There it becomes an economic question of
how much you sell into the market and what effect that has on al-

ternative suppliers of fuel for civilian reactors in the United States.
But I think that the security argument for buy and take seems

to me to be compelling, and I think it would then require real ini-

tiative at the center, and real initiative in the Senate, because it

would cost money up-front, even though you would be getting it on
the back end.
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Senator LUGAR. Is this something that we should address

through legislation? In other words, should the Congress do some-

thing that cannot be easily handled administratively by the Presi-

dent now?
Dr. Allison. I think that there are some very important legisla-

tive components of it, because one of the questions that has been
raised is whether actually USEC, this agent, should be totally

privatized and then left to carry out this deal, in which case it will

be principally driven, as it should be as a private business, by its

economic interests.

And, as my colleague. Dr. Falkenrath, has pointed out in this ap-

pendix, that set of incentives is different from the incentives we
would have as American citizens in this material being bought,
taken, and stored here securely.
The case that I always ask myself about, that wasn't in Bill's list,

is this Project Sapphire. There, as you Senators here know very
well, about 20 nuclear weapons equivalent, about a thousand

pounds, of highly enriched uranium was there in Kazakhstan. The
question was: Do we buy and take it or do we leave it. Those are

the two choices.

Now, it was clear that Iranians were in Kazakhstan looking
around, so other people would be interested in this. We chose. We
bought it, we took it, we have it in Oak Ridge now. We paid for

it, an amount that is reported to be about $20 million. This is

about a million dollars per equivalent weapon. That highly en-

riched uranium is there now, valuable in that we are more secure,
and valuable because over time it could be diluted and become fuel.

So I think as a version of a strategic stockpile situation there

may be a legislative initiative here that would make considerable

sense.

Senator NUNN. It is tougher on plutonium, isn't it, in terms of

the economics of it? That's where you don't get the pay-back.
Dr. Allison. With the plutonium, you have to tell a kind of Jap-

anese story, I think, and we have in our list of things to be done
a plutonium bank, which would be a different proposition. It is

clear that the Government of Japan, wrongly in the view of most
American experts, has been in the business of preserving a pluto-
nium option in the expectation that this would be fuel for some
21st century nuclear program.

Actually, I don't believe that at all. But to the extent that the

Japanese Government has believed it, they have put several billion

dollars into this activity, and therefore a version of a plutonium
bank for the plutonium problem would seem to me to be one way
of addressing that.

But I agree very much, that is a much harder problem, because
we don't have a story that our experts would today believe that
would say we are going to get much value back out of the pluto-
nium.
We have the problem, as was pointed out earlier, as do the Euro-

peans, or anybody else with civilian reactors which are producing
plutonium. We have got the problem of disposing of it as well.

Senator LuGAR. Elsewhere in your study, one of the authors

points out that even if one hundredth of one percent is missing,
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this is more than allegedly we thought the North Koreans had pro-
duced.
When you think of the great exertions we have gone to with re-

gard to the North Korean program, what we are trying to deal with
here today is awesome. Whatever materials happen to be acquired
by or produced in India and Pakistan are dwarfed by the output
of a couple of Russian laboratories that are poorly secured by the
admission of the Russian Government. The entirety of all that Brit-

ain, France and China are supposed to have, is subsumed by the
materials problem in the states of the former Soviet Union.

So, in other words, maybe this problem is almost too big for peo-
ple in our government, and we include ourselves, to come to grips
with. But we are talking about massive amounts of materials. And
we know that it is poorly secured. Maybe our expenditure of money
and time on this problem is just too small.

Maybe we just have to accept in this world the fact that this

stuff is going to get out, that we will have to come to grips as
human beings with the fact that a lot of people around the world
will have access to these materials from this time forward.
But the importance of this hearing is that it allows us an oppor-

tunity to come to grips with the fact there is still a chance at this

point in history, if we are wise enough, to be able to contain much
of it. Even if we could not see much else, but if we saw that point
alone, it would be a step forward in terms of safety of the Russian

people and our people.
The failure to deal with this problem today almost surely will

mean that even the best border controls, and the best effort of cus-

toms, FBI, and CIA, will never be able to put the proliferation

genie back in the bottle.

What I'm trying to come to grips with is how you develop the po-
litical will and the money to deal with this problem in a time frame
that you are suggesting, given the budget constraints that we have,
and the priorities in defense, education, the environment and so

forth. How do you highlight this problem vis-a-vis all the rest of
our priorities when it is only dimly present on the radar screen

today?
Dr. Allison. I would say I do not think that you are too pessi-

mistic, and I would agree with you that this may be one of the last

moments for dealing with this.

Ms. Mullen. I would add to that that the programs in the De-
partment of Defense and Department of Energy got off to a slow
start for a variety of bureaucratic reasons on both sides. But mo-
mentum is achieved at the moment, and it would best if we can
capitalize on that as soon as possible, as the political situation may
prevent that from happening in the future.

Dr. Potter. If I could reiterate a point that Graham made, we
definitely do have to focus on securing material at the source, and
I think most parties recognize that now.
One of the most useful things that the Department of Energy's

approach has going for it is the emphasis increasingly on tr3dng to
make more indigenous the process, to transfer the responsibilities
to the Russian and CIS side. For example, there are training cen-
ters that are being set up, there are facilities, there are plants
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which are manufacturing equipment, and it relates to this whole
issue of trying to change the mind set.

We can only do so much, and we have to focus in on a few of

the key issues, which principally is securing the material at the

source, and then try to move the ball over to the Russian court.

That's the approach that we need to really pursue.
Dr. Bertsch. I would add that while we can be critical and con-

cerned about what has been accomplished, we have to recognize
that this was really a new undertaking, and again, all of us ap-
plaud you, Senator Lugar and Senator Nunn, for what you got
started. And I think that we should not overlook the important
progress that has been made.
You have some very committed, dedicated, people on the other

side working on these issues, and the important thing is that the
United States stay the course on this. The worst thing that could

happen would be to lose this engagement and have the Russians
and others conclude that it is not worth trying to cooperate with
the United States and let thein go their own way. That should be
avoided at all costs.

Dr. Allison. If I could make one other comment. I think your
proposition that we are almost certain to fail to some extent is cor-

rect. Indeed, I think the evidence that Bill has presented is that
some material will get out, and therefore this is unfortunately a
task that we are going to live with for a very, very long time. So
it is going to have to be an all-layer defense.

So I think we need to start at the source. That's the most impor-
tant. Once it gets loose from that, it's harder. Then as it is being
moved in Russia, then at the borders, then when it gets to Poland
or to the Czech Republic or to Germany, then when it is on the

seas, then when it is coming into our borders, then when we find

it. That's the hardest.

So, I mean, at every layer. I don't think that this is a problem
that is going to go away. We are going to have to become accus-
tomed to dealing with it in a multi-layer effort. But the efficiency
of protecting it at the source relative to trying to patrol our borders
and inspect every package that is coming and every truck that is

driving across from Mexico is clean. As we know, we are not very
good at catching marijuana or heroin, so I don't see why we are

going to be more successful with this material if it gets loose.

Senator LuGAR. Let me just make one final point. Years ago, dur-

ing President Carter's Administration, the whole subject of wire-

tapping as a tool of counterintelligence in this country arose with

regard to terrorism.

And this was one that the civil liberties community, as well as

Senators, wrestled with a good long while.

Now, in due course legislation was provided for several courts
here in the District of Columbia to give wiretapping authority to

the FBI for very specific intrusions into phone conversations of sus-

pected terrorists. And, in fact, the FBI has been remarkably effec-

tive over the course of the last 15 or 16 years in this respect, with
a minimal amount of intrusion into everybody else's private con-
versations.
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But I mention that because, in earlier testimony, people have

speculated on what happens in this country in the event that a nu-
clear event is threatened or occurs?
And then the public rises up and asks whoever is President at

that point, why did you let this happen, why is Cincinnati history?
And potential reactions and associated fears could change our de-

mocracy ver}', very substantially.
But that's another potential cost in terms of our basic laws of

governance that is at stake if we are not successful in dealing with
materials of mass destruction back at the source. At each prolifera-
tion checkpoint point things become more difficult.

Senator NuNN. Senator Lugar, you are absolutely right. I think
that is a very vivid example.
Can you imagine the demands for legislation that would happen

if one of our great American cities was history and literally mil-

lions of people were killed? Can you imagine the legislative ap-

proach after that?
We have that same thing facing us with the biological-chemical

challenge and how you deal with that, because very few cities in

this country could even begin to deal with a chemical or biological

attack, and the first people, by all accounts, that would die, would
be the policemen and firemen that would rush in to try to deal with
the aftermath of that kind of situation.

We haven't even begun to deal with that, and the military right
now is the only group that has that capability to protect their own
troops. Somehow we have got to get that capability out there in the
fire departments, the police departments all over the cities of this

country, and the military is the only one that can help on that

right now.
That's part of the debate on the anti-terrorism bill, and you have

got an interesting phenomena—the left and the right coming to-

gether in the House against that bill for different reasons.
But if we are going to preserve our liberties in this world in the

next 10 or 15 years the way we treasure them, we are going to

have to get out in fi-ont of these situations and avoid them with
some modest but essential steps that recognize reality.
The other big area is the distinction between law enforcement

and that jurisdiction here and intelligence, military, NSA, all of

that, in this information age we live in. The whole age of informa-
tion.

You can't draw the lines the way we have drawn them before

anymore. I don't think you can do it in biological and chemical
fields either. We have got to think through that. I don't have an-
swers. We are not ready to legislate on it.

The civil libertarian point of view needs to be taken into real ac-

count here. You can't ignore it. It is valid.

But we have had lines drawn in the past, domestic, foreign.
Those lines are being erased out there every day. And if we ever
have a biological attack or a nuclear attack in this country, you will

see all the lines not only de facto but dejure disappear. So it is a
real challenge to get out- in front.

I appreciate the panel being here today, every one of you. And
I look forward to working with Senator Lugar and Senator Roth
and others in putting together an updated package, and a look to
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the future of where we go legislatively in this gigantic challenge
that I think has been properly identified as the most important na-

tional security threat we face.

If you combine it all, if you combine nuclear, chemical, biological
and terrorism, organized crime and the breakup of the Soviet em-

pire, putting all that together in one package, there is nothing else

that comes close as a security threat. We have to realize that, be-

cause we are still thinking of another world.
I thank all of you for being here, and we will now call our next

panel, and we will look forward to working with all of you as we
develop this new approach.

Let me call our second panel of witnesses this morning. I appre-
ciate your patience.
Our first witness is Andrei Glukhov, former deputy chief of the

Ukrainian Nuclear Regulatory Agency and currently with the

Battelle Pacific Northwest National Laboratory here in the United
States.

Mr. Glukhov will discuss some of the problems he saw with the

physical protection of fissile material in Ukraine and describe the

particulars of a nuclear diversion case.

Our next witness is Joshua Handler. Mr. Handler is a research

coordinator for disarmament issues at Greenpeace. He will describe

his eyewitness accounts of security at Russian nuclear submarine

bases, which are a major leakage point for nuclear material.

Our next and final witness, is Glenn Schweitzer, founding direc-

tor of the International Science and Technology Center in Moscow.
His book, Moscow DMZ, the story of the international effort to con-

vert Russian weapons science to peaceful purposes will be out, I

understand, next week. Mr. Schweitzer will describe his first-hand

knowledge of the plight of weapons scientists from the former So-

viet Union, a matter of enormous importance.
I'll ask of you to hold up your right hand and take the oath.

Do you swear the testimony you give will be the truth, the whole

truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you, God?
Mr. Glukhov. I do.

Mr. Handler. I do.

Mr. Schweitzer. I do.

Senator NUNN. Mr. Glukhov, we appreciate you being here and
we'll ask you to lead off this morning.

We'll just take our witnesses in the order you are seated, if that's

all right.

TESTIMONY OF ANDREI GLUKHOV,^ FORMER DEPUTY CfflEF,
UKRAINIAN NUCLEAR REGULATORY AGENCY, CURRENTLY
WITH BATTELLE PACIFIC NORTHWEST NATIONAL LABORA-
TORY
Mr. Glukhov. Thank you very much. Senator Nunn and Mem-

bers of the Subcommittee, for the opportunity to report on the state

of security of the nuclear facilities in Ukraine.
First of all, let me present just some brief information about my-

self, because this is my first presentation before the U.S. Senate
Committee here.

^The prepared statement of Mr. Glukhov appears on page 270.
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I was raised in Obninsk, a Russian nuclear city that was men-
tioned today several times, and earned a master's degree in nuclear

engineering.
In 1981, I started to work at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant

as a reactor operator, and I was extensively involved in the mitiga-
tion and recovery efforts following the April 1986 disaster. In 1989,
I left Chernobyl as a deputy chief of the nuclear safety division to

become a nuclear safety inspector with former Soviet Union regu-
latory authorities.

And following Ukrainian independence in 1991, I went to work
for the Ukrainian regulatory authority, the State Committee on
Nuclear and Radiation Safety, as the head of the Division of Safe-

guards, Safe Transport and Physical Protection of Nuclear Mate-
rials. I stayed in this position for 4 years.

In April 1995, approximately 1 year ago, I left my position with
the recently established Ministry for Environmental Protection and
Nuclear Safety in order to emigrate to the United States.

During my period in Ukraine, I worked very closely with many
of the leading national and international nuclear authorities, in-

cluding the regulatory, operational organizations, utilities and nu-
clear facilities in former Soviet republics, and other countries.
And I cooperated pretty extensively with several U.S. informa-

tional organizations, like the International Atomic Energy Agency,
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the U.S. Department of

Energy, and some other organizations, including the non-technical

organizations like the Monterey Institute for International Studies,
and so on.

In July of last year, I joined Pacific Northwest National Labora-
tory, international nuclear safety programs, and I am actively en-

gaged now in nuclear safety projects, because the Pacific Northwest
Lab is the primary contractor to the U.S. Department of Energy in

implementation of the nuclear safety projects in Ukraine.
In my present job I'm not involved in the physical protection is-

sues, so I'll share my previous experience and present the view
from inside, let's say.

In my presentation I'll concentrate the attention mostly on the

following issues: Nuclear facilities, the locations of nuclear mate-
rials in Ukraine, state regulations, the State's role in physical pro-
tection, the current status of physical protection of nuclear material
at the facilities and under transport. And I'll try to analyze the ef-

fectiveness of the physical protection system and its drawbacks, I'll

present some examples of the unauthorized use of nuclear material,
and I'll describe also briefly the international cooperation in this
area.

First of all, I would like to stress that I will cover in my presen-
tation just civil nuclear activity in Ukraine, because the military
nuclear facilities in Ukraine, they are not under control of any civil

agencies, authorities, organizations, ministries and so on in
Ukraine. They report directly to the Ministry of Defense in

Ukraine, and the Ministry of Defense makes a decision to classify
their facilities as a military or a civil facility. I'll provide some ex-

amples a little bit later.

At the present time, Ukraine has pretty a extensive nuclear pro-
gram, and this represents the fifth place in Europe, after France,
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the United Kingdom, Russian Federation and Germany. There are
five nuclear power plants, 15 operational units, three research re-

actors, three research facilities, I would say several mining and
milling enterprises for radioactive ore processing in Ukraine, and
about 5,000 enterprises use radioactive sources and devices.

I do not speak here about the huge problem with nuclear waste,
especially accumulated after the Chernobyl accident in the
Ukraine. This is a special issue. But the common issue for all of
these materials is that all of them should be effectively protected,
and the physical protection issue for all the nuclear materials in

Ukraine, that's a very important issue.

As you know, all the nuclear facilities Ukraine inherited from the
former Soviet Union and the Moscow, the Soviet Union, maintained
the full centralized control of the nuclear industry. And therefore,
for one of the first tasks for an independent Ukrainian authority
was to identify, first of all, all locations of nuclear material in order
to get an information where, what and how much nuclear material
should be controlled.

And initial accounting was taken in 1992, and since that time
the initial inventory of the nuclear material in Ukraine was cor-

rected several times, and even new locations of the nuclear mate-
rial were identified in the Ukraine.
And one of the examples, one of the research reactors in Ukraine

is located in the Crimea region, and there is a naval academy
there. And during the last year, approximately 1 year ago, it was
on a technical visit by the regulators to the site, and the additional
amount of nuclear material was identified and discovered, and even
one more location of the material. The material was located in a

separate laboratory and was in an experimental research
subcritical facility with low enriched uranium.

It was possible to keep this facility from the civil authorities be-
cause the Ministry of Defense keeps control of this facility. And as
I said before, the military decides what data it wants to provide
and how much access to allow to their facilities.

In addition, one more case, one more institution in Kiev, the cap-
ital city of Ukraine, was recently identified as an owner of depleted
uranium. This example showed that the questions where, what and
how much are not finally answered, and even today Ukraine
doesn't know for certain. There is no high percent guarantee, I

would say, how much and what the former Soviet Union might
have left in Ukraine.

In addition, there are some Russian controlled facilities, espe-
cially in the Crimea region, and there is no information are some
of them nuclear or not, is nuclear material available there or not.

They are under control of the other states, as I said.

Senator NuNN. It has been about 10 minutes, if I could get you
to summarize, if you can.

Mr. Glukhov. ok. Special attention to the nuclear facilities in

Ukraine should be paid to the highly enriched uranium. Of course,
that's clear. And one of the facilities, the Kharkov Institute of

Physics and Technology, in Ukraine possesses a highly enriched
nonirradiated uranium in bulk form, that makes it most attractive
for theft and smuggling. The overall declared but not verified
amount of uranium there exceeds four tons. That includes the ura-
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nium ore, but almost one ton of that is enriched uranium, and that
includes highly enriched uranium.
The state control of the physical protection issues is maintained

by several state authorities, the operational organizations, regu-

latory agencies, Minister of Internal Affairs, that provides guard
forces. State security service provides personal screening and inves-

tigations. The Ministry of Justice provides legal order of punish-
ment and so on.

There is a law in Ukraine on the use of atomic energy and radi-

ation protection, and Ukraine is a party to the convention on phys-
ical protection of nuclear materials.
But it seems everything was done logistically, and the system

should work properly, but unfortunately this is not the reality. The
economic crisis in Ukraine has very seriously influenced the capa-
bilities of state agencies and operators to fulfill international and
national requirements.
And the main problem is the economy crisis in Ukraine. There

is a very serious lack of funds in the state agencies for physical

protection issues, and therefore lack of people there, the technical

people, qualified people who work this. And just as an example, the

state regulatory agency, the Nuclear Regulatory Administration,
has just two technical people and one secretary to regulate all the

physical protection issues in Ukraine. I don't speak here about the

operational organization and at the facilities level. They have a lit-

tle bit more, but it is far fi"om enough.
And this situation is very hard and difficult, and the result of

that is there is no methodology yet developed in Ukraine with re-

spect to physical protection, no scientific support also in Ukraine,
because all the scientific institutions left in Russia.
There is a very simple approach on the state level now to the

physical protection, that is like three G, guns, gates and guards.
And at the facility level, the situation is different also. The nu-

clear power plants, there is a paradox here. The nuclear power
plants, they possess low enriched uranium, but they guard it better

than the research facilities. Because research facilities do not

produce any significant revenue, and they cannot afford to spend
more money for physical protection than nuclear power plants.
But even this situation shows that the security system at a rel-

atively satisfactory facility is far from effective. The incident at the

Chernobyl plant in 1993 proved the insufficiency of the protection
system. The two fuel rods, each three and a half meters long, were
cut off from a fresh fuel assembly in the reactor building, and the
reactor building is the highest priority protected area, and these
rods have never been found.
So this shows that the nuclear power plants are not protected

well enough, and the situation of the research facilities, which have
so-called category one material, I mean highly enriched uranium,
they have not better, at least, in some cases even worse nuclear

physical protection systems.
Another case shows the transparency of the borders of the former

Soviet republics. This case was described today by Dr. Potter, about
the smuggling of six kilograms of submarine fuel that was seized
in Kiev in March 1995. Ukraine doesn't have submarines, the nu-
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clear submarines, so this shows that the material was very likely

brought from outside.

In the very end, just one more example that would show the

transparency of the borders, even on the official level, during the
official transit of nuclear materials to the territory of Ukraine.

During the official transit of spent nuclear fuel from Hungary to

Russia on the Ukraine-Hungary border, the Hungarian guards
leave special trains on the last stop on the Hungarian territory,
and the Ukrainian guards take control of an unguarded train on
the first stop on the Ukrainian territory.
This takes place because there is no Ukrainian-Hungarian agree-

ment allowing for armed military people to cross the borders of the

two countries. As a result, the special train carrying tons of highly
radioactive spent fuel is not protected during several miles on its

journey. The spent fuel itself is not a good aim for the theft, but
it is very attractive from the point of view of terrorism or sabotage
and so on.

Some more words, briefly, about the international cooperation.
The United States had its very first agreement with Ukraine on
the U.S. Department of Defense and Ukrainian State Committee
on Nuclear and Radiation Safety concerning the development of

state systems of control, accounting and physical protection of nu-
clear materials to promote the prevention of nuclear weapons pro-
liferation from Ukraine. That was concluded in December 1993.

And at the present time the main aspects of U.S.-Ukraine coopera-
tion include methodological support, transfer of regulatory prac-
tices and experiences, training of agents in the area of inspection
activities, training of operators in material control and accounting,
equipment procurement, delivery and installation at the model fa-

cilities, and coordination with other donor countries.

So far the U.S. side is involved in four facilities in Ukraine in

assisting the Ukraine with four facilities, and two of them—even
three of them—are the most sensitive, that's three research reac-

tors. And the main priority should be paid to these reactors.

But the cooperation is not moving fast enough, sometimes due to

not enough capabilities from Ukrainian side to accept the help pro-
vided by the United States side. In other cases, there are some
delays between the agreements and equipment deliveries to

Ukraine and installation.

But now the situation is getting better. But what I would rec-

ommend to coordinate in more seriously, I would say, coordinate
the U.S. assistance on the facility level, on the state level in

Ukraine, and even within the United States the assistance should
be coordinated more carefully within the U.S. agencies providing
their support to Ukraine, and on the level of the national labs.

Thank you very much.
Senator NuNN. Thank you very much. I'm going to take about a

3-minute break. I have several groups outside I need to see briefly,
and I'll come right back.

[Brief pause.]
Senator NuNN. Mr. Schweitzer, we appreciate your patience

again, you and Mr. Handler. We are glad to have you here. The
area you are involved in is, to me, one of most important and I look
forward very much to your testimony.
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TESTIMONY OF GLENN E. SCHWEITZER,^ DIRECTOR, OFFICE
FOR CENTRAL EUROPE AND EURASIA, NATIONAL ACADEMY
OF SCIENCES, FOUNDING DIRECTOR, INTERNATIONAL
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY CENTER IN MOSCOW
Mr. Schweitzer. I appreciate the opportunity to discuss with

you the role of Russian scientists and engineers in the prohferation
of weapons technology.
Much attention has been given to the possible consequences of a

brain drain, and technical specialists are also involved in the sale

and smuggling of dangerous items.

Since others have already discussed sales and smuggling, I will

talk about other routes for the transfer of weapons know-how, in-

cluding the brain drain.

During the past several years I have had the opportunity to visit

dozens of former weapons laboratories throughout Russia. While

living in Moscow for 27 months, on a daily basis I discussed with
Russia's former weaponeers proliferation and conversion.

I met with missile guidance specialists who had tried to go to

North Korea. I had discussions with nuclear physicists while they
were being actively recruited by the Iranian Government. I knew
nuclear weapons designers who made repeated trips to China. I en-
countered electronics engineers who had long-term contracts for

work in Syria. And I was acquainted with material specialists who
were working on joint projects with rocket designers in India. In

addition, I knew aerospace engineers who regularly participated in
the arms bazaars in the Middle East.

Also in the building where I lived in Moscow, I was surrounded

by a strange collection of people. A Libyan chemical engineer lived

across the hall from me. A Chechen businessman lived nearby, and
he entertained his many Middle East friends in our building.
Above me and below me were unmarked offices with heavy steel

doors and often hurley guards which entertained visitors regularly
from Southeast Asia.

My testimony is based largely on my experiences and discussions
and my observations of these and other people in the former Soviet
Union. Of the more than one million scientists and engineers who
participated in the Soviet effort to design and to build weapons of
mass destruction, 60,000, according to my estimates, should be of

proliferation concern.
This includes roughly 30,000 from the aerospace complex, 20,000

from the nuclear weapons complex, and 10,000 who participated in
BW/CW activities. Of course, many more are in a position to par-
ticipate in smuggling activities.

Initially, international concern focused on the likelihood of a

weapons brain drain. In fact, most of these specialists are still af-

filiated with state institutions in Russia.

Many of them, however, perhaps 25 percent, have left their insti-

tutions for more lucrative activities in the shops and offices and on
the streets of Russia. Some have retired, at least formally; and a

very, very small number have emigrated to Israel, the United
States, and Western Europe.

'The prepared statement of Mr. Schweitzer appears on page 277.
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Despite such reassurances that emigration is rare, the many
short-term visits by Russian speciaHsts to rogue states, and the in-

creasing presence of representatives of those states in Russia,
should raise security alarms.
The overwhelming majority of the 60,000 have no interest in par-

ticipating in proliferation activities which are not approved by their

governments. They are fiercely loyal to their countries. They are
well aware of the dangers of weapons of mass destruction in unreli-

able hands. And they are very proud of their contributions to pre-
vention of a catastrophic global war during the last 50 years.
However, as the economic conditions continue to deteriorate, the

hands of more and more specialists remain idle for longer and
longer periods of time, and the temptations to turn wherever for

economic relief grow.
The deteriorating conditions of the laboratories throughout the

country add to the seriousness of the problem. Many of the best

young scientists have left the laboratories for other pursuits. The
physical conditions are disgraceful.

Many of the laboratories simply do not operate. Scavengers have
removed whatever fixtures and equipment will come loose, heat
and light are erratic and unreliable, and in most institutes in the

country many of the scientists do little more than put in token ap-
pearances at their worksites.
Of course, there are exceptions. While I do not have personal

knowledge, I assume that some of the military laboratories are still

operating at a high level of performance. Most of the other excep-
tions, however, are directly linked to foreign collaboration.

Having a foreign grant means to a Russian researcher not only
a steady paycheck, but it means that somebody really cares wheth-
er or not the researcher comes to work.
A recent report from the Institute of Experimental Physics in

Sarov, or Arzamas-16, that forced layoffs are now beginning is

worthy of note. During the last 5 years 5,000 employees have left

the Institute of Experimental Physics, and now there apparently
will be more in their footsteps. What do all these people do in a
town where the entire economic base is two nuclear installations?

In short, the likelihood that former Soviet weaponeers will trans-
fer weapons know-how to rogue states is greater than it was when
the Nunn-Lugar initiative was undertaken 5 years ago, for several
reasons.

First, the financial situation among many of the scientists of

greatest concern has worsened.

Second, the laboratory conditions for conducting civilian activi-

ties as an alternative have declined substantially.
Third, the rogue states have an ever increasing presence in Rus-

sia with ready access to weaponeers.
Meanwhile, there is an overarching feeling within the Russian

population that they have been misled by false promises of western
assistance, and particularly American assistance.

Many scientists and engineers have simply abandoned their last

hope that they would continue to be the beneficiaries of subsidies.
Now a few words about the impact of American programs. Amer-

ican organizations are clearly having a positive impact in reducing
the likelihood that many key weaponeers will be involved if trans-
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fers of know-how. The centerpiece of the American effort is the
International Science and Technology Center in Moscow. Its pro-

grams have provided challenging civilian alternatives for more
than 11,000 weaponeers, most of whom are from the core 60,000.
Senator Nunn. Most of whom are from
Mr. Schweitzer. The core 60,000.
Senator NuNN. Of the core you have identified?

Mr. Schweitzer. Yes. There are some participants in projects
who probably are not that critical from the proliferation point of

view, but the bulk of those 11,000 are ft-om this core 60,000 which
I have estimated.
Senator NuNN. We get criticism over here, particularly in the

Congress, saying, basically, that money used there is just subsidiz-

ing these scientists, they are continuing to work in their old work,
they are just getting money from America and going out and mak-
ing all of these weapons while they are doing it.

How would answer or address that criticism?

Mr. Schweitzer. The criticism I think is that the weaponeers
are not working full time on projects for which we are putting up
the money?

Senator NuNN. Correct, they are still making weapons or partici-

pating in their old endeavors while they are getting U.S. subsidies.

That's the criticism.

Mr. Schweitzer. They are working part-time on these peaceful
projects. It is unrealistic to think that the key weaponeers are

going to totally abandon their toe-hold in a stable job for civilian

activities which have uncertain funding futures.

And so I look at these part-timers as in a transition stage, and
they certainly are not leaving the country, which was the objective.
Senator Nunn. Right.
Mr. Schweitzer. But I think if we continue the program long

enough, they will make the transition to civilian pursuits—if they
know that they will have a job for more than 2 years.

Senator NuNN. But it is also a lot better to have them in Russia

working even on Russian weapons than it is to have them in rogue
states and terrorist groups around the world.
Mr. Schweitzer. Well, that was the purpose of the Center, but

I still think we ought to try to wean them entirely from the weap-
ons work because of the feedback loops.

In addition to providing support for the projects, the ISTC has
succeeded in changing dramatically the approach to research man-
agement and financial accountability throughout the country.
The difficult issues of foreign access to sensitive facilities and to

intellectual property rights have been agreed to; and as a multilat-
eral organization, the ISTC is well-positioned to withstand the po-
litical barbs that will surely be thrown at the United States in the
national security area as the Russian Government changes its com-
plexion.
A second aspect of the American approach that deserves mention

is the activity of American firms which are emplo3dng Russian sci-

entists and engineers to work on their civilian projects.
And finally, a number of programs of the Department of Energy,

NASA, and the Department of Defense also engage former Soviet

weapons scientists and engineers.
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Several comments about the future. In general, the U.S. Govern-
ment is on the right course in trying to help ensure the contain-
ment of weapons know-how within the former Soviet Union. There
are weaknesses in the American approach. For example, the con-

tinuing reference in Washington and overseas to the U.S. efforts as

foreign assistance efforts, we heard it this morning; the inconsist-

encies in the U.S. approach to protecting intellectual property
rights under various programs; the overemphasis that the Amer-
ican program is supporting basic research rather than supporting
research with near-term applications that can contribute to eco-

nomic growth; and finally, the constant statement by American offi-

cials about available funds, which the Russians interpret as mean-
ing funds available for them.
But these problems can be corrected. A more serious problem is

the great uncertainty as to the continued interest of the Russian
Government in cooperation and nonproliferation activities as that

government adopts a more conservative stand.

Therefore, my first suggestion is that U.S. efforts should be more
sharply oriented toward indigenization of activities in Russia as

rapidly as possible. Bill Potter mentioned this.

Given economic realities, indigenization does not mean that the
U.S. should terminate funding of programs in Russia. Quite the

contrary, American money is essential as a leverage for encourag-
ing important Russian specialists to aggressively pursue the goals
of nonproliferation.

Indigenization does mean that Russian specialists, and not

Americans, should be out fi'ont in projects; and it does mean that
a greater proportion of American funds should reach the region,
rather than being siphoned off by American intermediary organiza-
tions.

The goal should be the development of a strong nonproliferation
constituency in Russia that is determined to carry forward impor-
tant programs even as American specialists fade from the scene.

My second suggestion has to do with the ISTC. It took an enor-
mous amount of diplomatic energy to establish the ISTC, and sev-
eral very senior Russian officials have repeatedly told me that
never again will the Russian Federation agree to such sweeping
concessions to support a western oriented organization in their ter-

ritory: Diplomatic status for the staff; blanket customs and tax ex-

emptions; even income tax waivers for the participants in projects;
and legalized access to sensitive facilities and sensitive accounting
records. Therefore, we should take advantage of this opportunity
because it is not going to be there again.
At the same time, the transfer of funding responsibility for this

program from the Pentagon to the Department of State, much
smaller overall budget, will surely encounter financial difficulties.

I hope that the Department of Energy and the Department of De-
fense would be prepared to provide supplemental funds going
through the ISTC for programs which those departments think are

important, such as research on techniques for destroying chemical

weapons, methods to safeguard fissile material, and so forth.

The most immediate funding concern is the follow-on to the 2-

year projects that were funded by the ISTC. Two years is simply
not enough time to convince a key weapons person to shift careers.
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Perhaps a second project will do it, but right now there are many
who are on the fence and who need another little push to persuade
them that their future really is in the civilian sector.

Finally, there are many gaps in our understanding of the state
of weapons scientists and engineers throughout the region. Surely
U.S. Government auditors will ask the question, how successful are
we in using funds provided by the U.S. Government to stem pro-
liferation?

This question cannot be answered simply by querying project

participants what will they do at the completion of a project, al-

though this is a start. This question goes to the very heart of the
role of institutes and enterprises, into the attitudes of government
officials, directors and bench scientists, and to their actions, during
a time of political and economic turmoil.

Nevertheless, the question deserves an answer. To this end, I

suggest establishing in Moscow, within the framework of the ISTC,
an appropriate policy research program led by experienced special-
ists in the United States, Europe, Japan, and Russia. It should pro-
vide important feedback concerning the potential proliferation

throughout the region and the impact of foreign collaboration. Such
information is critical in determining an effective strategy for nu-
clear containment of both people and materials.
Senator NuNN. Thank you, Mr. Schweitzer, for your testimony

and for your excellent suggestions.
Mr. Handler, you are the most patient one of our witnesses this

morning. You have had to wait until the very end, but we welcome
you and welcome your testimony. I know you have had some first-

hand experience that is going to be enlightening to us.

TESTIMONY OF JOSHUA HANDLER,i RESEARCH
COORDINATOR FOR DISARMAMENT ISSUES, GREENPEACE
Mr. Handler. Thank you very much again for this opportunity

to testify. Senator, and yes, I am in the uncomfortable position of

being the last thing between you and lunch so I will try to be brief

and submit my longer statement and other materials for the
record.

My job, as I understand it, is to provide a bit of a grunt-side view
of work in the former Soviet Union on these questions, particularly
Russia, and I would like to begin with a little bit of background to

let you know some of the activities that I have been up to.

First, Greenpeace opened an office in the Soviet Union in 1989.

Since February 1990, I have been to Russia over a dozen times, my
trips have ranged from 1 week to 4 months, and I have spent prob-
ably about 18 months living and working there. Most recently, I

spent most of 1994-1995 living and working out of Moscow.
During these visits I have had an opportunity to travel to several

of the closed areas of the former Soviet Union, in the north and far

east. And I think we probably need the larger map up there.

Particularly a lot of my work has been involved—you had a map
that covered more of Russia previously, if you can find it. But if

not, if you recall, I spent a lot of time working in the peninsula

^ The prepared statement of Mr. Handler apf)ears on page 284.
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around the Murmansk area, and also in the far east near Vladivos-

tok, Petropavlovsk-Kamchatskii, where the naval facilities are.

The purpose of my visit was to investigate problems in the Soviet
Russian submarine force, the future or Russian nuclear forces, and
to promote our work on nuclear disarmament.

I have had the opportunity to talk with a wide variety of Russian
Government officials, military officers of flag rank and below, mili-

tary-industrial complex managers, reporters and specialists, and
local officials, about these questions and this question of loose

nukes in the former Soviet Union.
As you may recall, we are the only organization ever publicly

identified as being approached to get a nuclear warhead from the
former Soviet Union. In the summer of 1991, in East Germany, ap-

proaches were made to us to obtain such a warhead, and this has
been relatively widely publicized in the press. I can go into that
more later if you so desire.

In any event, our experiences are rather unique, and it is a greet
pleasure to try to summarize some of them for you here today.

In terms of our experiences with loose nukes in Russia, I would
like to break it down into several parts. First is the general secu-

rity and safety of radioactive materials. In general, you may recall

the control of radioactive materials was poor in the former Soviet
Union. The Chelyabinsk disaster is well known, the dumping of ra-

dioactive waste in the ocean.
But in addition to these major problems, there are many stories

of minor ones that are instructive to your inquiry, since the critical

question is not the diversion of tons of material, but how smaller
amounts will leak it.

You may recall in 1990-1991 there were lots of reports in the
Russian press about small bits and pieces of radiation being found
around the country. In 1992, we had some very interesting experi-
ences in the Khabarovsk region, discussing with the Institute their

efforts to get this problem under control. And they described to us,
the experts in this institute, the results of their survey in the
Khabarovsk Kray, where they had found three sources of ionizing
radiation, each reading 30 Roentgens an hour, which were found in

a small town near Komsomolsk.
Two of the sources were found in the yards of apartment build-

ings. The third one was at a dump in the vicinity of the town.
In another case, a source reading 100 Roentgen an hour was

found at a road-side dump. These levels of radiation are lethal. You
usually measure levels of radiation in micro-Roentgens.
With a record of controlled radioactive materials like this, it is

not surprising to find that Chechen fighters put a radioactive ce-

sium source in Izmailovsky Park in Moscow in late November 1995.
So within that general context, I'd like to turn to the military

and our experiences with the military.
In regards to our investigation of problems with the Russian sub-

marine fleet, our investigation suggests the military's control of its

radioactive material was also rather poor, and similarly, it has not

improved much at all in the last 5 years.
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Again, there were the obvious big safety problems. And if I could
take the first photo here.^

This is a photo of an Echo II SSGN whose reactor exploded at

the Chazhma Bay shipyard in August 1985. This was near Vladi-

vostok, and here you see it tied up at the Pavlov facility.
About seven million curies of radiation were released. The ten of-

ficers inside the reactor room were wiped round the inside like but-

ter, as it was described to me by officers we interviewed in the far
east.

The waste fi-om this accident was scooped up and put into a fall-

out trace that went over the peninsula. The next photo. Here you
can see some Geiger counters clicking away at levels that are about
50 to 100 times over backgrounds when we were in this area in the

early 1990s.
And the final photo shows the two Geiger counters near the

small waste site, temporary burial site, where the materials from
the submarine were put. The site was not guarded.
Senator NUNN. Were the materials buried? Was this under-

ground?
Mr. Handler. Well, of sorts. They scooped out a trench and put

most of the materials in it.

Senator NuNN. Just a light burying then?
Mr. Handler. Right. Some of the bits and pieces of the fuel rods

were taken to a nearby official site at the tip of the peninsula.
Here you can see at the edge the reading also were many times

background. It is hard to make out the barbed wire around the fa-

cility, but you can kind of see it there.

But in any event, people would walk through this area gathering
mushrooms, a favorite Russian pastime.
And in general, as the next photo shows, the Navy is still facing

big problems taking care of their radioactive waste. Here you have
some photos of the reactor compartments in decommissioned sub-
marines that are just tied up at a bay in the area as well. This

problem will only grow.
Now, I'm not suggesting, obviously, somebody is going to make

off with a reactor compartment from the submarine here, but what
is interesting about this experience is, in talking to the workers at
these plants, they frequently relate the problem that there are no

portal monitoring facilities at these plants. Either that or they
don't work. So if you are leaving the facility, you just walk around
them, walk through if they don't work.
And obviously, this means that, though our initial concern was

about the health and safety of these workers, if has obvious impli-
cations for the security of radioactive or fissile materials that
would be on the premises of the facility.

In terms of security of military controlled non-bomb fissile mate-

rials, not very much is known about this, problem and it may in-

volve mainly naval fuel stored at sites near Vladivostok, near

Petropavlovsk-Kamchatskii, near Murmansk and at Severodvinsk.
So clearly problems do exist. Bill Potter described some of them

earlier. This was widely reported in late 1993 when in this inside

1 Exhibit No. 9e. is retained in the files of the Subcommittee.
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job the naval fuel rods were taken from the Rosta/Sevmorput facil-

ity on the outskirts of Murmansk.
I could use the next photo at this point if you don't mind.
This was not entirely a surprise to us. We had visited Murmansk

earlier in 1993. Murmansk is the largest town north of the arctic

circle, approximately half million people live there. And here in the

background you can see the facility in question. You can just see

the mast of the aircraft carrier Gorshkov that is tied up at the

Rosta facility.

A little bit to the left you can see two distinctive masts coming
out of one of the service ships that are used to offload and refuel

nuclear powered submarines. It is in that area the fuel was stolen

from.
When we were visiting this area in 1993, we had an informal in-

vitation by local businessmen who had some friends at the base to

visit the aircraft carrier Grorshkov which was tied up at Rosta. We
were only stopped in ear our endeavor by several tough looking
elder women who were part of the plants militia, the very babush-
kas who are derided in the Russian press as being inadequate
guards for this facility.
To my mind, the problem was not the babushkas, who looked

sufficiently alert and intimidating to raise the alarm, but the gap-

ing holes in the fencing and the dilapidated nature of the facility

which made it easy for anyone to wander off the nearby road and

get quite far inside.

This is a waterside photo of the same facility. You could see the

perimeter fence, how there are some rather large holes in the back-

ground. And I can assure you the fences that have holes are also

quite easy to get through. And we can talk about that further if

you so desire.

In this regard, it is good news that the DOE has finally been able

to move forward on working on this question, that is the security
of fresh naval fuel. It should be noted, though, it was actually

mainly the U.S. Navy, and particular Admiral Demars, that naval

reactors, not the Russian Navy, that was the obstacle in working
on this problem. I think somebody mentioned earlier the U.S.

Navy, particularly naval reactors, has been very reluctant to get in-

volved in helping the Russian Navy solve its nuclear problems.
Senator NUNN. You are right, the U.S. Navy doesn't want to get

near the Russian submarines and their safety, because the U.S.

Navy has had an exemplary safety record all of these years and

they don't want to touch anything.
But I think there has to be a broader look at this by the Navy,

and I think there has to be a sufficient buffer to their reputation
by the national interest expressed in the United States and Rus-
sian navies working together.
We have got a lot that we could teach them, and a lot that we

could help them on, and relating it to our own national interest is

an important dimension of that.

Mr. Handler. I agree that's the way to go forward.
In terms of the security of MinAtom controlled fissile materials

and radioactive and materials, I think that has been very ade-

quately covered by some of the earlier presenters. I absolutely
agree with the GAO official who spoke earlier. I too have been to
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Obninsk. It is very easy to take out one of these disks containing
fissile materials if you are a worker, put it in your pocket and walk
out of the plant. No portal monitoring was in evidence, even though
there was some of the perimeter security that he showed earlier.

In terms of security of nuclear warheads, finding out on-ground
information about the problems of warhead safety and security has
been the most difficult task. Press reports about stolen or sold war-
heads have been hard to verify, and I have come to generally dis-

count them. That is not to say, however, we may not yet uncover
warheads which the authorities know are missing, mainly due to
accidents probably, but don't want to discuss.
For example, I had the opportunity to discuss the safety, security

and accounting procedures for nuclear warheads with a member of
the staff of the Twelfth Directorate of the Ministry of Defense,
which, I'm sure you know, its functions are similar to what the
DNA does here. It is a unit to provide security for nuclear weapons
that are in the service units here in the United States.
The conversation overall was rather helpful when it came to the

question of how warheads were tracked, reporting procedures fi'om

units which have nuclear warheads and physical security. It made
me feel by a bit more reassured that it was unlikely a warhead or
two got lost in the shuffle when tactical nuclear weapons were
brought back from Eastern Europe and the former Soviet republics
in the 1990-1992 time frame.

However, the discussion of nuclear weapons safety was rather
less comforting. An official remarked how the Soviet Union had
never had nuclear weapons accidents like had happened with U.S.
nuclear forces, and to avoid such accidents nuclear weapons were
never transported by air.

I pointed out to him, however, that the Soviet record was hardly
unblemished, and I had recently learned that a ballistic missile
submarine had lost a warhead off Kamchatka in 1977. I would say
based on what we know about the general Soviet safety record, the
conversation left me with the feeling there might have been a few
nuclear weapons accidents where nuclear weapons were damaged
or lost and were recovered, but are yet to be publicly admitted.

Also, I think the members of the Twelfth Directorate are quite
frank in admitting that the security of transport of nuclear weap-
ons for them is still an issue, and also the possibility of an inside

job from somebody that used to work in the Twelfth Directorate.
So where is this problem, this problem with the security of radio-

active versus fissile materials or nuclear warheads? Based on my
experiences, and looking into the rather voluminous testimony and
reports on this question, I would say the problem could be charac-
terized as follows from the most serious to the least worrisome: the

poor civilian, military and MinAtom control of radioactive mate-
rials is a big problem, as several people have discussed here today.

If anything, safety and security programs need to be expanded
to cover more sites, including radar and waste facilities, academic
institutions and industrial enterprises.

It is way too easy for a worker or military personnel who is look-

ing to make ends meet to get hold of a highly radioactive source,
thinking they have something valuable, and walk out with it.
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Second, MinAtom military and civilian controls of fissile mate-
rials is also a big problem. A major problem seems to exist at the

non-weapons military and civilian facilities, institutes and research
centers of the MinAtom complex.

Radiation control safety has never been very good here. In this

case, poor radiation safety means poor nuclear security. The main
dangers is a knowledgeable insider, as several people have noted,

taking out fissile materials, or unknowledgeable insider taking out
fissile or highly radioactive materials. And a similar problem exists

at navy fresh fuel storage sites.

Third, military or MinAtom control of disarmed, disassembled or

dismantled nuclear weapons at military storage sites, or MinAtom
weapons facilities, is a lesser problem. To date, there does not seem
to be any evidence that the various bits and pieces of fissile mate-
rial found outside these facilities came from them. They have come
from MinAtom non-weapons or civilian facilities, or the navy fresh

fuel facility.

Military and civilian control of nuclear weapons. This issue, obvi-

ously, was the one that motivated you. Senator, and everybody else

in the period of the post-August coup attempt to get a handle on
this.

The problem with nuclear warhead security is worrisome, al-

though as serious as the situation with fissile and radioactive ma-
terial.

I would like to leave you with some general objections based on
our experiences over there.

First, you must realize major and petty corruption was endemic
to Soviet life. This whole business with the Mafia is not new. It

was how people got by in a situation of constant scarcity. With this

historical and social background, it is a small psychological step for

a worker to bring bits and pieces of radioactive materials out of a

plant on the supposition that it is of value somewhere.
This is not accusing anybody of dishonesty. I don't want a mis-

understanding here. It is just the background is very important to

understand.
Life in the military and officer corps has degraded. Low pay or

lack of pay is common, as many people have mentioned. Although
I have been struck by the professionalism and commitment of offi-

cer I have dealt with, the danger of an inside job will remain until

either better times come or better physical and accounting controls
are put on warheads and fissile materials and radioactive mate-
rials.

Life for the workers, particularly around outlying military sup-
port facilities in the areas I visited is very poor and very hard.
These were not pampered parts of the Soviet military-industrial
complex even during the heydays of the Soviet Union. There is

plenty of economic motivation to take any radioactive or fissile ma-
terials of any possible value to help make ends meet.
Second to last here, we must look at this problem of Gulags ver-

sus gizmos. I think as a matter of our policy and Russian policy,
we want to avoid promoting a form of security that emphasizes the

Gulag mentality, particularly that which may involve an infringe-
ment of human rights. As you may know, we are facing this prob-
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lem now with FSB arresting a retired naval officer that has helped
out in inquiries in the northern fleet.

To solve this problem, we need more gizmos or gadgets. This is

best accomplished by increased emphasis on technical security and
better accounting and control measures.

Also, an outside civilian oversight control is important. In this

case, it must be considered a step backwards that GAN is no longer
allowed to oversee military nuclear facilities.

In the public debate, problems of radioactive material control,
fissile material control, and the security of nuclear weapons are all

mixed up. Control of radioactive materials and fissile materials at
civil sites and non-weapons MinAtom sites is very problematic.
Control of weapons and dismantled weapons is more assured.
The best way to assure weapons and fissile materials used in the

warhead manufacturing process do not fall into the wrong hands
is to continue the disarmament process, consolidate and reduce the
number of warheads.
The best way to ensure fissile materials do not fall into the

wrong hands is to continue to improve security and counting at
MinAtom and military sites, and work with MinAtom to stop pro-
ducing ever growing quantities of fissile materials, particularly plu-
tonium, as Senator Glenn mentioned earlier.

Finally, collectively, the DOD, DOE, the MOD, MinAtom, and
aside from all the sundry government officials involved from the
state department, foreign ministry, presidential staff, et cetera,
have been slowly crawling up the learning curb.
The pace to many has been too slow, but working in Russia and

with Russians can be frustrating, exasperating, and generally dif-

ficult, even if you are not dealing with highly sensitive issues like

nuclear materials and warhead and millions of dollars.

And, of course, it must be remarked the Russians sometimes find
this equally trying. Both Mr. Mikhailov and Mr. Carter both enjoy
reputations as being rather strong-minded and opinionated people.
The problems we are facing will not be worked out in 6 months

or a year. The arsenals and nuclear complexes both sides have con-
structed are just too large. We must be patient, stay the course,
and keep our eyes on the prize, A steady and safe reduction in the
nuclear threat represented by greater reduction in the nuclear

weapons arsenals of the United States and Russia, and greater con-
trol of and transparency surrounding nuclear materials.

In conclusion, I want to again congratulate you. Your undertak-

ing is truly historic, and we will gain nothing and in fact lose much
if the U.S. and Russian Governments, and the U.S. Congress and
the Russian Duma, stop supporting the cooperative threat reduc-
tion program.

Regardless of who comes next in Russian or U.S. politics, both
countries have an interest in further reducing their nuclear arse-
nals and in ensuring safe, secure and transparent storage of nu-
clear materials. Stopping "or slowing the CTR program, just as in
fact someone noted here earlier today, is probably starting to reach
its full stride, and reducing the level of cooperation when so much
progress is finally being made would be a grave mistake. Thank
you.
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Senator NUNN. I think your summary at the end is excellent. I

agree with you completely, and you stated it very, very well.

I know each of you have been here a long time this morning, and
I appreciate your patience. Your suggestions will be of tremendous

help to us.

As I mentioned, I think that we have had enough testimony here

this morning to really update and put together a legislative ap-

proach that will perhaps lay a foundation for years to come. And
Senator Lugar and I will be working on that and we'll be calling
on you.

I'd like to ask Mr. Glukhov about Ukraine in terms of insider

threat. What is the threat as you would gauge it based on your ex-

perience of nuclear materials being sold from the inside of these fa-

cilities?

Mr. Glukhov. I mentioned in my presentation there is no meth-

odology in the Ukraine developed to define exactly the threat. This

is so-called design basis threat, which is the background for devel-

opment of all the physical protection issues.

Historically in the former Soviet Union the threat was considered

mostly as a potential theft from the facilities, and not only the nu-

clear material but just the state property, let's say, from the facili-

ties and so on.

And this is still quite a problem I would say, but at the same
time I would distinguish

—I would separate probably two sides of

the theft problem and so on.

First is theft from the nuclear facilities, from the nuclear facili-

ties in the countries. And the second is the theft from the coun-

tries.

So, I mean, the transfer of the nuclear materials through the bor-

der of the state, and so far that's just my comment.
I don't know, maybe in the recent few months the situation has

been significantly improved. But last year the main attention was
paid to the physical protection of the facilities, let's say to install

the fence, to install some equipment, x-ray machines, metal detec-

tors and so on. But the attention was not made in a certain degree
to the border control of the state, and as far as I know, so far there
is no control for the fissile materials on the borders of the Ukraine.
Senator NuNN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Schweitzer, have you run into while you were there, or do

you think it has gotten worse since you left, in Russia, scientists

just not being paid at all, that their paychecks just don't come?

They are working for the state. Do you sense any point of despera-
tion here by some of the community that is having that kind of

problem, if any?
Mr. Schweitzer. Well, I think right now there are a number of

institutes which aren't meeting their payrolls. Some of them, in-

cluding Arzamas-16, are 2 to 4 months behind in meeting the pay-
rolls, let alone the low levels of payrolls. So, yes, it is a very real

problem right now, and it has been a problem for a long time.
The most extreme problem is in Georgia where there are 2,000

high tech weaponeers which President Shevardnadze is trying des-

perately to keep hold of, and they make $2 to $5 a month in a good
month. And so you have, not in Russia, but in some of these pe-
ripheral states really an explosive situation.
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Senator NUNN. Is terms of know-how, how would you rate the

dangers of scientists and technicians actually leaving and going to

another country and going to work versus the possibility of staying
there in Russia and basically selling information that is easily

transportable now in this age of information?
Which of those is more likely to occur, or both?
Mr. Schweitzer. It is awfully hard to find a Russian who wants

to live in Iraq or North Korea or Libya, no matter how desperate
he is. So I think the likelihood of permanent emigration is close to

zero, not entirely zero but close to zero, for Russia itself.

Now, in the other peripheral countries, Georgia, some of the

central Asian countries, you have to worry. But their knowledge is

important but is not as dangerous as in Russia. But it is worri-

some.
Senator NuNN. Mr. Handler, how much corruption did you run

into in terms of your experience there relating to the naval bases
or others, and how much evidence, if any, of what I would call more
of an organized criminal effort? Did you get into that very much?
Mr. Handler. A little in a tangental way. There are business-

men every where in Russia, and I think you said it rather well ear-

lier. The problem probably isn't so much organized crime but dis-

organized crime. And also, what I described, there was already a

vast network that took place in the Soviet Union with the black

market.
So it is very easy now to integrate the acquisition of fissile mate-

rials or radioactive materials into that network. Where previously
it had no value, and you were more interested in distributing or-

anges or other commodities in short supply, now this thing has

value, and you already had access to these facilities, perhaps
through fi-iends or neighbors. So in that sense it has been a con-

cern to us, though I don't have any direct experience with it per
se.

Senator NuNN. Mr. Schweitzer, did you learn much about the re-

cruiting methods or the procurement of information methods of

countries like Iran and Iraq while you were there? Could you tell

how they are going about requests for getting scientific technical

information in this area?
Mr. Schweitzer. The most relevant experience I had was again

in Georgia. I visited Georgia several days after the President of

Iran was there with a large entourage. And I met with the nuclear

physicists whom the Iranian Government was recruiting during the

visit of the Iranian leadership to that country. They had specific of-

fers in hand, and when I met with them 2 or 3 days later they were

thinking them over—in a very negative fashion, but they were

thinking them over.

Senator NuNN. And they talked about it?

Mr. Schweitzer. They talked to me about it.

Senator NUNN. What were the offers? What were they supposed
to do? Did they have a clear vision of what they were supposed to

do for the money?
Mr. Schweitzer. No, not really. They were told they would work

on the civilian nuclear program in Iran, and it was very vague
what they would do. That's one reason they were very hesitant.
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Senator NUNN. You said you talked to some of the scientists who
had been on the plane that was going to North Korea before it was
intercepted. What was their intent? What was their state of mind?
Mr. Schweitzer. They were apprehended in the airport actually

before they left for North Korea, and I met with them a few
months later. It was my impression that the Russians had had ex-

changes with North Korea for many years. This wasn't something
that started from zero. Now, maybe the missile guidance angle was
new.
But my impression was that these people were going there sim-

ply because they had nothing to do at their institute. They were

being offered $25,000 a year, I was told. I'm not sure how much
of that went to the institute and how much went to the scientists.

But they were basically doing it for financial reasons, and it was
their impression that the North Koreans were trying to develop a

space communications program.
I think in that case one or more Russian ministries and the insti-

tute had endorsed the visit, but at the last minute the foreign min-

istry found out about it and put a thumb in the dike.

Senator NuNN. So they weren't going over there without permis-
sion, they weren't trying to slip out of the country as such in their

own minds?
Mr. Schweitzer. My impression was they were going for a cou-

ple of years with the approval of their institute surely, and prob-
ably a parent ministry with which they had a loose relationship.
The visit probably hadn't been staffed by everybody, and particu-
larly I think the foreign ministry became nervous. That was my im-

pression.
Senator Nunn. Mr. Glukhov, I know you pointed out all sorts of

problems in Ukraine about materials and money and expertise and
so forth and so on, physical facilities and so forth. But what about
the attitude of the Ukrainian authorities? Do you think they them-
selves see proliferation and loss of this material and weaponry as
a threat to their own country?
Mr. Glukhov. I'm sorry, threat for?

Senator NuNN. The authorities. Do you think they view this

whole question of proliferation as one of a threat to the Ukraine?
Do they see it as a serious problem? Are they addressing it with
a degree of priority and seriousness?
Mr. Glukhov. No, I don't think it is a serious problem. That's

just my personal view on the problem.
The current situation in the Ukraine, the authorities involved in

the protection of nuclear materials and the nuclear facilities, they
have enough rights to do that just on the paper, as I said. Because
there is a big difference between their legal rights and their capa-
bilities to do the work.
Senator Nunn. But how seriously do they take it? Is this a high

priority for Ukrainian officials?

Mr. Glukhov. That's again my personal view, but it seems to me
that they could pay more than attention to that and to take it more
seriously than it is now, even now on the highest governmental
level. So one of the U.S. roles in this area I see is just to explain
how serious it could be and to use any chance to try to convince
them to pay more attention on the physical protection issues.
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Senator NUNN. Mr. Glukhov, Mr. Schweitzer, and Mr. Handler,
we appreciate very much your being here. We appreciate your testi-

mony, and we hope you will continue to give us the benefit of your
experience and your expertise as we work our way through this
there legislatively and continue this series of hearings.

All of your testimony and all the previous testimony—I know you
all did an excellent job of summarizing—your original statements
will be part of the record without objection.

I would also like to acknowledge the help given to the Sub-
committee by a number of the Department of Energy labs, particu-
larly the Los Alamos, Livermore and Sandia labs. They have all

been enormously helpful. We are going to continue to work with
them. We have a statement from the Los Alamos lab included in

the hearing record.^

I have been very pleased with the laboratory and their laboratory
program. I think a lot of progress is being made there. Senator Do-
menici has been very involved in that, and I know that a lot of peo-
ple in the labs have worked very, very hard on that.

I recommend the Los Alamos testimony, which we didn't hear

today, but I think any of you interested in that would find it fas-

cinating to read.

Next week we will examine the demand side for fissile mate-
rials—who are the buyers. We will have government witnesses tes-

tifying about what their agencies are doing to counter the threat
of the spread of nuclear material from the former Soviet Union.
Our first witness will be the Director of Central Intelligence,

John Deutch. Dr. Deutch will discuss which countries and which
sub-national groups are looking for fissile materials and what the
U.S. intelligence organizations are doing to counter the diversion of
materials from the former Soviet Union.

Also, I am pleased to announce that Ambassador Rolf Ekeus will

be with us. He is the Executive Chairman of the U.N. Special Com-
mission. He will brief us on his work and the latest findings in his
work on Iraq.
The next panel of witnesses next week will include two well

known experts on the threat of weapons of mass destruction, Gary
Milhollin, director of the Wisconsin Project on Nuclear Arms, and
David Kay, former chief of the U.N. inspection teams in Iraq.
Our final panel will consist of government experts who will tell

us about what their agencies are doing to combat nuclear diversion
from the former Soviet Union, including Charles Curtis, Depart-
ment of Energy, Frank Miller, Department of Defense, and Douglas
Browning, Assistant Commissioner for the Office of International

Affairs, U.S. Customs Service.
So this will be our next week's hearing, and we will certainly

again thank our witnesses today for an excellent testimony, and
particularly our last panel who sat here for quite awhile. We appre-
ciate very much your patience.
Thank you very much. We look forward to working with you.
[Whereupon, at 1:25 p.m. the hearing was adjourned subject to

the call of the Chair.]

'The prepared statement of the Los Alamos Lab appears as Exhibit No. 31 and is retained
in the Subcommittee files.
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Damelin, Chief Counsel to the Majority; Michael Bopp, Counsel;
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Delia Pia (Senator Levin); Leonard Weiss (Senator Glenn); Randy
Rydell (Senator Glenn); John Guest (Senator Lieberman); and
Denny Watson (CIA Detailee to Armed Services Committee).

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR NUNN
Senator NuNN. The Subcommittee will please come to order. Sen-

ator Roth has been delayed this morning.
And Senator Lugar was going to be here but has Agriculture

Committee business to attend to. So we will have other Senators.
Senator Levin and others will be coming in.

I think Senator Lugar has an prepared statement that I would
ask unanimous consent to put in the record, and without objection
it will be.

[The prepared statement of Senator Lugar follows:]

prepared statement of senator RICHARD G. LUGAR
Mr. Chairman, the United States needs a comprehensive approach for combating

the threat posed to the United States by the proHferation of nuclear weapons and
nuclear materials from the states of the former Soviet Union and the enhanced pros-
pects of nuclear terrorism on American soil.

when Chechen rebels placed a package of radioactive material in a Moscow park
last month, it marked the first act of nuclear terrorism in the post-Cold War era.

Chechen separatists took credit for placing a 30-pound package containing small
amounts of Cesium-137 at the entrance to a Moscow park. Although the container
was not equipped with explosives needed to disperse the cesium, the Chechens have

(69)
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demonstrated a credible terrorist threat to employ nuclear material attached to ex-

plosives as radiological dispersion devices in Russia.

Chechen leaders have claimed for over a year that they possess some type of nu-
clear weapon, including two "backpack nuclear weapons." Cesium can be absorbed
into the food chain and is potentially a cancer-causing agent. While this material
could be used to poison air and water systems and make hundreds, if not thousands,
of Russians sick, its primary use as a terrorist device would be to frighten popu-
lations.

Last year's act at a Moscow park crossed a new threshold in terrorism. Dem-
onstrating on Russian television and ability to penetrate Moscow's increased secu-

rity, Chechen rebels are now in a position to panic the Russian public by issuing
similar threats of radiological contaminants.

If Moscow has become the first nuclear terrorist target, the incident in the park
underscores the fact that nuclear terrorism should not be viewed as a phenomenon
limited to foreign countries. In the last 2 years, attacks on our own soil—at the
World Trade Center and in Oklahoma City—brought home the reality of terror.

Those tragedies would have been even more devastating had nuclear materials been
used.

Although the likelihood of all-out nuclear war has declined as a result of the end
of the Cold War, the risk of a nuclear detonation in the United States might well

be higher if nuclear terrorists gain access to the torrent of nuclear materials awash
in Russia and the other states of the former USSR. The Grerman government re-

ported more than 700 cases of attempted nuclear-material smuggling in Russia be-

tween 1991 and 1994, and, in 1993, the Russian government reported more than
900 attempts at illegal entry into Russian nuclear facilities.

No American citizen can feel safe unless this leakage of nuclear material is

stemmed. This is not an issue where the American public can accept political rhet-

oric or a piece-meal approach; specific policies must be devised to counter this direct

threat to the security of the United States. Absent a U.S. response to this threat of
nuclear leakage that is as focused, serious, and vigorous as America's Cold War
strategy, Americans m.ay have every reason to anticipate acts of nuclear terrorism

against American targets before this decade is out.

Given that the risks to the United States of living in a world of proliferating nu-
clear materials would be great, it is worth asking: Is the United States doing
enough to try to contain the nuclear leakage threat? Is the United States allocating
resources to this problem at a commensurate with the threat and the risks?

In August, I held two hearings of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee focus-

ing on the lack of controls over nuclear materials in Russia and other former Soviet
states. Experts testified that we faced a real national security threat, perhaps the

greatest direct threat to the security of the United States. As a result of these hear-

ings, I asked Dr. John Holdren, one of our witnesses, to develop an outline of a com-
prehensive plan to reduce the threat of nuclear theft and smuggling in the former
Soviet Union.

Dr. Holdren is Professor of Energy at the University of California, Berkeley;
Chairman of the Committee on International Security and Arms Control of the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences; and a Member of the President's Commission of Advi-
sors on Science and Technology.

In his report entitled "Reducing The Threat of Nuclear Theft in the Former Soviet
Union: Outline of a Comprehensive Plan," Dr. Holdren lays the foundation for a con-
sidered and comprehensive U.S. response to this burgeoning, direct threat to the se-

curity of the United States. I commend this study to the Subcommittee and ask that
it be included at this point in my printed remarks. ^

Lastly, I would suggest to the Chairman that Dr. Holdren's recommendations
serve as the basis for Subcommittee consideration of appropriate legislation to meet
the challenges posed by the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction.

Senator NUNN. Before the disintegration of the Soviet Union, we
had a defense strategy that proved to be successful and made a
great deal of sense. We knew who our enemy was, we knew where
he was located, and to a great extent what type of weapons he had.
He knew the same about us. We assumed the Soviet Union was

sane and interested in survival. They assumed the same about us.
The result was a very dangerous, but relatively stable, balance that

'Exhibit No. 10 is retained in the files of the Subcommittee.
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avoided not only world war but avoided for over 45 years the use
of any nuclear weapons.
Now with the emergence of democracy in Eastern Europe, the

new sovereignty of a number of states that were part of the Soviet

Union, and the break-up of the Soviet empire, we are less pre-

occupied with the Cold War or the threat of an all-out nuclear war.

But, we have new challenges, new threats, and increasingly unpre-
dictable adversaries.
As we discussed last week and will throughout this series of

hearings, the loss of the command structures of the Soviet Union
seriously affected that region's ability to protect and secure its

huge arsenal of weapons of mass destruction—nuclear chemical, as
well as biological, as well as the delivery means, including missiles.

Economic dislocation has added to that and has caused great con-

cern that weapons scientists and their lethal technology may also

be for sale around the world.

Today we look at who is tr3dng to obtain these weapons, mate-
rials and know-how; how they are going about it and our efforts to

deal with it.

As our distinguished panelists discuss these challenges to our na-
tional security, I believe that a few conclusions will become clear.

Our new adversaries are in some way more dangerous than the
Cold War threats we faced. Today we have to face the possibility
that weapons of mass destruction may become accessible to a group
willing to do the unthinkable. The Director of the Central Intel-

ligence Agency, John Deutch, will review the present state of the
threat in the Middle East and elsewhere and discuss the

weaponization of these regions.
Much of the technology that is critical to the weapons program

is available through an emerging black market, or through dual-

use market. Experts David Kay and Gary MilhoUin will discuss
their concerns that weapons technology and material are becoming
increasingly available for the right price. Efforts to prevent these

groups and nations from obtaining destructive power are difficult

and require both extreme and constant vigilance.
Ambassador Rolf Ekeus, Executive Director of the U.N. Special

Commission that is conducting investigations of the Iraqi weapons
build-up will explain the difficulties he has confronted, including
the pattern of deception that Iraq continually employs that makes
his job so difficult and so challenging.
Our hearings this month are part of a larger effort by this Sub-

committee that began in 1994 and will continue throughout this

year. This Friday we will convene the Subcommittee to hear the
Subcommittee staff explain some of their recommendations, as well
as the recommendations of many experts and observers who have
testified before the Subcommittee over the last year. Then we will

hear from a panel of representatives from government agencies dis-

cuss these issues with a look toward the future.

On Wednesday, March 27, the Subcommittee will turn to our do-

mestic preparedness: How well are we equipped to respond to a

chemical, biological or nuclear terrorist incident in the United
States?
We will examine efforts by our government to prepare for the un-

thinkable moment, which we hope and pray will never arrive.
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When we receive a credible threat of the deployment of a weapon
of mass destruction, how will we react? Will we have thought about
it in advance? Will we have coordinated in advance with our own
agencies and with certain governments around the world. Wit-
nesses will include local and Federal Government representatives
responsible for responding to such incidents.

Finally, I would note that last October this Subcommittee pre-
sented its first investigative report on the proliferation of weapons
of mass destruction. That staff report was one of the most exten-

sive reviews of the sarin gas attack in the Tokyo subway system
last year, which killed 12 and injured over 5,000, and would have

literally killed thousands of more if the delivery system had been
more sophisticated.
The attack by the Japanese cult Aum Shinrikyo is believed to be

the first terrorist deplojonent of a chemical weapons of mass de-

struction on a civilian population. Coincidentally, that tragic attack

occurred on March 20, 1995. One year to the day later I can say
that we have left the realm of the unthinkable. These are no longer
theoretical concerns.
Our Nation must provide thoughtful and determined leadership

in the international community as we deal with this threat. I hope
these hearings help provide a broader understanding of this chal-

lenge, and I also hope these hearings will produce recommenda-
tions that help provide a framework for our Nation as we provide
the world leadership which is absolutely essential.

Dr. Deutch, we are glad to have you here today. As we do with
all witnesses before this Subcommittee, if you will rise we'll give

you the oath.

Do you swear the testimony you give before the Subcommittee
will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so

help you, God?
Director Deutch. I do.

Senator NUNN. Thank you. Dr. Deutch will start off today's dis-

cussions on which countries may be developing nuclear weapons
programs and how they are getting materials and know-how. And
I also understand he will discuss the potential for countries to use
the former Soviet Union as a weapons supermarket.

Dr. Deutch, we are pleased to have you. We appreciate your
being here, and we look forward to your testimony and the ques-
tions.

Director Deutch. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman, with your permission I would like to submit my

rather extensive prepared testimony for the record. It includes a

very thorough discussion of the points that you and this Committee
are interested in, including a chronology of past events in the di-

version of nuclear materials, if that's suitable.

Senator NuNN. That will be fine. It will be part of the record
without objection.

I have read your entire statement, and it is very helpful and I

don't want you to feel you have to cut it too short. We would appre-
ciate some summary, but you take the time you feel you need.

Director Deutch. Thank you very much.
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TESTIMONY OF JOHN DEUTCH,i DIRECTOR, CENTRAL
INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

Director Deutch. I am pleased to appear here on the important
subject of the potential for diversion of strategic nuclear materials,
plutonium and highly enriched uranium, suitable for making nu-
clear explosive devices.

I have a very simple three-part message. First, the diversion
threat is real. We have been lucky so far.

Second, there are serious customers for strategic nuclear mate-
rials who are up to no good.

Third, every dollar the United States spends to improve material

protection, control and accountability, or to reduce the stockpile of

highly enriched uranium or plutonium in Russia, is an important
contribution to reducing this threat.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to deal briefly with each of these

points in turn.

What is the diversion threat from Russia? The Russians have
made a number of efforts to control their nuclear weapons and nu-
clear material stockpile, which grew so large in the former Soviet
Union.
Let me give you some examples of positive steps that have been

taken. Most of the nuclear weapons located in Eastern Europe,
Ukraine, Belarus and Kazakstan have been returned to Russia.
Some progress has been made in improving the security facilities

in the Russian nuclear weapons complex. Construction of state

storage facilities for nuclear materials is proceeding, although slow-

ly, at a location near Ozersk.
Much of the progress is due to the assistance provided and the

encouragement provided by the United States, primarily the De-

partment of Defense and Department of Energy, to the cooperative
threat reduction program funded with Nunn-Lugar funds.

However, due to severe resource shortages, the Russian nuclear

weapons complex is deteriorating, and it continues to be a serious
threat for diversion of nuclear technology and materials to other

proliferating countries in the world.
First of all, the Russians simply do not have the resources allo-

cated to maintaining security at their weapons complex, or facili-

ties to provide adequate material accountability.
Second, personnel have been told by MinAtom, the Russian Min-

istry of Atomic Energy, that they cannot rely solely on government
funds to support their activities at the Russian nuclear weapons
complex.
These circumstances invite the diversion of materials from the

weapons complex to other locations. Up to the present, we have
seen numerous reports, most of them bogus, of strategic nuclear
materials from the Russian stockpile being offered for sale, mostly
in Western Europe.
However, a few of these cases have involved weapons-usable ma-

terial in small quantities that are significantly less than what is

required for a nuclear explosive device.

However, these few cases show what can happen and serve as a

warning to us. As I mentioned, we have included in my testimony,

' The prepared statement of Director Deutch appears on page 302.
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attached to it, a chronology of all of these reports that we have fol-

lowed for the last 3 years.
Next, Mr. Chairman, let me turn to who are the customers for

this strategic nuclear material.

Obtaining strategic nuclear materials adequate for making a nu-
clear explosive device is the central hurdle for those who are seek-

ing a nuclear capability. We know that enormous efforts have been
made by Iraq and North Korea to produce indigenously adequate
amounts of strategic materials for weapons.
Without going into detail in open session, we believe that several

nations at one time or another have explored the possibility of pur-
chasing strategic nuclear materials as the simplist and quickest
and cheapest way to acquiring nuclear weapons capability.
Prominent examples include Iran and Iraq. To a lesser extent.

North Korea and Libya. Clearly, for terrorists or sub-national

groups, the only practical way to acquire nuclear weapons is either

to steal or purchase a device, or to purchase the strategic nuclear
materials and then address the much simpler problem of construct-

ing a device from the highly enriched uranium or plutonium.
Third, let me turn to what can be done to reduce the threat.

First, this threat is real and we should not deny its existence.

Second, if a significant act of diversion occurs, either the sale of
some nuclear device or a meaningful amount of strategic nuclear
materials from the Russian complex, we will face a crisis of enor-

mous proportions, and we will devote energy and resources greatly
in excess of the cost a reasonable cooperative threat reduction pro-

gram would impose on us today.
In some sense, making these efforts today is insurance about

having to make a much larger and much more dangerous resource
commitment in the future.

What would be the elements of a prudent and effective cooperate
threat reduction program that would reduce the threat from diver-

sion of materials or devices from the Russian complex?
Although this is not entirely an intelligence judgment, my pre-

vious experience tells me the following measures are most impor-
tant. We must do everything we can to reduce the strategic nuclear
material inventory productive capacity for producing these mate-
rials in Russia.
For example, we should consider converting the plutonium pro-

duction reaction—the one I believe at Krasnyorsk—to a mixed-
oxide plutonium burner. This would at the same time reduce the
Russian plutonium inventory and the production capability of Rus-
sian plutonium production reactors.

Second, we should continue the existing program of Russian
weapons dismantlement and construction of a safe plutonium stor-

age facility.

Third, we should take all steps to improve material, protection,
control and accountability systems at Russian nuclear facilities

through a program designed to minimize the risk of diversion from
those facilities that are most a threat for loss of material or tech-

nology or facilities.

Both the Department of Defense and the Department of Energy
have the mission and the technical capability to carry out such
threat reduction programs.
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In closing, Mr. Chairman, I want to say that I agree with mem-
bers of this Committee, with you and Senator Lugar, Graham Alh-

son, other experts who have testified before you, the prospects of
nuclear diversion from Russia is a major national security threat
to the United States. I commend this Committee and all of its

members for addressing this issue forthrightly.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Nunn. Thank you. Dr. Deutch.
The first question on chemical and biological weapons, you men-

tioned the nuclear threat and the threat coming out of the former
Soviet Union of leaking materials, know-how and so forth; what
about chemical and biological from the same source, and what is

the demand for chemical and biological in the world?
Director Deutch. Mr. Chairman, I thought my remarks were re-

quested to be restricted to nuclear, but let me say a word about
chemical and biological.

First of all, the demand for chemical and biological is broader in

the terrorist world and in the world of rogue nations.

Second, the technology required to make chemical agents or bio-

logical agents is a great deal simpler because one does not have to

pass that very high hurdle of getting strategic nuclear terms—the

highly enriched uranium and plutonium.
Thirdly, a lot of the equipment, the technology needed to make

these chemical or biological agents, can be obtained from dual-use

equipment or dual-use technology.
So for a nation or group that is trying to make this material, like

you mentioned the Japanese terrorist group making sarin, it can
be obtained and done without recourse to diverting equipment or

technology from Russian sources. So it can be done more simply
and cheaply just using dual-use widely available equipment and
technology.

Senator NuNN. If you had to list the dangers in terms of a terror-

ist group carrying out mass destruction, or attempt to carry out
mass destruction, in this country, or in our allied countries, which
would you list as the highest threat? Would it be the use of nu-

clear, would it be chemical, or would it be biological? Which is the
most likely?

Director Deutch. For a terrorist group, I think the judgment of

all experts would be chemical first, biological second, nuclear third.

That would be, I think, the order.

None of them are happy prospects, let me say. But I think from
the point of view of threat, it would be in that order, sir.

Senator NUNN. Is that because it is easier for a terrorist group
to get chemical weapons, and then biological? uclear would be
more difficult for them? Harder for them to transport that mate-
rial?

Director Deutch. The chemicals are the weapon of choice for a
terrorist group. Biological requires greater care of the material
until it is used. It has, in my judgment, some greater problems of—
well, basically, care before it is used.

Nuclear, the reason that I would want it third is because of the
issue of having to acquire illegally or surreptitiously a device or nu-
clear material.
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Senator NUNN. You mentioned the Iranians. Can you confirm

that Iran is surreptitiously trying the buy weapons fi-om the former
Soviet Union, weapons as such, or is it more likely to be materials?

Director Deutch. Mr. Chairman, I wouldn't want to go beyond
the remarks that I have made here in my statement in open ses-

sion on that subject. I think that what I would say is that we do
know that the Iranians have fi'om time to time been interested in

acquiring materials and devices fi'om basically surreptitious
sources.

Senator NuNN. Any other countries you could list this morning
in open session that would full into that category of trying to ac-

quire nuclear materials or devices?

Director Deutch. Iran and Iraq, and to a lesser degree Libya and
North Korea.
Senator NuNN. What about Sjrria, are they on that list?

Director Deutch. They are not on the list that I have mentioned
to you this morning, no, sir.

Senator NuNN. What list are they on? [Laughter.]
You are not prepared to say anything about any other countries

this morning?
Director Deutch. I prefer not to go further this morning, sir.

Senator Nunn. To what extent are we equipped to deal with a
sub-national threat, I guess you would call it a terrorist threat,
that is, a small group that is able to obtain weapons technology or

material, and these groups are less likely to be using these weap-
ons as a deterrent and are much more likely to put them to use
in terms of blackmail.
How well are we equipped to deal with this kind of threat now,

in your evaluation?
Director Deutch. Very poorly, sir. The ability for our country, or,

I might say, any other country in the developed world, to protect
their infrastructure from a terrorist attack based on nuclear, chem-
ical or biological weapons is very, very small be indeed.

I must say, Mr. Chairman, that that vulnerability of the infra-

structure has always been true. That is not something which has

recently changed.
What is entirely different today is the fact that we see a growth

in international terrorism, most recently exhibited, of course, in

these terrorists bombing events in Israel.

But throughout the world, as I have testified on numerous occa-

sions, we see a growth in, as you have just mentioned, terrorist or-

ganizations willing to take on acts against civilian populations and
against countries throughout the world that make this issue of in-

frastructure vulnerability much more serious.

Senator NuNN. To what extent do these kind of groups, for in-

stance the groups in Israel or the groups that carried out the at-

tack in New York on the World Tried Center, to what extent do the

groups like that need to have national support, that is support
from a sovereign state in order to be able to work? Can they oper-
ate on their on, or do they require support from a state?

Director Deutch. I think to one degree or another they all re-

quire some support from sovereign States. They require that be-
cause they need sanctuaries for their training, their headquarters,
and their planning activities. They require that to get the resources
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and the locations where they can undertake and plan their oper-
ations.

Senator NUNN. But actually Aum Shinrikyo did not.

Director Deutch. Well, that was a national group operating, in

that case, within Japan, although we know that they have activi-

ties elsewhere in the world.
What I'm saying is the Islamic organizations, Islamic terrorist or-

ganizations—Hesbola or the Gamat, Hamas—have organizations
spread in many countries and they do find that assistance and
sanctuary from a variety of different countries.
Senator NuNN. You mentioned in your full statement that what

we know you have mentioned, certainly, is alarming, but you also

mentioned—I don't remember the exact words—what we don't

know.
If you looked at the spectrum of intelligence now and with what

we actually know about what is going on in this area, and I'm talk-

ing about the demand side, the people trying to purchase the mate-
rials and weapons of mass destruction, and then you looked at the

unknown, how confident are you that we are anywhere near know-
ing what is going on out there in terms of what is really happening
in groups tr3dng to get hold of this kind of material and weapons?

In other words, how big is the world that we don't know about?
Director Deutch. Always a hard question to answer, but let me

try and say two things.
This issue of the spread of weapons of mass destruction to both

national and sub-national groups is a matter of extraordinarily
high priority in our collection efforts, and our anal3dic efforts. But
especially in of our collection efforts.

But I would say to you that there is not a place in the world
where we have presence—speaking about the intelligence commu-
nity broadly now—where this question is not on the minds of our
men and women who are are serving, who are on our collection sys-
tem.
So this is certainly a subject that we are placing enormously high

priority to get whatever information we can.

Having said that, it is not the kind of subject where I would
want to give you or any other person categorical assurance that we
know everything that is going on or not. As you just mentioned in

your opening statement, in a curious way it makes you wish for the
old Cold War where you knew the kind of target you were dealing
with and the problems you had in penetration it and the issues you
were facing.

Today to learn what the intentions are of possibly very deter-

mined, although small, terrorist groups is extremely difficult and
requires greet ingenuity, and I might say courage, by our officers.

So I would say to you we are certainly placing tremendously high
priority on the subject, but I cannot with confidence say that we
know all that is going on.

Senator NuNN. One of the areas that has come to our attention
where it seems to me at this point at least we are most deficient

it would be be in the central Asia area, the Caucuses countries,
southern Russia, those areas where we have not had the kind of

presence economically, politically, or otherwise, that we have had
on the western side.
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Would you share that? Or are we working that problem in a
more diligent way than is apparent to me at this time.

Director Deutch. Well, I would say to you, sir, I will put in a

plug for Secretary Christopher. I think that you also want to look
at our diplomatic presence and our open presence there, as well as
whatever small efforts we may have. There are also very important
open press and broadcasts which come out of these parts of the
world.

Quite frankly, we regard these parts of the world as being ex-

tremely important for preserving security, not only from the point
of view of the issue we are discussing here today, but all of those
central Asian republics are moving toward democracy, trying to

move toward democracy, trying to improve their economies.
So these are important countries for our government to interact

with and engage with, and we certainly try to do that in our col-

laborative efforts with them.
Senator NuNN. I guess my question is are we doing as much

there as we are doing in other parts of Russia and other parts of

the former Soviet Union?
Director Deutch. Well, let me say, again I want to make very

clear that I think it starts with our diplomatic presence there,
which I do worry about. That is an important part for what we do
because we need their policy guidance and presence there.

But I would say to you that if we could in private review our ef-

forts there, I think you would see that our collaborative efforts

there are quite strong and that we do see it as an important area

compared to many.
Senator NuNN. Let me switch to Senator Glenn here, and then

I'll have a few more questions before we wrap it up. I know you
have done a great deal of work in this area and we appreciate your
leadership.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR GLENN
Senator Glenn. We have been following this a long time.
Dr. Deutch, the administration appears to have made up its

mind to send $368 million worth of military equipment to Pakistan.
This is quoted in the morning paper, from a high administration

official in the Washington Post this morning I understand: "Despite
clear evidence that Pakistan has once again violated U.S. non-

proliferation laws, this time by purchasing ring magnets from
China for their nuclear weapons material production facility."

I don't think there is any doubt this is against our own non-

proliferation laws.
But what is the CIA's or your own analysis of the likely impact

of the administration decision on India, and specifically on the

forthcoming Indian elections; any opinion on that?
Director Deutch. I have not come here this morning prepared

with an assessment of Indian reaction to the policy move that you
have mentioned. I can certainly provide that for you. Senator.

Senator Glenn. If you would, I would appreciate it and we could
have it for the record. Thank you.

I'm very concerned about this. I have followed this for a long
time. I think that some of the actions going on now are decisions

being made, quoting a high administration official, that they had
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made up their mind on this. I just think these prohferation activi-

ties violate our laws and I think it is the wrong direction. But we
have fought this out on the Senate floor and lost on the Brown
amendment, and a number of other things which I know you have
followed.

Do we know where all the weapons are that were former Soviet

weapons that might now be in independent states, former members
of the Soviet Union?

Director Deutch. I think that we have a fairly good confidence
that the Russians and we do know where these weapons are and
where they are located, where they are planned to go to. I think
that's one of the positive steps that have happened as a result of

our cooperative threat reduction program and the Nunn-Lugar pro-

gram. I do think that we have a fairly good fix on that.

Senator Glenn. Not only ballistic missiles but shorter range tac-

tical missiles? I mean tactical weapons, not missiles.

Director Deutch. I'm sorry, sir, I was thinking of nuclear de-

vices, is what I was thinking of, and the answer to that I would
say is largely yes but not entirely.

Also, I want to mention that in the production complex there are

always devices that are in a partial state of fabrication or rework
and so on, so there is a whole lot of piece part issues that you have
to worry about too.

But respect to the location of weapons that were formerly in mili-

tary units, the answer to that I would say is we are fairly confident
of it and we believe the Russians have a fairly good handle on it.

Senator Glenn. In times past we were very concerned about
Pakistan or others developing what at that time we referred to as
an Islamic bomb. We used to refer to it that way and it was re-

ferred to it internationally, some of the meetings, that way.
Is there any indication that Iraq is working with others to spread

nuclear weaponry to other countries, or giving them nuclear infor-

mation or technology that would let other countries or groups de-

velop a weapon?
Director Deutch. Iraq?
Senator Glenn. Iraq.
Director Deutch. I think at the present time Iraq is mostly try-

ing to preserve whatever capability it can in light of the U.N. sanc-
tions. You will be hearing more from a witness who is more directly
involved in that.

But I think right now I would have to say, no, we don't know of
efforts for Iraq to export technology or materials elsewhere.
Senator Glenn. One of these that disturbed in your statement

also and I think it is really a red flag for us.

You said that the Russians, "May not know where all their mate-
rial is located."

Director Deutch. Yes. I think that that refers especially to with-
in the complex. As the complex deteriorates in terms of its perform-
ance in terms of its operations and support for operations, the ac-

countability will eventually suffer, and may never have been as

good as it is at our complexes.
Senator Glenn. It is one thing for us to be using the Nunn-

Lugar money—which I support and voted that concept—of helping
them to take their weapons down and dismantle them.
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But this made me wonder whether if they don't even know where
all their material is located, whether maybe we wouldn't be well
advised to take some of that Nunn-Lugar money and instead of

putting it just on weapons dismantlement, bringing them off the
missiles and so on, helping Russia to somehow find out where all

their material is. We could have loose nukes all over the place if

they don't know where all their material may be, or potential loose

nukes, that is, if they haven't been put into weapons yet.
Director Deutch. Senator Glenn, in my comments I explicitly

said that I think that expenditures on materials protection, ac-

countability and control in Russia makes tremendous sense if it is

on a risk-based basis. Don't do it for every place, but in those

places where you think there is a serious problem I think that is

a very cost-effective way to reduce this threat.

Senator NUNN. We have the Nunn-Lugar money right there. It

is there now being used, without having to try and get a new ap-
propriation for that.

Do you think it would be good to take some of that money and
use it for this purpose?

Director Deutch. Well, this is wildly afield from an intelligence

question, but being both a loyal ex-member of both the Department
of Energy and the Department of Defense, I would say that either

agency could carry this out very, very well.

My point is it is something the country you should do. That's as
far as I should go. I can't give you offsets right here. Maybe pri-

vately. Senator.
Senator Glenn. One of the other things that I think you had in

your statement was that a Russian source said that it would be

possible for them to substitute dummy warhead, dummy bomb, and
avoid detection for probably up to 6 months. That's disturbing also.

Director DEUTCH. That depends on the precise control system
that they have in place.

Senator GLENN. What is the danger as you see it if somebody
came into some plutonium. It takes a large industrial complex to

put a weapon together. There are a lot of things that have to be

done, the facets on the bomb, and there is a lot of experimenting.
It is a big industrial operation. Even if you have the plutonium, it

is still a big industrial operation to get the thing done.
What is the danger of people having plutonium, and let's say

having plutonium that could be put into a dust or powder of some
kind, if that was spread around Times Square or something like

that; is this a danger that we should be looking into? Is it really
a hazard?

Director Deutch. Well, On a per gram basis, I wouldn't think it

would be as lethal as chemical or biological under the same cir-

cumstance. But let me say to you, building a sophisticated nuclear
device requires a tremendous amount of ingenuity and a tremen-
dous amount of engineering capability.

Building less sophisticated devices which don't give you the opti-
mum yields-to-weight ratio, it is not all that impossible. Designs
are known.
So while I would say to you yes, it does take some engineering

talent and some facilities and some milling and some dealing with
knowing how to deal with plutonium, that we should not think that
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this requires the kind of cahber that our weapons laboratories or
Russian weapons laboratories have to produce a crude nuclear de-

vice. I wouldn't say it was trivial, but I wouldn't want to overesti-

mate its difficulty.
Senator Glenn. No, and agree with you, and then I was just re-

calling when you said that, years ago, I guess, Mr. Chairman, it

has been maybe 12 of 14 years ago, we had a student from Prince-
ton came in and had some plans, and he talked to Dr. Weiss, our
Committee staff director at that time, and he had a plan for a nu-
clear weapon.

It was what we called the ash can device at that time. And Len
looked at it and he thought, well, it looked like it might work to

him, although he is not a bomb designer, so we had Dr. Taylor
come down, who is a bomb designer, and he said, yes, this probably
would have worked.
He was a student. So it just backs up what you were saying. I

wanted the Department of Energy to hire the kid at that time and
put him under some control so he wasn't out loose, but they didn't

do it.

Then we had a second time when he came up. He had found a
lot of stuff out at Los Alamos in the library, in the open stacks of

the library. You may recall some of those times too.

We came to know him on the Committee as Rotow-1 and Rotow-
2. But it backs up what you are sajdng about they can design a de-

vice, it might not be as sophisticated, might not make as efficient

use of the fissile material, but it still would go off.

Director Deutch. Exactly. The only thing which surprises me
about your story is that the student came from Princeton and not
MIT. [Laughter.]
Senator Glenn. When I said Princeton, I thought maybe there

was a mistake here.

How do you keep up with these things? I don't know whether we
can get into this in open session or not.

It seems to me a lot of this stuff we are into now is not things
you get by overhead satellite and things like that.

Much of this has to be developed by information sources that are

human, and that takes a long time to develop and to check out and
all that sort of thing.

Is that a major problem?
Director Deutch. I would say, as I mentioned in response to an

earlier question, that I am thoroughly satisfied, and I believe you
would be thoroughly satisfied, about the awareness of this problem
in the human collection tasking system, and actually what is going
on in the field.

I don't believe that there is an3rwhere in the world where one of

our men or women officers aren't aware of the severity of this prob-
lem. I would also say this is something which is not recent. This
had been put into the community for some number of years now.

I would also say that our development of a nonproliferation cen-
ter has assured an all-source multi-agency approach to the analysis
of questions and the tasking on these kinds of issues.

So I think a tremendous amount of progress has been done since
the time, really, of Mr. Gates as director, to build a real serious

post-Cold War nonproliferation intelligence capability on both the
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collection and analysis side, including all agencies, not just the
Central Intelligence Agency.
Senator Glenn. I have come to the conclusion over the last few

years that as bad as nuclear weapons are, that we are gradually
coming to the point where chemical weapons may be the biggest

dangerous that we have run into in the near future. We can keep
up a lot easier with nuclear weapons and nuclear developments
than we can with chemical weapons.
Judge Webster, one of your predecessors out there sat right

where you are sitting back a few years ago and testified that a very
credible chemical weapons factory

—and he was testifying as to how
difficult it is to keep up with some of the chemical weapons devel-

opment all over the world—and he testified that a very credible

chemical weapons factory for a terrorist group, or even for a larger

group than that, even a nation, could be set up in a space about
the size of this hearing room right here.

Would you concur with that, that they are that small and that

easy to set up.
Director Deutch. Yes.
Senator GLENN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NUNN. Thanks, Senator Glenn.
Senator Levin, I'll yield to you in just a minute. Let me ask a

couple other questions and then I'll let you wind up the questions
with Dr. Deutch.

Dr. Deutch, the Presidential Commission chaired by Harold

Brown, and first our departed friend and colleague, Les Aspin, and
then Warren Rudman succeeded in that role, their job was to ap-

praise the roles and capabilities of the U.S. intelligence community.
And they recently released a report that recommends more co-

operation is needed between the law enforcement and intelligence

communities; do you agree with that?
Director Deutch. Yes.
Senator NuNN. What legislative changes, if any, would be needed

to develop the kind of cooperation the Brown Commission rec-

ommends? Do you need anything in the way of legislation, or is

this primarily management, executive branch?
Director Deutch. First of all, I don't think that this is a problem

which could be solved by legislation. There has been a long history,

going way back to the times of J. Edgar Hoover and Dulles about

problems between the FBI and the CIA in particular.
I think that they have gotten tremendously better. They have

gotten a great deal better in recent years. And I would say that

today we have important mechanisms in place.
I regularly meet with Louis Freeh. I regularly meet with Janet

Reno. My deputy, George Tenet, meets every other week with
Jamie Gorelic.

We have had a very important, and I might say positive, ex-

tremely positive, meeting in Rome for the first time, some of our

agency personnel and legal FBI persons abroad.
All indications that I have on the tremendously important issues

that we are discussing here—infrastructure, vulnerability to terror-
ist attack, terrorism against the United States in any form, and
counterintelligence—I would say that the cooperation is moving
smartly.
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We are assigning FBI officers in CIA, CIA officers in FBI in this

area. I'm quite positive about it, and I cannot imagine a person
who has been more cooperative in this matter than Louis Freeh
has been with me, or that Janet Reno, or, of course, my beloved
Jamie has been, in these matters.
So I am quite optimistic about it, and I regard serving law

forcement as being one of the important post-Cold War objectives
of the intelligence community we are looking to them as being an
important customer for foreign intelligence that we can provide.
Senator NuNN. I'm told there are currently over 100 organiza-

tions, offices and government agencies that are involved in one way
or the other in the weapons of mass destruction proliferation effort,

counterproliferation effort of the U.S. Government.
Is it feasible to carve out a coordinated policy on proliferation

with so many players involved?
Director Deutch. It is certainly something we have to do. We

have to make sure that we have in place an efficient and effective

serious policy apparatus for doing that, and that I think is an abso-
lute requirement.
Senator NuNN. The Brown-Rudman Commission has rec-

ommended that a global crime committee, chaired by the Presi-

dent's national security advisor, be formed that would, among other

things, oversee U.S. Government efforts to combat weapons of mass
destruction proliferation that involves criminal activity.
Do you have any thoughts on this proposal this morning?
Director Deutch. I don't have any thoughts on this proposal this

morning, but I think that the direction—this was one of three com-
mittees that were recommended by the Aspin-Brown Commission.
One of them had to do with a group chaired by the national secu-

rity advisor to broadly twice a year look at priorities in the na-
tional security intelligence area. That I certainly endorse myself as
Director of Central Intelligence.
Another was a consumer committee, which would be run by the

deputies, which I also endorse in the national security area.

Something is needed to coordinate better foreign intelligence that
relates to global crime and terrorism, and how that is organized,
I would want to await talking with the Attorney General that I

have not done before reaching a position myself.
But the proposal made by the Brown Commission is entirely rea-

sonable. Something like that is needed.
Senator NuNN. On Monday the Washington Post published an ar-

ticle on coordination among the CIA, FBI and State Department.
It mentioned regular meetings between you and Director Freeh,
and between representatives of the CIA and the Justice Depart-
ment.
Was that reasonably accurate in terms of the description that

there is coordination going on, or what else can you tell us about
the coordination, particularly between the CIA and FBI where
there has been so much history of problems?

Director Deutch. I hope this doesn't get me in trouble, Mr.
Chairman. I have not read that article. But I do think we have a

very solid coordination at all levels, and participation of officers at

all levels.
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I'll be happy to provide you a thorough description of all that.

But as I say, I do meet, to the extent that you have just read it,

and that is accurate.

I meet with Louis Freeh regularly. I talk to him all the time. I

meet with Janet Reno with high frequency. My deputy, George
Tenet meets bi-weekly with Jamie Gorelic.

We have a committee called the Joint Intelligence Community
Law Enforcement which meets on a regular basis at the working
level. We have people in each others counterterrorism centers, and
efforts like that.

I think that this is something which is getting better fast. So I

am optimistic about it, and I do think it is important for the intel-

ligence community to see that law enforcement is the kind of im-

portant policy customer that we are so accustomed to dealing with
in the national security area.

Senator NUNN. Can you say anything in open session—and if you
would rather reserve this I certainly understand—but can you say
anything about cooperation between our intelligence community
and the Russian intelligence community, your counterparts, regard-

ing proliferation, weapons of mass destruction, chemical, biological
or nuclear.

Director Deutch. No.
Senator NuNN. Thank you. I assume that's something you pursue

though, in general.
Could you take off your intelligence hat and answer one policy

question based on your memory when you were in the arena where

you could have opinions on policy.
Director Deutch. You make me blush.

Senator NuNN. I know you compartmentalize those opinions now
and put them in the deep resources of your brilliant mind.
But the whole question of purchasing HEU, that is a focal point,

has been. It was I thought an extraordinary accomplishment to get
Ukraine to basically make the HEU agreement with Russia.

That helped get Ukraine out of the nuclear business. It was a
tremendous breakthrough that I don't think the administration has

gotten enough credit for.

But it all depends now on the HEU being purchased and the rev-

enue flowing and the materials flowing. And we have this U.S. En-
richment Corporation now involved.

Can you comment on that? It doesn't appear to be working well,
and it seems to me this needs some real attention at very high lev-

els. Because if this one falls through, if this one collapses, the
chances of getting this kind of cooperation and getting people out
of the nuclear business and keeping some confidence in terms of

U.S. economic commitments, it seems to me we'll be setting our-
selves up for a real bad blow.
Would you comment on that?
Director Deutch. Well, I think the first point is, anything we can

do to blend down highly enriched uranium and burn it in nuclear
reactors around the world is something which reduces this threat
and is important to do, and I believe it is also economically attrac-

tive.

Just as I mentioned in the case of plutonium, if there is raw plu-
tonium around in the world, using mixed oxide fuel and burning
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it in reactors I believe is important from the point of view of non-

proliferation, and I believe it can be economically advantageous, es-

pecially with respect to Russian plutonium. So I greatly favor both
of these efforts. Both efforts.

I have not checked into the precise circumstances where we are

today on United States Enrichment Corporation's efforts, Mr. Tim-
ber's efforts, to actually realize that.

I believe that there are a couple of problems still in the way of

having that happen which are involved with—the last person I

have spoken to about this in detail is Senator Domenici. So I think
that those can be managed, and they are important to be managed
because that deal has both got nonproliferation benefits and eco-

nomic benefits and security benefits, it is a triple win, so we should
make that happen as best we can.
Senator Nunn. Well, the United States cannot simply turn it

over to a private corporation and assume market forces are going
to take care of it. It has too much of a governmental purpose to

be able to do that.

It seems to me that we ought to use the market as much as we
possibly can, but I get the impression that we are allowing the
market to dictate some of this when we should be looking at it in

a much broader sense.
Director Deutch. Mr. Chairman, I have to go and refresh myself

on this, but I think that the issue is a trade issue. That is, is it

a fair trade practice to take in highly enriched Russian uranium
and introduce it into the market without having a cost associated
with it.

But if you want to talk about this, let me get myself refreshed
on that.

Senator NuNN. OK. I'll get back with you.
Senator Levin.
Senator Levin. I would 3deld to Senator Glenn for just one ques-

tion.

Senator Glenn. I had another commitment I had to go to and
wanted to follow-up on a previous question.

I asked about the U.S. reported decision to sell $368 million
worth of military equipment and transfer that to Pakistan and the

impact that might have on India.
Was your answer to indicate that you just didn't have in posses-

sion today a CIA analysis of the impact on India, or that such a

study has not been done?
Director Deutch. I don't have it available to me today.
Senator Glenn. Has such a study been done?
Director Deutch. I think the answer is yes, but I just am not

informed on it. I'll have to get back to you briefly.

Certainly the assessment of Indian reaction has been done. I just
don't know what the status is.

Senator Glenn. Has that been given to the administration.
Director Deutch. Well, if it has been done it certainly has been

given to the administration, yes.
Senator Glenn. It has been passed along? They are fully aware

of your opinion then of what the impact on India would be?
Director DEUTCH. I have to reserve until I can give you an accu-

rate answer to that. Senator. I don't know what document exists
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and what document has been given. If there has been a document,
it has been distributed. But I'll be happy to do that. I can do that

in an hour's time.

Senator Glenn. I would appreciate it. I'd like to know whether

they are aware of what your opinion is of what the Indian reaction

might be on that. If you can provide that for us, either classified

or unclassified, I would appreciate it.

Director Deutch. Well, I must say the community has been very,

very closely involved in providing information to policy makers on
this subject, so I'm confident that there is a piece on the Indian re-

action, and I'll get back to you on it, sir.

Senator Glenn. All right. Well, I presumed something like that

had been done. I couldn't see how they could possibly go ahead
without that kind of CIA analysis in hand at least. If it hasn't been
done and given to them, it certainly should be.

Director Deutch. I'm just not informed at the moment, sir, and
I will be back to you before the end of the day.
Senator Glenn. OK, fine. Thank you very much.
Thank you. Senator Levin.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR LEVIN

Senator Levin. Welcome. I want to follow-up on Senator Nunn's

question about cooperation with Russian intelligence, because there

have been public statements that we have started cooperation with
the Russian Government.
And I think the statements also said including law enforcement

relative to nuclear smuggling.
Is that not true, that we have indeed begun cooperative meas-

ures with the Russian Government and said so publicly?
Director DEUTCH. There is no question about the fact that we

have had discussions and cooperative efforts, certainly in the law
enforcement area, with the Russian Government on this issue.

They are also concerned about questions of the kind we have
been discussing here this morning.
Senator Levin. Is there any reason, if in fact we are cooperating

with Russian intelligence, that such a general statement cannot be
made publicly, without getting into the details of it?

I see you are uncomfortable, which is

Director Deutch. Well, I mean, yes, it is not the kind of subject
that I would want to open up.
Senator LEVIN. Let me go to Israel. Are we cooperating with Is-

raeli intelligence?
Director Deutch. Yes.
Senator Levin. Because there was an article recently that said,

according to some sources at least, that some in the United States
now see Israeli intelligence as a rival.

There was a Los Angeles Times article. I sent you a copy of this.

And some U.S. sources, without identifying them, are saying that
the Mossad has done little recently to help U.S. efforts to track
down international terrorists.

Are we indeed cooperating with Israeli intelligence, the Mossad?
Director Deutch. We certainly are, and I think that it is known

that I have just come back fi-om Israel to work out with them a
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more robust and more effective counterterrorism program, for ex-

ample. #

Senator Levin. Was that successful?
Director Deutch. It was very successful.
Senator Levin. Are we satisfied with the level of Israeli coopera-

tion in this area?
Director Deutch. Counterterrorism, absolutely.
Senator Levin. Now let me go back to Russia.
What is the reason that, if in fact there is a joint effort with the

Russian Government, including their intelligence people, that can-
not be just confirmed without getting into details? I want to follow-

up on Senator Nunn's point there.

Director DEUTCH. Because my judgment is that that's not a sub-

ject that I would want to discuss in open session.

Senator Levin. Will you give us for the record then what in fact

is going on, if anything, with Russian intelligence in terms of a

joint counterterrorist effort and a joint nuclear smuggling effort?

Director Deutch. Absolutely,' I'll be happy to do that. We will

give you for the record what is going on between intelligence serv-

ices on cooperation on terrorism, counterterrorism and counter-

smuggling efforts, nuclear smuggling efforts.

Senator Levin. You have indicated in your testimony that of the
numerous reports describing diversion of weapons-usable material,
that only a few actually have involved weapons-usable material,
and the quantities have been significantly less than that needed for

a weapon.
We had testimony on that issue previously. Senator Nunn

showed some pictures the other day as to what quantities would be

necessary for a weapon, and it was some small multiple of pluto-
nium disks shaped like a little hockey puck.

Director Deutch. That's probably a plutonium device that he has
in mind. And I think that we all agree that this is small in volume
and weighs a few tenths of a pound.
Senator Levin. So we are literally talking about a relatively

small number of hockey puck-size items; is that correct?

Director Deutch. Yes, sir.

Senator Levin. Would they be relatively easy to smuggle across
a border, something that small and easily transportable?

Director Deutch. You could take a briefcase and put in a couple
of them and pass through a border, unless there was specifying de-
tection equipment or devices, or some other inspection scheme, and
I would think it would be pretty easy, yes, sir.

Senator Levin. Or there could be 100 different briefcases with
one, right? You don't need to put a dozen in one briefcase, you
could have 100 different people with one per briefcase?

Director Deutch. Correct.
Senator Levin. And if even a small number of those even crossed

the border relatively easily, would you agree you would have
enough then for a nuclear weapon?

Director Deutch. You could have enough for a nuclear weapon
in one briefcase.

Senator Levin. You indicated that in the past 2y2 years there
was some material stolen from Russian facilities to outside coun-
tries and Germany. There was a seizure of six grams of plutonium.
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Czech police seized under three kilos of highly enriched uranium
in December of 1994.

Where were those items going to? Do we know?
Director Deutch. I don't at this time. Each one of them had a

different destination and a different degree of planning for who the

customer was. I can find that information out.

Let me say to you that the general picture that this should con-

vey, it seems to me, is how lucky we are and how great this threat

is.

Senator Levin. That was my next question. If in fact it is so easy
to transport something like that in a suitcase, we can presume that

if we have caught a few, that there are a number that we haven't

caught; would that be safe to say? Is that a fair assumption? Do
you assume that?

Director Deutch. I would not go that far. I would not be pre-

pared to say in other circumstances—I see your point—but you
might say, well, there have been a lot of bogus cases, a few actual

cases which actually involved enriched material.

Is it possible that some significant quantity has gotten through,
enough to make a device or so, I would not reach that conclusion

today.

Again, I would focus on, boy, is this ever a warning that we have

got real troubles here, and that it is worthwhile in making invest-

ments in the materials protection and accountability control system
inside Russia.

Senator Levin. You have not reached a personal conclusion as to

whether or not it is likely that a half dozen hockey puck-sized plu-
tonium buttons have been crossing borders illegally, if we have cap-
tured two or three of them?

Director DEUTCH. Well, one of them was grams. That's not that
size.

I think only one of these, the Czech case that you mentioned,
was what I would call a quantity that begins to be the size of a

hockey puck. They were all smaller than that yet.
But my own personal conviction, although I don't have certainty

on this, I can't bank it, I would say we have not yet—I can say to

you that we don't have a confirmed case.

Senator Levin. I mean your own belief
Director Deutch. I would say no. But that I regard as good luck.
Senator Levin. I think we all agree here that to prevent such

smuggling is what the major focus must be. But I was interested
in whether or not you think it is likely that that has already oc-
curred.

Director Deutch. No.
Senator Levin. Your answer is no, and that's fine. But we have

got to keep it that way, if in fact your assumption is correct.
Senator NUNN. I think the biggest problem in that area is that

we don't believe there is an accurate inventory, so if some were
missing, there is no invemtory that would give anyone confidence
that the alert system would really work, that you would know what
was missing.

Director Deutch. I agree with that. I would be looking for this
on the recipient side not on the loss side.
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Senator LEVIN. And whatever we can do to achieve that inven-

tory, I take it, would be highly desirable.
Director Deutch. On a risk-based basis. To do it for the whole

Russian complex would be out of the question, but to do it with the

high-risk areas would not be.

Senator Levin. In your prepared statement you say that the in-

telligence community is taking measures to aggressively support
U.S. Gk)vernment efforts to ensure the security of nuclear materials
and technology.
But then, near the end of your statement, you say that more can

and must be done.
Would you give us specific suggestions, on page 13, I believe.

Director Deutch. Just give me one second, Senator. I did men-
tion two or three items.
Senator Levin. Specifically as to what more we can do?
Director Deutch. More money, and more support for materials

protection, control and accountability efforts, consideration of as-

sistance to the Russians, if they will do it, in converting their plu-
tonium production reactors to burning plutonium.
So I do have some specific considerations that policy makers

might consider.

Senator Levin. Would that be part of Nunn-Lugar, the second

piece particularly? Do you know offhand if Nunn-Lugar funds
would be eligible to do that? I could ask the master here.

Director Deutch. I'm going to get myself in tremendous trouble.
Senator Levin, if I begin commenting on DOD programs and
money.
Senator NUNN. I think it would be eligible. I don't think there

is any question about it being eligible. It is a matter of reaching
an agreement with the Russians and making sure that it is finan-

cially feasible, and that the plan is technically feasible too.

Director Deutch. Well, it is technically feasible. The issue is

whether the Russians would be willing to carry it through to com-
pletion and make sure that it happens.
Senator NuNN. What I mean by that is technically feasible in

terms of the plan they lay down and whether they want us to fur-

nish the money. Sometimes they want us to furnish the money but
the plan doesn't appear to be either effective or efficient.

Director DEUTCH. And that's the part you have to tie down.
Senator Levin. Thank you, and thanks for your good work.
Director Deutch. Good seeing you, Senator.
Senator NuNN. Dr. Deutch, thank you for being here. We appre-

ciate it very much and we look forward to continuing to work with
you, and I will follow-up on those meetings we discussed.

Director Deutch. Yes, sir. Nice to see you. Thank you.
Senator NuNN. As our next witness, I would like to call Ambas-

sador Rolf Ekeus.
I am pleased this morning, on behalf of our entire Subcommittee

and the Senate, to welcome Ambassador Rolf Ekeus, Executive
Chairman of the United Nations Special Commission established

by the Security Council for the disposal of Iraq's weapons of mass
destruction.
Ambassador Ekeus has had a long and distinguished diplomatic

career which has included postings as First Secretary and Counsel
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of the Permanent Mission of Sweden to the United Nations, and Al-

ternate Representative of Sweden to the United Nations Security
Council.
Ambassador Ekeus has also been very active in arms control and

nonproliferation issues, having served as Ambassador and Perma-
nent Representative of Sweden to the Conference on Disarmament,
Chairman of the Committee on Chemical Weapons in 1984 and

1987, and Sweden's Chief Delegate to the biological weapons con-

vention in 1986, and the nuclear nonproliferation treaty in 1985.

In 1991, Ambassador Ekeus was named as the Executive Chair-

man of the United Nations Special Commission. The commission
was established after the Persian Gulf War to investigate and dis-

pose of weapons of mass destruction in Iraq.
To date, the Special Commission has issued 18 substantive re-

ports to the Security Council which have detailed Iraq's efforts to

develop chemical, biological and nuclear weapons.
Ambassador Ekeus is here today to share with the Subcommittee

some of the Special Committee's recent findings as to the situation

in Iraq.
Ambassador Ekeus, we are honored to have you here today. We

are not swearing you in today. We have special exceptions for for-

eign and international officials.

We very much appreciate you taking your time to be with us

today and share your thoughts, and then we will certainly have

questions for you. So the floor is yours for whatever you would like

to say.
As you know from our conversations, and conversations with our

staff, this Subcommittee is really looking at the broad threat of

proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, chemical, biological,
as well as nuclear, and the delivery means in terms of third coun-

tries, and also in terms of terrorist groups and organized crime.
We have been looking into this subject for some time and your

comments this morning will be of tremendous help to us. We appre-
ciate your being here.

TESTIMONY OF AMBASSADOR ROLF EKEUS, EXECUTIVE
CHAIRMAN, UNITED NATIONS SPECIAL COMMISSION

Ambassador Ekeus. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
It is an honor for me to be here. I will make my presentation fo-

cusing, obviously, upon the Iraqi issue and maybe draw some gen-
eral conclusions from that.

First of all, after the Gulf War the Special Commission was set

up to deal with weapons of mass destruction in Iraq, which Iraq
could retain.

We were to address, together with the IAEA, the International
Atomic Energy Agency, four items. These were chemical, biological
and nuclear weapons and missiles with a range of about 150 kilo-

meters.
Our tasks were simplified into two main components. Task No.

1 was to identify and eliminate these weapons, production capabili-
ties, including research and development facilities and components.
Task No. 2 was to establish a control system in Iraq to certify

and ascertain that Iraq would not acquire any of these prohibited
items again.
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Concerning the first task, we are close to completion, but we
have not completed it yet. And it is now 5 years since this work
was started after the Gulf War.
And one can ask, first of all, why is it not concluded? When I was

asked by the United Nations to take on that task, I studied the Se-

curity Council resolution, the cease-fire resolution which con-

stitutes the whole cease-fire arrangement afl:er the Gulf War, and
it stated, concerning the weapons, that if the Security Council con-

cludes that Iraq has fulfilled its obligations in relation to the weap-
ons we have just discussed, the prohibition against imports, the ex-

isting prohibitions against imports from Iraq—that is, in other

words, the oil embargo—shall no longer be in force.

I think the members of the Council, the governments backing the

Council, and indeed those who had the task to implement the reso-

lution, could only draw one conclusion, that this would be a quick
fix if you counted that Iraq with a three million barrel a day export
of oil before the war, according roughly to the OPEC arrangement,
would lose more than $15 billion per year in lost export income.

Over 5 years, it has not been possible for Iraq to export $75 bil-

lion in round terms. Of course, the oil is still in the ground so it

is money in the bank, but still, Iraq has not been able to make use

of $75 billion because of its efforts to retain their prohibited weap-
ons.

And then comes the question, can these weapons be of such enor-

mous value, after, also, the very thorough bombing which took

place during the Gulf War. And I guess this raises the significance
of the missing pieces enormously.

I can only venture in this open forum some guesses about the

policies of the leadership in Iraq. I believe that they put enormous
value on the option of keeping or acquiring nuclear, biological and
chemical weapons and the capability to deliver these. And I will,

shortly, describe what they were aiming at.

But we should recall that in January 1991, just days before the

land war broke out in the gulf, Iraq had a biological weapons pro-

gram which had produced a large amount of biological warfare

agents. They had filled them in missile warheads. The warheads
had been moved out to the active missile force. So it was fully de-

ployed for use.

There were 25 such warheads filled with anthrax, botulinum,
and something called aflatoxin.

They had a number of biological bombs. That is 150 to 200 bombs
which were brought out to two of the air bases. So they were also

deployed and completely alert.

Iraq had similar arrangements in the chemical weapons field. It

had 50 missile warheads filled with chemical agents. And it had,
as we now know, underway a crash program to produce one nu-

clear device.

Senator NUNN. Mr. Ambassador, could I ask you one question
there? I don't want to interrupt you often.

But do you have any evidence, (1) that they attempted to use

those biological or chemical warheads? And (2) if not, do you have

any personal opinion, conjecture or ideas as to why they did not

use that chemical and biological capability?
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Ambassador Ekeus. Well, it is clear that when the biological pro-

gram was conceptualized, (it started very early, 1974 as a matter
of fact, but it was revitalized mid- 1985 more aggressively), the di-

rection given, according to documents we have found in Iraq, docu-
ments signed by the now deceased Hussein Kamel, who was Min-
ister of Industry and also for some time Minister of Defense after

the war, was that these weapons should constitute a thunderbolt
and be used in a surprise attack. That was the overall instruction

for the team that started the production of these weapons.
Iraq also later provided us with another document about the use

of the biological and chemical weapons. This document gave au-

thority, launching authority, to the local commanders in the case

of an attack on Baghdad with weapons of mass destruction.

I have no reason to doubt that statement, but I would underline
that that is probably not the only scenario for application of such

weapons.
Then to the more specific question, Iraq had this capability, but

what happened was, as we all know, a very aggressive and success-

ful air campaign. This focused upon—as I understand it, the deci-

sion-making and control communications and order systems. This,
I believe, tended to confuse the decision-making process with re-

gard to application of these weapons.
It was clear that tactically these weapons would have been prac-

tically useless against the coalition, considering its protective sys-

tems, which were well-known and well-applied. Also from the Euro-

pean theater we know about these defensive measures quite well,
and Iraq must have been aware of that.

However, I have had conversation with the Deputy Prime Min-
ister of Iraq, Tariq Aziz, in which he made references to his meet-

ing with Secretary of State James Baker in Geneva just before the
outbreak of the war. He, Tariq Aziz, says that Baker told him to

the effect that if such weapons were applied—there would be a

very strong reaction from the United States.

Tariq Aziz did not imply that Baker mentioned what type of re-

action. But he told me that the Iraqi side took it for granted that
it meant the use of maybe nuclear weapons against Baghdad, or

something like that. And that threat was decisive for them not to

use the weapons.
But this is the story he, Aziz, tells. I think one should be very

careful about bu3dng it. I don't say that he must be wrong, but I

believe there are strong reasons that this may be an explanation
he offers of why Iraq lost the war in Kuwait. This is the story
which they gladly tell everyone who talks to them. So I think one
should be cautious at least about buying that story. I think still it

is an open question. I'm sorry. It was a long answer to a very short

question.
Senator Nunn. Thank you.
Ambassador Ekeus. So what we had to deal with was a consider-

able capability in January 1991. Since then we have cleaned up
most of it. I will just give a short description of what we have not
cleared up.
But the concern is the same; the value in Iraqi eyes of this option

appears to be high. I guess that the idea is that these weapons give
you certain political clout. They can give you the possibility not
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necessarily to use them, but through their very existence to intimi-

date in various respects states in the region, including through
veiled threats.

But that is a speculation on my part. We have to understand
that the Iraqi Government does not consider the Gulf War was a
war with an ending, the struggle is still going on. It was a battle

of Kuwait, not a war of Kuwait.

Concerning the commission's first task, what now remains prob-
lematic to us, is that Iraq still may keep some biological warheads,
missile warheads with biological agents or empty warheads exist-

ing together with biological warfare agents capable to be filled into

these warheads.

Iraq explains that these warheads, which were produced before

the war and filled in December-January of 1990-1991, were de-

stroyed unilaterally and secretly by Iraq in July 1991 to prevent
our inspectors from finding them.
We have asked for proof. We have been shown various pits in the

sand where such destruction had taken place, but it has not been

possible for our weapons specialists to put together and get a co-

herent counting of these warheads, or to confirm whether they had
been biological warheads or not.

We have not seen any written instruction from the leadership
about orders to destroy these weapons. Even less, we haven't seen

any report from the field ordering the destruction from the leader-

ship.
We are talking about strategically important weapons. And all

our experience is that these decisions are registered and the imple-
mentation of these decisions are even more carefully recorded, nor-

mally there are three or four signatures on one missile destruction

report, for instance. These are things which are normally carefully
done. However, concerning the alleged destruction of biological

weapons, we haven't seen any paperwork supporting it, as we have
not seen any physical evidence. We are not satisfied. We have had
some interviews with individuals, but the answers have been vague
and contradictory. So we must draw the conclusion that we have
not accounted for these weapons which we know were produced.
We have a similar situation with regard to prohibited missiles of

the Russian SCUD type. The Soviet SCUD missile was the back-
bone of the system. We have accounted for we feel something like

818 SCUDs, which made us satisfied because that was almost ex-

actly the number the Soviet Union delivered to Iraq over the years.
Some were used in the Iran war, of course, some were used in

the Gulf War, and many of them were destroyed by the Special
Commission after the war.
But it now appears from recent findings that Iraq managed to in-

digenously produce SCUD-t)rpe engines. Iraq had the capability to

produce airframes. Iraq can also produce the missile warheads. We
are talking about SCUD-type missiles, the modification of which
became Iraq's so-called Al Hussein, with increased range from 300,
to maybe even 600 kilometers, as we all know.
There are some bottlenecks, in Iraq's capabilities. Iraq has not

been able to produce guidance and control systems. But we under-
stand that Iraq has been using the spare part kits from the Soviet
deliveries to put into those homemade type of missiles.
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The other bottleneck is rocket fuel. But Iraq has been vigorous
in trying to import it, as you know. They have also been trying to

indigenously produce some. But we are not totally sure.

We know that they successfully produced some homemade mis-

siles. They flight-tested some. The flight-tested missiles, we, to-

gether with the U.S. Government and others who have supported
us in counting—thought were Soviet, so we took it off of the Soviet

accounting inventory.
Now it may be that some flight tested missiles were homemade,

and thus there may be some former Soviet delivered missiles still

unaccounted for.

In that respect, we are concerned that at least six such missiles,

maybe up to 15 or 16 are still not accounted for. And if they now
have a missile that has a range of 600 kilometers and biological

warheads, we have a problem. And that's what we are concerned

about.
In the chemical area we have a similar problem.
Senator NUNN. So if you look at the missiles that you have evi-

dence were produced, and do not have evidence were destroyed;
and if you look at the biological weapons that you know were pro-

duced; and also, chemical, that you have not been able to verify de-

struction; the combination means that Iraq still may have the ca-

pacity, even today, to be able to fire SCUD missiles with chemical

or biological warheads?
Ambassador Ekeus. Yes, that is our concern. Obviously, Iraq is

now under tight control, but I think the capability is probably a

passive capability. But it can be done we fear, or rather we cannot

give reasonable assurances to the Security Council that we have
accounted for all weapons in that respect. So this is our problem
today.

I should mention, as we are talking about proliferation that these

capabilities, on which we have good knowledge about now, were

very much based upon foreign supplies to Iraq.
The biological warfare agents could only be produced with the

help of imported material like, first of all, fermenters and spray
dryers. Some homemade fermenters have been produced and can
be produced in their industry, but the quality is slightly doubtful.

The same goes with the chemical weapons production lines, both
with regard to key precursors for chemical weapons agents, and
with regard to equipment like chemical reactors, heat exchangers
and such equipment. They have been imported to a considerable

degree.
That means that we have had to keep a close look out on present

activities. In early November the Jordanian Government stopped a

large shipment which turned out to be guidance and control sys-
tems. They were stopped the day before they were to enter into

Iraq. This was done through collaboration between us and the Jor-

danian Government. And this was, obviously, a great success for

our working system.
Iraq denied that this material was for them, but our inspectors

carried out a preliminary investigation which made it clear that in-

deed the material was procured by Iraqi, not necessarily by high
officials but by Iraqi missile production establishments.
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During this investigation, some of the junior Iraqi staff leaked,
under the pressure guess of interrogation, that another shipment
of such guidance and control system had entered Iraq earlier dur-

ing 1995, and that through a decision in October 1995, these sys-
tems had been thrown into the Tigris River. In late December our

inspectors, together with the Iraqis, managed to fish out from the
river most of the components from that shipment.
The guidance and control equipment, according to preliminary

analysis, is technically advanced, coming from strategic range
intercontinental missiles.

The downside fi-om the Iraqi point of view is that all these sys-
tems appear to be too advanced to be usable in the designs Iraq
is working on for the time being. So I think it was a prudent deci-

sion to throw them away.
But it demonstrates that there are super-quality items which are

capable of being bought on the market and could end up in Iraq.
It also demonstrates that Iraq has the financial clout and the capa-
bility to make such purchases.
We have also found out that Iraq has imported, or tried to im-

port, advanced technical material usable for the production both of

nuclear weapons and/or for missiles.

These exports to Iraq have been detected and afterwards blocked,
and the same goes for the chemical area. It should also be noted
that Iraq has had considerable financial resources available for

these imports.
To block and to prevent Iraq from carrying out this, we have put

in place, by fulfilling our second task, a monitoring system in Iraq,
with whiich we are satisfied. We don't say that it is the ultimate,
but it is a good system which is based upon inspections by inter-

national experts, scientists, biologists, chemists, nuclear physicists
and missile specialist stationed in Baghdad.
We have built inside an old hotel in Baghdad a monitoring cen-

ter, which we try technically to protect as much as possible.
There is also this Commission team working on inspecting the

various facilities in Iraq. We have several hundred sites under

monitoring. We have put cameras in these facilities. These cameras
are state-of-the-art. They send real-time imagery continuously to

the Baghdad monitoring center so that we can follow what goes on
inside the facilities. Through that system we have managed to

catch Iraq in the act, using machines to produce components for

missiles. We have blocked this production and also destroyed the
machines as a consequence.
The monitoring system has shown to be a solid and effective one.

Thanks to the U.S. Government, we have at our disposal a U-
2 stationed in Saudi Arabia which is running missions over Iraq all

the time, using alternately a high resolution camera and a sweep
camera. This operation is essential to our work.
The German Government has provided us with a large number

of helicopters which are based in Baghdad. These are run by the

monitoring center. The helicopters serves as a platform both for

moving our teams very quickly out to sites for no-notice or surprise
inspections and for close-range photography.
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We also use a large number of sensors, chemical sensors and
other state-of-the-art sensors, several of them provided to us by the

U.S. Defense Department.
These systems taken together—not each one of the components

is a marvel—make up, I think, quite a solid program.
There is one piece missing, and that is an export-import control

system, which the Commission has developed together with the

IAEA and which is now in front of the Security Council. When im-

plemented, it will make it obligatory for all member states of the

United Nations to notify the Special Commission and the IAEA of

all dual-capable exports to Iraq.
We have listed items which it is necessary to report upon. They

are close to the estabUshed list, like the one the missile technology
control regime has, a list which we have been using. But we have
added Iraq-specific items to that list.

The same goes with the chemical list, which was based upon the

Chemical Weapons Convention's alert list.

In addition, we have listed equipment, characteristic of the case

of Iraq, and some chemicals.
If the mechanism is adopted and approved by the U.N. Security

Council, it will be operative soon. This will give us a solid possibil-

ity to keep track of what is going on in Iraq.
Our method to support the mechanism is to tag all sensitive

items, machines, machine tools and also weapons. Thus we tag all

their FROG missiles to see to it that they are not modified or used.

We are now in the process of starting to tag Iraq's surface-to-air

missiles. We have, to our dismay, detected that Iraq has been

working on redesigning Sam-2s (surface-to-air missiles), from their

purported purpose for the air defense system into surface-to-surface

mode, or use pieces of them to build a two-stage missile system,
which could have a longer range capability.
So this tagging will help us to detect if some new items are com-

ing up. If you see a machine which is untagged and not reported,
we obviously have reason for great concern.

If the export-import system is put into the context of the internal

monitoring, we will be in a position where it will be practically im-

possible for Iraq to revitafize and reestablish its weapons produc-
tion system.
And finally, Mr. Chairman, I would only underline that in this

work we have had strong support from the Department of State,
from the Pentagon, with techiiology, personnel, and very generous
and very effective support and good cooperation.
Thank you.
Senator Nunn. Thank you very much, Mr. Ambassador. That is

very interesting and very informative testimony.
I understand that in the last 10 days your inspectors have had

five stand-offs with Iraqi authorities over access to various sites.

Can you bring us up to date on this, the nature of the sites and
how you have been able to resolve that, and how serious an impedi-
ment this is to your being able to carry out your job?
Ambassador Ekeus. We have, as I indicated, serious concern

about the remnants of the missile program in Iraq, because if they
have that, they can deliver biological and chemical warfare agents.
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And on the basis of careful analysis over some long time, we
identified a program Iraq has had to protect and hide these mis-

siles, missile components and mobile missile launchers which may
remain in Iraq after the war.
So we have put together, as we sometimes do, a specialized team.

For this type of inspection, we don't use the residential monitoring
team, which is more focused on existing production facilities in

Iraq, but an international inspection team to go into Iraq.
That team went into and targeted the Presidential Security

Guard, the Republican Guard, and other security-related organiza-
tions in Iraq. Because of the information given to us from various

sources, we know something about the efforts to hide missiles, and
these are linked to these institutions and organizations.
Therefore we tasked our team to go to the sensitive headquarters

and other installations of the Presidential Security Guard and the

Republican Guard.
Our teams were blocked at the entrance of the first such site for

more than 12 hours. We tried to cover the site, of course, with the

help of our vehicles, and cover the vicinity of the site, which was
a large one, also using helicopter support to detect if anjdhing
would move out from the back of the site.

The modus operandi from Iraq is to keep the missiles and
launchers, as we understand it, on trucks where they can move
them with 3 minutes notice, and at least on highways, travel at a

speed of 60 kilometers an hour.
So time is important. A few minutes means that we may lose it.

And I see David Kay is sitting behind me. He has experience from
that time when Iraq moved calutrons in the same fashion, out of
the back of a facility when he blocked the front door.
Our helicopter was forced to halt its mission because its fuel was

depleted. We are concerned that during that period things moved
out. However, we continued our inspections of a series of such fa-

cilities. The team was blocked repeatedly.
We started off with an inspection which was more focused on

documents in a building, which turned out to be, half of it at least,
the Ministry of Irrigation.

Iraq used the argument that the sovereignty of the State of Iraq
was under siege by our request to go into that building. So there

Iraq blocked us for 18 hours, which made the inspection difficult.

We complained to the Security Council, and after some hesitation
the Council coughed up a letter where it stated that the Iraqi ac-
tion at the two first sites were in violation of Iraq's obligation to

give immediate, unconditional, unrestricted access, which is in the

Security Council resolution.

Iraq, in spite of this reaction, continued to block a series of in-

spection activities directed against the Special Forces and Repub-
lican Guard.

In this we saw a pattern of refusal. The Security Council yester-
day adopted a statement where it severely criticized Iraq for its

violation of its obligation.
However, the Commission will continue its search, and we hope

now that Iraq will follow its obligations set out in the Security
Council's resolutions.
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Senator NUNN. Does your Commission have the tools it needs to

do the job in terms of manpower, money, machines, and tech-

nology? Do you have enough tools to really do the job?
Ambassador Ekeus. At times we feel that we are doing very well.

We have, I think, access to some of the world's best and most expe-
rienced weapons specialists in support of us. Governments provide
them free of charge. We pay certain per diems and so on.

We have good quality technology given to us. Our problem is the

cash. The United States has, or the Congress, has authorized the

United States to provide the United Nations the sum of $200 mil-

lion overall for the implementation of Security Council Resolution

687.

But this money we have to recall is Iraqi frozen assets. The Secu-

rity Council has stated that no more than $200 million could be

given from any given holding of frozen assets.

From this $200 million, the Commission has received something
like $65 million. The rest goes to the Compensation Commission for

the Victims of the War.
This money has now run out, so we have fundamentally no

money at all. We have some cash reserves up until the mid-sum-
mer. We calculate our costs in cash terms at $2 million a month,
which I think is a very cheap operation. But thanks to the fact that

we get so much "in kind" support, it is possible to keep the num-
bers so low.

I have become a fund raiser, so now I have to travel to capitals
and ask for cash. And I was in the Gulf States late last year. I vis-

ited all the capitals and received some promises from the Gulf Co-

operation Council, which has decided in principle to give us finan-

cial backing.
However, the numbers could be limited. They will not give us full

backing. We have indeed a considerable concern that the GCC
states will not cover our cash needs in full.

While they can afford it, they say that a limitation of contribu-

tions could be a matter of principle. As some of the GCC member
states maintain that the Commission's tasks and that its financing
are not of regional but indeed of a global concern.
The Commission's cash needs amount to $25 to $30 million per

year. So we have a great concern indeed with regard to our financ-

ing, because shortcomings in this respect would force us to close

down our operations very quickly.
Senator Nunn. You mentioned that Iraq was working to produce

a nuclear device before the Gulf War.
Based on your examination since you have been in your present

job, how close, in your judgment, did they come to having a nuclear
device?

Ambassador Ekeus. Well, the beauty of this device was that Iraq
intended to use existing nuclear material in the country which was
under safeguards, and some of which was—we have our nuclear ex-

perts here so I should defer to them really, but fundamentally Iraq
had enough material for one device.

The problem was technical. Of course, first of all, they didn't
want to have a bomb, because they knew a bomb on an airplane
would be shot down. It was only one device we are talking about.
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They had very httle fissionable material; enough for one device in-

side the country for the crash program.
So Iraq had to have one missile, and the missile organization

was tasked to build a 1,250 millimeter diameter missile. The war-
head weight had to be something like 890, 900 kilograms. So it was
important to boost and give enough shoulders, and so to say, power
to that missile to deliver a nuclear device.

At the same time, the persons who made the warhead, the nu-
clear warhead, had to shrink it from its very heavy type of war-
head—we are talking about 2,000 kilos or something—down to 900
kilo or 800 kilos.

So they had to work from two ends to meet, boost up the missile

and shrink down the warhead to get a usable device to deliver to

one of their enemies in the region, or to use for intimidation and
threat.

Iraq had been quite successful, according to what our nuclear

specialists say, in shaping the warhead, and they were better in

their designs than expected.
They were working on an implosion design. They were, according

to the documents we have found, and those the IAEA has picked
up, they were on the right track, if I may say so.

However, I don't want to say that they were absolutely right in

everything they were doing, but technically the programming was
going in a sound direction to get the right type of weapon.
So then it is a question of timing. The instruction was that this

device should be ready by April 1991. They started the crash pro-
gram in August 1990.
The decision from Hussein Kamel was that it should be ready by

April 1991. When we ask the Iraqi specialists about that, an inter-

nal quarrel is breaking out about whether this was feasible. Some
say the target was ridiculously short. Others insist that they would
have been able to succeed, at least within the time frame of 1991,
for this one device. But that is still an open question.

Senator Nunn. One of the questions in the alternative. Senator
Levin, as you no doubt recall, during the Gulf War coalition forces

bombed a suspected weapons site which the Iraqis later claimed
was a baby formula factory.

Criticism has been leveled against the coalition forces for carry-
ing out that bombing based on the Iraqi's allegation of what it was.
And also, I think your Commission has been criticized by some

for allegedly failing to inspect the site.

Did you inspect the site, and did you come to any conclusions
about the site and what it was really being used for?

Ambassador Ekeus. We have quite good knowledge now of that
site. It was indeed a facility which was delivered to Iraq in the

early 1980's, and it was imported from France.
It never worked properly during that time. We now know that

some of Iraq's biological weapons specialists were loaned to that fa-

cility to work on it. Officially it was a baby milk factory. It never
succeeded in producing anything financially viable because the raw
material for the production cost more than the product they pro-
duced from it. So it was financially a negative venture. When our

inspectors detect such financially negative ventures, we became
highly suspicious.
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For example, the big and now recognized biological warfare pro-
duction facility at Al Hakam was a facility which, according to

Iraqi officials, was used to produce cattle feed from single-cell pro-
tein. And there the raw material and the input material cost some-

thing like 4 or 5 times the value of the output products. When we
inspected that facility our inspectors became concerned that this

cattle feed facility was something else.

The baby milk factory financial record was not as absurd, but it

was still in the negative. So first of all we were concerned about
that.

When I arrived in May 1991, I passed by that facility. I already
knew then about the controversy, so I took a hasty look at it.

It was then totally and very thoroughly bombed. We later on in-

vestigated this and carried out a full inspection. It never contained
a fermenter, which is the backbone in biological warfare agent pro-
duction.

Senator NUNN. It did not.

Ambassador Ekeus. It did not. It contained three spray dryers,
two very powerful spray dryers, which are an essential component
also for weapons, comes next, so to say, in the food chain of produc-
ing a warfare agent.
Senator Nunn. Do those dryers have any use whatsoever in a

milk formula factory.
Ambassador Ekeus. We had no proof that they had been used for

weapons production. They were maybe used in the very unsuccess-
ful production of baby milk. But as I said, the output was very lim-

ited.

To date, we have carried out five inspections of that facility.

First, a detailed one which made us suspicious. I mentioned the
reason why.

Second, we decided to put it under our systematic monitoring. So
the second inspection was a so-called baseline inspection where
specialists study the characteristics and capability of the facility
and make out protocols how it should be inspected in the future.

The third was a tagging mission, during which our inspectors
tagged all sensitive equipment, including the spray dryers, obvi-

ously, and other equipment which could be used in biological weap-
ons production.
Then we also have our monitoring inspections of the factory,

which is on the control list and it will continue to be controlled.

So we don't say it is a weapons production facility, but certain

capabilities exist there, and therefore you must keep an eye on it.

Senator NuNN. Senator Levin.
Senator Levin. First, Ambassador, let me thank you for the great

work that you and the Commission have been doing. It is critically

important work and you don't get enough credit for it.

Are you able to say with certainty whether or not Iraq now has
in its possession warheads with biological or chemical material in
it?

Ambassador Ekeus. We know that Iraq produced large amounts
of biological agents. At least one, the anthrax-t3q)e, according to the

biologists, has a considerable shelf life. It can be potent many,
many years, reasonably stored, not only with expensive or fancy
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storage. But with reasonable storage, it can be kept potent many
years.

Iraq has told us it destroyed that agent secretly in 1991. I draw
a comparison with the large amount of chemical agents which have
been produced which were handed over to us and destroyed under
international control. But Iraq for some reason destroyed this bio-

logical agent secretly, if they destroyed it at all.

But we have no proof, we have no documentary evidence of de-

struction, and we have not even a credible witness. We have, of

course, people who have been brought to us saying, "I was involved
in destruction." But their answers are very, very vague and con-

tradictory.
So we don't say they retained biological warfare agents, but we

know Iraq acquired agents and we don't know that these weapons
have in any credible way been eliminated. Our conclusion is that
we have to be concerned and insist on clarifying the issue.

Senator Levin. Is that another way of saying that you cannot
state with confidence that they do not have warheads with chemi-
cal and biological agents?
Ambassador Ekeus. Precisely so.

Senator Levin. Now, as to the missiles to deliver such warheads,
you have tried to count those missiles. You said there were 800
plus.
Were the 25 deployed missiles with biological warheads and the

50 deployed missiles with chemical warheads part of the 800?
Ambassador Ekeus. We thought so. I mean, what happened, Iraq

retained some couple of hundred missiles when the war was over.

They had used a large amount, but they had something like that—
less—below 200, I think.

But then again, unfortunately, Iraq—now we are talking about
not the warhead but the missile, the engine—and it destroyed,
again secretly some, and handed over some to us. Some were hand-
ed over in the summer of 1991 and some in March 1992. These
missiles were destroyed under our control.

But the fact that Iraq had secretly destroyed some missiles, cre-

ated these dark numbers which have given us a problem in count-

ing.
We have had good support, however, of a document which we

picked up, which was a sort of inventory of all the Russian-deliv-
ered SCUDs. This document has helped us in counting some
SCUDs and some modified SCUDs, Al Hussein missiles.
That document, which has been inspected forensically by a cou-

ple of international agencies to ensure it is genuine, has helped us
to account for 818 which were imported from the Soviet Union at
that time. The Russian Federation has confirmed the correctness of
that.

The problem is, however, that Iraq then appears to have pro-
duced some SCUD-type homemade missiles, and when we counted,
we also counted what had been observed through national technical
means of flight tests, internal flight tests in Iraq.
And the problem is now that what I thought maybe was a Soviet

made missile I saw flying and ticked it off of the inventory, may
have been a homemade one. And Iraq has also admitted that it has
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successfully tested homemade missiles, even if they say they kept
the numbers very low.

Senator Levin. My question though has to do with the 25 de-

ployed missiles that you said had biological warheads and the 50

deployed missiles that had chemical warheads.
Are they part of that inventory or homemade? Do we know?
Ambassador Ekeus. How I understand the situation, in Decem-

ber 1990/January 1991, was that in December Iraq filled 50 war-
heads with chemical warfare agents at the Muthana site, and they
filled 25 warheads with biological warfare agents. These warheads
were then brought to the missile force with its missiles.

Senator Levin. Were the warheads placed on the missiles?

Ambassador Ekeus. They can take them off and put them on

again. I mean, that is they keep the warheads separate and they
put them together.
Senator Levin. Do we know whether they ever were assembled

at the missile site?

Ambassador Ekeus. No. Unless there is some recent information
I have not read, don't know. We only know that that was what Iraq
told us. They say they brought the warheads to their missile force.

So we don't know to which degree they were put together.
Senator Levin. So in terms of missiles, since we don't know how

many homemade missiles there were, it is still possible that Iraq
did not destroy all of the missiles that it had at the end of that

war; is that correct?

Ambassador Ekeus. That's our concern, yes, exactly. They pro-
duced something like 80 engines. They say they discarded 53 be-

cause of low quality, and kept some of these engines. And we don't

know if there are other components.
Senator Levin. Which leads into the conclusion that despite your

great efforts, we are yet not confident that they do not have either

the warheads or the missiles currently in their possession.
Ambassador Ekeus. We are not confident, and that's why we car-

ried out this inspection that the Chairman referred to just earlier.

Senator Levin. You said that part of the 818, or part of the in-

ventory, had to do with the missiles which were used in the Iran
war.
How do we now how many missiles were used in the war be-

tween Iraq and Iran?
Ambassador Ekeus. Well, they were used in two modes during

the war against Iran. The early deliveries, which came in the early
1980's, were used in what we call a tactical mode. They were
throwing away missiles, I must say, because at one million dollars

apiece, roughly, it was no cheap thing. And it is very difficult, I

have been told through national technical means to decide exactly
what is a SCUD and what is a FROG. If it is used in the short

trajectory, one can sometime read the plume because there is much
more fuel burning with a SCUD. When it hits, it creates a bigger
plume.
But we have used what we call the SCUD-file, which indicates

how Iraq released from its inventory missiles for use and thus
consumed in war.

However, during the later stage of the Iran/Iraq war it became
relatively easy to count the missiles used. Iraq then modified the
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SCUDs into Al Hussein missiles, making it possible to attack Tehe-
ran in the so-called war of the cities.

We have solid numbers with regard to the amount of missiles
used against Iran. So that is easy.
The more insecure part is, obviously, the early stages. But we are

quite confident in that the data is reasonably sound concerning the
earlier use of missiles.

Senator NUNN. Your conversations with Aziz that you told us to

be cautious about, I'd like to just ask a question about it. We will

be cautious about it.

Allegedly, he says Baker told him that if weapons of mass de-
struction were used, there would be a strong reaction. This was be-
fore the war, this alleged conversation.
Ambassador Ekeus. Yes.
Senator Levin. So what was your understanding of what Baker

would have been referring to since the war hadn't started yet? Was
he talking about used anywhere against any enemy? Or used when
and used where? What was he trying to impart to you?
Ambassador Ekeus. Well, I read that part also in Baker's mem-

oirs. But it is not interesting what he thinks of Iraq's decisions. It

is more interesting what Iraq believes he was saying.
And what they told me—again, I don't say they, the Iraq's, be-

lieved it—but they told me that they felt it was clear that he,
Baker, warned them against the use of chemical weapons.
Senator Levin. Where and when?
Ambassador Ekeus. Well, there were two possibilities. Either

against the coalition force which was assembled, and even if the
war had started they knew very well what was coming. Or maybe
more seriously, against civilians in cities, in say Israel or Saudi
Arabia, which were both subject to attacks by missiles, that is con-

ventionally armed missiles.

I guess the reference was to, first of all, chemical weapons, which
it was well known that Iraq had. The biological weapons were, of

course, in dispute to some degree. Now we know they also had
these weapons in their arsenal.

Senator Levin. My last question has to do with the tagging of
the missiles that you have referred to.

Do we have monitors there, ongoing monitoring of those missiles
to see that they are being used for defensive purpose, which appar-
ently they are allowed under the agreement, and not being used to

get ready for offensive use?
Ambassador Ekeus. The Security Council decided in the cease-

fire provisions that Iraq should be allowed to keep shorter range
missiles.

Senator Levin. Do we have monitoring of that, regular monitor-
ing?
Ambassador Ekeus. We are monitoring that very, very carefully,

because it creates a serious problem for us, the generosity, if I may
say so, of the Security Council, for two reasons. One is that they
then can keep a large stock of missiles with a range of say 100 to
120 kilometers. The FROG missile, I guess, has a shghtly shorter

range.
We have tagged each one of Iraq's FROGs. These missiles are

kept at military installations. We have arranged our control so that
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we call up the missiles, tag them, and then we regularly, on a ran-

dom basis, inspect them, and count them against our inventory to

see that none have been consumed through cannibalization or re-

verse engineering, or disappearing, so to say, in the framework of

such activities.

The same, because of the most recent disclosures, will be applied
to the surface-to-air missiles. So it is sensitive for us to enter air

defense installations. It is not our job to inspect Iraqis air defense.

One must admit that Iraq has a legitimate right to take care of

its air defense. So there we are working on methods to bring out

these surface-to-air missiles, from their deployment, tag them out-

side air defense installations, and then allow them to be taken back
to their operational positions.
Senator Levin. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NuNN. Thank you, Senator Levin.

Mr. Ambassador, we appreciate very much you being here. You
have been a tremendous help to us. I know you are a very busy
man. We appreciate the testimony and the information, and most
of all, the job you and your team are doing, and I hope you will

convey on behalf of this Subcommittee to your whole team how
much we appreciate the effort they are making on behalf of the

United Nations and on behalf of stability.
Ambassador Ekeus. Thank you very much.
Senator NuNN. Our next two witnesses, and final witnesses of

the day, are Gary Milhollin and David Kay.
Mr. Milhollin is a well-known specialist in the export control

field. He is editor of the Risk Report, which is a bi-monthly publica-
tion that describes how proliferating nations are legally and ille-

gally obtaining the materials that they need to develop their weap-
ons program.
Mr. Milhollin's publication is focused on China, Iran, India, and

Pakistan. Mr. Milhollin will give us an overview of the countries

that are developing nuclear weapons programs and how they are

obtaining materials for the program.
Dr. Kay is well-versed in the field of nuclear technology and pro-

liferation. For 8 years Dr. Kay was head of the evaluation section

of the International Atomic Energy Agency.
He has also served as Secretary General of the Uranium Insti-

tute in London, which provides research services on the supply, de-

mand and trade of uranium and nuclear fuel.

Dr. Kay is perhaps best known for his service as the deputy lead-

er of the Iraqi Action Team of the IAEA, and I believe that was
from 1991 and 1992.
He was chief inspector for three inspections to determine Iraqi

nuclear weapons production capability following the end of the Per-
sian Gulf War.

Dr. Kay led teams that found and identified the scope and the
extent of the Iraqi uranium enriched activities, located the major
Iraqi center for assembly of nuclear weapons, and seized large
amounts of documents on the Iraqi nuclear program.
And Dr. Kay, I understand, will discuss the lessons he learned

from the Iraqi experience, and particularly the implications for

nonproliferation strategies.
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We swear in the witnesses before our Subcommittee, if both of
you will stand and take the oath.
Do you swear the testimony you give before the Subcommittee

will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so

help you, God?
Dr. Kay. I do.

Mr. MiLHOLLIN. I do.

Senator NUNN. Thank you.
Dr. Kay, I think you are going to lead off this morning. We ap-

preciate very much you both being here and sharing your time with
us, and we appreciate your patience this morning.

Also, we'll have your full statements as part of the record, both
of them without objection. To the extent that you can summarize,
we would appreciate it.

TESTIMONY OF DAVID A. KAY,i SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,
HICKS & ASSOCIATES

Dr. Kay. Thank you very much. It is an extensive statement and
I will only try to very briefly summarize its highlights.
With the end of the Cold War and the Soviet threat, a broad con-

sensus is emerging that U.S. foreign and defense policies and budg-
ets can now be premised on the absence of any threat to the United
States or its allies, and that such timely detection of any newly de-

veloping threat will allow us to devise defensive measures after the
threat emerges.

It is in this light that I think what the Subcommittee is doing
in exploring the case of Iraq is extremely important, because I

think the lesson of Iraq offers significant warning about the ability
to accurately anticipate future threats.
Both the International Atomic Energy Agency and national intel-

ligence authorities failed to identify a program as comprehensive
and extensive as the Iraqi one that Ainbassador Ekeus has de-
scribed.

Let me just, because I don't want to repeat Ambassador Ekeus,
draw very sharply for you what the Iraqis were doing.
The nuclear program involved $10 billion of expenditures over a

decade. It had over 15,000 people involved. There were more than
25 major sites of which only six were known at the time that
Desert Storm broke out.

Senator NuNN. We knew six out of 25.
Dr. Kay. Yes, six out of 25. The balance were discovered during

the course of inspections.
Senator Nunn. After the war.
Dr. Kay. After the war. This was a program that explored five

major routes for enriching uranium. It was a program that, as Am-
bassador Ekeus said, in fact had a crash program launched in Au-
gust of 1990 at the time of the invasion of Kuwait to produce a sin-

gle nuclear device by April of 1991.
I certainly have no doubt that in fact if the war had not inter-

vened, the Iraqis would have achieved a single nuclear device be-
fore the end of 1991. That should cause many of us some pause.

'The prepared statement of Dr. Kay appears on page 324.
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In the biological area, the biological area was one largely un-
known at the time.

Senator NUNN. Could I interrupt just on that one point?
What would have been the likely delivery means for that weap-

on, had they had one in 1991? Was that going to be missile deliv-

ered, plane delivered, or a crude delivery system? How do you
Dr. Kay. They were tr3dng to get a missile delivery system, be-

cause they had great respect for the air defenses and the air oper-
ations of the United States.

But the fact is, even if they had not achieved that, the possession
of a single nuclear device, if it had to be truck delivered, in the

proximity of Kuwait, the borders of Saudi Arabia, would have had
considerable intimidation value—and remember, we wouldn't have
been sure that they only had one at that point.
Senator NuNN. Right.
Dr. Kay. If one had gone off, ask yourselves about what it would

have done to U.S. war aims, and to our allies. Warfare in the mod-
ern age is coalition warfare. How the Saudis would have reacted

to an Iraqi nuclear device remains one of the largest unanswered
questions of that period of time.

The biological area, the two sites that were attacked, turned out
to be two sites that were at the time of the war inactive.

Four other sites have now been discovered through the course of

inspection. These were unknown at the time the war started.

The combined estimate was in fact there was not any more than
a biological research program at the time of the war.
We now know that there were tens of thousands of liters of botu-

lism toxin, anthrax, and a much lesser amount of aflatoxin, as well
as research on at least four other toxins going on. This was an ex-

tensive program.
The chemical warfare program of Iraq was immense. I remember

the first time I saw the site that was used for chemical warfare,
a place called Muthana, larger than the District of Columbia, and
as far as you could see chemical weapons and chemical weapon
bunkers.

It is often forgotten, too, that the Iraqis have considerable oper-
ational experience in the chemical area. They used them against
their own population, the Kurds. They used them in Iran. In fact,
one of the ironies is that Iraq actually has more experience with
the tactical use in combat operation of chemical weapons than the
combined forces of NATO and the Warsaw Pact, and this remains
true to this day.
The missile program was extensive, but I hope you take away

from Ambassador Ekeus' statement the nature of the surprise in

the recent revelation about that program. Up until 6 months ago,
it was generally thought by most specialists that we understood the

Iraqi ballistic missile program, that it was a SCUD-derived pro-
gram.
We now know two things that are terribly important. Before the

war they were already producing—I don't like the phrase because
it sounds too friendly

—home-grown missiles of their own. That is,

engines and air frames that were not supplied by the Soviet Union.
The second thing we know is that as late as 4 months ago they

were successfully obtaining parts for a more advanced program.
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and those parts came, as Ambassador Ekeus has testified, from

strategic missiles disassembled by the former Soviet Union. That
should cause us all a great deal of pause.

I guess in the short time I have for a statement, I would really
like to focus on a couple of things.
One, why did we fail before the war to appreciate that? Let me

here concentrate on the nuclear area, which I know best.

IAEA safeguards failed to detect the Iraqi program prior to the
war. The reason for this is that in fact those safeguards were not
focused upon the type of program that the Iraqis decided to pursue.
The assumption was that under the Nuclear Nonproliferation Trea-

ty, if a state was going to pursue a nuclear weapons program, it

would remain outside the treaty, like India and Pakistan, or that
if they were going to do it within the treaty, they would do it in

a totally clandestine manner separate from their declared peaceful
nuclear activities and the IAEA would have no attempt to detect

it.

In fact the Iraqis did something quite different. Their major nu-
clear weapons research program was conducted at exactly the same
site that was inspected twice a year by the International Atomic

Energy Agency. The safeguards simply missed it.

What had happened is that the technology had changed, the di-

version, deception and denial techniques that were used by the

Iraqis were far more advanced than anyone gave them credit for

in the 1980s, and they fooled and defeated international inspec-
tions.

That is a lesson that ought to shake our confidence and hope-
fully, imbue far greater work to improve a treaty that is as vital

to our national security, far more than we have in the past.
Senator NUNN. Would you say that is being done? Have we

learned those lessons? Are they being applied to IAEA inspections
now?
Where are we on the scale of having learned our lessons and suc-

cessfully implementing the results of those lessons?
Dr. Kay. Senator Nunn, I think you have put your finger on ex-

actly the right point.

Learning lessons and implementing them are a two-step process.
I think at the intellectual level a lot has been learned. The imple-
mentation, however, has been extremely flawed.
A major program called 93 plus 2, which was to improve safe-

guards so it could deal with an Iraqi-type of operation, has run into

major resistance from the Board of Governors of the International
Atomic Energy Agency. It is now being applied in a way that essen-

tially would not have detected the Iraqi program. And it is only
being applied in those states that agree to have the enhanced safe-

guards.
It should be no surprise that states that Director Deutch dis-

cussed this morning are states that are not open to that type of ad-

vanced inspection. It is the implementation and pressure to do that
that must continue.
And here I must say, we as a country deserve a considerable re-

sponsibility for the difficulties the agency is facing. First of all, the
International Atomic Energy Agency grew out of the Eisenhower
initiative of atoms for peace. It is an organization with a divided
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mandate, the promotion of nuclear energy, and on the other side

the concern with safety and safeguards.
Many of the states that are members of the agency are concerned

with promotion and not at all that concerned or interested in safe-

guards.
For example, during my period in Vienna, members of the Board

of Governors—this is the governing body of the International Atom-
ic Energy Agency—included Iraq, Iran, Pakistan, India, Libya, and

Egypt. These are states that have less than a full commitment to

wanting to have effective safeguards.
It is probably little known in this body that during the 1980s,

and indeed in the case of North Korea up through the earlier

1990s, the IAEA was providing technical assistance to the "peace-
ful" nuclear programs—and I use peaceful in a very limited sense,
declared peaceful programs—of those same exact states.

In fact, in the case of Iraq, the same facilities and the same indi-

viduals that we discovered after the war had been involved in the

Iraqi nuclear weapons program were the recipients of technical as-

sistance before the Gulf War broke out. This is a divided mandate
that makes the implementation of effective inspections very, very
difficult.

I think there are some things on a more optimistic side, things
that have been accomplished after the war that in fact we should

recognize. I would particularly single out the role of UNSCOM led

by Ambassador Ekeus.
First of all, UNSCOM was a remarkably single focused organiza-

tion. Its responsibility was to find, destroy, render harmless or re-

move the weapons of mass destruction, and then monitor Iraq.
It had no role to promotion of a peaceful Iraqi biological, chemi-

cal or nuclear program after the war. This allowed it to be focused.

Second, it is a unique institution in the U.N. system. It is the

only time that the Security Council has created a subsidiary of the
Council. And the credit for this—and credit really is due and is not

always given—is owed to U.S. Ambassador Thomas Pickering and
Sir David Hanney, the British ambassador at the time, who both
insisted on this. It has made it very remarkable.
Ambassador Ekeus doesn't report to the Secretary General of the

U.N., he reports to the Council. And let me tell you in some very
practical ways how that made a difference in the first months after

the war.
UNSCOM installed the first cipher system ever used on a U.N.

door. Now, this seems piddling, particularly in a city like Washing-
ton where you get used to cipher locks. But it was a major break-

through at the U.N. You couldn't do that. That indicated you didn't
trust other U.N. staff members to go in certain rooms.
UNSCOM bought the first secure communications system. Am-

bassador Ekeus made the first request for national technical means
satellite imagery to be provided.
UNSCOM efforts for the first time resulted in agreement that

you could interrogate members of a country about their weapons
program. And I could go on and on, and some of them are very
small but terribly important in my view.
We took in the first hand-held GPS system. Why? We asked the

Iraqis to take us to a location and, to no one's great surprise, at
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least not mine, they took us to another location. The ability to whip
out a GPS and say, so sorry, we are not where you think we are,
or where you say we are, we are here, made a difference. That had
been turned down previously by the IAEA because it would indi-

cate lack of confidence in the partners that you were dealing with
in a host state. So there are a number of things that were possible
because UNSCOM reported directly to the Security Council.

I would also like to single out, because here again I think there
has been remarkable leadership on the side of the United States
as well as Ambassador Ekeus and the people involved deserve cred-

it. The fusing of national technical means of U.S. intelligence with
international inspectors allowed us to find what we have found in

Iraq.
Most of my time essentially was spent in Iraq during the first

4 months after the Gulf War. This was a time in which they were

engaged in maximum efforts to keep us away from their nuclear

program, as well as chemical and biologicals.
If it had not been for national technical means, information pro-

vided by the United States and other countries to UNSCOM, there
would not have been any lapse in my team having located the
calutrons and the other programs, or the documents on the Iraqi
nuclear program, for that matter.
There were tremendous risks taken in providing that intelligence

information. It is a lesson that in fact I think this Committee, with

regard to nuclear terrorism and terrorism in general, has got to

think about how you deal with the issue.

Intelligence that cannot be shared is intelligence that will not be
used. And very often in these fields we are going to have to depend
on either other governments or international agencies to help the
U.S. in this pursuit of terrorism.

It is something that I feel very strongly about, although I realize

there are others who have negative feelings about the sharing of

intelligence in general. The visceral reaction against such sharing
after predominates.

I would in the last couple of minutes, like to highlight a few

things that I think really need legislative attention.

We have come out of a period of over 40 years in which we devel-

oped a well-developed methodology for understanding the Soviet
threat. We were lucky, quite frankly. We faced a large bureau-

cratic, risk-averting opponent.
The result was a national intelligence estimation procedure that

allowed the U.S. to cope with the Soviet threat and Soviet inten-

tions as they developed.
We often forget that in fact that process failed us at critical

times. It failed to anticipate the Soviet deployment of missiles and
nuclear weapons to Cuba. It failed to anticipate the Soviet invasion
of Czechoslovakia. It failed to anticipate the Soviet invasion of Af-

ghanistan. But on balance it worked.
I would argue that now we have lost our intelligence focus. We

do not have a validated threat. And yet we are still using the same
estimation process that stood us well in the Cold War.
As you turn to the issue of anticipating terrorism, or anticipating

whether countries will develop missiles, biological or chemical ca-

pabilities, to rely on the very rigorous and almost fossilized esti-
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mation process that we have used for 40 years I beheve holds us

up to extreme hazards. And this would be on the top of my agenda.
I think it is a lesson that comes out of Iraq, but it is a lesson that

we are going to have to apply in other areas.

That is a very quick summary, Senator.
Senator NUNN. What would you do to change that? Did you have

a chance to look at the Brown-Rudman report and whether any of

this is covered in that report? Or have we got anything in writing
that would reflect your views as to what needs to be done to change
the intelligence operation?

Dr. Kay. The Brown-Rudman report is fundamentally a report of

moving around boxes on an organizational chart. I'm talking about
a more fundamental issue.

Now, I will say in that report you do find a call for changing the

NIC, the National Intelligence Council, into a national intelligence
estimation agency, or something to that effect which says, in fact,

you have got to broaden NIC so that it is capable of dealing with
threats other than weapons threats.

I actually think the problem is much deeper. It is an intellectual

process.
If you look at the development of ballistic missiles, take the case

of Iraq as an example, and ask if you had estimated their linear

development, as was done, you were very satisfied with the answer
when we first went into Iraq at the end of war. Don't worry, you
are only concerned with the 818 SCUD missiles that they bought
from the Soviet Union.

It did not anticipate that because of the availability of tech-

nology, technical expertise from other countries, access to illicit ma-
terials, that in fact they would be able to jump-start a home-grown
technology program. And that is genuinely the problem we face

today.
I am concerned, for example, although I spend most of my time

focusing on nuclear issues, that the leakage of relatively small
amounts of technology from the Russian biological weapons pro-

gram would allow states and groups to jump far ahead in the bio-

logical program far faster than we have ever anticipated. Similarly
if four kilograms of plutonium were to leak from Russian stockpiles
it would immediately become a serious threat.

So I, in fact, think the diffusion of the threat, the loss of the
threat basis, creates an intellectual vacuum in our national esti-

mation process, and we are too happy, we are too secure in the

process that stood us in good stead during the Cold War to break
that out-dated intellectual mold.

Senator Nunn. Thank you very much. Dr. Kay. I'll come back
with other questions.
Mr. Milhollin.

TESTIMONY OF GARY MILHOLLIN,i DIRECTOR, WISCONSIN
PROJECT ON NUCLEAR ARMS CONTROL

Mr. Milhollin. Thank you. Senator.

Again I would like to say that I'm pleased to be here, and I com-
mend the Subcommittee for its interest in this subject.

iThe prepared statement of Mr. Milhollin appears on page 333.
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Senator Nunn. Well, thank you for all your help over the years.
You have been a very valuable resource for all of these questions
for a long time. We appreciate you being here.
Mr. MiLHOLLlN. Thank you. Probably when it comes to North

Korea I will plow some ground that we have explored together be-

fore.

I'd like to begin—the Subcommittee has asked me to sort of give
a world tour of what the threat is.

I'd like to begin with the concept of the rogue nation. That is a
new term that is in vogue to describe the proliferation threat, and
it normally includes Iran, Iraq, Libya and North Korea.

I would just like to say that I think it ignores a lot of prolifera-

tion, and it is probably not a helpful term.
First of all, it ignores China, which I regard as possibly—well,

I won't say the greatest—but one of the greatest proliferation
threats we now see. As far as we know, it is the only country that
still targets U.S. cities with nuclear missiles.

It is a country that is still cgnducting nuclear tests to miniatur-
ize warheads so they will fit on ICBMs that are capable of reaching
the United States. And China is, as we all know, still proliferating
by helping other countries advance their programs.

I have attached to my testimony some material fi-om my publica-
tion called the Risk Report, which catalogs Chinese exports to the
Islamic world from 1980 to 1994. It is summarized on a chart
which I have attached.
And it shows that from 1980 to 1994 the Chinese exported nu-

clear technology to Algeria, Iran, Iraq, and Syria, and missile tech-

nology to Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, and Syria.
And since 1994, the end of that particular table, we know that

missile components and poison gas ingredients have gone to Iran
from China, and that missile components and nuclear components
have gone to Pakistan.

I would say the important thing about this data is that it shows
that China has not changed since 1980 in its behavior. Since 1980
it has been promising to clean up its act, but it really hasn't.

And one thing that concerns me is that over the years the United
States has not found a successful strategy for getting this behavior

changed. And I must say, I don't see one in the offing.
The magnets to Pakistan takes me to South Asia, where I will

just say that I think the situation there is growing worse. Pakistan

apparently is intending to boost its capability to enrich uranium
with these magnets.

India has recently made preparations to test. Both countries are
on the verge of deploying missiles which are nuclear capable. And
both of them are still shopping.

I have also attached to my testimony some pages that indicate
what the shopping lists of these countries are, what they are look-

ing for in the nuclear and missile areas.

This data comes fi'om a Pentagon study, and it comes fi^om a na-
tional trade database that contains tender offers by companies
looking for things.
And by looking at the status of a country's program, and by look-

ing at what it is trying the buy, you can pretty much figure out
what they are looking for.
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So what we see is that there is still a lot of shopping going on,
and if we remember a little bit of history, we remember that these
countries—Pakistan, India—built their whole programs with im-

ports. That goes for missiles and nuclear capability. They imported
everything, essentially.
For example, India's intermediate stage missile has a first stage

that was derived from a U.S. space launcher, a second stage that
was derived from a Soviet surface to air missile, and a guidance
system that was built with the help of the German Space Agency.
Other than that, the missile is indigenous.

I would just like to sum this up by emphasizing that we do need
to worry about more than four rogue nations, and I'm afraid that

by restricting our attention to four rogues, with which we don't do
much trade anyway, it really makes it easier for us to allow exports
to everybody else.

I was shocked in 1995 when Commerce Secretary Brown gave a
trade promotion speech in India at the Indian Institute of Science
in Bangalore. That's one of the biggest, most sophisticated rocket
research institutes in India. It is developing rockets that are big
enough to deliver a warhead anywhere in the world.
Senator NUNN. What year was that?
Mr. MiLHOLLlN. That was in January of 1995. I don't know what

Mr. Brown had in mind selling them
Senator NuNN. This is Commerce Secretary Brown?
Mr. MiLHOLLlN. Yes. Ron Brown.
I think that gives the wrong message. It gives the message that

we only care about the four rogues we are not dealing with any-
way, and we don't really care about anybody else.

The second point I would like to make is about the nonprolifera-
tion treaty. It has just been renewed. That was hailed as a large
victory. But it has to be more than just a piece of paper. And for

it to be more than a piece of paper, somebody has to stand up and
complain when it is violated.

China signed it in 1992, but just appears to have broken it by
exporting the magnets, which have been discussed in the news-

papers, to Pakistan.
Article 3 of the treaty forbids the export of things like these

magnets to countries like Pakistan without inspection, which China
did not require.
We haven't heard a peep so far out of the U.S. Government about

it, not an official peep.
What bothers me is that this is the same reaction we had when

Iraq tried to smuggle nuclear weapon detonators out of the United
States before the Gulf War. We didn't make a peep about that ei-

ther.

Because at that time our strategy was constructive engagement
with Iraq. The argument that the State Department made was that
we needed to bring Iraq into the community of nations, and that
trade with Iraq would give us leverage.
We hear the same argument today about China. I think in the

case of Iraq we were lucky. If Saddam had not invaded Kuwait, we
would be facing a nuclear-armed Iraq today. Even by the most con-
servative estimates of its ability to produce nuclear weapons, it

would have them now.
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So I think that we should defend the treaty and complain about
this export to Pakistan. I think we should impose sanctions on
China because of this export to Pakistan, and we certainly should
not reward Pakistan's behavior by announcing, as apparently we
have just today—I'm sorry, we didn't announce today, but appar-
ently we are getting ready to announce—that we are going to go
through with arms exports to Pakistan.

I'll just go on to Iran and Iraq briefly. I think Iraq has been cov-
ered thoroughly this morning.

I'd like to introduce this chart at this time. This is a graphic
showing where Iraq managed to buy most of its dual-use equip-
ment before the Gulf War.
The graphic shows that Germany contributed about 50 percent

of the sensitive technology that Iraq imported, with Switzerland,
Italy, and France close behind.
The Iraqis set up a rather sophisticated supply network in Eu-

rope, which I'm told still exists, in the sense that a lot of companies
figured out ways to get things to the Middle East without getting
caught or without getting stopped by export controls.

And I think it is fair to assume that these companies have not

forgotten what they learned. These companies and countries don't
share our view of Iran. And I suspect, although I can't prove, that
if you sent Mr. Ekeus into Iran and he did the same kind of inven-

tory that he has done in Iraq, we might find the same kind of ma-
chinery supplied by the same countries in Iran that actually wound
up in Iraq. I can't prove that, but I have a hunch that it is true.

I'd like to point out that there is one thing worse than smug-
gling, which is the focus of this hearing, and that is direct supply.
Because with direct supply you get manuals, you get training, and
you get back-up.
We learned as a result of COCOM that that was critically impor-

tant. We learned after the end of the Cold War that the Soviets
could get things. But they didn't get parts, they didn't get back-up,
they didn't get manuals, and often it was very risky for them to

rely on equipment that they smuggled, because it wound up being
junk after 6 months.

So my point is that direct supply is critically important, and we
see in the case of Iraq that Iraq succeeded, and I think we have
to worry that Iran is on the same path, because Iran is looking for

exactly the same thing.
I'd like to say that since this hearing has focused on Russia, that

it is disturbing that Iran appears to be in line for a research reac-
tor from Russia, which would be about the size that India and Is-

rael used to make their first nuclear devices, about 20 to 50
megawatts. And also, Iran seems to be getting about 2,000 tons of
natural uranium, for which there is no peaceful use in Iran that
I can think of. Now, this is all direct over-the-table supply from
Russia, which should concern us very much.
Another suggestion I have for the Subcommittee in that connec-

tion is that if, for example, a couple of warheads worth of material
is successfully diverted from Russia, I think we should have an
agreement with the Russians to go after it.

It is not as if it went into outer space. It is going to be in the

country somewhere. If it goes to Iran, I think we should try to get
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it back. I'm not prescribing at this time the exact means, but a
thief takes no title in the law. So there ought to be an understand-

ing between us and the Russians that we will jointly pursue things
that go astray.

Senator NUNN. You mean if it is taken out of Russia illegally.
You are not talking about direct supply, but if is taken out ille-

gally?
Mr. MiLHOLLlN. That's right. I'm talking about the case where

something gets out illegally, somebody sells a couple of warheads
worth, and if we know where it is we should go after it.

Senator NuNN. I have felt for some time, and in fact I proposed
way back in the early 1980s, what I call the whole risk reduction
effort with then the Soviet Union that related to this kind of inci-

dent where you might have a terrorist group or—I don't know, if

we can't use the word rogue nation, we could use a broader term—
what term do you suggest I use here?

Mr. MiLHOLLlN. A nation.

Senator NuNN. Anyway, that takes control of a nuclear weapon
illegally; and that we have a working group with Russia on a

standing basis to plan how we would jointly react to that kind of
situation. I think that that kind of concept would be more applica-
ble now than it would have been even back in the early 1980s, be-
cause it is much more likely to happen now.
Mr. MiLHOLLlN. Yes. And I think it is a very good idea to have

thought through that process before you are confronted with it.

Senator NuNN. Tell me what term I am going to use now instead
of rogue nation? I mean, your point is well made, but
Mr. MiLHOLLlN. I hate the term proliferant country, but that one

seems to be better than rogue nation. I guess I would say a

proliferant state.

Senator NuNN. Proliferant state.

Mr. MiLHOLLlN. Although I guess I'm not thrilled with that one
either.

I have just a couple more points to make here. I'll make them
quickly.

I think we have to have a global policy that applies to everybody
because only a global policy works.
We can't export to lots of people. We can't hold our nose and ex-

port to the Chinese and expect the Europeans to join us on Iran.
The Europeans now are following the same kind of policy toward
Iran we are following with China. We are holding our nose and ex-

porting. We can't export our stuff and then expect our trading part-
ners to not export theirs. Iran may be a rogue to us, but to others
it is a valuable customer.

Finally, I'd like to talk about the pending export of super-
computers to Russia's nuclear weapons design laboratories. Convex
Computer Corporation wants to sell three powerful American
supercomputers to Arzamas-16 and Chelyabinsk-70, which are

doing nuclear weapons development for the Russians.
I think that this is a mistake, and I think that—well, I think the

machines would greatly boost Russia's ability to continue to de-

velop nuclear weapons after the test ban goes into effect, if it does.
And I don't think it is in our interest, given the circumstance of
our relations with Russia now and how we can predict they are
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going to be in say a year or two, to boost Russia's ability to make
nuclear weapons.
So I'd like to end there.

Senator NUNN. Let me ask you a question about China, particu-
larly in relation to proliferation of weapons. What kind of strategy
would you advocate vis-a-vis China? You mentioned you would em-
ploy sanctions on the alleged sale of magnets to Pakistan.

I know that talks are going on. I mean, we are not ignoring that

situation, but certainly there hasn't been very much in the public
about it from the administration, but certainly it is not being ig-
nored.
Mr. MiLHOLLlN. I agree.
Senator Nunn. So what is the kind strategy you would employ

with China. And the main question, how would you get our allies

to go along, and the nations in Asia to go along, because you cer-

tainly would have to do it on a world-wide cooperative basis if you
were going to have very much effect, wouldn't you?
Mr. MiLHOLLlN. Well, I think that you can separate our disagree-

ments with China into different categories. I think in the case of
human rights you get into the question of regime survival in China
if you start talking to China about democracy.
But in the case of proliferation you are just talking about money.

They are making money selling things. And so it seems to me that
what you have to do is convince them that it is more profitable to
have a good relationship with the United States and have access
to our market than it is to do these marginal proliferation deals.
So I think our policy ought to be to deny them our market, pro-

gressively, or to some particular extent, or some particular mar-
kets, to the extent necessary to make it more expensive for them
to proliferate than not to proliferate.
Senator NuNN. You are saying on a rifle-shot basis to begin with

an escalation capability; is that the way you would do it?

Mr. MiLHOLLlN. Yes, I would.
Senator NuNN. Would you cut off MFN, something that blunt?
Mr. MiLHOLLlN. If it looked as if it were necessary and nothing

else would work, I would be willing to suspend it for a period of
time to see if there is a reaction on the other side.

But the Chinese surplus with us is rising. It is a tremendous
benefit to them strategically, and economically. It is a benefit we
could deny, and I think we should condition their access to our
market on decent behavior. Because the United States still has an
enormous market. That's one of our greatest strategic assets, and
we should use it to advance our own interests. So I think we ought
to deny China access.

Senator Nunn. Would you use that also on the human rights
agenda? This is one of the things you have to decide when you go
into one of these is how far you are going to go.
Because I would share with you the view on proliferation. I think

that is very, very dangerous and I think we ought to be very firm
on that. And I also certainly share the aspirations of groups in
America and around the world that want China to do much better
on human rights.
But the question is what do you use sanctions for and how far

do you go. Do you keep using them over and over again, and do
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you set up a series of hoops they have to jump through, including
proHferation, which I tend to agree with, and also human rights?
Mr. MiLHOLLiN. I'm waffling a little on human rights I'm afraid.

I think proliferation is easier to do because it is money against
money. Human rights is harder to do because it is money against
politics.
Senator NuNN. You think we would be more successful if we

dealt with proliferation than we would if we dealt with human
rights on a sanction basis?

Mr. MiLHOLLlN. I think so, because it seems to me that we are

asking for things the Chinese could do, at least from their point of

view, probably more easily than they could modify their attitudes

toward democracy.
Senator NuNN. Dr. Kay, do you have any observations on that in

terms of particularly China, but in general, if you would comment.
Dr. Kay. Senator Nunn, I guess I differ with Gary in that I find

the term rogue useful, because in fact to me rogue means someone
who doesn't live by the norms of international society.

I would include China as a rogue state. I think Gary is abso-

lutely right that in the case of the Chinese much of their behavior
is dominated by money. I don't find that a comforting justification.
As Director Deutch testified, the Russian labs themselves have

been told they have to provide money for their own operation.
Money is one of the dangerous corrosive things in fact that is mak-
ing proliferation much more serious today.
The Chinese behavior I think broadly with regard to proliferation

is dangerous. I would point out their supply of advanced cruise

missiles to Iran.

From our own perspective, the supply of these things are going
to cost us money to counter. You are going to be asked to appro-
priate money for more advance-capable cruise missile defense for

U.S. ships serving in the Gulf because of the newly supplied cruise

missiles.

The Chinese are supplying the Iranians with advanced sea-based
mines. That is going to cost money to counter.

I think at the very minimum we ought to set against money the
Chinese make from trade with the U.S. the cost that we are going
to have to engage in to counter the threat that result from Chinese

weapon sales to rogue nations. And I agree with Gary's basic

premise that in fact the easiest way to do that is to say some sort

of dollar for dollar, or I would prefer a ratio. But if you are going
to do this, it is going to cost you money, it is not going to be addi-
tional revenue, to bring home to the Chinese Government the seri-

ousness of their proliferation behavior.
But we are up against—one of the problems that those of us who

have been concerned with proliferation, as you have, for a number
of years know well. Every time a proliferation event occurs, there
is somewhere else in the U.S. Government, someone dealing with
a bilateral political relationship, or a bilateral trade relationship,
that says, well, yes, but we have this other issue at stake.
What we have not done is accepted the overriding importance of

stopping proliferation. I am afraid until we see the first actual case
of the use of a nuclear device, or a large biological or chemical
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weapon, it is going to be awfully hard for policy makers to under-

stand this.

Proliferation is different than trade. Proliferation is different

than human rights.
If you are dead, that's an irreversible state. And proliferation of

weapons of mass destruction in terms of the insecurity they create

and the threats they pose to the U.S. mean that we are vulnerable

now for the first time. You have done an excellent job in this series

of hearings of making, I think, the American people understand, as

our allies have, that we are going to have to deal with the pro-
liferation threat and treat it seriously. And seriously is demand for

roguish-type behavior.
Mr. MiLHOLLlN. Senator, I would like to add something to that

if I could.

I'd like to say also, as an additional inducement to the Chinese,

they should be denied access to high technology from the United
States that could be used for military purposes, or for weapon of

mass destruction purposes, if their behavior continues to be as it

is.

The two things they want from us most are access to our market,
and they want the technology necessary to modernize their military
and modernize their production facilities. And we have the power
to deny both of those things to them.

Senator NUNN. Mr. Milhollin, what about your concerns regard-

ing Dubai as a route for materials to Iran? I notice it in one of your
risk assessments. You say Dubai is the commercial gateway to

Iran. Could you give us a little of your feeling on that?

Mr. Milhollin. Yes. I have given you some pages out of our pub-
lication called the Risk Report, which lists the Iranian companies
operating in Dubai. It lists 22 of them that operate in Dubai's Free
Trade Zone. That zone is designed to promote re-exports.
Let me say, those companies are not on any prohibited trading

list accessible to U.S. companies. So a U.S. company could sell U.S.

products to those Iranian companies in Dubai and have it go on to

Iran without knowing the difference.

I think that is a big risk. In fact, Iran imports more through
Dubai than it does its own ports.
So I think it is quite likely that U.S. goods are going to Iran

today through Dubai, which does not have an adequate export con-

trol system. And Russian goods as well. I guess I must say that I

think the solution to that is

Senator NuNN. You mean sensitive material doesn't require an

export license to go to companies in Dubai, even Iranian compa-
nies?

Mr. Milhollin. That's right. Well, since the massive decontrol of

exports which the Commerce Department has managed to achieve,
a lot of very capable technology can go out without an export li-

cense. For example, a supercomputer operating, I think, up to

about 7,000 what are called million operations per second can go
out without an export license to one of these companies in Dubai,
which could then re-export it to Iran.

Senator NuNN. You are saying export controls only work in re-

gard to the nation and not to the company, not to the company ori-
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gin? An Iranian company an3rwhere in the world can get away with
what an Iranian company in Iran cannot?
Mr. MiLHOLLiN. I'm saying that it depends on the laws of the

place where the company is when it imports the item.

If an Iranian company in Dubai imports something from the

United States, and the exporter doesn't know it is an Iranian com-

pany, and the goods go to Dubai, then whether they go out of

Dubai is up to Dubai.
Senator NUNN. You are saying if they don't know it is an Iranian

company?
Mr. MiLHOLLIN. Yes. If they do know it is an Iranian company,

then it would be illegal to send it because Iran is under an embar-

go.
The trouble is our exporters don't have a way of figuring out who

these folks are.

Senator NuNN. Who they are dealing with?
Mr. MiLHOLLIN. Yes.

Senator NuNN. Dr. Kay, with respect to the nuclear program in

Iraq, you mentioned and you have talked about the clandestine

successes they had in masking a lot of what was going on.

Could you just give us a couple of the things they did that fooled

the inspectors? I'm talking about before the war.
Dr. Kay. That's right, before the war, there were several dif-

ferent types of things they did.

First of all, with regard to facilities, the Iraqis had become well

aware of national technical means capability for looking at facili-

ties, so they started building buildings inside of other buildings.
That is, from the outside as an inspector—and there was a building
such as this at al-Tuwaitta where inspections were routinely car-

ried out—you saw an innocuous building that looked like a ware-
house or similar building.

Inside that building, after the outer shell had been built, the

Iraqis produced a building that was designed to aid in the research

regarding getting special nuclear material.

They rearranged the physical shapes of buildings. They buried
electric cable. A major site that was struck during the war, the site

where they were going to produce their first large amount of nu-
clear material, had enough electricity to power a city of 150,000
buried underground over a distance of about 25 kilometers.
So that in fact the inspectors, and before the intelligence agen-

cies of the world, when they looked at this site saw what looked

just like an innocuous warehouse with essentially no power going
into it. They had no triple security fences around it. The reason is

there was a very large security exclusion zone surrounding the fa-

cility.

With regard to the import of material—and this gets directly
back to your previous question—the Iraqis routinely declared that
material that we now know went to their nuclear weapons program
was in fact going to other innocuous places in Iraq.
The University of Baghdad was a major recipient. The Census

Bureau was a major recipient.
Under export control licensing, once it is cleared for that facility

no one goes around and sees if the device is really at that facility.
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And in the case of Iraq, it was redirected and never went to those
facihties.

The largest thing, and one that still continues and worries me
the greatest, is that export controls are based on the premise that
in fact the country has to acquire something that is uniquely recog-
nized as dangerous.
And in the modern industrial modular world of industrial proc-

essing, if I were to ship from a supplier say in Georgia to a country
a computer numerically controlled lathe, as long as it didn't have
a laser alignment system and some very unique properties, that
would be perfectly legal. It was legal before the war, and in fact

there is a U.S. company—not from Georgia, I should add—that in

fact shipped computer numerically controlled lathes.

These were licensable in the United States as long as they didn't

have the laser alignment system. They were, however, shipped to

the same compan^s subsidiary in Germany, where the laser align-
ment system was added, and that was legal in Germany, and then

they were shipped on to Iraq.

Systems integration occurred in many of our allies' countries

with equipment coming from other places, and it occurred also in

Iraq. This is very difficult for export controls to take account of. It

is very difficult for IAEA inspectors. Because such equipment never
enters any database.
There was a great deal of equipment that we found after the war

that we had absolutely zero knowledge that the Iraqis had obtained
before the war.
Senator NUNN. Don't we have to reinstitute some kind of inter-

national export control regime?
Dr. Kay. I think we need to reinstitute a regime that at least

tracks material. Export controls, as far as I'm concerned, really

only serve three purposes. They don't stop a program. They make
it more expensive. They delay it as a rogue nation tries to reverse

engineer or get it from somewhere else. And most importantly, they
allow you to track and know where a country is going and not have

surprises.
We are very vulnerable today to surprises, because in taking the

export control regime that existed during the Cold War apart, we
simply don't know where a lot of goods are going today. And so if

you don't know where the threat is, you don't know who the rogue
regimes are, and you don't know what these states are obtaining,

you are asking to be seriously surprised somewhere down the road.

Senator NuNN. Ambassador Ekeus—and I'll ask both of you
this—in an op-ed—and I did not get to ask him this question—but
in an op-ed he wrote last April, he stated that, "The existing safe-

guard system under the nonproliferation treaty, the NPT, can no

longer control the proliferation of nuclear weapons."
He also suggested that a system under which advanced countries

would share technologies with developing countries in exchange for

open and spontaneous inspection by the United Nations of any sus-

pect facilities in developing countries under question.
What do you think of that idea? In other words, not tr3dng to

control the technology exports as much as you try to focus on com-

plete transparency. I assume what he is talking, about time, any
place demand inspections.
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Mr. MiLHOLLlN. I would say that you need to do both. Because
the problem with not having export controls and counting on pick-

ing it up when it arrives is that somebody can get it and then lock

the door. And then you have two choices, you either go to war or

you don't.

That's what the Iraqis were planning to do. They were planning
to throw out the inspectors and divert the material. And if that

happens, you have a simple choice of going to war. Not everybody
is willing to go to war because a five-axis machine tool got diverted.

The second point is that I agree that we do need an open, trans-

parent system, such as the one that we have in Iraq. I think Iraq
is instructive, because even with all the powers that Mr. Ekeus
has, he is not able to find everything. And nothing like that power
exists in any other country.
The only special inspection that was requested was in North

Korea, and the North Koreans denied the inspectors access. They
slammed the door and nothing very bad happened to them.

I think that may be a lesson. I think it would be hard now for

the agency to go into another country, and demand a special in-

spection, and if the door slammed to avoid the precedent of North
Korea. That's the cost of, I think, our agreement with North Korea.
Senator NUNN. Dr. Kay.
Dr. Kay. Senator, I hesitate to disagree with Ambassador Ekeus,

for whom I have a great deal of respect, but I do in this case.

I don't disagree with his judgment that the current nonprolifera-
tion treaty is inadequate to prevent the proliferation of weapons.
I disagree with the answer.
There are some countries that I would not be happy with supply-

ing technology to regardless of what sort of inspection rights they
gave to me. Ajid those are states that I would call rogue states.

I would not think unlimited inspections would give me confidence
that I could find a clandestine program in Iran today.
And here let me refer—it is in my paper and Gary just men-

tioned it—after 5 years of the most rigorous type of inspection
rights I can imagine, we still cannot give Senator Levin an answer
with regard to whether the Iraqis have biological weapons still ca-

pable of being mounted on missiles today.
Senator NuNN. Well, I think he gave an answer that they still

do have that potential.
Dr. Kay. They have the potential, but we can't say they do re-

gardless of this.

If you had been holding these hearings in March of 1990 and I

had been asked to testify and you had asked me the question, what
sort of inspection rights would I like to have, and I described the

rights that we now have in Iraq—use of national intelligence, zero
notice inspection, go anywhere and all that—I doubt that you
would have thought that I was on this planet, because that seemed
way beyond that.

If you had then asked nie, with those rights would I be confident
that I would discover an Iraqi program, and I would have said,
well, I'm not sure. I would probably get tipoffs to it but not fully
understand it.

The fact of the matter is the game of clandestine hiding, and par-
ticularly Iraq is an easy case, and we ought to be aware of this.
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Iraq reached for a world-scale program. They would have today, if

the war had not intervened, been producing enough nuclear mate-
rial for between 10 and 20 nuclear weapons a year, and they pro-
duced biological weapons in 10,000 liter lots.

The weapons program we have got to be worried about is an Iran

that has two to three nuclear weapons.
Senator Nunn. One-ses and two-ses.

Dr. Kay. One-ses and two-ses, and inspection simply cannot work
at that level.

I would be happy to have far more rigorous inspection rights and

loosening export controls for a broader range of states, and I think

that is a way that we ought to explore. But we should be clear as

to the level of confidence that will give us. It will not work on small

programs, the types of programs we see today in Iran.

Senator NUNN. And it probably wouldn't work on one country, a

rogue country if we can use that term again.
Mr. MiLHOLLIN. I'm sorry.
Senator NUNN. But Dr. Kay has a much broader definition of

rogue than you did.

Mr. MiLHOLLIN. Yes. I think I would agree with his definition of

rogues.
Senator NuNN. He just has a broader definition of it.

But if you took a country that was trying to help terrorist groups
with biological or chemical weapons, it would be very, very hard to

get to that in an inspection, wouldn't it?

Dr. Kay. Yes, it would. And if you took a case—and here we have

consistently ignored this—trans-national cooperation in weapons
programs. It is widely reported now in the open literature that the

Pakistani design for its first nuclear device was a design provided

by the Chinese. I assume that to be true. That ought to be a wake-

up call for the type of collaboration you may be seeing in the years
ahead.
Senator NuNN. If you listed other countries that you would be

concerned about. Dr. Kay, that may be doing the same kinds of

things that we did not detect in Iraq before the war, could you give
us an idea of what those countries might be, or at least give us an
indication of the number of countries that you would have on that

kind of suspect list?

Dr. Kay. I would separate them into two categories. I think the

rogue states, identified by Director Deutch, certainly would be high
on my priorities list.

But I would also say that we ought to recognize we are coming
to the end of an era of nonproliferation. The largest, most effective

tool against nonproliferation for the last 25 years has been the con-

fidence that our friends and allies have had in the U.S. guarantee
of their security.
The U.S. extended security guarantee gave states that had the

imminent technical capability of easily producing weapons of mass
destruction the confidence that they didn't have to go down that ex-

pensive and dangerous path.
Senator NUNN. For instance, Japan.
Dr. Kay. For instance. As I look around the world today, I see

a number of states worried about—and let me make this com-
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pletely bipartisan
—not the U.S. defense posture of today, but the

U.S. defense posture after next.

Because that's the time frame they have to think about. And par-

ticularly if you are in Asia, but also in parts of Western Europe,
as you look around, wondering whether in fact that security guar-
antee is going to be able to give you the confidence that you had
over the last 40 years, I worry about those states.

Now, I would address that by in fact addressing the nature of

our defense posture, rather than nonproliferation controls. But too

often those of us concerned with nonproliferation put to one side

U.S. defense policy and we look at the nonproliferation treaty and

export controls and we ignore the contribution made to peace in

this world by the willingness of this country to guarantee the secu-

rity of others with great confidence for a 40-year period. I think
that deserves attention.

Senator NUNN. I think that is a very, very important point. One
of the real paradoxes there is some of the same people we have dif-

ficulty getting to cooperate in a nonproliferation agenda are the

ones we have been protecting for 40 years.
Dr. Kay. That's right. They have benefited from our protection.
Senator NuNN. Do either of you have any other points you would

like to make before we close out today? We are going to be working
to get up a series of recommendations, perhaps even a legislative
framework in this area, and we would welcome your comments as

we go along on a continuing basis.

Senator Lugar and I, and Senator Roth and others, Senator

Glenn, are going to be working together on that over the next few
weeks.
But do you have any other points you would like to make here

today?
Mr. MiLHOLLlN. I just have one comment about the conversation

between Secretary Baker and Tariq Assize, which is apparently of

interest to the Subcommittee.
I think, if I can find it, I have a copy of something like a tran-

script of that, or a summary of that conversation in my files, which
the Subcommittee might like to see rather than relying on second-

hand reports.
I think there may be another way to look at that exchange. It

may be that our message to the Iraqis was that if chemical weap-
ons were used against our troops, the American public would de-

mand more than simply retaking Kuwait, that they would demand
personal retribution against Saddam himself.

That's not the same as a nuclear attack, but that the war
couldn't be stopped without Saddam himself being made to answer
for the use of chemical weapons.
So personally I think that that's probably as plausible an inter-

pretation of that exchange as the interpretation that we were
threatening to use nuclear weapons.
Senator NuNN. You have what purports to be a transcript for

that?
Mr. MiLHOLLIN. I think so, yes. I'm just relying on my memory,

which—well, I know I do have an account of that, a direct account,
which I could try to find.
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Senator NUNN. Well, that would be very helpful. We appreciate
that.

Do either of you want to go any further in terms of why you
think, Dr. Kay, that the Iraqis did not use chemical or biological

weapons when they clearly had the capability of doing so?

Dr. Kay. Let me start with saying I don't know. It is a question
I asked the Iraqis in various dialogues with them. My personal be-

lief—and it is nothing more than that—is that there were two fac-

tors at work. I think the Iraqis were genuinely concerned that if

they used chemical or biological weapons anywhere in the theater,
that the Israelis would respond with a nuclear attack on Baghdad.
That they genuinely thought the Israelis would view that as such

a life threatening threat to their national security that they would

respond.
And this is individual discussions with Iraqis, you have to real-

ize, who were involved in their nuclear weapons program. They had
a far greater apprehension about the willingness of the Israelis to

react than they did about our reaction.

I do think that in the inner circles of Baghdad Gary is right,

there was a concern about the escalation of war aims that would

occur, that in fact we might well go to Baghdad.
I down play that, because you have to realize the Iraqis them-

selves, to a considerable extent, in the inner circle did not under-

stand how overwhelming and how quickly Desert Storm would be.

Once the war started, I think the proximate answer for what

happened is they simply lost control of it. They didn't know where

things were.
It was a very dangerous period, and we may have been very

lucky. To emphasize, as Ambassador Ekeus told you, we now know
those weapons were deployed with, at least the Iraqis say, limited

release authority. In the chaos of those 4 days accidents could have
occurred.
Senator NuNN. Didn't he say release authority based on an at-

tack on them with a weapon of mass destruction?

Dr. Kay. Limited release authority. But you well understand,
Senator Nunn, that in the fog of war reports of what happens are

often amplified or, quite frankly, wrong.
And in the degraded command and control system that the Iraqis

had after the coalition air campaign, a report of the use of a nu-

clear weapon on Baghdad could have mistakedly occurred. In fact,

there is in the open press the report, as you probably recall, that

the first time a fuel air explosion was used in the Kuwaiti theater

of operation, British SAS forces came up on the net and said, it

looks like the yanks have nuked them.

Mis-appreciation of events occur. And you had forward deploy-
ment of these weapons, and you had limited release authority.
So understanding exactly what happened is important. I simply

think we don't have the pieces yet to draw a competent conclusion.

Senator NuNN. If the Iraqis were that concerned and you may be

exactly right here, but if they were that concerned about a nuclear

response from Israel in the event of chemical or biological use by
them, what use did they believe those chemical and biological

weapons were going to be over the long haul for them anyway, if

they were that deterred by the possibility of Israel?
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Dr. Kay. I think they saw them as serving two purposes. They
saw them as weapons of intimidation against other Gulf States. I

mean, after all, you have to understand Iraqi security policy is not
directed primarily at Israel. It is directed at Iran and the Gulf
States. And those weapons would have been effective intimidations.
From the one document that was seized most recently, it speaks

of using these weapons as a blitzkrieg, a thunderbolt weapon in an
opening campaign.

Well, this is a campaign that you win by intimidation, one use
of chemicals, one use of biologicals, even one use of a nuke and the
Saudi Kingdom, or others, cave.
And I think they did not believe that the Israelis would go to war

to protect the Saudis.
Senator NUNN. Dr. Kay, you have been in Iraq an awful lot. Are

you surprised that Saddam Hussein is still the leader there and
has survived thus far?

Dr. Kay. No, sir, I am not. The brutality you see when you are

there, the courage that it would take, and probably the uselessness
of standing up and trying to remove him is such that I'm not sur-

prised.
Saddam Hussein, when he is ultimately removed, will be re-

moved by a bullet from the gun of a relative or a security guard.
Senator NuNN. Somebody close to him.
Dr. Kay. Very close to him. You just don't get the opportunity

otherwise.

, Senator NuNN. If anyone close to him is still left.

Any other comments? We appreciate very much you being here,
and thank you for your tremendous help in the Subcommittee de-
liberations. We appreciate it.

We will have a hearing on Friday of this week, and we will have
our staff report at that time. And we'll have the Federal Govern-
ment response to the issues raised by the witnesses today and in
our previous hearings.
We will hear from the Department of Defense, the Department

of Energy, the Department of State, CIA, FBI and the Customs
Service.

Then next Wednesday we will hold a hearing to examine the ca-

pabilities of the U.S. Government to respond to a nuclear, chemical
or biological terrorist threat within the United States, and particu-
larly how we would handle the situation if we actually had such
an attack.

Thank you.

[Whereupon, at 1:25 p.m., the hearing was adjourned subject to
the call of the Chair.]
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The Subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:06 a.m., in room
342, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Sam Nunn, Ranking Mi-

nority Member of the Subcommittee, presiding.
Present: Senators Nunn and Smith.
Staff Present: Daniel S. Gelber, Chief Counsel to the Minority;

John F. Sopko, Deputy Chief Counsel to the Minority; Alan
Edelman, Counsel to the Minority; Mark Webster, Investigator to

the Minority, Mary D. Robertson, Assistant Chief Clerk to the Mi-

nority; Richard Kennan (Customs Detailee); Renee Pruneau
Novakoff (CIA Detailee): Jim Christy (AFOSI Detailee); Harold

Damelin, Chief Counsel to the Majority; Michael Bopp, Counsel;
Carla J. Martin, Chief Clerk; Ken Myers (Senator Lugar); Rick Val-
entine (Senator Smith); Ian Brzezinski (Senator Roth); Max H.
Delia Pia (Senator Levin); Randy Rydell (Senator Glenn); John
Guest (Senator Lieberman); and Denny Watson (CIA Detailee to

Armed Services Committee).

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR NUNN
Senator Nunn. Let me start by thanking Senator Roth, who is

not able to be here today, for his cooperation and for the coopera-
tion of his majority staff in allowing us to have this hearing today.
Senator Roth and I have had an unusual relationship for a number
of years. We have been switching back and forth as Chairman of

this Subcommittee every time the Senate control moves from Re-

publicans to Democrats or vice versa, so we have had splendid co-

operation and approached all these matters in a completely non-

partisan, bipartisan fashion, and I am very grateful for his support.
Last week, the Subcommittee heard experts set forth the threat

posed by an emerging nuclear black market in the former Soviet
Union. These experts, including the General Accounting Office, de-

tailed the various inadequacies in the protection and control of the
lethal materials at civilian and military installations in the former
Soviet Union.
This morning, the staff of the Subcommittee releases its report

which documents even further the ease with which fissile materials
and related technology can be diverted and smuggled from the
former Soviet Union to parts unknown. The Director of the CIA,

(125)
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John Deutch, perhaps best framed the concern when he commented
at our hearing earher this week, "We have been lucky so far."

Framing the concern is not nearly as difficult as fashioning a

proper response, and that is what the hearing is about today. How
do we respond? What do we do? How much can we do? What is our

responsibility and what are the available avenues to implement
that responsibility?

Unfortunately, this national security concern poses unique chal-

lenges which are, in many ways, more complicated than our Cold
War challenges. During the Cold War, we could rely on a relatively
stable mutual deterrent strategy. Both superpowers recognized and
respected each other's destructive capabilities. Both superpowers
had a real stake in avoiding escalation. Both superpowers had a
real stake in avoiding leakage of materials, know-how in terms of
nuclear weapons.
Now we must focus not just on Russia but on the numerous na-

tions in the former Soviet Union that either possess fissile material
or may provide the routes with which to obtain these very destruc-

tive materials. Our focus must include not just nations in the
former Soviet Union but subnational groups, organized crime, and
rogue states elsewhere in the world, all of whom are potential bro-

kers, sellers, and purchasers of remnants of the Soviet military em-
pire.
The staff recommendations we will discuss today include many,

but just a few of them that I think deserve highlighting here. We
will hear the others later. The Department of Energy should step
up its efforts to foster a culture of security in the civilian installa-

tions in the former Soviet Union.
In light of the serious security problems at naval facilities in

Russia, both the Departments of Defense and Energy should make
progress in this area a very high priority. I understand well the

Navy's reluctance to get involved, because the Navy has had a

splendid safety program over the years, but this is more than a
matter just affecting the U.S. Navy. The question of how those
naval ships and vessels and reactors are handled by the former So-
viet navy, now Russian, is a matter of tremendous interest and se-

curity to the entire world. One agency or individual must be given
authority to coordinate our government's shotgun approach to

training on this overall issue.

The United States must step up its liaison activities with foreign
authorities with respect to deployment of technical assistance, such
as portal monitors to shore up border controls, and I believe that
both the U.S. Customs Service and Energy Department will be dis-

cussing that technical capability to monitor smuggling of nuclear
materials today.
The Southern tier of the former Soviet Union must receive great-

er attention, as it is a likely and largely ignored transit route for

smugglers and has regional proximity to many of the states of con-
cern to the United States, and, indeed, to the world.
The staff, in their report, recommend a greater commitment of

resources by the Congress and the administration to promote pro-
grams that keep Soviet fissile materials secured and accounted for

and nuclear weapons scientists away from the rogue states and or-

ganized criminal groups who seek their services.
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The role of U.S. industry in assisting former weapons scientists
in laboratories to convert to civilian activities should be increased.

Only a relatively small portion of the approximately 60,000 weap-
ons scientists in the former Soviet Union are involved in current

programs. U.S. industry must increase its self-policing in general
counter-proliferation, and the government must find ways to both
educate and give incentives for that kind of behavior by our indus-

try.

Legislative reforms the staff recommends include stiffening pris-
on sanctions for export violations when the export involves weap-
ons of mass destruction or their components. The staff also rec-

ommends that Congress should consider developing a specific
mechanism, including tax or customs duty incentives targeted to
U.S. corporations willing to invest in or work directly with former
Soviet weapons scientists and laboratories in converting to civilian
activities.

Finally, I would observe that >as we fashion countermeasures, we
must keep in mind that the United States will never be able to ad-
dress this challenge alone. The vast majority of work and resources
must come from within the nations of the former Soviet Union.
Their security is the primary security at stake, although ours is

certainly involved, also. Our role must therefore be to serve as both
a partner and a catalyst in this worldwide effort.

In a few moments, the Minority staff from the Subcommittee will

summarize the result of its investigation, which encompasses hun-
dreds of interviews, fact-finding trips to Europe, and briefings from
dozens of domestic and foreign officials. The statement, in addition
to setting forth conclusions, also outlines recommendations of the
staff as well as other ideas forwarded to the Subcommittee by nu-
merous experts in the proliferation field.

After the staff report, we will hear from a panel of government
witnesses from our various important government departments
who will discuss what the U.S. Government is doing in response to
this threat, and also, I would certainly invite our government wit-
nesses to react to any of the recommendations made by staff. I

know you have not examined all of them. I would not anticipate
you would be able to respond to all of them, but any observations

you have regarding pro or con of these recommendations would be

very helpful.
It is my hope that these hearings will provide a context within

which to critically examine our efforts to reduce the risk posed by
the proliferation of these very lethal materials and weapons, which
I consider to be our No. 1 national security danger and challenge.
Senator Lugar has an prepared opening statement. He has been

a partner in this. He and I have worked together in this area for
a long time. He could not be here this morning, but we will place
his prepared opening statement in the record without objection.

[The prepared opening statement of Senator Lugar follows:]

PREPARED OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR RICHARD G. LUGAR

Nothing could be more central to U.S. security than ensuring that nuclear weap-
ons and the materials needed to make them do not fall into the hands of radical
states or terrorist groups. The control of plutonium and highly-enriched uranium
(HEU)—the essential ingredients of nuclear weapons—is perhaps the most serious
and urgent security challenge facing the United States in the coming decade. The
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problem is most serious in the former Soviet Union, where economic and poUtical
transformations, coupled with the dismantlement of tens of thousands of nuclear

weapons, pose enormous new challenges. The urgency of the problem is as undeni-
able as the canisters of weapons-usable HEU found in a car parked in Prague in

December 1994.

Meeting this challenge will require a comprehensive program of action on many
fronts. We have developed some proposals to stimulate discussion on such a com-

prehensive program. We want to present these proposals to our panel of witnesses
for their considered reactions as one means of trying to develop some legislative ini-

tiatives in this area. All told, the efforts encompassed in these proposals would cost

the United States and the international community several billion dollars over the
next decade or more. Although substantial, these sums would be tiny compared to

the hundreds of billions the United States spends each year to try to ensure its se-

curity, and they would be small in relations to the security benefits of improving
the protection of nuclear materials. The costs of failing to act—in terms of higher
defense budgets and lower security in the future—would be far higher than the cost

of timely action now.
There are six key elements in this program effort to come to grips with the

threats posed by the proliferation of plutonium and HEU. We will ask our witnesses
to react to each of these elements:

(1) Ensuring that all nuclear weapons and potential nuclear weapons materials
are secure and accounted for. This is the first line of defense in any effort to reduce
the risks of nuclear theft. Both facility-level upgrades and national-level regulatory
and accounting systems are essential. Funding should be provided for an expanded,
comprehensive effort that could accomplish all the most needed security and ac-

counting upgrades within a very few years, and should provide the flexibility to

spend this money to maximum effect. An intense focus on building a new "safe-

guards culture" in the former Soviet Union and on consolidating nuclear materials
at a smaller number of sites is also needed. The latter effort should include in-

creased efforts to convert research using HEU to proliferation-resistant low-enriched
fuel. Purchases of HEU from research facilities that no longer require it should also

be considered.

(2) Undertaking new steps to stop nuclear smuggling. Once material has been sto-

len, the second line of defense is to prevent it from being smuggled into the hands
of a rogue state or terrorist group. This requires expanded international cooperation
involving police, intelligence, customs, and border agencies, including timely infor-

mation-sharing as well as provision of training and equipment. Regional analysis
centers where seized materials could be analyzed should be established, specialized
law enforcement units focusing on nuclear smuggling should be set up in key coun-

tries, and additional equipment and training should be provided to border guards
and customs agencies.

(3) Dismantling and monitoring nuclear weapons and materials. A broad regime
of information exchanges and mutual inspections

—
including monitoring to ensure

that warheads are being dismantled and the resulting nuclear material securely
managed—is needed to build confidence in the size and security of each side's nu-
clear stockpiles and the progress of nuclear arms reductions.

(4) Stopping the build-up of potential bomb materials. Ending the relentless

growth in the stockpiles of weapons-usable nuclear materials worldwide is a critical

aspect of any comprehensive plan to reduce the risks of nuclear theft. Intensified
efforts are needed to negotiate a global agreement to end production of fissile mate-
rials for weapons, and to find ways to replace the energy provided by Russian pluto-

nium-production reactors, so they can be shut down.
(5) Getting rid of excess stockpiles of bomb materials. With the dismantlement of

tens of thousands of nuclear warheads, both the United States and Russia have
hundreds of tons of bomb materials they no longer need. The U.S. is purchasing 500
tons of HEU from Russian weapons over 20 years, blended to proliferation-resistant
low-enriched uranium for civilian reactor fuel—a deal that reduces proliferation
risks, provides incentives for dismantlement, and provides much-needed hard cur-

rency for the Russian economy, all at little or no net cost to the U.S. taxpayer.
There are strong security arguments for buying even more HEU, and faster.

Excess plutonium poses more difficult issues. Plutonium cannot be blended to a

proliferation-resistant form in the same way HEU can, and either using it as fuel

in nuclear reactors or permanently disposing of it will require subsidies of hundreds
of millions or billions of dollars. All plutonium disposition options will take years
to implement, making secure, safeguarded interim storage the first priority. Tech-

nologies do exist that would make it possible to transform excess weapons pluto-
nium into forms that pose no more proliferation risk that spent fuel from commer-
cial nuclear reactors: What is needed now is the political will to choose one of these
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technologies and push it through to implementation, including providing the sub-

stantial subsidies needed to get the job done.

(6) Providing new jobs for the nuclear cities. Desperate economic conditions for

those charged with guarding and managing nuclear weapons and weapons-usable
materials would drastically increase the risk of nuclear theft. Just this situation

may now be developing, as the only mission of the ten nuclear "closed cities" in the

former Soviet Union—producing nuclear weapons and their essential ingredients
—

has largely vanished. New businesses for these cities are urgently needed. Among
other steps, the Industrial Partnering Program (IPP) should be expanded, and busi-

ness development conferences should be organized in the major nuclear cities, bring-

ing together ideas, investors, and sources of possible subsidies.

This plan would involve a wide array of major programs, each of which should
be carefully coordinated so as to exploit available synergies. For example, the large
sums of money involved in HEU purchases could finance other nuclear security ob-

jectives: The U.S. might agree, for example, to purchase an additional 100 tons of

HEU, if Russia agreed to spend the resulting income on financing an agreed ap-

proach to disposition of 50-100 tons of plutonium, or on improved security and ac-

counting measures at particular nuclear sites.

The problem is urgent, and solutions are available. The time for action to address
the threat of nuclear theft is now.

Senator NUNN. An opening statement by Chairman Roth will of

course, also be placed in the record.

[The prepared opening statement of Senator Roth follows:]

PREPARED OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR ROTH

This morning we continue our series of hearings on the global proliferation of

weapons of mass destruction, and focus on the questions, "How do we, and how
should we, respond to the black market for nuclear weapons, materials and tech-

nology."
Over the past two weeks, we have examined the material protection, control and

accounting—or "MPC&A"—systems for nuclear materials within the former Soviet

Union, as well as the demand for such materials and related technology. What we
saw, and what we heard, were troubling. On March 13th we saw a 7ault containing
nuclear materials monitored by a crude device comprised of sealing wax and string.
We saw decommissioned nuclear submarines and reactor compartments rusting in

a quiet Russian bay. And we heard about the vulnerability of the massive cache of

highly enriched uranium and plutonium generated during the Soviet era—enough
to produce several thousand nuclear weapons.
Two days ago we heard of Iraqi efforts to frustrate United Nations' inspections

of its chemical, biological and nuclear weapons capabilities. We heard further that

other rogue nations have acquired nuclear materials and technology, often by pur-

chasing from other countries items illegal to export from the United States.

In addition to these gloomier elements of the proliferation equation, we also heard

heartening news. Rather than curse the shadowy recesses of the nuclear bazaar, the

governments of the newly independent states and our Nation have already under-
taken successful, cooperative efforts to shore up the security of nuclear materials.

We will hear more of these enlightened efforts today. These hearings are thus not

meant to lay blame at the feet of the former Soviet Union or our federal agencies.

They are meant to draw attention to complex problems and to formulate a strategy
to solve them.
We have not chosen an easy task. The supply of nuclear weapons, materials and

technology is difficult to control, and the potential demand for these items is vast

and constantly evolving. As the dynamics of our international community evolve, so

does the potential demand for weapons of mass destruction. In this sense, nuclear

proliferation is as much a symptom of regional insecurity as it is a cause of global
unrest. And like the MPC&A issues we addressed on March 13th, the demand for

nuclear materials is colored by the unsettled political and economic climates of the

newly independent states.

Following the Cold War, we left an era of deadly but controlled nuclear stand-
off and entered a less orderly world where the acquisition of nuclear weapons con-

stitute realistic ambitions not only for rogue nations but also for terrorist organiza-
tions whose principal targets are America and its allies. In this new era, we are

faced with threats that are more diffuse but equally, if not more, lethal than the

old. These include the reawakening of ethnic hatreds, religious radicalism and the

globalization of criminal and terrorist networks.
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Every week, we read in the papers of nations seeking to develop or acquire nu-
clear weapons, or to hide their steps towards proliferation. Iran, Iraq, Libya and
North Korea, are only a few that have taken steps to develop indigenous nuclear

programs. In the case of Iraq, we were fortunate to identify and cripple its nuclear

capabilities during the Gulf War and through the cease-fire terms that followed.

However, as Ambassador Ekeus indicated on Wednesday, Iraq now may be attempt-
ing to rehabilitate its nuclear program. What we learn from these events is the need
for constant vigilance.

Moreover, potential customers of the nuclear black market are not limited to

rogue nations. They also include terrorist organizations and other sub-national

groups. Last fall, our Subcommittee learned that the Aum Shinrikyo, a terrorist or-

ganization based in Japan, attempted to procure nuclear materials and, perhaps,
weapons. Fortunately, its attempts were thwarted by Japanese authorities. Also last

fall, the Chechen resistance movement announced that it had buried a container of

nuclear materials in a Moscow park. Again, fortunately, the materials were secured
without harm after the Chechen group revealed their location. Nevertheless, these
cases illustrate that the demand for nuclear materials is more than conjecture.
To date, there have been but a handful of documented cases involving the traffick-

ing of sizable quantities of weapons-grade nuclear material from the former Soviet
Union. And there have been no instances of a rogue state or terrorist organization
threatening to detonate an actual nuclear weapon or dispersal device. But the provi-
dence we have experienced does not diminish the frightening potential of the nu-
clear black market. Nor does it excuse us from a rigorous inspection of the programs
our government has adopted to address these threats.

Let me again thank Senator Nunn and his staff for their work on these important
issues. Their efforts to piece together this confusing puzzle deserve our praise and
respect and demand our attention. For in a world where there are weapons of terri-

fying power and men of depraved heart and void of conscience, someone must stand

guard. We cannot rely on good fortune alone to protect us from the danger of nu-
clear proliferation.

Senator NuNN. Our first panel of witnesses this morning are
members of the Subcommittee staff, Deputy Chief Counsel John
Sopko and Staff Counsel Alan Edelman. They will present their
staff report on nuclear diversion. Both of them have done an enor-
mous amount of work in this.

John and Alan, I will ask both of you to stand. Let me give you
the oath before you begin testifying.
Do you swear the testimony you will give before the Subcommit-

tee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
so help you, God?
Mr. SoPKO. I do.

Mr. Edelman. I do.

Senator NuNN. Your entire statement will be part of the record
and we tell you that in advance so we can give you maximum in-

centive to summarize.

TESTIMONY OF JOHN F. SOPKO,i DEPUTY CHIEF COUNSEL TO
THE MINORITY, PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVES-
TIGATIONS, U.S. SENATE
Mr. Sopko. Thank you. Senator. I do not think we need that

much incentive in light of our extensive witness list today.
If you recall, Senator, back in May of 1994, you articulated some

of your fears when we had the hearing that brought in the FBI Di-

rector, the Director of the GermanBKA, and the Director of the Or-

ganized Crime Unit of the Russian MUD about the potential at
that time of nuclear smuggling.

Unfortunately, the concerns that you raised then have become a

reality. We have seen a deterioration of conditions and the concerns

* The prepared staff statement of Mr. Sopko and Mr. Edelman appears on page 355.
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of proliferation have raised. Reports from Europe detail known di-

versions of weapons-grade nuclear material, as the murky outline

of a nuclear black market begins to take form. Flyers advertising
circulate Russian weapons scientists in the Middle East. We have
an example of one which has been confirmed by government
sources to actually have been a real flyer that was circulated in the

Middle East and elsewhere soliciting jobs for out-of-work Soviet

weapons scientists. Such activities document our worst fears con-

cerning the brain drain.

The staff statement that appears in the appendix and is intro-

duced today encompasses a summary of the results of a 2-year in-

vestigation that included two fact-finding missions to Europe, hun-
dreds of interviews with members of our intelligence and law en-

forcement communities, as well as an equal number of interviews

with foreign officials, smugglers, scientists, and foreign policy ex-

perts. This is our third interim staff report on this subject, Senator
Nunn.
On the basis of the investigation, the staff believes that what is

currently known about illicit trafficking in nuclear weapons and
know-how demonstrates a threat this Nation cannot ignore. The

specter of what we do not know, however, is even more ominous.

However, certain conclusions are evident this morning and the staff

will make them.
The threat of nuclear diversion and trafficking from the former

Soviet Union is our Nation's No. 1 national security threat. The
threat is not theoretical but real, as evidenced by documented sei-

zures of weapons-usable uranium and plutonium in both the former
Soviet Union and elsewhere in Europe; as well as by the revela-

tions that Russian guidance systems for ICBMs have been discov-

ered in Jordan and Iraq.
The staff also concludes that there may be caches of weapons-

grade material unaccounted for in the former Soviet Union that

neither U.S. authorities or intelligence officials nor their counter-

parts in the former Soviet Union have been able to identify or ver-

ify-

Russia and the governments of the former Soviet Union have in-

creased their resolve in efforts to combat nuclear theft and improve
the protection and control of nuclear materials. That is a change
since May of 1994 and that is a positive event. Yet despite their

successes and their efforts to protect material and contain smug-
gling, the likelihood of diversion appears to be outpacing the ability
to secure these lethal materials.

The staff also concludes that efforts by the U.S. Government and

particularly the Departments of Defense and Energy to work with
Russia and the former Soviet Union to better control and safeguard
their vast stockpile of fissile material and weapons have been suc-

cessful and should be encouraged and expanded to meet this ever-

growing challenge to our national security.
Senator as mentioned in the course of these hearings, there is

broad consensus that nuclear material contained in the civilian re-

search institutes, reactors and power plants, is most vulnerable to

illicit diversion. The staff confirmed these concerns and found that

the civilian nuclear industry in the former Soviet Union, (1) does

not know the exact amount of fissile material produced or have an
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effective material counting system currently in place for this mate-
rial. And (2), it does not have an adequate national program for

physical security of fissile material and has only recently started

to devote resources and attention to the insider threat in their fa-

cilities.

In interviews with the staff, leading officials from Russia's two
nuclear regulatory agencies, MinAtom, the Ministry of Atomic En-

ergy, and Gosatomnadzor, GAN, admitted that the weakest mate-
rial protection control and accountability systems are in the civilian

research centers. The essence of the problem is that most civilian

facilities do not have complete and accurate inventories of their nu-

clear materials.

GAN officials admitted to the staff when we visited their offices

that they did not know how much material was located in the civil-

ian facilities in the former Soviet Union. In fact, the staff was told

that these facilities kept their inventory in terms of ruble value,
not the weight of the material. At one facility, plant officials admit-
ted their inventory of small disk-shaped fuel elements containing

plutonium and highly enriched uranium was estimated and could

be off by tens of thousands of fuel elements.
It was not unusual under the Soviet regime for facility managers

to withhold some nuclear material from their official accounting
system. By withholding excess material, managers could, if nec-

essary at a later time, make up for any shortfalls in meeting their

production quotas. As a result, many nuclear facilities may have

large unaccounted for caches of nuclear materials. If such nuclear
material was never counted in the first instance, its improper di-

version now will never be detected.

The staff was also told of instances in which GAN inspectors
have opened sealed canisters which purported to contain nuclear
material only to find the containers empty.

In addition to poor accounting systems, the staff found that the
civilian nuclear facilities are also notorious for their poor or non-
existent physical protection systems.
To respond to these problems, the U.S. Government has enacted

a number of programs. One of the most successful is the lab-to-lab

program run by the Department of Energy which will be discussed
in more detail later in the hearing.
The staff had a number of recommendations in response to these

problems. No. 1, Congress should consider additional funding to the

Department of Energy to cover the cost of new cooperative security
ventures with those labs and facilities that have just recently
joined the joint lab-to-lab program that the Department of Energy
is running. The staff has been advised that to adequately respond
to this opportunity would require an additional $25 million in ap-
propriations.
The staff also recommends that the Department of Energy devote

more attention to the issue of corruption and insider complicity
when designing security systems in the former Soviet Union. The
staff learned that there were technical means currently available
and others that could be developed with minimal additional re-

search that would increase the difficulty for an insider to override
a security system.
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In addition, the staff recommended that the government continue
its efforts to improve and develop an independent regulatory agen-
cy, such as GAN, in the former Soviet Union which can act as an
outside observer and make certain the systems are currently being
run in a proper way in the former Soviet Union.
The General Accounting Office, if you recall from their testimony

last week, recommended that for the short-term problem, the De-

partment of Energy should consider the deployment of large num-
bers of portal monitors in the former Soviet Union. In order to en-

courage Russian support for such an effort, they also suggested the

purchase and use wherever possible of indigenously produced mate-
rial.

Although the civilian sector is the main area of concern to most
experts, we cannot forget the Ministry of Defense and those mate-
rials and warheads currently under their control. As a senior U.S.

military and intelligence officer told the staff, "The more we learn
about security in their military complex, the more concerned we be-
come."
The staff has confirmed that security at some nuclear weapons

field sites may be suspect. For example, the staff recently inter-

viewed a former Russian military officer who had been assigned to

a nuclear weapons field base whose weapons were, by definition, in

a constant state of readiness. The officer stated that despite gates,
guards, and a security system which limited access to the warhead
facility, a base insider would be able to gain access to the storage
facility and steal a warhead without being detected.
The officer provided an account of overall base security which

was equally disturbing. Particularly, the officer noted that it was
common occurrence for the base to suffer electrical outages, some-
times because they did not pay their utility bills, that is, the Min-
istry of Defense did not pay its utility bills so their electric power
was cut off. When that happened, it would affect any special alarm
systems for warhead storage facilities.

The outer gates at the base, according to the officer, were guard-
ed not by soldiers but by civilians. The base in question held ap-
proximately 20 Scud-B nuclear warheads and an unknown number
of other nuclear artillery shells.

Russian officials have also privately confided that security is par-
ticularly suspect at certain weapons component and warhead dis-

assembly facilities. Ironically, Senators, the other key component of
our security system is the CTR program and its successes in the
dismantlement of the former Soviet weapons systems may actually
be posing new challenges, unforeseen challenges for the United
States and the West.
Ambassador James Goodby, the chief negotiator for the CTR pro-

gram, has publicly written and told the staff that our progress in

dismantling the thousands of weapons once targeted at the United
States and our allies has heightened the risks of theft and diver-
sion of the dismantled components and this new risk needs to be

urgently addressed.
In the view of many experts, upon dismantlement, these weapons

actually become more attractive to theft and diversion. A potential
smuggler no longer has to deal with the difficult and dangerous
task of dismantling a weapon. Weapons are then easier to trans-
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port and hide, and a smuggler no longer has to deal with what is

generally assumed to be better security at the actual military facili-

ties where the warheads are located.

As indicative of this problem, last Wednesday, we heard testi-

mony that Russian-made missile components, including sophisti-
cated guidance systems for long-range missiles, were discovered in

transit to Iraq. The staff has learned that these parts came from
the dismantlement process in the former Soviet Union.

Although the CTR program is intended to increase the security

surrounding this process, we heard major complaints on its slow-

ness. It is a difficult system, we recognize, but the staff rec-

ommends greater efforts in this area.

The staff also heard of a project to construct a centralized storage
facility in Mayak, Russia, to store up to 50,000 containers of fissile

material from dismantled warheads as well as 12,500 dismantled
nuclear warheads. Rather than multiple sites located across the
former Soviet Union, a number of centralized facilities would be
better for security. It has been a daunting challenge to try to de-

velop a centralized storage system. There again have been com-

plaints concerning its slow progress, but we recognize that a good
deal of blame for delays in constructing the facility must lie with
the Russians and their own legal and construction system.

Nevertheless, the staff makes the following recommendations

concerning the former Soviet military facilities. We recommend
that the managers of the CTR program and Congress should con-

tinue their monitoring of the storage facility construction program
at Mayak to ensure its completion in a timely manner, as well as
overall efforts to increase security over the dismantling process.
The staff recommends that funding of the CTR program should

not be cut back. Rather, it should be increased. Despite initial

delays in implementation of the CTR program, it has demonstrated
overall improvement in the speed and efficiency of its operations
over time.

Lastly, in light of the serious security problems at Naval facili-

ties that were highlighted by the staff inquiry, as well as last

week's hearing, both the Departments of Defense and Energy
should increase their efforts in this area and make it one of the

highest priorities.
At this time. Senators, Mr. Edelman will discuss a number of

other issues, particularly those issues dealing with the trafficking
in nuclear material that we uncovered on our investigation.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Edelman?

TESTIMONY OF ALAN EDELMAN,i COUNSEL TO THE MINOR-
ITY, PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS, U.S.
SENATE
Mr. Edelman. Stolen or diverted nuclear material presents a na-

tional security threat only if it can reach those who want it. As evi-

denced by the numerous seizures in Europe, poor border controls
in Russia and the Newly Independent States make it easy to smug-
gle nuclear material out of or into most any country. The facts of
the 1994 nuclear smuggling cases in Prague and in Munich dem-

1 The prepared staff statement of Mr. Sopko and Mr. Edelman appears on page 355.
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onstrate the ease with which material can transit the region. The
defendants in these cases used planes, trains, and automobiles to

transport their material and no one ever detected their deadly car-

goes.
Law enforcement officials in the Czech Republic told the staff

that the material seized in the Prague case, approximately 2.75

kilograms of highly enriched uranium, was transported by two indi-

viduals, a Czech national and a Russian national, by train from
Russia to Prague.
Senator NuNN. Let me ask a question at this point. We are

critiquing pretty seriously the former Soviet Union, including Rus-

sia, in terms of a lot of different material controls, export controls.

Did you take a look at how good our export controls are here?
Could we detect nuclear material coming in and out?
Mr. Edelman. I do not think in many respects that we are all

that much better, probably. I think if you went to U.S. airports
around this country, you would be hard pressed to find monitors
to detect nuclear material. So ih that sense

Senator NUNN. Do you think it is more likely to happen there
now with the economic strain they have and the transitions they
are going through, but in terms of really protecting our own, we
are not that great, either, is that what you are saying?
Mr. Edelman. I think we are not that great, nor are the coun-

tries of Western Europe. We have talked with law enforcement offi-

cials from Western European countries who told us quite frankly
that there are probably no countries, or a handful at most, that

may have any kind of detection devices at their border crossings for

this type of material.
Senator NuNN. I think we are going to hear from U.S. Customs

on some of their plans this morning on that.

Mr. SOPKO. Actually, Senator, I think the U.S. Customs Service
will announce today that they have a new program in this area
that is going to go into effect very soon, I think this week. Concern-

ing these particular monitors, I think I will let them describe them
in more detail.

Mr. Edelman. The staff also learned that two of the defendants
in the Munich case—which, as you recall, was the case in which
defendants were arrested as they arrived in Germany on a Luft-

hansa flight from Moscow with a plutonium-uranium mixture—
prior to that flight had brought a smaller sample of plutonium to

Munich from Moscow by train, and that took place 1 month before

they were actually arrested.

A more detailed description of the Prague and Munich cases is

found in Appendix B to our staff statement. The information set

forth in the Appendix was obtained by the staff during two fact-

finding missions to Europe and includes the analysis of numerous
documents which heretofore were unavailable to Western law en-

forcement and intelligence sources.

The staff obtained access to files, records, and individuals that
show some of the people and the networks that were used to obtain
the smuggled nuclear material. The staff confirmed the identity of

some of the key individuals involved, as well as new information

concerning the source of the material in Russia. To our knowledge,
this information has never been published in the United States.
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These cases have been down-played by some analysts because
the offenders were viewed as "amateurs", not smart enough to spot
a sting operation in the process. In the staffs opinion, however,
these cases are all the more significant for exactly that reason.

It is disturbing to us that amateurs could identify a source in

Russia, obtain weapons-usable nuclear material, and easily trans-

port it out of the former Soviet Union. Lacking any supporting
criminal organization, these amateurs were able to pass through
the border controls of various countries of Eastern and Western

Europe and ultimately negotiate with individuals for the delivery
of nuclear material. Indeed, if amateurs could accomplish that

much, then the possibility of what could be accomplished by crimi-

nal organizations or groups working perhaps in complicity with

rogue nations is a terrifying prospect.
In some respects, the amateurs of these cases represent a new

type of security threat. These people were not Mafia types, mem-
bers of organized crime groups, or even professional smugglers
even. Rather, they were a t3^e that seems more and more preva-
lent among the dislocated economic systems of Eastern Europe and
the former Soviet Union, people who buy, sell, or broker anything
they can get their hands on in order to obtain a profit.
For example, the chief defendant in the Prague case was a

former Czech nuclear physicist who left the nuclear industry be-

cause of its low pay and decided to open his own bakery. Having
failed at that business, he turned to the import-export business.

Similarly, the two main defendants in the Munich case were a
failed construction entrepreneur turned importer-exporter and a
former medical doctor who had turned to brokering military goods.
These cases also represent a new type of threat in that they in-

volve the first known instances of individuals with access to nu-
clear material being willing to steal to order. Previous cases in-

volved insiders who seized a moment of opportunity to walk off

with material which they hoped they could sell to someone at some
later point in time. But in both the Prague and Munich cases, sup-
pliers on the inside promised a continuing supply of material to

brokers who could sell it on the outside. These suppliers also be-

came involved in setting the price at which the material would be
sold to its ultimate buyer.

In the Prague case, the Czech defendant traveled to Russia to

participate in negotiations with his suppliers concerning the terms
for obtaining uranium and its transportation. After obtaining a

sample, the defendant ultimately found a buyer who wanted to be

supplied with five kilograms per month. The staff has learned that
the defendant went back to his suppliers and was told that they
could, in fact, deliver 40 kilograms within a short time frame and
up to one ton of uranium over a longer period.

In the Munich case, the defendants constantly consulted with
their suppliers while they were negotiating the terms of a deal with
their buyers. These suppliers provided the defendants with a small

sample of plutonium to bring to the buyers. However, the suppliers
constantly demanded prepayment for any ultimate deal.

The staff has learned that the reason the defendants had such
a small amount of plutonium with them when they were arrested
at the Munich airport was because they had had to purchase it
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with their own money. When their buyers refused to provide pre-

payment, one of the defendants sold his own car in order to obtain

enough money to buy a small amount from the suppliers for deliv-

ery to the buyers.
Sensing what he termed "the chance of a lifetime", the defendant

was hoping that by proving he could deliver a small amount of plu-

tonium, he could convince the buyers to provide at least some pre-

payment for later shipments. The staff has learned that the defend-

ants planned to deliver as much as 11 kilograms of plutonium.
As important as these cases may be, they, as almost all of the

known diversion cases, had no U.S. nexus on which to base a direct

involvement on the part of U.S. law enforcement. Thus, training
and technical assistance to our foreign counterparts has become a

key component of our government's overall program to address the

illicit trafficking problem.
Indeed, almost every U.S. agency involved in nuclear safety, law

enforcement, and proliferation has elected to help train FSU and
Eastern European personnel as one step in the direction of fulfill-

ing its mandate. While the staff found that a number of the train-

ing programs being provided appear to be very effective and bene-

ficial, there is no comprehensive plan for the government's overall

training effort.

As a result, the staff has learned that U.S. training and technical

assistance may not target priorities of the former Soviet Union.

Moreover, particular agencies' efforts may be duplicative of other

U.S. efforts and those of other countries or international organiza-
tions. And finally, few of the agencies have developed a system to

do follow-up reports or audits to determine whether the individuals

trained or the equipment provided is being used as planned.
The staff recommends in light of this that one agency or individ-

ual be given the responsibility to oversee all nuclear smuggling and
law enforcement-related training and technical assistance. Regard-
less of where this function should reside, it should include over-

sight of law enforcement, intelligence, and AID, as well as military-
related assistance in order to avoid duplication of efforts. It should
also include an effective system of vetting trainees, monitoring pro-

gram effectiveness, and follow-up audits to ensure that training is

being used for intended purposes.
The Prague and the Munich cases show how easy it is to smuggle

nuclear material even in the highly developed regions of Europe.
However, the staff found widespread concern among nonprolifera-
tion experts that the Southern tier states of the former Soviet

Union are just as likely as Europe to be used as a transit route for

nuclear materials coming out of Russia; indeed, perhaps even more
so.

The geography of the region supports a basis for these concerns.

This region of the former Soviet Union borders Iran and China and
is close to Iraq, Syria, India, and Pakistan. In addition, the region
is full of already established narcotics and conventional weapons
smuggling routes.

Members of the staff have visited some of the borders in the

Caucasus and have seen unprotected borders in Armenia and Geor-

gia. The staff has been told that Azerbaijan has few, if any, border

guards along its border with Iran and that the fence between the
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two countries is largely dismantled. Official U.S. Customs Service

trip reports reviewed by the staff describe similar problems in

Kazakstan, Kjo-gyzstan, and Turkmenistan.
U.S. Customs officials who visited Turkmenistan witnessed bor-

der guards waving cars through into Iran. Witnesses have told the
staff that bribing border guards is also easy and routine. We have
been told that "for a bottle of vodka, you can get across the border
without papers, and for $100, a carload of goods and travelers can
be arranged to cross without any inspection."
The problems of this region are perhaps best summed up by a

former Azerbaijani official who told the staff, "An3rthing can be

brought in or taken out of the country for the right price."
The staff has learned also that officials from proliferant states

are trying to induce nuclear specialists fi-om the Southern tier to

help them in their nuclear programs and are seeking high tech-

nology and dual-use nuclear materials from the region. Since 1992,
Iranian officials regularly have sponsored scientific exchanges with
nuclear specialists in Georgia and Kazakstan and have regularly
visited this region. News reports also claimed that officials fi*om

North Korea, Iraq, and Iran had been in Uzbekistan in 1992 to re-

cruit nuclear scientists.

Iranian-owned export-import businesses have sprung up in many
of these countries. Indeed, it was reports of Iranian interest in ob-

taining uranium from Kazakstan that led to the United States op-
eration known as Project Sapphire, which involved the purchase of

approximately 600 kilograms of highly enriched uranium fi-om the
Kazakh government. Ironically, the staff was told by Kazakh offi-

cials that after the conclusion of Project Sapphire, the Kazakh gov-
ernment was berated by a senior Pakistani official for not selling
this uranium to Pakistan.

Although proliferation specialists in the U.S. readily admit that
this is a problem area, until recently, the nonproliferation commu-
nity has paid little attention to the region. Traditionally, the re-

sources that are spent on the former Soviet Union have been ear-

marked for Russia first and then the other nuclear states, Ukraine,
Belarus, and Kazakhstan. Only a small amount of funding is di-

rected to the remaining states of the former Soviet Union, espe-
cially those in the Southern tier.

The staff believes that such a policy is short-sided and could be

ignoring one of the key areas of the nuclear black market. The staff

recommends that additional attention and resources be given to the

potential for nuclear smuggling from and through the Southern
tier. Training and technical assistance should be increased to these

Newly Independent States. Additionally, our intelligence and law
enforcement communities should devote more resources to collect-

ing and analyzing information pertaining to smuggling operations
and organized crime activities in that region.
The end of the Cold War has left many within the Russian de-

fense industry, including skilled nuclear weapons scientists, with
little or no work or income. Scientists in the civilian sector have
fared little better. During our conversations with the directors of

the Kurchatov Institute, the staff was informed that top scientists

there make the equivalent of $30 a month. The lack of pay or jobs
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has created an atmosphere where some scientists may be forced to

look for work elsewhere.
The staff has obtained a copy of this flyer, which it confirmed

was circulating in the Middle East in 1994. It is from a company
called the Hong Kong Sun Shine Industrial Company. The com-

pany claims in its ad that it can sell Chinese weapons, including
rocket guns, rocket launchers, amphibious tanks, and middle- and

short-range guided missiles. The staff has confirmed through gov-
ernment sources that this company was, in fact, involved in illegal
arms trading.

Perhaps the most shocking statement in the advertisement,
though, is the following, where the company states, "We have de-

tailed files of hundreds of former Soviet Union experts in the field

of rocket, missile, and nuclear weapons. These weapons experts are

willing to work in a country which needs their skills and can offer

reasonable pay."
The Russian military has also been affected by the economic

problems besetting the country at large. General Maslin of the Rus-
sian Ministry of Defense's 12th Main Directorate has stated that
salaries for military troops in charge of nuclear warheads have
sometimes been a month or two overdue.

Indeed, in our interview with the Russian officer from the nu-
clear field base, the staff was told that black market activity in-

volving all types of commodities was common among the troops as
a way to make money. The officer stated that this activity started
from the very top, including the base commander, and that the

troops would sell anything, including base equipment and even ar-

mored personnel carriers.

In fact, the officer told the staff that some of the base's training
warheads may have been dismantled and their components sold on
the black market. Training warheads are exact replicas of nuclear
warheads except for the fact that they do not contain the fissile

material. According to the officer, at the time his base was
denuclearized, no orders were ever given as to what to do with
these training warheads. As a result, they remained on the base for

over a year with no guidance as to their disposition. The officer told

the staff that he saw one warhead that had been buried for lack
of anything better to do with it. The others, he surmised, had prob-
ably been sold off.

U.S. efforts to improve the security of weapons and fissile mate-
rial in the former Soviet Union have enjoyed substantial successes
and are gaining momentum, but the challenges and dangers con-

tinue to grow. Worsening economic dislocation in the former Soviet
Union has caused threats that have simply outpaced our efforts at

protection and control of nuclear materials and technology.
Fissile material leakage into an emerging nuclear black market

has become a reality. There is a real possibility that former Soviet

weapons scientists and their lethal know-how will be lost to rogue
nations. These weapons of unimaginable destructive power appear
increasingly within the grasp of nations, groups, and individuals

willing to do what we dare not even imagine.
In light of this new threat, we must be willing to rethink our

Cold War strategies, critically analyze our international conven-
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tions and treaties and forge new policies that are responsive to this

new challenge.
Mr. Chairman, that concludes our formal statement and we

would be happy to respond to any questions you have for us.

Senator NuNN. You mention the Southern tier and the inatten-

tion that is given the Southern tier, and then on page 30 of your
staff statement—you did not give this orally, I do not believe, but

you say, "The problem of inattention to the Southern tier is exacer-

bated by the paucity of trained regional specialists and qualified

linguists in the U.S. Government to design and implement pro-

grams there."

You go on to say, "Part of this is due to misplaced bias in U.S.

Government personnel policies against regional expertise. Many ex-

perts in the U.S. Government who desire to become regional spe-
cialists believe they will be penalized for doing so."

Could you elaborate on that while we have our government wit-

nesses here, because I would like for them to also respond to that
when they testify. Does that mean we are discouraging specialists

inadvertently in those areas?
Mr. Edelman. It seems we are encouraging people to become

generalists rather than specialists. We have been told that people
in the Intelligence Community are only assigned to areas like this

for a short period of time and that if you end up being a specialist
in an area such as the Southern tier for any more than a few years,
it can end up being a death knell, perhaps, for your career in the

Foreign Service or in the Intelligence Community.
As well, we would note that the Brown Commission report, which

is the report of the Commission on Roles and Capabilities of the
U.S. Intelligence Community, has also cited this as a weakness. It

recommends that analysts be encouraged to remain with their sub-
stantive areas of expertise rather than having to constantly rotate

to other areas or to serve in management positions in order to be

promoted.
Senator NuNN. You have a lot of recommendations. Have you

captured all the recommendations beginning on page 49? Does that

capture all the recommendations that are made in the whole re-

port, page 49, 50, and 51, 55, 56? Is that the summary of all of

them?
Mr. Edelman. Yes. I believe this attempts to summarize in one

space in the staff statement the recommendations that are scat-

tered throughout.
Senator NuNN. If you had to choose the three or four most impor-

tant recommendations, you have probably 40 or 50 here, counting
those that are given by other people, what would be the three or

four most important ones?
Mr. SOPKO. Senator, I think probably the most important one is

to increase the funding for the Department of Energy's MPC&A
program, as well as for the Department of Defense
Senator NUNN. Tell us what those initials mean for people who

are not familiar.

Mr. SoPKO. I am sorry. Material protection, control, and account-

ability. Senator, it is a lot cheaper to protect the material at the
source. Basically, you have two programs out there working aggres-
sively in this area. One is the CTR program, which is the threat
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reduction program, the Nunn-Lugar program. It focuses more on
the miHtary side. On the civihan side, where the greatest threat

exists, you have the lab-to-lab program or the MPC&A program in

the Department of Energy.
Senator NUNN. I believe you overall have given that program

good marks, right?
Mr. SOPKO. That is correct, Senator.
Senator NuNN. You have some suggestions, but you found that

the Department of Energy is doing a good job overall?
Mr. SoPKO. That is correct, Senator. But actually, they are start-

ing—their success has actually overtaken themselves. There are
more Russian laboratories coming on board, more institutes who
want to cooperate with the Energy Department. The problem is

that funding has not kept pace with it. We believe that Energy has
the structure available that can actually increase and expand to in-

corporate new resources.
But on the other hand, Senator, that is just one element. I think

this has to be a multi-agency and a multi-focused approach. That
is protection at the source, at the facilities. You also have to worry
about if it does leave that place, that facility, the next line of de-
fense is going to be at the borders.
So I would think the second major recommendation is we need

a very aggressive and coordinated—and I emphasize coordinated—
response to technical assistance and training for those countries,
either Russia, the Baltics, the Southern tier, to try to stop potential
material diversion at their borders. That is going to be difficult,

just like our trjdng to stop drugs at the U.S. border has been ex-

tremely difficult and some have said we have not been too success-

ful, but you still need to emphasize that.

The third point, and I think this was made by Dr. Bertsch from
the University of Georgia, is you have to assist these countries in

setting up some type of export control system, a realistic export
control system, to stop the "legal" sale of material and technical
know-how. I think those would probably be the three most impor-
tant.

The fourth one is probably developing GAN or some independent
agency that can monitor
Senator NuNN. You mean in Russia?
Mr. SoPKO. In Russia, as well as in the Ukraine or the other

countries. Those would be the three or four major recommendations
I would make, probably in addition to the Southern tier, which ev-

eryone we have spoken to in and out of the government, in Europe,
in Russia, and elsewhere is that is the area we are missing right
now.
Senator Nunn. Would you name the countries you are talking

about in the Southern tier?

Mr. SoPKO. As you can see from the border. Senator, they stretch
all the way from Kazakhstan, which borders China; Kyrgyzstan,
which borders China; Tajikistan, which borders China and Afghan-
istan; Uzbekistan, which borders Afghanistan; Turkmenistan,
which borders Afghanistan and Iran. Then you go through the Cas-
pian Sea and you go up to Georgia and the countries in that region
there, Azerbaijan, Armenia—my eyes are not that good. Senator.
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Senator Nunn. Would someone also turn the map around so that

Senator Smith can see it?

Mr. SOPKO. But when we talk about that Southern tier, that is

what we are talking about, not going toward Western Europe. Be-
cause ironically, Senator, as some of the witnesses previously said,
that is where your best law enforcement is going to be, in Ger-

many. It is going to be in the Baltics. It will be that area. Why
would a smuggler go that way if the proliferators we are worried
about are in the South?
Senator NuNN. You really have to go both ways, though, do you

not? You are saying the priority now, the biggest gap is in the
South?
Mr. SoPKO. That is correct, Senator. I am not sajdng, ignore the

West and the Baltics, but we ought to emphasize we have to focus

down there in the South.
Senator NuNN. When you say go both ways, you mean law en-

forcement go both ways.
Mr. SoPKO. Law enforcement.
Senator NuNN. But in terms of smuggling, they are more likely

to go the way of least resistance and that is the Southern tier.

Mr. SoPKO. That is easier. Senator. We have spoken to people
and some members of the staff have traveled down there. You can-
not even tell where the borders are, and particularly the internal

borders. You can go from Russia into Kazakhstan and not know
you are in it. There is no border control there, very little for the
most part. Then you go from Kazakhstan right into the next coun-

try. There is no border control down there, or minimal, at best.

Senator NuNN. Mr. Edelman, do you have any other highlights
or recommendations that you would like to emphasize?
Mr. Edelman. Perhaps the other recommendation would be with

respect to the scientists, particularly the weapons scientists who re-

main in Russia and who have very little income and little opportu-
nities or ways to feed their families and yet have some of the most
deadly knowledge known to man.

I think we heard from Dr. Schweitzer last week that there were,
he thought, over 60,000 of these scientists which he termed a pro-
liferation threat in terms of having the ability to help a country
construct these kinds of weapons. The longer that these people re-

main without an ability to put food on the table for their families

or clothe their children, the more we face a threat that these people
may go elsewhere.
Senator NuNN. We have some efforts underway. The Nunn-Lugar

program funds laboratories. The Japanese have put money in that.

The Europeans have. How many Russians are we emplojdng in

those laboratories?
Mr. Edelman. I am not sure of the numbers.
Senator NuNN. Then you have the Energy Department's lab-to-

lab. Do you know how many of these 60,000—I believe 30,000 of

those 60,000 were aerospace means of delivery-type scientists and
about another 30,000 were either nuclear, chemical, or biological,
as I recall the breakdown.
Mr. SoPKO. Senator, on pages 35 and 36, we reference it. I be-

lieve at least 11,000 former weapons scientists have participated in

the International Science and Technology Centers, and I believe
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another 2,000 have been involved in the U.S. Industrial Coalition,
which is part of the Energy Department's Industrial Partnering
Program.
Those are numbers of people who have been involved. The prob-

lem is the funding levels and whether these people are committed
to continue their involvement in these programs. If I am not mis-

taken, I believe the funding level is either flat or has gone down
for both of those programs.
What I think Dr. Schweitzer commented on is you are trying to

convince Russian scientists or a Russian weapons specialist to actu-

ally give up working in a field he has been working in for 20 or

30 years; to give up his retirement system; to give up his health
and benefits system, to work on a program which Congress has
said it may fund for only a year. You need a long-term commitment
from us that this is something that they should be working in, and
I think that is the point.
We may have had 12,000 or 20,000 people involved, but for how

long? And how great is that commitment to get into the civilian

sector, to start using their techniques of developing bombs to be
used for civilian or peaceful purposes?
Senator NUNN. I think everybody would acknowledge that no

matter what we do, even if everything you recommend we do, we
do correctly and we fund correctly, most of the work has to be done
within these countries, is that right?

Mr. Edelman. Yes, we would agree with that.

Senator Nunn. So we are kidding ourselves if we think we are

going to solve their problem. But it also is true the biggest security
threat is to those countries, even though it is a security threat to

us, too, so they have a great deal of incentive to work on their own
problems.
My question is, you talked to probably hundreds of different offi-

cials in Russia and Eastern European countries and some of the
Southern tier countries. What is the attitude generally speaking in

terms of their willingness to tackle their own problems and to put
their own resources into this crucial area?

Mr. Edelman. On the law enforcement side, I would say that the
law enforcement officials that we have spoken to do recognize this

is a problem, are concerned about the diversion and smuggling of
these materials, and have devoted efforts to stop it and to stop it

before it gets out of the former Soviet Union and into other coun-
tries. In fact, Russian law enforcement authorities have made nu-
merous arrests within the borders of Russia of individuals who had
stolen material from various facilities throughout the country, so
there does seem to be both an appreciation of the problem and a

willingness and determination to go after it on the law enforcement
side.

Mr. SOPKO. I think with the laboratories. Senator, you are seeing
a commitment, and I am certain the Department of Energy can

give you more examples, but you are having more laboratories and
facilities interested in participating with the United States and
they are making that commitment.

I think you see a commitment from the higher officials. President
Yeltsin has called for this conference next month which is going to

be dealing with the whole issue of nuclear security and he will be
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meeting with President Clinton and other world leaders on this

issue.

Senator NUNN. Senator Smith?

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SMITH
Senator Smith. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me just commend you and your staff for the tremendous

service I think you have done for your country, as well as the free

world, in bringing this matter to our attention in the amount of de-

tail that you have.
I just want to follow up for a few moments on the brain drain

issue. You mentioned the 60,000 scientists. Are there more of these

scientists coming out of the pipeline anywhere? Are the Russians
still producing these scientists, still educating them and sending
them out into the pipeline, only to be frustrated and to move on,
or is there an end to this? Are there just 60,000, or is that number
fluid?

Mr. SOPKO. Senator, the 60,000 number was actually a number
that I believe Dr. Schweitzer, who ran the Moscow center, was the
initial Executive Director, came up with. There are millions of sci-

entists who were involved in the weapons and nuclear programs.
He has said they have identified about 60,000 who have that tjrpe
of capability that we should be concerned about from a proliferation

point of view.

Senator NUNN. Mainly those involved with weapons of mass de-

struction or the means to deliver those weapons of mass destruc-
tion.

Mr. SoPKO. That is correct.

Senator Nunn. That is the 60,000, I think.

Mr. SoPKO. Yes. He is identifying probably 60,000 who have the

unique capabilities.
Senator NuNN. But I think Senator Smith is asking a very im-

portant question. He is saying if we were to capture all that 60,000,
are we going to have 10,000 more next year? Is there a never end-

ing supply of them?
Mr. SoPKO. Probably there are other people entering the system.

Their schools are still producing scientists. But whether you have
the people who still have those years of experience, because we are

talking about 60,000 people who have experience in making this

material and these weapons. I do not have a direct answer to that.

There probably are some, but a lot less, coming down the pipeline.
Senator Smith. When you talk in your report here about the fact

that this project, the Department of Energy's Industrial Partnering
Program, your point is, though, that it is not enough, that it is not

long-term enough and scientists are not interested or they are not
able to get people to come into this because it is not long-term. But
even in the short term, it is better than $30 a month, is it not?
Mr. SoPKO. That is correct. Senator.
Senator Smith. So you are getting some benefit from that?
Mr. SoPKO. Absolutely, Senator.
Senator NuNN. One of the frustrating things here, and there is

a legitimate point, some of the critics. Senator Smith, of this pro-
gram have said, look, some of those people are working part-time
and they are going over to their normal job and they are continuing
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to work to, let us say, build weapons and so forth for Russia. The

question then becomes, are we subsidizing Russia's continued mili-

tary efforts?

The answer to that is, it is a mixed answer because the answer
is partially yes, but what you are trying to do is wean them away.
But the main thing you are trying to do is not to get them to quit

working in Russia. That would be a desirable goal. But the main

thing is not having them end up in Libya or North Korea or Iran

or Iraq or some country like that. So if you can keep them in Rus-

sia, we know we are going to have a continued Russian nuclear

threat for a long, long time to come.
Senator Smith. That was my next point, and I did come in late

and I apologize for that and it may have been addressed
Senator NUNN. No, that had not, but that is a key point in the

debate up here on the Hill, I think.

Senator Smith. What evidence do we have of who is going where?
Are any of them in North Korea, in Iran, or in Iraq?

Mr. Edelman. There is a report which has been confirmed and
was discussed a little bit at last week's hearing that Russian au-

thorities had stopped a planeload of, I believe it was missile sci-

entists who were on their way to North Korea. The plane was

stopped before it left Russia and the scientists never left the coun-

try. So there was that one instance involving North Korea.

As well, the staff has obtained a copy—I do not know if we have
the blow-up here—but a copy of a flyer that was circulating in the

Middle East in 1994 in which a Hong Kong company is advertising
the fact that, as they claim, they have detailed files of hundreds
of former Soviet Union weapons scientists, including nuclear weap-
ons scientists, who are, according to the ad, available to work in

other countries for, what they say, reasonable pay.
Senator Smith. When these people emigrate, which is probably

not a very good word, but leave these countries, is there any at-

tempt to stop them by Russian authorities or are they just simply
allowed to go?
Mr. SOPKO. They are trying to stop them. Senator, but a lot of

times, people just sort of drop out of the system. I think what Dr.

Schweitzer mentioned last time in talking to other people is it is

not so much the fear of people emigrating, because very few Rus-
sians want to go and live in Iran or Iraq, either. It is more their

giving away their techniques on like a 2-week trip. They go for a

vacation or go for a month or two and then come back.

The Russians, and I think the other Newly Independent States,
are looking at that, but they cannot stop people from travel any
more than we can here, and I do not think we would want to rec-

ommend them shut their borders totally to emigration.
Senator Smith. What are these countries offering them? I as-

sume by your testimony some of them are getting there to these

countries, hopefully not as many as we might expect, but what does
Iran have to offer these folks?

Mr. Edelman. I think it is mainly just more money than they
can make doing what they are presently doing; or perhaps that

they can do what they are not presently doing in the Soviet Union.

Many of these individuals are unemployed, or even if they are em-
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ployed, as we mentioned, are getting basically the equivalent of

about $30 a month.
We should also point out that given today's advanced tech-

nologies, a lot of these scientists do not even have to leave the

country in order to provide help to some of these countries that we
are concerned about. We have seen reports where scientists in Rus-
sia have been giving advice and answering technical questions to

outside countries over the Internet, basically, and they get paid on
the basis of their help through answering detailed technical ques-
tions over worldwide communications links.

Mr. SOPKO. Senator, everything, just to add, that they offer,

these countries or groups, as we found out with the Aum Shinrikyo
when we did that hearing, that they were trying to recruit Russian
and Ukrainian scientists and may have actually succeeded in that,

they give these scientists something to do in their field. Many of

these laboratories and facilities have no money, so they have actu-

ally stopped research. You may be on the pa3a'oll of such and such
a metallurgical institute, but there is nothing in the institute any-
more. Everyone has stolen all of the components. No one is getting

paid. It is an empty building.
You are a scientist who has devoted your life to studying some

type of field. You are approached by somebody who says, look, if

you want to continue your research, we will fund it. That is what
the Aum Shinrikyo was doing. They were in the Ukraine and Rus-
sia offering money asking scientists to continue their research.

They were sa3ang they were very interested—here is money for a
research paper. And, as a scientist or a professional who is faced
with either doing nothing versus continuing his research, that is an
offer that he may not refuse. It may not just be the money. It may
be professional pride and experience.
Senator Smith. Mr. Chairman, I just want to ask one more fol-

low-up question on this point and then I would be happy to yield
back.

I guess the obvious question for all of us here is you have painted
a pretty grim picture, a sobering picture of what the situation is.

I guess the question is, is it reversible? Have so many now gone
to these countries that we are now going to have to gear up in a
mode that prepares us to perhaps in the next few years consider
these nations capable of using these weapons—capable, if not nec-

essarily intending—but capable of using these weapons against us
because of these scientists or are we in a position that we can re-

verse this by simply stopping any future brain drain, as well as
materials. Obviously, it is not just the scientists. It is the mate-

rials, as well, so I would combine materials and scientists both in

that question.
Mr. Edelman. I guess we should point out in the context of all

this discussion, and it was pointed out by Dr. Schweitzer last week,
and he has had far more experience in this area than we have, but
he stated that the vast majority of Russian scientists that he has
talked with and dealt with in the centers over the years he was
there, are very loyal citizens to their countries and do not want to

get involved with countries like Iran or Iraq and want to stay in

their own country and work there, if at all possible.
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But nevertheless, it does not take all that many to create a real

concern. You do not have to have 60,000 scientists in your country.
A few dozen or 100 or so are probably more than enough to cause
real damage.
Senator Smith. That is my point, though. Are the few dozen

there already?
Mr. Edelman. Unfortunately, I do not know how much real hard

information we have in terms of how many may have gotten out
and where they may have ended up, and that is a real challenge
for our Intelligence Community and our country to determine.
Senator Smith. I have a couple more questions, but go ahead.
Senator NuNN. Is there anything else you want to add before we

call our next panel?
Mr. SOPKO. Senator, briefly, I just wanted to mention that we do

have a series of statements for the record that have been provided
by a number of institutions and individuals and we would ask that

they be made part of the hearing record. We thank them very
much for their assistance, and they are very good statements we
recommend people reviewing.
Senator NuNN. Without objection.
John and Alan, you have done a superb job. This represents lit-

erally thousands of hours of your time in the last 12 to 16 months,
and we appreciate very much your thorough report.
Senator Smith. Mr. Chairman, as they leave, could I just ask one

question? On your sources, you feel very confident and comfortable
with the sources of most of your information, I assume?
Mr. SoPKO. That is correct, Senator. Many times we cannot iden-

tify them for their own protection.
Senator Smith. Obviously.
Mr. SoPKO. But we feel very confident of our sources.

Senator NuNN. I would also invite the attention of our Executive
Branch witnesses over the next couple of weeks, if you can, to the
recommendations that have been made. There are too many to re-

spond to here today. There are probably 40 or 50 of them. We will

be studying them here. There are a number of them I know that
I already completely endorse, but they bear close study.

I would ask you to study the ones within your range of expertise
in terms of the agencies and please give us your pros and cons of

it. We would just like your frank assessment. Senator Smith, Sen-
ator Lugar, and I, and perhaps Senator Roth, are thinking in terms
of updating the whole Nunn-Lugar legislation and putting together
a much more comprehensive approach to this problem in the over-

all. You and I had discussed that once before.

This set of recommendations, 40 or 50 of them here, are not just
staff recommendations but GAO recommendations and experts that
we had testify last week, will be those that will be our beginning
point to see which parts of them need legislative attention, and
even those that do not, whether we can make legislative rec-

ommendations to the Executive Branch in this respect.
Mr. SoPKO. Senator, if I could just add, you asked for the staff

to contact all of the witnesses who previously appeared and testi-

fied before the Subcommittee to give get their recommendations.
There is an additional document that we would ask to be offered
into the record, which is a series of letters from all of those wit-
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nesses with their recommendations. It is called "Recommendations
for Improvement Submitted by Subcommittee Witnesses." We
would ask that this be included in the record. ^

Senator NUNN. Good. We will put that in the record following
your recommendations so we will have them all in one group. With-
out objection, that will be done.
Mr. SOPKO. Thank you, Senator.
Senator NuNN. Our next witnesses, in this order, if you could

sort of be arranged from left to right, we will call on you in this

order, and if all of you will remain standing because I will swear
in all the witnesses as we do before the Subcommittee.
Our witnesses are Thomas McNamara, who is the Assistant Sec-

retary, Bureau of Political-Military Affairs, Department of State;
Frank Miller, Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense,
International Security Policy, Department of Defense; Charles Cur-

tis, Deputy Secretary, Department of Energy; Robert Blitzer, Sec-

tion Chief, Domestic Terrorism/Counterterrorism, Federal Bureau
of Investigation; Connie Fenchel, Director, Strategic Investigations
Division, U.S. Customs Service; and Dr. Gordon Oehler, Director,

Nonproliferation Center of the Central Intelligence Agency.
If all of you will hold up your right hand, please, those who are

going to testify, I will swear you in.

Do you swear the testimony you will give before the Subcommit-
tee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
so help you, God?
Mr. McNamara. I do.

Mr. Miller. I do.

Mr. Curtis. I do.

Mr. Blitzer. I do.

Ms. Fenchel. I do.

Mr. Oehler. I do.

Senator NuNN. Thank you. I know all of you have very thorough
statements which we have studied and will study with great care.

In the interest of being able to have as much exchange as possible,
I would ask that you summarize your statements somewhere be-
tween 5 and 10 minutes. We will not be exact on that, but hope-
fully to give us a chance for discussion, if you could do that.

Mr. McNamara, we will start with you.

TESTIMONY OF THOMAS E. McNAMARA,2 ASSISTANT SEC-
RETARY, BUREAU OF POLITICAL-MILITARY AFFAIRS, DE-
PARTMENT OF STATE
Mr. McNamara. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to address the Sub-

committee and I would like to summarize what I have already sub-
mitted. There is an expanded version of my statement, which I

would request be included in the record.

Senator NUNN. All the statements will be part of the record,
without objection.

Mr. McNamara. The breakup of the Soviet empire radically
changed the proliferation landscape. We are, in a sense, victims of
our own success. The end of the Cold War and dramatic reductions

' See Exhibit No. 14 which appears on page 717.
^The prepared statement of Mr. McNamara appears on page 424.
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in nuclear weapons have borne the seeds of a new nuclear danger.
Nuclear weapons and nuclear weapons-usable materials did not

disappear when they have fulfilled their political purpose; nor do
the scientific knowledge and technical skills that produced those

weapons disappear.
Thousands of nuclear weapons and hundreds of tons of weapons-

usable uranium and plutonium have been rendered excess by our
success in reducing nuclear arsenals. A proliferator or a terrorist

needs only a few kilograms of plutonium—roughly an amount the
size of a soda can—to destroy a city. It is thus imperative that we
protect nuclear materials, control nuclear technology, and redirect

weapons scientists to peaceful pursuits.
The Soviet system for protecting and controlling nuclear mate-

rials worked within their totalitarian police-state structure. As the
nations of the former Soviet Union move to democratic forms of

government, they confront the complex task of protecting nuclear
materials within free societies. They also face economic dislocation

and the emergence of organized crime. Both the temptation and the
means to divert nuclear materials, therefore, have increased sig-

nificantly.
The security of nuclear materials and technology has been a top

priority foreign policy objective of both the Congress and the Presi-

dent for two consecutive administrations. The vision and leadership
of you—Senator Nunn—and Senator Lugar, have been critical to

the Executive Branch efforts. Our mutual commitment is clearly
demonstrated in legislation sponsored by Senators Nunn and Lugar
establishing the $1.5 billion Cooperative Threat Reduction (CRT)
program for the former Soviet Union.

This shared sense of purpose and priority is also reflected in leg-
islation establishing the Nonproliferation and Disarmament Fund,
and the fiscal year 1996 Department of Energy appropriation for

nuclear material security upgrades.
The President has involved himself and all levels of the Execu-

tive Branch in this endeavor. Vice President Gore's excellent rela-

tionship with Prime Minister Chernomyrdin has allowed us to

make great strides in adding dozens of additional sites to our nu-
clear material security upgrade program. These two men have
taken a personal and direct interest in the programs.

Secretary Christopher and the heads of every other agency in-

volved and every other agency represented here, and other senior
officials throughout the government have taken a personal interest,
and personal roles in this effort. With respect to the State Depart-
ment, Deputy Secretary Talbott, Under Secretary Davis, myself,
and my entire bureau are deeply engaged in the subject.

Moreover, the President has appointed Ambassador Morningstar
as his assistance coordinator for the Newly Independent States,
and Ambassador Jim Goodby as his principal negotiator and spe-
cial representative for nuclear security and dismantlement. All of

these activities are coordinated by the National Security Council.
From the beginning, this adminstration has pursued a strategy

that combines diplomatic initiatives, arms control efforts, technical,
and law enforcement initiatives to reduce these new risks that are

arising. Many U.S. agencies are involved, but there is a simple core

logic behind the multifaceted effort. That is, nuclear weapons, nu-
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clear materials, and nuclear expertise must be properly secured.

Excess quantities of nuclear material must be reduced and every
effort must be made to ensure that the gains we have made in

arms control become irreversible.

Let me outline the major elements of the administration's strat-

egy. First, we ensured that new nuclear weapon states did not

emerge from the breakup of the Soviet Union. The Ukraine,
Kazakstan, and Belarus joined the NPT and agreed to remove all

nuclear weapons from their territory. Removal is completed in

Kazakstan. It is progressing well in the Ukraine and Belarus.

Through our CTR program, we have worked to ensure that these

and other Russian strategic systems are dismantled in a timely
and safe manner in Russia.
The second element—dismantling nuclear weapons—eliminates

one problem but creates another, as has been mentioned earlier,

large stockpiles of nuclear materials from the dismantled weapons.
Theft of nuclear materials would save a would-be proliferator hun-
dreds of millions of dollars and years of sophisticated engineering.
Therefore, we are working to reduce the stockpiles of nuclear weap-
ons grade materials in the former Soviet Union, and working with
Russia and the other states on ways to render the nuclear material

from dismantled nuclear weapons unusable for future nuclear

weapons.
Third, we are working to secure existing stockpiles with effective

systems of nuclear materials protection, accounting, and control.

This involves creating independent regulatory authorities and im-

plementing facility specific security measures.

Fourth, we must also be able to interdict thefts so that nuclear
materials are not handed over to terrorists or governments seeking
nuclear weapons. We are assisting these new countries to create ef-

fective customs and export control systems and we are helping
them to write new laws, establish new agencies, and develop the
technical capabilities to implement effective controls. We have also

initiated international cooperation to combat nuclear smuggling.
Finally, the threat of nuclear proliferation does not stem from

nuclear materials alone. Soviet nuclear weapons programs em-

ployed thousands of scientists and engineers with expertise invalu-

able to terrorists or rogue states. Through the science and tech-

nology centers in Russia and the Ukraine and the Industrial

Partnering Program, the IPP program, we are funding cooperative
projects with Western scientists that engage thousands of scientists

throughout the former Soviet Union in constructive, peaceful
projects.

This multi-faceted approach to the security problem requires the
coordinated efforts on the part of many agencies. These efforts cost

money. The CTR and related programs have already paid huge
dividends for U.S. security. Hundreds of nuclear materials are no

longer mounted on missiles targeted on the United States. Tons of

nuclear materials are already out of reach of smugglers and terror-

ists. The continuation of these programs, however, is vital to the

safety of the American people and we need to continue them.
We know that the resources are not unlimited, however. Hard

choices need to be made and priorities need to be established. Some
facilities in Russia, and in other countries, are far less secure than
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some others. A small number of civilian facilities pose the greatest
risks and these have received the highest priority attention. We
have assured ourselves by addressing their needs. We have also de-

veloped an agreed plan to upgrade security at these locations and
assistance is flowing to implement that plan. Specifics on the plan
are contained in a number of reports, including one that was re-

leased at the Hyde Park Summit last year.
Security at military facilities is better, allowing longer-term solu-

tions, such as purchase of the HEU from the weapons for resale as

power reactor fuel, construction of new storage facilities for pluto-
nium from the dismantled warheads, and development of long-term
plans for disposition of plutonium. We are pursuing all of these

things with the Russians.
But resources are not the only limiting factor. Russia is proceed-

ing very cautiously, in what they see as a very sensitive area. Some
in Russia are wary of too close cooperation with the United States.
The pace, in fact, is slower than we would like, but the progress
has been real and we think it is, getting better as time goes by.
We know that nuclear weapons grade material is at risk and we

know that there are covert networks out to acquire sensitive tech-

nology for weapons of mass destruction. We also know that crimi-

nals have obtained at least small quantities of nuclear material in

the past few years. The international community sees this threat
and is taking steps necessary to meet it. We have no evidence that
a successful transaction involving weapons-usable material has oc-

curred or that an extensive nuclear black market has yet devel-

oped.
To our knowledge, nuclear smuggling almost always results in

the arrest of the traffickers. Indeed, most cases involve flim-flam
artists peddling bogus, though sometimes dangerous, material. But
the danger from even one successful case of diversion, whether it

involves a nuclear weapon, weapons-usable nuclear materials, or
the technical expertise of nuclear scientists is most serious.

We are attacking the problem at every level and using the full

range of tools available to us. We will have to combat this problem
for the remainder of this century and beyond. Resources must be

applied not only to the high profile activities that dominate popular
fiction on this topic, but also to the more mundane and more effec-

tive efforts to secure nuclear material at the source. We also need
to reduce the supply of weapons-usable material. This is going to

be a very long-distance run and we are in it for the long haul.
I would like to note that there is a global convergence of views

regarding the importance of this issue. Our concern is mirrored by
that of the government of Russia. The most dramatic evidence of
this convergence of views is President Yeltsin's initiative in

convoking next month's Moscow Nuclear Summit. This initiative

was warmly and immediately accepted by President Clinton and
the other P-8 leaders.
Next month, the focused attention of the world and its leaders

will be on these issues in Moscow.
Just let me close by saying that today, we are focused on nuclear

issues, but I want to also note the serious threat presented by
chemical and biological weapons in the hands of terrorists and
rogue states. One important thing we can do quickly to help meet
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this throat is for the Senate to move with all due haste to ratify
the Chemical Weapons Convention, since the CWC provisions will

make it more difficult for terrorists and rogue states to obtain

chemical weapons and easier for governments to take action, collec-

tively and individually, to fight terrorists and rogue states seeking
such weapons.
Mr. Chairman, I would now like to defer to my colleagues to de-

tail the roles of their agencies in implementing the President's pol-

icy on this very critical issue.

Senator NUNN. Thank you, Mr. McNamara.
Mr. Miller.

TESTIMONY OF FRANK MILLER,* PRINCIPAL DEPUTY ASSIST-
ANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE, INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
POLICY, DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
Mr. Miller. Mr. Chairman, Senator Smith, I am pleased to be

able to represent the Defense Department at today's hearings.
Senator NuNN. Senator Smith, if any particular question comes

up while they are testifying, feel free to inquire.
Mr. Miller. My boss. Assistant Secretary Ash Carter, is dis-

appointed not to be here today. As you know. Assistant Secretary
Carter and Secretary Perry have been the key drivers in the De-
fense Department and within the U.S. Government in a lot of the

Cooperative Threat Reduction efforts. Assistant Secretary Carter is

in Moscow today undertaking discussions with the Russian govern-
ment on some of these very issues.

The Defense Department has long agreed with the central

premise of this hearing, that is, that the breakup of the Soviet

Union, while greatly diminishing the possibility of a mass orga-
nized nuclear attack on the United States, has at the same time
created a unique and new danger for the proliferation of weapons
of mass destruction.

Over the last 5 years, through the Cooperative Threat Reduction

program, which is more popularly known as the Nunn-Lugar pro-

gram, the Department of Defense has devoted $1.5 billion to reduce
the threat posed by the dangerous nuclear chemical and biological

weapons legacies of the Cold War and we are requesting over $300
million more in fiscal year 1997.
We have not undertaken this effort out of altruism but we have

undertaken it because it truly represents defense by other means.
Reducing these threats now is the best way to be sure we will not
have to face them in the future.
The Secretary of Defense puts it this way. "When I am chal-

lenged by the Congress, which I am, to justify the expenditure of
defense funds for what some of them consider non-defense pur-
poses, I tell them that these programs are an example of defense

by other means, that is, we are strengthening our own security by
helping the Russians reduce their nuclear weaponry. These are the
benefits of engagement."
The Vice President has praised the Nunn-Lugar program for its

contributions to defense conversion, peaceful employment of weap-
ons scientists, dismantling of strategic systems, and protecting nu-

' The prepared statement of Mr. Miller appears on page 438.
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clear weapons and materials, as well as tearing down the old and
weary monuments to the Cold War that helped keep our nations
locked in nuclear competition for generations.
Given the potential for former Soviet nuclear, biological, and

chemical weapons to threaten the United States, our armed forces,
and our allies, this danger deserves more public attention than it

has received, and partly as a result of the misperception of the

threat, the Congress itself cut the fiscal year 1996 Cooperative
Threat Reduction budget by 20 percent last year.

Every year, the CTR program has battled misconceptions that it

is foreign aid and that it helps the Russians more than it helps us.

Of course, as the quote from Secretary Perry I used a few moments
ago demonstrates, that is not true, and for this reason the Depart-
ment welcomes these hearings and the opportunity they represent
to highlight the serious threat posed by proliferation and our re-

sponses as a government to them.
Senator Nunn, you and Senator Lugar deserve special apprecia-

tion for your foresight in giving the Department of Defense the
tools necessary to address this top security priority. You recognized
this threat in the fall of 1991 and your strong support for our De-

partment's efforts have made our successes possible.
We set ourselves a series of objectives at the beginning of the

Nunn-Lugar program and I would like to briefly indicate what
those objectives were and the progress we have made to date on
them.

First, it was to prevent the proliferation of other nuclear states,
to prevent the Soviet Union from producing many nations that
were nuclear weapons states, and we are on the verge of complet-
ing this goal. The last nuclear warhead left Kazakstan last year,
and Belarus and Ukraine are on track to be nuclear weapons-free
this year.

Second, stimulate and hasten nuclear reductions. Thanks in

large part to U.S. efforts, including those under CTR, the launchers
for over 3,400 strategic nuclear warheads formerly aimed at the
United States no longer exist and reductions in strategic offensive

launchers throughout the former Soviet Union are ahead of the
START I Treaty schedule.

Third, safeguard weapons in Russia, what we call weapons pro-
tection, control, and accounting or PC&A. The Russian Ministry of

Defense's transport and storage of nuclear weapons destined for

dismantlement is safer and far more secure thanks to DOD's co-

operation with the Russian Ministry of Defense.

Fourth, safeguard weapons-usable material, what is called, as
was said earlier, MPC&A, material protection, control, and ac-

counting. Whether in civil or military facilities, efforts funded ini-

tially by the Department of Defense and now by the Department
of Energy are designed to ensure that bomb-grade materials are
not diverted into the hands of proliferators. We have enjoyed some
major successes in this area. For example, the agreement to pur-
chase blended down highly enriched uranium removed from Soviet
nuclear weapons for use in U.S. power reactors, and the removal,
as indicated earlier, of over 20 bombs' worth of material from
Kazakstan through Project Sapphire.
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Nevertheless, we need to do more in this area. Cooperation in

Ukraine, Belarus, and Kazakstan has been quite good, but better

cooperation from the Russian Ministry of Atomic Energy is nec-

essary to make significant progress on this challenging program.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Miller, let me ask you one question here.

This one has to be approached carefully, and I do not advocate nec-

essarily spending so-called Nunn-Lugar money on this, but I do
think that the Russian naval problems, both with reactors and
some of the bases and the material going into those reactors, is a
source of great concern, not just from a smuggling and terrorism

basis, but also environmental concern, in terms of dumping, ocean

dumping. I know Senator Stevens has been very concerned about
this.

Mr. Miller. Yes, sir.

Senator NuNN. Our Navy has been extremely reluctant to even
come within 4,500 miles of that situation because our Navy, under-

standably, has had almost a perfect safety record, remarkable, and
I commend them for it. But somebody at the DOD level is going
to have to say, what is in the national interest here, particularly
since the Russian navy, at least at some points in time, has been

very anxious for our cooperation. Part of that is because they want
some money, but part of it is also a question of expertise.

I would hope that DOD, and you can talk to Secretary Perry and
Ash Carter about this, would take a look at how we could get our

Navy to really start communicating with the Russian navy and
having exchange with the Russian navy and buffer them institu-

tionally from the charge that they fear, which is, I understand it,

that somehow if something goes wrong over there and they come
anywhere near it, and they think things will go wrong, it is their

fault.

Mr. Miller. Yes, sir.

Senator Nunn. There ought to be a way, institutionally, to do

that, and it has to be cautious. It has to be step-by-step. It does
not have to involve any money at the beginning. You have to deter-

mine that as you go along.
But I think for us to sit here and watch this situation develop,

and our staff documented some of the real problems in the naval

handling of material, the Russian navy, and Senator Stevens has
over and over again talked about the problems environmentally in

terms of dumping some of these reactors, for us to just watch that
and to let an institutional, an understandable institutional psychol-
ogy block some of the best experts in the whole world, which is the
U.S. Navy in terms of safety of this kind of a situation, to let that
continue indefinitely it seems to me is unacceptable.
Mr. Miller. Senator, I think I can say to you we are not going

to let that continue, but what we are doing
Senator NuNN. It has been going on for a long time.
Mr. Miller. It has indeed. Senator.
Senator Nunn. I remember when the Russians were here back

several years ago, it was not this administration but a previous
one, they were here and the Russian navy, some people had plans
of all the blueprints of some of the things they were building and
some of the things they were doing, sat in a hotel room in Wash-
ington for 3 or 4 days and could not get a meeting with anybody.
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It is the kind of stuff we would have paid Dr. Oehler and his crowd
bilhons of dollars to find out, and they were sitting over in a hotel
room and nobody would even talk to them.

Finally, we got some people at the NSC to talk to them, but it

is an institutional psychology, and you know it. Somebody has to

break through it and at the same time protect our Navy from any
kind of charge that if something goes wrong over there and they
have had any contact, that it is their fault. I do not know how you
do it, but it is a challenge that somebody has to tackle.

Mr. Miller. It is a challenge. We are working on it. We are

working on it cooperatively with the Department of Energy. I will

say that there is one thing that we have to get past with the Rus-
sian navy and that is there is a bit of the Cold War mindset still

in the Russian navy
Senator Nunn. No doubt.
Mr. Miller [continuing]. And part of that is to say, if we are

going to give you some access to our facilities, we want reciprocity
and we want access to U.S. facilities. Senator, you and Senator
Smith know full well that U.S. Navy nuclear propulsion is the most
advanced in the world and there are things that we do not want
anybody to see in that.

Senator NuNN. And we do not need their help in safety, too. I

mean, it is just a world of realism. They do need our help in that

regard.
Mr. Miller. Yes, sir. We need to get past their idea that there

has to be full reciprocity and transparency in the naval nuclear es-

tablishment, so we are working on that with the Department of En-
ergy.
Senator NuNN. Good.
Mr. Miller. The fifth area, sir, it has been hit on several times

today, is the prevention of the diversion of talent. The original leg-
islation which established the Cooperative Threat Reduction pro-
gram highlighted the threat embodied by weapons scientists from
the former Soviet Union emigrating to places that would employ
them in the building and use of nuclear, biological, and chemical

weapons around the world.
The International Science and Technology Center in Moscow,

which also serves Minsk and Almaty, Kazakstan, and the Center
in Kiev, which were initially funded by CTR legislation and are
now managed by the State Department, have not only created

peaceful employment for over 10,000 weapons scientists and engi-
neers, but also have ensured that they are not recruited abroad to

serve rogue states' weapons programs. And I would subscribe sure-

ly to the comments by the Committee staff that this has to be an
ongoing effort. You cannot give them one pot of money and say that
is it.

Sixth, we have been catalyzing the conversion of the oversized
Soviet weapons establishment. Defense conversion efforts under
CTR have been quite successful, although they represent a small

portion of the program's budget. Secretary Perry refers to defense
conversion as win-win-win—a win for U.S. security, a win for Rus-
sia's economy, and a win for the converted firms.

Congressional reaction to these programs has not always been
positive, but defense conversion's impact on the proliferation threat
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cannot be ignored. We are providing profitable commercial work for

defense plants and that reduces the pressure to produce more
weapons for the Russian MOD or to export those weapons to

proliferators. DOD's efforts in this area are complimented by activi-

ties carried out by the Department of Commerce, by OPIC, by the
State Department, and by the Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency.

Seventh, we are stimulating the elimination of chemical and bio-

logical weapons capabilities. We have a good effort underway to

jump-start Russia's commitment to eliminate its chemical weapons
stocks and we are developing projects to support destruction and

ultimately conversion of Russia's chemical weapons production fa-

cilities. We also have a project underway in Kazakstan to eliminate
a former Soviet biological weapons facility.

Eighth, strengthen export controls. First under the Nunn-Lugar
legislation and now under State Department auspices, there is a
modest program underway to strengthen the legal, procedural, and
hardware tools available to control exports of dangerous weapons,
materials, and dual-use technologies. Outside of Russia, coopera-
tion with recipients has been excellent.

And last, there is the work of strengthening the hand of the U.S.
Government to detect and interdict smuggling into the United
States and that is a role for other agencies.
Of these nine missions, the material protection, control, and ac-

counting and the weapons protection, control, and accounting are

probably most relevant for today's discussion. In our view, the un-
secured weapons material is one of the most serious problems on
the list and not enough is being done and much more is possible,
but in our view, the principal problem is not technology or money.
The main obstacle is getting the cooperation of some authorities in

Russia, especially in MinAtom.
In other countries and in other Russian agencies, cooperation is

strong. It is important to recognize that threat reduction takes

place in a political context, as the case with Ukraine today dem-
onstrates. Ukraine decided to live up to its commitments to return
the nuclear weapons on its territory because the United States is

building a broad, strong relationship with Ukraine, including in the
defense field. We promised that Ukraine would be more secure
without nuclear weapons than with them and we have lived up to

that promise through strong political, economic, and security as-

sistance.

In Russia, some officials in government, including some senior

ones, continue to believe that threat reduction is somehow more in

the interest of the United States than it is in Russia's interest. Se-

curity services in Russia wrongly suspect that secrets are leaking,
whereas, in fact, all programs take fully into account Russian de-
sires to safeguard sensitive information. Over time, in a manner
that varies from Russian agency to Russian agency, this suspicious
attitude affects our ability to get cooperation.
But it is important, as you have indicated. Senator, for all ele-

ments of the Russian government to realize that the weapons and
material and the problems they create belong to them. We cannot
address the situation without their help and active participation.
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I should note that we have had some recent progress in our deal-

ings, and in DOE's dealings, I should say, and Secretary Curtis can
talk to it, with MinAtom, but that is not enough and we need to

keep it sustained.

Finally, sir, and it is nothing that you have not heard before
from any agency, we need money. We are requesting $327 million
in fiscal year 1997 and we believe we need every penny of it.

Senator NUNN. You said million, not billion, did you not?
Mr. Miller. I said million, sir, million.

Mr. Curtis. It is unusual from the Department of Defense to

speak in millions.

Mr. Miller. Not these days.
Senator SMITH. Pocket change.
Mr. Miller. The problem is large and the opportunities are great

and there will be a threat to reduce for many years to come. We
have only scratched the surface, for example, in the surface of the
chemical and biological fields.

Mr. Chairman, I have brought four photos to demonstrate CTR
at work. This is a picture of carving up Bear bombers in Russia,
weapons systems that we used to watch flying down our coasts and
now are being eliminated with American assistance.
The next picture is of Project Sapphire, which you know is a com-

bined interagency project. This is the nuclear material being loaded
on board U.S. Air Force aircraft, flying out of Kazakstan under
pretty bad weather conditions, and that was a major success, as I

said, over 20 bombs' worth of material.
Senator NUNN. That particular shipment, the Sapphire oper-

ation, if it had gotten in the wrong hands, if that material had got-
ten in the wrong hands, it was the equivalent of making about 20
bombs?
Mr. Miller. Potentially 20 bombs, yes, sir.

There has been some discussion of the Mayak nuclear weapons
storage facility. That has been stored for a long time. There is now
progress there. This shows that there is work underway right now
to start building the foundations of the Mayak facility.
Senator NuNN. That is the one that is taking so long, in plans

and starting?
Mr. Miller. Yes, and we are now beginning to have some break-

throughs as a result of the Vice President's work with Prime Min-
ister Chernomyrdin.
Senator NUNN. What is going to be the advantage of that fi-om

our security point of view when that is built, because that is a lot

of money?
Mr. Miller. This will hold up to 25,000 containers of fissile ma-

terial drawn from weapons in a single, centralized, well-secured fa-

cility.

Senator NUNN. The advantage is not having that same material

spread in insecure facilities all over Russia?
Mr. Miller. Yes, sir. That is right.
Senator Smith. Who guards it?

Mr. Miller. That, I beheve, will be guarded by the Russian Min-
istry of Atomic Energy, but it will have, we believe, state-of-the-art
intrusion detection systems and the rest. There is a lot of work to
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do here, Senator Smith, and a lot of work to do with the MinAtom
people to get this project from what you see there to something
Senator Smith. But you feel it is secure?
Mr. Miller. We will not fund or help fund a design that does

not provide for security in the most state-of-the-art way.
And finally, this is just a picture of a rail car. We are working

with the Russian Ministry of Defense to improve the safety of the
rail cars that they use to transport nuclear weapons both back
from three other independent states and within Russia, so that if

there is an accident, that we do not get leakage of plutonium, so
we do not have a nuclear accident, and also that helps protect
these cars' interiors against terrorists. And that program, as I said,
with the Russian Ministry of Defense is going very, very well.

I should say. Senator Smith asked, is all of this reversible? Could
bad things happen? I would be remiss if I did not say that while
it is not the subject of toda/s hearing, in addition to our DOD pro-
liferation activities to cut off proliferation at the source, we are un-

dertaking a substantial counter-proliferation initiative to assist

other agencies first in halting proliferation if it occurs, that is on
route from the source to other end users. We are also ensuring that
our armed forces are upgraded so that they are fully capable of

dealing with contingencies in which our opponents would possess
weapons of mass destruction.

Sir, that concludes my remarks.
Senator NuNN. One other question here, and this would also go

to the Department of Energy, too, and probably the FBI, and that
is we will have in next week's hearing, Wednesday, we will have
a hearing about what happens, God forbid, if we in this country
had a terrorist attack using chemical, biological, or nuclear and
how would we respond to it, and I am afraid the answers we are

going to get are going to show how far we have to go.
But one of the things in the anti-terrorism bill that passed the

Senate that got knocked out in the House, and that bill is now in

conference, is the ability of the military legally to assist domestic
law enforcement where required in carefully crafted emergency sit-

uations involving chemical or biological weapons. I am told that al-

most the only expertise we have in this country in terms of being
able to deal with that kind of an attack if it took place here and
to be able to do it safely, with people going in with the right kind
of equipment, know-how, and techniques to be able to deal with the
aftermath of that, resides primarily in our Department of Defense.
Are we doing any cross work with local police and fire depart-

ments now in terms of helping train or equip those kinds of forces,
domestic law enforcement, in terms of dealing with a chemical or

biological attack?
Mr. Miller. I do not know the answer to that. Senator, but I will

make sure that whoever is up here on the 27th is able
Senator Nunn. It is my understanding you are going to have to

have some legal authority, but I would like to
Mr. Miller. I do not know, sir. I will certainly make sure that

we are able to address that next week.
Senator Nunn. We have emergency teams, I believe, in terms of

the nuclear side of it. I do not think we have anything equivalent
on chemical and biological.
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Mr. Blitzer. Senator, on the chemical-biological side, we do work
very closely with DOD in this arena and there are groups in DOD
that are
Senator NuNN. This is the FBI?
Mr. Blitzer. Yes, sir, that have very specific areas of expertise

that we can bring to bear fairly rapidly.
Senator NuNN. The FBI does?
Mr. Blitzer. Yes, sir.

Senator NuNN. Do you depend on DOD or do you have your own
trained people that have the right kind of equipment to go in after
a chemical attack?
Mr. Blitzer. It is actually a little bit of both. Our hostage rescue

team has some capabilities to respond in that type of environment.
The role of the hostage rescue team is to clear an area so that we
can bring DOD assets in quickly, either in a nuclear or a chemical-

biological environment.
Senator NuNN. The people on the scene, I mean, in most of your

FBI offices, you have a very small number of people and the people
on the scene that are going to have to get there in the first 2 or
3 hours are going to be police and firemen.
Mr. Blitzer. You are absolutely right, and that is the problem.
Senator Nunn. Is anybody training them now?
Mr. Blitzer. I appeared a couple of weeks ago in a different com-

mittee on chemical-biological matters and there was a fire chief
that was in from Maryland. My impression is that there is very lit-

tle training going on and it is an area that needs a lot of attention.
Senator NuNN. We are going to have to address it. We will get

some more information from you, Mr. Blitzer, as we go along here.

Deputy Secretary Charles Curtis of Energy, we appreciate very
much you being here, Mr. Secretary.

TESTIMONY OF CHARLES B. CURTIS,i DEPUTY SECRETARY,
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Mr. Curtis. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Senator Smith. It is a

pleasure to come before you to discuss these very important mat-
ters.

Mr. Chairman, before I get into my oral statement, let me say
that the Department does provide a great deal of training in nu-
clear response and also has capabilities to support chemical-biologi-
cal responses. Some of that is appropriate for your open discussion

hearings next week and some of it would be better treated in a
classified report. But I will make sure our witnesses are prepared
to address it comprehensively for you.
Senator NuNN. Is it fair to say we are further along the line of

nuclear in terms of emergency response than we are chemical and
biological?
Mr. Curtis. Yes, I think that is certainly so.

Senator NuNN. All right.
Mr. Curtis. Your hearings have already well documented the

threat posed by the potential spread of materials, expertise, and
technology to rogue states and terrorist groups and it is indeed a
clear and present danger to the security interest of the United

1 The prepared statement of Mr. Curtis apjjears on page 448.
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States and to the world community of nations. The breakup of the
Soviet Union, as some of your earher witnesses have pointed out,
is presenting novel proliferation challenges.

First, the nuclear materials safeguards in Russia and the Newly
Independent States are being exposed to vulnerabilities they were
simply not designed to withstand. They need to be changed.

Second, difficult economic conditions and declining living stand-

ards, which have been discussed in this proceeding already, are

clearly complicating the situation in the former Soviet Union and
creating a corresponding threat that weapons expertise may escape
former Soviet state borders. The evidence is clear, these
vulnerabilities of the former Soviet Union are potentially ours, as
well.

I have detailed in my written statement the background, current

status, and general strategy of several of our programs and initia-

tives to deal with the unique circumstances presented by the

breakup of the Soviet Union. I will not repeat that discussion in

these remarks. Let me simply state that our Materials Protection
Control and Accounting (MPC&A) Program and our Industrial

Partnering Program (IPP) have been successful, though much,
much work remains to be done. Your witnesses have said so and
the statistics speak for themselves.

Suffice it to say that our lab-to-lab MPC&A program has quickly
helped secure now many tons of weapons-grade material, the equiv-
alent of hundreds of nuclear weapons, and at a wide range of sites

in the former Soviet Union. This program provides technology to

police it and help shape the security culture of the FSU States.

Our IPP program is now employing the equivalent of over 2,000
weapons scientists, engineers, and technicians in peaceful activities

and we are able to leverage that in the private sector with con-

tributions on a 2-to-l ratio.

The Department's complementary IPP and MPC&A activities are
both designed to foster the indigenous capability and responsibility
of the former Soviet Union States. This is a point. Senator, that

you made in your opening statement. It is a point I strongly agree
with. Ultimately, only Russia and the other Newly Independent
States can ensure the security of their nuclear materials. They
must take the responsibility.
We can, though, act as a catalyst to spur the development of in-

digenous systems for nuclear materials security by providing expe-
rience, technology, procedures, and training where it is needed
most, and that is what we are doing.

Relatedly, I would note here that we have had similar favorable

experience with our departmental and its associated national lab-

oratory programs in working to increase Newly Independent State
nuclear safety, to help shut down plutonium production reactors in
Russia with former military missions at Tomsk and Krasnoyarsk,
to develop plans for long-term fissile materials management and
disposition, and to improve export controls.

We have also made progress in working with the Congress to put
the Russian HEU agreement on a firm long-term footing. This leg-
islation now awaits final Congressional approval and it deserves

your bipartisan support.
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Despite the progress I have noted, a prudent fear of what we do
not know remains. I would particularly like to emphasize here the

Department's nonproliferation research and development program,
which has developed critical technologies for detecting and charac-

terizing nuclear production, as well as for monitoring and verifying
nuclear agreements and activities. These technologies have direct

application to detection, identification, and prevention of nuclear

smuggling and potential terrorist activities, as you will hear from
our colleagues at the Department of Commerce.

I do note that the Subcommittee will conduct a hearing on our
Nuclear Emergency Search Team, or NEST, next week. These ca-

pabilities include search and identification of nuclear materials,
diagnostics, and assessment of suspected nuclear devices and dis-

ablement and containment programs. Personnel are volunteers,
highly skilled, highly trained, highly motivated, and highly mobile.
We are also working with the Department of Defense in support of
its counter-proliferation strategy, something that you. Senator
Nunn, and I met last on in Los Alamos in the spring of 1994.
As I conclude these brief remarks, I recognize that this testimony

offers only modest reassurance and encouragement. The Depart-
ment of Energy is addressing the problem in as effective and as

comprehensive a way as we have been able to find. We are making
progress, indeed, quite remarkable progress in the last year or so.

But the scope of the problem remains large and, in important re-

spects, is dependent upon the willingness and ability of the states
of the former Soviet Union and parties internal to them to cooper-
ate or act.

I would like to add just two additional points to this. We believe
immediate efforts by these programs are an investment in our na-
tional security. They are not foreign aid. We cannot solve the prob-
lem alone, but we surely can help solve it.

Second, the progress in these fronts is now paced by multiple fac-

tors. Availability of funds is one, of course, and this has been dis-

cussed. Also, the political climate in Russia and of the other Newly
Independent States and U.S. domestic support for these efforts,
which is not yet established nor reliably sustaining.
While we cannot help but focus on the near-term threats, it is

also important to orient our concerns today between the past and
the future. We are overcoming some of our old threats as we look
forward to forestall future ones. Where once public debate turned
on the anticipated Soviet threat, we now seek to cope with threats
derived from the Soviet Union's past. In the next several years, the

security of nuclear materials in these states will almost certainly
lag behind what is needed, despite our best efforts and those of
other nations involved.

Looking to the future, the Department's projections for the year
2010 show U.S. and world oil dependency upon Middle East na-
tions as growing significantly. Other projections, such as those of
the International Energy Agency, are consistent with this. The re-
sult could well be a massive influx, perhaps over $1 trillion addi-

tional, additional revenues into this highly sensitive geopolitical re-

gion, an invitation to mischief. It is critically important that we
conclude the job of securing these materials as rapidly and as ur-

gently as we can.
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Mr. Chairman, I commend this Subcommittee for contributing to

an informed pubhc discussion on this matter. I commend the staff

report. I will study its recommendations and I will attempt to re-

spond to your questions with respect to those recommendations fol-

lowing these remarks.
But before I conclude, I would like to take a minute to com-

pliment the six laboratories whose expertise sits at the core of our

capabilities to deal with this problem. They are the Los Alamos Na-
tional Laboratory, the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory,
the Sandia National Laboratory, Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
Brookhaven National Laboratory, and the Pacific Northwest Na-
tional Laboratory. These laboratories are a capacity for action. The
talent and dedication of the people involved is really laudable and
it has given us the opportunity to make meaningful results.

I would like to also single out Mark Mullen of the Los Alamos
National Laboratory, who has journeyed to Washington ft-om what
I regard as a more appropriate climate in New Mexico, but he has

journeyed to Washington, spent a year-and-a-half really pushing
this program into shape, and I also want to compliment Ken
Luongo, who has done an absolutely terrific job as a steward on the

part of the Department of Energy in managing this program.
Lastly, I want to say something about my boss. Secretary

O'Leary, whose leadership and sustained commitment has really
made this possible. Thank you.
Senator Nunn. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
If you would pass on to the laboratory directors and all their

teams that we hear very good reports about what they are doing.
I think that is an enormously important program. I believe that we
have some testimony that is going to be part of the record from
some of those leaders.

Mr. Blitzer, we are glad to have you, Robert Blitzer of the FBL

TESTIMONY OF ROBERT M. BLITZER,i SECTION CfflEF, DO-
MESTIC TERRORISM/COUNTERTERRORISM, FEDERAL BU-
REAU OF INVESTIGATION

Mr. Blitzer. Mr. Chairman, Senator Smith, thank you for this

opportunity to address the Committee and to join my colleagues on
the panel whose agencies are members of a national-level working
group on nuclear security and smuggling.

Trafficking in nuclear materials has emerged as a problem of

international proportions which, if left unchecked, has the potential
to develop into a major global crisis. In response, the U.S. Govern-
ment has developed a multi-tiered strategy, which includes diplo-

matic, technical, security, law enforcement, and intelligence initia-

tives.

This strategy was formed by the National Security Council,
which established a working group to coordinate efforts relating to

nuclear safeguards and security. The working group is made up of

representatives from the Departments of State, Energy, Commerce,
Defense, U.S. Customs Service, the Nuclear Regulatory Commis-
sion, the Intelligence Community, and the FBI.

' The prepared statement of Mr. Blitzer appears on page 459.
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The potential threat of terrorist acquisition of nuclear material
or a device is the basis for the FBI's efforts to combat illicit nuclear

trafficking. As such, the FBI's investigative strategy in cases in-

volving allegations of illicit trafficking of nuclear materials is to

pursue the case at its source or to its source.
Cases investigated by foreign law enforcement agencies have so

far demonstrated that states of the former Soviet Union are in-

creasingly faced with an urgent need for highly specialized training
and survey/detection equipment to counter nuclear trafficking.

In response to their calls for help and recognizing the threats

posed to our Nation's security by the proliferation of weapons of
mass destruction (WMD), the Senate added language to the Na-
tional Defense Authorization Act for fiscal year 1995. This act obli-

gates proliferation training funds for a program to be carried out
jointly by the Department of Defense and the FBI in support of

weapons of mass destruction training for the Baltics, Eastern Eu-
rope, and the Republics of the former Soviet Union.

. Within a few weeks, Congress will receive a joint DOD/FBI re-

port that sets out our proposed international training program to
counter nuclear trafficking and diversion of weapons of mass de-
struction materials.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Blitzer, you say we are going to get that re-

port in the next several weeks?
Mr. Blitzer. The next few weeks, about 2 or 3 weeks, Senator.
Senator NuNN. Have you run into great difficulties in putting

that together? Is it something that was not of interest to the var-
ious departments?
Mr. Blitzer. I think it was of great interest to the various de-

partments.
Senator Nunn. We thought you were going to pick up and really

run with it and it has been a slow mover.
Mr. Miller. Senator, if I might, we bear some responsibility for

that and what I want you to know is that one arm of the—I rep-
resent the entire Department at this table. One arm of OSD had
picked up that report and what was produced was not up to stand-
ards. We have taken that over in the policy area. We are working
with the FBI. We will have something for you in a couple of weeks
which will meet the Armed Services Committee's standards.

Senator NuNN. At the FBI, what is your level of enthusiasm for
that program?
Mr. Blitzer. I think we have a great level of enthusiasm for that

program. What we believe needs to be done is basically a 3-phase
program. We think we need to train ourselves, frankly. We think
once we have our trainers trained, that we can utilize them in the
International Law Enforcement Academy in Budapest, Hungary, to

train, we think, about 12 countries a year on both—it is not just
the FBI, Senator. It is U.S. Customs and DOE and
Senator NuNN. Right.
Mr. Blitzer. It is not just the FBI training here. It is a whole

panoply of agencies who will engage in this training initiative.
Senator NuNN. When Director Freeh made his trip about a year

ago, did he not find very receptive audiences in the former Soviet
Union countries where he went in terms of coordination and train-

ing and for the U.S. law enforcement?
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Mr. Blitzer. Yes, sir, he really did, and recently, you may know
he was in Switzerland and he met with several foreign officials

from Europe and also that area. When he came back, one of the

things that he raised up was a need for us to perhaps establish

some more legal attaches abroad.
I know that he and his staff are working on a package to bring

to Congress, and to the administration, obviously, first, that would
perhaps give us a little bit better coverage in that area of the

world, because right now, the closest we are is Vienna and Athens
in terms of the FBI's law enforcement activity. I think on the basis

of both of these trips, he is moving ahead aggressively in this area.

The FBI does not stand alone in this initiative. All agencies rep-
resented at this table and others not here today are contributing
to this complex initiative. We believe it is essential that we put for-

ward a unified and coordinated U.S. Government training effort

rather than an ad hoc approach to address this real threat.

The FBI considers all threats involving weapons of mass destruc-

tion to be real, until we determine them to be non-credible. Joint

investigations between the FBI and foreign law enforcement orga-
* nizations are vital to enhancing our ability to combat weapons of

mass destruction trafficking. The exchange of information, insights,
and experiences from each governmental participant, foreign and
domestic, is critical.

Over the last several years, nuclear trafficking has emerged as
a global problem, and fortunately still remains beyond our borders.

However, a lack of activity domestically must not lure us into a
false sense of security. For a variety of reasons, to include the col-

lapse of the Soviet Union, the emergence of some states with rel-

atively limited infi*astructures or experience in securing nuclear

materials, the opening of previously closed societies and the severe
economic hardships facing some in the region, we believe that the

security of nuclear materials is not as assured as it once was.
At the same time, the growing strength of international orga-

nized crime, especially within the former Soviet Union Republics,
has raised the specter of an underground market for these mate-
rials. International organized crime groups are capable of providing
weapons of mass destruction materials to terrorist groups and to

rogue nations. The establishment and maintenance of adequate se-

curity is the responsibility of the country that owns the weapons
of mass destruction material.
The international diplomatic and technical communities play a

crucial role in providing measures to support these efforts. Without
such controls, a large stockpile of nuclear materials could be at risk
of diversion for criminal, terrorist, or proliferation purposes.
The fact that overall seizures of weapons-grade nuclear materials

tapered off after 1994 does not mean the FBI is taking this threat

any less seriously. Trafficking in WMD is unlike other forms of
black marketeering, since even a single successful transfer of a sig-
nificant quantity of hazardous material could have profound na-
tional security implications.
To date, there have been no cases in which a definitive proof of

OC involvement exists. However, this paucity of cases does not nec-

essarily eliminate the possibility of or diminish the potential for,

organized crime involvement. Relaxed travel regulations, depressed
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economic conditions, and corruption tend to fuel the potential for

Russian/Eurasian criminal groups to get involved in nuclear traf-

ficking.
Recent reports by foreign law enforcement regarding "nuclear

material" seizures indicate the emergence of an illicit market driv-

en by amateur participants with little or no technical knowledge.
Mr. Sopko mentioned that earlier, and he is right. If the amateurs
can do it, think about what the professional OC figures could do.

To date, there have been no known instances of nuclear weapons
or "weapons-grade" nuclear materials being illegally brought into
or purchased in the United States.

The general consensus of the representatives of 23 countries who
attended a conference on nuclear smuggling at the FBI Academy
in 1995, was that a "buyers' market" for nuclear materials, per se,
does not exist. However, a trend in nuclear smuggling and traffick-

ing has emerged from opportunistic rather than terrorist motiva-
tions. Presentations by the international delegations revealed that

organized crime entities were not involved in the theft of nuclear

materials, but that an organized crime group may have the poten-
tial to act as a conduit to move nuclear materials internationally.

In conclusion, I would like to say that the FBI's view on illicit

trafficking in nuclear materials currently corresponds with the con-
sensus of the 1995 conference, that is, the emergence of a sellers'

market driven by social and economic conditions with no known
buyers has yet to be established. However, the potential con-

sequences for organized crime or terrorist acquisition of nuclear
material and/or devices are so catastrophic that this issue contin-
ues to be one of the highest priorities for the FBI.
Senator NUNN. Thank you, Mr. Bhtzer.
Next is Ms. Connie Fenchel, who is the U.S. Customs Service

representative here today. Ms. Fenchel, we are glad to have you.

TESTIMONY OF CONNIE FENCHEL,^ DIRECTOR, STRATEGIC
INVESTIGATIONS DIVISION, U.S. CUSTOMS SERVICE

Ms. Fenchel. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and Senator Smith.
It is a pleasure to appear before you today to discuss nuclear diver-
sion and the anti-nuclear smuggling training and technical assist-

ance efforts of the U.S. Customs Service in and around the former
Soviet Union. I would also like to describe U.S. Customs' unique
role and mission in the area of export controls.

One of the most critical challenges customs administrations
worldwide face in the future is the threat posed by the proliferation
of nuclear materials, weapons of mass destruction, chemical and bi-

ological weapons, delivery systems, and their associated tech-

nologies. As a result, the prospect of nuclear materials falling into
the hands of those whose interests run counter to our interests is

no longer merely the topic of academic debate but has become a

subject for serious and prompt policy action.

Customs brings a blend of critical capabilities to the policy-mak-
ing table. In addition to our training and assistance measures, U.S.
Customs has in place a worldwide network of intelligence sources,

'The prepared statement of Ms. Fenchel appears on page 474.
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U.S. Customs agents, informants, and sources in the international
trade community.

U.S. Customs bears primarily responsibility for protecting the
Nation's borders. A few months ago, U.S. Customs embarked on a

program to install nuclear material detection devices at our ports
of entry.
Our international training efforts stem largely from our role as

the lead U.S. law enforcement agency for investigations and border
interdiction in the area of export controls. U.S. Customs has been

conducting export control nonproliferation training and technical
assistance since the early 1980s. We have provided this type of

training to at least 35 countries on four continents and to more
than 1,000 customs and police officers.

Most of our training efforts in the past related to the Coordinat-

ing Committee on Export Controls, formerly known as the COCOM
regime. More recently, our training efforts have focused on the non-

proliferation of weapons of mass destruction in the various non-

proliferation regimes.
In 1992, with the breakup of the former Soviet Union, the De-

partment of State requested that U.S. Customs provide export con-
trol training for the Newly Independent States of the former Soviet
Union and Central and Eastern Europe. This training request in-

volved a new twist. Our training was now to reflect the growing
threat of nuclear smuggling. This included teaching foreign law en-
forcement how to physically identify nuclear materials and the
dual-use technology used for developing weapons. We also identi-

fied equipment required by these countries to detect radioactive
materials at their newly-formed borders.
A partnership was formed between U.S. Customs and the De-

partment of Energy in order to accomplish this mission. Early in

this process, we requested help from the Department of Energy to

assist in the selection of proven technology which could be modified
or used by U.S. Customs officers. We also requested that nuclear

experts from Energy's national laboratories participate in all of our

country assessments and training programs. Energy has graciously
allowed U.S. Customs personnel the opportunity to expand their
own knowledge on nuclear nonproliferation by attending the var-
ious seminars sponsored by the national laboratories and the De-

partment of Energy.
Four distinct technical assistance initiatives have evolved since

the original Department of State request. The first is the Coopera-
tive Threat Reduction, CTR, program, which is funded through De-
partment of Defense Nunn-Lugar monies involving training and
the purchase of equipment for the Nuclear Four states, Russia,
Belarus, Ukraine, and Kazakstan. This 4-country project, which is

very large in scope and involves multi-million dollar funding, is

projected to be finished in the next year or two.
Our Cooperative Threat Reduction program is based on setting

up a strong national export control system in the recipient country.
In U.S. Customs terms, this means helping countries develop the
tools necessary to carry out this mission, including national export
control laws, better interdiction and investigative skills, U.S. Cus-
toms automation and equipment. This equipment can include x-ray
vans which have nuclear detection capabilities, portal monitors,
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and other nuclear detection devices, inspectional tools for ports of

entry, the troll vehicles that can be used between ports of entry,
and boats to patrol coastlines, harbors, and inland waterways.
Most of our basic training courses are conducted in the recipient

countries at their training and field locations. This is done for two
reasons. First, we are able to instruct students in practical, live

inspectional exercises at their border facilities under their own
working conditions. And yes, we have even had students make sei-

zures during these programs.
Second, by conducting training at their facilities, we learn more

about their systems' strengths and weaknesses, which allows us to

more accurately tailor our training to their needs.

The second initiative is Project Amber, a nonproliferation export
control training program which focuses on nuclear smuggling. This

program is paid for by the Department of State's Nonproliferation
and Disarmament Fund, NDF, and is based on our past experience
with Cooperative Threat Reduction programs. The program was de-

veloped as a means to train those countries not funded under the

Cooperative Threat Reduction program.
So far, U.S. Customs has successfully trained U.S. Customs and

law enforcement personnel in Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Slovakia,
and the Czech Republic under this program. With the limited funds
that remain, we intend to train Hungarian and Polish law enforce-

ment officers by June of this year.

Currently, the Nonproliferation and Disarmament Fund is in the

process of purchasing four x-ray vans with nuclear detection capa-
bilities for the three Baltic countries and Poland.
To wrap up our bilateral training programs, I want to reiterate

what makes our programs unique throughout the world. First, all

of our basic programs include practical exercises at their training
and border facilities. And secondly, the core of our training empha-
sizes hands-on physical identification of nuclear materials and re-

lated dual-use technology.
Our third initiative is the training seminar on nuclear smuggling

which we cohosted with German customs. The seminar was held in

Garmisch, Germany, last September. This was our first multilat-

eral proliferation program and participants included members of

the European Union, Central Europe, the Baltics, and the former
Soviet Union. We had over 30 countries represented with well over

100 participants.
The seminar, which lasted 4 days, stressed nuclear materials

identification, interdiction, criminal investigation, and cross-border

cooperation. Many of the attendees stated that this seminar gave
them the opportunity to meet for the first time their regional coun-

terparts.
Our fourth initiative is being developed for the World Customs

Organization, the WCO, as a multilateral approach to train cus-

toms services worldwide on the identification of nuclear and haz-

ardous materials. We believe that belonging to the World Customs

Organization affords U.S. Customs the perfect opportunity to pro-
mote these programs to customs services worldwide. We are hoping
to take this project from the planning stage to the implementation
stage.
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In any given year, U.S. Customs trains approximately 800 to

1,000 additional customs and police officials through other pro-

grams. We have tried to use these programs as a springboard for

our nuclear smuggling proliferation programs. Our border interdic-

tion training programs are usually useful for this purpose.
For example, under these programs, we have traveled to

Kazakstan, Kyrgyzstan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan and have
trained their border agencies on basic interdiction techniques.
Much of the narcotics training we provide to these nations com-

pliments our nuclear smuggling training. In both training pack-
ages, we stress contraband detection, strong interdiction skills, and

anti-corruption measures.
Our international training programs have benefitted U.S. Cus-

toms domestically in several ways. The first benefit has been to iso-

late and develop Department of Energy technology for use by in-

spectors and agencies both domestically and overseas.
The second benefit from these programs is that we now have a

multi-disciplinary team of nuclear smuggling trainers which we
have used overseas for both Cooperative Threat Reduction and
Project Amber. This team is comprised of a professional trainer, a
customs inspector, a customs special agent, an attorney, and a De-

partment of Energy expert from one of the national laboratories.

This one team alone over a period of 2 years has trained over 600

foreign law enforcement and customs officers overseas.
The United States currently has customs mutual assistance

agreements with 26 nations. These are executive agreements nego-
tiated with other nations considered to be critical for customs law
enforcement cooperation and they deal with the exchange of infor-

mation and the enforcement of prohibitions, restrictions, or con-

trols. The CMAAs provide the legal basis for sharing information
and coordination of operation in all areas of enforcement, including
export controls and nonproliferation.

In the former Soviet Union, we currently have agreements with

Russia, Belarus, and the Ukraine. We are also in the process of ne-

gotiating agreements with Kazakstan and Kyrgyzstan. We have
agreements with almost all of the European Union States, as well,

Poland, Hungary, the Czech Republic, Finland, and Sweden.
The U.S. Customs Service continues to aggressively seek out and

interdict any attempts to smuggle nuclear materials into the Unit-
ed States. The U.S. Customs Service is also actively involved in ex-

port enforcement for preventing technology and munitions from

falling into the hands of our adversaries.
Customs export enforcement programs continue to show results

in thwarting the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, tech-

nology smuggling, sanction violations, and arms trafficking. In the
first quarter of fiscal year 1996 alone, customs seized 95 shipments
of unlawfully exported munitions list items valued at over $22 mil-
lion. Customs seized 11 shipments of prohibited technology valued
at nearly $400,000 and six shipments for violating embargoes and
sanctions issued by the President.
Most recently, the U.S. Customs Service, working in close co-

operation with the Department of Energy, undertook a pilot pro-
gram to test nuclear material detection equipment at a major inter-

national airport. The site was selected for the project because of the
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wide variety and origins of flights arriving at the airport, as well

as the potential for nuclear smuggling through this extremely ac-

tive port of entry.
Three types of equipment are being utilized for the ongoing test

program. Radiation pagers for detecting the presence of radiation

on personnel and baggage, these detection pagers, and I have one
with me here today and after the hearing will be more than happy
to demonstrate it, replaced this bulky geiger counter that was pre-

viously used by our customs inspectors. We have also an illustra-

tion of how the inspector would clip that easily portable device on
his belt.

Fixed-site x-ray equipment with radiation detection capability for

examining baggage is depicted in this photograph.
Senator NUNN. Are both of these really new technology here? Is

this new technology?
Ms. Fenchel. Absolutely.
Senator NuNN. And you are just testing it now, is that correct?

Ms. Fenchel. Yes, sir. In fact, this technology just came off the
shelf as we speak here and it is being given to our inspectors, so

it is all brand new.
Senator Nunn. Who developed that? Was that under contract

with you?
Ms. Fenchel. Department of Energy laboratories in their re-

search.

Senator NuNN. The laboratories developed it?

Ms. Fenchel. Yes, sir. The mobile x-ray equipment with radi-

ation detection capability is for examining bulky cargo, as depicted
in this photograph.
We hope to expand this test program to additional facilities in

the near future. We hope to acquire portal detectors, as shown
here, which are capable of detecting radioactive materials in trucks
and containerized cargo.
Next, I would like to discuss additional aspects of our anti-smug-

gling programs. The Customs Investigative Workforce is charged
with the investigation of smuggling, both inbound and outbound,
money laundering, narcotics trafficking, and the fraudulent impor-
tation of goods. In the strategic investigation field, customs agents
are trained in the detection and investigation of illegal technology
and arms exports, sanction, and embargo violations, as well as the

prevention of the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. Cus-
toms has 116 domestic investigative offices and 24 attache offices

overseas.
In an effort to capitalize on the growing working relationship be-

tween the U.S. and the Russian Federation, customs has received

approval to place two agents in Moscow in order to work more
closely with Russian customs and law enforcement officials. A cus-
toms agent has been temporarily assigned in Moscow for the past
several months while our U.S. Customs attache in Bonn continues
to assist with investigations in Russia, the Ukraine, and the other

Newly Independent States. So far, the results are impressive and
cooperation on the part of Russian customs and Russian federal po-
lice has been very good.

I have examples of two significant customs investigations in this

area. In the course of a customs investigation, special agents acting
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in an undercover capacity arrested three individuals who were at-

tempting to ship large quantities of nuclear-related zirconium to

Iraq. This, of course, would be in violations of U.S. and U.N. sanc-
tions against Iraq.

During the investigation, the defendants delivered five tons of

zirconium, believing it was destined for Iraq. An additional two
tons were delivered to U.S. Customs undercover agents in Cyprus,
also en route to Iraq. This shipment was obtained by Cypriot au-
thorities and will be returned to New York as evidence in the trial.

Three defendants were arrested on June 8, 1995, the same day
the zirconium was seized. The investigation is continuing with the
assistance of the U.S. Customs attaches in Rome, Bonn, and Milan.
Law enforcement agencies in Germany, Italy, C5nprus, and the
states of the former Soviet Union are also cooperating in this inves-

tigation.
A second case involved non-radioactive isotopes. In February

1995, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police in Toronto, Ontario, re-

quested that U.S. Customs assist in locating over 500 units of non-
radioactive isotopes which were alleged to have been stolen from

Russia, shipped to Canada, and then imported into the United
States.

In February 1995, the U.S. Customs office in Detroit executed
Federal search warrants at the company and recovered the stolen

isotopes. The wholesale value of the isotopes has been placed at

$20 to $30 million, with a retail value of between $300 to $350 mil-

lion.

At this time, a coordinated investigation is being conducted by
the Special Agent in Charge for U.S. Customs in Detroit, with the

Royal Canadian Mounted Police and the Central Unit for Orga-
nized Crime and the Prosecutor General's Office of the Russian
Federation. The investigation is continuing.

Before I conclude my remarks, I would like to point out and ex-

plain some photographs which we have brought with us today. This

picture was taken in Poland. We were in Poland ostensibly to

produce a training video with Polish customs on train search tech-

niques. As you will note by the picture, Polish customs found and
seized smuggled vodka that was hidden in a secret compartment
under the train. This could very well have been nuclear material.
This picture was taken during a Cooperative Threat Reduction

assessment at the Kazakstan border with Turkmenistan. The
Kazakh port facility in the background is still under construction.
We brought this picture along to illustrate the point that during
the course of our programs, we go to great lengths to learn about
the working conditions in each country in order to tailor our train-

ing to meet their needs.
This picture was taken in Turkmenistan at the border with Iran.

It was taken during a practical, or live, border enforcement train-

ing exercise. The people in the foreground are students from
Turkmeni customs. The truck, as you will notice from the sticker
"IR" on the windshield, is from Iran.

In this picture, U.S. Customs instructors demonstrate arrest

techniques for the class and television news cameras in Turk-
menistan.
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This picture was taken at our training seminar on nuclear smug-
gling last September in Garmisch, Germany. It depicts German
customs demonstrating some of their equipment and the tech-

niques used in the fight against nuclear smuggling in Germany.
This picture shows a hand-held nuclear detection device used by

the Europeans. This picture was also taken at our Garmisch train-

ing seminar. The difference between this piece of equipment and
the radiation pager that I have brought with me that we use is

that ours clips onto your uniform, allowing the inspectors to do
other things while actively searching for radioactive materials.
On behalf of the U.S. Customs Service, I want to thank you for

giving me the opportunity to report on this very important subject
today. If you have any questions, I would be more than happy to

respond.
Senator NuNN. Thank you very much, Ms. Fenchel.
Our final witness on this panel is Dr. Gordon Oehler, who is the

head of the Nonproliferation Center of the Central Intelligence
Agency. Dr. Oehler, I am glad to see you again.

TESTIMONY OF GORDON C. OEHLER.i DIRECTOR, NONPRO-
LIFERATION CENTER, CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
Mr. Oehler. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, Senator

Smith.
In his testimony this week before this Subcommittee, the Direc-

tor of Central Intelligence, John Deutch, gave a comprehensive
overview of the threat of nuclear diversion and the countries that
would like to acquire nuclear materials if given the opportunity. I

will not repeat that assessment here, so my remarks will be short.
I will discuss what the Intelligence Community is doing about the
threat.

Let me begin by saying that the Intelligence Community has re-
ceived clear and concise policy guidance for conducting its intel-

ligence activities. This guidance begins with Presidential Decision
Directives that address weapons and related technology prolifera-
tion, which includes nuclear smuggling. Additional guidance comes
from annual Congressional defense and intelligence authorizations
and appropriation acts, reports to Congress by U.S. agencies on
countering proliferation activities, and DOD counter-proliferation
policy and military mission objectives.
These outline a national nonproliferation strategy centered

around four key aspects. First, prevent the acquisition of weapons
of mass destruction, roll back existing capabilities, deter weapons
use, and adapt military forces and emergency assets to respond to
threats.

These four aspects were translated into enduring intelligence
needs which translate the policy guidance into intelligence needs.
These enduring intelligence needs are also used in charting
progress the Intelligence Community is making using existing ca-

pabilities and in defining and developing new areas for new invest-
ments.

Recognizing the need to craft an Intelligence Community-wide re-

sponse to counter the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction

'The prepared statement of Mr. Oehler appears on page 515.
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programs, the Director of Central Intelligence established the Non-

proliferation Center. The center's mission is to assist U.S. decision
makers in stemming the proliferation of weapons of mass destruc-

tion, advanced conventional weapons, and technologies of concern;
also, to ensure effective coordination of intelligence support to the

policy, enforcement, licensing, military, and operational agencies;
and finally, to improve the planning, management, and effective-

ness of intelligence activities.

To achieve its mission and to support the four aspects of U.S.

strategy, the Nonproliferation Center and the Intelligence Commu-
nity are focusing their efforts on providing accurate, comprehen-
sive, timely, and actionable foreign intelligence. The community
has also searched for new ways and opportunities to add value to

counter-proliferation policy decisions and activities.

This has included support to policy makers responsible for imple-
mentation of the Treaty on the Nonproliferation of Nuclear Weap-
ons; support to those implementing the Comprehensive Test Ban
Treaty; examining the entire Russian nuclear weapons cycle to

identify areas where transparency measures would be most effec-

tive, and maintaining a surge capability to quickly deploy special-
ists outside the United States to the scene of a terrorist nuclear or

radiological threat to provide the U.S. mission and host govern-
ment advice and guidance on dealing with the threat. During such
a threat, the specialists would coordinate fully with appropriate
U.S. Government agencies, keeping them informed and drawing
upon their expertise if follow-up action is required.
The U.S. Intelligence Community has instituted a corporate stra-

tegic planning and evaluation process to support counter-prolifera-
tion efforts. This process contributes to the Intelligence Commu-
nity's national needs process and the National Foreign Intelligence

program, DOD's Joint Military Intelligence Program, and DOD's
Tactical Intelligence and Related Activities program and planning
guidance.
A major benefit of this effort has been the placement of a signifi-

cant number of Department of Defense personnel within the Non-
proliferation Center. This has helped integrate intelligence support
to DOD counter-proliferation needs and actions. The Intelligence
Community also has expanded its relations with the law enforce-
ment community. The U.S. Customs Service, for example, has as-

signed a senior customs agent to the NPC to assist us in developing
joint initiatives to counter proliferation.

U.S. efforts to counter the proliferation of weapons of mass de-
struction have enjoyed some successes over the past several years.
As Director Deutch noted in his statement to the Subcommittee, "I

think a tremendous amount of progress has been done to build a
serious post-Cold War nonproliferation intelligence capability."
For obvious reasons, we cannot describe in this forum many of

our successes, but some that we can include supporting the Depart-
ment of State's efforts to provide actionable intelligence to the U.N.
special commission inspection and monitoring effort in Iraq. Devel-

oping a list of collection indicators to alert collectors and analysts
prior to the use of chemical and biological weapons. Similar initia-

tives are underway to provide early warning for possible diversion
of nuclear materials. Establishing a Southern tier study group de-
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signed to focus on all weapons of mass destruction-related pro-
liferation issues in the Southern tier of the former Soviet Union.
And providing Congressional Committees with a report that re-

viewed and evaluated nonproliferation programs in the National

Foreign Intelligence program fiscal year 1996 budget submission.
But even if we could list of our accomplishments, we would be

the first to say that there is much more to do. Over the next year,
the community will seek to strengthen and focus our integration
collection strate^; work to enhance the community's information

processing capabilities; implement unified and standardized infor-
mation systems, to include shared access by intelligence and
consumer organizations; strengthen and broaden foreign language
training and support tools; continue to review and evaluate new
methodologies and technologies; and, as part of the DCI and Sec-

retary of Defense joint program and budget reviews, continue to
evaluate intelligence resources and capabilities for optimal support
for actions to counter proliferation.

In closing, I would like to assure you that we in the Intelligence
Community take seriously the danger of the use of weapons of
mass destruction. Director Deutch's statement clearly shows our
concern.
This is the anniversary week of the poison gas attack in the

Tokyo subway. Press reporting in the U.S. has focused on the possi-
bility of a similar attack happening here. We fully recognize that
after-the-fact efforts are not adequate. We need to stop attacks be-
fore they occur.

Intelligence is the key. We have added resources to our efforts
over the last few years as the threat has increased and we will con-
tinue to do all we can to meet the needs of our policy and enforce-
ment customers and to protect the American public at home and
abroad. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NuNN. Thank you. Dr. Oehler.
Senator Smith had to leave for another meeting. Let me ask a

question on his behalf. This question is framed by Senator Smith.
Dr. Oehler, during his testimony before the Subcommittee earlier

this week, Director Deutch expressed his view that there had not

yet been a successful incident of smuggling of weapons-grade mate-
rials out of the former Soviet Union and into the hands of a rogue
state or terrorist group. Director Deutch stressed this was his "gut
feeling" based on what he knows. Do you agree?

Mr. Oehler. Yes, I do. There are some reasons why we believe
that no significant amounts of material have left at this point. If
I could go over them with you, you would agree with me that they
are not airtight by any means, and we do not sleep comfortably
based on that information. But if we have to make a decision one
way or the other whether significant materials have been trans-
ferred at this time or not, we would come down on the side of no.

Senator NuNN. Another question on behalf of Senator Smith, in
this overall effort, we have six different agencies here today and
there are others involved. Who is in charge? Is there a coordinating
group? Is NSC coordinating it? Is there a focal point for all of this
effort?

Mr. McNamara. I mentioned that in my opening statement. I

think it is fair to say that the NSC is in charge. The Vice Presi-
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dent's office is also involved and in charge in certain aspects of

this.

Senator NUNN. Who in the NSC is in charge?
Mr. McNamara. Mr. Fairfax has direct responsibility for all as-

pects of the programs.
Senator NuNN. How many people does he have on his staff?

Mr. McNamara. He is assisted by others on the NSC staff. The
NSC itself does not have staff. It is staffed, in effect, by agencies.
Senator NuNN. It is just very small, I know.
Mr. McNamara. It is very small, about 40 to 45 people total for

all of their duties.

Secondly, we have under the NSC and various agencies, some of

them here, we have subgroups that meet and coordinate specifi-

cally on various aspects of the program, such as nuclear smuggling.
There is a group that is chaired by the NSC that has membership
by State, Defense, Energy, FBI, U.S. Customs on nuclear smug-
gling. Excuse me, it is actually chaired by State, sorry, but under
Mr. Fairfax and the NSC.
So there are groups and subgroups, all of which ultimately lead

to the NSC, and there are senior groups that meet regularly up to

the level of the Deputies Committee that oversee and monitor the

programs.
Senator NuNN. Are you satisfied that we have the right kind of

coordination now between the various agencies in the nonprolifera-
tion and counter-proliferation area?
Mr. McNamara. From the point of view of the State Department,

I think we do have adequate coordination.

Senator NuNN. Do any others want to voice an opinion on that

subject?
Mr. Curtis. Yes. I would like to just offer this perspective. The

President in a Presidential Decision Directive in, I believe it was
September of last year, delineated responsibilities among the agen-
cies in very clear terms in order to give greater assurance that we
are both better focused and coordinated in these activities. This fol-

lowed on the receipt of the report fi-om the President's Council of

Advisors in Science and Technology. I know John Hauldren ap-

peared before this Subcommittee and addressed that report to you.
Also coming out of that effort was the determination to appoint

a single person whose sole responsibility at the National Security
Council would be to look after these programs and assure that they
are properly focused and coordinated and that is Mr. Fairfax.

Senator NUNN. That is Mr. Fairfax?
Mr. Curtis. Yes, sir.

Senator NuNN. This is his total responsibility?
Mr. Curtis. That is correct.

Mr. McNamara. I think, Senator, it is fair to say that we need
to look at your staffs report. No organization is perfect, and if you
have recommendations coming out of that report, we are certainly

going to take a very careful look at it.

Senator NuNN. Again, I would encourage you to look at those rec-

ommendations, each of you in the areas that cover your jurisdiction
or that you are familiar with, and give us your, if you prefer for-

mal, but if not, just informal remarks. I think handling it infor-

mally would perhaps be easier, because we would like to get it in
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the next couple of weeks and not have to work through the entire

bureaucracy and 0MB and all those good things you have to do
over there in the Executive Branch.
So telephone calls and pros and cons would be fine with us. We

are not trying to pin people down. We are not trying to get official

positions. We just want to get the best feel we can get for it before

we try to put together a package based on this.

Now I would like to ask a few questions on behalf of Senator

Lugar, who all of you know has been very, very involved in this

and who wanted to be here today but had previous conflicts.

Mr. Curtis, on behalf of Senator Lugar, one of the points that

both Dr. John Hauldren and Graham Allison have raised is a need
for consolidation of former Soviet weapons material into a smaller
number of facilities. We all know the high cost associated with

bringing the former Soviet facilities up to Western standards, and
it seems logical that one can cut these costs by reducing the num-
ber of facilities through consolidation. What is the likelihood and
the willingness on the part of the Russians to undertake a process
of consolidation?
Mr. Curtis. Let me say first that we are very encouraged over

the last year to see a seriousness of purpose in the Russian Federa-

tion, in particular to gain more confidence in the security of the nu-
clear material broadly distributed in its facilities. That harbors

well, I believe, for continued success of this program.
We do not at present see an inclination to consolidate material

among institutions. Some of our material protection, control, and

accounting strategies, of course, contemplate consolidation within

institutions, and that itself is an important thing.
As your earlier testimony also demonstrates, we are talking

about material at some 40 to 50 locations, but the numbers of fa-

cilities that have nuclear material within those locations numbers
in the 80 to 100 range. So just gaining consolidation within a loca-

tion, a site—these are very extensive, large sites—would itself ma-
terially aid our capacity on a least-cost basis to provide security for

the material.

Senator NuNN. Mr. Miller?
Mr. Miller. Senator, if I could add a perspective from our part,

you will recall, sir, that back in 1991, President Bush's first nu-
clear initiative to get rid of the short-range artillery systems in Eu-

rope was designed in large part to give the Russian government,
the Soviet government then, an incentive to do the same thing with
its weapons systems and to consolidate the number of nuclear

weapons storage sites it had.
Senator Nunn. That was an excellent initiative, I thought, by

President Bush's administration.
Mr. Miller. Yes, sir. The number of nuclear weapons storage

sites that the Russian military has, or the Soviet military had
then, has come down about 80 percent. There are still too many nu-
clear weapons in the Russian
Senator NuNN. But if that consolidation had not been taking

place, there would have been nuclear weapons stored all over the
areas where the fighting has been going on between the various
former Soviet States and ethnic groups and so forth, right?
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Mr. Miller. Yes, sir. That is exactly right. As we proceed with
START I and STAET II, we have been pressing the Russians to

look at their theatre and tactical nuclear weapons stockpiles, which
after the two strategic treaties are in force fully will be the largest
share of the Russian nuclear inventory.
One of the things we want to do is to get them to come down in

their tactical nuclear and theatre nuclear weapons so again you
could consolidate further. Down 80 percent from 1991 sounds good,
but there are still on the order of 100-odd facilities. And again, we
would like to bring those weapons facilities down further.

Of course, as we have been saying, it moves it over into Sec-

retary Curtis's area, where there has to be more control of the ma-
terial that comes out, but that is an area where we need to place
increased emphasis, as well.

Mr. Curtis. It is clearly the right thing to do and an ultimate

objective.
Senator NUNN. I think it is encouraging. You believe that the

Russians also agree with that, is that right?
Mr. Curtis. I cannot say that. I see no indication yet that the

Russians have agreed to consolidate material from among the var-

ious locations.

Senator NuNN. But within?
Mr. Curtis. Within locations, and the encouragement that I wish

to note for the record is that the Russian Federation, broadly
speaking, and its institutes in particularly, have shown significant
seriousness of purpose in getting on with putting these materials
under more secure circumstances.
Senator NuNN. Another question on behalf of Senator Lugar to

Dr. McNamara. Senator Nunn and I have long understood the need
to stop the brain drain of scientists, weapons experts, and the like.

The recommendation has been made that the United States should
aid the 10 former Soviet nuclear or closed cities which produced
nuclear weapons and their essential ingredients. Their assigned
roles and missions under the Soviet system have largely vanished
and new business is urgently needed.

Among other steps, it has been suggested that the Industrial

Partnering Program, IPP, should be expanded and business devel-

opment conferences should be organized in the major nuclear cities,

bringing together ideas investors, and sources of possible subsidies.

What would Russia's take on this be? Would Moscow see this as
a threat to their own security or Washington crossing the line, or

would it make sense to attempt to broaden the International
Science and Technology Center framework already set up under

Nunn-Lugar?
Mr. McNamara. Senator, I think this is

Senator NuNN. I invite any others of you that would like to com-
ment on this question to do so, as well.

Mr. McNamara. This follows on from the last question. It is real-

ly a question of building triist and confidence among the Russian
entities involved in these programs so that they will see the co-

operation as in their benefit and in their interest as well as in that
of the U.S.
There are two programs. The one that the State Department

runs, which is the science centers, is involved in projects that reach
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out to those cities and to those institutions in the Russian Repubhc
that are involved in or have been involved in nuclear weapons pro-
grams. We are introducing scientists in those institutions to safer,
more civilianized programs and projects that can substitute for

what they have done in the past. The IPP program has a similar
intention and, in fact, works in a similar manner.
What we do do is try to match up those individuals and institu-

tions with non-Russian, either European or American or others,
that are likewise interested in the projects and in trying to develop
a Russian capability in an area that is different from nuclear weap-
ons and other areas of proliferation concern.
So we do have programs. They are not directly involved in going

into those cities, as far as I know, but that may come at a stage
when there is enough confidence and assurance given the Russians
that our moving more dramatically, if you will, or more sub-

stantively into those areas would be easier to do. We have moved
in that direction and more needs to be done.
Senator NUNN. All of our indications are that those are areas of

tremendous potential danger because people historically having
pretty good jobs there and now having periods of time where they
do not get paid at all.

Mr. McNamara. That is right.
Senator NuNN. Plus, you combine that with the tremendous ma-

terials and knowledge that is within those cities and you have
some real potential danger there. Do you share that assessment?
Mr. McNamara. I think I do, and I think that the lab-to-lab pro-

gram and the IPP program of the Department of Energy also ad-
dresses that aspect of it.

Senator NuNN. Secretary Curtis.
Mr. Curtis. If I may just add one aspect to that, I think Ted said

it extraordinarily well, that this is a program paced on trust build-

ing. But the IPP program, which is a compliment to the Inter-
national Science and Technology Center program, is, in fact, lab-
to-lab and on site.

In October of last year, I was at Arzamas-16, which, as you
know, is the secret city comparable in part to Los Alamos, 90,000
people still behind double fences. But they have a technology trans-
fer center that you might be amused to know was now head-
quartered in the former site of the Communist Party headquarters
in Arzamas. So they are trying to do it. It is very difficult because
these secret cities, appropriate to their designation, are located in

extraordinarily remote regions and they do not have adjacent popu-
lations and commercial opportunities.
Mr. McNamara. If I may make one final comment with respect

to the business involvement, we are more and more attempting to

get American and other business and corporate interests involved
in these programs, and indeed, the science center project is de-

signed to be turned entirely to business projects by the year 2001,
that is, involving corporate and other enterprises in those projects.
Senator NuNN. The next question on behalf of Senator Lugar,

and you have covered the first of his question with the new tech-

nology you have displayed, Ms. Fenchel, but the second part of his

question, is there a technology expertise and experience the U.S.
Customs Service could share with its Russian counterparts to aid
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them in securing their borders, and then he asks, or is the predica-
ment of border protection both there and here in the United States

essentially hopeless? I assume that you are not going to admit that
it is hopeless, but you can elaborate.

Ms. Fenchel. You assume correctly. It is far from hopeless. I be-

lieve that the technology that we have, that the Department of En-

ergy laboratories has developed for us definitely can be used by the
Russians and the former Soviet Union. And we, in fact, as I said,
in our training conference in Garmisch, Germany, we took these

examples of this technology with us. We showed it to them. Other
countries also have technology that can be used by them.
So it is definitely far from hopeless. We believe this will protect

our borders, and if they would like to use it in their countries, they
will be able to be given that opportunity.
Senator NuNN. So this is not the kind of technology we could not

share? It is technology we could share without in any way jeopard-
izing our classified materials or our
Ms. Fenchel. No, I believe we can share this technology, yes,

sir.

Senator NuNN. Mr. Blitzer, and this is Senator Lugar's last ques-
tion, I understand the Federal Bureau of Investigation has and is

continuing to become more active in the former Soviet Union and
in Europe on many fronts including the war on organized crime,
the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction.

What do you think of the idea of an international cooperative law
enforcement framework which centers on regional analysis centers
where international cooperation between police, intelligence, cus-

toms, and border agencies in the areas, information sharing, and
material analysis takes place? Would such centers prove helpful in

your endeavors or would it complicate the activities of an already
overworked task force?

Mr. Blitzer. Senator, one of the things that I mentioned in my
statement to you was that this interaction with law enforcement is

terribly important as we move ahead, not only on this fi*ont but on

many fi'onts. I do not think this is a bad idea to have enhanced re-

lationships, better working relationships.
I do not know the context that he really means this in. We have,

as you know, I think around 20 legal attaches or 26 legal attaches
at this point in time, so I do not quite understand how he sees this

functioning, through the legal attaches, with different other law en-

forcement people in the embassies. Perhaps that is what he is al-

luding to. But it is not
• Senator NuNN. It sounds to me like he is talking about an inter-

national center where you have not just U.S. and Russian but
international law enforcement, intelligence, police, customs, and
border agencies in regional areas. It seems to me that that is what
the question is directed to.

Mr. Blitzer. I certainly think it is something to look at and con-

sider and way the pros and cons on it and what the resource com-
mitment would be.

Senator NuNN. I have always felt the way to begin was with bi-

lateral and then expand to multilateral based on experience. I

think it is easier to get started with two countries than it is to try
to get five, six, or seven countries beginning a process.
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I have always favored what I call risk reduction centers. We
never have really moved forward on that area the way Senator
Warner and I envisioned it in the early 1980s, but the idea would
be with the military-to-military, law enforcement-to-law enforce-

ment, intelligence-to-intelligence, having very small groups of U.S.-

Russian officials work together on a continuous basis virtually 24

hours, first of all, detecting any kind of problem in the nuclear

area, but also being prepared to advise respective leaders of the
countries how to respond if there were a terrorist seizure of weap-
ons or if there were a terrorist threat to either or both of our coun-
tries or even to third countries, so that there would be an advanced

planning mechanism in terms of coordination.
I felt this was in order during the Cold War, where a third world

country could have really attacked one of the superpowers and dis-

guised the attack as an attack by the other superpower, in which
case it could have brought about armageddon. It is a different kind
of threat now, but nevertheless, that same approach seems to me
to have real value.

I think that is what Senator Lugar is talking about, but also, my
own view is that a bilateral approach with Russia now would be
the way to begin and then enlarge that later as it works, so I would
invite all of you just to think about that.

I call it j-isk reduction centers. Senator Warner and I did back
in the early 1980s when we proposed that kind of effort to Presi-

dent Reagan. Actually, he picked up part of that suggestion and set

up the State Department information exchange, which never did
broaden to what we envisioned. We envisioned much more than

simply fax machines and information analysis and data exchanges,
which is useful, but it turned more into an arms control dealing
with data than it did a proactive, anticipating danger kind of

group.
So I would invite all of you to think about that again, because

that is very likely to be part of what Senator Lugar and I propose
as a framework.
Mr. Curtis, does the Department of Energy lab-to-lab program

need $25 million more, approximately, as the staff recommended?
Mr. Curtis. Senator, this is, I am happy to say, a very dynamic

program that is growing. The GAO report that was presented to

the Committee reported that our 1997 budget was expected to be
at the proposed $70 million level and to continue at that level for

the next few years. In fact, our 1997 budget is going to be around
$95 million and it is $95 million because we are evolving new op-

portunities.
The Gore-Chernomyrdin six session that just concluded in Janu-

ary indeed identified six additional site opportunities for the pro-

gram, four lab-to-lab and two government-to-government opportu-
nities, and so we could use additional funds to size it to the oppor-
tunities as they are presenting themselves to us.

If you could get a bow wave out in front of this program, it would
probably help us fill in behind it. Now, obviously, in the d3niamic
of the budget, we will have to work with the Congress to sort out
these priorities. But if you are talking about the structure of the

program, it could use that advance funding concept.
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Senator NUNN. I would invite whoever would like to answer this

question to respond, but if you could walk us through the chain of

events that would occur if a U.S. Government agency obtains infor-

mation that nuclear material has been found abroad. If, for exam-
ple, we obtained information that smugglers in Europe are trying
to sell fissile materials or materials that have been seized in a Eu-

ropean city. Who is the lead agency and how do you determine if

the information is credible? Who would take the lead in this and
how would you coordinate with other agencies?

Mr. McNamara. Senator, the State Department would initially
have the lead in this effort, particularly if the material was of an
unknown quantity and/or danger. To take a case where some mate-
rial would show up in a country in Southern Europe, we would be

immediately in touch through our diplomatic facilities in that coun-

try with the host country government in order to determine the
exact nature of the incident or of the smuggling and what the ma-
terial was.
The U.S. law enforcement agencies would be in effect the second

step in our effort to cooperate with that country by contacting law
enforcement agencies in that country and FBI and U.S. Customs
would be involved in that. We would then move to

Senator NuNN. Presumably, one of them is going to contact you
to begin with, are they not? I mean, this is not the kind of thing
the State Department is going to run across somewhere.
Mr. McNamara. Well, yes, actually most of this, we learn about

it on press and radio and we react to that in many cases rather
than waiting for the government itself. It may be a local official at

a border crossing far from the capital who has discovered this and
your first notice or first word of it comes from a radio report or a
news report.

Then, clearly, in those situations, we are in the position of assist-

ing and facilitating the efforts of the local government which has
responsibility for it. We try and bring to bear through this commit-
tee that I mentioned earlier that is chaired by the State Depart-
ment under the aegis of the NSC, all of the agencies involved that
would be able to assist, whether it is intelligence, law enforcement.
Department of Energy, which has tremendous capabilities in iden-

tifying materials and assisting with safe storage, disposal, et

cetera, and other agencies of the U.S. Government.
So there is a mechanism that clicks into place and we are on 24-

hour duty when necessary and we can be convened as an inter-

agency group within hours.
Senator NuNN. What does it take? Does it vary country by coun-

try as to how you get our law enforcement involved? If there is no
direct threat to the United States, how would our law enforcement
be involved?
Mr. Blitzer. It really is country by country, but obviously in

Western Europe, where we have been long established, there are
excellent relationships between law enforcement. As we have con-
tinued to establish a presence behind the old iron curtain, we con-
tinue to develop additional law enforcement relationships.
This can be done through various ways, but frankly, the biggest

way it is done is by cases. You are working cases with the various
law enforcement entities and you are developing relationships.
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There are international fora where we bring together people, par-
ticularly the one last year, just to mention one, the nuclear one
where we brought in Russian police organizations, and that is pret-

ty much the way it is, Senator.
Senator NUNN. What agency in our government, if any, coordi-

nates the training? We have all sorts of agencies out there training
in foreign countries, customs and so forth and so on. Is there a co-

ordinating mechanism for the training activities to make sure that

they are not duplicative and to make sure that we are really get-

ting the job done in terms of our own goals? Do we have a training
coordination point at anywhere in our government?
Mr. McNamara. I do not believe. Senator, that we have a single

individual or agency that is in charge of coordinating just training.
Rather, the training, for the most part, is itself incorporated into

larger programs, such as, for example, customs and export control

programs, one element of which would be training. Or I believe in

the Department of Energy programs having to do with MPC&A,
also, there is some training. So training is embedded in larger pro-

grams and the coordination of the training is part of the coordina-
tion of the larger program.

I will give a perfect example because I am familiar with it at the
State Department, as is U.S. Customs. In our export control pro-
gram, we have State Department coordinated inter-agency training
teams that go out and train governments, and, in fact, instruct gov-
ernments in how to establish export control programs, particularly
for weapons and for dual-use items that are of concern in prolifera-
tion. At the same time and in the same programs, the U.S. Cus-
toms people go out and train border customs agents and customs
officials in these governments and how best to control their borders
from the perspective of the customs activities.

So it really is coordinated, but there is no single trainer who co-

ordinates training programs regardless of what the subject of the

training is.

Senator NuNN. Would you take a look at the staff report on that,
because they had certain specific critiques and suggestions on the

training. Let us get your response.
Mr. McNamara. Certainly.
Senator NuNN. This is to U.S. Customs. What is the average

length of prison terms for someone convicted of exporting weapons
of mass destruction materials? From what I have read and some
of the investigations that we followed and so forth, the penalties
seem to be very light.
Ms. Fenchel. Mr. Chairman, this is a particular problem for the

U.S. Customs Service. The sentences do not have to be light. In

fact, there are strict sentences spelled out for violating our export
control laws.
For example, a violation of the Arms Export Control Act calls for

a fine of not more than $1 million or imprisonment for not more
than 10 years, or both. Violations of the Export Administration Act
and the International Emergency Economic Powers Act, lEEPA,
call for sentences up to $1 million fines again and 10-year sen-

tences, depending upon whether the violations were willfully egre-
gious.
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Senator NuNN. That is in theory. What is really happening out

there?
Ms. Fenchel. In reality, in the last 3 years, we have experienced

a wide range of sentencing, low sentences, due primarily to the pro-
visions of the U.S. Sentencing Guidelines that prevent departure
from the minimum that is imposed. Departures from the guidelines
can be granted by judges due to sentences based on defendants'

conduct, cooperation with investigators, seriousness of the offense

in the judges' eyes, intended recipients of illegal exports, and
whether the illegal exports were going to pariah nations.

I have examples of some light sentences. A defendant in Newark,
New Jersey, was convicted of conspiring to export 250 tons of Sarin
nerve gas to Iraq in bomb form. This quantity, if actually exported,
could have resulted in over a billion lethal doses. The defendant in

this case
Senator NuNN. It could have resulted in what?
Ms. Fenchel. Over a billion lethal doses. The defendant in this

case was sentenced to 30 months' imprisonment.
Senator NuNN. This was an American citizen?

Ms. Fenchel. I believe so, sir. Yes, sir.

In a recently concluded case, which resulted in a defendant

pleading guilty to violating the lEEPA for exporting a bomb shelter

to Iraq, he received 10 months' incarceration and 3 years' proba-
tion.

In a similar case, a defendant who provided technical services to

Libya, which violated lEEPA, received 3 years' probation.
Senator NuNN. Are the prosecuting attorneys. Federal attorneys,

asking for stiffer sentences? Is this a matter of judges just not

granting it, or is it being treated seriously by the prosecutors?
Ms. Fenchel. In most cases, it is treated seriously by the pros-

ecutors. The departures are happening in the judges' decisions.

Senator NuNN. So you are saying that the sentencing guidelines
are too flexible in this regard?
Ms. Fenchel. I believe so, yes.
Senator NuNN. All the Federal judges now I hear from, they

want more flexibility, but you are saying that the flexibility given
in this area is resulting in light sentences, disproportionate to the

danger to our country?
Ms. Fenchel. That is correct, and I believe the judges may be

talking about other issues involving maybe narcotics, maybe gun
possession. When you are talking about
Senator Nunn. They are talking in general.
Ms. Fenchel. Exactly, and what we are talking about here are

national security issues. The problem is that many of these cases,

you have white-collar businessmen involved and judges tend to be
more lenient on white-collar businessmen regardless of the national

security implications.
Senator Nunn. Is there going to be any legislative proposal forth-

coming from the administration on this, or does your anti-terrorism
bill that has now passed the Senate, passed the House, and in con-

ference, does it address this issue?
Ms. Fenchel. I do not believe it does address the issue and I do

know that the U.S. Customs Service is working with the Justice

Department in trying to draft some type of
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Senator Nunn. We would like your recommendation, informally
or formally, as soon as you can get it.

Ms. Fenchel. Will do.

Senator NuNN. Dr. Oehler, whatever you can say in open session
on the question of our intelligence cooperation with our former ad-

versaries, I am not talking about just Russia but just a general
question, in this area of weapons of mass destruction, terrorism, so

forth, there is a threat to all of us, including our former adversar-
ies. Do we have mechanisms, or are we building mechanisms for

better cooperation and coordination with our former adversaries in

this area?
Mr. Oehler. Absolutely. Without being specific, we, of course,

are an international organization and we work in every way that
we can. I would like to go along with what Mr. Blitzer said a little

earlier. We look at these countries individually and there are some
places where intelligence has good relationships that we use that
as the basis, some places customs, and other places State rep-
resentatives. But intelligence certainly has a role in this.

Senator Nunn. Do you sense that your intelligence counterparts
also have a perspective that would come anywhere near ours in

terms of the dangers? Do they sense the same kind of danger as
we do, or are we out here by ourselves in terms of our view of the

dangers?
Mr. Oehler. I think we have been out in front and I think many

others have been close behind and others are catching up fairly
fast. I think there is general realization around the world now that
this is a significant problem and I think you are seeing cooperation
from most every country on that.

Senator NuNN. Has the Aum Shinrikyo chemical attack in Tokyo
had any effect on this evaluation by intelligence agencies around
the world? Has this caused any more vigilant attitude by our intel-

ligence agencies, not ours, but your counterparts?
Mr. Oehler. Yes, I think it has. It has made everyone look at

lot more inward than just looking at places in the world like the
Middle East and maybe Russia, and that is good because we all

need to look at home first.

Senator NuNN. I would ask my final question to Mr. Blitzer and
Ms. Fenchel. Our Subcommittee had hearings, of course, on the
Aum Shinrikyo chemical attack in Tokyo, the pervasive nature of
that organization in terms of 30,000 more people in Russia, a radio
station advertising for scientists in Russia. I believe they owned a
radio or television station in Vladivostok, an operation in New York
trying to get technology here, lasers and other kinds of technologies
which they apparently did not succeed in doing here, we hope. The
acquisition of land in Australia for uranium mining, the testing of
Sarin gas against sheep in Australia, the building of large stores
of chemical weapons that they actually used on more than one oc-

casion.

With all that happening over a period of several years, including
an attack in another city outside Tokyo at least 1 year before the

major attack that occurred in Tokyo, and with the potential if they
had had adequate delivery means of killing literally tens if not
hundreds of thousands of people, with all that going on, we did not
know about it until the Tokyo attack. Our law enforcement commu-
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nity did not know about it. Our Intelligence Community did not
know about it.

When I was in Japan in January, I met with a number of top
officials over there and I got the impression that our military-to-

military cooperation was pretty good with Japan. We had been

working that a long time. Our intelligence cooperation was not

quite as good as military, but nevertheless we did have a lot of con-

tact intelligence-wise. But our law enforcement exchange of infor-

mation with the Japanese law enforcement officials was not satis-

factory at all, that we really were not getting very much informa-
tion from them and perhaps they have the same perspective.

My question is, do you share that assessment? Do we have a long
way to go to work law enforcement-wise in this terrorist area, even
with some of our best allies and closest friends like Japan, and if

so, what are we doing about it? The FBI and U.S. Customs, I would
like to respond.
Mr. Blitzer. From the FBI's perspective, in a broad range of is-

sues, we have excellent relations with many, many law enforce-

ment services. There are certainly key services on the terrorism
front that we have tremendous relationships with.

Unfortunately, the Japanese are not one of those groups and we
certainly recognized after the Aum Shinrikyo that we need to do
better with them in this arena. I have to tell you that within a cou-

ple of months after that attack, they did come to us and give us,
I thought, a tremendous briefing on what had occurred. It was,
frankly, difficult to get that briefing.
Senator NUNN. But that was after the Tokyo attack.

Mr. Blitzer. That is correct.

Senator NuNN. It was not after the attack that occurred in

Matsumoto City a year before? You did not know anything then?
Mr. Blitzer. No, sir, it was not. It was after the attack in Tokyo.

Of course, we had put some considerable pressure on them to give
us information because we had the group up in New York and we
were very concerned about that.

Since that time, I wish I could tell you it has been vastly im-

proved, but it is not. I will be very forthright with you in that

arena, in the terrorism arena, what I am discussing. In other are-

nas, it is better. So we need to continue to work in this particular
area with that organization. But in terms of other organizations,
the Germans, the French, our traditional allies, it is just excellent.

Senator NuNN. Ms. Fenchel, what about the Japanese-U.S. rela-

tionship from U.S. Customs' perspective?
Ms. Fenchel. In the smuggling and export control arena, the

Japanese are reluctant, but since the subway attack, they have
been much more forthcoming in a lot of the information. In fact,
last week, the deputy director of the national police agency was
meeting with the Commissioner of Customs to discuss the exchange
of information. A year ago or a year-and-a-half ago, that discussion
of exchange would not have occurred. It seemed to have been more
of a one-way street, us providing them with information.
But I agree with Mr. Blitzer. In most of the other countries, the

exchange of information is outstanding on smuggling and export
control matters. In Russia, in the former Soviet Union, it ranges
from very cooperative to less cooperative, mainly because of the
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fact that they are not as sophisticated in law enforcement. They do
not have the law enforcement abiUties, capabihties to exchange in-

formation, and I beheve that will increase as they become more so-

phisticated and better trained.
Senator NUNN. It seems to me this ought to be a very high prior-

ity, because if we cannot really build a good relationship law en-
forcement-wise with one of our closest allies and best trading part-
ners and military-to-military ally, then it is going to be hard to do
it elsewhere.

Mr. Kanimatsu, who is Director Louis Freeh's counterpart in

Japan, I think the equivalent of the FBI, was almost killed by this

group, so there has to be an acute understanding of the dangers
here and the international scope. It seemed to me when I talked
to the home minister and the foreign minister and others in the
new cabinet when I was there in January that at least at the top
level, they had a keen understanding, but somehow it does not get
done down the line.

Maybe, Mr. Miller, you could stimulate some of our military
friends in Japan to put in some words with the law enforcement
there, which I think they historically are close. But if there is any-
thing I can do, I hope you will let me know. I met with some of

your people. I met with all the law enforcement teams over there
and this was in January of this year and there was a continuing
very high level of frustration in not being able to get that informa-
tion.

My understanding when I was there in January is that this

compound where the Aum Shinrikyo was, the Japanese have still

sealed up the biological portion of that and they still do not really
know what is there in terms of the biological part, and that seems
to me certainly an area where our perhaps defense resources could
be offered, if they have not already been offered.

Ms. Fenchel. Senator, one thing that we are seeing is that the

Japanese are cooperating better because they are requiring more
information from us. For instance, they have a major gun control

problem right now in Japan and they believe that, and they are
correct in their assumption, that a lot of the guns are coming from
the United States. They are coming to us for our help

Senator NUNN. I am not sure that we are a great example of how
you handle that. [Laughter.]
Ms. Fenchel. But they are coming to us for our help in exchang-

ing the information and what we are doing with them is trading
information with them. So I think you are going to see a further

cooperation with the Japanese in law enforcement.
Senator NuNN. Does anybody else have something we need to

cover that we have not, that you would like to say that you have
not had an opportunity to?

[No response.]
If not, I thank all of you and I hope you pass on to your teams

of people the appreciation we have. I again hope you will give us
your feedback on some of the recommendations.
Next week, on Wednesday at 9:30 a.m., this Subcommittee will

reconvene and we will hear from a number of witnesses about how
we deal with the consequences of this kind of attack in this country
if we do, God forbid, have a chemical, biological, or nuclear terror-
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ist kind of attack here. How would we deal with it? That is what
we will be talking about next Wednesday.
Thank you all, and we will adjourn.

[Whereupon, at 12:17 p.m., the Subcommittee was adjourned.]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am pleased to be here today to discuss our report on the controls over direct-use

nuclear material in the newly independent states of the former Soviet Union.' Keeping

direct-use nuclear material, such as highly enriched uranium (HEU) and plutonium, from

terrorists or other countries seeking nuclear explosives has become a primary national

security concern for the United States and the newly independent states.

Our report addresses (1) the nature and extent of problems with controlling direct-use

nuclear materials in Russia, Ukraine, Kazakstan, and Belarus; (2) the status and future

prospects of U.S. efforts to help strengthen controls in these states; and (3) the

consolidation of U.S. efforts in the Department of Energy (DOE). Our review focused on

the control of direct-use material handled by civilian authorities and direct-use material

used for naval nuclear propulsion purposes. We did not review controls for nuclear

weapons in the possession of the Ministry of Defense in Russia.

RESULTS IN BRIEF

In summary, social and economic changes in the newly independent states have

increased the threat of theft and diversion of nuclear material, and with the breakdown of

'

Nuclear Nonproliferation: Status of U.S. Efforts to Improve Nuclear Material Controls in

Newly Independent States (GAO NSIAD/RCED-96-89 Mar.7, 1996)
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Soviet-era control systems, the newly independent states may not be as able to counter

the increased threat. While there is no direct evidence that a black market for stolen or

diverted nuclear material exists in the newly independent states, seizures of direct-use

material in Russia and Europe have increased concerns about the adequacy of controls

at nuclear facilities.

Nature and Extent of the Problem

Let me cite a few facts to illustrate the nature and extent of the problem:

._ -.on.:

According to the International Atomic Energy Agency, it takes only 25 kilograms of

HEU or 8 kilograms of plutonium, both direct-use materials, to build a bomb

(although DOE suggests the amounts may actually be less).

Russia and six other newly independent states have hundreds of tons of such

material- not contained in weapons- located in 80 to 100 facilities, but an exact

inventory and the location of the material is not known.

~ Direct-use materials (such as HEU and plutonium) are attractive to theft because

the materials are not highly radioactive, and in some instances can be transported

by one or two people.
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Material protection, control, and accountability systems in Russia and the other

newly independent states have serious weaknesses, lacking such things as

automated material tracking systems, portal monitors, adequate perimeter barriers,

and adequate seals on containers to detect losses.

The U.S. Response

In response, the United States has pursued two different, but complementary, programs

to help the newly independent states improve their nuclear material protection, control,

and accounting systems. The first is a direct government-to-government program to help

the governments of Russia, Ukraine, Kazakstan, and Belarus develop national control

systems and improve existing controls over civilian nuclear material. The second is a

direct lab-to-lab program to improve controls at Russian nuclear facilities that handle

direct-use material. The government-to-government program was initially sponsored and

funded by the Department of Defense (DOD) under the Cooperative Threat Reduction

(CTR) program, but implemented by DOE. The lab-to-lab program is sponsored by DOE

and jointly funded by DOE and DOD.

U.S. efforts, which began in 1993 with the government-to-government program, got off to

a slow start. The Russian Ministry of Atomic Energy (MINATOM) initially refused U.S.

officials access to Russian direct-use facilities, and projects at facilities with direct-use

materials in Ukraine, Kazakstan, and Belarus are just getting underway. According to
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DOD officials, the program was also slowed by requirements for using U.S. goods and

services and for audits and examinations. The government-to-government program

began to gain momentum in January 1995 when U.S. and Russian officials agreed to

upgrade nuclear material controls at five high-priority facilities handling direct-use

material.^ DOE and Russia's nuclear regulatory agency have also agreed to cooperate

on the development of a national material protection control and accounting regulatory

infrastructure.

DOE'S lab-to-lab program, which started in 1994 as an extension of other lab-to-lab

relationships, had a quicker start. It has already improved controls at two research

reactors, and begun providing nuclear material monitors to several MINATOM defense

facilities to help them detect unauthorized attempts to remove direct-use material. The

program is now implementing projects in the Russians' nuclear defense complex.

Future Plans
'

For fiscal year 1996, the United States expanded its assistance program to include all

known facilities in the newly independent states with direct-use material outside of

weapons. Management and funding for the expanded program were consolidated in

^After our fieldwork, DOE and Russia's Ministry of Atomic Energy agreed to add four

sites to the government-to-government program, and two sites to the lab-to-lab program.

4
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DOE. DOE plans to ask Congress for about $400 million over a 7-year period for the

program. -
.

DOE faces several uncertainties in managing an expanded assistance program. For

example, DOE does not know exactly how many facilities will require upgrades and how

much upgrades at each facility will cost. The number of facilities to be upgraded could be

as high as 135, and the cost estimate per facility ranges from $5 million to $10 million.

Because of these uncertainties, program costs could total over $1 billion. In addition,

DOE may be limited in its ability to directly assess program progress and confirm that

U.S. assistance is used for its intended purposes because the Russians may limit the

measures that can be used for these purposes at highly sensitive facilities.

To respond to such uncertainties, DOE told us that it has initiated the following steps:

DOE is developing a long-term plan for the expanded program that consolidates

the program plans for the government-to-government and lab-to-lab programs. The

plan is to establish objectives, priorities, and timetables for implementing projects

at facilities in the newly independent states. However the plan had not been

released when we concluded our review in January 1996.

DOE is developing a consolidated centralized cost-reporting system to provide

current financial status for government-to-government and lab-to-lab projects.
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DOE is implementing a flexible audit and program evaluation approach to provide

some assurances that assistance is used for its intended purposes. Under DOE's

approach, the United States will pay Russian laboratories for services and

equipment upon completion of clearly defined delivered products and will use a

series of direct and indirect measures to evaluate program progress and

effectiveness. ,

Before I conclude my statement, I would like to add that this is just one of a series of

reports we have issued concerning nuclear safety and security in the newly independent

states. Last November, we issued a report that addressed the safety of nuclear facilities

in the newly independent states, and we have issued several reports on the status of the

Cooperative Threat Reduction Program.^ We are currently reviewing the CTR programs'

multiyear plan, and we are continuing to examine programs intended to help promote the

safety of nuclear facilities in the newly independent states.

I will be happy to respond to any questions you may have.

(711188)

^See Nuclear Safety: Concerns With Nuclear Facilities and Other Sources of Radiation in

the Former Soviet Union (GAO/RCED-96-4, Nov. 7, 1995); Weapons of Mass
Destruction: POD Reporting On Cooperative Threat Reduction Assistance Can Be

Improved (GAO/NSIAD-95-191, Sept. 29, 1995); Weapons of Mass Destruction: Helping
the Former Soviet Union Reduce the Threat: An Update (GAO/NSIAD-95-165, June 9,

1995); and Weapons of Mass Destruction: Helping the Former Soviet Union Reduce the

Threat (GAO/NSIAD-95-7, Oct. 6, 1994).
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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee

A classic Russian phrase asks: Shto delat'^ What is to be done?

What we can do about the threat of"loose nukes" from Russia can be summarized in two lines:

> Recognize the threat ofloose nukes—loose nuclear weapons and weapons-usable nuclear

matfriaU—as the numbci' one threat to American national security today and in the decade

ahead;

> Mfffrilirff a higfr-gTW*^ fll-^ymiinti ft^«ck on this threat, an attack directed by a strategy and

commanding attention, money, energy, and imagination commensurate to Americans' stakes

in our nundier one threat

Harvard's Center for Science and Intemational AfBurs is publishing today Avoiding Nuclear

Anarchy: C»nt«iiiing
th*^ Threat ofLoose Russian Nuclear Weapons and Fissile Material by

Graham Alliaon. Owen Cote, Richard Falkenrath and Steven Miller. This study analyzes in depth

the shape of this unprecedented threat and outlines a multi-layer strategy for attacking this threat

from aU 360°: frtntaDy. from the sides, from the back, and at every poim in betweea This

strategy is straightforward, feasible, affordable, and certain to substantially reduce the risk of

nuclear terrorist attacks on Americans at home, and on allies and friends like Israel whose pain we
share today.
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Summarized succinctly in the language of our current political seavin, one might say that a

strategy for containing loose nukes is as simple as A, B, C.

A is for the A - #1 problem, a threat that deserves absolute pnority in America's strategy for

relating to Russia and the former Soviet Union During decades of Cold War, leaders of both the

United States and the Soviet Union learned that avoiding nuclear war was an absolute priority.

Avoiding the global nuclear war, of which they would be the first victims, was a necessary

precondition for pursuing any other objective. Avoiding nuclear war was not the only thing the

United States wanted in relations with the Soviet Union It was rot even the most important

necessarily, as the old debate about "Red vs dead" reminds us. But it was an objective of
absohite priority in the sense that ifwe failed with respea to this objective, we would not have the

opportunity to pursue any other.

In the post-Cold War environment, giving the containment of loose nukes absolute priority means

making this operational objective of American poLcy trump every other operational objective

(save the continuing stake in avoiding global nuclear war) Assessed in terms of concrete

American national interests, containing loose nukes deserves higher priority in our relationship

with Russia than many other high-priority and very important interests including condemning
Russia's beastly action toward Chechens, or constraining Russian sales of nuclear reactors to Iran,

or supporting stabilization and markeiization of Russia's economy through a $10 billion IMF loan,

or promoting Russian democratization

B stands for two essential keys of a winning strategy containing loose nukes must be a bilateral

venture undertaken jointly by Americans and Russians, 90% of the actions required being taken

by Russians, not Americans Bilateral initiatives and actions require that each party is motivated

in terms of its own imerests (as it interprets its interests) Thus, 3 also stands for bu^: America's

buying and taking directly 500 tons of Russian nuclear weapons-usable highly enriched uranium

under the terms of the contract already signed in the HEU deal negotiated by the Bush
Administratioa In Chapter 4 and in Richard Falkenrath's appendix to our study, we flesh out the

details ofhow to move the HEU deal forward rapidly In short: American money motivating a

bilateral Russian-American partnership and urgent bilateral security initiatives to combat this

threat in ways that serve our interests and theirs.

C is also a two-fer: concentrate and control Concentrate the nuclear weapons and weapons-
usable material that remains in Russia in the smallest number of locations. Control the dangerous,
vahiabie material in each of these sites in every way that a serious enterprise attempts to protect

any item of great value fi-om theA or loss under the extraordinary conditions of life in Russia and

other states of the former Soviet Union today

The magnitude of the challenge is suggested by considering what Russian banken do to prevent

theft or loss of equivalent small packages of great value, namely piles of hundred dollar bills or

gold. You might ask Mr Gusinsky of MostBank how he addresses this problem. Banks begin by
careful screening of personnel and monitoring Money and gold is kept first in the vauh

surrounded by a foot of steel A fence or cage is built around the vauh, and monitored by an
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electronic alann system and beyond that, video monitors The electronic system is surrounded by

guards, then a building; and the building is then protected by private security, mostly consisting of

the most talented former KOT and security ofiGcers And beyond that come the police With all

this, dollars and gold are still lost and stolen Contrast this security system and a security system

at research fiunlities across Russia, &0% of which have no simple electronic monitoring system for

example. One practical step forward, described on page 158 of our study, would be to fully fiind

of the Department of Energy material protection, control and accounting budget, seeking to

increase both the flexibility of and amount of dedicated funds.

Time permitting, one could go further down the alphabet. D reminds us of the urgency of getting

on with the work. In Russian; Delai ddat' (the motto of our Strengthening Democratic

Institutions Project at Harvard) which is a Russian knockoff ofNike's: "Just do it."

E is for equities in the language ofWashington bureaucracy: Russian equities, and American

equities in this mission, iiquities that command resources to mount an aggressive program of

action to contain the threat of loose nukes One major lesson of America's sustained and

successful strategy in winning the Cold War is the critical importance of equities m organized

efforts: roles and missions for American military services; NATO, the public-private partnership

between the Department ofDefense and private military contractors that produced the preeminent

military estabUshment in the world. So tu, the U S govemmer>.t's efiforts to combat the threat of

loose nukes has failed to create substantial equities for Americans, and for Russians—the kinds of

equities that would command energy and imagination of tens of thousands of serious people

working to solve this problem every day.

F is for funding . Stepping up to the second most important ingredient of a successful strategy for

containing loose nukes: namely, money proportionate to the threat The surest recipe for failure

in national security policy is what the U.S. military calls strategic mismatch : objectives that

cannot possibly be achieved with the level of resources committed to ihe task. In Desert Storm, if

American stakes justified our going to the Gulf^ then it was essential to go with forces sufBdent

to achieve the mission. Combating the #1 threat to American security interests for the decade

ahead cannot be done cheaply.

I have earlier proposed a crude rule ofthumb. More than a decade ago, when I worked for

Secretary ofDefense Weinberger as his Special Advisor, he observed a surprising similarity

among all U.S. major strategic nuclear weapons programs: each cost S30 billion and took IS

years to deploy. He was thinking about the MX, the B-2, and the Trideitt. If today the U.S. can

buy Russian nuclear weapons equivilents at S 1 million each, then for the price of a typical major

nuclear program, we could buy 30,000 weapons. In fact, the HEU deal negotiated by the Bush

administration buys the highly enriched uranium out of Russian nuclear weapons for a price in this

ballpark
—and allows us to recapture most of the cost by seUing the material as fuel for civilian

reactors. In Project Sapphire, in 1994, the U.S. government bought and took fi-om Kazakhstan

some 1,000 pounds of highly enriched uraniiun, sufBcient for approximately 20 nuclear weapons,

for an amount reported to be about S20 million. No one has, I believe, argued that American vital

interests would have been better served by leaving the material there in Kazakhstan to be bought

by Iranians or Iraqis, both ofwhom had expressed clear imerest in acquiring this material.
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So much for my version of ABC's and even D, E, and F One week after the series of Himas

suicide-bombers' attacks in Tel Aviv, after a year in which Americans saw Sheik Rakhman

convicted for bombing the World Trade Ceiuer in New York aiKi planning bombing attacks

agiinst New York City bridges, tunnels, the UN, and other major buildings, a year in which the

Oklahoma City bombing of the federal ofiBce building revealed the ugly cloven hoof of American

extremism, a year that also saw a Japanese sect attack the government of Japan with chemical

weapons— we Americans are living on borrowed time This year, or next year, or the year after,

when Americans find ourselves victim of a nuclear terrorist incident, how will account for our

behavior? Will the President, or the leaders in Congress, or the public be able to claim that we

didn't really know? On the morning after, what account will we give of our failure to mobilize the

level of attention, money, energy, and imagination the American public will demand?

Prophets ofdoom and gloom have never attracted much support
—even less so when they urge

strenuous endeavors to avoid otherwise catastrophic consequences But as one citizen who has

attempted to look at this issue as soberly as I can, I applaud you. Senator Nunn and your

colleague. Senator Lugar, for your courageous campaign to cause Americans and our government

to &ce this frightening new reality before the morning after.
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NUCLEAR LEAKAGE FROM THE POST-SOVIET STATES

William C. Potter

Thank you for the opportunity to present the findings from my study on "Nuclear Leakage

from the Post-Soviet States."' My central thesis is that we have now moved well beyond the

realm of hypothetical threats of proliferation significant nuclear diversion and export. The

danger, moreover, is likely to grow before it recedes, and it is imperative for the United States

to commit resources commensurate with the threat.

Proliferation Significant Diversions

Given the intense, albeit unsustained, media interest in the subject and the parallel focus

on the part of many Western governments, it is surprising how few efforts have been undertaken

to analyze systematically the record of FSU-origin nuclear related diversions and exports.^ Even

fewer attempts have been made to look for patterns of behavior with respect to suppliers, end-

users, and supply networks; to analyze seriously the evidence linking organized crime to nuclear

trafficking; or to differentiate between the myriad of reported cases of nuclear smuggling and

those for which there is corroborating evidence about their proliferation significance.^

' An earlier, abridged version of this study appeared as "Before the Deluge? Assessing the

Threat of Nuclear Leakage from the Post-Soviet States," Arms Control Today (October 1995),

pp. 9-16.

' The most systematic effort probably is that conducted by the Department of Energy,
which maintains a database on illicit trafficking of nuclear materials. An open-source database

on illicit nuclear transactions also is maintained by the Center for Nonproliferation Studies at the

Monterey Institute of International Studies.

^
Useful first steps in this direction have been taken by Phil Williams and Paul Woessner,

"Nuclear Material Trafficking: An Interim Assessment," Ridgeway Viewpoints, Working Paper
No. 95-3 (1995) and CSIS Nuclear Black Market Task Force, Interim Report: The Nuclear Black
Market (Final Draft: November 25, 1995). A promising but incomplete study also

has been launched by James Ford at the National Defense University.
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Until mid- 1994, there was little apparent correlation between the frequency of reported

efforts to smuggle nuclear material from the former Soviet Union and proliferation-significant

exports. According to a recent West European intelligence report, for example, in 1992 and 1993

there were a total of 109 cases of actual or attempted nuclear smuggling from former Communist

states/ During this same two-year period, there were no confirmed cases in which more than

minuscule quantities of HEU or plutonium were exported beyond the borders of the former

Soviet Union, and only three confirmed instances in which such material had been diverted (but

not exported) from nuclear facilities in the newly independent states.

By 1994, the number of confirmed instances of significant illicit nuclear exports had

grown to four, and the size of the individual material seizures also had increased considerably.

In 1 994, therefore, one moved from the realm of hypothetical threats of nuclear leakage to actual

cases involving the illicit export of kilogram quantities of weapons-usable material.

Important characteristics of the significant cases of diversion and/or export of probable

FSU-origin HEU and plutonium are simimarized in Appendix One. Here it is sufficient to

highlight those aspects of the cases relevant to the issue of establishing patterns of behavior with

respect to the suppliers, the traders, and the end-users.

Luch Scientific Production Association. Podolsk n992^

The first confirmed case involving the diversion of HEU or plutonium from nuclear

facilities in the former Soviet Union occurred at the Luch Scientific Production Association in

Podolsk, a town approximately 40 kilometers southwest of Moscow. Between late May and early

September 1 992, Leonid Smimov, a chemical engineer and long-time employee of the plant, stole

approximately 1 1/2 kg. of weapons-grade HEU. He accumulated this quantity by some 20-25

different diversions, taking the material in the form of U02 powder from the facility in 50-70

gram glass jars and storing it on his apartment balcony, initially in a half-liter jar wrapped in a

plastic bag and then, when it became nearly fiill, in a larger metal container.

*
See Craig R. Whitaey, "Smuggling of Radioactive Material Said to Double in a Year,"

New York Times (February 18, 1995). See also Interim Report: The Nuclear Black Market, pp.

11-12
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Smimov had no accomplices and appears to have been motivated by an article he read

in Komsomolskaya Pravda about the fortune to be made by selling HEU. He was apprehended

at the Podolsk Railroad Terminal on October 9, 1992, along with most of the HEU concealed in

three lead cylinders. He had planned to travel to Moscow for the purpose of selling the nuclear

material. Although Smimov initially confessed to having a specific customer from the Caucasus

in mind, the official investigation concluded that there was no concrete buyer who had been

contacted.

Smimov was convicted under Articles 223.2 and 223.3 of the 1988 Penal Code for

stealing and storing radioactive material, and could have received up to ten years of

imprisonment. Instead, on March 11, 1993, he was sentenced to three years on probation and

was released from prison. The Ministry ofAtomic Energy (Minatom) continues to deny publicly

that a diversion occurred at Podolsk despite public testimony to the contrary by the thief, the

criminal investigators in the case, and the director of the Luch plant. Indeed, the diversion is

acknowledged in internal Minatom documents and, in fact, led to decrees adopted by Minatom

to tighten physical protection at its nuclear facilities. Minatom, however, has been slow to

implement the decrees due to financial constraints and organizational politics.

Andreeva Guba. Russia (1993^

One of the earliest confirmed thefts of HEU occurred in late July 1993 at a storage

facility of the Northem Fleet naval base at Andreeva Guba, 40 kilometers from the Norwegian

border. Two naval servicemen were arrested in the case and accused of stealing 1 .8 kilograms

of HEU from two fiiel assemblies. The material, which was recovered, was enriched to

approximately 30 percent uranium-235 (U-235) and used as fuel for third-generation naval

reactors. The men said they were operating under instructions from two naval officers ~ both

of whom continue to deny involvement in the theft. At the trial of the four suspects, which

concluded in November 1995, the two naval servicemen were sentenced to prison terms of five

years and four years. The two naval officers were foimd not guilty due to lack of evidence.

Additional suspects associated with a Murmansk - St. Petersburg criminal ring are still under

investigation.

Sevmorput Shipyard, near Murmansk n993)

On November 27, 1993 Captain Alexei Tikhomirov and Oleg Baranov slipped through
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an unprotected gate and into the Sevmorput shipyard near Murmansk - one of the Russian navy's

main storage facilities for nuclear fuel. Captain Tikhomirov, a retired naval officer whose brother

Dmitry still worked at the shipyard, climbed through one of many holes in the fence surrounding

"Fuel Storage Area 3-30," sawed through a padlock on the back door, and pried open the door

with a metal fire pole he found next to the building. Once inside, he located the containers of

fresh submarine fiiel, broke off parts of three assemblies from a VM-4-AM reactor core, stuffed

the material containing 4.5 kg of uranium (enriched to approximately 20 percent U-235) into a

bag, and retraced his steps.

The theft was soon discovered because the perpetrators carelessly left the back of the

storage building open. The culprits, however, were only apprehended and the material recovered

from Baranov's garage six months later when Dmitry Tikhomirov told a fellow officer about the

theft and asked for help in selling the stolen merchandise. The parties to the crime, it appears,

had not figured out a way to dispose of the material despite having carefully planned the

operation for months prior to its execution.

In early 1994, the three defendants - all past or present naval officers with no prior

criminal records ~ were tried for the theft of naval fuel. Two received prison sentences of three

and one-half years; the third was freed.

According to the military prosecutor who investigated the case, at the time of the theft,

potatoes were guarded better than naval fuel, despite the fact that most of the fuel was highly

enriched and some of it was weapons-grade.' The first and last time the contents of most of the

fuel canisters were checked, the prosecutor contends, was at the fiiel fabrication plant. As a

consequence of inadequate material control and accountancy, he argues, the diversion at

Sevmorput "could have been concealed for ten years or longer" had the open door of the storage

building not attracted the guard's attention.*

'
Russia's eight nuclear-powered icebreakers, for example, use uranium enriched to 90

percent as do some other naval reactors. For more details see Oleg Bukharin and William Potter,

"Potatoes were guarded better," Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists (May/June 1995), pp. 46-50.

'
Interview with Mikhail Kulik, Yaderny Kontrol (January 1995), pp. 12-13.
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Tengen. Germany nViav 10. 1994)

The first known case in which more than minuscule quantities ofHEU or plutonium were

illegally exported occurred in 1994.' It involved the inadvertent discovery by German police in

Tengen (Baden-Wuertemberg) of a vial containing 5.6 grams of nearly pure Pu-239. The

weapons-grade material was found on May 10, 1994 in the garage of Adolf Jaekle who was

under investigation for counterfeiting.

Although the origin of the material has not been determined definitively, there are

indications that it was produced for non-weapons purposes at the Soviet nuclear weapons

laboratory Arzamas- 16 (recently renamed Kremlev). According to the prevailing US Department

of Energy thesis, the amount found in Germany was part of a total inventory of no more than

several kilograms of very pure plutonium used as a "standards sample" to measure fission cross-

sections and the energy levels of nuclei.* Samples similar to the amount seized in Tengen, it is

hypothesized, may have been distributed by Arzamas- 16 to dozens of nuclear research

laboratories in the former Soviet Union, as well as in Eastern Europe. An alternative explanation

about the source of the material, provided by a German plutonium specialist with unusual

contacts in the Russian nuclear industry, is that the plutonium was produced at a special

centrifuge facility in Central Asia (most likely Chkalovsk, Tajikistan).

At the present time, many important questions about the Tengen case remain unresolved,

especially regarding the plutonium supply route and the intended end-user, if any. The case,

however, clearly is significant if for no other reason than the fact that it was not a sting

operation. Indeed, there are tantalizing reports
~ but no hard proof ~ of end-user customers who

may have been interested in the contraband. Most frequently mentioned in press reports as likely

' Most prior instances involved attempts to market plutonium ionization sources used in

minute quantities in smoke detectors in the former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. These

cases appear to have been linked to the theft of several crates of plutonium ionization sources

from a warehouse in Bulgaria in late 1991.

'
See Mark Hibbs, "Russian Data Suggests PU Was Enriched By Arzamas-16 Calutron,"

Nuclear Fuel (August 14, 1994), pp. 9-10; Hibbs, "Which Fissile Fingerprint?" Bulletin of the

Atomic Scientists (May/June 1995), p. 10; and Steve Coll, "Stolen Plutonium Tied to Arms Labs,"

Washington Post (August 17, 1994).
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customers are Iraq and North Korea. The evidence linking these states to the Tengen plutonium

relates primarily to classified testimony attributed to Western intelligence agencies, statements

reportedly made by JaekJe shortly after his arrest, names of individuals found among Jaekle's

papers, and the prior trading partners of a Bulgarian firm that is alleged to have been involved

in the supply of the plutonium. Leads once thought to be promising about the end-users,

however, have yet to yield more than speculation.

Little progress also has been made in establishing more than a circumstantial case for the

linkage between organized crime and the traffickers of the Tengen plutonium. The most

intriguing thesis in this regard is that Jaekle was part of a transnational KGB-Bulgarian-Iraqi

nuclear supply chain.' According to this view, representatives of a Bulgarian trading company,

Kintex, were the likely agents involved in procuring the plutonium from Russia and organizing

its shipment, from the Bulgarian port of Varna to Athens, and from there to Zurich. This

interpretation is consistent with Jaekle's testimony that he received the sample from a Sv^dss

contact. Its implication of Kintex, a licensed arms trafficking firm with close links to the former

KGB and one that was involved in a variety of illicit smuggling activities under the old

Communist regime, also has a certain face validity. That is, Kintex, by virtue of its contacts in

Russia and the international arms trade netherworld and its prior smuggling record, is a plausible

conspirator in a transnational nuclear supply chain. No hard evidence, however, has yet been

produced to substantiate this hypothesis or to corroborate the assertion that the tiny sample of

very pure plutonium found in Tengen is part of a much larger shipment of up to 1 50 kilograms

of the material already in Switzerland.
'" The extraordinary costs associated with the production

of such pure plutonium make it unlikely that more than a few kilograms of the material was ever

produced, much less stolen and exported.

Landshut. Germany (June 1994)

In August 1994, Bavarian authorities reported that on June 13, 1994 they had seized 800

milligrams of HEU enriched to 87.7 percent U-235. This material was recovered in Landshut,

'
This view is propounded by Williams and Woessner, p. 12.

'" See Mark Hibbs, "Plutonium, Politics, and Panic," Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists

(November/December 1994), p. 26.
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Bavaria. Subsequently, on August 8th, a German real estate dealer was arrested as the centrzil

figure in a group accused of illegal commerce in and possession of nuclear material. Also

arrested as part of a sting operation were five men from Slovakia and the Czech Republic. Based

upon spectrometric analyses of the HEU and its enrichment level, Euratom authorities believe

the material did not come from weapons stocks, but rather was likely produced for use as naval

reactor or research reactor fiiel. Although only a small quantity of HEU was seized at Landshut,

the case is potentially significant because the material is identical to the much larger seizure

made in Prague six months later.

Lufthansa/Munich (August 10. 1994)

The last of the significant German smuggling, cases occurred on August 1 0, 1 994 when

the Bavarian Landeskriminalant (LKA) seized a suitcase from luggage being unloaded from

Lufthansa Flight 3369 from Moscow at Franz Jozef Straus Airport in Munich. Inside the suitcase

were a plastic bag filled with several hundred grams of lithium 6 (used to make tritium) and a

metal container holding 560 grams of mixed oxides of uranium and plutonium. This seizure, the

result of a sting operation, was by far the largest quantity of weapons-usable material (363 grams

of Pu-239) recovered in the West. Justiniano Torres Benitez, a Columbian national, and

Spaniards Julio Oroz and Javier Bengoechea Arratibel were arrested at the airport in connection

with the smuggling operation.

German authorities initially asserted that the plutonium seized in Munich was produced

in Russia for use in weapons. Russian officials not only denied those charges, but maintained

that the material did not originate in Russia. From Moscow's vantage point (or at least that of

Minatom), the entire operation was staged to try to embarrass the Russian nuclear industry and

undercut its international competitiveness. Some Minatom spokesmen went so far as to accuse

German intelligence agents of placing the plutonium on board the Lufthansa flight.

German authorities now concede that they knew in advance that the plutonium would be

on board the Lufthansa flight from Moscow. They justify their failure to notify Russian officials,

however, because ofconcern about links between Russian criminal groups and security personnel.

Today, Western authorities are convinced that the plutoniimi seized in Munich, like that

recovered in Tengen and Landshut, was not produced for weapons purposes. This view was

reinforced last month by reliable reports that the Russian Foreign Intelligence Service had
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confirmed to German officials that the material in question had been diverted from a Russian

nuclear research facility at Obninsk." The absence of a catalog of signatures from Soviet fissile

material production facilities, however, still makes it impossible to conclude on technical grounds

that the plutonium comes from a Russian reactor, as opposed to one in Kazakhstan, Ukraine, or

Eastern Europe.'^

The Lufthansa case was significant in demonstrating the existence of an international

nuclear supply network. The demand in this instance, however, appears to have been artificially

created by German intelligence and security service officials. This possible violation of German

law by the German foreign intelligence agency (BND) and its head Bemd Schmidbauer was the

subject of an investigation launched in April 1 995 by the Parliamentary Control Commission.

Reportedly, as much as $276 million was made available to the smugglers as a bank credit for

the purpose of purchasing the material. The BND and the LKA also are accused of offering their

undercover operative in the case a cash bonus of 300,000 DM ($215,000) if he succeeded in

obtaining plutonium from a smuggler.'^

Largely because of the method by which the parties were enticed to commit the crime and

the absence of evidence demonstrating the involvement of any buyer other than the BND or

LKA, in July 1 995, the Munich District Court handed out light sentences to the three confessed

smugglers. Although the men might have received prison terms of up to 10 years under the

Federal Weapons of War Control Act, the most harsh sentence handed out was only four years

and ten months (Benitez). The others received jail terms of three years and nine months

(Arratibel) and three years (Oroz).

" See Mark Hibbs, "Primukov Confirms to Germany: Munich Plutonium from Obninsk,"

Nucleonics Week (February 15, 1996), pp. 1 and 9, 10. Although Minatom disputes the report,

it appears that the Russian communique to Germany did occur and was based on a study written

by the Foreign Intelligence Service in 1995.

'^ Mark Hibbs, "U.S. Agencies Lacking Data on Source of Seized Plutonium," Nucleonics

Week(}A&y2S, 1995), p. 17.

"
This allegation was made by a BMD official at the trial of the three defendants in the

Lufthansa case. See Mark Hibbs, "BMD Offered Cash Bonus to Agent for Plutonium, Official

Asserts," Nucleonics Week (July 6, 1995 ), pp. 2-3.
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Prague. C/echoslovakia fPecember 14. 1994)

On December 14, 1994, Prague police, reportedly responding to an anonymous phone tip,

seized 2.72 kilograms of HEU from the back seat of a car parked on a busy street in the Czech

capital. The HEU, enriched to 87.7 percent U-235, was in the form of uranium dioxide (U02)

powder. It was contained in two cylindrical metal canisters.

Police arrested the car's owner, 54 year old Jaroslav Vagner, from the Czech Republic,

and his two companions in the car from Belarus and Ukraine. All three had backgrounds in the

nuclear industry. Vagner had worked for many years at the Nuclear Research Institute at Rez

and at nuclear power stations at Dukovany and Temelin, reportedly leaving the latter plant in

frustration over poor wages. According to Czech police, the individuals from Belarus and

Ukraine also were "nuclear workers" who had come to the Czech Republic in the past year.'^

Media reports in March 1995 indicate that Czech police arrested two additional individuals in

connection with the case, one allegedly a Prague police officer.

The seized material ~ the largest quantity of weapons-usable nuclear contraband seized

to date — appears to be identical to the 800 milligrams of HEU recovered in Landshut, Germany

in June 1994. As in the Landshut case, there is no consensus as to the origin of the material,

which consists of 1 1% U-238, 87.7% U-235, just under 1.1% U-234, and 0.2% of U-236. Czech

officials originally claimed that the material had been irradiated in a reactor, separated in a

reprocessing plant, and then re-enriched. Some analysts believe the material may be a "cocktail"

consisting of uranium from several sources -
perhaps designed intentionally to mask the

production site{s). Still others believe the material has been reprocessed from spent RBMK fuel

or may be a blend of reprocessed uranium and other stock. Experts agree, however, that the

material did not originate from weapons stocks and was more likely produced for use as fuel in

naval or research reactors. Consistent with this interpretation, Mark Hibbs reports that Czech

police believe the HEU seized in Prague may have been provided by criminals who supply stolen

submarine or icebreaker fiiel from Russia's Northern Fleet." Regardless of the material's origin.

'"
Jane Perlez, "Tracing a Nuclear Risk: Stolen Enriched Uranium," New York Times

(February 15, 1995).

"
See Hibbs, "Which Fissile Fingerprint?" p. 11.
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it too appears to have been procured as a result of a German sting operation.

Additional Cases of Proliferation Concern

The seizures of nuclear material in Podolsk, Andreeva Guba, Polyamy (near Murmansk),

Tengen, Landshut, Munich, and Prague are singled out as proliferation significant because, unlike

other reported cases of nuclear diversion, they involved more than minuscule quantities of either

HEU or plutonium and also indisputably occurred. There are at least four more cases that are

of probable proliferation concern, but which do not as clearly meet the standard of unambiguous

evidence with respect to either independent sources of corroboration of the diversion or the size

and/or enrichment level of the material involved. These cases involve: (1) the seizure of a large

cache of beryllium, including a much smaller quantity of a beryllium and HEU alloy, in the

basement of a bank in Vilnius, Lithuania in May 1993; (2) the reported recovery in St. Petersburg

in June 1994 of 3.05 kilograms of weapons-usable HEU in the form of uranium dioxide powder,

allegedly stolen from a nuclear facility (most likely Electrostal) near Moscow in March of that

year; (3) the diversion in January 1995 of one plutonium pellet or button from the Machine

Building Plant at Electrostal, near Moscow; and (4) the seizure of six kilograms of enriched

uranium (probably 20 percent U-235) in March 1995 in Kiev, Ukraine.

Potentially the most serious diversion of the lot in terms of the reported quantity and

enrichment level of material involved is the St. Petersburg case. Initial Russian press accounts,

however, have not been followed by the release of more detailed information by other media

sources or from a criminal investigation or trial, if any took place. Continued interest in the

episode derives mainly from its inclusion in a list of possible nuclear thefts cited by FBI Director

Louis Freeh in testimony before Congress in May 1994 and speculation that it may be part of

the same stockpile of HEU from which the Landshut and Prague material were supplied.

The Vilnius case, discussed in more detail below, is intriguing mainly because of the

possible complicity of government authorities. Although little information has been released

about the January 1 995 theft of plutonium material from Electrostal, the case, which should go

to trial later this year, is noteworthy since the material has not been recovered and because

plutonium previously had not been known to be present at the facility. At issue in the March
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1995 Kiev seizure is the level of enrichment of the six kilograms of uranium. Although the U.S.

Energy Department is inclined to categorize the fuel as lovkf-enriched uranium for power reactors

- based upon the cylindrical shape of the pellets in which it is contained ~
analysis of the

material by the Kiev Institute for Nuclear Research indicates an enrichment level of 20 percent,

consistent with much naval reactor fiiel.

Under the heading of "cases of proliferation concern" one also should highlight the

flourishing, but largely imnoted trade in nuclear-related dual-use materials and technologies.

These are 65 items such as beryllium, zirconium, and hafruum that have both civilian and nuclear

weapon uses and are subject to the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) export guidelines. Russia,

Ukraine and Kazakhstan are major producers of dual-use nuclear goods, and the Baltic states

have served as principal transshippers of them, especially rare-earth metals. The seizure by US

Customs agents in June 1995 of over seven tons of Ukrainian-produced zirconium is only the

most celebrated case. Five of the tons, produced at the Pridneprovsky Chemical Factory in

Dneprodzerzhinsk, were trucked from Ukraine to Germany in 1993 or 1 994. Two additional tons

of the contraband, also produced in Dneprodzerzhinsk, were recovered in Cyprus. US customs

officials report that subsequent to the seizures in the June 1 995 sting operation, they learned that

another 45 tons of zirconiimi had been stored in Cyprus for two years, ten tons of which were

transferred recently to Vienna. They also corroborated an earlier published report that at least

45 tons of Ukrainian-origin zirconium still sit at docks in Antwerp and Rotterdam."

Patterns of Behavior

An analysis of the confirmed cases of theft and/or diversions of HEU and plutonium

reveals a number of interesting, if not statistically significant, patterns of behavior. It is apparent,

for example, that although the number of proliferation-significant instances of nuclear material

theft remains small, it is increasing, as is the quantity of material offered for sale.

Most of the material recovered to date has been enriched uranium, usually in the form of

uranium dioxide powder. If one includes in the sample of cases those of "probable proliferation

'*
See William C. Potter, "Nuclear Exports from the Former Soviet Union: What's New,

What's True," Arms Control Today (January/February 1993), p. 3.
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concern," the preponderance of seizures involving definite or possible fresh fuel for propulsion

reactors is striking. The remaining cases involved nuclear material similar to that found in many

of the more than 50 sites in the former Soviet Union at which HEU and plutonium are present."

Although a number of these facilities in Russia are engaged in both civilian and military-related

nuclear activities, none of the seizures to date provide any evidence of having a nuclear weapons'

origin.

It is difficult, based upon the available information, to make generalizations about the

initial procurers of proliferation-significant nuclear material. Most of the reliable information we

do have, moreover, is limited to those parties who did not succeed in selling the material.

Nevertheless, from what is known, many suppliers appear to have been "insiders," working at

nuclear research institutes or naval bases, or having previously worked at such facilities. Most

of the perpetrators do not appear to have had customers in hand (other than perhaps German

intelligence authorities) at the time of the diversions. Rather, evidence suggests that the thieves -

-
especially those who were apprehended — generally were ill-informed novices in the business

of nuclear trafficking who were disaffected with their economic lot, looking to make a quick

profit. This finding applies even more clearly to traffickers in nuclear material of no proliferation

significance, some of whom have perished through careless handling of their radioactive

contraband."

Most analysts believe that an "end-user market" exists for weapons-usable nuclear

material. The most likely end-users ~ those who desire the material for actual use, as opposed

to resale for a profit
~ are perceived to be rogue states with nuclear weapons ambitions.

Terrorist groups and even fransnational criminal organizations also have been identified as

potential customers for weapons-grade material, if only for extortionist purposes. A review of

those cases in which HEU and plutonium actually have been diverted, however, does not reveal

" Thomas Cochran identifies 58 sites in Russia alone that are likely to have weapons-usable
fissile material. See his "Safety and Control of Nuclear Materials and Nuclear Weapons," Paper

presented at the Round Table on Economic and Social Developments in the Former Soviet Union

and the Problem of Nuclear Disarmament, Como, Italy (July 3-4, 1995).

'*
In 1994 several deaths were attributed to black market trade in cesium 137 and cobalt 60.
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reliable evidence that end-users were involved.

This being said, one must introduce two significant caveats. First, one legitimately may

ask, "How confident should we be that proliferation significant exports of Soviet/CIS-origin

nuclear material have simply escaped detection?" It is known, for example, that after the

collapse of the Soviet Union, Iran became particularly interested in Kazakhstan's nuclear-related

assets, including those present at the Ulba Metallurgy Plant in Ust-Kamenogorsk ~ the facility

that held the 600 kg. of bomb-grade HEU airlifted to the United States in "Project Sapphire.""

Given the underdeveloped state of export controls in the former Soviet Union outside of Russia

and the virtual absence of any barriers to movement of sensitive goods and material between

Russia and the other CIS states, it is entirely possible, although not proven, that proliferation

significant nuclear material and technology already may have exited Russia via one of a number

of southern routes (e.g., through the Caucasus or Central Asia).

The second caveat, which reinforces the first, is that while there is no hard evidence that

nuclear proliferants have illegally procured HEU or plutonium fi-om the ex-USSR, there is

indisputable evidence that would-be proliferants have been able to acquire key missile system

components of Russian origin. The UN Special Commission on Iraq, for example, has

documents which indicate that strategic gyroscopes fi-om dismantled Russian SLBMs have been

shipped to Iraq. All that remains in doubt is the number and kind of such transacUons and

whether or not they were state-sanctioned. Similar concerns exist regarding Ukrainian-Iraqi

missile contacts and contracts, and Iranian (and possibly Iraqi) missile acquisition initiatives in

Kazakhstan. Also disturbing is the readiness of Ukrainian governmental officials to overrule their

own competent export control authorities in selling off state reserves of nuclear-related dual use

material such as zirconium. These activities caution against attaching too much importance to

the apparent lull in reported seizures of proliferation significant nuclear material in Europe.

New and Old Nuclear Threats

If at the present time most evidence indicates a slow, but growing, increase in the rate of

"
See William Potter, "The 'Sapphire' File: Lessons for International Nonproliferation

Cooperation," Transition (November 1995), pp. 14-19.
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proliferation significant diversions, it also suggests the existence of conditions conducive to an

exponential rise in the rate of nuclear leakage from the former Soviet Union. These factors

include enormous inventories ofweapons-usable materials, underdeveloped safeguards, inadequate

export controls, a rise in political instability and corruption, and a corresponding decline in the

perception of national (as opposed to individual and organizational) interests.

The Next Sapphire?

Although material shortages were commonplace in the Soviet Union, they did not apply

to nuclear weapons or weapons-usable material. It is estimated, for example, that Russia's

nuclear material inventory
- distributed over more than 50 sites - consists of approximately

1100-1300 tons of highly-enriched uranium and 165 tons of weapons-grade plutonium.^" The

bulk of the ex-USSR's nuclear assets are concentrated in Russia. One should not discount,

however, proliferation significant quantities of weapons-grade material in Belarus, Georgia,

Latvia, Kazakhstan, Ukraine, and Uzbekistan. Although there are unlikely to be any more hidden

caches of the magnitude of that discovered — and removed ~ from Ust-Kamenogorsk, it would

not be surprising to see the declared nuclear material inventories in a number of post-Soviet

states increase as IAEA inspections take place. Indicative of this phenomenon was the five-fold

increase in weapons-grade uranium reported to the IAEA last year at Ukraine's Khar'kiv Physical-

Technical Institute (from 15 to 75 kg of HEU enriched to 90 percent U-235), and Kazakhstan's

notification to the IAEA in late 1 995 that 205 kilograms of HEU remained at the Semipalatinsk

nuclear research site. In the latter case, Russia claims that it owns the material and refuses to

allow Kazakhstan to accept IAEA safeguards on the HEU, although Kazakhstan is required by

the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT) to have all of its nuclear facilities under safeguards.

Russia also refuses to specify when it will remove the material.

This unusual development in Kazakhstan confronts the United States with several difficult

choices. On the one hand, failure to remove or safeguard the HEU would set a dangerous

precedent in which weapons-grade material would reside under ambiguous custody on the

^°
See Thomas B. Cochran, Robert S. Norris, and Oleg A. Bukharin, Making the Russian

Bomb: From Stalin to Yeltsin (Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 1995), p. 51.
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territory of a non-nuclear weapon state party to the NPT. In addition to being imprudent, such

a situation would appear to be at odds with both Kazakhstan's and Russia's NPT commitments.

On the other hand, it may well be that the United States has more confidence in the ability of

Kazakhstan to protect HEU at Semipalatinsk than it does in Russia's ability to protect the material

if it were returned to the Luch Scientific Production Association, which originally had control

over the material. Luch, one may recall, is where the first significant diversion of HEU took

place in 1992. Given this pattern of discovery, it probably only is a matter of time before

additional large, undeclared quantities of HEU are found in the non-Russian successor states.

Underdeveloped Safeguards

International safeguards are designed to deter national governments from diverting nuclear

materieil from peaceful to military purposes and to detect diversion if it occurs. Since the

collapse of the Soviet Union, all of the non-Russian successor states have acceded to the NPT

as non-nuclear weapon states and many (Armenia, Belarus, Estonia, Kazakhstan, Latvia,

Lithuania, Ukraine, and Uzbekistan) have concluded safeguards agreements with the IAEA.

Although safeguards agreements are currently in effect for only Armenia, Latvia, Lithuania, and

Ukraine, there is no longer much worry that any of the post-Soviet states will attempt to divert

nuclear material for indigenous weapons programs.

Of far greater concern is the prospect that the post-Soviet states with nuclear assets will

be unable to meet reasonable standards for national safeguards that are directed at non-state

actors. These safeguards emphasize the provision of physical security, material control, and

accounting (MPC & A) and refer to measures undertaken by national governments "to detect,

deter, prevent, or respond to the unauthorized possession or use of significant quantities of

nuclear materials through theft or diversion and sabotage of nuclear facilities."^'

According to conventional wisdom, the Soviet nuclear fuel cycle was very secure from

penetration by outsiders because of the country's authoritarian political system, its pervasive

network of internal security, and the close integration of its civilian and military components.

The vulnerability of the most sensitive nuclear facilities ~ uranium enrichment and conversion

^' US Office ofTechnology Assessment, Nuclear Proliferation and Safeguards, Vol. 1 (New
York, Praeger, 1977), p. 194.
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plants and plutonium reprocessing and storage facilities — also was reduced by their location in

relatively remote and stable regions of Russia.

Physical protection probably remains better today at Russian uranium enrichment and

plutonium production sites than at research institutes, fuel storage facilities for propulsion

reactors, and non-standard fuel cycle facilities. An underdeveloped physical protection culture,

along with declining resources for workers in the nuclear sector, however, combine to undermine

the security of all Russian nuclear installations. This is apparent even at those sites where large

quantities of weapons-grade uranium and plutonium are present. Although security against

external threats (i.e., penetration from outside) generally is high, until recently little attention has

been given to the threat of diversion by insiders. The threat is a function of both inadequate

physical security and the remnants of the Soviet approach to material control, which emphasized

centrally-planned production targets and personal responsibility, rather than facility-specific

inventory accounting. Especially prone to neglect in terms of measurement and reporting, and

a point of diversion vulnerability now recognized by Minatom, were fissile material waste

streams and scraps that did not count toward the production quota. This less than systematic

approach to material accounting may explain in part the extraordinary recovery by members of

the Project Sapphire team of more HEU than Kazakhstan thought was in its Ulba Plant

inventory.^^ Progress now is being made to provide Western assistance in upgrading MPC &

A at key Russian nuclear facilities, but a tremendous gap remains between the magnitude of the

national safeguards problem and the effort that has been directed toward its resolution.^' Among

those nuclear sites identified by the US government as most in need of safeguards improvements

are fuel cycle facilities at Tomsk-7, the Mayak Chemical Combine, Krasnoyarsk-26, Sverdlovsk-

44, the Electrostal Machine Building Plant, and the Novosibirsk Chemical Concentrate Plant.

The following research centers also are targeted for priority MPC & A assistance: Kurchatov

^'
Interview with Project Sapphire member (June 1995). Allison et. al. (p. 23) report that

the United States recovered 104 percent of the declared inventory.

^' An excellent summary of the MPC & A problem and US efforts to address it is provided

by Frank von Hippel, "Fissile Material Security in the Post-Cold War World," Physics Today

(June 1995), pp. 26-31.
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Institute (Moscow); the Institute of Physics and Power Engineering (Obninsk); the Scientific

Research Institute for Atomic Reactors (Dmitrovgrod); the Luch Scientific Production Association

(Podolsk), and the Bochvar Institute of Non-Organic Substances (Moscow).^^

The emphasis that has been given to first enhancing security for fresh (i.e., unirradiated)

HEU and plutonium probably is correct. It would be a mistake, however, to neglect the potential

proliferation and terrorist risks posed by enormous quantities of virtually unsafeguarded spent

nuclear fuel, especially that which was never highly irradiated or has been sitting long enough

to see its radiation barrier decline greatly.^'

It needs to be emphasized that this spent fuel containing so-called "reactor grade

plutonium" can be used to fabricate nuclear weapons. Moreover, spent fuel from certain kinds

of reactors may be especially attractive to would-be proliferants with access to reprocessing

technology because of the imusually large proportion of HEU or plutonium present. Spent naval

fuel, for example, typically will have a large HEU content, while that in fast breeder reactors may

contain significant quantities of low irradiated plutonium.

The fast breeder reactor in Aktau, Kazakhstan on the Caspian Sea poses a special risk.

It has been in operation since 1 973 and has produced a very large quantity of low-irradiated

plutonium, much of which remains on the plant site. Although Kazakhstani nuclear authorities

recognize the need to upgrade safeguards at the facility and are cooperating with the US

government on this matter, a growing Iranian presence in the city highlights the need for more

rapid action. Iran, it should be noted, has sought to establish a consulate in Aktau since 1993

and Iranian vessels routinely call on the formerly closed nuclear city.

Until recently, it generally was assumed in the West that notwithstanding possible

shortcomings in the civilian nuclear sector, physical security was high in the military domain.

Although security at military facilities probably remains much higher than at civilian nuclear

^* See Oleg Bukharin, Table 1 "Western Assistance to Upgrade Security at High-Risk Fissile

Material Processing Facilities in Russia," January 27, 1995. Tomsk-7, Krasnoyarsk-26, and

Sverdlovsk-44 recently were renamed Seversk, Zelenogorsk, and Novouralsk, respectively.

" The proliferation risks posed by spent fuel is the subject of a study being conducted for

the Center for Nonproliferation Studies by William Sutcliffe.
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sites, the situation may be less sanguine than previously recognized.

Ironically, one new problem has arisen from progress in implementing START I and from

the successful redeployment onto Russian territory of the tactical nuclear weapons previously

scattered throughout much of the former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. It concerns the lack

of adequate storage facilities in Russia for the influx of nuclear warheads. According to one

report, "many nuclear warheads are now being stored in facilities constructed for the storage of

conventional munitions under less than adequate physical security."'* These warheads may be

particularly vulnerable to theft by disgruntled past or present Russian Special Operations

(Spetsnaz) soldiers who are trained to use atomic demolition weapons and may have special

knowledge of and even access to nuclear weapons storage depots.

On occasion, Minatom officials themselves have acknowledged that interim storage

facilities from dismantled weapons are "not very safe" and "are not adequately guarded."'^

Among specific safeguards deficiencies noted by Minatom in internal directives are the shortage

of trained personnel and modem equipment, inadequate transport control procedures, and the lack

of storage facilities. Russian officials also have privately confided that security is particularly

suspect at warhead disassembly facilities in Zarechny (formerly Penza- 19), Trekhgomy (formerly

Zlatoust-36), and Lesnoy (formerly Sverdlovsk-45), as well as at certain weapons component

facilities at Kremlev (formerly Arzamas- 16). Although there are not yet any confirmed cases of

warhead diversion from these or other sites, there is at least one instance in which a fissile

material component from a warhead may have been lost and then recovered.

In another alarming case, inspectors from the Ministry of Defense are reported to have

discovered a temporarily deserted SS-25 nuclear missile battery, its crew having left the site for

several hours in pursuit of food.'* Although one would hope that these stories were apocryphal.

'* Thomas B. Cochran, "Testimony before the Military Application of Nuclear Energy Panel

of the House Armed Services Committee" (April 19, 1994), p. 2.

'' See Alexei Lebedev quoted in "Russian Weapons Plutonium Storage Termed Unsafe by
Minatom Official," Nucleonics Week (April 28, 1994), p. 1.

'*
Reported in Graham T. Allison, Owen R. Cote, Jr., Richard A. Falkenrath, and Steven E.

Miller, "Avoiding Nuclear Anarchy: Containing the Threat of Loose Russian Nuclear Weapons
and Fissile Material," CSIA Discussion Paper 95-08, Keimedy School of Government, Harvard
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the general state of disarray and economic malaise in the Russian military and nuclear weapons

complex argues against dismissing them out of hand.

Nuclear Terrorism

The risk of nuclear terrorism in the Soviet Union was minimal because of the

extraordinarily centralized and regimented natiu-e of the state and the pervasiveness of internal

security measures. Although still low, the probability of non-state actors resorting to nuclear

violence has risen with the fracturing of the Soviet state, ethnic upheaval, and the location of

nuclear assets proximate to regions experiencing organized violence. The probability is likely

to increase ftirther if political turbulence in the newly independent states grows, economic chaos

ensues, ethnic violence escalates, and central authority and control diminish.

Nuclear terrorism subsumes a variety of threats.^' The one most often discussed in the

Western press involves the seizure of nuclear weapons by a renegade military movement. This

possibility was reduced, but not eliminated, by the transfer of all tactical nuclear weapons to

Russian territory. Weapons from the tactical nuclear arsenal are apt to be the preferred target

for terrorist seizure because of their relatively small size and the absence on the older weapons

of "permissive action links" (PALs) to protect their unauthorized use.

A second potential terrorist threat concerns the. possible use of conventional weapons

against a civilian nuclear power facility. Although the probability of successfiilly implementing

such a strike is not high, Russian and Kazakhstan! officials take seriously the possibility of

terrorist attacks by Chechen commandos against nuclear power installations. At least some

nuclear pxjwer facilities, for example, reportedly are now guarded by rapid reaction troops as well

as police units.'" Armenian authorities also are alert to the potential terrorist risks posed by the

scheduled restart later this year of the Metsamor Nuclear Power Plant that had been shut down

University (July 1995), p. 6.

^ For a more detailed discussion of this issue, see Oleg Bukharin, "The Threat of Nuclear

Terrorism and the Physical Security of Nuclear Installations and Materials in the Former Soviet

Union," Occasional Paper No. 2, CRES, Monterey Institute of International Studies (August

1992). See also Karl-Heinz Kamp, "Nukleaiterrorismus: Fakten und Fiktionen," Konrad

Adenauer Stiftung Interne Smdien No. 96 (1994).

^ See "Threat Seen to Russian Nuke Plant," Washington Times (July 2, 1995).
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since 1989. Unfortunately, although the potential damage that could be caused by terrorist

attacks on or sabotage of civilian nuclear power plants and spent fuel storage sites is enormous,

such threats currently are not reflected in the designs of most civilian nuclear power sites in the

post-Soviet states.

Implementation of the plaiuied physical protection upgrades at nuclear sites in Russia and

the other Soviet successor states wall go a long way toward reducing the danger of nuclear

terrorism in the former Soviet Union. The vast stocks of weapons-usable material in Russia and

the difficulty at the present time of distinguishing between "material unaccounted for" (MUF) and

material that has been stolen, however, enhances the credibility of extortionist threats by terrorists

— even if they are unfounded. Illustrative of this dilemma was the decision taken by Lithuanian

authorities in November 1994 to shut down temporarily the Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant in

response to a terrorist threat by local organized crime figures. The threat had to be treated as

credible, especially in light of a case two years earlier when an employee at Ignalina was found

to have sabotaged the plant's computer system by introducing viruses.^'

Organized Crime

There is broad agreement among analysts that crime is mushrooming in the ex-USSR.

Most observers also discern rampant organized criminal activity, although they may differ on

what constitutes "organized crime."^^ Little agreement ~ and even less reliable information -

exists, however, on the extent of organized criminal activity (or interest) in nuclear material

trafficking.

To date, most evidence linking organized criminal groups in the post-Soviet states and

nuclear material smuggling is anecdotal in nature and is not well-documented. US government

^'
See Nucleonics Week (April 16, 1992), p. 8. It is unclear if the instigator sought to

damage the plant or simply to cause problems that he could subsequently fix in order to receive

a financial bonus.

"
According to former CIA Director James Woolsey, in 1994 there were 5,700 criminal

gangs in Russia, about 200 of which were large, sophisticated groups involved in criminal

activity throughout the former Soviet Union and in 29 other countries. See Draft of Proposed
Remarks by R. James Woolsey before the House Foreign Affairs Committee, International

Organizations, International Security & Human Rights Subcommittee, June 27, 1994.
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officials, therefore, continue to maintain that there is no solid evidence that organized criminal

groups
- as distinct from individuals who may have had ties to organized crime - have been

directly engaged in the theft or trafficking of sensitive nuclear materials. This finding is

consistent with a careful analysis of the open-source literature on nuclear smuggling, although

the definitive study on the topic has yet to be vmtten." Less reassuring, however, are indications

that a blurred line separates legal and illicit nuclear trade and criminal and state-sanctioned

activities in the former Soviet Union.^*

The ambiguous divide between the criminal and official worlds is illustrated by the May

1 993 Vilnius case, cited previously. It involved the discovery in the basement of the Innovation

Bank of 27 wooden boxes containing approximately four tons of beryllium pieces, some of which

had been mechanically implanted with HEU. It was only the presence of a small amount of U-

235 -
probably no more than 150 grams - that enabled authorities in Vilnius to seize the cache,

since Lithuania had no laws or regulations governing the possession of/or commerce in dual-use

nuclear-related material." -^ - ''•'

A team of US reporters that has investigated the case concludes that the material found

in Vilnius probably originated at the Institute of Physics and Power Engineering at Obninsk and

was shipped to Vilnius by a firm from Sverdlovsk. Also reportedly involved in the deal were

officials from the Sverdlovsk region.^* Despite the fact that Russia, unlike Lithuania, has

'^
Discussions with US government officials suggest that much more work also could be

done at the classified level. No one, for example, appears to have sought interviews with many
of the parties arrested and/or sentenced for their involvement in illicit nuclear trafficking.

^ On this point see Stephen Handelman, Comrade Criminal: Russia's New Mafiya (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1995), especially pp. 227-228.

^'
According to VATESI, the Lithuanian Nuclear Power Safety Inspectorate, the cache

consisted of 3,860 kg of pure beryllium and 140 kg of a beryllium-uranium alloy containing 150

grams of uranium enriched to approximately 50 percent. These figures have been corroborated

by other sources and appear to be more reliable than the two kilogram quantity of U-235 cited

by US officials in a letter to Tom Cochran (November 23, 1994).

'*
Personal communication with reporters, (August 17, 1995). For the most detailed account

of the Vilnius case see Tim Zimmerman and Alan Cooperman, "The Russian Connection," US
News and World Report (October 23, 1995), pp. 56-67.
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regulations governing the export of beryllium and notwithstanding the use of improperly

documented export papers by the Russian shippers, Russian government authorities chose not to

treat the transaction as an illegal export. As a consequence, the beryllium
— minus those pieces

contaminated by HEU — has been returned to the Innovation Bank where it now stands as

collateral for a loan, presumably made by its Russian owners. Under such circumstances of

underdeveloped law and governmental acquiescence in questionable nuclear commerce, it is hard

to say what constitutes organized criminal activity in the nuclear realm.

One can, however, think of a number of reasons why organized criminal groups might

rationally decide to shy away from the nuclear smuggling sector. As Rensselaer Lee has noted,

"few other activities seem as likely to arouse the interests of Western security services and to

generate international pressure for a Russian government crackdown on the organized crime

sector."^' Moreover, as Lee points out, unlike narcotics, no mass market for sensitive nuclear

materials exists, buyers may be hard to locate, and special precautions must be taken in handling

the contraband.

These are persuasive disincentives. They may not always prevail, however, especially

among high-risk-taking criminal groups that seek short-term profits rather than long-term

extortion relationships. In this respect, it is interesting to note the fmding that in the

revolutionary economic and social conditions of post-Soviet Russia, criminal groups appear to

be less inclined than their coimterparts in the United States and Western Europe to seek "long-

term relationships that allow both organized crime groups and businesses to prosper."'* It also

should be anticipated that organized criminal activity will gravitate toward nuclear smuggling if

it is demonstrated that: (1) weapons-usable material is accessible in quantity; and (2) real end-

users become active in the nuclear marketplace. Regrettably, the sting operations of 1 994 have

confirmed the former of the two conditions, and in so doing also may unintentionally stimulate

"
Rensselaer W. Lee, III, "The Organized Crime Morass in the Former Soviet Union,"

Demokratizatsiya (Summer 1994), p. 400.

'* See Louise Shelley, "Post-Soviet Organized Crime," Demokratizatsiya (Summer 1994),

p. 343. I am grateful to Jessica Stem for calling this citation to my attention.
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end-user activity. >

Export Controls

Most nuclear material, as well as related technology and equipment that leaves the former

Soviet Union, is exported through official channels. Foreign access to nuclear supplies from the

ex-USSR, therefore, depends upon both national export policy and the effectiveness of export

controls.

As the inheritor of the well-developed Soviet export control structure, the Russian system

from the outset possessed considerable technical knowhow. Most of the formal changes that have

been introduced since 1992, consequently, have involved efforts to reorganize the existing

bureaucracy and to make the prior system more compatible with the rise of nongovernmental

exporters and more market-based activities." —^ .

One of the major organizational innovations was the creation in April 1992 of an

intergovernmental Russian Federation Export Control Coiranission, that was supposed to

coordinate state export control policy in pursuit of Russia's nonproliferation objectives. In order

to facilitate this mission, the Commission was given formal responsibility for granting final

approval for exports of dual-use nuclear and other specified material, equipment, technology and

knowhow. In practice, however, export decisions in this realm increasingly have been taken by

Minatom and the Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations with little input by either the Ministry

of Foreign Affairs or the Export Control Commission. This fact, together wath the difficult

economic and political constraints under which the Russian export control system functions, helps

to explain a number of recent and imprudent Russian nuclear export initiatives.^" They include

contracts to provide nuclear assistance to Iran (involving completion of the Bushehr nuclear plant,

the supply of a gas centrifiage facility, and training for Iranian nuclear scientists); to assist the

development of China's nuclear program, including provision of reactors and a uranium

enhancement plant; and to build two 1000 MWe WER-type reactors at Koodangulan in India.

" These changes are discussed in detail in Elina Kirichenko and William Potter, "Nuclear

Export Controls in Russia: The Players and the Process," Forthcoming 1995.

*° One of the new political constraints is the emergence of Russian parliamentarians as vocal

champions of exports with little regard for their proliferation implications.
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The Indian deal, if implemented, is particularly serious as it would appear to be at odds with

Russia's pledge to insist upon full-scope safeguards (i.e., international safeguards on all facilities)

as a condition of nuclear export. These state-sanctioned nuclear initiatives that subordinate

nonproliferation objectives to those of economic gain also send the wrong signals to private

•nuclear entrepreneurs within Russia and to other Soviet successor states.

Unlike Russia, the other post-Soviet governments inherited little in the way of export

control structures or expertise. Although some progress recently has been made in developing

new export control procedures in Belarus, Kazakhstan, and especially Ukraine, high-level political

commitment to stringent export controls in these states is not apparent.'"

The effectiveness of Russian export controls also is undermined by the absence of

effective custom controls between Russia and the other post-Soviet republics. The lack of

controls on intra-CIS trade, combined with the underdeveloped state of export controls outside

of Russia and a lack of equipment for monitoring illicit nuclear trade means that sensitive defense

goods
—

including nuclear material and technology
— can pass readily from Russia or Ukraine

to other post-Soviet states, and from there to countries of major proliferation concern. If

anything, this problem of the "weakest link" will increase if recent agreements to establish

custom unions and unregulated trade between Belarus and Russia and Russia and Kazakhstan are

implemented.

Corrective Measures

The West no longer can rely on luck to prevent nuclear leakage from the ex-USSR.

Proliferation-significant cases of diversion and export of weapons usable material have occurred,

and it is counterproductive to deny the existence of the problem. It also is true, however, that

a nuclear deluge is not inevitable and may be averted if a combination of short and longer terms

corrective measures are undertaken.

^'
For a discussion of this problem in Ukraine, see "Trip Report of Dan Hoydysh, January

18-February 5, 1995, Kiev, Ukraine," Lawyers Alliance for World Security (1995).
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1. US-Russian Cooperation

US denuclearization assistance through the govemment-to-govemment Cooperative Threat

Reduction Program and the lab-to-lab effort have contributed significantly to safeguarding

Russia's nuclear assets, especially in the past year. The potential impact of US assistance,

however, has been diminished by the asymmetry in the donor-recipient relationship and by

perceived differences in the program objectives of the donor and recipient states. CIS officials

particularly have resented the CTR legislative requirements regarding stringent audits and the

purchase of US equipment.^^

In order to minimize these impediments and expedite improvements in national

safeguards, the United States and Russia must move from a donor-recipient relationship to one

of true cooperation in which both countries work together to promote nonproliferation objectives

at home and abroad. As Graham Allison and his colleagues at Harvard University point out, this

means forging a "shared sense of mission" between the former Cold War rivals, and also

introducing a greater degree of reciprocity in MPC & A activities, even when the problems of

safeguards may not be perfectly symmetrical. '^•

A serious obstacle to greater collaboration is resistance within both countries by

institutions whose organizational interests may not correspond to national ones. The US Navy,

for example, has been unenthusiastic about Russian proposals to extend MPC & A cooperation

to naval fuel because of a concern about demands for reciprocal access and transparency that it

might entail.

Minatom, for its part, understandably is wary of assistance efforts that have the potential

both to discredit its past operations and to undermine its present dominance in the nuclear

sector.*^ US offers of financial assistance for purposes of inventory accounting and material

*^ The lab-to-lab program has had more flexibility in these respects. The 1994-1995

authorization for the CTR Program also relaxes the "buy America" requirement.

*' See Allison et al, pp. 87 and 96.

**
Minatom, to be sure, is not a homogenous entity and its different directorates may differ

on what constitutes useful assistance. For a discussion of this point with reference to the CTR

Program see Oleg Bukharin, "Minatom and Nuclear Threat Reduction Activities," Paper prepared

for the Conference on the Nunn-Lugar Cooperative Threat Reduction Program: Donor and
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control, therefore, may be resisted if they are judged to threaten Minatom's institutional power,

even if such assistance may serve other institutional objectives.'" An effective, joint program for

securing Russian nuclear stocks, consequently, must include appropriate incentives to ensure

Minatom's cooperation. Probably the most financially lucrative incentive is the timely

implementation of the 1992 US agreement to purchase 500 tons of surplus Russian weapons HEU

for $12 billion. The United States should seek to accelerate the HEU deal, which has moved at

a very slow pace, and to purchase additional weapons usable fissile material ~ from both

dismantled weapons and non-weapons stocks. It may be possible, for example, to purchase up

to 100 tons of surplus Russian weapons plutonium for fabrication into reactor fuel at the nearly

completed Siemens plant at Hanau, Germany.^' A portion of the payments could be earmarked

for MPC & A improvements, and also to assist in the conversion away from plutonium activities

of Russia's three "plutoniiun cities" ~ Tomsk-7, Krasnoyarsk-26, and Chelyabinsk-65.

2. Expansion of Safeguards Effort

The Department of Energy has an extremely ambitious program which, if implemented

on schedule, should go a long way toward stanching the illicit flow of sensitive nuclear materials

from the former Soviet Union. Under current plans, by the end of 1996, the United States hopes

to have provided the resources to: (1) upgrade MPC & A at all sites in the non-Russian successor

states at which weapons-usable material is present; (2) upgrade MPC & A at all of the major

civilian sites in Russia that handle weapons-usable material; (3) initiate MPC & A upgrades at

a wide range of additional Russian sites, including those throughout the Minatom weapons

complex; (4) establish the basis for MPC & A cooperation at all Russian nuclear material sites,

including those in the weapons complex and both civilian and naval propulsion reactors; (5)

facilitate the development of a national nuclear material accounting system; (6) foster the growth

Recipient Country Perspectives, Monterey, CA, August 20-22, 1995.

" On this point, see Jessica Stem, pp. 16-18 who creatively applies economic theory to

explain the divergence of interests between the Russian president and Minatom.

^*
See "U.S.-German Cooperation in the Elimination of Excess Weapons Plutonium," Report

of the German-American Academic Council and the National Academy of Sciences, 1995.
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of an effective national regulatory program in Russia; and (7) facilitate the development of a

sustainable, indigenous Russian MPC & A program. These all are vital steps, which deserve the

highest level of political support in both countries. The estimated cost of approximately $70

million to implement the program through the end of the 1996 calendar year is a modest amount

to pay for improved physical protection and material control.

Not all safeguards' problems, however, are amenable to "technical fixes." Probably most

difficuh to correct, but also significant for the long-term security of Russia's nuclear assets, is

what may be thought of as an underdeveloped physical protection culture among the staff and

custodians of the post-Soviet nuclear industry. In part, this undervaluation of physical protection

rules and regulations is the product of the Soviet political and economic system which bred work

and management practices, such as an avoidance of individual initiative and responsibility and

the neglect of employee safety. These habits persist today, despite the acknowledgement by

many Russian nuclear industry officials that improvements must be made regarding plant security

and material control. As a consequence, it is not enough to provide nuclear facilities portal

detectors, two person access controls, personnel identification equipment, and motion-detection

alarms. Those in charge of the equipment must be predisposed to turn it on and use it as

intended.

Changing attitudes and instilling a new philosophy cannot be accomplished easily or

quickly. Nor will an influx of money alone solve the problem. What is required is a sustained

educational effort. The planned creation of an MPC & A training center in Obninsk, proposed

by Russia and agreed to by the United States, is a step in the right direction. It is intended to

reinforce indigenous MPC & A efforts by educating a new generation of specialists who will

serve both as practitioners and instructors in the field.

3. New Directions and Long-Term Solutions

Most of the nuclear security problems in the former Soviet Union are inextricably linked

to the region's troubled economic, political, and social conditions. As such, they are unlikely to

be completely resolved in the absence of substantial progress toward stabilizing the economy and

renewing public trust in governmental institutions and law. These developments are not apt to

occur soon, and the United States, therefore, will continue to face at least some threat of nuclear
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leakage from the ex-USSR for the foreseeable future.

The precise nature of the threat will be determined by a combination of factors including

the pace with which the forementioned corrective actions are implemented, national decisions

regarding the disposition of excess fissile material from weapons, and the demand by end-users

for weapons material. The United States should not exaggerate its ability to influence the course

of these developments. It can, however, make a difference and should endeavor to do so. As

part of its long-term strategy to contain fissile material proliferation, the United States should

seek to create a safeguards regime that extends to all nuclear weapons-usable material in the

weapons states."' In 1994 the United States took a step in this direction when it voluntarily took

one ton of plutonium and 1 tons ofHEU out of its active weapons inventory and agreed to place

the material under IAEA safeguards. In March 1 995 President Clinton announced that the United

States had "permanently withdrawn" another 200 tons of fissile material from its nuclear

stockpile.'"

It will not be easy to persuade Russia to participate in such a comprehensive multilateral

regime, given Minatom's current opposition to an IAEA presence at its military facilities. One

also can anticipate resistance on the part of some US governmental actors. For that reason, it

may be preferable, at least initially, to pursue the idea of an expanded safeguards regime with

Russia on a bilateral R&D basis. As Tom Cochran at the NRDC has argued persuasively, the

primary focus of the initiative should not be to compel the parties to make a political

commitment to adopt comprehensive bilateral or multilateral safeguards, but rather to engage

them in a ftilly reciprocal research, development, and demonstration program. This approach not

only embraces the principle of truly joint US-Russian cooperation for nonproliferation, but has

"
This proposal is developed at greater length by Thomas Cochran and Christopher Paine,

"U.S. Assistance to Improve Physical Security and Accounting of Fissile Materials in Russia."

Paper presented to the Panel on US-Russian Cooperation to Control and Account for Fissile

Material, President's Commission for Advisors on Science and Technology, Washington, D.C.,

January 27, 1995.

"'
For a breakdown of this material, see Thomas Cochran, "Dismantlement of Nuclear

Weapons and Disposal of Fissile Material from Weapons." Paper presented at the Round Table

on Economic and Social Developments in the Former Soviet Union and the Problem of Nuclear

Disarmament, Como, Italy (July 3-4, 1995), Table 3.
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the virtue of redirecting US and Russian nuclear weapons scientists and laboratories to work in

non-weapons areas.

An excellent occasion to launch a new joint US-Russian initiative in the nuclear

safeguards field is the, presidential summit meeting scheduled for April 1996 in Moscow. It

already has been announced that the meeting, proposed by President Yeltsin, will focus on issues

of nuclear safety and security. What better forum to demonstrate to the non-nuclear weapons

states that the two nuclear superpowers also take seriously their fissile material control

responsibilities?
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APPENDIX ONE

CHRONOLOGY OF PROLIFERATION-SIGNIFICANT CASES OF DIVERSION

OF PROBABLE FSU-ORIGIN HEU AND PLUTONIUM

Date of Diversion:

Date of Seizure:

Amount:

Description of Material:

Point of Origin:

Point of Seizure:

May-September 1992

October 9, 1992

1 .538 Kg of HEU in the fom of U02
HEU (90% enrichment level)

Luch Scientific Production Association, Podolsk

Podolsk, Russia

Date of Diversion:

Date of Seizure:

Amount:

Description of Material:

Point of Origin:

Point of Seiziu-e:

July 29, 1993

August 1993

1 .8 Kg of enriched uranium

HEU (approximately 36% enrichment level)

Andreeva Cuba Fuel Storage Area, Russia

Andreeva Cuba

Date of Diversion:

Date of Seizure:

Amount:

Description of Material:

Point of Origin:

Point of Seizure:

November 27, 1993

June 1994

4.5 Kg enriched uranium

HEU (approximately 20% enrichment level)

Fuel Storage Area 3-30, Sevmorput Shipyard near Murmansk

Polyamy (near Murmansk, Russia)

Date of Diversion:

Date of Seizure:

Amount:

Description of Material:

Point of Origin:

Point of Seizure:

May 10, 1994

5.6 grams Pu-239

99.78 pure Pu-239
7

Baden-Wuertemberg (Tengen), Germany
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Date of Diversion:

Date of Seizure:

Amount:

Description of Material:

Point of Origin:

Point of Seizure:

31

June 13, 1994

800 milligrams

HEU (enriched to 87.7 %)
?

Landshut, Germany

Date of Diversion:

Date of Seizure:

Amount:

Description of Material:

Point of Origin:

Point of Seizure:

August 10, 1994

560 grams of mixed-oxide of plutonium and uranium

(363 grams of Pu-239)
Mixed-Oxide (MOX) fuel

Institute of Physics and Power Engineering, Obninsk (?)

Munich, Germany

Date of Diversion:

Date of Seizure:

Amount:

Description of Material:

Point of Origin:

Point of Seizure:

December 14, 1994

2.72 Kg of HEU in the form of U02
HEU enriched to 87.7% U-235

?

Prague, Czech Republic

f:\u\alle\bi\papers\sentest396
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THE NUCLEAR BLACK MARKET

Introduction

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I appreciate the opportunity to

present the views of the CSIS Global Organized Crime (GOC) Project's Nuclear Black

Market Task Force on this growing unconventional threat to national security and public
health and safety. Before I do this, however, I want to say a few words about the task force,

itself.

The Nuclear Black Market Task Force is one of seven that comprise the two-year

project, which was initiated in September 1994. When the Project Director, Amaud de

Borchgrave (who is here with me today) asked me to chair the task force, my first reaction

was to declare the problem to daunting. I would need to muster too much talent, and those I

would choose are already spending 1 50 percent of their time working the problem for their

respective agencies, national laboratories, and companies. And, besides, they would never be

able to share honest perspectives and develop truly innovative solutions because of constraints

posed by their employer affiliations.

Well, I am happy to say that 1 accepted the chair and even happier to report that the

task force members were able to squeeze out time for our frequent meetings and drafting

sessions, were surprisingly forthcoming as they wended their way through tough issues and

conceptually difficult fixes to the problems, and. I think, actually enjoyed removing their

bureaucratic hats and thinking "out of the box."

Before 1 say more, on behalf of Project Chair William Webster and Mr. de Borchgrave
and CSIS. I want to express our appreciation to those agencies and organizations without

whom 1 could not have mustered my team. They are: the Arms Control and Disarmament

.Agency (.ACD.A): the Central Intelligence .Agency (CI.A.); the Departments of Energy (DOE),

Defense (DOD). and State; the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI); the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (NRC); the U.S. Customs Service; Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory;

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory; Los Alamos National Laboratory; Sandia National

Laboratories; the National Defense University's National War College and Industrial College

of the Armed Forces; the U.S. Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations; Hicks and

Associates; Ogden Environmental and Energy Services Inc.; and Science Applications

international Corporation.

Having said this. I also want to state for the record that the opinions, conclusions, and

recommendations expressed or implied in this testimony and our report are solely those of the

Global Organized Crime Project and do not necessarily represent the views of those

organizations I just acknowledged.
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Our report. The Suclear Black Market A Panel Report of the CSIS Global Or^anizeJ (rime

Project's \iuiear Black Market Task Force, which will be issued shortly, is the first of a

series of GOC publications expected over the coming months. I think it is very special. It is

responsive to the charge levied by Judge Webster and Mr. de Borchgrave to look at the

special problems posed by the break up of the former Soviet Union (FSU) and by organized
criminal activities in Russia with respect to keeping the cap on nuclear mischief It

complements the work of the other GOC task forces, especially the Russian/Eurasian

Organized Crime Task Force. It provides, to my mind, practical and innovative policy,

technical, organizational, and legislative recommendations. And--perhaps its most important
attribute—it successfully represents the rich, e.xlensive, collective experience and knowledge of

those who agreed to participate in this venture.

The risk equation for theft of a nuclear warhead or weapons-usable materials

comprises four factors: (1) probability that a theft will be attempted (the threat). (2)

probability that an attempt will succeed (safeguards and security). (3) probability of

interrupting the theft sequence before the contraband reaches the end-user (detection and

interdiction), and (4) consequences of a successful theft. It was natural, then, for these factors

to drive our assessment. Having chosen this approach, we tlrst assessed the threat to U.S.

interests posed by illicit trade in nuclear weapons and weapons-usable materials (including the

link between organized crime and trafficking in FSU-origin nuclear materials). We then

evaluated preventive etTorts (safeguarding those commodities at the source), analyzed

capabilities for detecting, interdicting, and prosecuting nuclear smuggling, and examined

options for neutralizing a threat to detonate a device and responding to knowledge that

materials have been lost or stolen. Finally, we arrived at a prognosis and developed an action

plan for mitigating the threat.

Although the supply side of our analysis is limited to the former Soviet Union (the

most likely, but not the only, source of weapons-usable fissile material), the scope of the

demand side is global, because any illicit trafficking or use of nuclear weapons or materials

threatens U.S. interests. The assessment expressly does not include unauthorized launch of

nuclear weapons from the FSU. Most of our projections are for only two years, because the

uncertainties of numerous key variables render predictions highly tenuous.

The Threat
.

With the well-publicized recoveries in Europe in 1994 of weapons-usable nuclear

materials, concern about the "nuclear black market" skyrocketed. Hitherto, nuclear smuggling

consisted almost exclusively of scams—either the purported nuclear materials were not

genuine, or low-grade nuclear materials were misrepresented as being suitable for weapons

use. Illicit trafficking in nuclear materials is not a new phenomenon, but the number or

incidems-includinu attempted sales of weapons-usable materials-has risen dramatically since

the breakup of the former Soviet Union (FSU). Moreover, deteriorating conditions within the

Russian scientific community and military have heightened the threats of brain drain and theft

or sale of a nuclear warhead.
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Global responses to this alarming trend are complicated by jurisdictional disputes,

inadequate controls on some materials in the nuclear republics of the FSU, and insufficient

coordination among the many countries and organizations responsible for preventing,

interdicting, and neutralizing illicit transactions. The consequences of trafficking and

subsequent use of these materials for extortion or in a proliferant nation's nuclear weapon, an

improvised nuclear device (producing a nuclear "yield", i.e.. explosion), or a radiological

dispersal device (which scatters radioactive contaminants)--not to mention the consequences of

theft of a warhead—are so severe that a unified global response is essential.

Though there is a diversity of opinion among task force members about prospects for

the nuclear black market, we generally agree that the situation is likely to worsen before it

improves And. although we are cautious about extrapolating from the known to the

unknown, we have tried to avoid the complacency that springs from an absence of historical

precedent. Categorical statements based on lack of evidence are dangerous, for thieves

cleverer than those caught in Europe and Russia may already have stolen nuclear weapons or

weapons-grade materials and transported them out of the FSU, eluding both intelligence and

law enforcement authorities.

We see four aspects to the nuclear black market threat that make it qualitatively

different from other military or terrorist threats. First, the effects of "use" are horrific.

Whether it is a nuclear explosion, contamination, intimidation, or extortion, the results could

include public panic, massive casualties, damage to property and the environment, societal

disruption, and political paralysis and recrimination. Second, the threat is complex. Potential

perpetrators include not only states with nuclear ambitions but also separatist movements,

terrorist groups, criminal networks, and individual thieves, traffickers, and corrupt officials.
'

Threats could be synergistic, such as the use of drug-smuggling routes, mechanisms, and

profits to facilitate nuclear smuggling, while successful nuclear trafficking could lead to

smuggling of other high-value, low-bulk goods such as lethal biological agents. Third, the

impact can be quick. For at least some aspiring states, manufacture of a crude nuclear device

becomes a relatively easy, near-term possibility if directly usable nuclear material is acquired.

And. fourth, the United States. like all other countries, is vulnerable. We have few technical

detectors along our extensive and open land borders or at our numerous seaports and

international airports. Indeed, even with instrumented defenses. U.S. borders would still

remain vulnerable. Strategic deterrence against sub-state actors is untested, and we lack

tactical means to track down individuals and intercept small parcels.

Supplv: 'A'hat's Available'!'

In the former Soviet Union, there were until recently nearly 30,000 nuclear warheads,

mostly in Russia and all intended to be consolidated there. Estimates of the Russian

stockpile of weapons-grade (more highly enriched than weapons-usable) materials exceed

1200 tons of uranium and 150 tons of plutonium. Ukraine currently has about 100 kilograms

of highly enriched uranium and no plutonium, and Kazakhstan has approximately 300

kilograms of HEU and perhaps 100 kilograms of plutonium.
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Most of the weapons-usable material that has appeared on the illicit world market

probably originated in the FSU. (Although Moscow denies that any weapons-grade material

has gotten out of Russia, the evidence for sourcing to the FSU some weapons-usable samples
recovered in Europe has included statements by traffickers, packaging and documentation with

the materials, and some inferences from isotopic analysis of the samples.) Russian law

enforcement authorities have acknowledged "cracking" 21 cases of theft of fissile materials

since mid- 1992. some of it enriched, and prosecuting 19 Russian citizens. Interior Ministry
officials report 27 cases of theft in 1993 and 27 in 1994, all by insiders with access. Of these,

most occurred at Ministry of .Atomic Energy facilities and "other agencies." two at military

facilities, five at research institutes, and the rest at other fabrication plants and transportation

facilities.

So far, research laboratories, scientific institutes, and some submarine reactor fuel

facilities probably have been sources of the stolen materials. We have no information to

suggest that weapons-usable material has been diverted from weapons programs into the

nuclear black market. Only a few materials sites have relatively good physical security with

appropriate detection, assessment, monitoring, and response capabilities, including armed and

trained military personnel. In many cases, fences, barriers, and detection and monitoring
devices have deteriorated from lack of funding for repair or from lack of spare parts. In still

other cases, obsolete equipment or weak security practices contribute to the problem.

Trafficking: Who's Dealing, Where, and How?

We know of no credible case of nuclear weapon theft and smuggling. Nuclear

materials, however, are getting loose. In 1994, for the first time, samples confiscated outside

the FSU included v\eapons-usable uranium enriched to 87 percent or better and weapons-
usable plutonium in greater than microgram quantities. Official German statistics reveal

ominous trends in western Europe: incidents are on the increase; the ratio of apparently

"true" cases to "frauds" is rising; and materials are being seized in only a small percentage of

the instances where genuine materials were believed to be available. We believe the German

statistics reflect not an established pipeline to consumers, but in large part a geographic

accident where smugglers emerging from the east arrive first in Germany and there "go

public" in an effort to locate a buyer or an onward connection. Smugglers may also be drawn

to western Europe by media accounts of seizures there (and the implication of a thriving black

market in nuclear goods) or, arguably, by "controlled delivery" or "sting" operations in which

a go\ernment operative pretends to be an interested buyer.'

'

The traffickers are apparently using four broad a.\es from the FSU into western Europe:

( I ) RussiaBelarus through the Baltic states to Poland and beyond; (2) Russia/Ukraine through

Slovakia to the Czech Republic or Hungary and on to Austria and western Europe; (3)

Russia Ukraine through Moldova and Romania to western Europe or through Bulgaria to

Turkey; and (4) Russia through .Azerbaijan (and possibly also Armenia and Georgia) to

Turkey.
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Ihc many incidents in western Europe might also reflect the fact that law enforcement
and intelligence services there, as well as the media, are efficient and effective. That loeic

suggests a frightening corollary: that smugglers using southern or ea.stern routes have
succeeded in transporting nuclear ueapons or materials across poorly protected borders into
the Middle East and Asia, where interested buyers might well he found and law enforcement
and intelligence services are less effective.

The Market

Today's market is nascent and inchoate, consisting of sellers (thieves), middlemen
(traffickers), and pinential buyers.

>
, ,

Toda\ "s nuclear thieves (sellers) appear to be opportunistic amateurs who steal first

and then look for a buyer. They ma\ be employees with access to nuclear materials, relatives
and friends of such employees, former employees, or local opportunists who live near
vulnerable facilities. They typically have no previous criminal record and have entered into

the theft of nuclear materials as a result of economic hardship. If one is to believe the

Russians, they are responding to publicity that fabulous sums are to be made selling nuclear
materials. German officials report an emerging trend toward greater professionalism among
traffickers, however, both in terms of their technical expertise and criminal experience.

Reports of involvement in the thefts or diversions by higher-level government officials or

plant personnel are as yet unproven.

The middlemen (traffickers} are a varied lot. In many cases they are friends or

acquaintances of a nuclear thief who help to transport the materials or help find a buyer. In

others, they are criminals, involved for the financial rewards. Prior to their involvement in

nuclear smuggling, some were already known to authorities from previous fraudulent activities

or illegal arms dealing. Some would-be brokers are involved because they have been advised
that nuclear material is available for sale if they can find buyers. It is not necessarily clear

that actual nuclear materials are available. Other middlemen could well include corrupt

government or military officials.

So far. unconfirmed anecdotes suggest that potential buyers for nuclear commodities
exist, but we know of no instance in which they have been successful. U.S. Secretary of
State Christopher told the press in Vlay 1995 that Iran has had an organized structure

dedicated to acquiring and developing nuclear weapons since the mid-1980s. Iranian agents,
he elaborated, have scoured the FSU searching for nuclear materials, technologies, and

scientists, and Iran unsuccessfully approached a plant in Kazakhstan in 1992 for a substantial

quantity of enriched uranium. Rensselaer Lee of Global .Advisory Services, Inc., cites a I99I

letter faxed to Russia's Arzamas- 1 6 nuclear research center, purportedly from Islamic Jihad,

ottering to buy a nuclear weapon, and he quotes the center's director as saying Iraqi

representatives in 1993 offered $2 billion for a warhead.

These anecdotes notwithstanding, the onlv documented cases where nuclear material
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was stolen for a prearranged buyer have been law enforcement "sting" operations. German
authorities could not identify a single instance where money actually changed hands. Uses of

nuclear materials are relatively rare, thus the trade is highly specialized and concentrated.

Demand is generally less widespread than for other smuggled contraband. Nuclear material is

not easily converted to cash or other assets, and there are few uses for most of the materials

that have been recovered in the quantities found.

Notwithstanding the extensive media coverage of seizures of nuclear materials in

Europe and anecdotal accounts of procurement efforts, the "demand side" of the nuclear

smuggling equation remains amorphous. We do not doubt that buyers are out there, however,
and can speculate how a true market will emerge.

Who might the buyers be? Anyone's short list would include North Korea and several

Middle Eastern states eager to acquire a nuclear weapon capability but stymied or slowed in

their efforts by the world community. Some major terrorist groups might be on that list as

well, although counterterrorism experts disagree whether terrorists would risk the outcry and

potential loss of state sponsorship that use of a nuclear device might provoke. In today's

post-Cold War world of new and evolving threats, a "worst case" list of potentially interested

nuclear buyers might include aspiring nuclear states; nuclear extortionists; anarcho-terrorists,

cults, or deviant social movements; and rogue military elements (such as a demoralized,

neglected, and disgruntled Cold War warrior).

Organized Crime Involvement

Despite the rapid growth of organized crime in Russia and the other FSU states we
cannot point to the involvement in nuclear materials trafficking of large organized crime

groups with established structures and international connections.
' To date, any criminal

groups involved in smuggling apparently have been local gangs.
^ At an international law

enforcement conference on nuclear smuggling in April 1995, the FBI noted that "...no

definitive proof of [international] organized crime involvement in trafficking in actual

weapons-grade nuclear materials has been noted to date."

The FBI defines organized crime as the activities of an entrepreneurial group with a

defined hierarchy that is motivated by greed to perpetrate crimes to the benefit of the group.

// is a continuing criminal conspiracy. The Russian Ministry of the Interior includes under

the rubric of organized crime many criminal groups and local gangs that do not fit this

definition.

^

According to Rensselaer Lee, Russian investigators cite evidence that a "small trading

network has emerged to handle radioactive isotopes and other nuclear substances." As of

mid- 1994, he claims, MVD sources reported that "some 35 to 40 suspected dealers in nuclear

substances were operating around Moscow." ("Post-Soviet Nuclear Trafficking: Myths, Half-

Truths, and The Reality," Current History: October 1995)
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In fact, there is no consensus among authorities on whether international organized
crime groups will engage in nuclear smuggling. Some argue that such groups arc already

profiting sufficiently from other illegal activities without the risks or taint of dealing with

nuclear arms and materials. Others insist that the potentially huge profits in nuclear

smuggling are likely to attract such groups eventually.

Arrival on the nuclear smuggling scene of large organized crime groups, particularly
those centered in the FSU with international ties, would make the problem virtually

unmanageable. Some Russian organized crime groups have established mechanisms for

smuggling illicit drugs and other goods that could be adapted to nuclear smuggling. They
also are well funded and quite willing to use violence.

Security at the Source

The least expensive and most effective way to forestall emergence of a nuclear black

market is to prevent weapons and weapons-usable materials from being moved from their

proper locations. The systems for accomplishing this (material controls, material accounting,
and physical protection), known collectively as safeguards and security, include inventories,

audits, locks, guards, alarms, barriers, and access controls.

Prior to its breakup, the Soviet Union had a highly effective mechanism for protecting
nuclear weapons and materials-the totalitarian state. Individuals responsible for warheads and

materials were certain that the highly intrusive state security system would detect any attempt
at theft or diversion and that travel restrictions and other constraints would prevent successful

transfer of a warhead or materials to any possible buyer. Sophisticated material control and

accounting systems were therefore deemed unnecessary; site security depended on manpower
more than on technical systems. Strong central control and intrusive oversight combined with

accepted political authority and a well-disciplined military establishment did the job in the

Soviet era, and defenses were directed primarily toward the external threats of foreign

espionage and sabotage.

The breakup of the Soviet Union has subjected its security system to stresses that

exceed design specifications, weakening security over nuclear arms and materials there. First,

stresses on the Ministry of Defense system for protecting warheads at more than 200 locations

arise primarily from the deteriorating conditions under which military forces are serving. The

military faces declining morale and discipline problems owing to budget cuts, displacement,
and inadequate pay and housing. These stresses increase the risk that a disaffected group of

military personnel could subvert the security system from within. Second, the security of

weapons-usable materials is more lax. Collapse of the domestic state security system

destroyed the logic of preexisting safeguards and security mechanisms. Significant amounts

of weapons-usable material were abandoned in successor states that had no use for it. And
because it had been a nuclear-weapon state, the Soviet Union had never been required by

treaty to develop the kind of system of safeguards and security that would pass international
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muster. Indeed, accountability is highl\ uncertain.'' Third, weapons-usable materials are

located in nearly 100 facilities in the former Soviet Union, mostly in Russia-weapons
material production facilities, weapons research and manufacturing facilities, nuclear power
research facilities, nuclear fuel production and fabrication facilities, and naval fuel fabrication

and storage facilities. Moreover, control is decentralized. These facilities are owned or

managed by the Ministry of Atomic Energy (MinAtom), the Ministry of Defense, the Russian

Navy, the Committee of the Defense Industry, and independent institutes such as Kurchatov.

And. finally, a substantial amount of weapons-usable nuclear material that belonged to the

Soviet Union remains outside of Russia. A well-publicized example was the 600 kilograms of

HEU left behind in Kazakhstan from a Soviet military research project. The material was of

almost no value to its inheritors and presented them with serious security risks. It would have

been worth hundreds of millions of dollars to a proliferator, however. This material has now
been removed from Kazakhstan, at substantial cost to the United States, but with a consequent

major reduction of proliferation risk as well.

Other factors have also made nuclear theft and trafficking easier. Official corruption

and organized criminal activity are widespread in the FSU. Movements within the FSU are

less restricted, international borders are more numerous and sparsely manned, and restraints on

foreign travel are much reduced. In addition, some conditions have motivated workers to

steal nuclear materials. The economic collapse has left some nuclear enterprises suddenly

without work or payrolls, putting intense pressures on managers to find some way to sustain

their facility, production lines, and work force. Many individual workers are desperate to

feed their families. Meanwhile, press coverage of smuggling cases in Europe has fed the

illusion of high demand in the West for nuclear materials.

With the passage in November 1991 of the Soviet Nuclear Threat Reduction Act

(popularly known as the "Nunn-Lugar legislation"), the U.S. government initiated a broad

array of programs, including some directed at safe, secure dismantlement (DOD and DOE)
and several directly addressing safeguards and security of weapons-usable nuclear materials

(DOE). In the materials program, the U.S. approach has been to undertake joint efforts with

the successor states and to emphasize achieving common goals, demonstrating rapid progress,

and being of limited duration. It is important to note that the program was aimed not only at

transferring equipment and technologies, but also at reinforcing each country's indigenous

safeguards and security capabilities and regulatory base.

Two kinds of projects are underway in Russia: govemment-to-government and

laboratory-to-laboratory. The govemment-to-govemment program, funded under the Nunn-

Lugar bill, is intended to work through MinAtom and through the nuclear regulatory authority

^According to Viktor Mikhailov, Russian Minister of Atomic Energy, "Nobody knows the

exact. ..capacities for the production of these materials [or] the exact quantity of the produced

materials themselves due to technological losses in production." (Alexander Mytsykov,

"Nuclear Thefts: What Do Documents Say?", Moscow News , August 18-24. 1995; Mytsykov
is the Assistant to the Prosecutor-General of the Russian Federation.)

8
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known as Gosatomnadzor or GAN. As a shorthand, the programs for improving safeguards
and security have become known as MPCd^A programs, that is, material protection, control,

and accountabihty programs. Of the 40-to-50 locations in the FSU that contain weapons-
usable material, upgrades are underway at 30. Government-to-government cooperation to date

has focused primarily on strengthening MPC&A at the Elektrostal Machine Building Plant,

just outside of Moscow, which manufactures fuel for RBMK, VVER. BN (fast breeder), and
naval reactors. The cooperation initially centered on the low-enriched uranium portions of

this plant. Subsequently, agreement was reached with MinAtom to expand government-to-

government cooperation to include five additional facilities. Then, in January 1996, DOE and
Min.Atom agreed to further e.xpand government-to-government cooperation at four additional

facilities.

Cooperation with the Russian nuclear regulatory authority known as Gosatomnadzor or

GAN has been a part of the U.S.-Russian MPC&A program since 1992. DOE and GAN
recently signed a protocol that expands this cooperation to include establishment of a national

inventory system and assistance on national regulations and to add six new facilities

containing significant quantities of weapon-usable material. This program, which is being
coordinated with the NRC, is designed to help Russia develop national standards.

Because bureaucratic delays on both sides slowed progress in govemment-to-

government cooperation, which began early in 1992. DOE initiated in April 1994 a new

"laboratory-to-laboratory" MPC&A program. The essence of this new approach was to build

on the highly successful scientific collaborations between U.S. and Russian nuclear

laboratories, extending that success to inter-laboratory cooperation on MPC&A. This lab-to-

lab program was remarkably successful in its first year, breaking the logjam in U.S.-Russian

MPC&.A cooperation. Three major pilot projects were completed in 1995 at Kurchatov

Institute. Arzamas- 16, and Obninsk, and the program has been expanded to include many
additional Russian institutes and facilities. Six DOE laboratories are participating on the U.S.

side. Plans are underway to expand the program to additional Russian facilities and institutes,

including Russian naval fuel storage facilities, the plutonium production facility and

reprocessing plant at Krasnoyarsk-26 in eastern Siberia, and the Urals Electrochemical

Integrated Enterprise, a uranium enrichment complex that processes large amounts of HEU.

Programs of cooperation sponsored by the United States and other countries are

beginning to improve MPC&A in the FSU. Many FSU officials who took a long time to

recognize that MPC&A is a serious weakness, especially at research labs and scientific

institutes, are now accepting advice, assistance, technology, and training from the United

Slates and elsewhere. The govemment-to-govemment program, which suffered a slow start

due to Russian intransigence, sluggish leadership within the U.S. government, and funding
restrictions unacceptable to Russia, has begun to show signs of progress. The lab-to-lab

program has been and remains more successful than government-to-govemment programs
because it builds on a natural affinity between weapons scientists and injects money into the

Russian economv.
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At current levels and pace, however, these programs, even when augmented by the

efforts of the FSU nuclear states themselves, will take years to eliminate the problem.
Moreover, economic improvement will be gradual and spotty. Although signs that the

Russian economy may be bottoming out are encouraging, prospects for recovery and

expansion of state funding for nuclear programs, with concomitant improvement in worker

morale and pay. are discouraging. U.S. purchases probably exceed continuing FSU
production and thus shrink overall nuclear material stockpiles. Production of new weapons-
usable materials is at its lowest point in many years, and nuclear weapons are being
withdrawn from the strategic forces at an accelerated pace, although all warheads have not yet

been returned to Russia. Materials consolidation, including the storage site in Mayak for

material removed from dismantled Russian warheads (part of the Nurm-Lugar program

managed by the DOD), reduces the cost of providing adequate protection.

During the period while improvements are being made, risk remains high. For the

long term. IAEA safeguards in the non-Russian republics (pursuant to their adherence to the

Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty) will provide some assurance that materials are not being
diverted. In Russia, the future is less clear, as it is under no obligation to submit its weapons-

grade material to international safeguards. Cooperative programs to reduce the risk of

proliferation through destruction of weapons-usable materials should remain a part of the

solution, as should measures for bilateral or international safeguards in nuclear-weapon states.

The magnitude of the problem, especially in Russia, remains enormous. The greatest

need is for a sustained effort with sufficient resources and a clear, long-term vision of what

needs to be accomplished. DOE has developed a long-term strategy and was appropriated $70

million in the budget for FY 96 to expand MPC&A cooperation with the former Soviet

Union, building on the successes during the first year of the program. DOE's plan calls for

the expenditure of S330 million over a six-year period to strengthen MPC&A to a level

consistent with international standards. This plan, if implemented, will mitigate the

proliferation risks associated with nuclear materials in the former Soviet Union.

Ultimately, the responsibility for safeguards and security of nuclear weapons and

materials remains with the countries that possess them. The United States spends hundreds of

millions per year safeguarding its smaller nuclear weapons complex. Obviously, it cannot and

should not bear that expense for Russia and the other newly independent states. Thus, U.S.

programs must focus on helping these nations develop indigenous capabilities. Development
of a safeguards and security culture in the FSU should be the goal and cooperation, not

assistance, the operative mode. In addition, FSU equipment manufacturers should be used

wherever possible. For. unless a safeguards culture appropriate to the new conditions emerges

and becomes institutionalized, improvements wrought with U.S. assistance will neither be

maintained nor enhanced.

Detection, Interdiction, and Prosecution

The best defense against nuclear black marketing is an effective system of safeguards

10
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and security for nuclear weapons and materials as they are being used, stored, or transported.

Prudence dictates, however, that such a system be backed up by detection, interdiction, and

prosecution capabilities that are equally effective. Even a well-designed and efficient

safeguards and security system in the FSU will ne%er be completely foolproof Moreover, a

high probability of detection, interdiction, and prosecution will create an additional deterrent

against theft attempts. In the policy context, detection, interdiction and prosecution share a

common goal: making nuclear black marketing as costly, risky, and difficult as possible.

This goal can best be approached by exploiting the weaknesses and undermining the strengths

likeh to be found in nuclear black market enterprises.

Detection and interdiction are \ery difficult, even in a country like the United States,

which has access to the best technology and shares few common international borders. Drug
traffickers who actually get caught are apt to be the less experienced criminals, which means

the more serious criminals and activities continue to operate undetected. Criminal

organizations invoUed in drug trafficking, alien smuggling, and money laundering tend to be

resourceful and entrepreneurial, and they adapt readily and rapidly to law enforcement

countermeasures. These characteristics suggest the need for multiphased, flexible

countermeasures. Finally, the primary concern of global organized crime is profit. Similar to

alien smuggling, but on a much larger scale, trafficking in nuclear materials offers an

opportunity to pursue financial gain even if a buyer cannot be found. In alien smuggling, for

example, if the fee for illegal entry into the United States—which now ranges from $7,000 to

$35.000~is not paid, the individual may be held for ransom under brutal conditions. By

analogy, the dangerous nature of nuclear materials provides the opportunity for large-scale

extortion under the threat of release of radioactive materials.

These last aspects of organized crime raise both dangers and opportunities. Danger is

inherent in the high standard of success required of nuclear smuggling countermeasures.

Western societies can tolerate a certain level of drug smuggling and illegal immigration, but

the introduction of a single nuclear warhead into the hands of criminals would be cataclysmic.

The profit motive for organized crime offers important opportunities, however. If criminal

entrepreneurs can be persuaded that the nuclear black market is a bad investment because the

risks outweigh potential profit, then the most competent will continue to avoid this activity.

Black marketing of nuclear material or weapons possesses unique characteristics that

create additional challenges and opportunities for law enforcement. To begin with,

radioactivity presents technical opportunities for detection of smuggling but also gives rise to

environmental and radiological safety dangers. Black market materials or weapons place at

risk the population and environment of every state through which they pass, including the

state of origin. Forensic analysis of nuclear material may require technical capabilities

beyond those of governments without mature nuclear research programs. These factors all

suggest that international sharing of technical advice and capabilities is crucial in countering

this threat. Finally, since the ultimate customer of black market nuclear commodities is likely

to be a government, a terrorist group, or other political entity, a "political" element will

almost always exist, at least in the background. It can, therefore, be expected that at least

some perpetrators will receive help from the clandestine resources of one or more state

11
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intelligence service, exacerbating detection and interdiction efforts.

This likelihood reinforces the conclusion that detection, interdiction, and even

prosecution of nuclear black marketeers requires robust intelligence support. The ability of

national intelligence services to provide such support is, however, limited by the amorphous
nature of the target and the need to protect sources and methods of collection. It is not, for

e.\ample, practical to pass such information to other governments or to use it in a public trial.

Detection

Considering the high level of security for nuclear materials and warheads in the United

States and this country's distance from states of proliferation concern, the United States is

unlikely to become a state of origin or a state of transit for black market nuclear material. It

is more likely that a terrorist or criminal group, a hostile government, or a combination of

these might try to smuggle a nuclear explosive device into the United States for purposes of

political or financial extortion. The United States cannot, therefore, ignore the need to detect

illicit nuclear material at or within its borders. (The United States has almost 20,000 miles of

land and sea frontiers, including coves, inlets, bays, etc.) Unfortunately, even the best

detection technologies have only limited capabilities. To some extent, sensor capabilities can

be improved by using larger sensor arrays, placing the sensors closer to the source, and

exposing the source for longer periods of time.

The Department of Energy's Nuclear Emergency Search Team (NEST) already

provides the federal government with a well-trained, well-equipped mobile team to search for

nuclear material within the United States and. with their governments' consent, in foreign

countries. A key priority will be to ensure that this existing capability does not erode in the

future.

At key border points and ports of entry, the U.S. government should consider

deploying additional gamma ray and neutron sensors to detect special nuclear material

entering the United States. These detectors must be strategically placed for maximum
deterrent value and cost-effectiveness. It is prohibitively expensive to install them at all 300-

plus legal ports of entry into the United States, and frequent, unannounced rotation of their

location may be the best way to complicate the challenge facing nuclear smugglers. The

mobile radioactivity "vehicle monitors" used by the German government might be considered

for these purposes. These have a relatively high sensitivity and may be used in either a mobile

or a stationary mode A little-known "detection" tool available to U.S. law enforcement

agencies—and an especially useful one should organized crime elements try to market nuclear

materials here-is the Atomic Weapons Reward Act of 1955. This act provides for rewards

up to $500,000 for information concerning introduction or attempted introduction of special

nuclear materials or weapons into the United States.

Russia, Germany, and other transit states are already deploying some mobile detectors

on their borders. The United States should support such efforts in these and other countries
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through which nuclear contraband is Hkel> to pass. Any nuclear material smuggled into the

United States will almost certainly have crossed several other borders before it reaches ours.

Foreign detection systems are. therefore, the first line of defense for U.S. borders.

Interdiction

As with other types of international crime, cooperation between the U.S. intelligence
and law enforcement communities is crucial to successful interdiction. Until the recent spate
of smuggling cases, the traditional separation between these communities had prevented
effective and timely exchange of information and analysis of the threat and had hampered
efforts to prevent nuclear smuggling.' In the last two years, however, the communities have

forged new data exchange links and improved communication on operational matters.

The transnational nature of international criminal activity demands that we preserve
and extend recent progress and mount a unified response, as understanding and fighting this

phenomenon must involve agencies that deal with both domestic and international security.
Both communities provide the U.S. government with valuable information and channels of

action. U.S. legal attaches (FBI) and customs officers posted abroad may receive reliable tips

about theft, transport, or attempted sales from their foreign law enforcement counterparts,
whereas the intelligence community may develop cueing information from foreign intelligence
liaison services, as well as from human sources, technical collectors, and examination of

recovered nuclear materials. Using all-source intelligence, analysts in both communities can

investigate the potential routes, individuals, and methods that nuclear smugglers may employ.
Overseas, intelligence operations may be the only practical way to interdict illicit movement
of nuclear material.

.Another dimension to domestic interdiction is assured pursuit and prosecution. U.S.

law enforcement agencies could treat smuggling of nuclear commodities into the United States

as they do murder of a law enforcement officer, that is, put out the word that it is absolutely

unacceptable and that smuggiers-along with anyone who helps them -will be pursued and

prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law. In this way. law enforcement could make aiding
and abetting nuclear smugglers so costly that organized crime groups in the United States will

shun the activity, even turning in their own to avoid guaranteed repercussions. By depriving

potential thieves of the help of organized crime elements in transporting and brokering nuclear

contraband, this approach could break a link between sellers and buyers, obstructing formation

of a full-fledged market.

'For the most part, the intelligence community traditionally left organized crime, which it

considered a domestic issue, to the law enforcement community, while giving nuclear security

priority as a foreign intelligence concern. The FBI. on the other hand, pursuant to the Atomic

Energy Act. dealt with nuclear security only as it affected U.S. security, while dedicating

significant resources to the domestic implications of global organized crime.

13
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Increased international cooperation will be essential to meet the challenge of

preventing a black market in nuclear material and to detect and interdict such material if

smuggling occurs. The need stems from the inherently transnational nature of nuclear black

marketing and the diverse technical resources of different governments, as well as from the

fact that some of the most vulnerable areas, such as the former Soviet Union and eastern

Europe, lack the strong institutions essential to combat smuggling. Cooperation may range
from sharing information to providing much needed detection technology to allowing law

enforcement officials to investigate beyond their national borders. Working-level officials

directly involved in current efforts see bilateral cooperation, on a case-by-case basis, as the

most effective form of cooperation so far. The low-key, non-political character of such

cooperation is one of its chief strengths. The United States has already taken the lead,

particularly in eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union, in assisting countries threatened

by or involved in nuclear black marketing to improve their law enforcement institutions.

Other western governments are also contributing to this effort.

Successful interdiction also demands that the U.S. law enforcement and intelligence

communities cooperate with their foreign counterparts; such cooperation, in turn, requires

agreements covering information sharing and operational support, active liaison, and mutual

confidence. For example, under Nunn-Lugar legislation, the U.S. Customs Service has been

working closely with the customs administrations in Belarus, Ukraine, and Kazakhstan to

provide needed training for basic and advanced customs inspections and services. Using
Freedom Support Act funding. Customs has so far given assistance and training to Latvia,

Lithuania, and Estonia, and help to other FSU nations is planned.

Collaborating to combat a common threat despite differences of law and practice, these

communities can serve as a force multiplier in the fight against nuclear trafficking, if nuclear

black marketing were no longer presented to the world as a uniquely "Russian" problem, it

would assuage Russian political sensitivities and probably lead to greater cooperation in

resolving current concerns. The European Union (EU) has engaged in regional cooperative

efforts to combat illegal black marketing in the context of customs services imder the Single

Market and EUROPOL, the European police organization based in the Hague. For example,

the member states of the EU provide mutual administrative assistance for foreign customs

services. In addition, the EU has a customs code, which provides uniform rules and

regulations for the control of goods, as well as their entry, examination, and delivery.

Although each nation of the EU has retained its own national customs service, each individual

service specializes in terms of range of responsibilities and scope of the powers of its

customs officers.

These and other current examples of international cooperation provide a strong basis

for future efforts. Unfortunately, implementation of many of these measures has lagged far

behind schedule, often due to residual sovereignty concerns. EUROPOL, for example, has

made little progress towards becoming an effective law enforcement organization.

Nevertheless, the EU activity, actual and planned, may provide a useful model for more

extensive, multilateral cooperation among national police and customs officials. Outside the

EU, however, cooperative programs are ad hoc and limited to a particular source region. As

14
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noted above, low-key, informal cooperation has so far been effective and should continue to

be encouraged by the governments concerned. Ad hoc cooperation does not, however, reflect

a long-term, general commitment by the international community to exercise vigilance against
a nuclear black market and to detect and interdict nuclear black marketing. Effective

countermeasures require that this threat be dealt with as a long-term threat to the peace and

security of all states.

Fortunately, a number of national and common interests might motivate states towards
increased cooperation in this field. These include: political and legal responsibility of the
state of origin; the interest of all transit states to assist the state of origin; the interest of most
states in preventing nuclear proliferation. On the basis of these common interests, the United
States might pursue with international partners a number of cooperative measures to

encourage mterdiction of nuclear black market activity and to prevent it from arising in the

first place.

Export controls and border controls. Mikhail Yegorov, former head of the organized
crime department of the Russian Ministry of Internal Affairs, has stated that organized
criminal groups were attempting to infiltrate Russian nuclear installations to steal nuclear

materials and that sophisticated and effective networks and techniques developed by criminal

groups to smuggle valuable strategic metals and materials out of Russia probably had been
used to smuggle nuclear materials. Existing border controls in the former Soviet Union are

unlikely to be effective in preventing nuclear smuggling because of their length, the poor pay
and corruptibility of border guards, and the lack of equipment for even minimal surveillance

and control. These problems are compounded by the uncertain location of some borders,
efforts to establish a regional customs union, and the sheer volume of cross-border traffic.

This situation dictates continued U.S. and western support for establishment of effective

export and border controls throughout the territory of the former Soviet Union. Nuim-Lugar
funds are important in this regard but may only be used to assist FSU republics that have, or

had. nuclear weapons on their soil. This might not cover all the likely smuggling routes for

nuclear material. Clear and sufficient legislative authority must be provided to the U.S.

government to assist any country trying to counter a nuclear black market wherever it might
arise.

Raising international consciousness. Black marketing has traditionally been viewed as

a victimless, nonviolent economic crime, in many cultures, including our own, the smuggler
has often been regarded as a romantic, even admirable, figure. Such attitudes make it more
difficult to generate either popular or elite support for cooperation directed against the

creation of a nuclear black market. One of the least costly, yet most effective, measures that

the international community could take to prevent the creation of a nuclear black market
would be to promote the view that nuclear smuggling or black marketing is both a risk to the

international environment and a crime against peace, as that term was used in the Nuremburg
trials. Widespread acceptance of this position would not only lay the basis for popular
support of cooperation against such offenses, but might itself discourage some criminal

organizations from becoming involved in it. Dependent as they are on popular and official
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toleration of their activities, some organized criminal groups have avoided activities that paint

them as unpatriotic or endangering the security of the nations in which they operate.

Prosecution

After detection and successful interdiction of a nuclear black marketing or smuggling

attempt, specialized nuclear forensic analysis techniques will be needed for proper handling
and analysis of confiscated materials and associated technical evidence. These techniques will

be crucial to prosecuting those responsible because of the special problems presented by
nuclear material as physical evidence. There may be unseen radiological and toxicological

dangers to the public and to investigators. Wherever feasible, individuals with appropriate

training and equipment should perform on-scene identification of hazards. Successful forensic

analysis of nuclear evidence requires specialized techniques, which must be applied both in

the field and the laboratory. In part, these techniques are intended to preserve the integrity of

the evidence, which may be crucial for its admissibility in an American criminal court. In

cases that involve materials of weapons-usable quality, there will be strong international and

national concern about the origins, whereabouts, and security of additional quantities of the

same material. The unique pressure of this situation highlights the importance for the

investigator of access to valid nuclear evidence techniques.

Techniques that might be used by investigators include analyzing bulk nuclear samples
for chemical, elemental, and isotopic content to try to determine the time and place of the

production of seized materials. Trace and particulate samples, which may be present on

sample surfaces, containers, and packaging materials, must be analyzed in assessing probable

points of theft and transport routes. Special care will be required in collecting and handling

samples to avoid the introduction of minute contaminants that would render highly sensitive

analysis invalid, making it useless for purposes of prosecution. During all handling, a

documented chain of custody must be maintained for each sample for evidentiary purposes.

Interpreting the laboratory results requires close integration with other relevant information

sources. As in other types of criminal forensic investigation, baseline reference data are

needed so that the characteristics of seized samples can be compared with a library of known

"fingerprints". Information provided by law enforcement and intelligence communities may
also be useful for narrowing the possibilities and providing new leads, if compatible with the

need to protect intelligence sources and methods.

Nuclear forensics can help the investigator answer a number of questions about the

nature of the material, as well as the origin and smuggling route of the stolen goods. The

first category of questions
- what is the sample, is it dangerous, and can it be used to make a

nuclear or radiological weapon — is fairly easy to answer in a reliable manner through

technical measurements, at least for a major nuclear power like the United States. The second

category of questions—relating to the origin of the material and the route it followed— is far

more difficult and may be impossible to answer. These questions include where the material

was produced, the facility from which it was stolen, whether similar material has been

encountered in illicit trade, the route the material followed from the point at which it was

stolen to where it was apprehended, the final destination and purpose of the material, whether
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the theft is an isolated incident or part of a series of shipments, and who the traffickers are

and whether they have an established network and access to other materials.

^'et the potential for nuclear forensics to answer such important questions should not

be discounted. Application of more powerful forensic techniques, integration of laboratory

measurement results with other investigative and intelligence data, and promotion of enhanced

international cooperation could allow nuclear forensics to make a valuable contribution to

efforts to combat nuclear smuggling. Continued financial and political support for research in

nuclear forensics may be a wise investment with significant payoffs. Consideration is being

given, for example, to establishment of an organized network of nuclear smuggling forensic

laboratories within the United States for planning and executing the forensic exploitation of

samples, both from this country and the rest of the world.

The following paragraphs discuss certain specific areas in which international

cooperation could assist in the prosecution of nuclear black market cases.

Extradition. Extradition treaties are far from uniform in their treatment of offenses

involving nuclear material and customs offenses. One way to bring more uniformity and

formal cooperation to this area would be a multilateral convention, similar to numerous

antiterrorism agreements, to obligate parties either to extradite or prosecute persons involved

in nuclear black market activity, wherever it occurs. For parties to the convention, smuggling
of nuclear material could no longer be treated as merely as fiscal offense of little concern to

other governments or as a political offense not subject to extradition.

Even without a formal, legally binding agreement, however, like-minded governments

might declare common policies on nuclear black marketing and extradition, for example: a

political determination to track down and prosecute persons involved in such activities; a

policy to consider nuclear black marketing a crime subject to extradition and not a political

offense; and a commitment to ensure that this activity is covered by future extradition treaties.

Adequate national laws. States should also be encouraged and assisted to enact

national laws reflecting the seriousness of nuclear black marketing. Smuggling of nuclear

material, for example, should invoke severe criminal sanctions instead of token administrative

or civil penalties. .Again, many republics of the former Soviet Union do not yet have general

legislation on nuclear matters comparable to the U.S. Atomic Energy Act of 1954. Russia is

an exception: on November 21, 1995, President Yeltsin signed "Federal Law No. 170-F3 on

Use of Nuclear Energy," which was passed by the Duma a month earlier.

Handling and assessment of evidence. Assistance in nuclear forensics may be one of

the most meaningful rewards that the United States and other advanced nuclear countries

could offer to potential transit states as an inducement to undertake cooperative measures

against nuclear black marketing. The United States took an initial step towards formal

international cooperation by hosting an International Conference on Forensic Analysis of

Materials Seized in Nuclear Trafficking Incidents in November 1995.
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The IAEA has offered to be a clearinghouse for characterization of seized materials,

and its laboratories appear to be an ideal, neutral source for this type of forensic assistance.

But with respect to establishing baseline reference data on known nuclear materials— in effect,

a nuclear fingerprint library—the IAEA is not the appropriate choice because its forensic

capabilities are limited by technical, political, and legal circumstances. Unless the nuclear-

weapon states were to volunteer samples from their weapons-related facilities, such a library

would inevitably be incomplete because these facilities are not subject to IAEA safeguards.

Its environmental sampling program alone is insufficient to the task. It would be politically

difficult for the IAEA to label smuggled material as originating in a member state if that

member's government denies the material came from its territory. Nuclear laboratories under

national control may be less subject to such limitations. Because legal requirements for

admissibility of scientific evidence in a criminal trial vary widely from country to country,

IAEA procedures are unlikely to meet national legal criteria (chain of custody, for example).

In principle, a state that has seized suspect nuclear material should be free to seek

assistance in assessing it from any willing source, including the IAEA, another organization

(EURATOM, for example), or another government. Governments and organizations with

nuclear forensic capabilities, such as nuclear weapons laboratories in France and the UK,
should freely offer such assistance in the context of other commitments to prevent and combat

nuclear black marketing.

Neutralization

For the purposes of this discussion, neutralization comprises not only responding to a

threat to detonate an explosive device but also to knowledge that weapons-usable fissile

materials or a complete nuclear device ( for example, atomic demolition munitions, tactical

nuclear devices, warheads, etc.) have been lost or stolen. This section investigates existing

neutralization capabilities from two different perspectives: (1) a U.S. response to an incident

within its territory and (2) an international response involving the U.S. to an incident outside

U.S. territory.

U.S. Response to Incident Within Its Territory

The lead agency for coordinating the federal response to a nuclear incident within the

United States is the Department of Justice, more specifically, the FBI. When formulating and

exercising contingency plans, the FBI consults closely with DOE, DOD, the Federal

Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), and the intelligence community. Depending on

the circumstances of the crisis, a host of other players with special purviews and competence
could become involved. These include the National Security Council, the Department of

State, the Secret Service, the U.S. Customs Service, the NRC. the Environmental Protection

.Agency, and the Public Health Service. Federal authorities must also coordinate with state

and local authorities, as well as the media.

Neutralization of nuclear threats involves a continuum of tasks ranging from pre-crisis

planning and training to deterrence, localization, and securing the material; or, alternatively, to
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diagnosing and rendering the device inoperable (including containing the effects of any

detonation of the device); and, ultimately, to post crisis-issues such as attribution and

retribution. It is important to emphasize, however, that neutralization is no panacea.

Neutralization efforts should be thought of as a last resort for one simple reason: they may
not succeed. The technical issues involved in locating and disarming a clandestinely

emplaced nuclear device are e.xtraordinarily complex and difficult to overcome. The best

solution is to avoid the incident in the first place through material/device security at the

source and interdiction while in transit.

Given the complexity of the neutralization challenge and the number of possible

players involved, pre-crisis planning is essential in order to coordinate the overlapping

responsibilities and capabilities of federal agencies. Contingency response plans must be

established and exercised before crises occur in order to maximize effectiveness. Interagency

lines of communication need to be established so government officials know in advance

whom to call, what questions to ask. and what resources can be brought to bear.

Furthermore, as part of pre-crisis planning and training, it is imperative that state and local

authorities be briefed along with the media about what to do and, perhaps more importantly,

what not to do in the event of a nuclear threat. In particular, it is important to ensure that the

media are well aware of the need to avoid triggering panic and hysteria.

Since efforts to deny access to fissile materials or nuclear devices may fail, deterrence

is critical. In this regard, it is important to examine the pain/gain calculus of potential

practitioners of nuclear blackmail or terrorism in order to craft an effective deterrence

strategy. It is essential that those considering nuclear blackmail or terrorism believe that the

international community will inflict so much "pain" (isolation, economic sanctions, military

action) that anticipated costs significantly outweigh any perceived benefits.

Localization of the device or material is a prerequisite for all subsequent neutralization

efforts. Despite the technical abilities of U.S. assets such as NEST, it remains impossible to

find and disable a nuclear device without a very good idea about where it is located. If the

intelligence community and law enforcement agencies cannot narrow down the location of the

material or device to a reasonably small area (roughly a few .square city blocks), then the

chances of timely neutralization drop drastically.

The FBI has formulated an interagency Nuclear Crisis Response Plan to be

implemented immediately upon receipt of information relating to a nuclear incident. This

plan marshals specialized resources and personnel from DOE, DOD, NRC, and other involved

federal agencies. To further facilitate coordination and eliminate confusion, the appropriate

agencies, including the FBI, DOE, NRC, and DOD, have signed memoranda of understanding

to clarify response implementation. In addition, threat screening procedures exist for

confirming and validating credible threats. National-level nuclear crisis management exercises

involving key federal, state, and local agencies are conducted on a regular basis to test and

validate response plans. As additional operational needs are identified through these exercises,

NEST works within DOE to develop new neutralization techniques and equipment. The DOE
laboratories are currently working on enhanced methods fpr disarming potential terrorist
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weapons with a greater degree of reliability.

The current inability to locate a nuclear device without intelligence cueing is perhaps
the greatest limitation of our neutralization capability. Further development of intelligence

collection and analysis mechanisms appropriate to the neutralization challenge should be

considered a topmost priority.

Furthermore, our technical ability to neutralize a nuclear device is gradually eroding.

This limitation can be attributed to downsizing of the pool of nuclear weapons experts and to

inactivity within and dismantlement of the U.S. nuclear testing infrastructure. The highly

specialized skills required to neutralize a nuclear device—diagnostics, device assessment, and

disablement—have been built up over the years in conjunction with DOE's nuclear weapons

program. Gradual erosion due to retirement and transfers to other industries is inevitable,

and monitoring programs to address the eventual shortfall are in order. One hopeful sign is

that, absent the opportunity to design new weapons, experienced designers and bright

newcomers are turning to an area key to countering the threat of nuclear terrorism: the study

of primitive weapons designs and disablement methods. NEST program managers tell us that,

compared to five years ago, there is a new vitality and vigor evident in this area.

From the counterterrorist perspective, however, the testing of new disabling

technologies and techniques remains a key issue. No one wants a new disabling technology

to be used for the first time in a densely populated city during an emergency operation, but

international progress towards a comprehensive test ban treaty (CTBT) constrains NEST's

traditional ability to test novel technologies and techniques at hydronuclear and sub-kiloton

levels. Consequently, the United States may wish to explore, in the appropriate international

fora. the establishment of a multilateral nuclear technology counterterrorist research program
with other nuclear weapon states. The goal of such a program, under international oversight,

would be the development, testing, and assessment of novel disabling technologies and

techniques, within the framework of the CTBT.

International Response to Incident Outside U.S. Territory

The key international players responding to a nuclear incident abroad are likely to be

the United Nations Security Council, the IAEA, the nation in which the incident takes place*,

and. as appropriate, organizations such as NATO, EURATOM, and INTERPOL. In general,

many of the U.S. players involved at the national level would respond to an incident outside

the territory of the United States. However, some players such as the Department of State

and the DOD would have increased responsibilities, including communications dealing with

arrangements and conditions for transporting U.S. personnel to assist with the incident.

Under existing guidelines, NEST is restricted from entering a foreign territory without

"
Should an incident occur in a republic of the FSU, Russia almost certainly would be

called in to assist.
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permission from the host government. Consequently, in the event the U.S. government

determined it was in the national interest to do so to secure stolen fissile material or render a

device inoperable, that responsibility would likely fall to the DOD. For this reason. DOD
e.\plosi\e ordnance disposal elements work in conjunction with DOE to train technical

military specialists in neutralization methods and strategies.

An incident outside the United States demands the same range of tasks as an incident

inside the United States. However, many of those tasks are immensely more difficult when

conducted at an international level. Pre-crisis planning, for instance, is complicated by the

sheer number of potential actors. Furthermore, planning a response requiring deployment to a

country that is not a U.S. ally is problematic at best, especially when pre-crisis planning in

non-existent. In general, plans and capabilities for neutralizing nuclear materials or devices at

the international level are far less robust than at the national level. Centralized coordination

and planning are lacking, for example and. for the most part, cooperation among national

intelligence authorities and among national police authorities remains limited. To address this

problem, the United States has established a working group to coordinate the U.S. response to

nuclear contingencies outside the United States, and recently expanded bilateral cooperation

will help. For the past two years, for example, nuclear emergency specialists within DOE
have been providing training and equipment to their counterparts in the former Soviet Union.

It is hoped that this type of technical collaboration will eventually lead to the development of

a joint U.S. -Russian response team to assist other countries.

At some point in the future, it may be possible to increase the level of international

cooperation to the extent of forming international NEST-like teams. To be effective, such

teams would require extensive common training and preparation. Such teams would also

require a basis of trust and openness that is not compatible with significant political and

military rivalries. The fact that NEST-like capabilities do not exist in most countries makes

effective, timely responses to incidents outside the United States considerably more difficult.

Since the United States could be compelled to act without host country permission,

eliminating NEST from the equation, the U.S. military must have the technical competence to

disable a nuclear device safely. Expanded military training in this area in conjimction with

DOE/NEST may pay high dividends in the future.

The U.S. government should carefully craft guidelines for any attempt to neutralize a

nuclear device outside of the United States. The definition of success is unclear. Would

rendering the device inoperable by. for example, intentionally detonating high explosives

around the device, resulting in no nuclear yield but spreading radioactive debris around a wide

area be labeled a success? WTiat if the United States team did everything correctly, to the

best of its ability, but there was still a nuclear explosion? The political cost to the United

States, regardless of legal liability, would be tremendous. If the United States does decide

that, as a matter of policy, it will respond to requests for neutralization assistance, additional

resources should be allocated to ensure that U.S. personnel are properly equipped and trained

to respond to such international contingencies.

Next Steps
•- ""
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Based on the foregoing discussion, six especially critical issues can be identified: the

compelling need for pre-crisis planning and training at both national and international levels;

the need for a deterrence strategy against potential practitioners of nuclear blackmail or

terrorism (state-sponsored terrorists, religious fanatics, organized crime, and militant sub-

national groups); the paramount importance of "actionable" intelligence required to localize

the material or device to be neutralized; halting erosion of the technical ability of the United

States to render terrorist devices inoperable by encouraging international cooperation in the

area of developing and testing novel disabling technologies and techniques; the limitations of

current international response capabilities; and the political risks involved with attempted

USG-directed neutralization outside the territory of the United States.

To address these issues, a number of steps may be taken to improve existing

neutralization plans and capabilities:

Expand HUMINT focused on nuclear-related activities of state-sponsored

terrorists, religious fanatics, organized crime, and militant sub-national groups.

Improve the technical competence of the U.S. military to render devices

inoperable in non-permissive environments.

Develop and exercise a wider range of contingency plans.

Improve and streamline interagency coordination, including high fidelity exercises.

Establish a comprehensive mentoring program within DOE to maintain a pool of

weapon design and disabling expertise.

Expand development of neutralization tools and techniques.

Develop flexible, intelligent architectures for employing field-deployable, stand-off

sensors to improve detection, interdiction, and localization capability.

Expand bilateral and multilateral agreements to address international contingencies

and encourage development of NEST-like capabilities among the nuclear weapon

states and their transnational interoperability.

Centralize coordination of multilateral capabilities and plans at the international

level.

Recommendations

Our recommendations fall into four areas: policy, organization, technology, and

legislation and international instruments. Some recommendations can be implemented

unilaterally (U), whereas others demand a bilateral (B) or multilateral response (M). The

recommendations take into account the critical need for a multi-phased, flexible, sustainable
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approach that makes nuclear black marketing difficult, complex, and costly.

Policy

(1) Performance Measures: In developing policy objectives for preventive measures and in

evaluating their success, U.S. policy makers should apply the following performance
measures: priority scaled to risk; transparency; practicality; acceptability; mutual benefit;

reciprocity; institutionalization quotient (U)

(2) Sustainability: Given the magnitude of the problem, a sustained effort with sufficient

resources and a clear, achievable, long-term vision are needed. (U, B)

(3) Material destruction and removal: cooperative programs to reduce the risk of

proliferation through destruction and removal from the FSU of weapons-usable materials

should remain a part of the solution, provided such programs do not themselves create

inadvertent opportunities for theft. (B)

(4) Bilateral safeguards: the United States and Russia should consider developing a bilateral

safeguards regime for material removed from warheads during dismantlement. (B)

(5) Exchanges on science-based stockpile stewardship: to encourage reductions in Russia's

nuclear stockpile, and therefore in the risk of warhead and material theft, DOE should

consider exchanges with Russia on its program for stewardship of the enduring U.S.

stockpile. (B)

(6) Robust intelligence support: redoubled effort is needed in the battle against nuclear

smuggling—all-source intelligence collection and analysis, enhanced foreign intelligence

liaison, and improved operational capabilities. (U, B)

(7) Assured pursuit and prosecution: U.S., European, and FSU law enforcement agencies
should make a political determination to pursue and prosecute nuclear smugglers—and

those who help them-to the fullest extent of the law, that is, with the same determination

mustered against terrorists or when a law enforcement officer is killed in the line of dutv.

(M)

(8) Law enforcement cooperation: U.S. law enforcement agencies should encourage and

enhance opportunities for bilateral cooperation on a case-by-case basis, which has proven
the most effective form of cooperation so far. (B) On the multinational front, the EU
may serve as a model for more extensive cooperation among national police and customs

officials. (.M)

(9) Common policies against black marketing: Even without the formal, legally binding

agreement referred to below, like-minded governments might declare common policies on

nuclear black marketing and extradition. (M)
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(10) Investigation into role of "stings": To determine whether Russia's claim that law
enforcement sting operations are "creating" a nuclear black market has merit,

INTERPOL should investigate this allegation and make appropriate

recommendations to its members. (M)

Organization

(1) Unified law enforcement and intelligence response: Leaders of the U.S. law enforcement

and intelligence communities must assign the highest priority to mitigating the nuclear

black market, preserve and extend recent progress toward cooperation, and rededicate

their staffs to overcoming jurisdictional disputes. (U)

(2) Coordinated threat assessment: USG agencies involved in threat assessment (DOE, the

intelligence community, FBI, NRC, Customs Service, etc.) must expand coordination and

information sharing and, working with their foreign counterparts, do a better job of

debriefing nuclear traffickers to glean adversary characteristics data. (U, B)

(3) Enlightened, engaged leadership within executive branch: The task force endorses the

recent creation of a special assistant for nuclear material security at the National Security

Council, with the hope that he will spearhead and streamline interagency coordination.

We also endorse the forthcoming publication of a presidential decision directive on the

subject and believe the President should highlight the issue in a foreign policy speech

prior to the Spring 1 996 nuclear summit in Moscow. (U)

(4) Remediation planning: Since neutralization may not succeed, relevant U.S. agencies
should develop extensive remediation plans to optimize recovery from detonation of a

nuclear device in this country. (U)
*

Technology

( 1 ) Border control technology: The United State government should consider deploying
additional gamma ray and neutron sensors at key border points and ports of entry to

detect special nuclear material entering the US. illicitly. Use of mobile radioactivity

vehicle monitors and frequent, unannounced rotation of sensor locations are the best ways
to complicate the challenge facing nuclear smugglers. (U) The United States should also

support such efforts in countries through which nuclear contraband is likely to pass. (B,

M)

(2) Nuclear forensics: The task force believes that the United States should pay increased

attention to the problems presented by nuclear material as physical evidence:

Conduct feasibility studies to determine whether a nuclear "fingerprint library"

(that is. baseline reference data on known materials) is attainable, beginning with

detailed forensic characterization of seized materials. (U)
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Establish a network of nuclear smuggling forensic laboratories within the United

States for planning and executing sample exploitation. (U)

Provide assistance in nuclear forensics to states interdicting nuclear trafficking

(training, evidence handling kits, sample analysis, etc.). (U)

Participate in the international technical working group created in November 1995

under the auspices of the P-8 to exchange samples among laboratories.' (M)

(3) Nuclear emergency collaboration: Technical collaboration between nuclear emergency

specialists in DOE and their Russian counterparts should be sustained, with development

of a joint response team the ultimate goal. (B) Domestically, expanded training in

disabling nuclear devices for DOD explosives ordnance disposal specialists in conjunction

with DOE/NEST could pay high dividends. (U)

(4) Field-deployable sensors: Develop flexible, intelligent architectures for using field-

deployable, stand-off sensors to improve detection, interdiction, and localization. (U, B,

M)

(5) Mentoring program: To compensate for gradual erosion of U.S. technical ability to

neutralize a nuclear device, DOE should consider a mentoring program to ensure

maximum transfer of knowledge from retiring nuclear weapons designers. (U)

Legislation and International Instruments

(1) Using local equipment manufacturers: Future legislation should encourage use of local

equipment manufacturers, giving the nuclear republics of the former Soviet Union a stake

in the outcome and encouraging indigenous capabilities in safeguards and security

equipment. (U)

(2) De-link denuclearization aidfrom other policies: In considering the foreign aid budget,

the U.S. Congress should resist linking aid that promotes denuclearization to policy

disputes on other matters.

(3) Authority to assist non-nuclear republics of FSU: Since Nunn-Lugar funds can only be

used in the nuclear republics, the United States cannot use this vehicle to support

establishment of effective export and border controls in non-nuclear republics through

'The DOE/intelligence community-sponsored International Conference on Forensic

Analysis of Materials Seized in Nuclear Trafficking Incidents, held in November 1995 at

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, resulted in creation of this working group under

German chairmanship. The Czech Republic offered a sample of HEU from the December

1994 seizure for round-robin analysis at a group of laboratories under the auspices of this

group.
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which contraband might pass. In order to cover all likely smuggling routes, the

executive branch must have clear and sufficient legislative authority to assist in

countering a nuclear black market wherever it might arise, (U)

(4) Convention against nuclear smuggling: The United States should pursue conclusion of a

convention formally recognizing the threat to peace and security that would be posed by a

nuclear black market and obligating parties to extradite or prosecute persons involved in

such activity wherever it occurs. (M)

(5) Cooperative nuclear forensic and safety assistance: Within the context of the Nuclear

Non-Proliferation Treaty, the Convention on Assistance in the Event of a Nuclear

.Accident, and other fora, governments with advanced technical capabilities should declare

their willingness to offer individual and joint assistance, under appropriate conditions, to

states endangered by transit of nuclear black market material. (M)

(6) Adequate national laws: the United States should encourage and assist other states to

cover nuclear smuggling in their atomic energy or security legislation rather than merely
in their customs codes, invoking stiffer penalties that reflect more adequately the

seriousness of the crime. (B)

(7) Revitalized Atomic Weapons Reward Act: The maximum amount of the reward offered in

this 1955 legislation ($500,000) for information concerning introduction or attempted
introduction of nuclear material or weapons into the United States should be increased to

$5 million and quietly "advertised" among organized criminal elements here and in Russia

in the hope of forestalling nuclear black marketeering in this country. (U)

(8) Establishment of a multilateral nuclear technology counterterrorist research program: In

the appropriate international fora, and within the framework of the CTBT, the United

States and other nuclear weapons states should explore the possibility of establishing a

multilateral research program to develop, test, and assess novel counterterrorist disabling

technologies and techniques. (M)
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I wish to thank you for the invitation to appear before the Subcommittee today. My
colleagues and I at the University of Georgia are involved in a longterm study and assistance

project on nonproliferation export controls in the former Soviet Union. Today we are releasing
two reports based upon this project (Controlling the Spread of the Soviet Arsenal: Export
Controls as a Longterm Nonproliferation Tool and Russia 's Nonproliferation and Conventional

Weapons Export Controls: 1995 Annual Report). I request that they be entered into the record.

Let me note that the reports and my testimony emphasize developments in Russia. We are

working on export controls in the other new states of the former Soviet Union and that research

will be reported in the fall.

The Issue:

The disintegration of the former Soviet Union poses the threat of a massive tide of

conventional and unconventional weapons proliferation. The new independent states (NIS)

possess an extraordinary amount of weaponry and the capacity to produce much, much more.

According to CIA methodology and estimates, Russia retained 140 of the 203 major defense

production associations in the former USSR (Ukraine retained 22, Kazakhstan 13, Georgia 5,

Uzbekistan 4 and Belarus 3). Russia's military-industrial complex (MIC) comprises over 2,000

production facilities and 660 research centers, accounting for approximately 60 percent of the

national scientific potential.

Physical protection, accounting and control, while critically important, will not be able

to restrain all possible leaks of weapons and weapons-related items and technologies out of

Russia and the NIS. Much of what is necessary for weapons development will reside in

enterprises that are becoming semi-independent exporters, increasingly outside of direct state

control. Unless effective export control barriers are put in place, there is the potential for

literally hundreds of military industrial enterprises selling weapons-conventional and

unconventional—and weapons related items at bargain basement prices.

Nonproliferation export controls provide a system of rules, norms, and behavior that help

deny the transfer of proscribed items to undesirable end users. The implementation of export
control systems in the new states of the former Soviet Union has the potential of being one of

the most significant accomplishments in the post Cold War era in support of U.S. and global

security interests.
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Research at the University of Georgia shows both opportunities and challenges

surrounding #1) export control development in Russia and the NIS, and ffl) international export
control cooperation between the United States and these states. I will briefly review these

issues.

First, the general environment:

I . There is a dangerous surplus of weapons and weapons making potential in Russia 's military

industrial complex. Furthermore, given the economic and political siniation in Russia, there is

tremendous pressure to export. Accordingly, Russia is doing all that it can to boost conventional

weapons exports and agreements in weapons-related (e.g.. nuclear) areas. In response to the

powerful lobbies of the arms producing regions and industries, the Yeltsin administration is

granting export rights and privileges to as many as ten companies over the next two years (e.g.,

to the Antei Scientific Production Association, producer of Russia's S-3(X) anti-aircraft and

tactical ABM system) and is considering dozens of additional candidates for export privileges

in other spheres of military production.

Russia tripled its conventional arms exports to developing countries in 1994 and increased

them further in 1995. It also appears quite willing to sell materials, equipment, and technology
related to WMD to several countries of concern, including Iran and China. In January 1996

Foreign Trade Minister Oleg Davydov said that Russia's new "strategic line" had been approved

by President Yeltsin and would focus on trade relations with China, India, and Iran. Reflecting

this new trend Academician Yevgenii Velikhov, director of the Kurchatov Nuclear Research

Institute, armounced on February 19, 1996 that Russia, Iran, China, and India have formed a

new multilateral Asian Fund for Thermo-Nuclear Research. According to Velikhov, nuclear

scientists from the four member countries would collaborate in the construction of a new

experimental thermo-nuclear reactor to be completed by 1998. Drawing up on a memo written

by Minister of Foreign Economic Relations Oleg Davydov following his trip to Teheran in

December 1995, the Russian media reported that military-related exports to Iran currently

comprised more than 85 percent of all Russian exports to the Persian Gulf states and could grow
to a total of $4 billion over the coming decade.

Defense Minister Pavel Grachev in his December 1995 meeting with Chairman of the

Chinese Central Military Council Lin Huagin said that military cooperation between the two

countries has made "China one of Russia's leading partners in military and technical

cooperation." Since 1992, the main vehicle of such cooperation has been the Russian-Chinese

Intergovernmental Commission on Military and Technical Cooperation chaired on the Russian

side by First Deputy Prime Minister Oleg Soskovets. Chinese purchases have included SU-27,

SU-31 and MiG-31 fighters, TU22M Backfire bombers, T-72 tanks, S-300 surface-to-air missiles

and I1-76M transport aircraft. Also four Kilo-class diesel submarines have been delivered to

China, with negotiations for more going on. The Russian Air Force Command armounced in

February 1996 that China had purchased a license to produce high-performance Russian SU-27

fighter jets in a major sale estimated to be worth more than $2 billion. The project would

involve the building of an assembly plant in China and training of local personnel.
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2. Russian privatization raises numerous proliferation and security concerns. For example,

consider the case of the Graphite Research Institute (formally secret research and production

facility No. 523), which throughout the Cold War years developed graphite components for

nuclear weapons, graphite alloys for rocket engines, and advanced graphite-based stealth

technology. Back in 1973 its test range and some labs merged with another facility, which was

privatized in 1994 and was about to be acquired by a small private front company. The deal was

put on hold for security reasons. Had it not been blocked, there might have been an

uncontrolled channel through which interested third countries could operate. Conscious of

security concerns in the defense industry, the Russian government suspended by its decision No.

32 dated January 16, 1996, further privatization of defense plants, the government-owned shares

of which were scheduled to be sold in 1995-1996.

3. Crime and corruption exists in defense industry privatization and weapons related trade.

Illegal export is among the most serious domestic problems facing Russia and the NIS. This was

recently and pointedly acknowledged by Kazakhstan's State Security Committee Chairman

Jenisbek Jumanbekov. In 1995 his service registered 406 cases of illegal export of raw materials

and other products from the country. In October 1995 a former Deputy Defense Minister of

Kazakhstan and a senior defense official were sentenced to eight- and four-year jail terms

respectively for illegally exporting $2 million worth of weapons. In February 1996, Aleksei

Ilyushenko, Acting Russian Procurator-General in 1994-95, was implicated and imprisoned for

engaging in bribes and illegal dealing through Balkar Trading.

4. Conversion to nonmilitary production is not succeeding. Most civilian products produced by

Russian defense enterprises are not competitive. In 1995, the defense industry's civilian

production dropped by 32 percent compared with a fall of 16 percent in the broader economy.

Russian government funding for defense conversion has been barely enough to pay salaries to

prevent defense production facilities from closing down. Accordingly, most enterprises will

prefer to produce weapons and weapons related items.

Nonproliferation export controls:

Enhanced export controls in Russia and the NIS can make the illicit trade in weapons and

related strategic items much more difficult. They can do so by establishing laws, regulations,

norms, incentives and disincentives (as they have done in the United States, Germany, Japan,

and many other countries). Moreover, this can be done in a way that will also allow the

legitimate licensed trade that is important to the recovery of Russian and other NIS economies.

1 . Russia has developed an impressive array of decrees, control lists, and agencies tasked to

regulate weapons and weapons-related exports (see Russia 's Nonproliferation Export Controls:

1994 Annual Report, and Russia 's Nonproliferation and Conventional Weapons Export Controls:

1995 Annual Report, both published by the University of Georgia). Because Russia inherited

the Soviet nonproliferation bureaucracy, it has export control structures, personnel, and policy

upon which to build. It has created a sophisticated interagency system for export licensing and

the execution of export control policy (see attached Organizational Chan).
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2. The Russian Federation has harmonized its export control lists (nuclear, missile, chemical,

biological, and dual-use) with those of the international regimes and has joined all of them,

except the Australia Group, as a full-fledged member (Nuclear Suppliers Group, Missile

Technology Control Regime, and the Wassenaar Arrangement) . Russia's joining the MTCR in

1995 is timely and important. The revival of Russia's economy is increasingly associated with

further promotion of its aerospace industry. In February 1996 First Deputy Prime Minister Oleg
Soskovets instructed the Ministries of Economics, Finance, Defense, Foreign Economic

Relations, and the State Committee for Defense Industries to draw up an interagency mechanism

for assisting the Russian Space Agency in expanding its international projects. The mechanism

is to provide for tax and customs benefits, cheap loans, and uninterrupted funding of specific

projects. If they wanted, Russia and Ukraine could provide proliferant states with more missiles

and related technology than they could ever use. Russian panicipation in the MTCR is critical

in this environment. (Ukraine, unfortunately, is not yet a member of the MTCR.)

3. There is a growing maturity in Russian export controls. It is evidenced by a number of facts,

including the increasing number of government decisions and agreements specifically

conditioning technology transfers on compliance with export control regulations. A case in point

is the Russian government's decision No. 37 "On Restructuring the Industry" dated January 16,

1996, which requested appropriate ministries and agencies to develop a list of dual-use

technologies for wider sharing with other Russian industrial sectors. T'ne document stipulated

that the list itself and the transfer procedure should be consistent with the relevant

nonproliferation export control regulations covering equipment, materials, select raw materials,

scientific-technical information and dual-use technologies. A second case is the Russian decision

No. 159 dated February 8, 1996, where the Russian government accepted the proposal from the

Russian Space Agency and the Defense Ministry to participate in a project for modernizing U.S.

space launch facilities. This project will involve deliveries to the United States of Russian-

manufactured ground based equipment. The document specifies that such deliveries should be

in conformity with the existing legislation for controlling the export from the Russian Federation

of equipment, materials and technologies used for developing missiles. The interagency Export

Control Commission is identified as the agency to be consulted by Russian contractors.

4. Russia's leaders recognize the importance of nonproliferation and export controls. Foreign

Minister Yevgeniy Primakov has said:

The problem of the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction affects the

immediate interests of Russia. A simation in which new states possessing

weapons of mass destruction on the perimeter of Russian borders looks

unacceptable.

Sergei Kortunov, the former director of export controls in the Russian Ministry of Foreign

Affairs and now a member of the staff of the President's national security advisor expressed

Russia's concern similarly:
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We should underline that Russia is developing its national expon control system
not as a favor to Western countries but for its own national sake. Russia has

inherited from the cold war perhaps the worst periphery. All the would-be

proliferators are there. In case of failure of Russian export controls, Russia

would be the first and major victim of potential proliferation. That is why setting

up an effective export control system is a strategic imperative for this country,

a matter of vital importance and even national survival.

It is also noteworthy that a new term of "technological security" has been coined recently

in the Russian government. According to Oleg Soskovets, this concept covers a wide range of

issues from intellecmal property protection to prevention of the spread of weapons of mass

destruction. At a Russian Security Council meeting in February 1996, it was decided to develop
a program aimed at ensuring the country's technological security. Nonproliferation export
controls should figure prominently in this program.

5 . Russia 's Customs Committee has been prioritized in terms offunding in order to expand and

professionalize it. Over the past few years, Russian Customs has grown from approximately

7,000 to 54,000 employees (the U.S. Customs Service has about 18,000 employees). (Belarus

Customs has grown from approximately 400 to 6,000 employees; Ukraine from 2,000 to 17,000;

and Kazakhstan from 1,000 to 7,000.)

A special fund specified in the Federal Budget for FY 1996 for the further development
of Russia's Customs Service received about 2.6 billion rubles for a variety of projects. These

include purchase of special equipment, weapons, communications and office buildings. There

is also a separate budget line for R and D and construction projects along Russia's customs

border. Another positive development is the Russian government's decision No. 1192 "On the

Status of Representatives of the Customs Committee in Foreign Countries" dated December 4,

1995. Under this decision. Customs Committee attaches accredited abroad are authorized to

work with their counterparts, monitor the movement of strategic and other important goods, and

participate in preventing illegal exports or imports of weapons.

6. There is more attention to international borders control and customs cooperation. In April

1995 eight CIS countries decided to sign customs accords, though with some reservations and

amendments. (Turkmenistan, Azerbaijan and Ukraine refused to join and Moldova did not

participate in the meeting.) Such accords provide Russia a better legal basis to guard the

"external" border (the border of the former Soviet Union) on the territory of some now

independent republics; they are doing so either jointly with national contingents or by deploying

Russian border guards. Under a bilateral agreement between Russia and Belarus of September

21, 1995, a contingent of Russian border troops will be assigned to the Belarus side fronting on

Latvia and Lithuania. In January 1996 Russia signed an accord with Turkmenistan under which

the number of Russian border troops there will be brought up to one thousand. Also signed was

a protocol on establishing a staff of border troop advisors in Turkmenistan whose mission would

be to render assistance in training personnel for the national border troops.
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Demonstrating the increased momentum in favor of more cooperation in border control

a February 29, 1996 meeting in Brest, Belarus brought together representatives of all 12 CIS
states. They signed nine agreements, including an accord on information exchanges and a

decision instructing Tajikistan to set up its own border units. The Russian Federal Border

Service director General Andrei Nikolagev said the meeting was conducted in an atmosphere of

trust and cooperation; other participants stated that there was no alternative to closer integration
of national border services among the CIS states.

7. There is a greater willingness to exchange relevant information from national intelligence
sources on export control and proliferation issues. The 1995 decision by the State Duma to

permit Russia's Foreign Intelligence Service to enter into appropriate agreements with other

foreign services is clearing the way for such information sharing. The protocol with the U.S.

FBI signed with Russia in July 1994 is a good move. It is encouraging that the talks held in

November 1995 between Anatoli Kulikov, Russia's Interior Minister, and Robert Gelbard, U.S.

Assistant Secretary of State for International Narcotics and Law Enforcement, led, among other

things, to a decision to increase cooperation in tackling the increasingly international reach of

criminal organizations. Another positive development was the announcement following a

meeting in February 1996 between Kazakhstani President Nursultan Nazarbayev and FBI

Director Louis Freeh that the FBI would help Kazakhstan train its law enforcement agents. This

arrangement was a followup to an agreement previously reached between the two countries to

cooperate in combatting nuclear weapons smuggling, drug trafficking, and other organized and

financial crimes.

But, export control challenges remain:

1 . There is no comprehensive export control law in Russia. Key government officials recognize
the need for an umbrella export control legislation but have not pressed for it, feeling

comfortable at present with the existing set of executive branch-approved regulations and

procedures. It may take some time before the new Duma passes a comprehensive export control

law. The previous Duma left about 500 uncompleted legislative acts.

The absence of an export control law adversely affects enforcement. Evidence of this

was a ruling in December 1995 by the Moscow Arbitration Coun to overturn a fine which the

Federal Service for Currency and Export Control had imposed on a commercial bank for

violation of currency regulations. The court ruled that the agency lacked the legal basis for

levying the fine because it was operating under a government decision rather than a Duma-

approved law.

2. The export control system is the scene of continuous revamping and tugs-of-war within the

national government. The bureaucratic politics undermines the cooperation required for export
control implementation. The Export Control Office, the central working body of the Export
Control Commission, originally operated from the Ministry of Economics but was transferred

in 1994 to the Federal Service for Currency and Export Control, allegedly to avoid clashes of

interest between two first vice premiers (the one who chairs the Russian Export Control
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Commission and the other who heads the Ministry of Economics). More recently, the Federal

Service has attempted to seize the power of the Ministry of Atomic Energy (MINATOM) to

authorize license issuance for nuclear-related transactions which is now the prerogative of the

export promotion-oriented MINATOM. There is also an interagency fight over the movement
of conventional weapons export licensing to the Export Control Commission and away from the

agencies with an inherent stake in the expansion of their exports. Also, much of the scientific

expertise in the nuclear weapons complex is being ignored when it could be wisely involved in

the enterprise of weapons control.

3. Agencies charged with export control duties continue to be severely underfinanced and

understaffed. The total number of government officials involved on a full-time basis in export
control barely exceeds 50 persons. This represents an increase over previous years, but still

demonstrates a critical lack of manpower. In a state with so much weaponry and weapons-
related trade to license and control, there is insufficient money and well trained personnel for

export control.

4. At present, the export control offices and interests are no match for the export oriented

agencies who may want to allow proliferation related trade. The export controllers are also

subject to the powerful export lobbies of the MIC. Victor Mikhailov, Minister of Atomic

Energy, elevated to full membership on Russia's Security Council, may be now even in a better

position to promote nuclear deals worldwide projecting his Ministry as a savior of the national

scientific and technological potential. It was reported that the Ministry of Atomic Energy made

$1.65 billion from exports in 1995, which is a significant contribution to Russia's $63 billion

in total exports. Victor Mikhailov is the driving force behind expanding nuclear cooperation
with China including thermonuclear fusion, uranium mining and processing, uranium

enrichment, and so on. A package of agreements for Yeltsin's scheduled 1996 visit to China

includes the sale of a Russian designed and manufactured uranium enrichment plant. The

existing power relationships in the Russian Federation are likely to result in exports which may
complicate relationships with Western countries.

5 . Russia and other NIS lack a culture of nonproliferation that helps restrain individuals and

enterprisesfrom transferring sensitive items to countries or groups of concern. Russia will need

to undertake major education and outreach programs within the MIC as more and more

enterprises receive the freedom to export. Export controls under the former system of state

monopoly were much easier to enforce than they will be within a privatized system with

hundreds of aggressive, export dependent firms. Russian officials have recently acknowledged
the importance of developing export compliance programs in such tlrms but they clearly lack

money and manpower for the implementation of such vitally important programs.

The evolving business culture in Russia and other NIS suggests that much weapons and

weapons related trade may bypass the export control and licensing process altogether. Some

exporters prefer not to go through authorized export channels and apply for a license, but rather

to smuggle the goods through the porous borders of the FSU. According to Russia's Customs

Committee sources, about 30 percent of all exports bypass customs. Illegal imports are
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estimated to total over S6 billion annually. For example, the Omsk oblast with its 600 miles

long border with Kazakhstan has only 8 customs posts which is clearly not enough to deter

violators given the fact that there are over 2,300 export-import oriented companies in its

territory.

6. Most Russian experts believe that the Russian border is vulnerable and has massive holes.

A letter signed by 12 Russian generals and circulated by the Russian media in November 1995

claims that the external border is about 40 percent undermanned. As a result, hundreds of

thousands of illegal immigrants have allegedly managed to penetrate Russia, and some 20

percent of the country's oil and minerals is reported to be illegally exported. The underfunded

status of the Federal Border Service responsible for guarding the world's longest frontier (over

40,000 miles) is illustrated by the fact that the Service was awarded for FY 1996 less than 6

billion rubles ($1.3 million) though its original request was for about 12 billion rubles. Hence,

current control systems along the former Soviet external border are insufficient to deter those

intent on selling WMD, advanced conventional weapons, and weapons related items.

Reintegration trends manifesting themselves throughout the CIS may further complicate

things. Uzbekistan, Kyrghyzia, and possibly Tajikistan, where national export controls are much

less sophisticated, will apparently join the recent customs union between Russia, Belarus and

Kazakhstan. The original CIS configuration comprising sovereign states posed considerable

proliferation risks, and the same can be said for turning the CIS into a single economic space

with some of its parts seriously lacking export control expertise and systems. In early 1996

President Yeltsin reportedly signed a decree leading to the lifting of customs controls on the

Russian-Kazakhstan border. According to certain Russian Customs Committee sources,

eliminating Russian custom.s posts would open the way to drugs from Central Asian republics

and unrestricted export of Russian strategic materials. Once goods get into Kazakhstan and

Central Asia, it is difficult to determine where they will go. The Caspian Sea and other Central

Asian borders are particularly accessible to smuggling operations.

Those concerned about weapons exports and smuggling can learn much from the drug

trade. Illegal arms trade is often associated with drug trafficking in other regions of the world.

In February 1996 the International Narcotics Control Board identified five key Central Asian

areas of narcotics (mainly opium) production and trade. These are Bodakhshan in southern

Tajikistan. Penjikant on the Kyrgyz-Tajik border, Taldy-Kurgan and Kyzyl-Orda in southern

Kazakhstan, and Samarkand in Uzbekistan. The Board expressed concerns that the illicit trade

would grow with the opening of new international air and rail lines and highways.

7. There is widespread corruption in government, including customs and law enforcement

agencies. The Russian General Prosecutor's Office identified over 1,700 cases of law violations

by customs officials in 1994. As a result, 138 criminal cases were initiated against customs

officers charged with bribery, misuse of their office and other crimes. The Customs Service is

structured in such a way that most customs clearance and inspection take place inside the country

rather than on the border. As a result, sealed railway cars or containers cleared by the customs

at industrial centers are transported virtually with no or perfunctory inspection through the.
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border. For example, the Urals Customs Office services a vast region with a heavy
concentration of nuclear and defense industries. It has 11 branch offices in oblasts and

republics. The Russian media reported on a recent case of corruption where the Urals Customs
Office was guilty of serious irregularities, bribery and inefficiency.

The level of corruption throughout the government including the law enforcement

agencies is dangerously high. According to Russian Interior Ministry sources, about half of the

earnings of criminal groups is used to bribe state officials, judges, and journalists. Since his

appointment in the summer of 1995, Interior Minister Anatoli Kulikov has been waging a well-

publicized "clean hands" campaign against crime within law enforcement agencies. 773 criminal

cases were opened against police officers and employees of the Procurator's Office for bribe-

taking and abuse of office during the first nine months of 1995.

8. With widespread corruption and limited cultural constraints on exports, the weak enforcement
and prosecution side of Russia's export control system becomes a serious problem. Although an

attempt to export controlled items without a license can result in criminal penalty of 3-8 years

imprisonment and/or fines of up to 300% of the customs value of the goods involved, I have no

evidence of prosecutions.

9. Constitutional challenges intended to redefine the relationship between thefederal government
and regions risk eroding the state 's export control authority. As stated by government officials,

this relationship will be regulated with each region (total of 89 republics and oblasts) on a

bilateral basis by signing appropriate "custom made" agreements. As of January 1996, Moscow
has already signed such agreements with nine ethnic republics, including Tatarstan,

Bashkotrtostan, North Ossetia, giving them a certain degree of independence in foreign trade

operations. The 1995 case of a planeload of weapons originated in Tatarstan and intercepted in

Afghanistan by Taliban rebels serves as a good illustration. Despite objections from Moscow,
local authorities apparently decided to move ahead in consummating the deal with the Afghan

government and dispatching the weapons.

The first ever agreement on such power sharing with a nonrepublic territorial entity

(Russia has 21 republics, and 68 krais and oblasts) was signed in November 1995 with the

Sverdlovsk oblast which was leading the campaign by nonrepublic entities to win the same

privileges as republics. This agreement deals mainly with international and domestic economic

relations and gave Sverdlovsk the right to set up economic missions abroad, sign trade

agreements with foreign states, and have a say in federal decisions affecting its economic

interests. It was followed by similar agreements with Orenburg and Kaliningrad oblasts.

10. Our research shows that-except for Russia and, to a lesser extent, Belarus, Ukraine, and

perhaps Kazakhstan-governmental export control systems covering weapons and dual-use items

are either nonexistent or in early stages of creation. Even in Russia, where a small and export

control staff has been organized and employed, and a host of decrees compatible with Western

standards have been promulgated there is reason for concern. The major problem involves

thorough implementation and enforcement, something that we still do not know much about.
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Outside of Russia, the export control concerns are even greater. Small but dedicated

groups of officials in Belarus, Kazaichstan, and Ukraine are earnestly trying to build new
systems, but all find it difficult to get the attention and resources required. Ironically, the

promised support of the U.S. Government through the Cooperative Threat Reduction (CTR)
program has led the governments of these NIS to place less of their indigenous funding in export
control programs. This, together with the slow pace of U.S. assistance, has resulted in

underfunded programs and disillusioned and sometimes bitter export control officials.

Again, unlike Russia, the other NIS do not belong to any of the international

nonproliferation export control regimes. For example, although many states possess nuclear

facilities, technologies and materials, Russia is the only member of the Nuclear Suppliers Group
(NSG). The entire NIS area remains a defacto free trade zone with porous borders. Strong

export controls in Russia can be negated by weak controls elsewhere. Republics in Central Asia
and the Baltics are critical points of transshipment. Estonia is reported to be one of Europe's

leading exporters of nonferrous and precious metals in the 1990s, even though it has no such

metals in its naniral resource base. The same transshipment problems exist for weapons. If the

Russian initiated customs union expands, republics joining it can easily become weak links in

the new system due to the inadequacies in their export controls. Finally, although the CIS

signed an export control cooperation agreement in 1992, there has been little meaningful
cooperation among the states since that timcr^

I would like to conclude with a few personal observations about the importance of

engaging Russia and the other NIS in the pursuit of export control, and about the,. role of

the U.S. Government, business, universities, and NGOs in this process:

Prior to 1993 there was little export control cooperation with Russia outside of the

Nuclear Suppliers Group, and none with the other NIS. In June of 1993 the University of

Georgia and Department of Energy invited key NIS officials to come to Airlie, VA to participate
in a nonproliferation export control conference--we called it a dialogue--with U.S. Govemrnent
(USG) officials and business representatives. Many who participated--from the U.S. and NIS-
regularly remark to me that these meetings helped open the expon control dialogue and have had
a host of specific and positive consequences, including:

1. One of the Russian officials invited had never been to the United States before, and by all

accounts, was highly skeptical (and suspicious) about the issue of export control cooperation with

the United States. Through these and other meetings and activities supported by the University
of Georgia and the USG (primarily through CTR funds), and, as a result of his personal
commitment and the support of the Russian government, this man--Rustam Safaraliev—has

become the key export control official in Russia and is probably the most committed and

industrious builder of the Russian export control system. He has also become one of Russia's

most vigorous proponents of export control cooperation with the United States. Safaraliev has

been highly effective in dealing with Russian hardliners on export control issues and has helped

bring about many positive developments including Russian participation in the Wassenaar

Arrangement.
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Safaraliev has also worked to better inform Russian enterprises about their export control

responsibilities. He has worked in cooperation with us and the Moscow Center for Expon
Control (cofounded by indigenous Russians and the University of Georgia) to involve Russian

government export controllers in a series of outreach conferences in Russia to better educate the

military industrial enterprises about export controls. We held the first of these conferences in

Moscow in September 1995. Representatives from Teledyne and Lockheed Martin explained
how U.S. firms handle nonproliferation responsibilities and how export control compliance is

good for international business. The second conference will be held in St. Petersburg in April

1996. Follow-on meetings are being planned for Nizhni Novgorod and Ekaterinburg. Through
the support and cooperation of government, business, universities and NGOs, Safaraliev and

others are helping to build nonproliferation awareness and values within the Russian military

industrial complex. Working together over the longterm, we should strive to help the Russians

build a nonproliferation culture in their export community.

Similar benefits of govemment-business-university cooperation and the Airlie dialogue
are taking place in other NIS. As a result of discussions with a Belarusan participant at the

Airlie conference, the University of Georgia and Monterey Institute for International Studies

decided to cofound with Belarusan counterparts the Minsk Center for Nonproliferation and

Export Control. Dr. Ural Latypov became Research Director of this new nongovernmental
center in Minsk. He worked closely with the University of Georgia to undertake a number of

initiatives in Belarus and the NIS to promote nonproliferation export controls. One joint effort

resulted in an NIS export control conference in Minsk and the publication of the first book in

the Russian language on the value of international export control cooperation. This book is now

circulating widely among export control officials in all of the NIS.

The USG also supported Dr. Latypov's export control experience. The Department of

Commerce brought him to Washington to participate in its annual "Export Update," a major
effort to promote business-government cooperation on export controls. Dr. Latypov has is now
one of the NIS's leading experts on terrorism, nonproliferation export controls, and international

security.
. .

In 1995, Dr. Latypov was asked to join President Lukashenka's staff as the President's

top foreign policy advisor. More recently. Dr. Latypov was made the President's First

Assistant. I can assure you that President Lukashenka and the Belarusan executive branch is

getting sound advice on export controls in Belarus and on the importance of multilateral

cooperation on these matters within the NIS and with the United States and other Western

countries.

Just one more example of the beneficial consequences of govemment-business-NGO

cooperation. The University of Georgia took some of its graduate smdents to Airlie to assist and

to help promote dialogue. The students made a favorable impression on NIS and USG officials.

Many officials asked how we could get these students involved longterm in promoting the cause

of nonproliferation export control in the NIS. In response, the University of Georgia, Los

Alamos National Laboratory, and the U.S. Department of Energy developed the Graduate
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Student Facilitator Program that is now placing advanced American graduate students in the NIS
to work with government organizations, military industrial enterprises, and NGOs to promote

nonproliferation values and practices.

Much could also be said about the positive impact that USG export control assistance is

having in the NIS. Since I am part of a Committee of the National Research Council (NRC)
that is currently reviewing this and related issues, I will reserve my assessment of USG
programs until a later time. (The NRC Committee report will be released in the fall.)

In spite of all the sensitivities and difficulties, I believe that the United States and Russia

must do more to work together to control the spread of conventional and unconventional

weaponry. I further believe that engaging Russia and the NIS and encouraging them to control

the leakage of weapons and weapons related items should remain one of the most important and

longterm goals of U.S. security policy. I also believe that the money invested in pursuit of this

goal could well prove to be the most cost-effective U.S. security policy in the post-Cold War
world.
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Thank you very much Senator Nunn and Members of the Subcommittee for the

opportunity to report on the state of security at nuclear facilities in Ukraine. Let me present some

information about myself, because this is my first presentation before a U. S. Senate Committee.

I was raised in Obninsk, a Russian nuclear city and earned a master's degree in nuclear

engineering. In 1981, I started to work as a reactor operator at the Chernobyl Nuclear Power

Plant. I was extensively involved in mitigation and recovery efforts following the April 1986

catastrophe. In 1989, I left my last position at Chernobyl as Deputy Chief of the Nuclear Safety

Division to become a nuclear safety inspector with Gosatonmadzor, the nuclear regulatory

authority in the Soviet Union.

Following Ukrainian independence in 1991, I went to work for the Ukrainian regulatory

authority, the State Committee on Nuclear and Radiation Safety, as the Head of the Division of

Safeguards, Safe Transport and Physical Protection, Control and Accountability and Implemented
a number of international agreements concerning nonproliferation issues. In April 1995, I left

my position within the recently established Ministry for Environmental Protection and Nuclear

Safety in order to emigrate to the United States.

During my career in Ukraine, I worked closely with many of the leading national and

international nuclear authorities including regulatory, operational organizations, utilities, and

nuclea& facilities in the former Soviet republics. I also interacted fairly extensively with several

U. S. and international organizations, including the IAEA, the NRC, the DOE, the Natural

Resources Defense Council, and the Federation of American Scientists.

I joined Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, International Nuclear Safety Programs
Office in July 1995, to assist in the coordination and implementation of the DOE program to

improve nuclear safety in Ukraine. I am actively engaged in safety projects as well as bilateral

efforts to establish the International Research Center on Nuclear Safety, Radioactive Waste and

Radioecology in Slavutich city, and a housing project for Chernobyl Plant staff.

In my presentation, I will concentrate your attention on the following issues:

* Nuclear facilities, locations of nuclear materials in Ukraine;

* State regulation of physical protection;
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* Current status of physical protection of nuclear material at the facilities and

under transport;

* Effectiveness of the physical protection system and its drawbacks, examples
of unauthorized use of nuclear material; and

* International cooperation
— how to make it more effective.

First of all, I would like to emphasize that my presentation will cover civil nuclear activity

in Ukraine, because the military nuclear facilities are not under control of any "civilian" authority

and report directly to the Ministry of Defense (MOD). The MOD makes the decision to classify

their ^ilities as civil or military. You will see the examples below.

At the present time, Ukraine has five nuclear power plants consisting of fifteen operational

units, as well as, several nuclear research facilities. This represents one of the largest nuclear

energy programs in Europe after France, the United Kingdom, the Russian Federation and

Germany. In addition, there are five mining and milling enterprises for radioactive ore

processing. About 5,000 enterprises use radioactive sources and devices. There is a very serious

problem of spent nuclear fuel and radioactive waste disposal and storage, including thousands of

tons of high and low level waste resulting fi-om the Chernobyl accident in 1986. One of the most

significant and important problems is the efficient physical protection of nuclear materials and

nuclear facilities.

All nuclear facilities in Ukraine were inherited from the former Soviet Union where

Moscow maintained the full centralized control over the nuclear industry. Therefore, one of the

first tasks for independent Ukraine's national Material Protection, Control and Accountability

System was to identify all locations of nuclear material in order to know "where, what and how
much" should be controlled. As mentioned above, Ukraine has five nuclear power plants and

three research facilities (see map and Table 1).

Since the initial accounting was taken in 1992, additional facilities have been identified.

Meanwhile, the inventories are continuously being corrected and even new locations of nuclear

materials recently were identified. For example, during a recent visit to Sevastopol Naval

Academy (Crimea), the Nuclear Regulatory Administration (the former State Committee on

Nuclear and Radiation Safety) discovered that the Academy had more nuclear material than it had

initially declared. This material was located in a separate (away from the main facility)

laboratory and was an experimental research subcritical facility with low enriched uranium. It

was possible to keep this facility fi-om the civil authorities because the Ministry of Defense keeps

control over this facility and the military decides what data it wants to provide and how much

access to allow to their facilities. In addition, one more institution, "Radon" in Kiev, the capital

of Ukraine, was recently identified as an owner of depleted uranium.

\

\

\
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These examples show that the questions "where, what, and how much" are not finally

answered, and, even today, Ukraine does not know for certain what the former Soviet Union may
have left. Finally, Ukraine does not have physical control over some facilities currently under

Russian military control, especially in Crimea, the former Soviet Union's naval base. Thus, there

is no precise information about what they have and how secure it is.

Within the framework of the Agreement between Ukraine and the International Atomic

Energy Agency (IAEA) Ukraine has applied IAEA safeguards at the following facilities.

Table 1 List of Nuclear Facilities

Nuclear Power Plant Units in Operation Type of Unit Tvpe of Material Category of Material

Chernobyl' 2
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personnel access to nuclear material, employment at nuclear facilities, and the liability for

violation of nuclear legislation. The responsibilities of nuclear authorities in Ukraine are also

established in the Law.

The main state authorities are the State Committee on the Use of Atomic Energy
(operational organization). Nuclear Regulatory Administration (regulatory activities). Ministry of
Internal Affairs (guard forces). State Security Service (personnel screening and investigations),
and Ministry of Justice (legal order of punishment). Before the Law was approved in 1993,

Ukraine signed the basic international agreement "The Convention on Physical Protection of
Nuclear Material," which established international standards for the protection of nuclear material.

It seems, everything was done logically and the system should work properly.

Unfortunately, this is not the reality. The economic crisis in Ukraine has seriously influenced

the capabilities of state agencies and operators to fulfill international and national requirements.

Thus, the Nuclear Regulatory Administration's special division on physical protection consisted

of two (!) technical people and a secretary, the operational organizational has the same number.

These agencies are supposed to be key players, but they do not have enough human and financial

resources to develop technical regulations for facilities. The personnel of state authorities and

facilities are not paid well or regularly. Therefore, this affects their ability to work effectively.

The numerous changes to state regulation structures and frequent personnel replacements also

adversely affect the work. This is why a so-called "design basis threat" for nuclear facilities, the

key point of methodology for establishing the national system of physical protection, has still not

been determined.

At the facilities the situation is very different. The nuclear power plants have more

money to maintain proper levels of physical protection but they are still inconsistent with western

standards. Some research facilities, like Kiev Institute of Nuclear Research and Kharkov Institute

of Physics and Technology, do not produce significant revenue and cannot "afford" any effective

physical protection upgrades or even to hire specialized guard forces instead of regular policemen

(militia). As a result, low enriched uranium at nuclear power plants is guarded better than highly
enriched uranium at research reactors and institutes. But a recent reported case of the theft of

nuclear fuel from a nuclear power plant shows that the security system at a relatively satisfactory

facility is far from effective.

An incident at the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant in 1993 proved the insufficiency of the

protection system. Two fiiel rods, each 3.5 meters long, were cut off from a fresh fuel assembly
in the reactor building (the highly protected area) and have never been found. The total amount
of stolen uranium dioxide was 7.24 kilograms on pellet form. An investigation undertaken

immediately after was inconclusive. The ineffectiveness of the alarm system inside the reactor

building resulted in a long delay between the theft and the beginning of response actions.

Furthermore, the existing accounting system was not able to provide sufficient information

regarding the "fuel history" of the damaged fuel assembly.
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Another case demonstrates the transparency of borders of the former Soviet republics for

the illegal trafficking of nuclear materials. Six kilograms of enriched uranium was seized in Kiev

in March 1995. Two Russian citizens had a container with uranium pellets from submarine

nuclear fuel. Ukraine does not have nuclear submarines, apparently the uranium was brought
from Russia for further transport to Western Europe.

Even the official transit of nuclear materials through the territory of Ukraine is not

regulated well enough on the international level. During the transit of spent nuclear fuel from

Hungary to Russia on the Ukraine-Hungary border, the Hungarian guards leave special trains on

the last stop on the Hungarian territory and the Ukrainian guards take control over unguarded
trains on the first stop on the Ukrainian territory. This takes place because there is no Ukrainian-

Hungarian agreement allowing for armed military people to cross the borders of the two

countries. As a result, the special train carrying tons of highly radioactive spent fuel is not

protected during several miles of the journey.

As noted above, Ukraine has a very extensive nuclear program with thousands of

significant quantities of nuclear material of all categories. According to the IAEA terminology,

a Significant Quantity is the approximate quantity of nuclear material in respect of which, taking

into account any conversion process involved, the possibility of manufacturing a nuclear explosive

device cannot be excluded. It is absolutely clear that such material should be protected according

to modem international standards.

The international community is deeply involved in cooperation with Ukrainian authorities

in order to improve the physical protection of nuclear material and facilities. The very first

agreement was the "Agreement between the Ukrainian State Committee on Nuclear and Radiation

Safety and the U. S. Department of Defense Concerning Development of State Systems of

Control, Accounting, and Physical Protection of Nuclear Materials to Promote the Prevention of

Nuclear Weapons Proliferation from Ukraine" concluded in December 1993.

The main aspects of U.S. -Ukraine cooperation include:

*
methodological support, including transfer of regulatory practices and

experiences;

*
training of regulators in the area of inspection activities;

*
training of operators in material control and accounting;

*
equipment procurement, delivery, and installation at the "model" facilities; and

* coordination with other "donor" countries to avoid duplication and to

maximize efforts.
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These areas of cooperation were agreed to by the two countries, but not all of them are

being developed adequately. In some cases, Ukraine does not have enough resources to accept

proposed help. For example, due to the lack of qualified people at the state level, the cooperation
does not provide immediate results on the inspection activities. In the material control and

accounting area, the U. S. side agreed to provide computerized systems at the state level and for

some facilities. But so far, just several computers were delivered without specific software and

several observation tours to U. S. facilities were organized for Ukrainian technical staff. In the

area of physical protection due to lack of technical regulations the U.S. side agreed to upgrade

existing systems at the South Ukraine Nuclear Power Plant and Kiev Institute of Nuclear

Research in consultations with operators and regulators in Ukraine. Only a little progress was
achieved when I was in charge of this project, mostly because of delays in getting subsequent

agreements and in delivery of equipment. Now the situation is getting better, but no one facility

has implemented major upgrades. The scope of work is increasing significantly since two more

facilities were added to the list of upgrades: Sevastopol Naval Academy and Kharkov Institute

of Physics and Technology. It will require more intense work and probably more financial

resources and the two first "model" facilities are still far from being finished.

In order to make U. S. assistance more effective in preventing the proliferation of nuclear

materials from Ukraine, including thefts, nuclear terrorism and sabotage, cooperation must be well

coordinated on the international and national levels between the donor and recipient countries.

In Ukraine, the cooperation should be maintained at both the state and facility levels and all the

areas mentioned above must be balanced adequately.
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SCIENTISTS, ENGINEERS & PROLIFERATION OF WEAPONS TECHNOLOGY

I am Glenn Schweitzer, a member of the staff of the National Research Council located

in Washington, D.C. Previously I served as the Chairman of the Intergovernmental Preparatory
Committee for Establishment of the International Science and Technology Center (ISTC) and as

the first Executive Director of the ISTC. The ISTC is a new international organization with full

diplomatic status headquartered in Moscow.

I appreciate the opportunity to discuss with you the role of scientists and engineers of the

former Soviet Union in the proliferation of weapons technology to radical states and to terrorists

groups.

At the outset, I will note that I am speaking in my personal capacity and not as a

representative of the National Research Council.

Much attention has been given to the possible con^quences of a weapons brain drain from
the former Soviet Union. Also, technical specialists of the region are heavily involved in

international sales of nuclear and rocket technologies, and most likely they have played a role in

incidents involving the theft of nuclear materials and diversion of missile guidance components.

Since other speakers will address the problems of sales and theft, I will concentrate on
other aspects of the international transfer of the know-how of scientists and engineers, including
the brain drain. But we should keep in mind that such transfer, through whatever channel, is

frequently linked directly or indirectly to sales or theft.

During the past several years, I have had the opportunity to visit dozens of former

weapons laboratories in Russia and in Georgia. While living in Moscow for 27 months, I

discussed with former Soviet weapons specialists on a daily basis the problems of conversion of

weapons research and development programs to civilian activities in institutes and enterprises
across the region. During that period. I met with missile guidance experts who had attempted
to go to North Korea, nuclear weapons designers who carried out exchange programs with China,
electronic engineers -vho had long-term consulting contracts in Syria, materials experts who
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participated in rocket engine design activities of interest to India, and nuclear physicists who were

being recruited by Iran. Also, I am acquainted with Russian engineers from the aerospace

industry who participate in arms beizaars in the Middle East.

My encounters with former Soviet weapons sjDCcialists seem quite relevant to proliferation

concerns. But the clouded activities of foreign joint ventures and representation offices in the

apartment building where we lived in Moscow also suggested the possibility of dangerous

scenarios. Across the hall was a Libyan chemical engineer. A Chechen businessman lived nearby

and regularly entertained his acquaintances from Chechnya and the Middle East in our building.

And some of the offices on the floors above and below us housed shadowy activities that raised

our level of suspicion. While we and other Americans were understandably concerned about

personal safety in any building in Moscow, the steel doors and guarded hallways seemed a little

extensive merely to repel ordinary intruders.

Today, I will present a few conclusions from my many encounters with persons who could

play a role in proliferation activities. The basis for my conclusions is documented in some detail

in my new book which will be released by M.E. Sharpe, Inc., next week, Moscow DMZ: The

Story of the International Effort To Convert Russian Weapons Science to Peaceful Purposes.

The Dangerous Weapons Specialists

Of the one million or more scientists and engineers who participated in the Soviet program
to develop weapons of mass destruction and their delivery systems, about 60,000 should be of

proliferation concern because of their unique knowledge of weapon systems, according to my
estimates. As 1 have already suggested, many more are in a position to participate in smuggling

operations; but I will not discuss this issue today.

The skills and experience of the 60,000 in designing, developing, and testing weapon

components could be put to use by different rogue states which cannot easily find comparable
know-how in other countries. This estimate of the number of dangerous people, developed in

consultation with Russian colleagues well acquainted with activities throughout the weapons

complex, includes on the order of 30,000 from the aerospace industry, 20,000 from the nuclear

industry, and 10,000 from the biological/chemical warfare programs.

Initially, international concern focused on the likelihood that these experts would fall easy

prey to offers to emigrate to rouge states willing to pay large salaries. In fact, most of these

specialists remain affiliated with state institutions although many -perhaps 25 percent
— have left

the institutes and enterprises for more lucrative work on the streets and in the offices and shops
of the region. Some have retired, at least formally. Only a very small number have emigrated
from Russia --

primarily to Israel, Western Europe, and the United States. I am less certain as

to the situation in the other newly independent states. However, it seems clear that there has been

no major emigration of core weapon scientists.
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Despite such reassurance that permanent emigration has been rare, the short-term visits

abroad and the meetings uith foreign visitors in Moscow and other capitals, and even in closed

cities, should set ofT the securit>' alarms of the international community. There are numerous

ways for transferring know-how, personally and electronically, that do not involve permanent

relocation.

The overwhelming majority of the 60,000 scientists have no interest in participating in

proliferation activities which are not sanctioned by their governments, and they could not be

tempted to collaborate on their own with rogue states regardless of their financial plight. They
are fiercely loyal to Russia or the other countries of the region. They realize the danger to the

world from uncontrolled weapons of mass destruction. And they take great pride in their

perceptions of their roles in preventing a catastrophic war during the past fifty years.

However, as the economic conditions continue to decline and as the hands of more and

more specialists remain idle for longer periods of time, the temptations for some to seek relief

from any sources become greater and greater. And only a handful of disaffected specialists could

cause grave problems with global implications.

The deteriorating conditions in the laboratories throughout the region add to the

seriousness of the problem. In addition to the massive internal brain drain of many of the

brightest young weapon scientists, the research facilities are in a very poor state of repair. Many
laboratories simply do not operate, as scavengers sell whatever fixtures and equipment that will

come loose Heating and electricity are erratic. The work ethic has deteriorated to the point that

many researchers make little more than token appearances at most of the institutes.

Of course, there are exceptions. While I have no personal knowledge, I suspect that the

military research programs continue at a high level of performance, with concomitant rewards.

The other exceptions almost always revolve around foreign financing of conversion activities.

To a Russian researcher, having a foreign grant not only means a steady paycheck but also

indicates that someone really cares whether or not he or she goes to work.

A recent report that the Institute of Experimental Physics in Sarov (formerly Arzamas-16)
is indicating forced layoffs for the fu^t time is worth noting. Even though 5,000 employees have

left the institute during the past five years on a voluntary basis, the situation apparently has

become so desperate that others will now be forced out. How do these people occupy their time

in this town where two nuclear establishments provide the entire economic base?

There are also repxjrts that in the run-up to the June elections in Russia, scarce funds are

being hastily shifted by local authorities to curry favor with an uncertain electorate. Whether the

funds are being moved ft-om research institutes to hospitals or from payment of rent to payment
of salaries, such short-term manipulations should not be misconstrued as signaling changes in

national policies that will fundamentally change the plight of scientists and engineers.
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In short, the likelihood of fonner Soviet weaponeers transferring their knowledge of

weapons of mass destruction to rouge states is greater today than it was when the Nunn-Lugar

legislation was enacted, for several reasons.

* The fmancial situation among many of the specialists of greatest concern has not improved,
and indeed has become worse.

* The physical conditions for conducting interesting civilian research in the laboratories of the

region have deteriorated considerably.

* And some rogue states have established a presence throughout the former Soviet Union which

provides easy access to weapon scientists and engineers of the region.

Meanwhile, there is an overarching feeling within the Russian population that they have

been misled by false promises of western financial assistance, and particularly American

assistance; and many scientists and engineers have simply abandoned their last hope that they

would continue to be beneficiaries of generous subsidies.

The Impact of American Programs

The activities of some western and other foreign organizations are clearly having an

impact in reducing the likelihood that many key weaponeers will be involved in transfer of

sensitive know-how from the former Soviet Union to States of proliferation concern. American

institutions have been in the lead in this effort to contain weapons know-how, with the Nunn-

Lugar program providing critical funding for stimulating the initial activities.

The centerpiece of the American effort has been the ISTC. By any measure, its programs
have been very important in providing challenging civilian alternatives for former weapon
scientists of the successor states. More than 1 1 ,000 former weaponeers — most of them from the

core 60,000 —
participate in ISTC activities which are supported by the European Union and

Japan as well as the United States; and the number is growing. The ISTC has also attracted

support from CERN, Sweden, and Finland.

In addition to providing financial support for projects, the ISTC has had a significant

influence in re-orienting approaches to research management and financial accountability

throughout the region. Also, it has developed an agreed framework for coping with the difficult

issues of foreign access to sensitive weapons facilities and of an appropriate division of

intellectual property rights should the results of research become commercially viable. As a

multilateral organi22tion based on internationally negotiated principles and procedures, it is well

positioned to withstand the political barbs which are likely to be thrown at American programs
in the national security arena as the conservative elements in Russia re-emerge with increasing

vigor.
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A second aspect of the American approach that deserves special mention is the activity

of a number of American companies which are drawing on the talents of Russian weapon

specialists who are searching for new careers. The programs of the Boeing Company, Sun

Microsystems. United Technologies, and others engage hundreds of important Russian researchers

who are looking forward to long-term relationships that will wean them entirely from their

previous weapons work. These researchers truly feel that they are working on the leading edge
of technology, and they show little interest in looking elsewhere for their career futures.

The Trade and Development Agency and the Overseas Private Investment Corporation

have played ver>' constructive supporting roles. They have provided a number of grants for

feasibility studies which enable American companies, in cooperation with Russian specialists, to

carry out detailed assessments of the market potential for products which could be developed and

produced within the weapons complex.

Finally, a number of programs of the Department of Energy, the Department of Defense,

and NASA also are engaging large numbers of scientists and engineers from the former Soviet

weapons complex, probably several thousand specialists. Some of these programs are short-term

efforts while others are intended to lead to long-term relationships. Of particular importance are

the efforts of the Department of Energy to greatly expand the number of nuclear specialists

within the former Soviet Union who are engaged in the protection, control, and accountability

of uranium and plutonium. At many of the nuclear facilities throughout the region, the interest

in this topic has greatly increased due to the involvement of American experts and the availability

of American funds.

The Future Course for the United States

In general, the U. S. government is on the right course in trying to help ensure the

containment of weapons know-how within the former Soviet Union. There are sof^ spots in

American approaches:

* the continuing references in Washington and abroad to the U.S. efforts as foreign assistance

programs,

* the inconsistencies in the U.S. approach to intellectual property rights under different

programs,

* an overemphasis on supporting basic research in preference to activities with near-term

applications, and

* statements which mislead officials throughout the region to believe that available fiinds means

funds that are available for them.

But these problems can be corrected if the United States continues its determination to

stay the course and if funds are available to support such a strategy.
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However, there is great uncertainty as to the continued interest of the Russian Government

in cooperation in non-proliferation activities as that government changes its political orientation.

Thus, U.S. efforts should be more sharply oriented toward indigenization of activities in Russia

as rapidly as possible. Indeed, if the Russian government had followed through on its internal

commitments to conversion at the weapons laboratories set forth more than five years ago, there

would have been little need for foreign financing of such activities. If the Russian Govenunent

had given a higher priority to safeguarding its sensitive materials and technologies from theft, the

necessity for U. S. involvement would have been far less compelling. Of course, the shortage

of funds even to meet payrolls was and continues to be a principal reason why officials in

Moscow repeatedly make hollow promises in these and other areas.

Given economic realities, indigenization does not mean that the United States should

terminate funding of programs in Russia. Quite the contrary. American funds provide

indispenable leverage for encouraging important Russian specialists to aggressively promote the

goals of nonproliferation. Indigenization does mean that U. S. agencies should encourage and

support programs that have Russian specialists, and not Americans, out front in the design and

management of the programs. Of course, the United States should continually press Russian

officials to pay an increasing share of the costs of programs while greater proportions of U. S.

funds should also find their way to the region and not become dissipated within American

organizations. American experts should avoid paternalistic tendencies and be prepared to reduce

their involvement in programs as the programs mature. In short, the goal should be the

development of a strong nonproliferation/conversion constituency in Russia, at both the

ministerial and institute levels, that is determined to carry important programs forward in a

responsible manner even as American specialists fade from the scene.

Given the enormous amount of diplomatic energy which was expended to establish the

ISTC, the U.S. and other concerned governments should use this mechemism to the fullest.

Senior Russian officials doubt that even again will the Russian Goverrunent agree to such

sweeping authorities for a western-oriented organization in Russia, i.e., diplomatic status for the

staff, tax and customs exemptions for its activities, waiver of income tax for participants in

projects, and legalized foreign access to sensitive facilities and accounting records.

At the same time, the transfer of funding responsibility for the U.S. contribution to the

ISTC from the Department of Defense to the Department of State will cause major funding

problems as the competition for very limited funds of the Department of State intensifies. As

funding shortfalls occur, the Departments of Defense and Energy should provide supplemental
funds through the ISTC to support projects of special interest to those departments (e.g. research

on methods for destroying chemical weapons, expanded systems for safeguarding nuclear

materia)).

The most immediate fiinding concern relates to the follow-on support for successful ISTC

projects which were initially financed for two or three years. Two years is simply too short for

researchers to become convinced that they should shift careers from weapons work, which will

always receive some funding, to civilian activities which may or may not attract future support.
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A five-year program has a much better chance of persuading researchers that their future lies in

the civilian sector, particularly if their weapons skills have begun to rust.

Finally, in preparing this statement, I have recognized the many gaps in our understanding
of the state of weapon scientists and engineers throughout the region. There has been very little

research on this topic
- research that can only be authoritative if there is strong participation of

knowledgeable specialists from the region and that will be feasible only if the efforts are not

perceived as intelligence activities.

Surely, U. S. government auditors will eventually ask the question "How successful are

we in using funds provided by the government to stem proliferation?" This question cannot be

answered simply by querying project participants from the region as to what they will do when
their projects are over, although this would be a start. The question addresses a complicated issue

which goes to the very heart of the role of institutes and enterprises and to the attitudes of

government officials, manager, and bench scientists during a time of political and economic

turmoil. The issues involves organizational and budgetary adjustments that are being made within

institutions every day. Also, it encompasses the personal conflicts between the security of

working for military programs which will continue and the uncertainty of shifting to uncharted

territory already occupied by civilian organizations that are also in deep financial trouble.

Nevertheless, the question deserves an answer. To this end, I suggest establishing in

Moscow, within the framework of the ISTC, an appropriate policy research program. It should

be led by a few experienced specialists from the United States, Europe, Japan, and Russian, with

active participation of a small staff of Russian specialists and involvement of colleagues from

Belarus, Kazakstan, Kyrgystan, Georgia, and Armenia. It would conduct serious assessments of

those factors which affect proliferation, particularly at the institute and enterprise levels. It

should provide valuable insights as to the activities and motivations of weapon scientists and

engineers throughout the region. Also, it should provide important feedback concerning the

impact of foreign collaboration on near-term £ind long-term proliferation concerns at a variety of

institutions.

Such information is critical in determining an effective long-term strategy for nuclear

containment — of both people and materials.
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1. Introduction: Greenpeace Disarmament Campaign

First. I would like to thank the Committee for this opportimity to testify on the important
matter of the situation with nuclear weapons, fissile materials, and radioactive materials in Russia.

Greenpeace, as you may know, is a large international enviroiunental and disarmament organization
with some three million members in over 100 countries around the world (over one million in the

United States). We have been active for twenty-five years on environmental and nuclear disarmament

issues, and have offices throughout North and South America, Europe, including Russia and Ukraine,
and the Pacific.

One of our major concerns is nuclear weapons and military and civil nuclear-power plants.

We oppose this technology and seek its eventual elimination for a variety of important reasons: the

environmental dangers posed by nuclear accidents, the vexing nuclear waste problem, the economic

costs, the possibility of nuclear war, and the antidemocratic secrecy that surrounds nuclear

technology. Just as significant to our perspective is that more reasonable and safer alternatives to

solving disputes between nations and addressing the world's electrical energy needs exist or could be

readily developed. ,

It may be of interest to the Committee to know that Greenpeace's origins lie in attempts by
Vancouver activists to stop U.S. plans to test nuclear weapons on Amchitka in the Aleutian Islands in

the early 1970s. Since then, Greenpeace has had active campaigns to eliminate nuclear-weapons and

nuclear-power at sea and for a Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT).

Right now, after a very powerful set of protests against French nuclear testing in the South

Pacific in 1995 and early-1996, we are working hard in Geneva and around the world to insure a

CTBT is achieved. We have protested China's continued testing program and are concerned that

Russia has yet to sign on to a 0-yield CTBT.

We are also worried that the Clinton Administration's plan to conduct several underground
sub-critical tests at the Nevada Test Site, the first in June and the second in September, could gravely
undermine efforts to get a CTBT ready for signing this year. The first test is currently scheduled to

take place in mid-June just before the Conference on Disarmament finishes its crucial second session,

and could undermine the last minute efforts to agree to a final treaty text. It is quite possible that the

Russian nuclear weapons test on Novaya Zemlya in mid-January that was reported in the Washington
Times, and quasi-confirmed by Secretary Perry during his congressional testimony, was a test similar

to the ones the United States has planned. The reported Russian test raised concerns here, and

illustrates the need for the nuclear weapons states to forgo such underground testing and shut their test

sites. This would ease the verification problem for the CTBT, and would send a strong signal to the

rest of the world that the nuclear weapons states are committed to a strong CTBT regime.

2. Greenpeace Disarmament Activities in the Soviet Union and Russia

Greenpeace opened an office in the Soviet Union in 1989. Since February 1990, I have been

to Russia over a dozen times. My have ranged from one week to four months and I have spent a

total of some 18 months living and working there. Most recently, I spent most of the 1994-1995

"academic year
"

living and working out of Moscow, supporting Greenpeace's work on the Nuclear

Non-Proliferation Treaty Review and Extension Conference.

1
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During these visiis, I have had the opportunity to travel to several of the closed areas of the

former Soviet Union, including, in the North, the Murmansk area, which contains the Northern Fleet

headquarters and several major bases of the Northern Fleet, and Severodvinsk where nuclear

submarines are constructed and; in the Pacific, the areas around Vladivostok, Khabarovsk,

Vanino/Sovetskaya Gavan, Komsomolsk-na-Amure, and Petropavlovsk-Kamchatskii where nuclear

submarines are based or constructed. I have also travelled to St. Petersburg to visit Russian nuclear

submarine design bureaus, to Obninsk to attend a conference on plutonium disposal, and to

Kazakhstan. Other members of my orgamzation have travelled in central Russia to the areas around

the nuclear facilities in Chelyabinsk, Krasnoyarsk, and Tomsk. And, of course, Greenpeace Russia

has an office in Moscow that actively works on civil and military nuclear issues.

The purpose of my visits was to investigate problems in the Soviet/Russian submarine force,

the future of Russian nuclear forces, and promote our work on nuclear disarmament. As part of this

work I have sought to engage a wide variety of Russian government officials, military officers,

military-industrial complex managers, reporters, specialists, and local officials and environmentalists

in a dialogue about arms control and nuclear disarmament, military-environmental problems, and the

possibilities for defense conversion. Since the fall of 1991, when the problems of lost nukes and

loose nukes were first was raised, I have spent some time on these questions when the opportunity

availed itself

Greenpeace remains the only publicly identified organization ever to have been solicited to

obtain a nuclear warhead from the Soviet Union. In the summer of 1991, prior to the attempted

coup, we were approached to see if we wanted to get a nuclear warhead from the Soviet forces

stationed in the former East Germany. The motivations for this deal were "pure", i.e. no money or

personal advantage was involved. The individuals who offered to provide us with a warhead simply

felt getting a us warhead would make a larger statement about the dangers of nuclear weapons and the

need to get rid of them. And, that was our goal as well.

Since Greenpeace's experiences in the former Soviet Union have been a bit unique and

unusual, it is my pleasure to share some of the results of our activities and some observations about

the situation with nuclear materials in Russia today.

However, before I begin, it should be noted the problems for nuclear safety, control, and the

proliferation of nuclear materials and technology posed by the disintegration of the former Soviet

Union are not unique. These problems are as old as the nuclear age. France's help was instrumental

to the Israeli bomb program. India's bomb-making capability grew out of Canadian provided-nuclear

technology. A collection of western European companies greatly aided the Iraqi bomb program.

China seemingly is playing an important role in the Pakistani program. In the case of North Korea, it

is instructive to consider the assessment from a recently declassified Office of Naval Intelligence

survey of the proliferation potential of countries around the world from 1960:

South Korea: The nuclear energy program of South Korea will be greatly limited by lack of

technical ability and the need for more basic economic projects first. The first reactor in

South Korea will be a 100-kilowatt U.S. Triga Mark II research reactor recently constructed

at an Atomic Energy Institute 10 miles northeast of Seoul. South Korea will have a very

limited nuclear capability for the near future.

North Korea: North Korea has one of the least advanced programs in the Soviet bloc. On 7
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September 1959 North Korea signed an atomic aid agreement with the USSR under which it

will receive Soviet assistance in establishing a research center with a nuclear reactor, betatron,

cobalt 60 source, and laboratory for nuclear research. North Korean scientists and technicians

will receive training in the USSR. North Korea has participated in the Joint Institute for

Nuclear Research at Dubna near Moscow since 1956 and will be the eleventh nation to

receive a Soviet reactor. The Soviets were undoubtedly spurred into this action by the

commencement of a U.S. project to build a nuclear research center near Seoul, South

Korea, in July 1959 [emphasis added].'

Other countries with substantial nuclear infrastructures have faced or are facing similar

problems in keeping track of nuclear materials. As you may recall, for many years, some suspected

that had Israel received its bomb materials from a diversion of 94 kgs of enriched uranium in the

early 1960s from the Nuclear Materials and Equipment Corporation (NUMEC) of Apollo,

Pennsylvania, near Pittsburgh. The question of the missing uranium went unresolved for over 10

years. It is small consolation that it was finally determined the missing uranium was spread around

the site and may have contaminated a nearby river.
^

3. Our experiences with Loose Nukes in Russia

In the case of Russia, I would like to break the problem of "loose nukes" down into several

parts. There has been too much loose talk about loose nukes in Russia. Several related but distinct

categories of this problem have been conglomerated in the public debate. As a result some problems

have been obscured while some successes have gone unnoticed or have been undervalued. Moreover,

some disarmament possibilities are being ignored due to these misunderstandings.

a. The general security and safety of radioactive materials

Leaving aside the question of fissile material security and control, it must be remembered that

in general the control of radioactive materials was poor in the former Soviet Union. The nuclear

industry in the west has had some well-publicized disasters, but still the Soviet Union managed to go

one better, with major accidents at Chelyabinsk and Chernobyl complimented by massive dumping of

radioactive materials into river systems and the Arctic and Pacific oceans.

But aside from these major catastrophes, there are many stories of minor ones that are

instructive to your inquiry, since a critical question is not the diversion of tons of materials but how

smaller amounts will leak out.

You may recall in the period of 1989-1991 there were many reports in the Soviet press about

small radiation sources being discovered in playgrounds, in building materials, in downtown Moscow,

etc. In 1992, we had some very interesting conversations with specialists in Khabarovsk in the Far

East who had some first-hand experience with this problem.

In a "Report On the Radiation Situation In the Khabarovsk Kray," dated June 6, 1992, the

Geological Association "Tayozhgeologia" which was conducting radiation surveys of the Khabarovsk

Kray noted that the following serious sources of radiation had been found (keep in mind that

background readings are usual measured in micro-roentgens, and thus the levels described below are
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well-above background, and some boarder on being quickly lethal):

Among the other most serious contaminations, we may mention 10 cancer groups found at

one of the dachas near Bolshoi Aeroport as well as the sources of ionizing radiation detected

on the territories of military units in the vicinity of Yuzhniy District and Krasnaya Rechka.

The readings of ganuna-radiation exposure dose of spot sources reached 50

Roentgen/hour. . . .

In 1990, an aerial gamma survey of Komsomolsk-na-Amure (262 square km) was done. As a

result, in KomsomoIsk-na-Amure's outskirts (the settlement of Silinskiy) there was found

three high-level sources of ionizing radiation ~ each of them reading 30 Roentgen/hour.
Two of the sources were found in the yards of apartment buildings, the third one at a dump in

the vicinity....

Total amount of radioactively contaminated areas detected in a walking survey in Khabarovsk

is thirty-nine, including a spot source (exposure dose 3.5 Roentgen/hour) in Yuzhniy District

near to the shop "Optika," aeroclub DOSAAF (38 spots caused by a bunch of instruments

with permanent luminous mass), a contamination of the ground with the isotope cesium-137 at

the steam station for train cars in Zheleznodorozhniy District, and others....

Carrying out the survey on the highway Vladivostok-BIagoveshensk, on the area of settlement

Londoko a powerful spot source of ionizing radiation — a capsule with partially damaged

casing (exposure dose 100 Roentgen/hour) - was found at a roadside dump... [emphasis

added].

During our visit with the specialists we toured a clean-up site in the city at a military

sanatorium on the edge of the city. The sanatorium had an abandoned bathhouse. The waters in the

bathhouse were made mildly radioactive with radium. Unfortunately, somebody had dropped a vial

of radium containing several curies of radiation outside bathhouse some 20 years ago. The

contamination had migrated even as the city grew up aroimd the site, and people had planted potatoes

in a plot next to the site. Now the specialists were engaged in removing the contaminated soil from

the ground.

Another example of this casual approach to "small" radioactive safety problems we have had,

is with nuclear-powered lighthouses in the Far East. This was first brought to my attention during a

visit to Petropavlovsk-Kamchatskii in 1991. The Soviets were great enthusiasts for all sorts of

applications of nuclear technology and these lighthouses were widely deployed in coastal locations

along the Pacific, Arctic and Baltic coasts (and probably in other locations as well). The lighthouses

are powered by RTGs (radio-isotopic thermal generators; a sort of nuclear battery similar to the ones

used by U.S. satellites) containing a powerful Strontium-90 source.' A local newspaper had written

a story about these "Kamchatskii Chemobyls, "and how people would pic-nic. shoot-at, or generally

vandalize the batteries which were not otherwise guarded or fenced-off .

We had the opportunity to examine one of these batteries near Vladivostok in 1992. We
found it to be relatively accessible to the public and a strong source of radiation. We subsequently

learned that 124 were spread up and down the Pacific Coast. A 125th was lost from a helicopter in

the Tatar Straight and not recovered.'
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With a record of control of radioactive materials like this, it is not surprising to find Shami!

Basayev's Chechen fighters easily put a radioactive cesium source in Izmailovsky Park in Moscow in

late November 1995. One of the conclusions of the Tayozhgeologia report is particularly germane
and brings me to my next topic. The authors noted:

Analyzing the types and places of detected sources of radioactive contamination, it is fairly

easy to make a conclusion that their main "suppliers" are military units and enterprises related

to aviation.

b. The security and safety of military controlled radioactive materials

Our investigation into the problems of the Russian submarine fleet suggests the military's

control of its radioactive materials was also rather poor, and seemingly has not improved much if at

all in the past five years.

Again there were the obvious big safety problems. For example, we have had the opportunity

to visit an area near Vladivostok which was contaminated from a reactor explosion on an Echo n
cruise missile submarine that occurred at the end of a refuelling at the Chazhma Bay shipyard in

August 1985. Waste from the accident was scooped up and dumped in a temporary burial trench in

the fall-out trace. The site was not guarded and was surrounded by a decrepit barbed wire fence

which locals regularly passed through while looking for mushrooms (a very popular Russian pastime).

Decommissioned Russian submarines and reactor compartments are piling up at bases, shipyards and

bays in the Pacific and Northern Fleet. Some are in danger of sinking at dockside, while the reactor

compartments are poorly guarded and secured.

In regards to health and radiation safety, workers at the shipyard complained that the portal

monitoring equipment at the entrance of the plant did not work and in any event workers regularly

went around it entering and exiting the plant. Although at the time we were mainly concerned about

what this meant for monitoring the health of the workers, it has obvious implications for the security .

of radioactive or fissile materials that would be on the premises of the facility. The lack of a

functioning portal monitoring system would greatly ease the task of removing materials from the site.

c. Security of military controlled non-bomb fissile materials ^

Not very much is known about this problem, and it may mainly involve naval fiiel stored at

sites near Vladivostok, near Petropavlovsk-Kamchatski!, near Murmansk and at Severodvinsk. But,

clearly problems do exist. It was widely reported in late 1993, that in an inside job, naval fuel rods

were stolen from a building in the Rosta/Sevmorput shipyard which is located at the northern end of

Murmansk.

This news was not entirely a surprise to us, however. When visiting Murmansk earlier in

1993, we had an informal invitation by a local businessmen who had some friends on the base to visit

the aircraft carrier Gorshkov which was tied up at Rosta. We were only stopped in our endeavor by

several tough-looking elder women who were part of the plant's militia; the very babushkas who were

derided in the Russian press as being inadequate guards for the facility. To my mind, the problem

was not the babushkas who looked sufficiently alert and intimidating to raise the alarm, but the gaping
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holes in the fencing and the dilapidated nature of the facility which niade it easy for anyone to wander

off the nearby road and get quite far inside. At least in the case of the stolen fiiel rods, the culprit

was caught after he spilled the beans over a drink, and we were told the fuel has been removed, one

hopes to a more secure spot.

Operation Sapphire may have not solved ail the problems with unsecured or insecure naval

fuel. Problems may exist at other storage, transport, or fabrication sites for fresh naval fuel for

subnuirines. At a storage point in the Far East, we were told the fuel storage and fresh fiiel

containers were regularly inspected. However, it was unclear if the tagging and sealing system

precluded removal of fresh fuel rods similar to what happened in Murmansk if somebody knew what

they were doing. In the case of Severodvinsk, confusion over administrative control of fresh fuel in

the construction facility may exist. The plant provides physical security but a recent investigation iiuo

who owned the fuel could not determine who was legally responsible for it: the plant or the Navy.

This does not bode well for keeping track of things.

d. The security of Minatom controlled fissile and radioactive materials

It is the loose nuclear materials from Minatom institutes and research centers and not loose

nuclear weapons that are the subject of the majority of nuclear smuggling press reports and this

appears to be a big problem.

I and other members of Greenpeace have been in or near several Minatom controlled sites,

and leaving aside the question of material control and accountability what has impressed us is that

some physical security tends to exist and be evident at the perimeter, but there seems to be an absence

of functioning portal monitoring equipment.

For example, when I visited the Institute of Physics and Power Engineering in Obninsk in

1994, the main facility was still surrounded by a relatively well-maintained double fence. Yet when

we went inside one of the buildings that contained a reactor test stand, several of the visitors were

struck by the lack radiation monitoring equipment.

Workers assemble test fuel rods out of the disks containing fissile materials that are so easy to

slip iiuo a pocket in the test stand area. Again, like the situation at the nuclear shipyard discussed

above, lack of monitoring equipment for radiation safety seems to also mean there is a lack of

monitoring equipment for security purposes.

Thus, all of the stories of small amounts of radioactive and fissile materials missing and being

smuggled out of Minatom civil or non-bomb facilities make a lot of sense, given the lack of radiation

safety and security equipment and apparent ease with which this could be done by somebody on the

inside who is familiar with the procedures.

e. Security of nuclear warheads

In our investigations, finding out on the ground information about problems with warhead

safety and security has been the most difficult task. Press reports about stolen or sold warheads have

been hard to verify and I have come to generally discount them. For example, there was a press
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report from Komsomolsk-na-Amure, that nuclear weapons disappeared from military storehouses in

Spring 1992.' After discussions with the sources of this story in Khabarovsk and Komsomolsk in the

Summer of 1992, it appears that some nuclear weapons may have been stored in the vicinity of

Komsomolsk-na-Amure, but that they were moved to other areas using "proper procedures." A
report in the Komsomolsk aviation plant's newspaper complaining about this in some fashion was

picked up by the Postfactum news agency office in Khabarovsk which turned it into a story of missing
warheads.

This is not to say, however, that we may yet uncover warheads which the authorities know
are missing due to accidents but don't want to discuss. For example, I had the opportunity to discuss

the safety, security, and accounting procedures of nuclear warheads with a member of the staff of the

12th Main Directorate of the Ministry of Defense (which has functions similar to the U.S. Defense

Nuclear Agency for nuclear weapons surety and units in the U.S. services responsible for physical

security of nuclear weapons assigned to U.S. military imits).

The conversation overall was rather helpful when it came to the question of how warheads

were tracked, reporting procedures from units which have nuclear warheads, and physical security. It

made me feel a bit more reassured that it was unlikely a warhead or two got lost in the shuffle as

tactical nuclear weapons were brought back from Eastern Europe and the former Soviet republics in

the 1990-1992 timeframe.'

Howeve .
the discussion of nuclear weapons safety was less comforting. The official

remarked that the Soviet Union had never had a nuclear weapons accident like that had happened with

U.S. nuclear forces, particularly the B-52 crashes at Palomares, Spain, in 1966, and at Thule,

Greenland, in 1968.' And, to avoid such accidents, nuclear weapons were never transported by air.

I pointed out to him, however, the Soviet record was hardly unblemished, let alone the

several submarine accidents which carried perhaps as many as 43 nuclear warheads to the ocean floor,

I had recently learned that a Delu I nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarine had lost a warhead

off Kamchatka in 1977 when pressure built up in the missile tube.' He replied, the warhead had

been recovered. But, based on what we know about the general Soviet safety record, the

conversation left me with the feeling there might have been a few nuclear weapons accidents with

nuclear weapons where weapons were damaged or lost and uiuecovered that are yet to be publicly

admined to.

4. Where is the Problem: Radioactive vs. Fissile Materials vs. Warheads

Based on my experiences and looking into the discussion of this problem of loose nukes, I

think the problem could be characterized as follows from the most serious to least worrisome.

i. The poor civilian, military, and Minatom control of radioactive materials is a big

problem. If anything, safety and security programs need to be expanded to cover more sites,

including Radon waste disposal sites, academic institutions, and industrial enterprises.

It is way too easy for a worker or military personnel who is looking to make ends meet to get

hold of a highly radioactive cesium, cobalt or strontium source, thinking they have something

valuable and walk out with it. Conceivably, if the person was healthy enough to deliver the material
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to a buyer, such materials could be used for terrorist purposes as the Chechens did in Izmailovsky

Park in Moscow. Barring this, these materials are in any event very dangerous and they represent a

threat to human health and safety.

ii. Minatom, military, and civilian control of fissile materials (i.e. enriched uranium

and plutonium), is also a big problem. As the CIA noted in its congressional testimony on this

subject in January 1995, "Nuclear materials are more likely to be stolen than are warheads."'" The

major problem with safety, security, and control seems to exist at the non-weapons military and

civilian facilities, institutes, and research centers of the Minatom complex. Radiation control and

safety probably never have been very good here, and in this case poor radiation safety means poor

nuclear security. The main danger is a knowledgeable insider taking out fissile materials or an un-

knowledgeable insider taking out fissile or highly-radioactive materials.

I think this is something the DOE and Minatom have come to understand in the past few

years. And, if you look at the DOE program over the last two years, you can see how they are

making steady and even accelerating progress in including more and more Minatom weapons, non-

weapons, and civilian facilities and military facilities in their MPC&A program. Since the progress

has been good of late, and the problem is rather large, it can only be recommended that this program
of cooperation be fiilly supported through its planned completion date in the 2001-2002 timeframe.

For those of you that have doubts about the efficacy of this whole endeavor, it is this part of

the program, however, that probably faces the largest challenge. This is mainly due to Minatom's

zeal for continued reprocessing of spent fuel to extract plutonium for civilian purposes. So long as

Minatom continues its reprocessing activities (which it is even seeking to expand), greater amounts of

plutonium will accumulate. Even with improved MPC&A at Minatom civilian facilities, there will be

continued opportunities for diversion in the coming years. The same can be said for uranium

enrichment facilities producing fuel-rods for power plants. Although it is desirable to find a way to

shut down more Russian civil-nuclear power plants, it is probably more likely in the short-term that

Minatom can convinced or forced to end reprocessing; this should be a goal of U.S. government as

well as Russian government policy.

iii. Military or Minatom control of disarmed, disassembled, or dismantled nuclear

weapons at military storage sites or Minatom weapons facilities is a lesser problem. Barring any

revelations at this hearing, to date, there does not seem to be evidence that the various bits and pieces

of fissile materials found outside these facilities came ftom them; they have come from the Minatom

non-weapons or civilian facilities.

On the Ministry of Defense side of things, it is my understanding that the U.S. DOD has

developed a reasonable working relationship with the 12th Directorate of the MOD, and work and

cooperation is proceeding more or less satisfactorily on the providing of fissile material containers and

super-containers for the storage and transport of weapons or weapons material.

The effort heretofore has focussed on insuring the safe and secure transport of nuclear

weapons from a disarm/disassembly point to a storage or dismantlement point and back to storage if

necessary. There are some general discussions of weapons protection, control, and accountability or

nuclear weapons surety happening as well. It could be hoped that the program could be expanded to

deal also with weapons/materials at disarm, disassembly, and dismantlement points.
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Again, after several years of hard work and lots of bureaucratic infighting both in Washington

and Moscow, this program seems to be finally moving forward in a reasonable and useful manner. I

know the Russians find this cooperation useful, and are interested in more information concerning

nuclear weapons surety and the U.S. legal basis for control of nuclear weapons and fissile materials.

I hope this program too will enjoy full support of the Russian and U.S. governments and the

Congress and the Duma.

In regards to Minatom control of weapons for disassembly\dismantlement at buildings within

Minatom weapons facilities (e.g. Arzamas-16), so far neither the DOE MPC&A or DOD WPC&A
effort has yet been extended to these buildings. However, as noted, fissile materials found outside the

facilities seemed to have come from Minatom research instimtes of civil plants and not weapons

production facilities. In any event, the construction of the fissile material storage facility is supposed

to deal with whatever problems may arise in safely and securely storing fissile materials removed

from nuclear warheads.

Progress on designing and building this facility has been slow. Fortuitously, up to now, the

lack of this facility does not seem to be seriously affecting the disarmament process, nor created

unreasonable security risks for the dismantled warheads. In January 1992, then CIA Director Robert

Gates said there were approximately 30,000 nuclear warheads in the form.er Soviet Union." In

October 1995, Secretary of Defense Perry told Meet the Press that Russia has approximately 20,000

nuclear weapons. A discussion with DOD public affairs resulted in a modification of this statement,

DOD's public estimate was 20,000 plus or minus 3,000. It seems therefore that Russia is dismantling

the 1,500 warheads a year it indicated it would do back in the 1991-1992 timeframe.'^

iv. Military and civilian control of nuclear weapons: This was the original concern

about "loose-nukes" in the aftermath of the August 1991 coup attempt. The problem was two-fold;

who had command and control of Russian nuclear forces and who had physical control of Russian

nuclear weapons. Except maybe for the October 1993 period when the White House was under

assault, in September 1994 when electricity was cut-off to a Strategic Missile Forces command center

near Moscow, and a year or so ago when the Russians mistook a scientific rocket launch from

Norway for a missile attack, command and control of the nuclear forces has not been a major issue.

In regards to the safety and security of nuclear weapons, the CIA concluded in their recent

testimony to Congress that:

Today, the Russian Ministry of Defense (MOD) and General Staff continue to maintain what

we believe to be generally effective control over the arsenal using multiple layers of physical

and technical protection, and strict central authority over release of the weapons, although

their standards are not equal to those of the West."

Earlier in 1995, the CIA noted to Congress that, "Physical security of these [nuclear weapons

storage] sites is fairly sound.
"

And, that Russia had taken steps to consolidate the number of weapon

storage sites from over 600 in the former USSR in 1989 to 100 in 1995."

The CIA's concern therefore was directed at an inside job. Accounting procedures were so

poor that "an officer with access could remove a warhead.""

The leadership of the Russian Ministry of Defense's 12th Main Directorate has voiced similar
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concerns in their public statements. Although security is still sufficient at nuclear weapons storages,

the facilities were built in the 1960s and are outdated. Money has been slow in coming to repair and

upgrade the facilities. In addition, as result of training exercise, they realized that people who used to

work with nuclear weapons, for example a retired officers who are unsatisfied or desperate, could

pose a threat. Finally, although the 12th Directorate remains; sure that the theft of a warhead from a

facility is impossible, they are concerned about a robbery of railway cars during the transport of

nuclear weapons. In that regard, the assistance provided by the United States, France and the U.K.

for helping with the secure transport of nuclear weapons — kevlar blankets, super-containers, and

railcars — has been much appreciated." Thus, the problem with nuclear warhead security is

worrisome although not as serious as the situation with radioactive materials. The U.S. and other

western assistance has been very useful and appreciated and the program is showing steady progress.

Again, I hope this program will enjoy continued U.S. and Russian support.

5. Genera] Observation Relating to the Problem

-"We must have the richest state in the world."

-"How do you know that?"

-"People have been stealing from the state for 60 years and there is still something left to

steal."

a. Major and petty corruption was endemic to Soviet life. It was how people got by in a

situation of constant scarcity. In the Soviet days, workers would bring concrete home from the plant

to build their dacha. With this historical and social backgroimd, it is small psychological step for a

worker to bring bits and pieces of radioactive materials out of a plant on the supposition that is of

value somewhere.

b. Life in the military for the officer corps has degraded. Low pay or lack of pay is

common. Even the relatively well off troops of the 12th Directorate have gone unpaid for a month or

two at the time. Although I have been struck by the professionalism and commitment of the officers I

have dealt with, the danger of an inside job will remain until either better times come or better

physical and accounting controls are put on warheads and fissile and radioactive materials.

c. Life for the workers, particularly around outlying military support facilities, is very poor
and hard. These were not pampered parts of the Soviet military-industrial complex even during the

heyday of the Soviet Union. Pay is intermittent, and the small towns and cities that house the

workers for the submarine shipyards and bases in the North and Far East suffer from a lack of

supplies, medical care, water, and electricity. There is plenty of economic motivation to take any

radioactive or fissile material of any possible value to help make ends meet.

d. Gulag vs. Gizmos: We want to avoid promoting a form of security that emphasizes the

gulag mentality, particularly that which involved the infringement of human rights. Tightening up

security to the Russian authorities unfortunately means returning to the old methods of harassing

undesirables and troublemakers whether they be hoodlums, human rights activists, or

environmentalists. For example, in February, the FSB arrested and charged with treason Alexander

Nikitin, a retired naval officer who had assisted the Norwegian environmental group Belloiu to

investigate the environmental problems of the Russian Northern Fleet. The crime is punishable by

death.

10
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Thus, although perimeter security can always be improved, particularly at traditionally laxly

guarded institutes, a key problem seems to be forestalling an inside job and keeping honest men
honest. For this we need more gizmos: this is best accomplished by increased emphasis on technical

security and bener accounting and control measures.

Also, outside oversight and control is important. In this case, it must be considered a step

backwards that GAN is no longer allowed to oversee military-nuclear facilities The Russian

government should take steps to reinstate and strengthen GAN's oversight functions.

e. In the public debate, problems with radioactive material control, fissile material control,

and the security of nuclear weapons are all mixed-up. Control of radioactive materials and fissile

materials at civil sites and non-weapons Minatom sites is very problematic. Control of weapons and

dismantled weapons is more assured. The best way to assure weapons and fissile materials used in

the warhead manufacturing process do not fall into the wrong hands is to continue the disarmament

process, e.g. propose START HI soon. The best way to insure fissile materials do not fall into the

wrong hands is to continue to improve security and accounting at Minatom sites, and work with

Minatom to stop producing ever greater quantities of fissile materials, particularly plutonium.

f. Collectively the DOD, DOE, MOD and Minatom, aside from all the sundry government
officials involved from the State Department, Foreign Ministry, presidential staffs, etc., have slowly
been crawling up the learning curve. The pace to many has been too slow, but working in Russia and

with Russians can be frustrating, exasperating, and generally difficult even if you are not dealing with

highly sensitive issues like nuclear materials and warheads and millions of dollars (I am sure the

Russians fmd us equally trying at times).

The problems we are facing will not be worked out in six months or a year. The arsenals

both sides constructed are just too large. We must be patient, stay the course, and keep our eyes on

the prize: a steady and safe reduction in the nuclear threat represented by greater reductions in

nuclear weapons arsenals of the United States and Russia and greater control of and transparency

surrounding nuclear material stockpiles.

This undertaking is truly historic, progress is being made, and we will gain nothing, and in

fact lose much, if the U.S. and Russian governments stop supporting the cooperative threat reduction

(CTR) program. Regardless of who comes next in Russian or U.S. politics, both countries have an

interest in further reducing their nuclear arsenals and ensuring safe, secure, and transparent storage of

nuclear materials. Stopping the CTR program and reducing the level of cooperation when so much

progress is finally being made would be a grave mistake.

Greenpeace is usually not so enthusiastic about U.S. and Russian government programs in the

nuclear area. In fact we have been critical of various aspects of the Nunn-Lugar program. The

failure to include nuclear submarine disposal; the faustian deal to provide Ukraine with nuclear fuel

from dismantled warheads to keep unsafe Ukrainian nuclear plants operating; the failure to stop

reprocessing in Russia; the sharing of nuclear information between governments and not with the

public; the slowness of the development of the program and; bureaucratic infighting are some of the

problems we have seen. But take this as a sign of the "bi-partisanship" that should exist both in

Russia and the United States around this effort. The goal is worth the frustration and effort.

Moreover, if the United States and Russia stop their cooperation the problem most assuredly will only

get worse, not better.
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6. Conclusion: Greenpeace and Nuclear Disarmament

In conclusion, I would like infonn the conunittee about some our coming work on nuclear

disarmament. In addition to pushing for the CTBT, we will be actively encouraging the nuclear

weafKjns states to live up to their Article 6 commitments under to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation

Treaty. It is widely recognized the CTBT is no longer an adequate disarmament measure by itself. It

will as the President said in his 1996 State of the Union address mainly "end the race to create new
nuclear weapons" and not lead to any reductions in nuclear arsenals. Thus at least several more

steps are needed beyond the CTBT to move the world along the path of nuclear disarmament and

towards the goal of the elimination of nuclear weapons.

Some of these steps probably will be small, but important. For example, the President could

really end the race to develop new nuclear weapons by turning the oft-repeated statement made by
members of the Administration that the U.S. has no plans to develop and produce new design nuclear

weapons into a matter of national policy. The President should say that U.S. will not develop and

produce new design nuclear weapons, and he should encourage or negotiate with the other nuclear

weapons states to insure this becomes a global ban on new design weapons.

Larger steps, however, obviously will be needed to further reduce the nuclear arsenals of the

U.S. and Russia, and to capture the nuclear arsenals of the France, China, the U.K. and the nuclear

weapons programs of the undeclared nuclear weapons states such as India, Pakistan, and Israel in the

nuclear disarmament process.

Clearly, the U.S. and Russia need to start discussing the outlines of a START III agreement

as soon as possible. Unfortiuiately, this Administration has taken the approach of holding START III

hostage to START II ratification by the Russian Duma. But having spent the better part of 1994-1995

in Moscow repeatedly discussing this problem with flag officers in the Russian military, members of

the Russian Foreign Ministry, Duma members, members of President's Yeltsin's national security

staff, and specialists in research institutes who closely follow the issue^ I am convinced discussing

START III now -
preferably agreeing to start talking about it at the April summit - would be one of

the best ways to insure STAJiT II is ratified in the Russian Duma. As a next step towards further

reductions, START III levels could be set a 1,500-2,000 range, and consideration should be given to

giving up at least one leg of the strategic triad.

Probably ballistic missile submarines are the best candidate for elimination in this case.

Although this proposal runs counter to traditional arms control logic, it deserves serious

consideration. The planned Trident force has evolved beyond the second strike, secure reserve force

of the Polaris/Poseidon era. After START II, MlRVed missiles will only be based at sea. The

Trident missile, particularly those armed with the some 400 available W88 warheads will be a potent

nuclear-warfighting force. It should be noted that since the late 1980s, moreover, the U.S. Navy has

been working on and is now implementing a SLBM Retargeting System (SRS). The SRS program

goal is to provide SSBNs on patrol with a near real-time targeting data so they could strike fixed and

mobile targets
- that is SS-25s that would have been dispersed to their pre-surveyed launch sites ~ in

Russia." There is some worry that improved versions of Russian SLBMs will have a greater

capability as well.

Interestingly, the timing for proposing the elimination of SSBNs could not be better in both

Russia and the United States. Proposing elimination of SSBNs would be financially convenient for

12
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both countries, and result in large savings.

In terms of procurement cycles it is an opportune time to consider eliminating SSBNs and

SLBMs under START III. In the U.S., the Air Force has fully funded the upgrading and the single-

warhead conversion of the Minuteman III force. The Navy, however, has not fully funded the backfit

of the four older Trident submarines that will remain after START II. In Russia, the Strategic Rocket

Forces seem to be ahead of the Russian Navy when it comes to production of new systems. The SS-

25 Topol M version is scheduled to IOC this year, although deployment rates will undoubtedly be

slow. The Russian Navy, however, is still struggling to overhaul and convert the first Typhoon
submarine which entered the shipyard around 1991. Also, the Russian Navy is lacking funds to

suppon the whole Typhoon missile system. There is a good chance that the Typhoons will all be

retired even before START 11 levels are reached in 2003 .

In addition, the Russian Navy is struggling with minimal success to get the Russian

government to approve the construction of a class of next generation SSBNs. In the United States,

the U.S. Navy, if it plans to replace the Trident force as it begins to age around 2010, will have to

begin preliminary consideration of a new SSBN design in the next three to four years. This

discussion, is already happening in a fashion in the context of the design for a new attack submarine.

One idea that has been discussed is having a submarine with a common fore and aft section and

modular center which would be mission specific for forward ops, special ops, cruise missiles, or in

this case a SLBM section.

Starting talks on elimination of SSBNs now would save both countries tremendous amounts of

money by obviating the need for the next generation of SSBNs. And, arms control, for once, could

be ahead of the procurement cycle rather than playing catch-up trying to cut systems that have already
been signed-off on and which have had billions invested in them.

Finally, largest portion of warheads under START 11 will be at sea. If levels of less than

2,000 warheads are going to be achieved, the largest "pots" of warheads - i.e. the 1,750 warheads ,

allowed on SLBMs — will have to be eliminated. Also, for financial and environmental reasons it

makes sense to eliminate SLBMs ahead of bombers and ICBMs. There is not much procurement

money to be saved by eliminating bombers in either the U.S. or Russia. And, as both the U.S. and

Russia have discovered in the past several years, disposing of the nuclear waste from the nuclear

reactors aboard submarines and the decommissioned submarines themselves is an expensive and

hazardous process.

In regards to tactical weapons, we feel steps need to be taken to achieve reduction and

elimination of tactical nuclear weapons as soon as possible. V/e are particularly concerned that the

eastern expansion of NATO threatens to create a new and dangerous nuclear standoff in Europe. To
avoid this, we will be urging that plans be put in place to seek the elimination of the nuclear weapons
that are deployed in Europe and assigned to NATO missions, and that Russia be engaged in further

discussions to reduce and eliminate its own large tactical nuclear weapons arsenal. We feel

eliminating these weapons would help reduce tensions between NATO and Russia and would increase

international security.

NATO's September 1995 "Study on NATO Enlargement," claimed NATO expar-sion will

enhance security and stability in the Euro-Atlantic area; promote good-neighborly relations in the

whole Euro-Atlantic area; reinforce the tendency towards integration and cooperation in Europe and;
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strengthen the Alliance's ability to contribute to European and international security.

However, Russia's strong negative response to NATO expansion demonstrates NATO's

enlargement plans already are having the opposite effect. Russia's reaction is predictable but it shows
that NATO enlargement will create new dividing lines in Europe. Moreover, it seems nuclear

weapons in Europe will become a key source of tension in NATO-Russia relations.

In Russia, conservative voices, perhaps with the support of the Russian Ministry of Defense,

are calling for a nuclear response to NATO expansion. Some are advocating a redeployment of

tactical nuclear weapons on the Baltic Sea Fleet, on the Black Sea Fleet and to Kaliningrad, and an

unilateral abrogation of the INF treaty along with the development and deployment of new short and

intermediate range nuclear missiles. Extension of the nuclear umbrella to new NATO members can

only add strength to the conservatives' arguments that a Russian nuclear response
-- a tit for tat ~ to

NATO's enlargement is in order.

This will be a very dangerous development and a setback to the positive steps towards

denuclearizing Europe that have taken place since the signing of the INF Treaty in 1987. The

discussion over NATO expansion should provide an historic opportunity to finally denuclearize

NATO and Russian forces in Europe. The U.K. has announced that it will remove its tactical nuclear

weapons from Europe by 1998. The remaining 480 U.S. nuclear bombs that are estimated to be in

Europe should also be removed and eliminated and a proposal put to the Russians to do the same. As

part of the decision, a NATO-Russia forum could be created where further steps to reduce nuclear

tensions in the Europe can be discussed including further reductions in national nuclear forces.

As part of this greater disarmament process, critical issues that are the subject of this series of

hearing will have to be dealt with. There will have to be increased bi-lateral and, we would hope,
multilateral transparency about the numbers and types of nuclear weapons and amounts of fissile

materials involved. This has been the subject of several U.S. -Russian summits and undoubtedly
Presidents Clinton and Yeltsin will discuss how to implement their prior agreements on this subject at

their upcoming April summit. However, for the immediate future - i.e. under a future START III

agreement ~ and until much lower levels of warheads are reached (hundreds) slow progress on

transparency measures should not serve as an excuse to delay further steps towards meeting our

equally important and legally-binding NPT commitments to achieve nuclear disarmament.

In fact progress on START ID and NATO expansion issues may help break the current log-

jam over implementing the transparency initiatives agreed to in principle at previous summits. There

has been some frustration expressed in Washington that Russia is not moving fast enough or not at all

on implementing these agreed upon transparency measures. But, from the Russian point of view, the

United States is not adequately addressing a number of issues that are important to Russia,

particularly NATO expansionism, insuring the sanctity of the ABM Treaty, and discussing START
III. So some consideration of important Russian concerns could result in quicker consideration of

important U.S. concerns.

Joshua Handler is Greenpeace's Disarmament Campaign Coordinator. He has travelled widely in

Russia, the United States, England, and France investigating the nuclear-powered fleets and nuclear
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Overview

The testimony that this Subcommittee heard last week underscores the

fact that the threat of a nuclear attack involving hundreds or thousands of

weapons from the former Soviet Union has been much diminished. It also

emphasized that another threat has arisen, the potential acquisition of nuclear

materials or even nuclear weapons by states hostile to the US or by terrorists

intent on staging incidents harmful to US interests. We currently have no

evidence that any terrorist organization has obtained contraband nuclear

materials. However, we are concerned because only a small amount of

material is necessary to terrorize populated areas.

The chilling reality is that nuclear materials and technologies are more
accessible now than at any other time in history-due primarily to the dissolution

of the former Soviet Union and the region's worsening economic conditions.

This problem is exacerbated by the increasing diffusion of modern technology

through the growth of the world market, making it harder to detect illicit

diversions of materials and technologies relevant to a nuclear weapons
program.

Russia and the other states of the former Soviet Union are not the only

potential sources of nuclear weapons or materials. The reported theft of

approximately 130 barrels of enriched uranium waste from a storage facility in

South Africa, which was covered in the press in August 1994, demonstrates that

this problem can begin in any state where there are nuclear materials, reactors,

or fuel cycle facilities.

The Intelligence Community is taking all possible measures to

aggressively support US Government efforts to ensure the security of nuclear

materials and technologies. Let me first review why we are concerned about

the security of nuclear materials.

A few countries whose interests are inimical to the US are attempting to

acquire nuclear weapons-Iraq and Iran being two of our greatest concerns.

Should one of these countries, or a terrorist group, acquire one or more nuclear

weapons, they could enormously complicate US political or military activity,

threaten or attack deployed US forces or allies, or possibly conduct an attack

against the US.

Years ago there were two impediments to would-be proliferators: the

technical know-how for building a bomb and the acquisition of the fissile
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material. Fissile material is the highly enriched uranium or plutonium atoms that

split apart in a chain reaction and create the energy of an atomic bomb.

Today the major impediment to a nation committed to acquiring a nuclear

capability is the acquisition of fissile material. While it is by no means easy to

make a nuclear weapon, knowledge of weapons design is sufficiently

widespread that trying to maintain a shroud of secrecy around this technical

knowledge no longer offers adequate protection.

The protection of fissile material in the Former Soviet Union has thus
become even more critical at the same time that it has become more difficult.

Many of the institutional mechanisms that once curtailed the spread of nuclear

materials, technology, and knowledge no longer exist or are present only in a

weakened capacity and effective new methods of control have yet to be fully

implemented for a large portion of the world's nuclear related materials,

technology, and information.

The Former Soviet Nuclear Complex

During the cold war the security of Soviet nuclear weapons and fissile

material in the weapons program was based on a highly centralized,

regimented military system operating within a strong political authority. Nuclear

weapons security ultimately depended on a responsible, competent, well-

disciplined military establishment at the command and operating level. There
was intrusive human oversight, and procedures and technical controls on what
individuals could do. But the breakup of the Soviet Union, the opening of

Russian society, and its economic difficulties have subjected the security system
to stresses and risks it was not designed to withstand. All these changes have
worked together to raise both Russian and US concerns about the security of

Russian weapons.

• The military is now facing a crisis situation in housing, pay, food, manning
levels, and social services, all of which have resulted in plummeting morale
and lapses in discipline. Although nuclear weapon handlers traditionally
were among the best treated and loyal in the Russian military, they are now
suffering hardships similar to those of the rest of the armed forces.

• The new openness in Russia has reduced the effective distance between

personnel who have access to nuclear know-how or weapons, and those
who may hope to profit from the theft of a nuclear weapon.

The Russian nuclear weapons production complex, and particularly the

nuclear material production facilities, now face an uncertain future. With the

dramatic reduction in nuclear forces that is to occur over the next 10 years,
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many of the nuclear weapons production facilities will be dismantled or

converted to civilian uses.

• The once highly regarded personnel employed by these facilities have fewer

perks and in some cases are living below what common factory workers are

making. Some are seeking employment out of the nuclear field, in the

commercial sector, where salaries are higher. Some potentially could lose

their jobs if work cannot be found for them.

• rvilNATOM--the Ministry of Atomic Energy-has told personnel at its facilities,

moreover, that they can no longer rely solely on government funds to

support them, and that they need to market their goods and services to

remain a viable organization.

In addition to personnel issues, accountability for nuclear materials is a

major concern.

• Tons of weapons-usable material have been distributed over the last 40

years to non-military organizations, institutes, and centers for vanous

nuclear projects, none of these has what we regard as sufficient

accountability.

• Hundreds of tons more weapons-usable material will be recovered from the

nuclear warhead elimination program as a result of unilateral and

multilateral commitments. The accountability system for this material also is

uncertain.

The net result from all this is, a large disaffected population (first,

potentially thousands of people in Russia's nuclear complex) with knowledge
and access to nuclear materials; second, an uncertain nuclear material

inventory with a questionable accounting system; and, third, an ongoing
demand for such material by proliferating countries and possibly terrorists. Both

we and the Russians recognize the potential for loss of weapons-usable
material, and its security implications.

The countries of Central Asia and the Caucasus-Kazakstan, Armenia,

Azerbaijan, Kyrgyzstan, and Uzbekistan- form transit links between Asia and

the West, and the Middle East and the West. The breakup of the Soviet Union

has resulted in the breakdown of the institutions that kept many smugglers and

questionable traders out of this region. The pervasive control once exerted by a

combination of the Soviet KGB, the Soviet military, and the Soviet border

guards no longer exist. Even before the breakup, however, some of the

southern borders, especially with Afghanistan, were penetrable. According to

anecdotal information from recent travelers to these areas, anything can go
across the borders in these countries for a minimal price. Travelers have
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discussed bribing border guards with as little as a bottle of vodka to allow them

passage without papers, to as much as a few hundred dollars to arrange for a

carload of goods and travelers to cross without inspection or questions.

There is little hard evidence to support the plethora of unconfirmed

reports and anecdotal information that this region has been a source of

proliferation concern, but weapons of mass destruction-related materials--to

include weapons-grade fissile material and other radioactive materials, nuclear

and missile technology, and scientific expertise-are present in the region, and
the potential for diversion exists.

There is no evidence that existing narcotics transit routes are being used
to smuggle nuclear materials. The fact that they are well established and

successful, however, leads us to believe that they easily could be used for

nuclear materials diversion.

The Proliferation Problem

Acquisition of any or all of the critical components of an effective nuclear

weapons program-nuclear weapons technology, engineering know how, and

weapons-usable material-would seriously shorten the time any nation would
need to produce a viable nuclear weapon.

For example, we judge that Iran is actively pursuing an indigenous
nuclear weapons capability. A wide variety of data indicate that Tehran has

assigned civilian and military organizations to support the production of fissile

material for nuclear weapons. Specifically, Iran is attempting to develop the

capability to produce both plutonium and highly enhched uranium. In an

attempt to shorten the timeline to a weapon, Iran has launched a parallel effort

to purchase fissile material, mainly from sources in the former Soviet Union.

• Iranian agents have contacted officials at nuclear facilities in Kazakhstan on
several occasions, attempting to acquire nuclear-related materials. For

example, in 1992, Iran unsuccessfully approached the Ulba Metallurgical
Plant to obtain enriched uranium.

• In 1993, three Iranians believed to have had connections to Iran's

intelligence service, were arrested in Turkey while seeking to acquire
nuclear material from smugglers from the former Soviet Union.

Iran's continued nuclear cooperation with Russia and China-even when
carried out under international safeguards-could indirectly enhance its

technological capabilities for nuclear weapons efforts. We estimate that Iran is

some years away from producing a nuclear weapon, but with extensive foreign
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assistance or receipt of a significant amount of nuclear materials, Iran could

produce a weapon much quicker than if left to its own capabilities.

Iraq also remains a formidable nuclear proliferation problem despite its

current lack of fissile materials and production facilities. Saddam built a major

program to develop nuclear weapons. Operation Desert Storm significantly

damaged its nuclear program as a whole and United Nations (UN) sanctions

continue to disrupt Baghdad's progress. However, Iraq has not abandoned its

nuclear program and is taking steps designed to thwart the inspection process.

• Baghdad's recent actions in delaying US inspectors for several hours at

three legitimate inspection sites are a clear indication that Iraqi government

policy is to continue to frustrate and hinder the inspection process. Such

delays, if they become routine, will give Iraqi officials ample opportunity to

destroy relevant documents, remove suspect material, and ultimately

prevent the UN from attaining a full and complete accounting of Iraq's

weapons of mass destruction program and intentions.

We have no indication that Iraq has attempted to acquire fissile material

from the Former Soviet Union. We assess, however, that Iraq would seize any

opportunity to buy nuclear weapons materials or a complete weapon in much
the same way that it attempted to rejuvenate its missile program late last year.

In that incident, Jordanian authorities intercepted a shipment of sophisticated

Russian-produced missile guidance instruments bound for Iraq.

North Korea's nuclear aspirations also are of grave concern to us. We
assess that North Korea has produced enough plutonium for at least one,

possibly two, nuclear weapons. Under the terms of the 21 October 1994

Agreed Framework with the United States, North Korea agreed to freeze its

plutonium production capability. Currently, P'yongyang has halted operation of

the 5MW(e) reactor, ceased construction on two larger reactors, frozen activity

at the plutonium recovery plant, and agreed to dismantle these facilities

eventually. There is no evidence at this time that North Korea has sought to

acquire additional fissile material from sources in the former Soviet Union to

circumvent the current freeze on its own production facilities under the terms of

the US-North Korean Agreed Framework.

Other countries also represent a nuclear-proliferation challenge to the

Intelligence Community.

• Libya currently operates a small Soviet-supplied nuclear research center

near Tripoli. Qadhafi reportedly is trying to recruit nuclear scientists to assist

in developing nuclear weapons, although it is doubtful that Tripoli could

produce a nuclear weapon without significant foreign technological
assistance.
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• Syria's nuclear research program is at a rudimentary level and appears to

be aimed at peaceful uses at this time. It is subject to International Atomic

Energy Agency (IAEA) safeguards. At present, we have no evidence that

Syria has attempted to acquire fissile material.

• Algeria operates two nuclear reactors: one in the capital of Algiers, supplied

by Argentina, and a second at Ain Oussera, supplied by the Chinese.

Aspects of Algeria's nuclear development program cause concern in the

West despite claims by Algeria that its two reactors are being used for

civilian purposes. Algenan scientists could apply the experience gained in

running both reactors to a possible future weapons program.

The Threat from Terrorists and Other Non-State Actors

The list of potential proliferators is not limited to states with nuclear

weapons ambitions. There are many non-state actors, such as separatist and
terrorist groups, criminal organizations, and individual thieves who could

choose to further their cause by using fissile or non-fissile (but radioactive)
nuclear materials. Despite the number of press articles claiming numerous
instances of nuclear trafficking worldwide, we have no evidence that any fissile

materials have actually been acquired by any terrorist organization. We also

have no indication of state-sponsored attempts to arm terrorist organizations
with the capability to use any type of nuclear materials, fissile or non-fissile, in a
terrorist act. Unfortunately, this does not preclude the possibility that a terrorist

or other group could acquire, potentially through illicit trading, enough
radioactive material to conduct an operation, especially one designed to

traumatize a population.

A non-state actor would not necessarily need fissile material for its

purposes. Depending upon the group's objectives, any nuclear or radioactive

material could suffice. The consequences of a nuclear explosion are well

appreciated and feared. But non-fissile radioactive materials dispersed by a
conventional explosive or even released accidentally could cause damage to

property and the environment, and cause societal and political disruption.

Examples of non-fissionable radioactive materials seen in press reports
are cesium- 137, strontium-90, and cobalt-60. These cannot be used in nuclear

weapons but could be used to contaminate water supplies, business centers,

government facilities, or transportation networks. Although it is unlikely they
would cause significant numbers of casualties, they could cause physical

disruption, interruption of economic activity, post-incident clean-up, and

psychological trauma to a workforce and to a populace. Non-state actors

already have attempted to use radioactive materials in recent operations. For

example:

6
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• In November 1995, a Chechen insurgent leader threatened to turn Moscow
into an "eternal desert" with radioactive waste, according to press reports.

The Chechens directed a Russian news agency to a small amount of

cesium- 137--a highly radioactive material that can be used both for medical

and industrial purposes--in a shielded container in a Moscow park which the

Chechens claimed to have placed. Government spokesmen told the press
that the material was not a threat, and would have to have been dispersed

by explosives to be dangerous. According to Department of Defense

assessments, there was only a very small quantity of cesium- 137 in the

container. If it had been dispersed with a bomb, an area of the park could

have been contaminated with low levels of radiation. This could have

caused disruption to the populace, but would have posed a minimal health

hazard for anyone outside the immediate blast area.

• The Japanese cult Aum Shinrikyo, which attacked Japanese civilians with

deadly gas exactly one year ago (March 20, 1995) also tried to mine its own
uranium in Australia and to buy Russian nuclear warheads.

Traditional terrorist groups with established sponsors probably will

remain hesitant to use a nuclear weapon, for fear of provoking a worldwide

crackdown and alienating their supporters. In contrast, a new breed of

multinational terrorists, exemplified by the Islamic extremists involved in the

bombing of the World Trade Center, might be more likely to consider such a

weapon if it were available. These groups are part of a loose association of

politically committed, mixed nationality Islamic militants, apparently motivated

by revenge, religious fervor, and a general hatred for the West.

The Threat From Organized Crime

Organized crime is a powerful and pervasive force in Russia today. We
have no evidence, however, that large organized crime groups, with

established structures and international connections, are involved in the

trafficking of radioactive materials. The potential exists, though, and Russian

authorities have announced arrests of criminals, alleged to be members of

organized crime groups, associated with seizures of non-weapons grade
nuclear materials.

We estimate that there are some 200 large, sophisticated criminal

organizations that conduct extensive criminal operations throughout Russia and
around the world.' These organizations have established intemational

smuggling networks that transport various types of commodities. Many of these

groups have connections to government officials that could provide them

According lo Russian ofTicials, there are some 5,700 cnminal groups in Russia. Many are small bands of

petty criminals that would not meet Western definitions of organized cnme.
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access to nuclear weapons or weapons grade materials and enhance their

ability to transport them out of the country. In fact, various reports suggest there
are vast networks, consisting of organized crime bosses, government officials,

military personnel, intelligence and security sen^ice officers, as well as
legitimate businesses. These networks would have the resou. c;es and the
know-how to transport nuclear weapons and materials outside the former
Soviet Union.

What Has Occurred So Far?

We have received well over a hundred reports alleging the diversion of
nuclear wartieads or components during the last few years. The Intelligence
Community checks out all reporting of warhead theft and will continue to do so.
But to date much of the reporting has been sporadic, unsubstantiated, and
unreliable.

Of the numerous reports describing the diversion of weapons-usable
material, only a few actually have involved weapons-usable material. And the
quantities have been significantly less than that needed for a weapon. In the
past two and a half years. European police made the first seizures of weapons-
usable material stolen from Russian facilities and smuggled to outside
countries. In Germany, police seized about 6 grams of plutonium, a gram
sample of highly enriched uranium (HEU), and approximately a half-kilogram-
sample containing both plutonium and uranium. Czech police seized just under
three kilograms of HEU in December 1994, the largest quantity we have
encountered.

To date all other reports have been scams, some using low-enriched
uranium that is used in reactors. Scams using low-enriched uranium are not
surprising because of the tons of this material stored at reactor sites and fuel
fabrication facilities, and because security for this material is less stringent than
for weapons-usable material.

The Russians are also concerned about security. For example, they are
working, with US assistance, to improve accountability and control. Iri addition,
they have consolidated many of their warheads in fewer locations and have
moved them out of areas of unrest to further reduce the potential for loss. We
estimate that there were over 500 nuclear storage sites in the former Soviet
Union and Eastem Europe in 1990 and that there are less than 100 today,
mostly in Russia, with a few remaining in Ukraine, Belarus and possibly
Kazakhstan.

What are the Prospects?
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We believe the likelihood of the loss of a nuclear weapon is still slight

today. But, the threat from within the Russian military and a deteriorating

economy mean that this judgment could change rapidly. Moreover, besides the

materials in the weapons program, we are concerned about the possible loss of

weapons-usable nuclear materials in research and other facilities that are not

controlled by the Ministry of Defense (MOD). We believe the Russians may not

know where all their material is located. The fact that some materials from these

non-weapons facilities have already made it out of the country shows that these

materials are not as well protected as the materials controlled by the military.

Finally, we do not know what we are not seeing: significant quantities of fissile

materials can be hypothetically as few as four kilograms-quantities easily

smuggled with normal commercial transactions.

Assessments of nuclear material security indicate that theft of nuclear

material from a weapons program or from facilities belonging to the Ministry of

Defense is less likely than thefts from non-MOD sites such as research facilities,

scientific institutes, and reactor fuel facilities. However, we are concerned about

the possibility of an "inside job" from a nuclear weapons facility. A
knowledgeable Russian has told us that, in his opinion, accounting procedures
are so inadequate that an officer with access could remove a warhead, replace
it with a readily available training dummy, and authorities might not discover the

switch for as long as six months. We do not have any evidence corroborating
this particular point, but it is an unnerving prospect which leaves us uncertain as

to how quickly we would find out about the actual loss of a warhead.

It is encouraging that the Russians recognize many of the same nuclear

security issues we do, even though they may see their importance or risk

differently, and may not believe all our concerns are well founded. With

upcoming elections in Russia, there could be changes in leadership, but we
have no reason to doubt a continued Russian commitment to support past

agreements and treaties.

What Role is There for US Assistance?

The Russians have accepted US assistance in upgrading equipment,

training, and procedures, in order to address deficiencies in their security^

programs. Joint US-Russian cooperation on improving material protection,

control and accountability (MPC&A) has been ongoing since the signing of an

agreement between MINATOM and the US Department of Defense in

September 1992. The Intelligence Community has monitored the safety and

security practices at Russian non-Ministry of Defense fissile materials facilities

for some time. A comprehensive examination revealed that none of these

facilities in Russia or other newly independent states had adequate safeguards
or security measures by international standards for weapons-useable materials.

The Intelligence Community has assisted the policy community in identifying the
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most critical Russian civilian sites handling weapons-useable material that

could benefit from US efforts. This provided a starting point for US and Russian

agreement on which facilities to concentrate initial material protection, control,

and accountability improvement efforts. This cooperation has been steadily

expanding and currently involves over a dozen MINATOfvl facilities and a

comparable number of facilities outside of Russia.

Cooperation on construction of a safe storage facility for nuclear

materials obtained from nuclear weapons dismantlement was identified as a

priority and the US and Russia (DoD and MINATOM) embarked on a joint

project to construct a storage facility at the Mayak Production Association

located near Ozersk. While such programs will go a long way toward improving
the situation, they do not automatically solve Russia's problem of the threat of

material diversion.

The US also has played a significant role in Kazakstan. After several

months of sensitive negotiations, the United States purchased from Kazakstan,
and brought to the US Department of Energy's facility at Oak Ridge, Tennessee,
for storage, 600 kilograms of highly ennched uranium. As a result, that material

is unavailable to nuclear traffickers and proliferating states.

Intelligence Community Response

The mission of the US Intelligence Community in the counterproliferation

arena is to support those who make and execute all four aspects of US
counterproliferation policy: preventing acquisition; capping or rolling back

existing programs; deterring use of WMD; and ensuring US forces' ability to

operate against proliferated weapons.

To achieve these ends, the Intelligence Community focuses its efforts on

providing accurate, comprehensive, timely, and actionable foreign intelligence.

The Community has also searched for new ways and opportunities to add

substantial value to counterproliferation policy decisions and activities. This has

included:

• Support to those policy makers responsible for implementation of the Treaty
on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons wherein the US and other

signatories have expressed their nonproliferation commitments;

• Support to those implementing the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty,

wherein the US and other signatories have expressed their commitments to

end nuclear testing; and

10
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• Examining the entire Russian nuclear weapons cycle to identify areas where

transparency measures would be most effective.

• Maintaining a surge capability to quickly deploy specialists outside the

United States to the scene of a terrorist nuclear or radiological threat to

provide the US Mission and host government advice and guidance on

dealing with the threat. During such an event, the specialists would

coordinate fully with appropriate United States Government Agencies,

keeping them informed and drawing upon their expertise if follow-up action

is required.

US Intelligence has instituted a corporate strategic planning and

evaluation process for support to counter proliferation. This process contributes

to the Intelligence Community's National Needs Process and the National

Foreign Intelligence Program (NFIP), the Joint Military Intelligence Program
(JMIP), and the Tactical Intelligence and Related Activities (TIARA) program and

Planning Guidance. A major benefit of this effort has been the establishment of

a significant Department of Defense (DoD) representation within the DCI's

Nonproliferation Center. This has helped integrate Intelligence support to DoD
counterproliferation needs and actions. The Intelligence Community also has

expanded its relations with the law enforcement community and is sharing
information and resources in support of the law enforcement community's
counterproliferation efforts.

The Presidential Decision Directive (PDD) on Nonproliferation and

Export Controls, related PDDs, Congressional Language, reports from

government committees engaged in counterproliferation, and policy statements

of several government agencies have shaped the Intelligence Community's
counterproliferation strategic planning process and have helped determine a

list of priority customer information requirements. These requirements are

addressed in various Intelligence Community action programs such as the

Annual Strategic Intelligence Review, the WMD Integrated Collection Strategy,
the Countering WMD Strategic Plan, and the NSC-directed country studies.

As the threat of proliferation has increased, US Intelligence capabilities

to support counterproliferation efforts have been redirected or expanded and
now include:

• Assessing the intentions and plans of proliferating nations;

• Identifying nuclear weapons programs and clandestine transfer networks set

up to obtain controlled materials or launder money;
• Supporting diplomatic, law enforcement, and military efforts to counter

proliferation;

• Providing direct support for multilateral initiatives and security regimes; and

11
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• Overcoming denial and deception practices set up by proliferators to

conceal their programs.

US Intelligence has taken or participated in actions to address the overall

challenges facing US counterproliferation efforts, including:

• Formation of the Nonproliferation and Arms Control Technology Working
Group (NPAC/TWG) to enhance the coordination of R&D efforts among
intelligence, operational, policy and other elements of the US Government;

• Work on the DCI-commissioned Technical Intelligence Collection Revievi^

(TICR) to identify future shortfalls in sensors against WMD and related

delivery systems activities. This review addresses the 1994 Nonproliferation

Review Committee identification of technical and operational needs to

increase warning times before foreign targets achieve actual operational

WMD capability;

• Identifying funding to maintain Technical Intelligence Collection Programs
related to WMD and delivery system tests of proliferating nations;

• Fostering the development of new technologies with the potential to improve
our ability to detect WMD activities at significantly longer ranges than

possible today. For example, the Central Intelligence Agency has explored
the efficacy of high hsk, high payoff counterproliferation-related Research

and Development initiatives;

• Establishing a relationship to enhance cooperation between CIA and R&D
components;

• Redirecting and reorganizing intelligence activities to increase and sharpen
the focus of counterproliferation-related efforts--both analytically and

operationally; and

• Redirecting resources and activities toward assisting Federal Bureau of

Investigation and US Customs Service efforts to identify, target, and

apprehend individuals engaged in the trafficking and smuggling of nuclear

materials worldwide.

Additionally, the creation of JMIP to coordinate joint, DoD-wide initiatives,

activities and programs, will provide intelligence information and support to

multiple DoD customers and should significantly enhance US Intelligence

support to DoD's counterproliferation program.

12
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These initiatives have enhanced the ability of the Intelligence Community
to aggressively pursue efforts to uncover hidden supply lines and stop key
materials and technologies from reaching countries of proliferation concern.

The US Government, in cooperation with other governments, has been able to

halt the transfer of a large amount of equipment that could be used in

developing nuclear weapons programs, including mass spectrometers, custom-

made cable equipment, graphite matenals, aluminum melting furnaces, arc-

welding equipment, and a gas jet atomizer.

All of these efforts have proved fruitful thus far, but more can, and must,

be done. This is not the time to relax our efforts. Now is the time to prevent
countries of proliferation concern from obtaining the materials and technology

they need to advance their weapons of mass destruction programs. This is the

time to put forth our greatest effort to keep nuclear materials out of the hands of

groups or individuals who would inflict damage on the world community. We
are at a significant juncture in history. Now is the time for all elements of our

Government to pull even closer together and to act in concert with our allies in

the world community. Now is the time to reaffirm our commitment to doing the

absolute best that we can to combat the proliferation of nuclear materials.

13
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APPENDIX

CHRONOLOGY OF NUCLEAR SMUGGLING INCIDENTS

Date of Event

17 March

9 March

4 March

23 February

12 February

1996

1 February

25 January

21 January

18 January

Tanzanian pohce arrested one individual last week and seized a container of

radioactive cesium.

Romanian police announced on 8 March that they are holding two individuals for

attempting to sell stolen radioactive material, according to press reports. A police

spokesman announced that two had in their possession 82 kg of radioactive

material including low enriched uranium. Officials also found reportedly secret

documents stolen from the Research and Design Center for Radioactive Metals.

UPDATE ( 12 February): According to press reports,
Lithuanian officials have

determined that the 100 kg of radioactive matenal seized last month from an armed

gang is uranium-238. This material was stolen from a company responsible for

maintenance at the nearby Ignalina nuclear power plant.

According to press reports, the Belarus Committee for State Security (KGB) seized

five kilograms of cesium- 133. The radioactive metal reportedly was sealed in glass
containers. Belarus authorities are investigating the incident, according to press.

Lithuanian authorities announced that they had arrested seven people and seized

nearly 100 kg of radioactive material, according to press reports.
The material,

believed to be uranium, will undergo further tests to ascertain its makeup and

origin. It was emitting 14,000 microroentgens per hour. Some reports stated that

the material was a component of a nuclear fuel assemplv which has been missing
from the nearly Ignalina nuclear power plant for several years. The Ignalina plant
manager claims that the seized material is not nuclear fuel or equipment used at his

facihty.

Swiss federal prosecutors announced on 1
February

the arrest of a Swiss citizen of

Turkish descent for attempting to sell a sample of 'slightly-enriched" uranium in

Switzerland, according to press. Swiss authorities stated that the individual

claimed the sample was part of a larger cache still in Turkey. Turkish police using
information from their Swiss counterparts, then arrested eight people and seized

1.128 kg of similar material. Press reports indicate that the uranium was similar to

that used in nuclear power plant fuel rods. Swiss authorities reportedly are

conducting tests to oetermine the uranium's country of origin.

According to press reports, German authorities have charges a merchant and his

lawyer with crimes stemming from their attempt to sell radioactive cesium to

another merchant who was a police informant. The cesium reportedly was

transported to Germany from Zaire on board a commercial airliner.

UPDATE (7 November 95) : The German parliamentary commission investigating
the 1994 plutonium smuggling incident, reportedly has uncovered German

tovemment
documents indicating that the three smugglers offered to supply 1 1

ilograms of Russian-origin, weapons-grade plutonium, which they claimed was

enough to build three nuclear weapons, according to press reports.

According to press reports, German authorities have charged a merchant and his

lawyer with crimes stemming from their attempt to sell radioactive cesium- 1 37

1
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17 January

28 December

2 December

1 December

30 November

29 November

smuggled from Zaire to another merchant who was a police informant. The cesium

reportedly was transported to Germany from Zaire on board a commercial airliner.

A Palestinian in Dubai, UAE has offered to sell three kilograms of reportedly

Russian-origin red mercury to a Lebanese-American businessman, according to US
diplomatic rejxjrting.

1995

According to press reports, the Russian Federal Security Service (FSB) arrested

nine members of a cnminal organization in Novosibirsk and seized a quantity of

radioactive material. The material was identified in press reports as "enriched"

uranium-235. The material had been transported to Novosibirsk by middlemen,

possibly from Kazakstan. The ultimate destination may have been South Korea,

according to press reports.

UPDATE (9 Nov 95') : According to Italian press reports, Italian prosecutors have
arrested an individual, Roger D'Onofrio, with reported links to the US Central

Intelligence Agency (CIA) and the Italian-Amencan mafia as
part

of their

investigation of smuggling radioactive materials, money-laundering and arms

trafficlung. D'Onofrio, 72, reportedly has dual Italian and U.S. citizenship and
retired from the CIA only two years ago. The ring he is alleged to have been part
of is said to have been active from the early 1990s up to this year. Italian

investigators repwrtedly suspect that D'Onofrio is the mastermind behind an
international ring which laundered dirty money and smuggled gold, weapons, and
radioactive material. His name also appears in another investigation into an arms

smuggling operation between
Italy

and the Middle East, according to press reports.
D'Onofrio was taken into preventive custody on charges of money laundering and

acting as a broker in illegal currency dealing. According to press, the prosecutors
had so far ascertained money laundering for over 2.5 billion dollars on behalf of
secret service and organised crime sources in complicity with diplomats, the ruling
famiUes in Kuwait, Morocco and Zambia, bankers, prelates and others.

UPDATE (23 November ) : According to US diplomats in Moscow, the Russian
Federal Security Service (FSB) delivered an official statement to US officials

regarding the radioactive material discovered in Izmailov park on 23 November.
The container, which held cesium- 1 37, posed no public health threat. Radiation
levels of the cesium were between 10 to more than 50 millicurrie. The radioactive

material may have been used as an instrument calibration source used in fiaw

detection equipment.

A former Greenpeace president revealed that the organization had been offered a

nuclear warheaa by a disgruntled former Soviet officer keen to highhght lax

security, according to press accounts. The former Greenpeace official stated in a

recentlv published book that a Soviet officer with access to nuclear weapons
offered Greenpeace an 800 kg nuclear Scud warhead for public display in BerUn.
The offer was made shortly before 7 September 1991.

Russian security officials have recovered four containers with radioactive cesium,
stolen from an industrial plant in the Urals and arrested the thieves, according to

press reports. Federal Security Service (FSB) officers found the 90-kilogram (198-

pound) containers in a shaft of an old mine, the ITAR-Tass news agency reported.
One of the alleged thieves, the Bakal mining plant's electrical engineer, had initially

kept them at his vegetable garden but moved them to a safer place after the theft

had been discovered, claimed
security

officials. Two officials of a local penitentiary
were his accomplices, they further alleged. Each container held a capsule with

cesium 137, a radioactiveisotope used in geological research, as well as in

medicine. The containers were similar to the one allegedly planted by Chechen
rebels in a Moscow park.
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23 November Acting on a tip from Chechen separatist leader Basayev, Russian television

reporters discovered a 32 kg container—reportedly holding cesium- 137—in a

Moscow park. The container was reportedly removed and turned over to the

Russian Federal Security Service (FSB). FSB officials stated that an official

investigation was underway and that no further comments would be made until the

inquiry was cornpleted, according to press reports. Television reports quote a

highly-placed
FSB officer as stating unofficially that the object was a piece of a

hospital x-ray machine. Basayev claimed earlier this month that several containers
of radioactive material attached to explosive devices had been planted in Russia. In

a television interview aired on 15 October, Russian Interior minister Kulikov stated

that Chechen
separatist

leader Basayev might have radioactive waste or

radioisotopes taken from the Budyonnovsk hospital seized by Chechen rebels last

spring.

23 November UPDATE (7 Nov 95) : A German court sentenced Adolph Jaekle, a German
businessman, to 51/2 years in prison for smuggling weapons grade plutonium into

the country, according to press reports. Investigators made the first in a series of
contraband plutonium seizures in Germany when

they
raided Jaekle' s home, in the

southern town of Tengen in May, 1994, and found a lead cylinder containing 6.15

grams ofplutonium
239. Jaekle had pleaded not guilty to the plutonium charge,

arguing that he did not know what the substance was.

1 1 November Russian Federal Security Service (FSB) officials arrested two Lithuanian citizens in

Smolensk for smuggling 10 kgs of "uranium-238" into Russia, according to

Russian television reports. Three Russians also were arrested for attempting to sell

the uranium. Both the Lithuanians and the Russians claimed that poverty had
induced them to attempt to traffic in smuggled nuclear materials. According to

press accounts, Russian authorities stressed that the material was not weapons
grade and had no commercial or industrial uses.

9 November Italian prosecutors reportedly have asked Spanish authorities for permission to

question the Archbishop of Barcelona about his role in an international criminal

syndicate involved in smuggling radioactive materials, according to Italian press
accounts. Accusations against the Archbishop arose after Italian officials tapped a

telephone conversation in which the Archbishop was named as playing a leading
role in the criminal enterprise. Both the Archbishop and the Vatican have

vehemently denied the accusations. The
Spanish

Justice ministry has characterized
the Italian request as "not very well thougnt out." The Italian investigation grew
out on an earlier probe into money laundering operations which reportedly
uncovered information that a criminal enterprise involving a

self-professed
Italian

intelligence official, was attempting to sell 7.5 kg osmium for $63,(XX) per gram,
according to Italian press accounts.

7 November During a search of a car at the Polish-Czech border, Polish Border Guards
discovered 1 1 cigarette pack-size containers filled with strontium-90, according to

press accounts. This incident is the first case in 1995 involving smuggling
radioactive material through Poland.

7 November UPDATE (10 Aug 94) : Adolf Jaekle, accused of smuggling Russian-origin
plutonium following a May 1994 raid on his home, denied anv involvement in

nuclear smuggling, according to press reports.
Jaekle insistecl that the container of

plutonium was planted at his home and that the container was not the same one he
took from a Swiss associate for metal reprocessing.

7 November Iranian press reports indicate the Iranian law enforcement authorities have arrested

five Iranians and seized nine packets of uranium in tehran and two other cities. No
details were released regarding amount of material or whether it was enriched or
not.
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25 October

19 October

14 October

10 October

1 September

15 June

13 Apnl

5 April

The cleaning staff at Moscow's Sheremetyevo 2 airport found a small lead

container packed with radioactive substances in the men's restrooms, according to

press reports. Experts reportedly are attempting to determine the exact composition
of the three sources of ionizing radiation found in the container. The speculation,
in the Russian press, was that a nuclear smuggler lost his nerve and abandoned the

material during an aborted smuggling attempt.

UPDATE ( 10 Aug 94) : According to a 19 October article in Der Stem, nuclear

weapons smugglers involved in smuggling Russian-origin plutonium into Germany
in August 1994 have stored eight to ten kilograms of weapons-grade plutonium in

Berlin. The article also implicates highly placed Russians in the smuggling
activity.

Russian mafia figures reportedly were behind the 1993 theft of radioactive

beryllium from a Russian nuclear laboratory and the failed attempt to sell the

material in the West, according to press reports. The theft, which was widely
reported in 1993, was seized by police in Lithuania and remains today in the bank
vault where it was first discovered. According to press, the smugglers were

preparing to sell the beryllium to an Austrian middleman who in turn had a mystery
buyer who reportedly was willing to pay as much as $24 million for the material.

The buyer, although never identified, was said to be Korean. Beryllium, which is

used in missile guidance systems, is a highly efficent neutron reflector, according to

public statements by nuclear scientists.

Russian authorities claim that there have been no identified incidents in which

weapons-grade radioactive material has been smuggled out of Russia, according toj

press reports. In a press conference, Russian General Terekhov of the Interior

Ministry, stated that of the 16 cases involving theft of radioactive materials, none
could have been used to make nuclear weapons. He also ruled out any involvement

by Russian organized criminal organizations in the thefts. The general claimed that

the thefts were spontaneous actions by individuals working at nuclear faciUties.

The Russian officials concluded the press conference by stating that there is no
black market in nuclear materials.

According to press reports, Bulgarian police had broken an international nuclear

smuggling ring composed of Russians and Ukrainians. Police spokesmen,
declining to disclose details only said that the materials seized were of strategic
value and included rare metals. The arrests were the culmination of a year-long
undercover operation. Senior policie officials comented that

they
were still

investigating the final destinauon of the materials, some of which were radioactive.

Press reports indicate that so far in 1995 Romanian authorities have seized 24 kgs
of uranium powder and tablets and 1994 they arrested 24 people for involvement in

nuclear smuggling and seized 10.35 kgs of uranium powder and tablets. From 1989
to 1993, the Romanians

reportedly
broke up five gangs, arrested 50 people, and

seized 230 kgs of nuclear material.

Slovak police culminated a long investigation with the discovery of 18.39kg of
nuclear material, 17.5 kg of which

apparently
is U-238, in a car stopped near

Poprad in eastern Slovakia. Altogether, three Hungarians, four Slovaks, and two
Ukrainians were arrested. This gang was connected to three other nuclear material

smuggling incidents.

Four brass containers weighing 2 kilos each containing radioactive americium-241
and cesium- 1 37 were stolen from a storeroom of isotopes in Wroclaw, Poland.
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4 April

2 April

14 March

8 March

25 January

14 December

10 December

6 December

10 November

November

19 October

17 October

October

Press reports that 6 kg of U-235, U-238, radium, and palladium were found in a
Kiev apartment. Occupants were ex-army, a lieutenant colonel and a warrant
officer, and material reportedly came from Russia.

Documents recovered by Japanese police in the investigation of Aum Shinrikyo
involvement in the Tokyo subway sarin gas attack reportedly indicated that the
terrorists were collecting information on uranium ennchment and laser beam
technologies. A spokesman for Russia's prestigious nuclear physics laboratory,
Kurchatov Institute, acknowledged that at least one Aum Shinrikyo follower was
working at the institute.

Polish police in Bielska-Biala province arrested a man for possession of uranium .

Italian police arrested one Nicola Todesco for murder in a plutonium smuggling
case gone awry when the murder victim did not have the money to pay for a

quantity of plutonium smuggled out of Bulgaria. Todesco claimed ne threw 5g of

plutonium into the Adige nver, but no trace of it was found after an extensive
search. (Comment: Although an official Italian spokesman believed the plutonium
was "enriched for military use," it had not been analyzed and may be another scam
involving "plutonium screws' from smoke detectors.

According to Talinn news broadcasts, Lithuanian border police, using U.S.-

supplied stationary radiation detectors, seized two tons or radioactive wolfram
hidden in a secret compartment in a truck trailer. (The "wolfram" is tungsten,
which has a short half-life, and probably was "infected" by a radioactive

contaminant.) The incident occurred at the Lithuanian-Belorus border, and the
truck's owner and two other men were arrested. A similar incident occurred a week
earlier at another border p)ost but no details are available.

1994

Czech police seized 2.72 kg of material-later identifled as 87.7 percent
enriched U-235—in Prague; this is the largest recorded seizure of such
material. Police arrested a Czech nuclear physicist and two citizens of the
Former Soviet Union. The uranium apparently came from the FSU and was
to be smuggled to Western Europe.

Press reporting indicates Hungarian border guards seized 1.7 kg of uranium and
arrested four Slovak citizens. The material (depleted uranium and reactor ftiel

grade) reportedly was concealed in a fruit jar and was to be smuggled into Austria.

In a long article in Pravda . it was reported that three staffers of the Institute of
Nuclear Physics were convicted of stealing 4.5 kg of uranium.

Press reporting indicates Hungarian police discovered 26 kg of radioactive material
in the trunk ofa car. Three suspects were subsequently arrested.

Press reporting indicates German police seized 1 milligram of cesium- 137 in early
November and arrested two suspects.

Press reporting indicates Turkish police arrested an Azeri national trying to sell 750
g of uranium.

Press reporting indicates Russian authorities seized 27 kg of U-238, an unknown
quantity of U-235 and detained 12 members of a criming gang.

Press reporting indicates that in mid-October, four Indian villagers were arrested

attempting to sell 2.5 kg of yellowcake, i.e. uranium extracted from ore.
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1 3 October Press reporting indicates Bulgarian officials seized four lead
capsules suspected of

containing racuoactive material. The capsules were found on a bus enroute to

Turkey and police detained the two bus drivers.

10 October Press reporting indicates Ronianian authorities arrested seven people and seized 7

kg of uranium and an unidentified quantity of strontium or cesium.

01 October Press reporting indicates Romanian police arrested four people trying to sell over 4

kg of U-235 and U-238.

October Press reporting dated 26 October indicates Russian authorities arrested three men
trying to pass 67 kg of U-238 to unidentified individuals in the city of Pskov.

28 September Press reporting indicates that a container with radioactive substances was found on
a street m Talfinn.

28 September Romanian authorities arrested several indivduals who were attempting to sell 4.55

kg of uranium tetrachloride (61.9 percent uranium) for $25 thousand per kg,

according to press reports

28 September Press reporting indicates Slovak officials arrested four Slovaks trying to smuggle
almost 1 kg ofU-235 (judged not to be weapons-grade) into Hungary.

26 September Press reporting indicates the discovery of a glass flask containing unspecified
"weak radioactive material" at the Wetzlar railroad station in Germany.

September A Pole tried to sell 1 kg of U-235/238 in Germany. A German court subsequently
sentenced him to two and a half years in prison for trading in radioactive uranium.

1 1 September Press reports indicate German police arrested a Zairian national attempting to

smuggle 850 g of uraninite into Germany.

07 September Press reports indicate Russian police arrested three people in Glazov trying to sell

100 kg of U-238.

05 September Press reports indicate Bulgarian authorities arrested six Bulgarians in connection

and seized 19 containers of radioactive material.

30 August Press reports indicate thieves broke into a chemical plant in Tambov and stole 4.5 g
of cesium 137

29 August Press reports indicate Hungarian police
arrested two men and seized 4.4 kg of

material believed to be fuel rods from a reactor in Russia.

20 August Press reports Russian authorities arrested two men attempting to steal 9.5 kg of
uranium 238 from the Arzamas- 16 nuclear weapons research faciUty.

1 8 August Press reports indicate Estonian police arrested a man and seized 3 kg of U-238 he
had buned under his garage.

According to press reporting,
about 100 uranium-contaminated drums were stolen

from South Africa's Atomic Energy Corporation plant in Pelindaba, Transvaal.

12 August Press reports indicate that St. Petersburg police arrested three men trying to sell 60

kg of unidentified nuclear material.

12 August Press reports indicate German police in Bremen arrested a German who claimed to

have 2 g of plutonium; the sample contained only minute amounts of legally
obtainable plutonium.
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10 August Fress report indicates that over 500 g of nuclear material were seized at

Munich airport. The trial began on 10 May 1995 of two men for possession of

363g (12.8 ounces) of weapons-grade pIutonium-239.

August Unconfirmed press report says 3 kg of enriched uranium were seized in August in

southwestern Romania.

July Press reporting dated 19 July indicates Turkish National Police arrested seven
Turks and seized 12 kg of weapons-grade uranium.

July According to 6 July press reporting, Russian authorities in Shezninks discover 5.5

kg of U-238 previously stolen from the Chelyabinsk-65 nuclear facility.

July According to a 2 November
press report, police in Timisoara, Romania, arrested

five Romanians trying to sell 2.6 kg of Russian uranium.

13 June Press
reporting

indicates a seizure of 0.8 g of uranium 235 (enriched to 88%)
occurreo in Landshut, Germany.

June According to 6 June press reporting, Russian security official announces the arrest

of three Russians in St. Petersburg who allegedly tried to sell 3.5 kg of HEU.

June According to an 8 July press report, Russian authorities arrested three officers from
the Northern Reet accused of having stolen 4.5 kg of U-238 from their base in Nov
93.

June According to a 2 November press report, police in Pitesti, Romania, arrested three

Romanians trying to sell 3 kg of uranium tablets.

May According to 30 July press reporting, 56 g of material, including 6 g of

plutonium 239, were seized and Adolf Jaekle, a German citizen, was arrested
m Germany in May.

1993

November 1993 In a case stemming from an incident in November 1993 in which a Russian naval
officer stole 4 kg of 20 percent enriched U-235 nuclear fuel rods from a pooriy
guarded area at Severomorsk. a Russian court found the officer guilty but gave him
a suspended sentence because he admitted the act. Two accomplices were
sentenced to three years at a labor camp.
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Check Against Delivery
Senate Permanent Subcommittee

on Investigations
March 20, 1996

Iraq and Beyond: Understanding the Threat of Weapons
Proliferation

David Ka>''

With the end of the Cold War and the Soviet threat, a broad consensus seems to be

forming that U.S. foreign and defense policies and budgets can now be premised on the

absence of any major threat to the United States or its allies and on such timely detection of

any newly developing threat that defensive measures can be deferred until after a threat

emerges. The case of Iraq should offer a warning against too much optimism.

The failed efforts of both the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
safeguards inspectors and national intelligence authorities to detect prior to the Persian Gulf
War a nuclear weapons program of the magnitude and advanced character of Iraq's should
stand a monument to the fallibility of on-site inspections and national intelligence when
faced by a determined opponent. The Iraqi military buildup, as well as the multiple failures

of its timely detection, is an experience rich in lessons that, if correctly understood, may
help in detecting other covert weapons programs and, equally important, U.S.

understanding of the limits of its ability to guarantee timely detection.

During the inspections in Iraq after the Gulf War, an immense military production
establishment was found that was producing or striving to produce a broad range of
chemical, biological, and nuclear weapons and missiles capable of delivering them. The
nuclear program alone involved investments amounting to around $10 billion. Inspectors
and those who monitor proliferation were surprised by the magnitude and advanced state of

Iraq's efforts to obtain nuclear explosive devices. At the time of the Gulf War Iraq was

probably less than a year away from its first crude nuclear device and no more than three to

four years away from more advanced, deliverable weapons. Moreover, the amount of

foreign assistance and technology that fueled the Iraqi arms program was truly staggering.

We now know because of the dogged determination of the United Nations Special
Commission on Iraq (UNSCOM). directed by Ambassador Rolf Ekeus who has testified

earlier, a great deal about the extent of the Iraqi efforts to acquire weapons of mass
destruction. These efforts included:

•The nuclear ()rogram had for ten years before the war involved a large clandestine

effort -
approximately $8-10 billion, more than 20 sites and more than 15,000 people

-

pursuing multiple routes to enrich uranium, directed toward producing nuclear

weapons. Of the 25 major nuclear facilities now identified in pre-Gulf War Iraq, only

'

Currcnil\ Senior Vice Prcsidcni. Hicks and Ass<x;ialcs. Inc., n subsidiar\ of Science Applications

InicmalionjI Corp. The \ lews c\prcs.scd in Ihis leslimt>n\ arc solciv m> ou n
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siv were kmnvii al the time tlie War broke uiU Foreign nssisianee. IxUli tcclinieal and

ec|iiipment. from Western-based companies and the lax export control regimes operated
b\ several of our Western allies played a major role in this program. Beginning in 198""

the Iraqis had also embarked on a testing program to field radiological weapons which
w ould have had as their sole puqjose rendering large areas uninhabitable and terrorizing
civilian populations. Soon after their invasion of Kuuail. Iraq embarked on a crash

program to strip the uranium out of the fuel in liieir safeguarded research reactor and

further enrich it a secret centrifuge facililv . The aim of this crash effort was to produce a

single nuclear device by April 1991.

•The biological weapons program was of astounding scope, including the production of

at thousand of liters of botulism toxin and of anthrax and smaller amounts of a number
of less well understood, but still deadly, agents. At the time of the Gulf War biological

agents had been weaponized. and missiles, artillery shells and aircraft -
Iraq now says

191 warheads and an aerial spraying system designed to .spray 2000 liters of agent over

a target- stood ready to rain their deadly payloads onto civilian and military targets. At

least two of Iraq's major biological weapons facilities were unknown at the time of the

Gulf War.

•The chemical program had not only produced hundreds of thousands of gallons of

lethal mustard and nerve agents, but chemical weapons had also been used by the Iraqi

regime on its own people as well as against Iran. The Iraqi Army at the time of the

Gulf War - and still today
- had more combat experience in employing chemical

weapons than all the combined armies of NATO and the Warsaw Pact.

•Iraq's missile program is perhaps better known, if not better understood, as a result of

the dramatic television footage of Scud attacks during the Gulf War. This well funded,

and foreign assisted program had already given Iraq the ability to attack, ultimately with

iLs weapons of mass destruction, all of the states of the Middle East and of U.S. forces

that might come to the aid of these states.

•Finally, it should now be clearto all that the Iraqi efforts to acquire these weapons did

not end with the Gulf War. Just in the last several months new evidence has come to

light that Iraq is continuing to secretly, and in violation of its obligation under

Resolution 687. continuing to import equipment to extend the range of a new class of

Scud-type missiles, produce additional chemical and biological weapons, and continue

work on nuclear weapons-related projects.

What lessons should we draw from our failure?

We now know so much about Iraq's efforts to acquire nuclear, chemical and

biological weapons and advanced means of delivery for these weapons that it is easy
- and

verv convenient for some - to forget that the prevailing assessments of Iraq's

accomplishments prior to the Gulf War were quite different. By the same token,

miemational and national measures designed to give assurances that states were not

attempting to acquire advanced arms were prior to the end of the Gulf War generally
viewed as effective and reassuring. There is little to be gained in singling out individual

analysts or organizations for their failure of vision, but much more to be gained by

attempting to understand:

•the systemic sources that led to this failuie:

•the accomplishments of UNSCOM. including both its strengths and weaknesses:

/) KAY
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•v\ hat are the inosl iniix>rlant areas foi I'.S. (jolici U> .iJdress it similar failures are

ki be avoidetl in the future and i( arms control reginK-^ such as the nuclear

nonproliferation safeguard system are to become n»ore robust

Why had IAE.'\ safeguards failed to detect the Iraqi nuclear program before the Gulf
War? Or - and this was potentially even more dangerous

- wh\ had IAEA safeguards

given false assurances that there was no Iraqi nuclear weapons program prior to the Gulf
War'?=

There is a simple, but ver\ disquieting, answer to the source of the failure to detect

before the Gulf War Iraq's nuclear weapons program. The lAEAs nuclear safeguards were

simply not designed to address the case of a state that might attempt to embark on a

clandestine nuclear program, except in one verN limited case - the large-scale diversion of

declared nuclear material. International safeguards were designed in the late 1960's and

early I970's to address one specific concern. That concern was that the foreseen rapid

expansion of peaceful nuclear power would provide an opportunits for states that might
want to acquire nuclear weapons to divert critical nuclear materials from peaceful nuclear

activities to weapons programs. It was apparent that the public would not tolerate

international trade in nuclear materials if such a danger could not be controlled. The

response was to create a safeguard system that attempted to address this single concern.

Although surrounded by an elaborate system of technical jargon and rhetoric, IAEA
safeguards were remarkabi v consistent in focusing on this single threat. The underlying

assumption was that if a state desired to pursue nuclear weapons ambitions by some other

means - a parallel clandestine program, for example - it would either not sign the Nuclear

Non-Proliferation Treaty or its activities would be detected by national intelligence systems
of other states. The result was the development of an international nuclear safeguard system
that has as its objective '"the timely detection of diversion of significant quantities of nuclear

material from peaceful nuclear activities to the manufacture of nuclear weapons or of other

nuclear explosive devices or for purposes unknown, and deterrence of such diversion by
the risk of early detection."'

I am prepared to accept that most of the technical assumptions that surrounded the

establishment of the IAEA safeguards in the early 1970's were on balance reasonable -

viewedfrom the past. These included: probable diversion from civil material was the only

significant concern and technical means existed to detect any significant diversion; the

amount of nuclear material required for a weapon would be sizable ; clandestine programs
v^ould be difficult to keep secret; nuclear weapons programs would have to be ver) large;

relevant nuclear technology remained relatively well controlled and enrichment and

reprocessing technology could be controlled. What was wrong with these assumptions was
thai at exactly the point that they were being codified into the inlemational safeguard system
thc\ were being undermined by rapid shifts in the technology and equally important shifts

m political relationships''. The result is that international safeguards at the time of the Gulf

" For .1 more cxicndcddrscussion ol m\ Mews on Ihc pre-Gulf War limiUilidns ol Ihc sal cguaril system and

(i| Ihc obsiaclcs that musi tic <»vercomc bclorc a more dependable .sal cguard system can be pui in plaec. .sec

Da\ id K.a\ . "1 he IAh,'\: Hou Can in be Sircnpthcned'.'' , pp.3()y-333. in Nuclear I'roliferation (ijicr the Cold

War. cdilcdb) Mikhcll Rciss and Roben S Lilwak. WiKxlrow Wils<in C en icr Press. ly"^4
'

para. 28. INFCIRC 153 (re\). IAEA
'
The icrni "Mitnilicani quaniily" used in salcguardsrclcrsio the amount ol pluionium oi cnnehcd uranium

needed lo make a nuclear c\plosi\c. The IAEA eoniinucs lo use K kilograms ol pluionium and 25

kilo'^ram*. ul uranium a.s iheir relcrenee ligurcs although widely a\ailable unelo-ssilied mlormauon would

inJicalclhal ihc^c amounls should be considerably lov\er.
*

This IS worlh\ ol a more eMcndcd irealmeni ihan space here will permil. To a ctmsiderable e\ienl. the

lAE.^ salcguard s\>,icni wa.^ an American creation and rellecicd I'.S diiminancc ol' nuclear indusin and
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War did not cv en aUeMii« to do w hat niost pcoplo tlioiiohi tlie\ did - dcioci an\ olToris of a

non-nuclear nienitx-r of" the NPT to dc\ clop niKJcar u eapons. The goal of IAEA safeguards
was the much more modest, and much less rele\ ant. objectiv e o\' delecting the nondi\ ersion

of substantial amounts of declared materials.

Beyond these technical limitations, the jire-Ciulf War culture of the IAEA bears

considerable responsibilil\ for its failures. The IAEA w as and remains an organization \\ ilh

a divided mandate and a divided membership. B\ its Statute - and one must add the

American initiative that led to its creation - the IAEA has as its objecti\es both the

promotion of the peaceful uses of nuclear energ) and ensuring that nuclear material

intended for civilian programs are not used for military purposes. The tension between

promotion and regulation is a constant theme in budget debates as well as election

campaigns for the top office of Director General. Man\ developing countries view the

promotion of the transfers of nuclear technology as the top priorit) for the IAEA and are

reluctant to see any resources being devoted to safeguards. Its Board of Governors

regularly has included such notable opponents to effective safeguards as India. Pakistan,

Iran. Iraq. Libya, China and Algeria. The international diplomatic milieu and weak

leadership led the IAEA to become trapped in the morass of believing that it had to subject
all states to the same level of scnitiny. The level of inspection attention was determined by
the size of the nuclear program, not by any judgment as to the likely proliferation threat. At

the time of the Gulf War 55 percent of the inspection budget went to carry out inspections
in three countries - Germany, Canada and Japan.

I am still amazed that given the failures prior to the Gulf War of the intemational

inspection system to detect the Iraqi nuclear program, that the record of the UNSCOM-led
post war effort has accomplished so much. What are the reasons that intemational efforts

to eliminate a largely unknown program were so much more successful than intemational

efforts to detect the same program?

First of all, UNSCOM had one tremendous beginning advantage over the IAEA.
UNSCOM had a single clear focus. It was to find and then destroy, remove or render

harmless Iraq's weapons of mass destruction. It had no responsibilities with regard to the

post-Gulf War reconstruction of Iraq, dealing with humanitarian relief or with the

|)romotion of the peaceful side of nuclear, chemical, biological or missile technology.
Multinational bureaucracies are difficult organizations for outsiders to understand, and

almost equallv difficult for insiders to keep focused on reasonable objectives of

effectiveness. They are impossible to operate with mixed or conflicting objectives.

UNSCOM was able to dodge this particular bullet, and it has made a tremendous

difference.

Second, the Security Council did something in creating UNSCOM that it had

never done before in the entire history of the UN. UNSCOM was created as a subsidiary

organ of the Security Council and is not subordinate to or dependent upon the UN
Secretary General or the Secretarial. UNSCOM reported directly to the Security Council

free of all the intemal UN political pressures and compromises that render most UN reports

senseless and makes direct action impossible This arrangement also made it possible to

science ai cxaclK the piimt at wtiich thai dominance wa.s ending. Major reacior labncalors were ansing in

France and Gcrman\ . ennchmeni lcchnolog\ was moving lo the commercial sector in Europe in ihe form ol

gas cenmluges at preciseK the time thai the DOE was emlxirking on a tailed aitempi lo pursue ihis

lcchnolog\ . rcprix.-essmg lechnologv ihal had been carelulK shielded in ihe classified uorld in ihe U.S. was

begiimmg lo be aimmerciaJi/ed m Europe and s»)ine«hal later in Japan; conlputel^ and highK accurate

machine Uh>Is ucic becoming widcl> available; a general breakdown in liic ellecliveness ol cla.ssilicalion as

a means ol controlling nuclear dexelopmenis wa's uking place; ad\anaxl deli\er\ systems were biccommg

nioic gcncraJI> a\ailable. ajid the cost ol technical intelligence gathenng was leading this pt)werlul tiH)l to

be li>ciiscd on lew cr and lew cr targets and human intelligence gathenng w as in broad decline
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ojieratL" a field (ipcralioii fret- of the moraNs af I'N rules. From liltlelliiniis - !lie first cipher
lock on a UN office and the first reasonable secure conimiinicaiions s\ stem - to much more

consequential actions -
requesting and using national inlelligence ii\romiatioii and the first

use of aerial reconnaissance - UNSCOM used its freedom from the UN hureaucrac\ to

respond to an unprecedented challenge. fEquallv ini[X)rtant the Securitv Council saw that llie

success or failure of I'NSCOM \^ ouid be \ icw ed as its ou n success or failure. ParticularU

when compared to actions such as Bosnia, the Securitv Council in the case of UNSCOM
has been remarkably consislent in maintaining a unity of purpose.

Third, UNSCOM was blessed witli. what for the U'N system at least, was a

remarkably happy surprise in leadership. Rolf Ekeus. who was selected b\ the Security
Council to chair UNSCOM, has demonstrated the rarest of combinations of leadership

qualities in the UN -
integrity, stubbornness, ability to resist intimidation, personal

courage, diplomatic prowess, and the ability to inspire subordinates.

Fourth, as well led as UNSCOM has been it has benefited considerably from the

incompetence and failures of Iraq. In the eariy nuclear inspections Iraq was the type of

opponent of which one can usually only dream -
overly centralized; brutal in a wa) that

inspires more fear in its own supporters than the inspectors: crude and incompetent in

presenting its own ca.se: cheating on all matters so that it became viewed as untrustworthy

regarding everything: and unable to ever formulate and follow a coherent strategy.

Fifth, UNSCOM has had access to and chosen to use a vast range of inspection
resources and techniques that the IAEA had earlier either rejected or never sought. These
resources include national intelligence information, environmental monitoring technology,
aerial reconnaissance, personnel drawn from national weapons programs, handheld GPS
devices, zero notice inspections, detailed interviews with Iraqi personnel, and document
seizure. The post-Gulf War inspections carried out by UNSCOM, in fact, have seen an

unprecedented level of sharing of national intelligence information and techniques. Data

from NTM was shared beginning with the very first Iraqi inspection; as they became
available clues on the Iraqi arms programs gained from HUMINT were shared; data

collection techniques and analytical capabilities were put at the service of the inspection
efforts; and even a collection asset - a U-2 aircraft with sensors - has been leased to the

UN. While the United States intelligence community has taken the lead in assisting the

UN. significant contributions have al.so been made by other Coalition partners. None of

these resources and techniques are panaceas, but without them it would not have been

possible to mask a program as well hidden as that of Iraq.

UNSCOM, however, has been far from perfect. It must be recognized that even
after five years of the most intrusive arms inspection regime ever to be imposed significant

uncertainty remains as to the true extent of the Iraqi weapnans program and astounding
revelations - such as those of its biological weapons program - continue to arise.

UNSCOM "s early insi)ection in the missile and biological areas were poorly organized and
led. The slowness of UNSCOM in fielding capable biological inspections directly

contributed to Iraq's successful efforts to hide the true extent of this program. Operational

security issues, even after several sharp warnings, were given too low a priority.

UNSCOM also has shared with the IAEA the all too ready desire to declare victory and to

move along to less intnisive and politically uncomfortable monitoring programs.

Today's formidable task is not just to recognize and attempt to redress the failures

of yesterday that brought nuclear weapons almost into the hands of Saddam. The broader

challenge is to discem and prepare for even more ominous developments that are

threatening to ignite a new round of nuclear proliferation.

First and foremost among those developments is the inevitable insecurity that has

arisen as the Cold War's dangerous but stable security order has passed from the scene.

This old order has not yet been succeeded by an equally stable, and hopefully less

n. KAY
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dangerous, iiev\ slructure The imrealislic ho|>e thai the llniled Nations, ignored and
enfeebled bs the Cold War. coiilil quickK assume the role of peacekeeper and jieaceniaker
is now recognized as impossible. Even more disturbing is the hesitanc) and mis-steps of

the LInited States in defining its own role in the post-Cold War world. During the Cold
War, the largest bulwark against nuclear proliferation in those industrialized states that

could hase easiK acquired nuclear weapons was their belief that the L'niled States was a

reliable guarantor of their security and that thev had no need to embark on the costK and

dangerous road of nuclear weapons acquisition. The major new development making
nuclear proliferation more likely in tlie future is the growing insecurity and uncertainty as to

the structure of support that stales can count on w hen threatened b\ others willing to resort

to aggression and intimidation to achieve their aims of domination Effectively resolving this

uncertainty with firm security assurances matched b> demonstrated military capacity.

v^illingness and competence must rank high among the steps needed to prevent a spiraling
nuclear arms race.. 1 have considerable concern that, particularly in Asia, states unsatisfied

w ith divisions of territory at the end of World War il may now be contemplating in very

dangerous ways the use armed force. At least in the short term. I see no alternative to a

United States willing to bear the risk and cost of leadership, while the international

community seeks to build a multilateral structure capable of providing the need level of
securitN ,

A second new development that threatens to fuel efforts by states determined to

acquire nuclear weapons is the real possibility of leakage of nuclear materials, technology,
and. even, weapons from the stockpiles of the existing nuclear weapon states -

particulariy
those of the former Soviet Union. The excesses of the Cold War which led to the

accumulation of unbelievable amounts of nuclear material when combined with the social

and economic chaos of the collapse of a nuclear superpower hold the potential for a devil's

brew for sudden nuclear weapons acquisition by both states and terrorist groups. The work

alrcad) underwa\ to assist the Russians to bring a minimum level of security to their

nuclear arms industry remains inadequate and must be accelerated.

ThirdK, the international institutional infrastructure that was built-up to provide
miemational oversight of the world's nuclear industry is in urgent need of overhaul. The
Iniemational Atomic Energy Agency that resulted from an American initiative - the

Eisenhower Atoms for Peace plan
- rested on the fundamentally flawed assumption that

nuclear power would prove to be a boundless source of energy, literally too cheap to meter.

N^'lulc nuclear power has come to play an important role in producing electricity
-

certainly
this IS true in Japan and France - it has not lived up to the initial promises of cheap, risk-

I rce power. Nuclear power is a demanding technology, requiring close concern to issues of

safel). economics and proliferation possibilities.

The IAEA has failed to a considerable extent to adjust to these new circumstances.
II continues to be both an institution that promotes nuclear energy as well as advising on
s.ilciv issues and carrying out major resf)onsibilities for the operation of nuclear safeguards
to detect nuclear proliferation. The result is a schizophrenic institutional culture. In the

democratic countries of the West, these three functions have been long split into separate

agencies, and with the collapse of the Soviet empire, the states of Eastern Europe and the

lormer Soviet Union quickly moved to separate these functions as well. It is only at the

institutional level that such antithetical functions have been allowed to coexist in the same
institution. The institutional renewal that is now broadly recognized as necessary for the

entire United Nations system is urgently required for the central international institution

responsible for stemming nuclear proliferation.

The challenge of policing the nuclear threat - and devising comparable measures for

the cquailv menacing possibilities of biological weapons - must move to the top of the

international agenda. The realities of domestic and international politics is that it is easier to

mouth soothing platitudes that extol progress made rather than to dwell on horrors that may
n K.\)
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soon emerge. This reluctance to look forward to avoid lra«ed\ arises, bs-in-lariie. neitlier

from ignorance nor evil intent. Across the global, there is a striking unifomiil\ of

weariness with inlemationai jwiitics and rising concern vn ith simpi\ be able to cope w ith the

seemingl) inextricable demands of providing within each of our societies acceptable levels

of economic, social and physical security. To a degree frigiiteningi) similar to the war-

weariness of the Western democracies in the period belueen World War I and II. man\ of

our societies seem to lack the vigor and cohesion required to pre|)are for and confront

broader, lonaer-range threats to international seciiritv .

Conclusions

If this is a reasonably accurate accounting of the implications and lessons that

should be drawn from the Iraq experience, what conclusions can be drawn as to the

approach the U.S. should be considering in relying upon international regimes to limit the

further spread of advanced arms?

First, be wary of arms control arrangements that have mixed agendas. The largest

continuing defect in international nuclear safeguards remains, in my view, the mixing of

promotional and regulatory responsibilities in the same organization". The IAEA is

obligated to promote nuclear energy. The same organization that was asked to ensure that

Iraq. Iran. North Korea, Algeria and Libya were not violating their safeguard agreements
was also involved in extensive technical assistance programs to advance the nuclear

programs of those same countries. In the case of Iraq this assistance went directly to

individuals and activities later identified with the clandestine weapons program. Its

promotional activities have advanced reprocessing, large scale enrichment facilities and
nuclear desalination with Russian naval reactors - all items with serious proliferation

problems. Even in national non-proliferation efforts we have seen the difficulty the U.S.
has had in balancing non-proliferation and trade concerns. The problem is much more
serious in a multilateral forum composed of many states actively hostile to arms control.

The tendencN is to make concession to maintain the agreement while compromising the

inspection and verification activity. But even in more limited arrangements such as the US
brokered agreement with North Korea, there is reason to be concerned that the instrumental

goal of supplying the North with nuclear reactors will overwhelm the arms control goal of

Imtiiing the North's ability to produce nuclear weapons.

Second, technology changes and arms control agreements that cannot adapt to

changes in technology will become at best irrelevant and at worst dangerous. After the mid-

1970's lAEA/NPT safeguards focused on a declining part of the proliferation problem,
diversion from declared facilities, and used antiquated techniques and approaches to cope
with the safeguard mission. Any attempt to ensure the peaceful nature of such dynamic
fields as biological research or missile developments must be crafted to ensure flexibility

and adaptabilil) The U.S. particularly bears a heavy responsibility in the 1980"s for not

taking a leading role in questioning the adequacy of IAEA methods and attempting to assist

a much needed renovation of inspection techniques. The benefits thai can be achieved by
US leadershi[)are fully demonstrated in the case of UNSCOM where the U.S. deserves

much of the credit for leading the way in making resources available. Much can be done to

improve the rigor of IAEA safeguards. The menu of useful approaches is long, including

making more resources available to the IAEA, focusing the inspection effort on problem
states and regions rather than blindly following the sacrosanct rules of diplomatic equality.

"

Allh(iuj:h ihi'. jrjrumcnl is rrwdc here vtnh rcj.';ird lo salcj-'u.irds. il ;ipplics equ;ill\ m the niielcir pmcr and

sulciv area f'niir Ic Chcnobvl. ihc IAEA ollcn spoke in jjUnv ini; terms ol the salelx ol the S(i\ lel nuclear

projirani
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focusing more effort on the detection of clandestine programs rather than ins|K"clion of onl\

declared facilities, moving to internationalizing all fuel cycle facilities, restricting the right

o( a state to attempt to esca|)e its NPT obligations h\ easily withdrawing from the treaty.

There are no lack of ideas outside the agency as to these steps. What remains in doubt is

vv hether the detenuinationand leadership exists within the IAEA and its members to push
these reforms fully through.

Third, we should not underestimate the difnculty that exists in reaching judgments
of non-compliance with arms control obligations. UNSCOM was that rare lucky case

where the non-compliance of the inspected party w as almost guaranteed by the nature of tlie

agreement. By July, 1991 , no one was in doubt that Iraq was locked on a strategy of deceit

and cheating. The more usual cases will involve ambiguous information and, more

importantly, few good, agreed answers as to what to do if a stale is found cheating. The
basic arms control dilemma that remains unresolved, even after Iraq, is what to do when

you catch a state in violation of its obligations. What is little understood outside of the

ranks of those who have set^-ed in inspection organizations is the corrosive effect this

dilemma has on the integrity of the insp)ection process. Inspections seek to confirm

compliance not to fmd non-compliance. Concerns are dismissed with demands for "real"

evidence, not with programs of more intrusive inspection. If the proliferator is adroit and
unfettered by any obligation to speak the truth, the inspection or verification challenge can

be quite daunting. Until this dilemma is adequately understood and addressed, arms control

agreements will remain as potential "good cover arrangements" for proliferators and

generators of false security.

Fourth, states seeking to acquire a nuclear weapons capacity are most vulnerable

to effective countermoves during the early stages of their efforts well before any weapons
have been obtained. Economic sanctions, tightened export controls, more rigorous
international inspections, political pressure, and, even, preemptive military steps all work
best before a state has directly achieved nuclear weapons status. Unfortunately, at such

early stages is precisely when it is most difficult to draw compelling conclusions as to the

aims of weaixans programs that are carefully shielded from direct scrutiny. The result is, as

illustrated by current disagreements between the U.S. and Russian over the true nature of

Iran's nuclear ambitions, an inability to agree to take eariy action to constrain a possible
nuclear program. The intelligence world at the best of times is characterized by uncertain

data and sources and methods for acquiring such data that are difficult to share with even
friends. If effective collective action is to be taken to halt further nuclear proliferation,

|)olicymakers- and not just intelligence professionals
- must address the need to produce

belter, more sharable intelligence on states with suspected nuclear ambitions.

More broadly, the analytical framework that undergirds the drawing of U.S.

mielligence estimates of future threats no longer matches the realities of the world we are

entering. The U.S. over the course of the Cold War built up an elaborate methodology for

estimating the probable dimensions of Soviet behavior. This methodology adapted itself

well to competition with an implacable, but risk avoiding and lumbering bureaucratic

opponent such as the Soviet Union. Even during the Cold War. U.S. intelligence estimates

were often wrong when the Soviets chose to "act out of character" - for example,

stationing missiles and nuclear arms in Cuba, invading Czechoslovakia and invading

Afghanistan. This process failed again in the case of Iraq where ma.ssive foreign

technology assistance was fused with a leader willing to run the most extreme of risks. The

intelligence challenges of today and tomorrow, to name a few. are to understand the

terrorist threat, the leakage of nuclear and other advanced arms from the former Soviet

Union, the pace at which long-range missiles, biological and nuclear weapons might spread
and the likelihood that the Chinese might choo.se to use military threats and actions against

I). KAY r-
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Uieir nei<ihl)(iis. Tlie U.S. iio« faces j period \\ hen the Iocun of inielhjieiice thai guided its

Cold War efforts has been losi. In a ver\ real sense Ira(i should ha\e warned us Ihai we
have lost our capability for strategic warning. There is no agreed, \alidated threat on which
to focus and the capability milestones that guided the assessment process of Soviet

intentions and weapons development ha\ e all crumbled. In m\ s iew there is an urgent need

for a high-level, integrated assessment of the Ll.S. intelligence estimation process before

we are surprised again. It should not be forgotten that we were extremelv lucky that

Saddam chose to risk a confrontation with the U.S. at exactly the time when L'.S. military

capabilities assemble to face the Soviets were at their maximum strength and freed of any
serious Soviet military threat. If Saddam had waited only a few years the U.S. would have

faced a far greater challenge in bring a similar level of mililarv misht to bear.

Fifth, technology denial historically was the leading avenue of efforts to control a

spread of nuclear weapons. Starting with the Baruch Plan for centralizing all nuclear

activities under a central United Nations authority down to the present efforts of the

London Supplier Group of major nuclear states to restrict the exports of weapons related

technology. While technology control efforts can still present significant speed bumps to

nuclear weapons programs, they are of declining effectiveness and may tend to give more
false than real security. Nuclear-capable technology today is for more widespread than it

was even fifteen years ago. Computers, most far more poweiful than those used to design

early U.S. thermonuclear weapons, can be easily
- and legally- acquired off the shelve

worldwide. Highly accurate milling tools, again far better than those used in the U.S.
nuclear program until the last two decades, are a legitimate commercial item with

widespread industrial uses. The basic design principles and fabrication techniques for

simple nuclear devices have long been declassified and joined the open global technology
base. And finally the spread of nuclear power programs prove very legitimate cover for

almost all of the purely nuclear technology and training that cannot otherwise be acquired.

Serious policy examinatiou should be given to trying to strengthen the few areas

where nuclear technology controls might have substantial impact even if the price of

agreement would be to agree to abandon those controls that really are primarily now only of

symbolic value. Key control areas for nuclear supplier countries to consider would be

re|)rocessing and enrichment technologies and even nuclear power projects in countries

where abundant alternative energy supplies raise serious questions about the motivation

behind the drive to nuclear power. The nuclear weapon states need to address with renewed

urgency their own responsibilities for safeguarding the nuclear materials and technologies
that they built up during the Cold War. it is necessary

- but not sufficient - to point to the

Russian lack of effective material controls and accountancy procedures. The U.S. must

recognize that as it rapidly dismantles its own stockpile of nuclear weapons it too must

focus on ensuring that the declining utility and importance of nuclear weapons is not

translated into a sloppiness and inattention to ensuring the security of the nuclear weaf)on

enterprise. If there is one area where the attitude "Close enough for Government work"
should never apply it is in the responsibility that all nuclear weapon states have for

safeguarding everything associated with designing, manufacturing and storing such

weapons.

Si.vth, it is often said alxjut American politics, that "All politics is local". To a
considerable exieni all efforts to prevent further nuclear proliferation is regional. Endemic
|xilitical disputes, regional rivalries for domination based on religion, race or nationality,
and competition for valuable resources have always fueled wars and arms races. Many of
these were suppres.sed or moderated by the Cold War super powers. The U.S. became
responsible for ensuring that Pakistan restrained its ambitions for Kashmir and the Sox iet

military suppl\ line to Syna limited Damascus" acliotis if not iis anibilions. The policv
challenge now is to see if regional confidence building measures, arms control
arrangements and economic cooperation can put in place a~ new restrainins siruclure.
Technicall\ there are many options, what is unclear is tlie extent to which there is tlie

political will - both within the regions and from the major powers oulsidc the resion - to

expand the areas of cooperation and restrain the areas of competition.
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I am pleased to app>ear before this distinguished Subcommittee to discuss the

threat posed by the spread ofweapons of mass destruction. I am a member of the

University of Wisconsin law faculty, and I direct a research project here in

Washington that is devoted to tracking and inhibiting the proliferation of these

weapons to additional countries.

The Subcommittee has asked me to describe the proliferation threat today, to

describe how the proliferant coimtries are getting what they need, and to suggest

what the United States should do to reduce or contain the threat.

"Rogue nations"

I would like to begin with the idea of "rogue nations"-now thought to include

Iran, Iraq, Libya and North Korea. This is a new term that the Clinton

administration has coined to define the proliferation problem, and to restrict it to

these four countries. Unfortunately, it ignores a lot of proliferation.

China

China is a very serious proliferation threat. As far as we know, China is the .

only coimtry that still targets American cities with nuclear warheads. It is also

testing thermonuclear warheads to miniaturize them, so they will fit on new missiles

capable ofreaching the United States. And Chinese exports continue to fiiel

proliferation in both Iran and Pakistan. China is not a member of the Nuclear

Suppliers Group, the Missile Technology Control Regime or the AiistraUa Group—
the agreements that seek to control the sale of the means to make nuclear weapons,

chemical weapons and the missiles to deliver them. Unless China stops testing

nuclear weapons and stops selling nuclear and missile technology to other countries,

the proliferation problem will be impossible to solve.

China's recent sale of ring magnets to Pakistan has been discussed extensively

in the press. But it is only the latest in a long line of dangerous Chinese exports. I

have attadied to my testimony information fi-om the Risk Report, a database

published by my project that tracks the spread of weapons ofmass destruction. The

information hsts China's nuclear and missile exports to the Islamic countries fi"om

1980 to 1994, and also hsts China's promises to stop these exports. The data show

that China suppUed nuclear technology to Algeria, Iran, Iraq and Syria, and missile
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technology to Pakistan, Saudi Arabia and Syria. Since 1994, China has supplied
missile components and poison gas ingredients to Iran, and sold Pakistan missile

components and magnets for producing nuclear weapon material. The data also

show that China's behavior has been essentially the same since 1980, despite its

repeated promises to stop proUferating. The United States still has not found an

effective strategy for getting China to keep its word. I am also attaching to my
testimony a table showing the ranges and payloads of China's main ballistic missiles.

South Asia

The magnets have refocused pubhc attention on South Asia, where the

nuclear threat is growing. Pakistan has already made around a dozen warheads and
the magnets will boost its ability to make more; India possesses at least a score of

warheads and recently made preparations to test one; and unnamed Pakistani

officials have been quoted as saying that Pakistan will test if India does. Combined
with all that is the fact that India and Pakistan are both on the verge of deploying

nuclear-capable baUistic missiles—an event that could push both countries toward an

open arms race and put the subcontinent on a nuclear hair trigger. South Asia is still

the most likely place in the world for a nuclear war, and the risk is growing.

Both countries built their programs with outside help. India's plutonium-

producing reactors are copied from Canadian designs and operated with material

from China, Norway and Russia. Pakistan's plants for producing weapon-grade
uranium are built from European designs and outfitted with equipment from

Germany and Switzerland. India's short-range missile uses rocket motors taken

from a Soviet-supphed surface-to-air missile and India's medium-range missile uses

a first stage copied from a U.S. satellite launcher, a second stage based on the

Soviet surface-to-air missile, and a guidance system developed with help from the

German space agency. Pakistan's missiles, of course, come from China. Ifyou look

behind the nuclear and missile programs of either India or Pakistan, you will see that

practically nothing is home-grown.

And both India and Pakistan are still shopping. To my testimony I have

attached data from the Risk Report showing what these coimtries need and are

trying to buy today. Their nuclear and missile shopping lists are based on a

Pentagon study and on U.S. and commercial trade data.
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The idea that we only need to worry about four "rogue nations" is wrong.

China, India and Pakistan are active proUferants—and their behavior is getting

worse. The new strategy of confining the problem to the four "rogues" seems to be

a move by the administration to boost U.S. exports. Because the United States does

not trade with the rogues anyway, confining the problem to them allows American

companies to sell to everybody else. Commerce Secretary Ron Brown, for

example, gave a trade promotion speech in 1995 at the Indian Institute of Science in

Bangalore, one of India's main rocket research sites. It is developing rockets big

enough to carry nuclear wariieads throughout Asia and eventually the world. One

can only wonder what Secretary Brown hoped to sell to this customer.

The Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty is not enough

Iran, Iraq, Libya and North Korea are all members of the Nuclear

Nonproliferation Treaty. Yet, they are proliferation threats. Getting countries to

join the Treaty, and getting the Treaty extended, doesn't mean much unless the

Treaty has some teeth. Does it? China joined in 1992, but broke Article HI and

probably Article I by exporting the ring magnets to Pakistan. Article HI prohibits

such exports except under international inspection-which China did not require—

and Article I prohibits assistance that helps a coimtry like Pakistan make nuclear

weapons. It seems clear that Pakistan bought the magnets to make nuclear

weapons. But has anyone complained? We have yet to hear a peep out of the

Clinton administration.

This silence has a precedent. It is the same American silence that greeted the

Iraqis when they were caught trying to smuggle nuclear weapon triggers out ofthe

United States before the Gulf War. Rather than apply sanctions, or even complain

pubUcly about Iraq's violation of the Treaty, the State Department chose

"constructive engagement." It would be better to maintain our influence with

Saddam Hussein through trade. By selling him what he wanted, we would bring

Saddam into the mainstream of nations. Sanctions would only hurt American

exporters and allow the Europeans and the Japanese to get all the business. We
now know what that strategy produced. We were lucky. If Saddam had not been

foolish enough to invade Kuwait, we would be facing a nuclear-armed Iraq with its
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shadow over most of the world's oil supply. And Iraq would have made it to the

bomb while staying in the Noi^roliferation Treaty.

/ran, Iraq, Libya and North Korea

The Iraqi threat has not gone away. Before the Gulf War, Iraq filled 166

bombs and 25 missile warheads with anthrax, botulinum and alfatoxin—all deadly

germ warfare agents-and tested missile warheads filled with VX, the most lethal

form of nerve gas. All of this was completely unknown to our troops, and was still

unknown to the U. N. inspectors until last summer, more than four years after the

War. This shows that mass destruction wea[>ons can be built in secret, maintained

in secret, and be ready to inflict deadly surprises on both troops and civilians. We
don't know what other surprises Saddam Hussein may be hiding, but the chances are

that he is still hiding something.

Iraq is still much closer to the bomb than Iran. Iraq has the know-how it

gained before the GulfWar and it has not disbanded its nuclear weapon teams.

Because of its experience, Iraq would be able to convert smuggled material to a

usable weapon much faster than Iran would. We also know that Iraq is still

shopping. Late last year, missile guidance components on their way to Iraq fi^om

Russia were seized in Jordan, and similar components were pulled out of the Tigris

River by U.N. inspectors. I have provided the Subcommittee with a graphic fi"om

the New York Times based on data that our project put together. The data show the

astonishing amount of help Iraq got fi-om foreign suppliers before the Gulf War,

mostly from Germany and Switzerland.

I would like to emphasize that almost all of this equipment was shipped

legally—in accordance with the export control laws of the time. Today, export laws

are even weaker than they were before the Gulf War. The Subcommittee should

realize that there is something worse than smuggling: It is deliberate, over-the-table

supply, which includes training, spare parts and technical back-up. According to

U.S. ofiBcials, Iran is now benefitting from the same supply network that Iraq set up
in Europe before the Gvilf War. I sxispect that ifyou went into Iran today and did

the same inventory that the U.N. is doing in Iraq, you would find machines supplied

by many of the same companies you see on this graphic.
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How far is Iran from the bomb? Iran is relying on imports, so the answer

depends entirely on how much help it gets from outside. Iran has no known plants
for making nuclear weapon material, but it is shopping for them. A U.S. ofiBcial

who has tracked Iran for more than a decade says, "there are Iranians who have

been given the task to get or make fissile material for a weapon." Last year, Iran

tried to buy a centrifiige plant from Russia, which could produce bomb-grade
uranium. To feed that plant, Iran has been shopping for a plant to convert uranium

to hexafluoride gas and shopping for a fluorine plant in France. China has ah'eady

helped with uranium mining and purification, and Iran is trying to buy 2,000 tons of

uranium from Russia as part of the Bushehr reactor deal. There doesn't seem to be

any peacefril use in Iran for any of these imports.

But the greatest near-term risk is that Iran will be able to smuggle enough
material to make a few warheads. The warheads would probably be dehvered to

their targets by the same method—smuggling. A bomb could be brought into a city

in parts and assembled in a building; it could be driven into a city in a van; it could

arrive in a boat entering a harbor, or in a box arriving at National Airport by

airfreight. Smugghng is probably the safest way of getting a bomb to its target

because, unlike a missile, it would be unclear where it came from.

If Iran does manage to smuggle enough material for one or more nuclear

weapons out of Russia, what should the United States do? I think that we and the

Russians should go after it. It is an old principle of the law that a thief takes no title.

If Russia and the United States determine that illegally acquired nuclear weapon
materia] is in Iran, we should follow the same pohcy that we are now following for

Iraq: we should demand that the material be turned over, and back up the demand

by the threat of force. There is a risk that Iran might defy an ultimatum, but that risk

is lower than the risk to our cities of Iranian nuclear weapons.

Libya tried without success to buy an atomic bomb from China in 1970, and

later tried without success to buy its way into Pakistan's nuclear weapon program.
But it has succeeded in producing poison gas. Its first chemical weapon plant, at

Rabta, was supphed by German firms. A Japanese firm supphed the steel needed

for munitions. Libya's second chemical plant, which is much larger, has been built

underground at a place called Tarhuna. Once this second plant begins to operate,

which U.S. intelhgence says may be soon, its production will greatly exceed any

potential mihtary need for chemical weapons in Libya. This raises the fiightening
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prosjject that Libya will become a poison gas exporter to countries or terrorist

groups in the Middle East.

North Korea's plutonium production is frozen for the moment by its

agreement with the United States. But North Korea too is an active shopper. It has

tried to recruit missile experts in Russia, and despite its agreement with the United

States, all ofNorth Korea's missile program and parts of its nuclear program remain

closed to the rest ofthe worid. So we really dont know what is going on. At a

minimtim, we can expect North Korea to continue to develop missiles for sale to

Iran, Libya and Syria, and to continue research into nuclear weapon design. North

Korea appears to have made enough plutonium for one or two bombs, so work on

weaponization would be a high priority. And ifNorth Korea is trying to import.

missile scientists from Russia, it is probably trying to import nuclear scientists and

nuclear weapon material as well.

Only a globalpolicy will work

The Chnton administration is following the same policy toward China today
that the Bush administration followed toward Iraq before the Gulf War: "Hold your
nose and export." This is also the same policy that our European allies are

following toward Iran—a pohcy that we ofiBcially deplore. But ifwe hold our noses

and trade with China, why can't the Europeans and the Russians hold their noses

and trade with Iran?

Only a global pohcy will woric—a pohcy that opposes proliferation

everywhere. And it must be a pohcy that puts security above profits. If the United

States puts profits first, so will everyone else. We have always been the world's

leader in nonproliferation. But we can't sell everything to everybody except four

"rogue" countries and expect the world to think we are serious about proliferatiort

One person's rogue is another person's valued customer.

And rogues can get things through re-exports. Iran now imports more goods

through Dubai than it does throu^ its own ports. There are scores of Iranian

companies actively trading in Dubai. The Risk Report database has just listed 22

Iranian companies that operate in Dubai's Jebel Ah free trade zone—the main

purpose ofwhich is to handle re-exports. I have attached the list to my testimony.
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These companies are legally ofif-limits to American exporters because of the U.S.

embargo against Iran. But they are probably getting U.S. goods anyway because

U.S. exporters don't know the companies are Iranian. The U.S. Commerce

Department has never pubUshed a Ust of Iranian companies operating in Dubai. It

has never published any Ust of dangerous buyers anywhere. In fact, after the

Commerce Department's recent decontrol of high-speed computers, U.S. companies
can now ship powerful siq>ercomputers (operating at up to 7 biUion operations per

second) to buyers in Dubai without an export hcense. And because Dubai has no

effective export control system, there is nothing to prevent these American

computers from going on to Iran or anywhere else.

The Russians love to cite the U.S. reactor deal with North Korea. IfAmerica

can give two big reactors to North Korea, they say, why can't Russia sell the same

kind of reactors to Iran? Is Iran less reliable than North Korea? Iran has not broken

the Nonproliferation Treaty, but North Korea has. In fact. North Korea is the first

country in violation of the Nonproliferation Treaty ever to get a reactor with

America's blessing. The U.S. deal with North Korea has made it impossible to stop

the Russian reactor deal with Iran.

And there is the problem of "sweeteners." These are the sensitive items that

are thrown in to "sweeten" big reactor deals. They are the equivalent of nuclear

candy bars. The magnets that China is giving Pakistan are probably sweeteners-

greasing the skids for the reactor China is building there. And Iran has been trying

very hard to get sweeteners from Russia as part of its reactor deal—that is clear.

Iran failed to get a centrifuge plant, but it is still trying to get a large research

reactor. The reactor would operate at about 30 to 40 megawatts, exactly the size

that India and Israel used to make the plutonium for their first fission bombs. Ifwe
let China give Pakistan a sweetener, can we complain if Russia gives Iran a

sweetener? And China too wants to sell Iran a reactor. What sort of sweetener will

China give Iran ifwe ignore China's sweetener to Pakistan?

My last point concerns a pending American export to Russia. The Convex

Computer Corporation, a subsidiary of Hewlett-Packard, wants to send two

supercomputers to Arzamas- 16, where Moscow's first atomic and hydrogen bombs

were built, and another one to Chelyabinsk-70, the center that helped developed

most of Russia's nuclear warheads, including the world's most powerful hydrogen

bomb. The three machines operate faster than anything now available in Russia,
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and many of the U.S. officials familiar with the deal are convinced that the

computers will be used to improve Russia's nuclear arsenal.

Convex claims that machines would be used for "ground water and

atmospheric pollution monitoring," but to beheve that is to believe in feiry tales.

The Russian nuclear program is legendary in its disregard of the environment, and

both of these laboratories are still developing new warheads through simulations.

These simulations will become critical after the five official nuclear we^x>n states

ban all testing, as they are scheduled to do this year. To maintain the U.S. nuclear

deterrent without testing, the United States is spending $46 miUion to develop a new

supercomputer to do our simulations.

These hearings have already proved that Russia does not have a reliable

export control system, and we know from Russia's reactor deal with Iran that

Russia's nuclear ministry does not have a responsible attitude toward proliferation.

And we know from reading the newspapers that reform in Riissia, and continued

strategic cooperation with the United States, is far from assured. Under diese

conditions, the United States should not be helping Russia strengthen its nuclear

arsenal.

I would like to summarize my testimony by restating four basic points:
* We need to worry about more than four "rogue nations;"
* We need to recognize diat it will take more than the Nonproliferation

Treaty to stop inroliferation;
* We must be willing to incur costs to achieve progress, even if it means

losing a few export dollars and increasing tensions with some countries;
* We need a consistent global pohcy, because all the countries we are

worried about are interconnected, and ifwe are not willing to stand up to

one, we wont be able to stand up to the others.
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India's Rocket Builders: The List
In October, India launched a giant rocket that if configured as a missile

could threaten any city in the world. The launch was a victory for the scores

of firms that build India's space rockets and nuclear-capable missiles.

Who are these Indian firms and what have they achieved? In this issue, the

Risk Report reveals:

^' The names of the companies that helped build India's rockets and missiles

^ How exports from Fiance, Germany, Russia and the United States

gave cnicial help to India's missile development

^ How far India's rockets and missiles can fly

^ What India is shopping for today

A company that sells to these firms should turn to pages six and seven fpr details

on their rocket and missile activities.
' ^ < ^

.

Anup Engineering

Bharat Dynamics

Bharat Electronics

Bharat Heavy Electricals

Godrej & Boyce

ig tplsianoW its:

Hindustan Aeronautics '"^I^V,*^

Indian Institute of Science.^ .,'-

Larsen & Toubro

Mishra Ohatu Nigam;.^

Walchandnagar li

"Catch-aU" Clause CatchT*
'^*''^

The
fifteen countries of the European Comai^i^l

"catch-all" clause, a rule obliging a compMy
when the company knows its products

--"''^

destruction. Meanwhile, the U.S. Commerce
catch-all clause, but has been stymied by other

Until now, only Germany, Great Britain aj^
a requirement. 'i,-

'

S-S^
The EC version, which covers all items g<^»

programs worldwide, is broader than the U.S. kwwtncftJOJjJy coveiy

programs in countries of proliferation concern.'"'
'

^VS'a'Si. yr ..

The Commerce Department wants to confine^tfie:y.Sj,i]aus&tp a

items. For nuclear weapon technology, the list \youM indu3ebaylliiim, cartxjp-' 'i^'

fiber, isostatic presses and mass spectrometers. But ft
w6(lua"OiiiitX)sciUoseppes,',vr^

high-speed computers arx) machine tools, also ustnu int^KniaiQng.v, .

The list would also omit items the UN. has forbidden Iraq, such as

radioactive waste treatment plants and uranium prospeciing^ miniDK wdt .
-

j^ix, -^

Israel Gets

High-speed
Computers
In November, the United

States approved the sale

of powerful computers
that could boost Israel's

well-known but ofBcially

secret A-bomb and

ten times fastef

current level at which

most American machines

are controlled for export

'This would be the

largest machine ever sold

i^Israel," said one senior

Vqffiaal, describing the

Research machine.

e^ftrSl smaller

'S>oiSputers ap[HDved for

idua^^e to Israeli

S/ire'alsbTiiiore

,thai];anythipg.-
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India's Shopping List

Jndia

is still weak in many vital

rocket technologies, and needs

help in composites, electronics,

computers, sensors, navigation,

guidance, control and propulsion,

according to a Pentagon study which

ranks countries' military capabilities.

To bolster its efforts in these areas,

India is looking for imports.

Composites from America dried up in

1992 when the United States sanctioned

the Indian Space Research Organization.

Lightweight and heat-resistant composite
materials are ideal for making rocket

motor cases and nozzles. They improve a

rocket's range as well as its engine thrust

The U.S. sanctions also dried up ISRO's

American sources of application-specific

integrated circuits, which are needed for

rocket and missile guidance.

India also needs high

quality gyroscopes and

accelerometers for mis-

sile guidance India has

some gyroscopes of its

own, but Indian engineers

are seeking better equip-

ment "to improve the

accuracy and stabilization

of their missile systems,"

says one Slate Department analyst. India

recently obtained U.S. ring laser gyro-

scopes for fighter planes, but the gyros

are difficult to adapt for missiles. "I don't

think India can get there without a lot of

help from the outside," the analyst says.

India also hopes to get high quality

accelerometers to measure missile speed

more accurately. In addition, India is

shopping for laser radars to improve

guidance, although India has not

approached U.S. companies to buy them

recently.

Computers are also on India's shopping
list, according to the Pentagon study,

which says that India has "limited"

capability in digital computing, "no

capability" in hybrid computing, but

"capabilities in some critical elements"

of advanced computing.

According to the Pentagon, computers

play "a pivotal role in the development
and deployment of missiles and missile

systems." Digital computers can predict

the behavior of entire weapon systems
and are required to process space-borne

sensor data in real time, the study says.

The recent decontrol of computers may
have helped India fill some of its needs. *

What ISRO is Trying to Buy

U.S. and commercial trade reports reveal that India was looking for these categories of technology

during the past year They all have civilian applications, particularly in satellites, but also could

support rocket, missile and military development, depending on performance specifications.

Item Sought

Ceramic chip capacitors

Function generators

-^j&^fiekl effeS' bait--'-A'r*a

PoTENnAL Rocket or Mbsile Use

Electronics

Calibfation to support advanced instnimentalion for

guidance and control

Gear head DC motor and slewing ling bearing Guidance and control

Suppon of advanced electronics for missile

guidance and other electrical systems

"Video Imaging Module Launch support and diagnostics; intelligence

collection

-I don't

think India

can get there

without a lot

of help from

the outside."
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India's Big

Emerging
Market Poses

Nuclear Risks

Bhabha Atomic Resean-h Cgnter, wheta India's first atomic bomb was iltvtkiimd

•n a January visit lo promote U.S.

{trade. Commerce Secretary Ron

^- Brown spoke at one of India's

leading rocket and missile development

sues. The Indian Institute of Science is

developing rockets big enough to carry

nuclear warheads throughout Asia and

eventually the world. The Insutute is a poor

choice for US trade promotion because

US companies can't sell freely to India as

long as It is building the bomb.

Selbng to Larsen and

Toubro, India's engi-

neenng and construc-

tion giant, presents the

same problem. The

company makes ships,

sports stadiums and

medical equipment, but

also builds nuclear reac-

tors that produce pluto-

U.S. thwarts Saddam's smuggling efforts

Recent
U.S. efforts to control the

spread of weapons of mass destruc-

tion have paid off, with a guilty plea from

the man who arranged the shipment of 30

tons of rocket fuel to Iraq
—

probably for

long-range missiles — and the arrests of

two other men who allegedly financed the

deal.

The case is significant, said John

Despres. US Commerce Department
assistant secretary for export enforce-

ment, because it "shows that US persons

are subject to US cnminal law even if

and when they confine themselves to

transactions outside of the United States

with non-U S -origin items
"

The case

also marked ihc first time the 1991

Enhanced Proliferation Control Initiative

regulations have been extended to acts

outside the United States.

The rtxket fiiel was ammonium peichlo-

rate, which is controlled for export under

the Missile Technology Control Regime.

The shipment could have been destined

for missiles or to extend the range of

artillery shells, said Tun Trevan, special

advisor to the U.N. Commission on Iraq.

The "huge amount" involved and the

powder's grain size was consistent with

missile use, Trevan said, adding that

Iraq's poor economy made it unlikely

that Baghdad would pay for 150,000 new
see page 1 1
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nium free for use in atomic bombs (The top

contributors to India's nuclear program are

listed on pages six and seven.)

Even the safety of India's power reactors is

being undemuned by its weapon program

Westinghouse has asked the U.S. Department

of Energy for permission to tutor India in

"severe accident management." But the

request "is not going anywhere for a while,"

one U.S. official told the Risk Report, in pan

because of fear that India would train opera-

tors fiom its uninspected reactors, contraiy to

U.S. policy.

India's drive for the bomb has made South

Asia the most likely place on earth for a

nuclear war. Pakistan has followed India's

nuclear progress step by step, increasing the

chance that the next border conflict could turn

nuclear.

see page 4
,

lii<li;i'.s pititoiiiiiiii

stockpile j^rows
with help tVcHii:

Bhabha Atomic Research Center

Department of Atomic Energy

Electronics Corporation of India

Godrej & Boyce

Indian Rare Earths

Larsen & Toubro

Nuclear Power Corporation of India

Uranium Corporation of India

Walchandnagar Industries

For more details on how these

companies help build India *s nuclear

program, turn to pages six and seven.
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India's shopping list

India

sull looks (o foreign suppliers for

equipment lo advance its nuclear pro-

gram Though it has strong capabilities in

most areas of the nuclear cycle, India

needs help with fissile material production,

materials processing and fusion research,

according to an annual Pentagon study

which ranks countries' military capabili-

ties. India would particularly benefit from

outside assistance to ennch uranium,

extract plutonium or wcaponize nuclear

material. India is especially lacking

in sophisticated electronic and testing

equipment, the Penugon study says.

Topping the list of needed products

are computers. High-speed comput-

ers are critical to India's nuclear

weapon development, but according

to the Pentagon study. India has "lim-

ited capability" in digital computing,

"no capability" in hybrid computing,

and "capabilities in some critical ele-

ments" of advanced computing.

From 1988 to 1992. according to a U.S.

General Accounting Oflice report, "sensi-

tive" nuclear end-users in India tried to

buy over S30 million dollars in U.S.

computer equipment, but got licenses to

import only half that. The recent decon-

trol of computers may have helped India

fill more of its orders.

The GAO study says the second-largest

category of Indian requests was specially

-':^:fe.

designed pressure measuring instruments

for lasers and optical equipment. Then

came applications for photosensitive

components, lasers, and optical equip-

ment. India also tried lo buy measuring

and test equipment, and special materials

such as lithium and beryllium that are

useful in both reactor and nuclear

weapon development. •

^ir^

Tunabm^ laser

LineaMatiable diffai

SilicophNumlX-faV';]

Eaargy IMS lookmg

iHcations, but

i'psSmwncB specifications.

jgrietic^rece^AransmittBf

-profile monjir Si^tem

-^'*ir,i; •-'•^J^^iJtronspsctrometrY- y

lucst.^ ;35HSftfiniisswnaha>7er;

'ti'^mxSon generator

Heavy water
from page 8

West German nuclear materials broker

named Alfred Hempel, now deceased. The

documents reveal the exact cargo amounts,

flight numbers, departure and arrival times,

officials involved, and in one case, even the

bribes paid.

The documents show that between

1983 and 1989 India received at least 80

PtWR
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Interview
Ambas»lor James

lllley talks to ttie

RlSKREFORXatlOUt

Sino<J.S. relations.

Spotlight on China: A Missile Marketplace
he world's most populous country has emerged as a

big market for western high technology. But many of

China's leading companies are owned by the military

and work on projects ofif-limits to western sellers. Several of

the firms have been sanctioned by the United States for

selling missiles to Pakistan. China's export behavior and its

growing missile capability pose a challenge for exporters

trying to avoid sales to third world bomb-builders.

In this issue,

the Risk Report

reveals:

• China is a major
source of poison gas

ingredients to Iran

and Libya

• The potential threat

posed by China's

missiles

• China's broken

promises to curb

missile and nuclear

exports

• The technologies

China needs to

improve its missile

capability.

China caught sellingpoison gas ingredients to Iran

Us officials have detected a series of clandes-

tine shipments of poison gas ingredients £rom

China to Iran, sources say. And while a dozen

front companies and individuals involv^ in the

transactions have been sanctioned, the United

States has failed to take eETective action' against

China for fear of hurting trade relations.

"We haven't really been tough on them," one

senior U.S. official told the Risk Report. "They

pay lip service to the rules, but they still violate

them—sometimes blatantly
—knowing we won't

protest at a high level. The primary reason we are

looking the other way is market potential."

In the most recent incident, the Stale Department
announced in March that three companies, Asian

Ways Limited. WoridCo Limited and Mainway
International, had been sanctioned for chemical

weapon proliferation. The announcement barred the

companies from selling goods in the United States

or to the US. government but did not reveal where

the companies were based or what they had done to

merit punishment.

"People

get very

touchy
when it

comes to

China."

Officials in three federal agencies

told the Risk Report that the compa-
nies had offices in Hong Kong and

wsre sending poison gas ingredients

from China to Iran. The companies,

which were fronts for the chemical

deals, have been barred from o-ading

in Hong Kong, which cooperated

with the investigation. The officials

also said the companies operated in several

countries, and the goods did not achially go

through Hong Kong.

Because the front companies exist only on paper
and have no trade with the United Stales, the

sanctions' trade ban with US companies and the

government is not a deterrent. "The most you can

see page
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China's rockets and missiles
Thes« are sonw of China's largesi nuclear-capable missiles and rockeis. Dong Feng means "East Wind." bui ihe missile is belter known in the

West as the CSS, short for Chinese Surface-to-Surface China's four Long March space launchers arc derived from the Dong Feng missiles.

Export controls apply to both missile and space launcher programs.

China has other mis-

siles not shown here.

The nuclear-armed

DF-2IA IS already

deployed and can fly

1.800 kilometers. China

is also building a new

submanne-launched

ballistic missile, the

JL-2. A new ICBM.

the DF-4I. will replace

the DF-5 interconti-

nental ballisbc missile.

Dony FengSA I long Mdrch-2E

CSS-4 Missile I space tockel

Range (in kilometers)
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China and the Islamic Bomb
China is ihe leading supplier of nuclear weapon and long-range missile technology lo [he bbmic world. Dunng the 1980s. China supplied billions

of dollan' wonh of nuclear and missile technology (o the Middle East It did so in the face of US protests, and despite repeated promises to stop.

1980-1384

Chiiuj dots not

"engage in nuclear

proiiferahon. ncr

do we help other

cowunes to develop

nuclear weapons."

t384Prar)iefZhao

Zrfang

1985-1989
'

Except for Saudi

Arabia, where a

small number

of...missiles were

sold. China has

never sold nor

is planning to

sell missiles to

any Middle East

country."

1989 foreign

Ministry spokesman

1990-1994

"China does not

engage in prolifer-

ation of weapons

of mass destruc-

tion, including

missiles."

1994 foreign

Minister Qian Qkhen

Supplies A-bomt) design

and 1(3 fuel

Halpi buM H«tf

mssiies

HdpswithQM
cantpfuges to enndi

unnwn

SecfTtiy agrees to

suppty a rxKtear

reeeercii tMCtor

Nuclear bomb design

supo'>^ to Pakistan

makes Its wiY to Iraq

SetliSilMnrm

•»«¥^7$>\.

Trtms Iraraan mdaar

g*^-:J^,^:ah''

IRAQ 1 SYRIA I IRAN

Can the U.S. rely

fmm page 8

Upgraded, the reactor could make enough

plutomum for over two bombs annually

Algena purchased the reactor in 1983. but

only after the deal became public m 1991

did China and Algena put the reactor under

international inspection.

In 1989, China broke the de facto intcraa-

tJonal nuclear supply embargo against

Pakistan when it agreed to sell Pakistan a

nuclear power reactor Now Iran and Syna
are shopping for Chinese reactors. The

United States opposes any sale to Iran

because US. intelligence believes Iran

wants to make nuclear weapons

Amencan attempts to stop Chinas nuclear

and missile exports have had limited suc-

cess because of U.S. eagerness not to hun

trade relauons and China's loose interpreta-

tion of expon control agreements such as

the Missile Technology Control Regime
"To them an agreement is just the frame-

work in which you slug it out. They don't

see the MTCR as a legally binding docu-

ment.
"

says former U.S. Ambassador to

China James Lilley.
•
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Risk Report Exclusives
In this issoe, the Risk Report profiles Pakistan's nuclear program

and explains why South Asia is the most likely place on earth for a

nuclear war. The nuclear profile reveals the names of companies

that help build Pakistan's nuclear facilities and what Pakistan may be

shopping for today. Three well-known professionals who track

Pakistan's nuclear progress write original articles for the Risk Report

Maleeha Lodhi, Pakistan's Ambassador 10 Washington,

explains how U.S. nonproliferation policy discrinunates against

Pakistan. See page 10.

Senator Larry Pressler from South Dakota proposes a

way to resolve the debate over delivering U.S. F-16 aircraft to

Pakistan. Seepage II. .'.."•'.

Sh ahid-ur-Rehm AN, a Pakistani'jdunalist who has

reported for nearly 15 years on the nuclear jnogram, recommeDds

public debate to break the nuclear impiisse^lD U.S.-Paldstah rela-

tions. See page 2. -

'

''^•a-P

Japan will adopt '^catch-aU" clause

Japan

will soon take a major step to bring
its export control laws in line with those

of llie United States and Western Europe.
It will adopt a so-called "catch-al!" clause, the

rule that obliges an exporting company to

notify Its government when it knows its

product will help produce a weapon of mass

destruction.

The catch-all clause has been under

discussion in Japan for more than two years,

the official said, but has been held up by

opposition &om the'legal office of die

Japanese Cabinet. The United States has had

the clause for manyjears and the European
Union plans to put the clause into effect this

summer.

In an interview m Tokyo with the Risk To help Japanese exponers comply with the

Rfport. an official at the MJnisU7 of upcoming law, the Miniitry has set up a

International Trade and Industry predicted the service that exporters can call to check on

change would occur within several months seepage 9

New Missiles in

South Asia

Increase the Risk

of Nuclear War

In
May, Pakistan's President

Farooq Leghari blamed India

for starting a new arms race in

South Asia that would "endanger

peace in the region." He warned

that Islamabad would not sit idle

while India mass-pn>duced nuclear

missiles that could threaten

Pakistan's cities. And in an exclu-

sive article for the Risk Report,

Pakistani Ambassador to the

United Stales Maleeha Lodhi says,

"A hair-trigger situation has

already been created by India's

ambitious program to manufacture

and develop the Prithvi short-range

missile, the Agni intermediate-

range missile and intercontinental

ballistic missiles. None of these

missiles makes any sense without a

nuclear warhead."

These warnings underline the risks

posed by the festering border dis-

pute over Kashmir. As long as

India and Pakistan cannot resolve

their differences. South Asia will

remain the most likely place on

earth for a nuclear war.

America has had only limited suc-

cess in stopping nuclear prolifera-

tion in South Asia. The new ten-

sions over missiles could make any
further progress impossible. .

"Missiles are the political motor

now," says a senior U.S. official.

see page 4
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Pakistan needs help to make plutonium and tritium

Pakistan

is building a secret reactor

that closely resembles the reactor

India used to tnake its first atomic

bomb, a U.S. official says. The former

head of Pakistan's Atomic Energy

Commission, Munir Ahmad Khan,

claims the reactor at Khusab is being

built by Pakistani scientists without for-

eign expertise. U.S. officials however

say China is helping, and a Pentagon

study confirms that Pakistan has "limited

capability" to build a reactor on its own

A senior U.S. official says the reactor's

design has "been around forever" He

believes the reactor will operate at a

power of about 40 megawatts, similar to

India's Cirus reactor, which runs on

heavy water and natural uranium. Any
plutonium made at Khusab would be

legally free for atomic bombs but would

have to be processed into weapon-ready
form. During the 1970s, Pakistan

acquired experimental plutonium pro-

cessing technology from European firms

and used French procurement lists and

specifications in an attempt to purchase

components Nevertheless, Pakistan has

not yet mastered plutonium extraction

technology, though it built a small plant

called "New Labs" in the mid-1980s.

Pakistan has notjoined the

international agreements
to halt proliferation, so

most U.S. exports of

nuclear, chemical/biologi-

cal or missile-related

goods require a license.

In addition to making plutonium, the

Khusab reactor could help Pakistan pro-

duce tritium, an element that can boost the

yield of atomic bombs. Pakistan has

already experimented with producmg iri-

bum by iiradiating lithium targets in a

small U.S.-supplied research reactor.

Pakistan's interest in tritium research was

revealed in the 1980s when it imported

components for a mtium purification plant

from German fimis. Pakistan also tried to

buy from Germany 30 tons of aluminum

tubing that could be used to clad lithium

for irradiation in a reactor to make tritium.

Pakistan is probably shopping for foreign

supplies to complete the Khusab reactor.

A 1992 U.S. Defense Department study,

the Militarily Critical Technology List,

found that Pakistan has "limited capabili-

ty" to build a reactor on its own. The

study also found that Pakistan could use

help in acquiring or making most impor-

tant nuclear materials, including beryllium,

boron carbide, hafnium, zirconium, lithi-

um, graphite and high-purity bismuth. The

study indicates that Pakistan also lacks

critical production and testing equipment

for nuclear components. Useful items

would include vibration test equipment,

furnaces, multi-stage light gas guns, tran-

sient recorders, oscilloscopes, flash X-ray .

equipment, capacitors and pulse genera- -.-

tors. High-speed computers and sophisti-

cated electronics would also be helpful. • '

New missiles in South Asia

from page 4

used to boost the yield of fission bombs.

To prevent Germany from selling berylli-

um to Pakistan, the U.S. government told

Germany unequivocally that the Pakistan

Atomic Energy Commission was con-

ducting research on the use of beryllium
"in nuclear explosives, with the aim of

incorporating [beryllium] into a future

nuclear weapons design."

Then in 1987. Axshad Z. Pervez, a

Canadian citizen bom in Pakistan, was

convicted of trying to illegally export

beryllium and maraging steel from the

United States. Maraging steel is a super-

hardened metal used to make centrifuges

for uranium enrichment. Pervez's papers
contained evidence that he was acting as

an agent of the Pakistani government.

The same year, several reports said

Pakistan had crossed the nuclear thresh-

old. Then-President Zia told Time maga-
zine. "Pakistan can build a bomb when-

ever it wishes." and Britain's Secret

Service reportedly confirmed that

Pakistan had "its own small" nuclear

weapons. By early 1989, reports citing

U.S. intelligence estimates said Pakistan

had the components for four bombs. It

also had the technology to machine

enriched uranium into weapon parts, and

might have built the needed fusing

devices and weapon casmgs. By 1990.

Pakistan had built a small arsenal and

had begun work on a second generation

of weapons, according to intelligence

reports The reports suted that Pakistan

had "cold-tested" its ftfst nuclear bomb
in 1988 and was building a reactor to

make plutonium for smaller atomic

bombs.

Pakistan's shopping has not stopped

despite Western efforts to block sensitive

equipment going to nuclear projects.

Last year. German officials seized about

1 ,000 unfinished components for gas

centrifuges destined for Pakistan. •

Japan will adopt catch-all clause .

fmmpoge I

suspect buyers. The service is operated

by the Center for Information on Security

Trade Control (CiSTEC), a quasi-public .

organization that has been gathering data

on suspect buyers from open sources for

about two years. Cistec maintains a

daubase called "Chaser," which is

available to exporters who contact

Cistec by telephone or facsimile, or who

visit CiSTEC's library in Tokyo.

Japan does not have an "eariy warning

system." such as Germany's, in which

the government notifies exporting com-

panies directly of suspect buyers that

come to the government's attention.

Instead, Japanese companies must call

CiSTEC when they have questions about a

suspect buyer or transaction. Cistec

also supplies public-source information

to the Ministry, which the Ministry uses

to help decide export license applica-

tions. In addition, the Ministry gathers

secret information primarily relying on

U.S intelligence •
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Pakistan Tries to Counter Indian Missiles

South Asia poisedfor dangerous arms race

Pakistan
will "provide a matching response" if India decides to deploy its new

"Prithvi" nuclear missile, says Islamabad's Ambassador to Washington.
US officials believe that the response will be ttie M-l I missile thai Palcistan is

impoftmg from China.

Pakistan is pursuing a two-pronged strategy: Islamabad is using its civihan space

program to develop rockets that can be converted to ballistic missiles, at the same

time, Islamabad is buying
Chinese components and

production technology to build

missiles that could carry

nuclear warheads far enough to

destroy Indian cities.

set MissiU Profile page 3

"New Fonim" opens door to new members

Cocom,
the P-member expon control regime that ended in March 1994,

IS finally being replaced by a larger orgaiii2ation dubbed the "New Fonnn."

Representatives from potential member countries met in The Hague in mid-

September to negotiate new controls on dual-use equi[Bneot and conveational

arms sales The New Forum will probably include 28 members when it is for-

mally announced, perhaps by the end of the year, U.S. officials say.

Cocom was built up after World War II to keep Western technology away
from the Warsaw Pact. Called the Coordinating Committee on Multilateral

Export Controls, its members consisted of Australia, Japan, and all the NATO
countries except Iceland. Now, a number of additional countries, including
five former communist nations, are joining in an effort to create a new interna-

tional export control regime Representatives from the Czech Republic, the

Slovak Republic. Hungary and Poland attended New For\im meetings for the

first time in September.

see page 2

Pentagon Urges Reduction
in Supercomputer Controls

The
Defense Department is urging other federal

agencies to agree to a sharp reduction in exist-

ing controls on the export of supercomputers.
The Pentagon's position is based on a study that has

ignited a debatt between the Pentagon and other fed-

eral agencies, who are concerned that the machines

could help develop nuclear weapons, long-range mis-

siles and other advanced weaponry.

The debate was kicked off in July by a secret State

Department memo summarizing the stud;f's conclu-

sions The study, which was still confidential as the

Risk Report went to press, finds that "there is a

continuing need to control supercomputers because

of applications related to advanced conventional

weapons, simulation, visualization, testing and

encryption," according to the memo. In contrast,

the study found less reason to control supercomput-
er exports for nuclear weapon applications "because

tbey can be accomplished effectively with comput-

ing power below the controllable level."

Based on this latter finding, the Pentagon has urged
that machines now defined as supercomputers
should be free to go to countries such as India,

Israel and Pakistan, which have not signed the

Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty and which are

widely acknowledged to have active programs to

produce nuclear weapons and long-range missiles.

The only restriction would be a promise by the

buyer to limit the computer to civilian purposes.

Under current rules, buyers from these countries

cannot import a supercomputer without obtaining

an export license and agreeing to a security plan to

prevent the machine's misuse.

Since December 1 993, a supercomputer has been

defined as a machine fast enough to perform 1 ,500

MTOPS (million theoretical operations per second).

see page 12
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Pakistan needs foreign help to develop missiles

Pakistan's

lack of modem industry

makes it greatly dependent on outside

sources for its missile program. It must

buy rocket propellant. guidance compo-

nents and design and testing equipment,

U.S. ofTicials tell the Risk Report.

"It would be hard to think of countries they

have not hit on" for these technologies,

says a U.S. official who tracks Pakistan's

program. Bui the challenge for Islamabad

is to circumvent the Missile Technology

Control Regime, whose members notify

each other whenever they deny a missile-

related export, and who have cooperated to

deny Pakistan what it needs.

China has been Pakistan's primary

supplier In the late 1980s, Beijing and

Islamabad signed an agreement for

defense and scientiflc cooperation that

paved the way for Pakistan to benefit

from China's missile expertise. The two

countries have co-developed an anti-air-

craft missile, (he "Anza-ll," and are work-

mg together on an anti-tank missile, the

"Green Arrow."

Despite this help from Beijing, Pakistan

still has Utile ability to produce essential

items such as radar, sensors, computers

and electronics. •

According to a 1992 Pentagon study which ranks countries' military capabilities, Pakistan needs

significant help buildtrjg aerospace stnjctures and propulsion technology, and lacks capability in

the following areas:

• Coaputar^aidtd dMignand manufacliira

High-speed computers are critical to all stages

of missile development, but Pakistan has very

scopes and accelerometers that can measure

Die location and speed of missiles.

little Indigenous capability.

• EI*Gtronic Impsctioiiandtntiiig

•qaifMBatit

•
Sptcitlizad pivcixlon nwchin* tools.

Micro-mechanical devfcesVe required for the

production of precision bearings for military

hardware, Including low torque and extrema

precision bearings critical to develop gyro-

•
Gravity gradioniatan. Used to measure

gravity magnitudes needed for multi-functional

inertial navigation systems.

• Radar and direction-finding (yttemt

Required for launch support, navigation and

guidance.

•
Spaclalized alloys and composites Used

to manufacture missile structures.

American, Chinese or French planes
would deliver Pakistan's bomb

If
nuclear war broke out tomorrow in South Asia, Pakistan would probably

rely on foreign-supplied planes to deliver atomic bombs. Pakistan is build-

ing M-1 1 missiles with parts supplied by China and has tested its short-range
Half missiles. But American F- 16 jets, Chinese Q-5 bombers and French-

made Mirage fighter planes remain Pakistan's most reliable nuclear delivery

platforms, according to U.S. intelligence sources.

Pakistan has 34 U.S.-made F-16s, but delivery of additional fighters has been

held up because of the Pressler Amendment, which prohibits U.S. military aid

or the sale of weaponry to Pakistan as long as Islamabad possesses nuclear

weapons. Pakistan already has Chinese-supplied Q-5 bombers and scores of

French-supplied Mirage aircraft Islamabad may soon

buy used Mirage
2000-C fighters from

France. If the sale goes

through, France could upgrade
the aircraft by installing more

advanced avionics. *

Catch-all clause covers

Pakistan's missile program
Pakistan's Hatf-senes nrussiles appear on the U.S.

Commerce Department's watch list known as

"Supplement 6" (Part 778 of the Export

Administration Regulations). The list names coun-

tries and projects of concern for missile prolifera-

tion, including Pakistan Under the U.S. "catch-all"

clause, if a company knows its products "will be

used in the design, development, production or use

of missiles" in Pakistan, it must apply for an indi-

vidual validated license. The law defines "missiles"

as all rocket systems, ballistic missiles, space
launch vehicles, sounding lockeis, cruise missiles

and drones capable of delivering at least 500 kilo-

grams payload to a range of at least 300 kilometers.

The payload and range limit is set by the Missile

Technology Control Regime, an effort by over 25

countries to curb missile sales to developing coun-

tries. Pakistan is not a member of the Regime and

has never signed ihe Nuclear Nonproliferalion

Treaty, so rocket- and missile-related exports to

Pakistan require a license. •
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Dubai: The Commercial Gateway to Iran

Dubai,

called the "Hong Kong
of (he Middle Easi." has been

known for cenmries as a

trading pen. It was once famous for

its market in pearls and gold. Today,

Dubai is emerging as the premier

distribution center for high-tech

exports to the Mideast and South

Asia. U.S. officials worrj' that in the

same way Hong Kong became a

conduit for secret sales to Commuiust

China, Dubai will become the favorite

diversion point for hot cargoes to Iran.

Dubai's strategic position on the Persian Gulf puis it at the

crossroads of Asia, Africa and Europe. It is the commercial capita]

of the United Arab Emirates and the second largest of the seven

emirates, which consist of Abu Dhabi, Dubai. Sharjah, Umm Al

Quwain, Ajman. Ras Al Khaimah and Fujairah. With its liberal

trade policy and efficient ports, Dubai is an ideal base for

companies trading in the Middle East. And for those that register

in the Jebel AJi Free Zone, life is even bener: No corporate taxes,

no personal income taxes. 100-percent foreign ownership allowed,

no currency restrictions and no bureaucracy.

The Risk Report continues

to publish the most relieble

lists of suspect buyers. Tum

to pages six and seven for

additional names of Indian

and Chinese companies that

help build space rockets and

missiles. And see page two

for why the new Risk Report

electronic database is the

bast way for you to keep

current on suspect buyers.

In this issue, the Risk Report probes
the possibility that sensitive tech-

nology may be diverted through Dubai

to U.S.-embargoed countries such as

Iran, Iraq and Libya, and to other

countries of proliferation concern like

India, Pakistan and China. This

month's Risk Report reveals:

• How Iran continues to import

American goods through Dubai

despite the trade embargo imposed by

Washington in May 1995

There are virtually no export controls in the United Arab

Emirates on equipment useful for building weapons of mass

destruction

Why the Director of Dubai Customs and the Chairman of the

Jebel All Free Zone believe the U.S. embargo against Iran will

never work

The names of more than 20 Iranian companies operating in the

Jebel All Free Zone.

see Pmfile. page 3

Will U.S. Supercomputers Design Russian A-Bombs?

The
Clinton administration may soon

allow Amencan supercomputers to be

sold to Russian laboratories that design
atomic and hydrogen bombs. The sales—
the first such exports in history

—are

fiercely oppxjsed by defense and nuclear

weapon experts inside the U.S. govemmeni.
who fear the Russians will use the machines

to strengthen Russia's nuclear arsenal.

The Convex Computer Corporation has

asked the U.S. Commerce Department for

permission sell powerful machines to

Arzamas- 16. the secret lab that developed

Russia's first A-bombs and H-bombs and is

still Russia's main nuclear weapon design

site, and to Chelyabinsk-70. a second lab

that claims to have developed the world's

most powerful H-bomb and to have

pioneered most of the nuclear warheads

now m the Russian arsenal.

Convex, acquired recently by Hewlett

Packard, has informed the Commerce

Department that the computers will be used

only for peacefiil applications such as

"ground water and atmospheric pollution

modelUng," but a U.S. nuclear weapon

expen is skeptical: "I can't imagine that

they won't be used for nuclear weapon
work," he tells the Risk Report.

The United States has always used the most

powerful computers available to design

nuclear weapons. Supercomputers are still

see page 12

Risk Factors U A.E. Profile

Dr Obaid Busit

3 India's Rocket Makers 6

.5 China's Rocket Makers 7

Jebel All Free Zone 8

Vacuum Furnaces 1 1
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U^.Emiiafgo
from page 8

Stop trading with Iran, the U.S. embargo will never work, he says.

"At the end of the day. American companies will be the ones hun

most by the boycott..."

Trade relations between the United Arab Emirates and Iran remain

strong despite the territorial dispute over Abu Musa and the Greater

and Lesser Tunb Islands in the Persian Gulf In 1992. the U.A.E.

accused Iran of annexing Abu Musa. and Tehran refiises to discuss

the status of the other Islands The U A.E. is "actively pursuing

peaceful means to address its differences with Iran," Sulayem says.

Meanwhile, trade continues to grow. "It's easy for Americans to

say from 7.000 kilometers away what wc should do with Iran, but

it's not easy for us—only 12 hours of sailing away—we must

coexist with Iran because we cannot change our geography."

Bin Sulayem encourages companies from around the world to set

up shop in Jebel Ali and to enjoy the tax shelter and trade privi-

leges He expects rapid growth and the need for expansion within

two years. "What we desire is more high-tech trade, and that's one

reason why we are opening an office m Los Angeles for the Dubai

Commerce and Tourism Promotion Board. We realize that there is

a percepuon problem in the United States."

nies. The U^ below identifies more. duifSS^aiiiao 'fi^BigEitlMt-

ing in the Jebel Ali Free Zone. In aOgHSioii,^ list iuSelles^'
names aixi activities of several companies from states ctMS^mc! .

by the U.S.goyeniment to be supporten of inleniational tenor-'-
'

IfaeU.!

le telepbooe noS

rUiyisioo of Foreign Assets

nt of4h&lYeasary in Washington,

r is (2^ 622-2420.

Countries tubiect to U.S. or U.ti: embar|j|OM o|ifer^ «;wn|iMi»t'ib«he Jobel AK^W Zoii0,jii<Huding the tellowinj:

IRAN
AbuTiWiag
Trades in stationetY and papei.

housatuid ttanB.-oipet cty nuti.

cosnetics, and foodttuffs

toiMca fff

Trades m buMmg matefials, ifon

and stael. nmtsr, electrical house

ilems and foodstuffs

Araauli FoodrtrffTnAag
Trades in ncs. tea and ottiet food-

stuffs

AsaaTiWing
Trades m agro products, animal

feed and nori.ha2ankKjs minerals

AJ.P Tradint IM
Trades in auto spaia pans

Butiaan Focan Enintn
lid.

Producton o( business foms

Eairetn Rotas lud. Co.

Makes rosewater and C1^er

flower waters, pacitaging of saf

fron, import and ejrpon of elec-

tronic goods, textiles, mactuneiy
and construaion r^aienais

FanbCo.
Trades in power plant lelectncal

and mechanjcall eqyipn^ent

Qiaf8ol«MlsTti«n|C«.
Trades 'st paints, ^Ql^Dnw .

and petTPctatnicai scMnts

RBMnHBupM iraOHQ vO.

Trades In Wi mstenals. inacfun-

eor. indusDial andmaunai

goods, spare parts and fotxlstufts

JakadMOaraabt
Trades in foodstuffs, agncullutal

and constnjcticn mactirarv

KffliMnco Tradiiit

Trades m Daewoo cars. CKD

pans, foodstuffs and electxonics

MagBMlcs Intonudoaal

EsttUithBiMt

Manufaciuias plastic pniducts

Mipai tnttreatiOHl FZE

Trades m mediancal. electncal.

instTjmentation and spare pans
for pmwr stations

MJP iMsnalioMi
Trades and asserrtles wooden

fumiturf* and steel frameworks

MoitaiiliR & Jinbazn
FouBdatioa

Trades n foodstuffs, eleancai

anc eleclrcnic equipment, indus-

tnai scare parrs, home appli-

ances, text.le. steel and metal

products, paim. chemicals, valves

and rj^e^ioing InsVuiiot]. tab

Jr«ninMa,jiicraft parti and

"compijt?^

Trades in ctmpuier and computer

related prodocts

OcMriefWMrinUd.
Trades in spare parts of manne

vessels and foodstuffs

Raieo IntwnaliOMl Urf.

f^anufactures blanli audio tapes

and video tapes

RSilUnlltil

Import and export of engineenng

procur.5 for process industries,

industnal gases and related items

Sanin Group
VssclMiii liMiBMioaaJ Co.

Trades m chemical and plastics

Vrtmwiss Ud.

Trades m cosmetics, toiletnes,

veterinary medicines and famu-

lanon and optical products

IRAQ
Avtoch Limitod

Trades m foodstuffs, tobacco

products, electronics, electro

mectiarical equipment, pipes,

pressunied vessels, electric

overliead Ban.bfHB ciines;

and post tensrgh cebting

Ukmim Unof:'

Manufacturi^f^weliv an) jew-'

eiry bones, imitted pullovers. .

vests and trdiJsers

UaMdUaiiM
Production ot furniture, doors

and decorative items

Star Socks Factotr
Manufactures and trades

hosienr

UBYA
Wsrco Tradiag FZE

Trades in s^op fitting erjuipmera

NORTH KOREA
Botongganf (^iporslioa
Makes readymade gannents

SUDAN
Rtco lndustri«s (Loadon) Lid.

Manufactures and trades m

pipes, imgation systems and

equipment, and trades and

blends plastic ^a-/^ materials

SYRIA
Al Oil Trading Liraitad

Trades in sapei and paper prod-

ucts, stationery, computers and

peripherals, software pro-

grammes, office equipmem.

printing machines, prmting

accessones and inks

Albarakafe Thida-Uak

(UXLI (Baiakah niat)
Trades and maintains earth-mov-

ing equipment

CbannsI Diamond Tools lid.

Manufactures and trades in cut-

ting and polishing machines and

tools

lion's Intamatioaal lid.

Manufactures and trades in

foodstuffs, beverages, cosmet-

ics, perfumes, insecticides and

household appliances

Offttiora Enginasring &
Markatiag Lid,

Import, export, and marketing of

engineering products, chemical

products, paper products and

constnjction material

Panaobal Umitad
Trades in perfumes and

cosmetics
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, two years ago under the

direction of Senator Nunn, the Staff of the Subcommittee began examining the threat

posed by illicit trafficking in nuclear weapons, materials and technology in light of the

breakup of the Soviet Union. It was feared that the collapse of the authoritarian structure

of Communism, combined with the chaos and dislocation created by the struggle to

achieve democratic reforms and a market economy, could lead to a scenario in which

the former Soviet Union would become a vast supermarket for the most deadly
instruments known to man. Senator Nunn articulated this concern in stark terms:

Never before in history has an empire broken up while still possessing

30,00 to 40,000 nuclear weapons. Never before has a nation in

possession of nuclear weapons bordered so closely on the verge of

internal chaos. Today, however, the world is faced with the prospect of a

nuclear state fighting for its survival ....

Today in the former Soviet Union, we have a situation where literally

thousands of nuclear scientists do not know how they are going to provide

adequately for their families, but they certainly do know how to make
nuclear weapons. Today in the Soviet Union, we have a situation where

thousands of military personnel who have access to highly sophisticated

conventional weapons, and some even nuclear weapons, are faced with

drastic reductions in their standard of living. Under these conditions, it is

no longer too fantastic to imagine ... a scenario in which chemical, or

biological, or missile technology, or other nuclear weapons or nuclear

material or know-how, or even nuclear weapons themselves, could fall into

the hands of criminal elements.

Unfortunately, the concerns raised by Senator Nunn have become a reality.

Reports from Europe detail known diversions of weapons-grade nuclear materials, as the

murky outline of a nuclear black market is beginning to take form. Flyers circulating in

the Middle East and elsewhere soliciting jobs for out-of-work former Soviet weapons
scientists, document our worst fears concerning the brain-drain.

The Staff Statement that follows encompasses an interim summary of the results

of a two year investigation' that included two fact finding missions to Europe, hundreds

of interviews with members of our intelligence and law enforcement communities, and

'

This is the Subcommittee's third such hearing In May 1994, the Subcommittee held its first hearing

(see International Organized Crime And Its Impact on the United States. May 25, 1994) and heard from

a distinguished panel consisting of Louis Freeh, Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, Hans-

Ludwig Zachert, President of Germany's Bundeskriminalamt, and General Mikhail Yegorov, First Deputy
Minister and Head of the Organized Crime Control Department of Russia's Ministry of Internal Affairs The

Subcommittee's hearing represented the first time high-ranking law enforcement officials from these

countries had testified together before Congress In October 1995, the Subcommittee held its second

hearing during which it highlighted, as a case study, the Aum Shinrikyo cult in Tokyo (see Global

Proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction, Part I. October 31 and November 1, 1995).
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an equal number of interviews with foreign officials, smugglers, scientists and foreign
policy makers.^

On the basis of this investigation, the Staff believes that what is currently known
about illicit trafficking in nuclear materials and know-how demonstrates a threat this

Nation cannot ignore. The specter of what we don't know, however, is even more
ominous. Already, though, certain conclusions are evident:

• The threat of nuclear diversion and trafficking from the former Soviet Union is our
Nation's number one national security threat.

• This threat is not theoretical but real as evidenced by documented seizures of

weapons-useable uranium and plutonium in both the former Soviet Union and
Europe.

• There may be caches of weapons grade material unaccounted for in the former
Soviet Union that neither U.S. authorities nor their counterparts in the former Soviet
Union have been able to verify.

• Russia and the governments' of the former Soviet Union have increased their resolve
and efforts to combat nuclear theft and improve the protection and control of nuclear
materials.

• Despite the successes of efforts to protect material and contain smuggling, the
likelihood of diversion appears to be out pacing the ability to secure these lethal

materials.

• Efforts by the United States government and particularly the Departments of Defense
and Energy to work with Russia and the former Soviet Union to better control and
safeguard their vast stockpile of nuclear material have been successful and should
be encouraged to expand to meet this growing national security challenge.

• Although the most likely source of diverted nuclear material is from civilian facilities

in the former Soviet Union, the security at Ministry of Defense facilities is also of

concern.

•
Presently, an inchoate market exists for stolen nuclear materials consisting of sellers

and middlemen with no conclusive evidence, to date, of confirmed buyers. Yet, the

prospect that rogue states and terrorist groups interested in purchasing such material
will eventually connect with these sellers and middlemen is very real.

• Counter-proliferation strategies and resources are not adequately focused on the
southern tier of the former Soviet Union (the Caucusus and Central Asia) where
nuclear smuggling would more likely occur.

• There is no documented evidence of organized crime involvement in the diversion
of nuclear materials. Yet, the apparent ease in which weapons useable material has
been stolen and transported raises fear that more organized efforts would be even
more successful.

• Rogue nations such as Iran are presently attempting to recruit weapons scientists

and purchase materials from the former Soviet Union and as economic dislocation

deepens, technology "leakage" from the former Soviet Union v;ill undoubtedly
worsen.

Also Included are some of the comments and recommendations of the witnesses who testified at

previous Subcommittee hearings.
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Recommendations intended to address these concerns from the Staff as well as

recommendations received from outside experts are set forth in each section and

captured, in total, in Section III of this Staff Statement.

Finally, we would emphasize that while our Nation's commitment to combat this

threat must be redoubled, the U.S. will never be able to address this danger alone. The

vast majority of work and resources must come from within the nations of the former

Soviet Union. Our role must therefore be to serve as both a partner and a catalyst in

this worldwide effort.

I I. THE THREAT OF ILLICIT TRAFFICKING FROM
THE FORMER SOVIET UNION

A. Material Leakage In Civilian Sector

1. Material In Civilian Sector Is Vulnerable

There is a broad consensus that the nuclear material contained in civilian

research institutes, reactors, and power plants is the most vulnerable to illicit diversion.

The Staff confirmed these concerns and found that the civilian nuclear industry in the

former Soviet Union:

• Does not know the exact amount of fissile material produced or have an effective

material accounting system currently in place for fissile material;

• Does not have an adequate national program for the physical security of fissile

material and has only recently started to devote resources and attention to the

"insider" threat of diversion;

• Has suffered serious diversions of weapon-usable nuclear material and will continue

to be vulnerable to this threat for the immediate near term despite recent

improvements on their part and cooperative efforts with the United States and other

countries.

In inten/iews with the Staff, leading officials from Russia's two nuclear regulatory

agencies, the Ministry of Atomic Energy (Minatom) and Gosatomnadzor (GAN)' ,

admitted that the weakest material protection, control, snd accountability systems are

in the civilian research centers and laboratories. The majority of the known smuggling
cases involve material stolen from such facilities. For the most part, the material stolen

from these facilities has been taken by employees of the facilities.

The essence of the problem is that most civilian facilities do not have complete
and accurate inventories of their nuclear materials. GAN officials admitted to the Staff

that they did not know how much material was located at civilian facilities. In fact, the

Staff was told that these facilities kept track of their inventory in terms of its "ruble value"

rather than by weight. For example, at one facility the plant officials admitted their

inventory of small d^sk-shaped fuel elements, containing plutonium and highly enriched

uranium, was estimated and could be off by tens of thousands of elements.*

' MINATOM is the acronym for the Russian Ministry of Atomic Energy It is comparable to the U.S.

Department of Energy but also has its own self-regulatory authority for security, safety and accountability.

Gosatomnadzor or GAN, is the Russian nuclear regulatory body similar to the U.S Nuclear Regulatory
Commission MINATOM has repeatedly been accused in the Russian press of subverting the authority

of GAN and other governmental bodies from regulating its facilities and activities The overall role and

independence of GAN to effectively regulate MINATOM is still subject to internal political debate in Russia.

* Each fuel element contains 55 grams of plutonium or 150 grams of HEU Thus a mere 150 of the

Pu elements or 170 HEU elements if diverted could be used to make a nuclear device.
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As the Staff and the General Accounting Office confirmed, many facilities still rely

on paper-based accounting systems which cannot quickly locate and account for material

losses. The Staff learned from GAN officials that a lack of computer systems and
databases to track materials is a serious problem.

The lack of reliable accounting systems makes it possible for facilities either to

understate or overstate their inventories. The Staff has learned from interviews with a

number of experts, that it was not unusual under the Soviet regime for facility managers
to withhold some nuclear material from their official accounting system. By withholding
excess material, managers could, if necessary at a later time, make up for any shortfalls

in meeting their production quotas. As a result, many nuclear facilities may have large,

unaccounted-for caches of nuclear materials. If such material was never counted in the

first instance, its improper diversion will never be detected.

The Staff has also teamed that the amount of material at some facilities has been

overstated. GAN officials told the Staff that an inspection conducted by GAN at the

Electrostal facility had revealed that Electrostal's inventory of nuclear material had been

overstated by a number of tons. The Staff was also told of instances in which GAN
inspectors had opened sealed containers which purported to hold nuclear material, only
to find the containers empty.

In addition to their poor accounting systems, civilian nuclear facilities are also

notorious for their poor, or non-existent, physical protection systems. Reports are

commonplace of nuclear facilities surrounded by broken fences, in areas overgrown with

vegetation, and lacking any remote cameras, sensors, or guards.

The Staffs own visit to the Kurchatov Institute, one of Russia's premier nuclear

research institutes, confirmed many of these problems. The Institute's Directors

explained to the Staff the monumental task of attempting to develop a security system
that would meet international standards. It was not only a financial challenge, but in their

opinion, also a cultural one which required a change in the thinking about the new
threats that had evolved from the changing economic and political structure in Russia.

Even though the security at Kurchatov was spotty, its institutional commitment to

improved security is admirable. By creating procedures, employing equipment and,

generally, emphasizing basic security around nuclear materials, Kurchatov is enhancing
the physical integrity of its program. Despite these important improvements, the

vulnerability of this facility and the dozens like it throughout Russia is all too apparent.

2. Government Response: Innovative But Under-Resourced

The United States is pursuing two different strategies in cooperation with the

former Soviet Union to improve nuclear material controls.^ Under the Cooperative Threat

Reduction (CTR) program (see section 8, infra), the U.S. Department of Defense

entered into agreements with Russia, Kazakstan and Ukraine in 1993 to improve nuclear

material controls over civilian nuclear material and develop national material protection,

control and accountability (MPC&A) systems in these countries. On June 23, 1995, the

Department of Defense entered into a similar agreement with Belarus. The Department
of Energy implements these programs although funding was until recently provided by
the Department of Defense.^ Added to this government-to-government approach is a

1995 agreement between the Department of Energy and GAN to cooperate on improving
material controls and accountability.

* See Nuclear Proliferation Status of US. Efforts to Improve Nuclear Material Controls In the Newly

Independent States . (GAO/NSIAD/RCED-96-89, March 13, 1996)

'
In addition to this MPC&A program, as part of the CTR program, the Department of Defense has

an ongoing MPC&A program with the Russian Ministry of Defense to enhance the security of nuclear

weapons in Ministry of Defense custody dunng the dismantlement phase This program was discussed

in section II B infra
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The second component of our government's nuclear material protection, control,

and accounting (MPC&A) strategy is a Department of Energy initiative commonly referred

to as the "Lab-to-Lab" program. Started in April 1994, this initiative brings Russian and

US weapons and research labs together in cooperative ventures to improve the MPC&A
the nuclear facilities of the former Soviet Union. The Lab-to-Lab program was jointly

funded by the Departments of Defense and Energy in fiscal year 1995. In fiscal year
1996 it became a specific line item of Energy's budget.

Starting in fiscal year 1996, the United States plans to substantially increase its

MPC&A assistance programs to make improvements at roughly 75% of the locations In

the former Soviet Union known to contain direct-use nuclear material. Funding for the

program increased from approximately $23 million in Fiscal Year 1995 to $70 million in

Fiscal Year 1996'. !n order to match financial responsibility with technical capability and

operational responsibility, a decision was made by the Administration to consolidate all

funding and management of the MPC&A programs within the Department of Energy for

fiscal year 1996 and beyond.

Although Energy's initial efforts in the MPC&A field ware plagued with delays akin

to those found within the CTR program, the Staff found the commitment to developing
innovative programs and overall performance of Energy responsive to the difficult

challenges inherent to this issue and especially to the on-the-ground difficulties of

operating in the former Soviet Union.

Recent developments have actually overtaken the most recent budget request of

the Department of Energy and may require additional funding for their MPC&A program.
The current request for FY 1997 is $95 million. Although an increase of $25 million over

the 1996 amount, it may be inadequate to accomplish the immediate needs in the former

Soviet Union. The Staff has learned that the 1997 request to the Office of Management
and Budget was based upon what has become an outdated list of cooperative lab and

facility partners. Since these negotiations started, seventeen (17) additional sites have
been added by the Russians for cooperative programs, including six (6) new facilities

announced by Prime Minister Chernomyrdin and Vice President Gore in late January.
In addition, Ukraine has added an additional significant facility to the list.

The new facilities have large amounts of weapons grade material in critical need
of enhanced security. To adequately respond to the new facilities, the Department of

Energy will require an additional $25 million. It is possible that any delay in starting

improvements at these labs could have serious security repercussions in the long term.

In light of upcoming elections in Russia, the possibility exists that the offer to work at the

new facilities (which include some sensitive defense-related locations) may be withdrawn

or modified by a new government in Moscow that does not fully appreciate the

importance of such enhanced security.

Efforts at improving the MPC&A programs within the former Soviet Union could

also be undermined by the continuing problem of corruption and organized crime activity.

The Staff has received reports from credible sources in the former Soviet Union as well

as within our government of widespread corruption, thefts and organized criminal activity

within the closed cities where various facilities are located, as well as within the

particular agencies, laboratories and ministries that are our partners.

As an example, the Staff spoke with Americans who had easily "bribed" their way
into closed cities that contained important nuclear weapons facilities. These individuals

described the apparent ease in which they traveled in and out of these "secure" cities,

and rampant gang and criminal "mafia" activities occurring there.

' As a one time funding arrangement, an additional $15 million in Pv' '96 CTR funds may be used for

high pnorify needs in Kazakstan This activity will clear away most of the CTR prior year funds for these

efforts
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An effective MPC&A system is the first line of defense in preventing the diversion

of nuclear materials. Though a critical link in the chain, it will not stop diversion, theft

and proliferation if the system operators are corrupt or intent on diverting nuclear

material. It does not end the threat posed from officially sanctioned diversions or

sophisticated internal threats that may involve multiple senior plant or facility officials.

Furthermore, the countries of the former Soviet Union have had difficulty developing a

lasting "security culture." The Staff heard of a few incidents where Russian operators
turned off or dismantled critical components of recently installed MPC&A systems after

their U.S. partners left. In all of these incidents, the Staff has been told that Department
of Energy personnel discovered these problems and instituted improvements to attempt
to ensure that the equipment in question was properly maintained and utilized.

Although difficult, it is Incumbent upon the Department of Energy and other U.S.

govemment proliferation experts who participate in programs in the former Soviet Union

to work with these countries in developing a new culture of security. To many of the lab

and ministry workers, the importance of such security enhancements is something that

needs constant reinforcement. It is equally important that the Department develop an
audit and oversight program to verify continued use and maintenance of these systems.
In particular. Energy should have confidence that its assistance and enhanced security

systems cannot be diverted to other than their intended use.

3. Recommendations To Reduce Leakage (Civilian)

The following Staff recommendations merit consideration as avenues to reduce

material leakage in the civilian sector:

• Congress should consider additional funding to the Department of Energy to cover

the cost of new cooperative security ventures with those labs and facilities that have

just recently agreed to join its lab-to-iab program. The Staff has been advised that

to adequately respond to this opportunity would require an additional $25 miiiion.'

• The Department of Energy should devote more attention to the issue of corruption
and insider complicity when designing security systems for the former Soviet Union.

The Staff was advised that there are technical means currently developed and others

that could be developed with additional research that increase the difficulty for an

insider to override a security system.

• The U.S. should encourage Russian activities to mitigate the threat of insider

corruption from an operator or manager, by ensuring that an effective regulator,

independent of the particular facility or MINATOM is maintained and strengthened in

order to oversee the effectiveness of MlNATOM's MPC&A efforts. GAN may be a

likely candidate for such a mission and should be provided greater support by the

US government.

• The Department of Energy should continue its efforts to foster a culture of security.

To many lab and ministry workers in the former Soviet Union, the importance of such

security enhancements is something that needs constant reinforcement. Training
courses should continue to be emphasized that develop these attitudes.

• The Department of Energy should continue to refine its current audit and oversight

program to verify continued use and maintenance of these systems. In particular, the

Energy Department should report to Congress on a regular basis that its assistance

' A number of the expert witnesses from the Subcommittee's March 13th hearing also called for

increased funding for the Department of Energy Graham Allison of Harvard University's Center for

Science and International Affairs as well as others urged a faster pace in assistance to the former Soviet

Union They argued that at current funding levels, it will take too long to upgrade all known sites of

weapons-useable material as well as institute an effective national MPC&A system in Russia and the

Newly Independent States They called for Congress to fully fund Energy's FY '97 lab-to-lab program at

$95 million and to expand this funding level to $150 million
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and enhanced security systems have not been diverted to other than their intended

use.

The following additional recommendations were proposed to the Subcommittee

by witnesses and other experts:

• The General Accounting Office (GAO) recommends that the Department of Energy
consider the deployment of large numbers of portal monitors to the former Soviet

Union on an expedited basis. In order to encourage Russian support for such an

effort, they suggest the purchase and use wherever possible of indigenously

produced equipment.

• The GAO recommends that the U.S. should increase our efforts to encourage the

Russian Duma to pass an Atomic Energy Act that incorporates a strong national

safeguard and accounting system as well as an adequately funded national

regulatory body.

• The GAO recommends that the U.S. should increase assistance to GAN in order to

enhance appropriate checks and balances between regulators and nuclear facility

operators handling weapons grade material.

• Experts with Harvard University's Center for Science and International Affairs

recommends that the U.S. consummate its purchase of 500 tons of highly enriched

uranium from Russia under the terms of a contract initially entered into by the Bush

administration. They strongly urge that the United States go through with this

contract on a expedited basis.®

B. Material Leakage In Defense Sector

1. Diversions Possible From Military

Although security in the military sector and nuclear materials under the control of

Russia's Ministry of Defense is better than that in the civilian sector, recent revelations

suggest that we should not ignore the possibility of diversions from the military. As a

senior U.S. military intelligence officer told the Staff, "the more we learn about security

in their military complex . . . the more concerned we become."

In an interview with General Evgeny Maslin of the Russian Ministry of Defense's

12th Main Directorate, the Staff confirmed that the Russian military itself is concerned

about this issue. General Maslin stated that while in his opinion it was impossible to

steal nuclear warheads from Defense Ministry storage facilities, it was possible to steal

nuclear warheads from railway cars while they were being transported. General Maslin

said that this was a possibility for which his troops are trained and remain constantly

vigilant.

The Staff has confirmed that security at some nuclear weapon field sites may be

suspect. The Staff recently interviewed a former Soviet military officer who had been

assigned to a nuclear weapons field base whose weapons were by definition in a

constant state of readiness. This officer stated that despite gates, guards, and a security

'
Complicating this arrangement is the current proposal to privatize/sell the United States Enrichment

Corporation, a government-owned entity which is the executive agent for the HEU purchase Attached as

Appendix A is a memorandum prepared by Graham Allison and Richard Falkenrath summarizing the

United States Enrichment Corporation (USEC) privatization issue.
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system which limits acx»ss to the warhead storage facility, a base insider might be able

to gain access to the storage facility and steal a warhead without being detected.'"

The officer provided an account of overall base security which was equally

disturbing. According to the officer, security procedures were not always followed.

Although these procedures required individuals to present special passes to gain access
to certain areas of the base, the officer said it was not uncommon for a guard to wave
an individual through if he recognized him. The officer also said it was a common
occurrence for the base to suffer electrical outages which affected the special alarm

systems for the warhead storage facility.

The officer described a physical security force on the base which consisted of only
twelve to twenty-four guards armed with Kalashnikov rifles. The outer gates to the base,

according to the officer, were guarded not by soldiers but by civilians. The base in

question housed approximately 20 Scud B nuclear warheads and an unknown number
of other nuclear artillery shells.

Security has also been questioned during the weapon assembly and disassembly
processes. Russian officials have privately confided that security is particularly suspect
at certain weapons component and warhead disassembly facilities. Russian facilities

used for tfie dismantlement and storage of materials and components were intentionally

dispersed to avoid Western attack. Located in all eleven time zones in Russia, the

weapons and components must be moved over miles of remote railroad track during the

dismantlement process, often in an unsecured fashion.

Adding to Western concerns is the growing evidence of a continual deterioration

of central authority over some components of this far flung apparatus. For example,
the Staff has discovered that some local governmental bodies at the city or oblast' Id/el

have claimed independence from Moscow's control over exports and foreign sales. They
have begun their own foreign marketing programs and issue their own export licenses.

Such actions, in combination with rampant organized crime, in some of the localities

where nuclear weapons and materials are stored, leads to an increased risk of diversion

or sale of component parts from the missiles and warheads.

Additionally, as testified to by both Joshua Handler of Greenpeace and Bill Potter

of the Monterey Institute of International Studies, greater scrutiny should be paid to the

nuclear materials at Russian naval facilities. In their testimony, they identified a number
of Russian naval facilities containing tons of high-enriched uranium. Handler, discussing

personal inspections, presented compelling evidence of decaying security at those sites.

2. Government Response: The CTR Program

One of the most successful stories of non-proliferation and arms control has been
the Cooperative Threat Reduction (CTR) program commonly known as the "Nunn-Lugar
Program

"

after its two main co-sponsors. The CTR program grew out of the Soviet

Nuclear Threat Reduction Act (P.L. 102-222) enacted within months of the August 1991

coup attempt against then-Soviet President Gorbachev.

At the time of its passage, conditions in the Soviet Union were bleak, creating a
clear threat to United States and woridwide security. The Soviet Union was in a state

of collapse, a military coup had just occurred, the smell of anarchy was in the air and an
estimated 3,600 strategic nuclear warheads were poised for launch outside of Russia in

the territories of three new countries ~ Belarus, Kazakstan, and Ukraine. The prospect
was that the newly formed republics inheriting the former Soviet Union's nuclear arsenal

would be unable to provide for its safe and secure storage and disposition. A danger

'° For a disturbing picture of the insider tlireat in the Russian military from corruption and organized
crime, see Graham J Turbiville. Jr

,

"
Mafia in Uniform: The Criminalization of the Russian Armed Forces" .

Foreign Military Studies Office, Fort Leavenworth. Kansas, July 1995.
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existed that these weapons could be diverted, stolen or used in an unauthorized manner.

The nightmare scenario that some of these warheads and/or their fissile material would

end up in the arsenals of rogue states such as Iraq, Iran and Libya was feared both in

Moscow and Washington.

The CTR legislation was designed to address the immediate need to consolidate

former Soviet nuclear weapons in Russia, help ensure their physical security and safety,

facilitate the implementation of existing arms control agreements, and encourage
dismantlement of nuclear weapons in the former Soviet Union. Its main focus was on

weapons and materials within the custody of the military of the former Soviet Union. It

gave the Defense Department the authority to fund assistance to the nuclear states of

the former Soviet Union (Russia, Ukraine, Kazakstan, and Belarus) to facilitate "the

transportation, storage, safeguarding and destruction of nuclear and other weapons ...

and to assist in the prevention of weapons proliferation.""

The most important contribution of the CTR program has been to facilitate the

elimination of former Soviet strategic weapons outside of Russia, particularly in

Kazakstan and Ukraine, thereby reducing the proliferation and diversion threat. It directly

assisted the Russians in their monumental task of removing thousands of warheads and

the tens of thousands of troops deployed with them back to the confines of Russia.

In addition, funds from the CTR program also played a vital role in gaining

Ukraine's adherence to START I, the Lisbon Protocol, and the Nuclear Non-Proliferation

Treaty (NPT). President Bush committed $175 million in CTR assistance to Ukraine in

1992. After lengthy negotiations, in December 1993, Ukraine and the United States

concluded an implementing agreement for dismantlement of the strategic offensive

capability in Ukraine. Assistance to help offset Ukraine's cost of dismantling nuclear

weapons was one of the conditions set by the Ukrainian Parliament for ratifying START I

and the Lisbon Protocol.'^

Ironically, CTR's success in support of the dismantlement of former Soviet

weapons poses new challenges for the United States. Ambassador James E. Goodby,

"
initial funding for this program was $400 million. Over the last four (4) years. Congress has

allocated a total of $15 billion. As of February 26th, 1996, $976 million was obligated and $441 million

disbursed The scope of the CTR mission expanded over time to include projects relating to defense

conversion, military-to-military contacts, environmental restoration and housing for former Strategic Rocket

Forces (SRF) personnel "In connection with the dismantlement of strategic nuclear weapons."

Funding levels for a number of these additional programs were reduced or eliminated in the last

Congress or transferred to other agencies Overall funding was reduced from the $400 million a year to

$300 million $30 million of this cut came from the defense enterprise fund which was dropped from the

CTR proposal This fund encouraged the conversion of defense industries in the former Soviet Union into

commercial enterprises All allocations for housing construction for former Soviet soldiers were cut also

from the program Finally, $60 million of a $73 million CTR allocation for chemical weapons destruction

in Russia has been fenced off until the President can certify that Russia is in compliance with biological

weapons accords As we will discuss in the next section, lab-to-lab and government-to-govemment

programs were removed from the CTR budget and given to The Department of Energy as line budget
items

Congress moved funding on export control programs with the former Soviet Union and the

Intemational Science and Technology Centers (ISTC) from the CTR program to State Department. Export

control programs are now largely funded by the Nonproliferation and Disarmament Fund administered by
State The ISTC is funded through the Freedom Support Act and was cut in 1996 from $18 million to $15
million and is expected to be cut again along with other Freedom Support Act projects.

'^ A summary of some of the accomplishments of the program include: the return of over 1,000

warheads from Belarus, Kazakstan and Ukraine to Russia; the removal to secure storage of over 2,500

warheads from missile and bomber bases; the deactivation of four regiments of SS-19 ICBMs in Ukraine;

the removal of 750 missiles from their launchers; the elimination of approximately 630 strategic launchers

and bombers throughout the former Soviet Union; assistance to Kazakstan to help it become a non-nuclear

weapons state, and the facilitation of Project Sapphire which removed 600 kgs of highly enriched uranium

(HEU) from Kazakstan to United States custody.
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the chief negotiator for the CTR program, has written that our progress in dismantling
the thousands of weapons once targeted at the United States and our allies has

heightened the risks of theft and diversion of the dismantled components and that this

new risk needs "to be urgently addressed".
"

Goodby and others contacted by the Staff note that before dismantlement the
nuclear weapons of the former Soviet Union were complex devices with built-in security
and safety features, usually kept in well-guarded or remote locations, not easily
accessible to an interested diverter. In that state, the actual warhead, its components
and fissile material are relatively difficult to steal or divert Their size alone -

sitting on

top of a relatively large missile - is itself a deterrent from theft. In the view of many
experts, upon dismantlement, these weapons actually become more attractive targets
to theft and diversion. A potential smuggler no longer has to bother with the difficult and

dangerous task of dismantling a weapon; weapons are now easier to transport and hide;

and security over the dismantled parts appears to be less rigorous than when the
missiles were under military control at a storage or launch site.'"

Although so far there has been no firm evidence of the diversion of fissile material

from the Russian dismantlement complex, there appears to be credible information that

missile parts have been diverted. Press accounts from December 1995 have alleged
that Russian-made missile components, including sophisticated guidance systems, for

long-range missiles were discovered in transit to Iraq for use in their missile development
program. The Staff has learned that the parts apparently came from dismantled
Russian missiles The precise circumstances of the theft are still unknown but

demonstrate, perhaps, serious problems in the Russian dismantlement system.

Although the CTR program is intended to increase the security surrounding this

process, a major complaint heard during the Staff inquiry concerned the adequacy of

its efforts in this area. The Staff is concerned by reports of the general lack of progress
in efforts to reduce the risk of diversion of material from the dismantlement process. For

example, a June 1995 General Accounting Office report'^ was extremely critical of CTR
efforts in this area. Although efforts have apparently improved in the last quarter of

1995, there is still concern that not enough is being done under the CTR program to

better secure the Russian dismantlement process.

Similar complaints have been expressed to the Staff concerning the slow progress
in the construction of a centralized storage facility in Mayak, Russia to store up to 50,000
containers of fissile material from dismantled warheads as well as 12,500 dismantled

nuclear warheads Construction of such a centralized facility has been a cornerstone
of U.S. and Russian efforts to minimize the risk of diversion or theft of the materials and
warheads produced by the dismantlement process. Rather than multiple sites located

throughout the vast territory of Russia, there would be one or more centralized facilities.

This has been a daunting challenge for both sides and delays, are perhaps,
unavoidable. A good deal of the blame for the delays in constructing this facility must

"
For a more detailed analysis, see, James E. Goodby,

'

Dismantling the Nuclear Weapons Legacy
of the Cold War" . Strategic Forum. Number 19, February. 1995 See also, James Blaker, "Coping With
the New Clear and Present Danger* From Russia" . Arms Control Today. April, 1995

The amount of fissile material generated from the dismantlement process is staggering According
to unclassified estimates, the average Russian weapon uses about 7 5 pounds (3 4kg) of Plutonium-239
and about 35 pounds of highly ennched uranium (16kg). By public accounts, Russia is planning to

dismantle approximately 2.000 nuclear weapons per year, thereby producing approximately 8 8 tons of

Plutonium (Pu) and 44 tons of Highly Ennched Uranium (HEU) A primitive nuclear weapon requires as
little as 10 pounds of Pu or 30 pounds of HEU Thus, the diversion of only a small portion of the fissile

material coming through the Russian dismantlement process would be significant
-

producing enough
fissile material to make hundreds of weapons

''
See; Weapons of Mass Destruction: Helping the Fomier Soviet Union Reduce the Threat: An

Update (GAO/NSIAD-95-165. June 9, 1995)
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lie with the Russians. For example, the Russians have had difficulty selecting and

preparing a site and obtaining local building and construction permits. However, the

Staff was told that there was also a degree of "foot-dragging" on the part of the Defense

Department in the initial stages of this process, suggesting it has not been a high

enough priority of the U.S. government. On the other hand, it appears that some delay
was caused by a complicated legislatively mandated structure for implementation that

has subsequently been streamlined.

Although the United States signed a $15 million agreement in October 1992 to

help design the facility and a $75 million agreement in September 1993, to provide

equipment for it and provided another $50 million for storage containers, plans still have

not been completed although the foundation has been poured. At this time, the best

estimate is that the storage facility will not be completed until 1998. The GAO reported
in June, 1995, that the Russians were estimating the final cost to be $670 million. The
Staff has recently learned that the Russians have estimated the cost to be as high as

$800 million.

3. Recommendations To Reduce Leakage (Military)

The following Staff recommendations merit consideration as avenues to reduce

leakage in the military sector:

• Managers of the CTR program and Congress should continue their monitoring of the

storage facility construction program to ensure its completion in a timely manner, as

well as overall efforts to increase security over the dismantlement process.

• Funding of the CTR program should not be cut back Despite initial delays in

implementation of the CTR program, it has demonstrated overall improvement in the

speed and efficiency of its operations.

• In light of the serious security problems at naval facilities, both the Departments of

^
Defense and Energy should make progress in this area a high priority. The U.S.

'

Navy should be encouraged to assist both Departments as well as their Russian

-counterparts, to the fullest extent possible, to ensure the security of weapons useable

material at those sites.

The following additional recommendations were proposed to the Subcommittee

by witnesses and other experts:

• The Center for Strategic & International Studies (CSIS) Task Force recommends that

the United States and Russia consider developing bilateral safeguards regime for

material removed from warheads during dismantlement.

• Experts at the Monterey Center for Nonproliferation Studies and Harvard University's
Center for Science and International Affairs recommend that in connection with the

nuclear safety summit in Moscow next month, the U.S. should reach agreement with

Russia as well as with Belarus, Kazakstan and Ukraine to expand the existing U.S.

-Russian nuclear risk reduction centers to handle communications and exchange of

information regarding all aspects of the safety and nonproliferation of nuclear and
other weapons of mass destruction. In particular, this would assist effective

implementation of CTR programs in all four countries.

C. Trafficking In Nuclear Materials

1. Diversion Is Too Easy

Stolen or diverted nuclear material presents a national security threat only if it can
reach those who want it. As evidenced by the numerous seizures in Europe, poor
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border controls in Russia and the newly independent states make it easy to smuggle
nuclear material out of, or into, almost any country.

In conversations with European and US. law enforcement and intelligence

officials, the Staff has learned that the tjorder controls in Russia and Eastern Europe are

extremely porous when it comes to nuclear material. Very few countries specifically

check for nuclear material. Even if inclined to do so, few customs services in the former

Soviet Union possess adequate training programs or the necessary equipment.

Compounding this problem is in eastern and southern Europe, there are numerous illicit

border crossing points.

The facts of the 1994 nuclear smuggling cases in Prague and in Munich
demonstrate the ease with which material can transit the region. Law enforcement

officials in the Czech Republic told the Staff that material seized in the Prague case ~

approximately 2.75 kilograms of highly enriched uranium ~ was transported by two

individuals, a Russian national and a Czech national, by train from Russia to Prague.

According to these officials, the two followed a route from Russia through Belarus and
into Warsaw, Poland. At Warsaw, the individuals changed trains and traveled on to

Prague. At no time was their secret cargo discovered. Significantly, these cases do not

demonstrate organized crime involvement. Rather, the individuals involved were at most

petty thiefs. However, these cases also highlight the ease with which weapons grade
nuclear material can be successfully stolen and smuggled out of the former Soviet

Union.

A more detailed description of these cases is found in Appendix B. The
information set forth in the Appendix was obtained by the Staff during two fact-finding

missions to Europe and includes the analysis of numerous documents which, heretofore,

were unavailable to western law enforcement and intelligence sources. The Staff

obtained access to files, records and individuals that show some of the people and loose

organization in Russia that was utilized to obtain the smuggled nuclear material. The
Staff confirmed the identity of some of the key individuals involved, as well as new
information concerning the source(s) of the material in Russia.

Some analysts have downplayed these instances of diversion because the

offenders were "amateurs". These cases are all the more significant for exactly that

reason. It is disturbing that an unsophisticated criminal could identify a source, obtain

weapons usable material, and easily transport it out of the former Soviet Union. Lacking

any supporting criminal organization, these thieves were able to pass through the border

controls of various countries of Eastern and Western Europe and ultimately negotiate
with individuals for the delivery of nuclear material. Indeed, if "amateurs" could

accomplish that much, then the possibility of what could be accomplished by criminal

organizations or groups working in complicity with rogue nations, is a terrifying prospect.

In some respects, the "amateurs" of these cases represent a new type of security
threat. They were not "mafia" types, members of organized crime groups, or

professional smugglers; rather they are a type that seems more and more prevalent

among the dislocated economic systems of eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union
- people who buy, sell, or broker anything they can obtain for profit. And while they did

not appear to be working on behalf of anyone other than themselves, they did evidence
a degree of planning and enough of a "network" to be successful smugglers, if not

successful salesmen.

Although neither the Staff nor any of the expert witnesses who testified before the

Subcommittee on March 13th were able to identify organized crime involvement in the

known nuclear diversions, it is still a serious concern to law enforcement and the

intelligence community. A more thorough discussion of this topic and its implications to
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nuclear smuggling and national security issues in general is found in Appendix C to this

statement.'^

2. Government Response: Uncoordinated and Unfocused

Training and technical assistance has become a key component of our

government's overall program to address the illicit trafficking in nuclear materials from

the former Soviet Union (FSU). Almost every U.S. agency involved in nuclear safety, law

enforcement and proliferation has elected to help train FSU personnel as one step in the

direction of fulfilling its mandate.'^

The result has been numerous agencies spending millions of dollars to train FSU

personnel in law enforcement, border control, nuclear safety, proliferation data collection

and analysis as well as technology usage. The Staff found that a number of the training

programs being provided appeared to be very effective and beneficial to both the

trainees as well as our overall policy objectives.
'°

However, the Staff found that there is no comprehensive plan for the

Government's overall training effort. Such initiatives are driven by each agency's

particular interest, budget and mission, rather than by a master plan. Secondly, the Staff

found that no one agency or individual has the responsibility to oversee the overall

training effort for the government. As a result the Staff has learned that:

• U.S. training may not target priorities of the former Soviet Union.

• Neither the Coordinator,'^ Department of State or other agencies have conducted a

thorough assessment to determine the priority needs for training in each country.

• None of the agencies have developed and implemented a method of determining the

effectiveness of their training.

• A particular agency's efforts may be duplicative of other U.S. efforts and those of

other countries or international organizations.

• Few agencies have experience in the region, its institutions or with the people and

cultures they are dealing with, but rather provide the same "off-the-shelf training

courses they provide world-wide.

'*
For a current treatment of this issue, the Staff would recommend the report published by the Center

for Strategic & Intemational Studies' (CSIS) Global Organized Crime Project's Nuclear Black Market Task

Force, entitled "The Nuclear Black Market", chaired by Judge William Webster.

"
For example, the Staff found the following agencies involved in training and technical assistance -

Department of Defense, Department of State, Department of Energy, Department of Commerce,
Department of Justice, FBI, Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS), US Coast Guard, US Customs

Service, Secret Service, Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, Internal Revenue Service, Financial

Crimes Enforcement Network (FINCEN), Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the Inspector General of the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission and various components of the Intelligence Community, to name a few.

'"

Examples of these programs include the training efforts by the Department of Energy at many of

the nuclear labs and facilities of the former Soviet Union; Defense Department training at Ministry of

Defense facilities; Customs Service training at various border control points; and intelligence community
efforts in general

'' Ambassador Richard L Mornlngstar was named by President Clinton on April 6,1995, to the post
of Special Advisor to the President and to the Secretary of State on Assistance to the Newly Independent
States of the former Soviet Union and Coordinator of US Assistance to the Newly Independent States

He oversees the bilateral assistance and trade and investment activities of the sixteen US government
agencies engaged in technical assistance, trade and investment, exchange, weapons dismantlement and
other programs in Russia, Ukraine, Kazakstan and other countries of the former Soviet Union.
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Most of the agencies, including U.S. law enforcement agencies, lack a competent

vetting process for the people they train. In one instance, the Staff has been told

that a law enforcement agency trained one senior law enforcement official of the

former Soviet Union who later was identified as the leader of the largest narcotics

trafficking operations in that region.

Few of the agencies have developed a system to do follow-up reports or audits to

determine whether the individuals trained or the equipment provided is being used

as planned.

US. AID and the Department of State are concerned that U.S trained police from the

former Soviet Union either may be implicated in human rights abuses or organized
crime activity. The Staff has learned of one instance where hostage negotiations

training provided to a law enforcement agency was then utilized to clear a

government building of peaceful pre-democracy protestors.

The General Accounting Office has been unable to obtain information from the

various law enforcement agencies to effectively audit these programs.^"

Recently, Ambassador Morningstar, in conjunction with the National Security

Council, started to forge a comprehensive plan for training. The Staff has been told that

this process has been very difficult because of Me varied sources of funding that

agencies use to support their efforts and Morningstar's apparent lack of authority to

oversee intelligence agency funding on this matter.^'

An example of the challenges posed by multi-faceted programs concerns a

section of the National Defense Authorization Act of 1995 (P.L. 103-701), which was
added as the result of the Subcommittee's 1994 hearings. Section 1504 of that Act

authorizes up to $10 million to the Department of Defense in support of a joint

Department of Defense and FBI program to expand and improve U.S. efforts to deter the

proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. The assistance was conditioned upon the

preparation of a joint FBI and Defense Department report to Congress on the specific

steps that will be taken to combat illicit trafficking in nuclear materials and other weapons
of mass destruction (WMD).

To date, the report has not been forthcoming and it is the Staffs understanding
that there has been some difficulty in deciding how to use this money. Apparently

multiple reports have been prepared without any agreement on a final version and

without much consultation, until recently, with other agencies including the Coordinator's

Office. While the 1995 legislation tasks the Defense Department and the FBI to prepare
a report, the Staff does not believe it was the intent of Congress that it be produced in

a vacuum.

" GAO is currently conducting a review of law enforcement training in the former Soviet Union for

Senator Nunn Some agencies have refused to provide the names of foreign police they have trained

pursuant to agreements with the countnes of the former Soviet Union This inability to provide information

has adversely affected the ability of GAO to assess the effectiveness of the training operations

^' On a more manageable scale, the Staff has learned that the Department of State, Office of Arms
Transfer and Export Control (ATEC). has taken the lead in chairing an intergovernment working group on

training for export control issues This group could act as a model for other groups and the Coordinator's

office It acts on a consensus t)asis and has representatives from the Departments of Defense, State and

Energy, the U S Customs Service, the Intelligence Community, and other appropriate offices It is

attempting to coordinate all US government efforts on export control training worldwide. Efforts such as

this need to be carried out In other areas of the govemment
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3. Recommendations To Reduce Threat Of Trafficking

The following Staff recommendations merit consideration as avenues to reduce

the threat of trafficking:

• One agency or individual should be given the responsibility to oversee all nuclear

smuggling and law enforcement-related training in the former Soviet Union.

Regardless of where this function should reside, it should include oversight of the law

enforcement, intelligence, AID as well as military related assistance in order to avoid

duplication of efforts. It should also include an effective system of vetting trainees,

monitoring program effectiveness, and follow-up audits to ensure that training is

being used for its intended purposes.

• Technical assistance to the governments of the former Soviet Union should be

directed at shoring up border controls, including assisting these nations to obtain

radiation detectors and portal monitors for border control points. Witnesses at the

Subcommittee's March 13th hearing supplied this recommendation and called for

increased funding to the U.S. Customs Service for $25-30 million for purchase of

nuclear detection equipment.

The following additional recommendations were proposed to the Subcommittee

by witnesses and other experts:

• The CSIS Task Force recommended enhancing our nations law enforcement

capabilities. It suggested passing new legislation that tracks the "extraterritoriality"

provisions of current anti-terrorism statutes to cover nuclear smuggling. It also called

for increasing from $500,000 to $2 million the maximum reward offered by the Atomic

Weapons Reward Act for information concerning nuclear smuggling. It recommended

that the FBI and other law enforcement agencies quietly "advertise" this reward

among organized criminal elements here and in Russia in the hope of forestalling

nuclear black marketing.

• The Defense Department and the FBI should work with the rest of the U.S.

government to ensure that the funds allocated in the National Defense Authorization

Act of 1995 are used efficiently and in a way which best supports U.S. government
activities aimed at stopping the spread of weapons of mass destruction.

• Experts at the Monterey Center for Nonproliferation Studies and Harvard University's

Center for Science and International Affairs recommend that cooperation should be

undertaken with all countries of the former Soviet Union to create nuclear smuggling
units and provide nuclear detection equipment to such units as well as to customs

and border control units. This would require a U.S. interagency task force featuring

the FBI and Customs, and a budget of some $20-40 million.

D. The Southern Tier As A Special Trafficking Concern

1. Southern Tier States Likely Transit Routes

The Staff found widespread concern among the intelligence and nonproliferation

communities that the southern tier states of the former Soviet Union - Kazakstan,

Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, Turkmenistan, Georgia, Armenia, and Azerbaijan are

being used as a transit route for nuclear materials coming out of Russia. There is also

concern that dual use items that are manufactured in this region or left from the Soviet

era, including fissile material, and indigenous scientific expertise will be harvested by

proliferant nations.

The geography of the region supports a basis for these concerns. This region of

the former Soviet Union borders Iran and China and is close to Iraq, Syria, India, and

Pakistan. In addition, the region is full of narcotics and conventional weapons smuggling
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routes. Unfortunately, while the available baseline of knowledge is limited with regard
to possible transit routes in Europe, even less is known about the threat posed in this

region.

Members of the Staff have visited some of the borders in the Caucasus and have
seen unprotected borders in Armenia and Georgia. In Azerbaijan, on the Iranian border,
the Iranians are more resolute on border control than the Azerbaijanis. The Staff has
been told that on the Azerbaijani side of the border there are few, if any, border guards
and that the fence is largely dismantled.

Official Customs Department trip reports reviewed by the Staff describe similar

problems in Kazakstan, Kyrgyzstan, and Turkmenistan. U.S. Customs officials who
visited Turkmenistan witnessed border guards waving through cars going into Iran.

Central Asia has long been known as a transit route for narcotics coming into Russia.

According to several specialists on narcotics trafficking, it is the absence of borders
between the former Central Asian republics and Afghanistan, Pakistan, and Iran that has

figured prominently in this flow. It is not hard to surmise that individuals smuggling
nuclear material could use these same routes to smuggle material out of Russia.

Corruption is a serious problem in this region of the former Soviet Union, and the

local customs services are not immune. Witnesses have told the Staff that bribing
border guards is sometimes easy and routine; a "bottle of vodka gets you across the

border" without papers; for $100 a carload of goods and travelers "can be arranged" to

cross without inspection. One US. citizen who lived in Azerbaijan for several years
descrit3ed how he was able to obtain a visa to go from Azerbaijan to Iran because of his

personal contacts with Azerbaijani officials and Iranians. The problems of this region are

perhaps best summed up by a former Azerbaijani official who told the Staff "anything can
be brought in or taken out of the country for the right price."

Many dual use items and nuclear materials are indigenous to this region.

Kazakstan, Uzbekistan, and Georgia all have enriched uranium on their territories and
Kazakstan and Georgia have nuclear weapons specialists. In fact, the largest cache of

unprotected weapons useable material was found in this region in November 1994, when
approximately 600 kgs. of highly enriched uranium was removed from the Ust-

Kamenogorsk fuel fabrication facility in eastern Kazakstan and brought to the United

States. The Kazak government had brought to U.S. attention the insecure security
conditions at that site and arranged for the materials removal. Kazak officials have
admitted that fissile materials remain at the Semipalatinsk nuclear weapons test site,

which was closed in 1992.
^

Kyrgyzstan was a major supplier for the Soviet Union's

uranium ore. A twenty megawatt nuclear reactor is located at the Nuclear Physics
Institute in Tashkent, Uzbekistan. A nuclear research center exists in Yerevan, Armenia
and a closed center exists in Tbilisi, Georgia^'.

The Staff has learned that officials from proliferant states are trying to induce
nuclear specialists from the southern tier of the former Soviet Union to help them
develop their nuclear programs and are seeking high technology and dual use nuclear

materials from the region. Since 1992, Iranian officials regularly have sponsored
scientific exchanges with nuclear specialists in Georgia and Kazakstan, and have

°
After years of denial, the Kazak government only recently confirmed the existence of approximately

200 kgs of HEU at this site The location was visited in Septemt>er, 1993, by Dr Anthony Fainberg, then
of the Office of Technology Assessment, who described the facility as guarded by teenage militia armed

only with hunting knives The nearest military detachment was several kilometers away and was
withdrawn to Russia In May, 1994 Presumably the matenal has been guarded since then by Kazak
forces but there is some question concerning their training, reliability and overall effectiveness. The Staff

was told that Iranians have visited this site seeking to purchase unknown items for export.

" The March 18, 1996 edition of U.S. News & World Report claims the United States is currently

negotiating the transfer of highly ennched uranium from one of these facilities to a more secure site in

Russia
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regularly visited this region. In Armenia, newspapers have complained that Armenian

scientists were going to Iran instead of staying in Armenia. News reports also claimed

that officials from North Korea, Iraq, and Iran had been in Uzbekistan in 1992 to recruit

nuclear scientists. Iranian-owned export-import businesses have sprung up in many of

these countries.

In addition, some of the southern tier states have publicly discussed nuclear trade

with proliferant nations. In Kyrgyzstan, President Akayev has publicly stated that he

sees no reason why India and his country should not cooperate on nuclear technology
issues. According to press reports, the Tajik parliament disclosed in 1992 that the

country's executive leadership was considering selling concentrated uranium and that

interested buyers from Saudi Arabia, Iran, Iraq, Turkey, and Pakistan visited Dushanbe,
the Tajik capital. The Staff could not find any confirmation, however, that the Tajik

government had in fact concluded any sales.

U.S. government and outside experts agree that the southern tier states of the

former Soviet Union are in far worse economic condition than are the Slavic states of the

former Soviet Union. The southern states receive much less Western economic

assistance and are actively seeking new trading partners and economic assistance.

Experts have told the Staff that Iran and China have filled this vacuum and have become

major trading partners with the countries of this region.

To the extent the states of the southern tier desire to control proliferation of

nuclear materials, their efforts are severely handicapped by the lack of resources and

trained staff. The governments of these new countries are only beginning to train

officials in the national security sphere, in foreign policy, export controls, law

enforcement, and a myriad of other areas that were once only within Moscow's purview.
With respect to law enforcement training, the Staff has learned that while U.S. law

enforcement agencies have embarked on expansive training programs in central Europe,

Russia, the Ukraine, and the Baltics, very little of that training has gone to the southern

tier states.

Given these factors, the potential for smuggling of nuclear material across the

Southern tier is tremendous. Unfortunately, the absence of a counter-proliferation

infrastructure in that region makes it impossible to capture reliable data on the extent of

the threat. Moreover, unlike the Central European States, and the Slavic States of the

former Soviet Union, few U. S. agencies have a presence in Central Asia or the

Caucasus. There have been a number of reports of fissile material diversions from the

southern states, most of which are unconfirmed but frightening nonetheless. The Staff

has summarized a number of the most important cases in Appendix D. Again, none of

these reports are corroborated and many have been officially denied by the regional

governments.

2. Government Response: Limited Attention

Although proliferation specialists in the U.S. readily admit that this is a problem
area, until recently the nonproliferation community paid little attention to the region.
Recent efforts by some in the intelligence community to focus attention on the area have
encountered roadblocks as resources and attention continue to be focused on the known

proliferant countries -
Iran, Iraq, North Korea, Libya, and Syria

- and known supplier
countries.

Traditionally, the resources that are spent on the former Soviet Union have been
eamnarked for Russia first, and then the other nuclear states that had nuclear weapons
on their territory when the Soviet Union broke apart

- Ukraine, Belarus, and Kazakstan.

Only a small amount of funding is directed to the remaining states of the former Soviet

Union, especially those in the southern tier. The Staff believes that such a policy is

shortsighted and could be ignoring one of the key areas of the nuclear black market.
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The problem of inattention to the southern tier is also exacerbated by the paucity
of trained regional specialists and qualified linguists in the U.S. government to design
and implement programs there. Part of this is due to a misplaced bias in United States

government personnel policies against regional expertise. Many experts in the U.S.

government who desire to become regional specialists believe they w^ill be penalized for

doing so. This is especially true in the intelligence community and foreign service which

put a premium on flexibility rather than regional expertise.
^''

For example, a "generalist" who may have just returned from a stint as a Baltic

specialist is expected within a month to become an Azerbaijani specialist. Spending
more than three years as an expert on one country or region, the Staff discovered, is

widely considered to be a "death knell" for a career in the U.S. foreign service or

intelligence community.

In practical terms this translates into government specialists often having wide

knowledge of current events, but little in-depth understanding of the region and the

unique nuances that come only from long tenm wor1< on the ground. Thus, in areas such

as Central Asia and the Caucasus, with complex political and economic systems and

pre-existing rivalries that are centuries old, the U.S. Government is at a foreign policy

disadvantage. Our government's limited understanding of the region means it is even
more difficult to collect information, analyze intelligence data and develop programs that

effectively deter proliferation in this region.

The Staff would also point to the shortsightedness of the State Department's and
other government agencies' language programs. The Staff has learned that these

programs routinely teach "Russian" to the overwhelming majority of their employees
stationed in Central Asia or the Caucasus, instead of the language of the native

speakers. Apparently this is an economic move as well as an outdated practice going
back to the days when these countries were part of the former Soviet Union whose
official language was Russian. This is no longer the case and many Russian speaking

representatives of the U.S. government are surprised by the negative reaction from

officials and citizens of Central Asia and the Caucasus to their inability to speak their

national languages. In practical terms, it alienates the local nationalities and makes the

collection of reliable information in these countries more difficult to obtain.

Ironically, our government now requires AID contractors working in the region to

have better qualifications than the Department of State and AID employees who
implement the contracts and programs there. The 1996 Foreign Operations

Appropriations Act (H.R. 1868) contains language that requires that "projects in the NIS

[Newly Independent States] should employ in key positions individuals with prior

experience in the region and relevant language skills..."

3. Recommendations To Reduce Threat In Southern Tier

The following Staff recommendations merit consideration as avenues to reduce
the threat in the southern tier:

• Additional attention and resources should be given to the potential for nuclear

smuggling from and through the southern tier of the former Soviet Union. Training
and technical assistance should be increased to those newly independent states of

that region. Additionally, our intelligence and law enforcement communities should
devote more resources to collecting and analyzing information pertaining to

smuggling operations and organized crime activities in that region.

'*
The Report of the Commission of Roles And Capabilities of the U S. Intelligence Community

("Brown Commission Report") cites this as a weakness in the intelligence community. It says that analysts
should be encouraged to remain within their substantive areas of expertise rather than having to rotate

to other areas or serve in management positions to be promoted The Commission states that similar

recommendations have been made in the past but not followed up
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• Our government should reexamine its current policies pertaining to the recruitment,

pay and promotion of government employees with regional expertise or language
skills relevant to the southern tier of the former Soviet Union.

The following additional recommendation was proposed to the Subcommittee by
the CSIS Task Force:

• The CSIS Task Force recommends that in considering the foreign aid budget, the

U.S. Congress should resist linking assistance that promotes denuclearization to

policy disputes on other matters.

E. The Brain Drain

1. An Economic Environment Conducive For Diversion

The end of the Cold War has left many within the Russian defense industry,

including skilled nuclear weapons scientists, with little or no work or income. Scientists

in the civilian sector have fared little better. During our conversations with the directors

of the Kurchatov Institute the Staff was informed that top scientists at the Institute make
the equivalent of $30 per month. ^*

The lack of pay or jobs has created an atmosphere where some scientists may
be forced to look for work elsewhere. It has been reported that in 1993 Russian

authorities pulled a large number of weapons scientists off of a plane as it sat on the

runway bound for North Korea.
^^

In addition, the Staff has obtained a copy of an

advertisement which it confirmed was circulating in the Middle East in 1994 for a

company called Hong Kong Sun Shine Industrial Company.^" The company claims in

its ad that it can sell Chinese weapons, including rocket guns, rocket launchers,

amphibious tanks, and middle and short range guided missiles. The advertisement,

which is signed by the company's General Manager, also states that:

... we have detailed files of hundreds of former Soviet Union experts in

the field of rocket, missile and nuclear weapons. These weapons experts
are willing to work in a country which needs their skills and can offer

reasonable pay.

Economic hardship also creates an atmosphere ripe for nuclear diversion. Indeed,

most of the known diversion cases seem to point to economics as the prime factor

behind nuclear materials theft. Employees at nuclear facilities believe that there are

people willing to pay large sums of money for this material even if no buyer or broker

has been identified. The engineer who stole 1.5 kilograms of highly enriched uranium

from the Luch Scientific Production Association In Podolsk admitted that he had been

^
Having a job and a salary, however meager. Is still no guarantee that an Individual will actually be

paid Worker strikes are common in "closed cities" throughout Russia because of a lack of pay. These
closed cities are the sites of many of Russia's most sensitive nuclear facilities ("Closed cites" describe

those areas that were part of the Soviet industrial-military process used for manufacturing sensitive

materials and weapons All of the sites were "closed" to Western observers and even other Soviets unless

given special access by the former KGB ) GAN officials have admitted to the Staff that nuclear facilities

have had problems paying their workers on time and that the economic situation at these facilities has
often been very tense This problem extends into many of the newly independent states as well When
the Staff was in the Ukraine last year we were told that employees at some rocket factories had not been

paid for six months Just last week it was reported that over 70% of all companies in Kazakstan had failed

to pay their employees for at least three months.

^ The "brain drain" is even more dangerous given advances in technology and the advent of

worldwide computer connections Scientists do not need to actually travel to a foreign country, but can

provide their lethal technical know-how through existing information networks without fear of detection from
law enforcement authorities.

" A copy is attached as Appendix E.
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motivated by a newspaper article he had read about the fortune to t>e made selling

highly enriched uranium.

The Russian military has also been affected by the economic problems besetting
the country at large. General Maslin has stated that salaries for military troops in charge
of nuclear warheads have sometimes been a month or two overdue. As we stated

earlier, military sites, including strategic missile sites, have also suffered power outages
because of an inability to pay their electric bills, and some remote military sites have

gone without food or supplies as well.

Even the elite nuclear troops, which traditionally were better housed, better fed,

and better paid than regular troops, have felt the strain. In our interview with a Russian

ofncer from the nuclear field base (see section II B, infra), the Staff was told that black

market activity involving all types of commodities was common among the troops as a

way to make money. The officer stated that this activity started from the top --
including

the base commander - and that the troops would sell anything, including base

equipment, even armored personnel carriers.

The officer told the Staff that when nuclear warheads were ordered removed from

one of the bases, no orders were ever given explaining what to do with the base's

training warheads. Training warheads are exact replicas of nuclear warheads in every

way, except for the fact that they do not contain fissile material. According to the officer,

the training warheads remained at the base for over a year with no guidance from

headquarters as to their disposition. The officer told the Staff that he believed these

warheads were never returned to general stockpiles. He stated that he saw one

warhead which had been buried for lack of anything better to do with it. He also

surmised that some of the warheads may have been dismantled and their components
sold.

2. Government Response: Not Enough Of The Right Response

The centerpiece of the American effort to address the "brain drain" problem has
been the Intemational Science and Technology Center (ISTC) which began operation in

Moscow on March 3, 1994. By any measure, it has been critical in the effort to provide

challenging civilian alternatives for ex-Soviet weapons scientists. More than 11,000
former weapons scientists have participated in ISTC activities which are supported jointly

by the United States, Japan and the European Union.

The ISTC, which has full diplomatic status in Moscow, provides financial support
for non-military projects employing nuclear scientists and weapons technicians. In

addition to financial support, ISTC has had a significant influence in re-orienting

approaches to research management, financial accountability, respect for intellectual

property rights and foreign access to sensitive weapons facilities in the region.

Through the CTR program, the United States contributed $25 million to its initial

budget and an additional $24 million for FY '95. In fiscal year 1996, U.S. contributions

were shifted from the CTR program to the Department of State's Freedom Support Act

fund." Just recently another center opened in Kiev to work with Ukrainian scientists.

Another project directed at countering the "brain drain" is the Department of

Energy's Industrial Partnering Program (IPP).^' Created in 1994 with an initial funding
level of $35 million, it is designed to engage former Soviet weapons scientists and

^
See March 13th testimony of Dr. Glenn E. Schweitzer, the first Executive Director of the ISTC, for

a nxjre detailed descnptlon of the program and (ts accomplishments Dr Schweitzer, in correspondence
to the Subcommittee, suggested the funding for the ISTC return to the CTR program

" See Appendix F for a more detailed description of the IPP as well as the statement of Dr John

Hnatio, Program Director of IPP submitted for the Suticommittee's March 13th heanng record
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engineers in the peaceful affiliation of technology leading to commercial projects,

beneficial to both the United States and the former Soviet Union.

The project is unique in that it is designed to transition from federal funding to a

fully privately supported effort. It utilizes the Department of Energy's defense

laboratories to act as intermediaries between weapons labs of the former Soviet Union

and U. S private industry associated with this program through a consortium called the

U.S. Industrial Coalition (USIC) which has approximately 80 members. The industrial

members of USIC contribute to the costs of running the IPP projects.

The program has been enthusiastically received by the U.S. and participants of

the fonmer Soviet Union. Approximately 190 projects were initiated during the first year

involving more than 60 institutes and engaging more than 2,000 scientists, engineers
and technicians involved with weapons of mass destruction.

The initial FY '94 funding was $35 million. No FY '95 funds were allocated to this

project. The FY '96 funding from the Department of Energy is $10 million with an

additional $10 million from the CTR project anticipated. In FY '97, the project is funded

at $10 million.

Although both programs are worthwhile, the Staff was told that they are able to

fund only a small fraction of the approximate 60,000 former Soviet scientists that

Dr. Schweitzer, the first Executive Director of ISTC, claims should be of proliferation

concern.^" Moreover, the precarious state of funding for both programs has drastically

denigrated their usefulness since many former Soviet scientists view these programs as

only temporary. Many, such as Dr. Schweitzer, have concluded that despite these

efforts the likelihood of former Soviet scientists transferring their knowledge of weapons
of mass destruction to rogue states as greater today than it was when the Nunn-Lugar

legislation was enacted, for several reasons:

• The financial situation among many of the specialists of greatest concern has not

improved, and indeed has become worse.

• The physical conditions for conducting interesting civilian research in the laboratories

of the region have deteriorated considerably.

• Some rogue states have established a presence throughout the former Soviet Union

which provides easy access to weapon scientists and engineers of the region.

Meanwhile, there is an overarching feeling within the Russian population that they
have been misled by false promises of western financial assistance, and particularly

American assistance; and many scientists and engineers have simply abandoned the

hope that they would continue to be beneficiaries of generous subsidies. Clearly, as

disconcerting as the situation may be, it would be much worse absent these efforts.

3. Recommendations To Reduce Brain Drain

The following Staff recommendations merit consideration as avenues to reduce

the brain drain;

• Funding for the International Science and Technology Center (ISTC) and the

Industrial Partnering Program (IPP) should be expanded and a multi-year
commitment be made in order to assure interested scientists of continued funding.

"
Dr. Schweitzer contends that of the million or more scientists and engineers who participated in the

Soviet program to develop weapons of mass destruction and their delivery systems, only about 60,000

possess unique knowledge of weapons systems to be of proliferation concern. He states, however, that

there are many more in a position to participate in smuggling activities.
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One or two years is simply not long enough for Soviet scientists to become convinced

they should shift their careers from weapons work to civilian activities.

• The role of U.S. industry in assisting former weapons scientists and laboratories to

convert to civilian activities should be increased. Congress and the Administration

should consider developing a specific mechanism, including tax or customs duty

incentives, targeted to U.S. corporations willing to invest in or work directly with

former Soviet weapons scientists and laboratories in converting to civilian activities.

The following additional recommendation was proposed to the Subcommittee by
Bill Potter of the Monterey Institute of International Studies:

• Bill Potter of the Monterey Institute of International Studies recommends that the

U. S. negotiate an expanded safeguards regime with Russia on a bilateral R&D
basis to engage the Russians in fully reciprocal research, development and

demonstration programs.

F. The Demand For Weapons of Mass Destruction

1. The Threat Is Real

Assuming that we could control the borders with the former Soviet Union and

thereby control nuclear smuggling, we would still not be able to restrain the leakage of

weapons and weapons-related items and technologies from the former Soviet Union.

Much of what is necessary for weapons development, including nuclear weapons and

their delivery systems, currently resides in various state and private enterprises in the

former Soviet Union that are becoming semi-independent exporters, outside of direct

state control. We also know from recent history that countries such as Iraq and Iran

often use front companies in Germany and elsewhere in Europe to obtain the necessary

components for their deadly arsenals. There is no reason to believe that these

countries, and others with similar aspirations, will not continue to use such proven

smuggling routes and methods.^'

The Staff found that unless effective export control barriers are put into place,

there remains a grave danger that military industrial enterprises in the former Soviet

Union will sell weapons and dual use technologies to rogue nations and possibly terrorist

groups. As described in detail by Dr. Gary Bertsch of the Center for International Trade

and Security, the status of export controls in the former Soviet Union is a serious

problem. Taken together with porous border controls, they spell potential failure for

stopping the spread of fissile material and dual-use technology.

Based on our interviews with numerous experts in the intelligence and law

enforcement communities, the Staff believes there is ample evidence that proliferant

nations like Iran, Iraq, Libya, and others are interested in obtaining WMD technology and

material from the former Soviet Union. The work of the United Nations Special
Commission ("UNSCOM") has revealed to the world the extensive nature of the Iraqi

effort to acquire the necessary ingredients of weapons of mass destruction. Iran has

"
in a front page story on March 15, 1995. The New York Times, cited western intelligence sources

In a report that a small airfield 35 miles north of Hamburg, Germany is one of dozens of transit points

throughout Europe t>eing used by the Iranian government to smuggle both weapons and advanced

technology used to develop nuclear weapons The airport is owned by an alleged Iranian arms dealer and

a former Deputy Oil Minister for Iran who is believed to oversee that country's clandestine arms

acquisitions in Europe According to the intelligence officials cited, material is often flown by light aircraft

from the German airfield to airstrips in Poland and possibly other Eastem European countries, often by

way of Brussels or Vienna From there it is loaded on cargo plans bound for Iran The Times report

stated that intelligence agencies are so overwhelmed by the scope of the Iranian smuggling operation that

it IS almost impossible to monitor
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pursued a simitar path. Each of these countries has utilized a network of front

companies and corporate shells throughout the world to disguise their activities. It is

probably no accident that Iran's two largest embassies are located in Almaty in

Kazakstan and Kiev in Ukraine.

Indeed, it was reports of Iranian interest in obtaining uranium from Kazakstan that

led to the United States operation known as Project Sapphire (see section II D, infra).

This operation, which took place in November 1994, involved the purchase of

approximately 600 kilograms of highly enriched uranium from the Kazak government.
The Staff was told by Kazak officials that after the conclusion of Project Sapphire the

Kazak govemment was berated by a senior Pakistani official for not selling this uranium

to Pakistan.

In order to assess the ability of countries such as Iraq and Iran to obtain the

materials and related technologies necessary for developing a nuclear weapons
capability, the Staff has reviewed numerous cases where such materials were obtained

through the "dual use" mari<et." While not attempting a comprehensive survey of such

incidents, the Staff closely examined various examples of how materials traveled to

foreign powers in violation of U.S. laws, and in contravention of U.S. interests. Attached

as Appendix G are four case studies which are illustrative of this concem. Additionally,

the Staff interviewed smugglers and brokers involved in illicit transactions, undercover

agents used by law enforcement authorities, and prosecutors involved in the

investigation and prosecution of these cases.

In general, the Staff found that it is not difficult for a nation, a group or even a

well-financed individual to obtain the technology needed for a nuclear weapons program.
Much of the technology and necessary materials can be found in the international

marketplace. In the United States, the Commerce Department, In concert with the

Departments of State, Defense and Energy, among others, are responsible for controlling

the movement of Items that possess both commercial and military applications. In other

countries there are similar agencies, although In many. Including those of the former

Soviet Union, the agencies are small and their operating authority weak.

The dual use market provides Innumerable opportunities to obtain materials

through circuitous routes or use of false or fictitious end users. Sometimes, it is not

even necessary to falsify end-users because there exists no apparatus to monitor the

movement of dual use Items. In one case, the Staff has learned of some items Integral

to the nuclear fuel cycle that were shipped via DHL express mail from Russia to Iraq.

One individual Interviewed by the Staff who acted as a middleman for the Iraq

government described a very frightening scenario where materials critical to a nuclear

Infrastructure freely moved from nations in Europe and the United States to the Middle

East. The individual described a network of brokers, middlemen and front companies
who regularly purchased materials on behalf of the Iraqi government. He explained that

during and since the Gulf War, Iraqi officials have approached brokers and front

companies In numerous countries in order to obtain technologies, precursors and
hardware critical to a nuclear Infrastructure. He explained that Iraq has established

hundreds of such contacts throughout the Middle East In Jordan, Tunis, Iran, Morocco,

Libya and Turkey.

This Individual further explained that the Iraqi government would regularly look for

offices that were already established and use them to purchase needed materials.

Rather than Indicate Iraq as the end-user for the materials, the brokers or front

companies would use other fictitious and false end-users In order to not appear to be

violating intemational embargoes against shipment of such materials to Iraq. Ultimately,
the materials would be smuggled Into Iraq through border routes that are easily traversed

'^
Dual use Items are those technologies and equipment which have both civilian and military

applications.
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because they lack appropriate controls, or are easily corrupted through bribes to border

guards. This individual explained that the only real problem he has faced was not

successfully getting materials into Iraq in contravention of law, but rather getting Iraqi
officials to "pay their bills."

The Staff would note that while brokers and front companies may be needed to

smuggle materials into nations like Iraq, sub-national groups may not require even that

level of subterfuge or artifice to obtain dangerous technologies."

Another illustrative case is that of Al Harb and the Abu Harb Trading Company
located in Jordan. Immediately following the 1990 invasion of Kuwait and after the trade

embargo against Iraq, Harb acted in concert with Najim Al Jabouri, an Iraqi official who
was the commercial manager of the Iraqi power and utility directorate. Jabouri utilized

Harb and his trading company to assist the Iraqi government in its efforts to circumvent
the embargo and to procure electronic components and technology necessary to

reconstruct the industrial and military infrastructure. For three years, including during the

pendency of the Gulf War, Harb purchased numerous dual use items such as
"accelerometers" and "interferometers" from his offices in the United States. Many of

these items were destined for use at facilities that IAEA inspectors considered sighificant

components of the Iraqi nuclear weapons development program.

Harb was brought to justice when the U.S. Customs Service learned of his

misconduct and conducted a high-tech surveillance of his operation, eventually catching
him literally moments before he left the United States. The Staff observes that the

prosecution in the case faced difficulties posed by the weak penalty provisions set forth

in the U.S. Sentencing Guidelines for this type of violation. Despite exporting items that

posed a clear threat to our national security, Harb initially only faced a 3-4 year term of

imprisonment. Ultimately, after the unusual request of an "upward departure" by the

Assistant U.S. Attorney, the sentencing court agreed to sentence Harb outside

Guidelines range and meted out an 8 year sentence. The Staff would also note that

many of the companies involved in Harb's purchases were innocent, unaware of his

intentions. Some even refused to do business with him.

2. Government Response

In the course of our inquiry, the Staff interviewed a number of U. S. government
officials involved with anti-smuggling efforts. They ranged from senior law enforcement
officials and prosecutors to street agents and line attorneys within various U. S.

Attomey's Offices. They expressed numerous concerns about the U.S. response to this

threat, some of which are detailed below.

Jurisdictional limitations of federal agencies may limit a more effective response
to the smugglers threat. For instance, portions of the 1995 Anti-Terrorism bill as well as
some of the anti-terrorism proposals currently under consideration broadly define

"terrorist activities" and "actions which support terrorism." Included as terrorist activities

are acquisitions of materials through importing and exporting. Some of the legislative

proposals vest the Federal Bureau of Investigation with exclusive jurisdiction to

investigate importing and exporting activity in "furtherance or support of terrorism." Since

importing and exporting violations have been the mainstay of the U. S. Customs Service,

any new terrorism bill should provide the Customs Service with concurrent jurisdiction
for import and export violations involving terrorists or groups supporting terrorism. To
do otherv»/ise, in their view, would be to eliminate the most experienced anti-smuggling
law enforcement agency from our fight against terrorism.

"
In its recent investigation of the Aum Shinrikyo cult, the Staff uncovered numerous attempts by that

cult to successfully access weapons technology, including nuclear related technology, in the United States
and throughout Europe. Because Japan is an ally of the US, export controls, including controls directed

at the dual-use market, did not prevent many deadly matenals from reaching the cult However, much of

the cult's attempts to obtain deadly technology and hardware from the US was thwarted by the common-
sense and good citizenship of some of the corporations from whom the cult attempted purchases.
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The I nternational Emergency Economic Powers Act (lEEPA) as codified in Title

50, United States Code, Section 1701, et. seq. , provides the President with broad

powers to impose sanctions against nations or parties that threaten our national security.

A specific violation of lEEPA includes the unlawful exporting of a commodity to a country

under sanctions imposed by authority of the President under lEEPA. For example, Iran

and Libya are currently sanctioned under lEEPA. During the course of many
investigations, a loophole in lEEPA has been identified: parties that attempt to export a

commodity to a "sanctioned" country but fail, for whatever reason, including interception

of the shipment prior to entering the export stream, do not violate lEEPA. They cannot

be prosecuted for this offense even though they fully intended to violate the law. A
technical correction to lEEPA which includes an "attempt" provision is needed to correct

this deficiency.

Guidelines for the imposition of prison sentences under the Arms Export Control

Act , the Export Administration Act and lEEPA are not adequate when the exports involve

weapons of mass destruction or their components The Staff learned of a number of

cases involving the export of terrorist-related materials where the defendants were only

sentenced to a few months because of current sentencing guidelines. For example, in

one case, a defendant who was convicted of conspiracy to export 250 tons of sarin

nerve gas to Iraq for use in making military weapons was only sentenced to 30 months.'^

In another case, a defendant was convicted of conspiracy to send 150 pounds of C-4

plastic explosives and radio frequency detonating equipment to the West Bank for a PLO
"Christmas" campaign. He was sentenced to 24 months in jail and only served 18

months." The sentences of smugglers convicted in foreign countries are even less.

With regard to promoting technical expertise, experts at two recent international

meetings determined that cooperation on forensic analyses of illicit nuclear materials is

necessary in order to enhance international efforts to combat nuclear smuggling. An

outcome of these meetings has been the formation of an ad hoc Nuclear Smuggling
International Technical Working Group (ITWG) that can provide the avenue for this type

of technical cooperation. The meetings have brought together a unique blend of experts

from different communities with overlapping needs and skills. The progress to date has

provided strong motivation to the participants to continue the ITWG. The primary goal

of the ITWG is to advance the international capability for nuclear forensics in order to

meet the needs of all these constituencies within each country

Although the Executive Branch supports these efforts as does the international

community, it is not viewed as a priority in our nonproliferation strategy. The forensic

capabilities of our Energy Department laboratories, combined with the international

community's expertise needs to be exploited. The ITWG concept provides the basis for

international cooperation and increased nuclear forensic capabilities

Additionally, a number of the witnesses at the Subcommittee's March 13th hearing
also called for improved forensics as developed by a multilateral nuclear technology
counterterrorism research program - to develop, test and assess novel technologies and

techniques for disabling nuclear weapons and devices.

Other witnesses emphasized that the United States and its allies should take

every opportunity to engage its partners in the former Soviet Union in a new, cooperative
effort to build a simpler, yet comprehensive international export control regime for the

post-cold war world which would be based on or consistent with the existing

nonproliferation export control mechanisms. Dr. Gary Bertsch of the Center for

International Trade and Security, argued that U.S. leadership and support is critical to

this future export control development The Summit on Nuclear Security scheduled for

"
See. US V Juwhan Yun and Charles Caplan . (US District Court for New Jersey, Newark, 1989).

"
See, US V Sultan El Gawli. et al. . (US District Court for New Jersey, Camden, 1986)
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April 1996 in Moscow is a good venue to raise this subject with a view to developing

export control support and coordination globally. It would be a mistake to concentrate

solely on physical protection and material, and ignore longer-term export control

concerns.

3. Recommendations To Reduce Risk From Demand

The following Staff recommendations merit consideration as avenues to reduce

the risk from demand:

• Congress should consider strengthening prison sentences for export violations, when
the export involves weapons of mass destruction or their components, or where there

is evidence that the exports were for proliferation purposes or terrorism. The

Administration should also urge our allies and the countries of the former Soviet

Union to make similar adjustments.

• The U. S. Customs Service should be provided with concurrent jurisdiction for import

and export violations involving terrorists or groups that support terrorism.

• The International Emergency Economic Powers Act should be amended to allow

enforcement for "attempted" violations as well as consummated violations.

• The Executive Branch should place greater emphasis on promoting the goals of the

ad hoc Nuclear Smuggling International Technical Working Group (ITWG) in order

to advance cooperative, multilateral efforts to combat nuclear smuggling.

• The U. S. government should continue to encourage the international business

community's self-policing and general counterproliferation efforts. This should be

accomplished through U.S. government sponsored awareness workshops for major

high technology exporters and other similar activities at home through foreign

embassies.

The following additional recommendations were proposed to the Subcommittee

by witnesses and other experts:

• Gary Bertsch of the Center for International Trade & Security at the University of

Georgia recommends that the U.S. should consider promoting a comprehensive,
international export control regime in ail the states of the former Soviet Union that

would include the following:

• regularly held government-to-government consultations making it possible to

share information about relevant developments in respective countries and

globally:

•
training and familiarization courses for government officials carefully adjusted

to participants' levels of skills and expertise;

• provision of computer hardware and software in order to automate national

export control systems; and develop compatible databanks; and

• support and encouragement for national industry outreach programs through
which newly privatized industries could become more aware of export controls

requirements and their implementation.

• The CSIS Task Force recommends that like-minded governments declare common

policies on nuclear black marketing and extradition.
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G. Technology. Research and Development

1. Current Activities

In its investigation of global proliferation of weapons of mass destruction (WMD)
and its consequences, the Staff has examined the expertise and technology available

at the various national laboratories to counter the spread of WMD materials, technology
and, potentially, the weapons themselves. We have also learned about the laboratories

technical capability to mitigate the circumstances that could promote the spread of these

deadly weapons and materials, as well as to deter and disrupt the use of WMD for

terrorism, should preventative measures fail.

Statements received from the major weapons labs - Lawrence Livermore, Sandia

and Los Alamos ~ will be made a part of the hearing record. Together they represent

a numkjer of unique opportunities for technical assistance to the government's efforts to

control global proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. Several programs reviewed

by the Staff at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), Sandia National

Laboratories and Los Alamos National Laboratory^ are particularly illustrative of national

laboratory contributions that could make a difference in grappling with these difficult

issues.

• Nuclear forensic analysis at Lawrence Livermore, with the cooperation of nuclear

facilities worldwide, can identify the sources of smuggling nuclear materials, down to

specifying the facility from which the material originated, much like a fingerprint.

Once fully developed, this capability may be able to spot the sources of "leakage"
and identify the perpetrators of terrorism after terrorist acts.

• Sensor systems developed at Livermore and Los Alamos with the express purpose
of securing nuclear weapons and materials appear ready to be deployed around

sensitive storage sites in the former Soviet Union, and anywhere else they may be

required. Related detection systems could be installed at borders and international

gateways to identify smuggling operations.

• Nuclear Emergency Support Teams (NEST) make use of national laboratory know-

how, data-bases and equipment to assist U S. government agencies in responding
to potential nuclear terrorism and in evaluating nuclear blackmail threats,

distinguishing between hoaxes and real threats. There is no equivalent structure for

dealing with chemical and biological weapons threats.

• Disablement devices developed by the national laboratories may be capable of

rendering weapons safe, before they do harm. A new and more effective generation
of disablement technology is currently being perfected that promises even greater
chance of success against a terrorist.

• A Wide Area Tracking System (WATS) , developed by LLNL combines sensors and
advanced software to quickly locate WMD terrorists. WATS could give search teams
the upper hand in tracking down WMD ten-orists, before they can do damage. WATS
is designed to use commercial, off-the-shelf components to allow for low cost, near-

term operational deployment.

• The National Atmospheric Release Advisory Capability (NARAC) is a 24 hour-a-day
operation that is on alert to track fallout from chemical, biological or nuclear accidents

and incidents. NARAC computer calculations can predict the path of contaminants,

allowing populations downwind to take protective measures.

See statements for the record submitted by Los Alamos National Laboratory ana Sandia National

Laboratories
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Presidential Decision Directives issued by the Clinton Administration provide policy

guidance to counter proliferation and combat WMD terrorism. These directives also

assign lead authority and operational responsibility to appropriate government agencies
and departments. These Directives, though stressing coordination and leadership in

operational and strategic response, do not provide similar emphasis on research and

development initiatives. If these technological and R&D initiatives are to produce results,

new Presidential Directives must be matched by new/, dedicated funding authority. The
need is particularly evident to support the development of specialized technology and
other appropriate capabilities. Asking laboratories to pay for these programs out of

existing budgets is a formula for delay and inaction in bringing vital capabilities on-line.

2. Recommendations To Improve R&D Efforts

The follow/ing Staff recommendations merit consideration as avenues to improve
research and development efforts:

• A clearly established mechanism should be created to review/ and find new and
available technologies applicable to WMD and terrorism.

• A dedicated funding authority must be determined that will help support the

development of specialized technology.

• The U.S. government should consider developing NEST like teams for chemical and

biological weapon emergencies.

The following additional recommendations were proposed to the Subcommittee

by witnesses and other experts:

• The CSIS Task Force recommends that governments with advanced technical

capabilities declare their willingness to offer individual and joint assistance under

appropriate conditions to states endangered by transit of nuclear black market
material.

• The CSIS Task Force recommends technical collaboration between nuclear

emergency specialists in the U.S. and the former Soviet Union with the goal of

creating a joint response team.

H. Coordination of Government Response

1. Questions Remain

Combating the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction requires the combined
resources of many different government agencies and the private sector. Clearly, in

addition to law enforcement components, the intelligence community, the diplomatic

corps, the defense infrastructure and private industry are all involved in nonproliferation

strategies. Our govemment, however, appears to lack a comprehensive strategy to deal

with not only the leakage of materials and technologies from the former Soviet Union but

also the many other proliferation issues throughout the world.

No matter what policy guides us, the problem remains that no one is currently in

charge to coordinate and conduct our response. Some experts contend that there is

now a vacuum in leadership; in part, because there is no multi-agency mechanism set

up to smoothly address, on a daily basis, the proliferation issue. They urge the

consideration of an operational and policy making structure similar to the joint military

commands that combines civilian and military agencies and operations.

The Staff has been told that for the past several years the relevant agencies
responsible for proliferation matters have tried to work out appropriate coordination and

cooperation methods. To their credit. US agencies responsible for WMD counter
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proliferation efforts have set up numerous interagency working groups to encourage

dialogue and information sharing. The National Security Council (NSC) staff has played

a critical role in trying to keep the proliferation juggernaut on course.''

While the NSC may have made some progress in creating a functional response
to proliferation, often times parochial interests get in the way of appropriate cooperation.

The Staff has learned that decision making on proliferation issues is largely done on a

consensus basis among the National Security Council, and the Departments of State,

Defense and Energy, among others. Other agencies, such as the FBI, Intelligence

Community, Customs Service, when necessary, play a supportive role in policy making
on these issues. However, the slow nature of this decision making process, especially

with regard to non-emergency issues or where there may be some disagreement
between key agencies, is concerning.

In other instances, however, the National Security Council process has worked

almost flawlessly such as in Project Sapphire. Yet, it has been much slower to respond
to more mundane issues concerning negotiation strategies or responses to intelligence

reports of proliferation violations. The Staff has been able to review many of the actions

taken by the US government in relation to proliferation incidents over the past year.

By far, the singularly most frequent action that the U.S. government took in 1995 was
to demarche' foreign governments, asking them not to supply materials to proliferant

states. On the whole, even these actions often took weeks to months to wind their way

through the process. The Staff has learned that on many occasions, agencies simply

ignore the actions that the group has asked them to complete, without any repercussions

from this delay tactic.

Unfortunately, the Intelligence Community's Nonproliferation Center (NPC), which

was designed to act as a focal point for nonproliferation expertise in the U.S. government
and as a bridge among military, policy making, law enforcement and Intelligence

Community organizations, also suffers from a lack of authority. Although NPC has

representatives from most of the leading U.S. agencies on proliferation issues. It does

not have the authority to task other agencies to follow through on its directives

Furthermore, non-intelligence agencies, like law enforcement, are not required to share

useful information with the NPC.

2. Recommendations To Improve Coordination

The following Staff recommendations merit consideration as avenues to improve
coordination:

• The U. S. government should consider creation of a coordinating agency or person
for all nonproliferation issues.

• The role of the NonProiiferation Center should be strengthened and all agencies that

have counter or nonproliferation responsibilities be required to detail officials there.

All agencies who collect information on proliferation issues should be required to

share that information with the NPC.

• Agencies tasked by the National Security Council working groups on nonproliferation

/ issues should be required to fully comply with their instructions.

" The sheer number of government entities responsible for proliferation efforts, at the very least, is

enormous and contributes to the appearance of a vacuum in leadership The attached chart [Appendix

H) put together by the Intelligence Committee's staff shows that about one hundred government
organizations and agencies have some responsibility for WMD proliferation matters
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The following additional recommendations were proposed to the Subcommittee by
the CSIS Task Force:

• The CSIS Task Force recommends a redoubled effort in the battle against nuclear

smuggling ~ all source intelligence collection and analysis, enhanced foreign

intelligence liaison and improved operational capabilities.

• The CSIS Task Force recommends that U.S. government agencies involved in threat

assessment (Department of Energy, Intelligence Community. FBI, NRC, Customs
Service, etc.) should expand coordination and information sharing and, working with

foreign counterparts, do a better job of debriefing nuclear traffickers.

III. CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

U.S. efforts to improve the security of weapons and fissile material in the former
Soviet Union have enjoyed substantial successes and are gaining momentum, but the

challenges and dangers continue to grow. U.S. efforts overall have had a positive

impact on U. S. security interests. Our efforts have contributed to a reduction in nuclear

armaments, and an overall improvement in the security and control over the vast arsenal

of nuclear weapons and material inherited from the former Soviet Union. The result of

U.S. programs in the former Soviet Union, as Defense Secretary Perry stated, has been
"defense by other means".

Unfortunately, worsening economic dislocation in the former Soviet Union has
caused threats that have simply outpaced our efforts at protection and control of nuclear

materials and technology. Fissile material leakage into an emerging nuclear black

market has become a reality. Their is a real possibility that former Soviet Union

weapons scientists and their lethal know-how will be lost to rogue nations.

These weapons of unimaginable destructive power appear increasingly within the

grasp of nations, groups and individuals willing to do what we dare not imagine. In light

of this new threat, we must be willing to rethink our cold war strategies, critically analyze
our intemational conventions and treaties, and forge policies that are responsive to this

new challenge.

A. Recommendations To Reduce Leakage (Civilian)

The following Staff recommendations merit consideration as avenues to reduce
material leakage in the civilian sector:

• Congress should consider additional funding to the Department of Energy to cover
the cost of new cooperative security ventures with those labs and facilities that have

just recently agreed to join its lab-to-lab program. The Staff has been advised that

to adequately respond to this opportunity would require an additional $25 million.

• The Department of Energy should devote more attention to the issue of corruption
and insider complicity when designing security systems for the former Soviet Union.
The Staff was advised that there are technical means currently developed and others

that could be developed with additional research that increase the difficulty for an
insider to override a security system.

• The U.S. should encourage Russian activities to mitigate the threat of insider

corruption from an operator or manager, by ensuring that an effective regulator,

independent of the particular facility or MINATOM is maintained and strengthened in

order to oversee the effectiveness of MINATOM's MPC&A efforts. GAN may be a

likely candidate for such a mission and should be provided greater support by the
U.S. government.
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• The Departjnent of Energy should continue its efforts to foster a culture of security.

To many lab and ministry workers in the former Soviet Union, the importance of such

security enhancements is something that needs constant reinforcement. Training

courses should continue to be emphasized that develop these attitudes.

• The Department of Energy should continue to refine its current audit and oversight

program to verify continued use and maintenance of these systems. In particular, the

Energy Department should report to Congress on a regular basis that its assistance

and enhanced security systems have not been diverted to other than their intended

use.

The following additional recommendations were proposed to the Subcommittee

by witnesses and other experts:

• The General Accounting Office (GAO) recommends that the Department of Energy
consider the deployment of large numbers of portal monitors to the former Soviet

Union on an expedited basis. In order to encourage Russian support for such an

effort, they suggest the purchase and use wherever possible of indigenously

produced equipment.

• The GAO recommends that the U.S. should increase our efforts to encourage the

Russian Duma to pass an Atomic Energy Act that incorporates a strong national

safeguard and accounting system as well as an adequately funded national

regulatory body.

• The GAO recommends that the U.S. should increase assistance to GAN in order to

enhance appropriate checks and balances between regulators and nuclear facility

operators handling weapons grade material.

• Experts with Harvard University's Center for Science and International Affairs

recommends that the U.S. consummate its purchase of 500 tons of highly enriched

uranium from Russia under the terms of a contract initially entered into by the Bush

administration. They strongly urge that the United States go through with this

contract on a expedited basis.

B. Recommendations To Reduce Leakage (Military)

The following Staff recommendations merit consideration as avenues to reduce

leakage in the military sector:

• Managers of the CTR program and Congress should continue their monitoring of the

storage facility construction program to ensure its completion in a timely manner, as

well as overall efforts to increase security over the dismantlement process.

• Funding of the CTR program should not be cut back. Despite initial delays in

implementation of the CTR program, it has demonstrated overall improvement in the

speed and efficiency of its operations.

• In light of the serious security problems at naval facilities, both the Departments of

Defense and Energy should make progress in this area a high priority The U.S.

Navy should be encouraged to assist both Departments as well as their Russian

counterparts, to the fullest extent possible, to ensure the security of weapons useable

material at those sites.
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The following additional recommendations were proposed to the Subcommittee

by witnesses and other experts:

• The CSIS Task Force recommends that the United States and Russia consider

developing bilateral safeguards regime for material removed from warheads during

dismantlement.

• Experts at the Monterey Center for Nonproliferation Studies and Harvard University's

Center for Science and International Affairs recommend that in connection with the

nuclear safety summit in Moscow next month, the U.S. should reach agreement with

Russia as well as with Belarus, Kazakstan and Ukraine to expand the existing U.S.

-Russian nuclear risk reduction centers to handle communications and exchange of

information regarding all aspects of the safety and nonproliferation of nuclear and

other weapons of mass destruction. In particular, this would assist effective

implementation of CTR programs in all four countries.

C. Recommendations To Reduce Threat Of Trafficking

The following Staff recommendations merit consideration as avenues to reduce the

threat of trafficking;

• One agency or individual should be given the responsibility to oversee all nuclear

smuggling and law enforcement-related training in the former Soviet Union.

Regardless of where this function should reside, it should include oversight of the law

enforcement, intelligence, AID as well as military related assistance in order to avoid

duplication of efforts. It should also include an effective system of vetting trainees,

monitoring program effectiveness, and follow-up audits to ensure that training is

being used for its intended purposes.

• Technical assistance to the governments of the former Soviet Union should be

directed at shoring up border controls, including assisting these nations to obtain

radiation detectors and portal monitors for border control points. Witnesses at the

Subcommittee's March 13th hearing supplied this recommendation and called for

increased funding to the U.S. Customs Service for $25-30 million for purchase of

nuclear detection equipment.

The following additional recommendations were proposed to the Subcommittee

by witnesses and other experts:

• The CSIS Task Force recommended enhancing our nations law enforcement

capabilities. It suggested passing new legislation that tracks the "extraterritoriality"

provisions of current anti-terrorism statutes to cover nuclear smuggling. It also called

for increasing from $500,000 to $2 million the maximum reward offered by the Atomic

Weapons Reward Act for information concerning nuclear smuggling. It recommended
that the FBI and other law enforcement agencies quietly "advertise" this reward

among organized criminal elements here and in Russia in the hope of forestalling

nuclear black marketing.

• The Defense Department and the FBI should work with the rest of the U.S.

government to ensure that the funds allocated in the National Defense Authorization

Act of 1995 are used efficiently and in a way which best supports U.S. government
activities aimed at stopping the spread of weapons of mass destruction.

• Experts at the Monterey Center for Nonproliferation Studies and Harvard University's

Center for Science and International Affairs recommend that cooperation should be

undertaken with all countries of the former Soviet Union to create nuclear smuggling
units and provide nuclear detection equipment to such units as well as to customs

and border control units. This would require a U.S. interagency task force featuring

the FBI and Customs, and a budget of some $20-40 million. This would, in effect,
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provide a second line of defense to our efforts to safeguard fissile material in the

former Soviet Union.

D. Recommendations To Reduce Threat In Southern Tier

The following Staff recommendations merit consideration as avenues to reduce

the threat in the southern tier:

• Additional attention and resources should be given to the potential for nuclear

smuggling from and through the southern tier of the former Soviet Union. Training

and technical assistance should be increased to those newly independent states of

that region. Additionally, our intelligence and law enforcement communities should

devote more resources to collecting and analyzing information pertaining to

smuggling operations and organized crime activities in that region.

• Our government should reexamine its current policies pertaining to the recruitment,

pay and promotion of government employees with regional expertise or language
skills relevant to the southern tier of the former Soviet Union.

The following additional recommendation was proposed to the Subcommittee by
the CSIS Task Force:

• The CSIS Task Force recommends that in considering the foreign aid budget, the

U.S. Congress should resist linking assistance that promotes denuclearization to

policy disputes on other matters.

E. Recommendations To Reduce Brain Drain

The following Staff recommendations merit consideration as avenues to reduce

the brain drain:

• Funding for the International Science and Technology Center (ISTC) and the

Industrial Partnering Program (IPP) should be expanded and a multi-year
commitment be made in order to assure interested scientists of continued funding.
One or two years is simply not long enough for Soviet scientists to become convinced

they should shift their careers from weapons work to civilian activities.

• The role of U.S. industry in assisting former weapons scientists and laboratories to

convert to civilian activities should be increased. Congress and the Administration

should consider developing a specific mechanism, including tax or customs duty
incentives, targeted to U.S. corporations willing to invest in or work directly with

fonner Soviet weapons scientists and laboratories in converting to civilian activities.

The following additional recommendation was proposed to the Subcommittee by
Bill Potter of the Monterey Institute of International Studies:

• Bill Potter of the Monterey Institute of International Studies recommends that the

U. S. negotiate an expanded safeguards regime with Russia on a bilateral R&D
basis to engage the Russians in fully reciprocal research, development and
demonstration programs.

F. Recommendations To Reduce Risk From Demand

The following Staff recommendations merit consideration as avenues to reduce
the risk from demand:

• Congress should consider strengthening prison sentences for export violations, when
the export involves weapons of mass destruction or their components, or where there

is evidence that the exports were for proliferation purposes or terrorism. The
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Administration should also urge our allies and the countries of the former Soviet

Union to make similar adjustments.

• The U. S. Customs Service should be provided with concurrent jurisdiction for import

and export violations involving terrorists or groups that support terrorism.

• The International Emergency Economic Powders Act should be amended to allow

enforcement for "attempted" violations as well as consummated violations.

• The Executive Branch should place greater emphasis on promoting the goals of the

ad hoc Nuclear Smuggling International Technical Working Group (ITWG) in order

to advance cooperative, multilateral efforts to combat nuclear smuggling.

• The U. S. government should continue to encourage the international business

community's self-policing and general counterproliferation efforts. This should be

accomplished through US government sponsored awareness workshops for major

high technology exporters and other similar activities at home through foreign

embassies. ,

The following additional recommendations were proposed to the Subcommittee

by witnesses and other experts:

• Gary Bertsch of the Center for International Trade & Security at the University of

Georgia recommends that the U.S. should consider promoting a comprehensive,

international export control regime in all the states of the former Soviet Union that

would include the following:

• regularly held government-to-government consultations making it possible to

share information about relevant developments in respective countries and

globally;

• training and familiarization courses for government officials carefully adjusted

to participants' levels of skills and expertise;

• provision of computer hardware and software in order to automate national

export control systems; and develop compatible databanks; and

• support and encouragement for national industry outreach programs through

which newly privatized industries could become more aware of export controls

requirements and their implementation.

• The CSIS Task Force recommends that like-minded governments declare common

policies on nuclear black marketing and extradition.

G. Recommendations To Improve R&D Efforts

The following Staff recommendations merit consideration as avenues to improve

research and development efforts:

• A clearly established mechanism should be created to review and find new and

available technologies applicable to WMD and terrorism.

• A dedicated funding authority must be determined that will help support the

development of specialized technology.

• The U.S. government should consider developing NEST like teams for chemical and

biological weapon emergencies.
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The following additional reconnmendations were proposed to the Subcommittee

by witnesses and other experts;

• The CSIS Task Force recommends that governments with advanced technical

capabilities declare their willingness to offer individual and joint assistance under

appropriate conditions to states endangered by transit of nuclear black market

material.

• The CSIS Task Force recommends technical collaboration between nuclear

emergency specialists in the U.S. and the former Soviet Union with the goal of

creating a joint response team.

H. Recommendations To Improve Coordination

The following Staff recommendations merit consideration as avenues to improve
coordination;

• The U. S. government should consider creation of a coordinating agency or person
for all nonproliferation issues.

• The role of the NonProliferation Center should be strengthened and all agencies that

have counter or nonproliferation responsibilities be required to detail officials there.

All agencies who collect information on proliferation issues should be required to

share that information with the NPC.

• Agencies tasked by the National Security Council working groups on nonproliferation

Issues should be required to fully comply with their instructions.

The following additional recommendations were proposed to the Subcommittee

by the CSIS Task Force;

• The CSIS Task Force recommends a redoubled effort in the battle against nuclear

smuggling ~ all source intelligence collection and analysis, enhanced foreign

intelligence liaison and improved operational capabilities.

• The CSIS Task Force recommends that U.S. government agencies involved in threat

assessment (Department of Energy, Intelligence Community, FBI, NRC, Customs

Service, etc.) should expand coordination and information sharing and, working with

foreign counterparts, do a better job of debriefing nuclear traffickers.
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MEMORANDUM

To: Deputy Secretary of Treasury Larry Summers

Prom: Graham T. Allison

Richard A Falkenrath

Date: January 25. 1996

RZ: USEC Privatization and Nuclear Nonproliferation

As you are now actively reconsidering the privatization ofUSEC, please permit us two cents

worth on the question. We will liniit otu' comment to the national security interests affected by
the decision, since you are undoubtedly familiar with the economic and anti-trust considerations.

Privatization arises on our screen mainly because this decision will have important indirect eflFeas

on the ability of the US government to limit the leakage of nuclear weapons-usable materials

from Russia. The larger issue is analyzed in detail in our recently completed study. Avoiding
Nucltar Anarchy (an advance copy of which follows under separate cover). Key points:

• Loose nukes and weapons-usable nuclear materials pose the number one threat to

U.S. national security today
• The threat arises from the continuing collapse of all Russian central control

systems, including those for safeguarding valuable and dangerous materials

Containing the threat requires action on all azimuths, including the direct purchase

of weapons-equivalents (which is what the HEU deal begins to do).

As you know, USEC is the executive agent in the HEU deal. But implementing the HEU contract

makes no business sense for USEC. According to the contraa (and Russia's expecUtions), USEC
must pay Russia S82 per enrichment unit, while it can produce the same unit for approximately

$60. USEC is understandably concerned about losing its monopoly control over the Russian-

supplied HEU, since other firms - NUKEM. for example - are eager to buy Russia's HEU and sell

it to American utilities The U.S. government calculation, however, is appropriately different

from that of a private business because American citizens receive national security benefits from
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purchases of Russian HEU. A government-owned corporation can legiumatdy buy Russian HEL
at a price above its production cost, and sell it at a snuller proSt. talcing into account the national-

security returns.

As you know, the U.S. Senate has refused to grant the President the authority to waive anti-

dumping duties in the event that the U.S.-Russian uranium suspension agreement breaks down.

Privatizing USEC therefore creates an unacceptable risk that the collapse of a tenuous trade

agreement could shut down a national-security initiative as important as the HEU deal.

Preserving USEC as a government-owned corporation, on the other hand, insures the government

against this possibility. (This is because the reimposition of anti-dumping duties on uranium

derived from Russian HEU would merely trigger a financial transfer between two government
43odies - from USEC to the Treasury

- without reducing the marketability ofRussian HEU.)

Finally and most generally, enriching uranium is a necessary step not only in making nuclear

reactor fuel, but also in building nuclear bombs. An ability to enrich uranium on any scale

provides a serious concsra for the global nuclear non-proliferation regime. For this reason, no

country in the world has a privately owned uranium enrichment industry
- not even Great Britain,

which undertook an enormous privatization campaign in the 19S0s. Uranium enrichment is too

important an industry to be placed solely in private hands. •

The decision to create USEC as a government-owned corporation with a serious professional

management team made sense and is working. To privatize USEC at this point, however, will

almost certainly sell national security shon. If you would like backup on any of these points, we
stand ready to provide it

cc. Mozelle Thompson
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The following is a description of the most significant confirmed instances of

diversion of weapons-grade nuclear material. The information set forth was obtained by
the Staff during two fact-finding missions to Europe and indude the analysis of numerous
documents which, heretofore, were unavailable to western law enforcement and

intelligence sources.

1. PraqueA-andshut Cases

The Prague and the Landshut cases actually represent separate pieces of one

large case. Law enforcement authorities confirmed to the Staff that the uranium seized

in those two cases came from one cache which had been broken up into smaller parts

to facilitate the search for buyers. The Staff was told that this uranium had been brought
to Prague from Russia without any specific buyer having been identified in advance.

When a buyer could not be readily found, divisions developed among those involved.

Some began seeking buyers in Genmany. while others looked elsewhere.

The Staff has learned that the material came from Obninsk, a city approximately
120 kilometers southwest of Moscow. The city contains a number of research and

military related facilities.' The Staff has learned that Czech officials claim that the 3 kgs.

they seized was part of a larger theft of 10kgs. and that the Russians have seized the

other 7kgs It should be noted that Obninski is also the reported source of the Munich

material.

The Prague and Landshut cases appear to have involved a loose organization of

individuals witn vaned backgrounds from the territory of the former Czechoslovakia. The

participants included a fonmer truck driver, a mechanic, a bus driver, a metals trader, and

a former nuclear institute worker who had migrated into the bakery business. Most of

the participants were either Czech or Slovak citizens; however, the group did include a

German citizen who helped locate buyers in Germany, a Belarussian, and a Russian

citizen who may have been the link to obtaining the material from Russia.

At the heart of this group was a Czech national named Jaroslav Vagner, who left

his job as a physicist in a nuclear research institute in the former Czechoslovakia

because of low wages to open his own bakery. According to what law enforcement

authorities told the Staff, Vagner had ties to an import/export trucking business,

"Autotransport", which hired Russians and Belanjssians as drivers. It may have been

through this connection that Vagner became involved with Vaiera Kunicky. a citizen of

Belarus, and AJexandr Scerbinin, a Russian from the Moscow area, both of whom were

arrested along with Vagner at the time authorities made their seizure. Kunicky and

' The Department of Energy has embarked upon a major joint MPC&A
improvement program with the Institute for Physics and Power Engineenng in

Obninsk.
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Scerbinin were both employed by Autotransport. Reports also stated that Kunicky and

Scerbinin had themselves been "nuclear workers" at one time.

The Staff teamed that Vagner participated in negotiations with Russian suppliers

conceming the terms for obtaining the uranium and for its transportation. These

negotiations took place in both Russia and Belarus. Whether Vagner's entree to these

suppliers was through Scerbinin or through his own contacts from his days as a nuclear

physicist is not clear; however, the Staff was told that Vagner did have contacts with

individuals in Russia involved in the nuclear industry. According to law enforcement

authorities, the Russians asked for $800 per gram to supply the uranium. The Russians

also gave Vagner and Scerbinin a photocopy of a certificate which showed a picture of

the containers in which the uranium was stored and a description of the actual material

itself.

Vagner and Scerbinin transported a sample of the uranium in metal containers

from Russia to Prague by ti^in, passing through Belarus and Poland along the way. The
Czech investigation revealed tiiat at one point the assistance of a sleeping car conductor

was enlisted to store the material in a car which was restricted to train personnel.

Once in Prague, Vagner provided Scerbinin with accommodations and stored the

uranium in a bank safe. At this point the search for a buyer began. To help them locate

a buyer, Vagner and Scerbinin contacted German middlemen. These middlemen were

given portions of the sample and a copy of the certificate. In the course of shopping the

material around, these middlemen doubled the asking price to $1600-$1800 per gram.

According to law enforcement authorities contacted by the Staff, at times these

middlemen tokJ Vagner and Scerbinin that they had had negotiations with North Koreans,

Spaniards, and Nigerians; however, none of these negotiations ever proved successful.

The North Koreans allegedly canceled negotiations because they obtained the material

they wanted from other sources; the Spaniards allegedly were willing to pay five times

the middlemen's asking price, but wanted to use counterfeit dollars; and the Nigerians

allegedly did not want to pay in cash, but with drugs. The authorities could not confirm

whether these negotiations had actually occurred, or, assuming they had, whether the

individuals represented their respective countries or were themselves middlemen. The
Staff is uncertain as to the bona fides of any of these negotiations, and whether they
were with actual buyers or representatives of the law enforcement or intelligence

services of other nations.

Ultimately, the middlemen found a buyer-\^HIing
to meet their price in Germany.

This buyer wanted to be supplied with 5 kilograms of highly enriched uranium per month.

Law enforcement authorities informed the Staff that the Russian suppliers told Vagner
and Scerbinin that they could deliver 40 kilograms within a short time frame and up to

one ton of the material over a longer period.
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Vagner, Scerbinin, and Kunicky were arrested in December 1994, while sitting in

a car in front of a Prague restaurant, apparently waiting to meet their buyer.
Subsequently, five other individuals were arrested, including a Polish citizen and a

Prague policemen.

The Staff has learned that subsequent to the arrest of these individuals, one of

the investigating officers on the case received a letter offering him a Swiss bank account
if he would release the Russian defendant. The letter also threatened the explosion of

a small nuclear device in the city of Prague rf the defendant was not released.

The Landshut case apparently developed because of a split among Vagner's
accomplices. At some point, certain members of the group began looking for their own
buyer. Around this time, a broker in Germany by the name of Krista Klein received a fax

offering uranium for sale. She then faxed the offer on to others in the hopes of bringing
a buyer together with the seller. As a result of her effort, Klein was contacted by an
individual who told her he was interested in buying uranium enriched to 90 percent U-

235. The Staff has learned that this "buyer" was an undercover operative working for

law enforcement.

Klein told this operative that she had connections to sources in the Czech

Republic who could supply the uranium. According to law enforcement authorities, at

one point during negotiations there were discussions of approximately 10 kilograms of

uranium being available in Slovakia. The Staff has subsequently teamed that Czech
officials, at a recent international nuclear forensics conference, stated that 1 kjbgrams
of uranium had been diverted from Russia.

The undercover buyer made arrangements to meet with the sellers in Prague.
The buyer was scheduled to show the sellers the money and examine the material,

which he was told was being stored at a bank. For some reason, however, this meeting
never took place. A small sample of 800 milligrams of uranium was provided to the

buyer in June 1994, and ultimately an exchange was arranged to take place at a

highway rest stop near Landshut, Germany in July. At that time, German authorities

an-ested four Slovak citizens and one Czech citizen. Police subsequently arrested Krista

Klein as well. Klein received a sentence of 1 year, of which ten months was to be
served on probation. One of the Slovak citizens an-ested, who was Klein's main contact,

received a two year sentence.

2. Munich Case

x^
In the opinion of the Staff, the Munich case reveals how a relatively small number

of failed businessmen, who had turned to brokering whatever kinds of goods or

commodities they could acquire, were able to obtain and smuggle significant quantities

of weapons usable nuclear material. Those convicted in this case included two

Spaniards. Javier Bengoechea Arritabel and Julio Oroz Eguia, both of whom had been
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unsuccessful entrepreneurs in the construction business, and a Colombian national,

Justiniano Torres Benitez, who had been trained as a medical doctor in the former

Soviet Union in the mid-1 980's. Being unable to make much of living as a Colombian

country doctor, Torres had returned to Moscow in 1991 to open a company to sell and

lease helicopters and military goods. By 1994. however, Torres was again suffering from

financial problems.

According to law enforcement authorities contacted by the Staff, in May 1994,

Bengoachea was approached by Femandez Martin, a Spanish broker in military goods,

looking to establish ties in Russia. Martin claimed to know ind'rviduals interested in

purchasing this type of material. Bengoachea contacted an individual by the name of

Manolo Souza, who told him he had contacts with groups in Russia that could supply
both military goods and nuclear materials.

Among Manolo's contacts in Russia was Oroz, who had gone into the

import/export business between Russia and Spain after his construction business failed.

Manolo asked Oroz to look around for potential suppliers of nuclear material, including

Plutonium. Oroz contacted Torres, with whom he had become acquainted through
-Torres' helicopter business.

In late May and early June Bengoachea and Manolo met in Madrid with the

individuals they believed to be Martin's purchasers. In reality, these purchasers were

undercover operatives. During this meeting Manolo and Bengoachea discussed

obtaining weapons and offered on their own accord the possibility of obtaining plutonium

from Russia.

Although negotiations continued concerning the plutonium, Manolo ultimately

dropped out of the matter. Bengoachea then became the go-between with Oroz and

Torres in Moscow. The Staff has teamed that Torres had a contact in Russia by the

name of Konstantin, from who he obtained a plutonium sample. On July 9, 1994, Torres

and Oroz traveled by train from Moscow to Munich with this sample. In Munich, Torres

and Oroz met with Bengoachea and the "buyers." On July 24 & 25, 1994, Ton-es and

Oroz delivered the sample and negotiated with the buyers conceming a larger deal.

According to law enforcement authorities, Torres and Oroz claimed that they could

supply as much as 1 1 kilograms of plutonium.

Negotiations faltered over the issue of prepayment - Torres and Oroz demanded
it and the buyers refused to provide it. After talking with his suppliers in Moscow, Torres

expressed optimism that delivery could be mad^without prepayment. He did demand
from the buyers some proof of ability to pay. This proof was ultimately provided by

production of a letter of credit from a German bank. As a sign of good faith on his part,

Torres offered to supply the buyers with a quantity of lithium-6 as well. Lithium is an

element used in making bombs. Negotiations finally concluded with an agreement on
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a total price of $276 million. Upon conclusion of these negotiations, Ton-es flew back
to Moscow on July 27, 1994, to attempt to secure the plutonium.

The Staff has learned that Torres had a rather extensive network of individuals

in Russia. His main contact was Genadi Pavlovich Nikiforev, a Russian scientist who
lived in Moscow. Through an individual Atexandr Sergeiovich Dubinin, an employee with

a company called Spetzeksportyor, Nikiforev made contact with Ivan Ivanovich Obukhov.
Law enforcement authorities have identified Obukhov as the likely supplier of the

plutonium. Obukhov apparently had contacts with the Nuclear Research Center in

Obninsk. Nikiforev also had contacts with an individual named Alexei Victorovich

Yakushev, who resides in Kazan. Yakushev allegedly had a source in Tomsk who could

supply material as well.

On August 6, 1994, Torres flew back to Munich from Moscow. He brought with

him the lithium-6; however, he did not yet have the plutonium at this point. Torres told

the buyers that his suppliers were demanding a prepayment of at least $200,000. Once

again the buyers refused, this time threatening to call off the entire deal. Torres,

perhaps trying to reassure his buyers, told them he could get approval for a small

amount of plutonium. At this point, though, Torres apparently became worried that

everything would fall apart.

The Staff has leamed that Torres telephoned Nikiforev from Munich on August 7,

1994, to discuss how to get together enough money so that he could get some material

from the Russian suppliers which coukj be given to the buyers. Telling Nikiforev that this

was the "chance of a lifetime," Torres instructed Nikiforev to sell Torres' car in order to

pay the suppliers. Torres thought they could get $15-20,000 for the car. Torres then

told Nikiforev to talk to "Ivan" about getting the material right away. Nikiforev said that

he would contact Ivan and that he would also call Kazan in order to determine whether

he should go there for the material. Torres told Nikiforev that whatever was in Kazan
would probably not be available until later.

In another call later that same day, Torres asked Nikiforev if he had talked to

anyone. Nikiforev told Torres that Ivan had gone to a meeting and that he was waiting

to hear from him. At that point, Torres told Nikiforev to go ahead and call Kazan. If he

could get a positive answer on obtaining material, he could set up an appointment.
Torres infomed Nikiforev that he would be flying back to Moscow the next day and that

they could go together to pick up whatever material would be available. Torres stated

that he would take whatever material they get and fly back with it to Munich. He would

be accompanied by another individual who would -t^ke the money and then fly back with

it to Moscow. Ton-es told Nikiforev that they were 'putting their life on the line' because

they had provided the original sample without ever getting payment.

The Staff leamed that Ton-es then had a conversation with another individual that

day concerning the actual mechanics of how to get the material out of Russia Torres
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spoke with Perez Ramirez Cesar Adolfo, another Colombian living in Moscow, who
advised him to take the material out on a Lufthansa flight. According to Cesar,
Lufthansa's checks were less stringent than Aerofiot's.

Cesar, however was wom'ed about getting the material through airport security in

Moscow. Ton-es told Cesar to find a certain Peruvian and to give him $1000. According
to Torres, the Peruvian knew the Russian Customs officials and could tell them who
would be on duty at the airport at the time they would be passing through. The cover

story they would use conceming this material was that it was an element used for

polishing ceramics.

On August 9, 1994, Torres succeeded in obtaining 560 grams of a uranium-

plutonium mixture which included 363 grams of weapons usable plutonium. Torres also

obtained another 210 grams of lithium-6. On August 10, 1994, Torres telephoned Oroz
in Munich to notify him that he had the material and that he would be arriving that day.
On the evening of August 10, 1994, Torres arrived in Munich on a Lufthansa flight from

Moscow. He was met at the airport by Oroz. Both Torres and Oroz were arrested at

that time. Bengoachea was arrested later that day at a hotel in Munich.

In the fall of 1994, the German authorities turned over all the evidence they
obtained in this case to Sergei Stepashin, head of Russia's FSK. Shortly afterward,

Russian authorities raided the apartment of Genadi Nikiforev. where they discovered 6.6

kilograms of low enriched uranium pellets. Despite this discovery, Nikiforev was
released by the authorities. The Gennans were subsequently told that the Russians had

investigated their evidence and had "neutralized the organizations in Russia"; however,
no details were ever given to the German authorities.

In a new development which occurred only this year, the German Foreign Office

acknowledged that the Federal Justice Ministry received a letter from the FSK which

strongly implied that the plutonium seized in Munich was of Russian origin. This is a

departure from previous Russian statements that no plutonium was missing from Russia

and that the entire Munich affair was staged by the Germans to embarrass Russia.

In its letter, the FSK stated that three Russians had been arrested on suspicion
of selling 400 grams of plutonium from the Obninsk nuclear facility to Torres. The
Russians confirmed that Torres approached Genadi Nikiforev in June 1994 about

purchasing plutonium. They went on to state that the other Russian contacts apparently
obtained the plutonium and passed it on to Torres. The FSK has asked the German
authorities for assistance in its ongoing investigai^on. In particular, they are interested

in how and when Torres met his Russian contacts, how the material was handed over

to him, and how it was brought through Russian Customs

According to German news reports, the Russian letter identified the other Russian

contacts as "1.1. Penkov," from the Obninsk area, "O W Asafiev," and "E.W Baranov
"

The Staff notes that "I.I. Penkov" could likely be Ivan Ivanovich Obukhov, who was

identified to the Staff during its investigation. The Staff was told that Obukhov came

from the Moscow area near Obninsk. The other two individuals, whose names

previously had not been brought to the Staff's attention, could very likely be the insiders

from Obninsk who actually obtained the material for Obukhov/Penkov.
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ORGANIZED CRIME

The threat of organized crime involvement is real. Russian Prime Minister Victor

Chernomyrdin and fonner Minister of Intemal Affairs Victor Yerin were quoted in the
Moscow press calling for heightened security at nudear facilities t>ecause of the potential

organized crime threat. FBI Director Freeh has on numerous occasions, including in

testimony before this Subcommittee in 1994, raised a similar concern.

Organized crime in Russia is not a new phenomena unique to the post-Soviet
period of unfettered capitalism under Gorbachev and Yeltsin. Contrary to Communist
doctrine and some Western observers, the Soviet period was pemieated with not only
what we would term street crime but also major organized crime groups. Seventy-nine
years of socialist economics with planned shortages and totalitarian politics created a

breeding ground for organized crime and the rampant criminality that we are now
witnessing.

Organized crime has not "infiltrated" the governments of the newly independent
states as much as it has always been an integral part of these governments. In the

highly centralized Soviet system - where there was little in the way of oversight and

accountability and much in the way of shortages of basic goods and services - a highly

organized, criminal, economic system emerged that was just as central and powerful as
the official system. It was not perpetuated by rackets and Mafias (although they were

plenty in the eariy 1980's). Rather, it was driven by the millions of normal bureaucrats
and professionals who were part of an elaborate system of bribes and payoffs.

This type of Russian organized crime may be our country's greatest concern

encountering the threat posed by the nuclear blackmaricet It is an important source of

economic-political-financial-criminal power akin to the Toists" or "Combines" of 19th

Century America or the cun-ent "clans" of Central Asia. From their political, economic
and government power bases, the Staff has been warned, these organized crime clans

could easily become involved with nuclear black mari<eting with little chance of

immediate detection.''

Some analysts argue that organized crime is unlikely to embrace nudear smuggling t)ecause it

can make more than enough money from traditional activites; and the nuclear biackmarket is beyond
the pale of acceptable behavior even for organized crime. TTiis reasoning is flawed. Rrst, organized
cnme in the former Soviet Union is not monolithic but rather has varied structures that, though
sometimes hierarchal, are very 'unorganized.' Second, manbers of organized crime do not

necessanly employ a logical, cost-benefit type analysis to'iheir activities. Finally, U. S. history

disproves the notion that certain misconduct is taboo even for organized crime syndicates. The

expenence of this Subcommittee m this field, developed over decades of examining organized cnme
activity in the United States, demonstrates: organized cnme members will do anything if they believe

there is money to be made -
particularly a lot of money The idea that there are some activities that

even organized cnme would not touch - such as the once widely-held belief that organized crime

would not get involved m drvig trafficking
- has been proven false
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Despite its significance, the Staff found that until recentiy few resources of the

United States government were devoted to helping the NIS countries address organized
crime. The Staff has been unable to identify significant resources targeted specifically

at the organized crime threat to nuclear material in the former Soviet Union. This is

despite the fact that President Clinton has issued two Presidential Decision Directives

specifically identifying organized crime and nuclear smuggling as threats to our national

security and calling for greater efforts to address tinem. (PDD-41 & 42)

Since 1994, when Congress mandated the Executive branch to address the crime

phenomena in the NIS, tens of millions of dollars have been appropriated for a wide

range of programs in the former Soviet Union aimed at helping to address the overall

crime problem in the NIS and organized crime in particular. A growing number of U.S.

agencies - including the FBI, DEA. Customs, Secret Sen/ice, INS as well as the

Intelligence Community - have been creating programs and clarifying jurisdiction for

different aspects of organized crime in the former Soviet Union.

The result appears to be a fragmented approach that fails to convey a firm

understanding of the organized crime problem in tiiat region. The Staff found that our

government has been treating 'organized crime" in Russia as analogous to the U.S.

experience with the Mafia or La Cosa Nostra and mainly as a law enforcement issue.

As a result, our programs have focused mainly on assistance to law enforcement

agencies in the former Soviet Union for combating groups that appear similar to those

found in our own country - gangs such as ethnic or prison-based gangs such as the

Vory V Zakone (Thieves-in-Law), a group that has been popular with U.S. law

enforcement agencies.^

In preparation for these tiearings, tha-Staff received extensive briefings on the

subject from almost every law enforcement and intelligence agency in the United States

government. Overall, we found that even at this late date, our govemment knows very
little about organized crime in that part of the worid. How it operates, its size, its

structure, its membership, its domestic influence, its international ties, its links to law

enforcement and intelligence agencies, and its potential threat to the United States.

There are but a few of the basic questions the Staff found could not be satisfactorily

answered in these briefings.^

'
Examples of US law enforcement's desire to fit the unique stnjcture of Russian organized crime

into a familiar construct alxjund. The Staff was repeatedly provided charts purportedly showing the

organization of Russian organized cnme. None were based^upon empirical research or intelligence

data and all loolMd exactly like the charts used for the last SO years here in the United States to

describe the Amencan mafia. On occasion, the titles for the Russian organizations were given in three

languages. Russian, English and Italian.

^
Moreover, the Staff found that few in the U S govemment have looked into the role of

organized cnme in the former Soviet Union in the broader context of how it affects Russian domestic

and foreign policy For example, some of the best analysis on the topic of coraiption and organized
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Until recently, the Staff could find no coordinated and comprehensive effort within
the U.S. government to collect and analyze infonmation on organized crime activities in

the former Soviet Union from a national security or foreign policy perspective. When
collected, it has usually been drug related, 'case-specific' or incidental to other
functions.

The Staff recommends that more resources from both the law enforcement and
intelligence community be devoted to the international security implications of organized
crime not only in the fonner Soviet Union but also in the rest of the worid. It further
recommends that the information be shared between the two communities to the greatest
extent possible so that our Government policy makers have a more complete picture of
the problem,'*

Organized crime must be viewed as a key security and foreign policy interest both
in the former Soviet Union and elsewhere. Some have argued that the consequences
of inaction, misguided or inappropriate programs could result in the nightmare of a
criminal state possessing nuclear weapons. Other less dramatic but significant examples
of such inaction can be found with our current aid program to the former Soviet Union.

USAID delayed considering anti-crime measures in its assistance programs until

Congress mandated it do so in 1994. While AID incorporated anti-crime elements in its

"Rule of Law" program that year, it has yet to incorporate similar safeguards in its

economic restructuring programs. As such, there have been repeated criticisms in both

the Russian and US media that AID'S restructuring program has benefited organized
crime and corrupt politicians, not the average citizen.

crime in the military has been done by Dr Graham H. Turbiville, Jr . Senior Analyst and Research
Coordinator of the Foreign Military Studies Office of the y.-S. Army in Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. But,

Turtjiville underscores that his research is limited soiely to the Russian Arrned Servicss. Dr. John
Dziak, a senior intelligence officer at DIA, has completed a comprehensive review of organized crime
influence in the intelligence and security services of the former Soviet Union. It Is one of the best

worths on the subject but. it was not done as part of officiaK tasking but more as a personal avocation.

*
The Staffs work confinns the findings of the recently released Report of the Commission on the

Roles and Capabilities of the United States Intelligence Community (the "Brown Report"), concerning
the need for greater shanng of information on organized crime between law enforcement and the

intelligence community As will be discussed in a later section, the Staff found incidents where law

enforcement agencies were not shanng important infonrnation with their intelligence sen/ice partners.
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APPENDIX D

Recent Diversion Cases of the Southern Tier

Among a number of published reports are the following

• According to The European, nuclear weapons may have been stolen from

Kazakstan and delivered to Iran by fomner scientists from the Atomic Research
Institute of Kazakstan in the early 1990s. This has never been confirmed,

however, and the Kazak govemment strenuously denies the allegation. Other

westem press reports, however, assert that during this time frame Iran received

some fissile material from Kazakstan that it deemed very important.

• In March 1993, according to a Turkish press report from Istanbul, 6 kilograms of

enriched uranium entered Turkey through the Aralik border gate in the

Nakhichevan region of Azerbaijan. According to Phil Williams and Paul Woessner
of the Ridgeway Center, the material was brought from Tashkent to Grozniy, then

to Nakhichevan via Georgia.

• In 1993, the Turkish press reported that Georgian nationals were arrested in

Turkey for smuggling uranium of an unknown enrichment.

• In 1994, General Ogordonikov, Deputy Director General of the Russian Interior

Ministry, publicly stated that a shipment of radioactive material was seized while

en route from Russia to Central Asia. Russian law enforcement officials claimed

that "in most cases the final destination for such shipments is Iran, Iraq, or North

Korea.' (Notably, this statement seems to imply that there have been other such

cases.) ,

• According to Azerbaijani press reports, in 1994 Turkish police arrested an

Azerbaijani who, after crossing the border into Turkey, tried to sell 750 grams of

enriched uranium in Istanbul.

• Also in 1994, the same Azerbaijani newspaper reported that Azerbaijani officials

had confiscated fissile material found in canisters marked as oil. Nothing else

about the type of materials, such as its source or destination is known.

• In April 1995, the Azerbaijani press reported that radioactive material was found in

containers that had been left at the Baku airport since 1993. The material

consisted of 763 kilograms of Cesium-137, Americum-241, and Beryllium. The

press claims that the containers were delivered by a French company through
Amsterdam for the US company. Ponder International Service.

• In December 1995, the Russian press reported that a "dangerous nuclear mafia

ring" had been apprehended with ten kilograms of concentrated uranium that was
worth $800,000. Unnamed Russian law enforcement officials were quoted in the

story as saying that the uranium had come from Kazakstan and had been sent to

Novosibirsk so that middlemen there could "presumably" sell it to North Korea.
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APPENDIX E

Xl

HOMS JCOHO SUK SHIHE XKDUSTRIAl. CX>.

Aug. 16.^993

To w^.a2 It EA/ carjcttm^ .

Thia coopany. tiio Hang Kong Sun Ehina Industrial Co.. ia ooo ot
fewer cGapd^iea ui Hsng Koig vliich can sail Chinsso Voapora. Vo
soli gun. 'nachiris gun.' aaounltion. rocicat gun. rocket
launcher (proJactor) , aortar. t^eiK. cact^ihietat tank, anaocrod
carrier, larxling atiip ard boat, and other. miUtary euppllea which
aro Bfiila HI Oilrfi.^EBpecially. w sail midrfla rtftl fiiKs-t distance
guided ttlssilea- Iji^ K-a, H-9. M-ld arri M-11.

Orv the othor Ivand, .w« l^vo datailad files of luavirwrfn o/* former
Soviet Union gicoarta In tho fllad ot? rocket, mtsallo. and nucTSSr

. weapon. Xheao veapog experts ara wiiltn? co wurk in a ooun&y
^JiiS^ needs thoir. skills onl can o^for a roasooable pay.

Ve are or.ly d^Allrg- buairwao with.* ropreoontative oi a gcsvermnant
which- a.'vcuId ta legally reprc&aatad Lha' country. Fcr oc^K»a who
is L-.t«rB3t9d in iXjylag.Chii>asa w«Lpo*"W, or in eagloviny a goraar
Soviet -Union vaa^eo eacag^g

r

• «" ^thT a docrgrwnt S= a
cartiricAtioo aigr»d Ijy Qw roiJrco«it«tfciv« of -the 4<1nistry of
National. Daiease-, c;..tha..aw«rr.aant Bhoild bs ahown to oui- race. y«
offer e do?.cilod.GiirfflBB voaQon taainaw I Jat only Co a real buyer
\rfvD ahculd hold thadoajBiar*. Va oiior dotallod f-laa of the
foraer Soviot Union- weapon ^i^^aartn only to a real eoployer who

- holds the' docuacnc^ .

If yc^: ara intereetod In. our business pleane osnUct us either by
phor^ call cr by Fax. lihan you use a photvi call pl«*se opeaX in
Hc-d-rtn CPutonghiii) . "ki^en you use Fbx please write In Ovlngse.

With bent rego^vis.

Sincerely yovars

The Ge.-^cr<il V^is^>q&r
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APPENDIX F

New Independent States

Industrial Partnering

Program -Reducing the

NuclearDanger

Executive Summary

The New Independent SUtes Industrial Partnering Program (IPP) b a DOE non-

proliferation program aimed at the stabilization of personnel and resources which

irpreacnl a weapons of mas* destruction (WMD) proliferation risk. IPP is designed
10 engage sdentisu and engineers from tbe defense institutes of tbe fonner Soviet

Union in peaceful applications of teclinology leading to commercial benefits in both the

Uniied States and the New Independent Siate4(NIS). Tbe IPP is unique in that the pro-

gram transitions Cram federal funds tbougb a cost-shared phase, to a fully private sup-

ported effort over tbe duration of each project, thus ensuring that an exit strategy is in

place to promote long tenn stability.

This repon addresses the tcsults to date clearly identifying tbe success in addicssing the

near lenn noopioUferauoo objectives (tneasured by engagment ofWMD personnel), as

well as establishing a base for long term stabilization (as measured by US private senor

paracipaiion and Investments). The IPP has met or exceeded most of the goals identified

in the original program plan, confirming the validity of the concept.

IPP was tasked with moving rapidly to contract with NIS institutes, and approximately
2000 WMD sdentisis were engaged under EXDE laboratory R&D sub-contracts during

the first ten months of the program. Most of (be available funds were cotnmitted during

this period, and recent aoiviiies have focussed on project monitoring, technology evalu-

ation, and US-NIS joint development of projea plans for commercial developmenL The

opportuniues and benefits from these returns are identified in this repon and in the

Appendix. The rate ofcontracting m the last sa months has dropped lo a very low level

reflecting the lack offollow-upfunding through F795. The continued success and

momentum of this program is dependent on the availability of FY96-97funding.
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ExacuOv* Summary

Background Tbc NIS-IPP wms created lo stabiiiu the technology base in the NIS Imtttotct and
to prevent and reduce proUfcratioa of wcapoos of man dcitructioa. Presidait din-
too signed the Fiscal Year 1994 Foreign Opaaoons Appropriaiioiis Aa. (PI.. KBST) oo
September 30, 1993. Seoica 575 of the Aa coocauu pnjvisioiu to >tfaMish a ""prognm
of cooperaiioa between scientific and engiDeering audtntes in the New IsdepoKlait
States of the Former Soviet Uoioo and ixadoDal iaboraiohes and other qualified Ka-
demic insQOjies in the United Stairt

"
The Aa apprapriatea S3SM for psrmetships

involving US industry, oniversiiies. DOE Naiiaoal Labacatoriei and key ^4ew Indepen-
dent Slates (NIS) institutes "designed to r**"^^ the techitology base in d>e axjpencing
states,' and "thai prevent and leduce protifetatioa of weapcos of mass desmicciozL''

The NlS-Induscrial Partnering Program (IPP) was created in response to this legislation.
Ten DOE multiprogram laboratories participate and are represented by the Inta-labora-

lory Board (ILAB). The United States Industry Coalition (USIO was fanned to repre-
sent US industry and includes an academic compoaent with a broad based university

network.

The program plan is based on three phases:

1. Lab-to-msntute (thrusiD phase for collaborative R&D to identify and evalu2ue tech-

nology for commercial potemial.

2. Cost-shared partnerships (ihrustH) involving US industry participants to mat^-h (be

federal funds with cash or 'in kind' resources.

3. Commercializabon phase is the final stage which is intended lo be supported prima-
'

nly by private funds.

NTS IPP is contributing in a significant way to US and NIS efforts in ttooprolifeiation.

All of the projects engage weapons soeniists and engineers in civilian applicatioos of

technology developed under defease programs. Specific objectives incUide support for

nuclear safety and the disposition of radioactive and hazardous waste m«t»<^i5

All projects employ scientists and engineers jwyviatrrl with the design, masufacture,

testing, or systems integration of weapons of mass destruction or their systems of

deployment or delivery. A priority has been the engagement of the Russian Nuclear

Centers, and the projects involving Aizamas-16 and Chelyabinslc-TO coastiiute the laij-

esi segment of the IPP portfolio.

In respotise to guidance from IX3E State, and DoD. we have engaged other defense

institutes in Russia as well as Ukraine, Kazakhsiaa and Belarus. Each country presents

its own set cf unique circumstances which add to the complejucy of d>e prcxess. Direa

employment of weapons experts is the most quantifiable mecnc for the IPP. Stabilization

of the institutes, and the long-term goal involving regional economic development are

more difficult to measure. These issues are captured in the IPP concept which piotnoies

the transition to private fimds and private enterprises. The development of high technol-

ogy industry in the NIS will create the'job markets for weapons specialists: this is the

rauonale for using economic development as a ntxiprolifetatian tool.

The program has been enthusiastically received by the US and NIS participants.

Approximately 190 projects were initiated during the fint year involving more than 60

NIS institutes and engaging more than 2(XX) scientists, engineers and technicians

involved with weapons of mass destrucuon. The US Industrial Coalition has over 80

2 A>w Indeperuient Stales Industruit Parmenng Program -Reducing the Nuclear Danger
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Prograin Summary

members and die priv3ie sector cost-sbare has exceeded S24M. IPP projects have

resulted in n-«-*<ni/ni cootributioos to other DOE programs. The benefit (o our science

and tectmology base is significant

IPP must be integiated with other DOOproUfeiatiaD efforts. Project aix] administiative

efforts are providing support to the Materials Protectioo. Cootrol. tt Acctxmtability

(MPC&A). Lab-to-Lab programs, md the IntenatioDal Science & Technology Centers

(ISTC &. STCU). Strategic ties arc being developed with the DoD Coopcntive Threat

Reduction (CTR) initiatives and the various efforts conducted with tbe oversigbt bom
the Department of Commerce. Program integratico will continue to be an IPP priority.

Tbe initial Fy94 funds allocation of S3SM. which was received in July "94, is now ftilly

obligated. No FY95 funds were allocated to this program. The FY96 DOE allocation is

J15M with a probable match of SIOM of Nunn-Lugar (CTR) funds. The DOE request to

0MB for FY97 will be determiited by DOE-NN based on the nonprolifetatioa priori-

ties. A commitment for multi-year funds is required to support the IPP which involves

partidpaiion frtxn all ten DOE multi-program laboratories together with a large industry

and university coalition. We proposed a S-year program, during which time there would

be a transition from federal to private sector support. Tbe inter-agency commimity is

supporave of our efforts, and we will concentrate on leveraging funds with other pro-

grams and responding to interagency priorities. Careful plaiuiing. cooperaticjn and coor-

diiiation with the interagency community will lesult in the esiablishmeni of priority

rankings for IPP project proposals: the current portfolio of unfunded projects far

exceeds the funds available.

Program Summary

IPP moved rapidly to place the majority of subcontracts within one year of the

availability of funds. This program was initiated on receipt of the funds in July. 1994.

Thrust I proposals were selected by internal committees at each laboratory aixl reviewed

by ILAfi, DOE and State DepartmenL A total of 159 thrust I projects were approved and

funded.

Tbe first NIS-IPP contracts were placed as early as August 1994. 'Umbrella' contracts

alre^y in place with the Russian Nuclear Centers were used to move quickly to engage

our nuclear weapons counterparts in the NIS. A subcontract was signed with Arzamas-

16 to develop a practical tneibod of neutron passportisation for source configuratioD

control. This was the first IPP projca lo be completed, and the technology is already

integrated into jointly develofsed tnaiehals prtxecuoa control & accouniabUity

(MPC&A) systems in Russia. This work was also an indicabon of bow IPP can directly

contribute to other nonpioli/eraikin efforts. We will continue to emphasize coordination

and integration with similar piogiam objectives.

A capability exists to track these projects frotn inception, and to monitor progress using

project tracking and metrics incorporated in a computer-based information system

(described later). The program metrics, monitored on a projeci-by-project basis, include

the benefit to US nonproliferauon objectives, commercialization potenual. scientific

progress, and benefit to the US taxpayer.

New Independent States Industruil Parmenng Program -Reducing the Nuclear Danger
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Tbe foUowing gnptiic dqiicts ibe activity kvd forthe IPP. tUosinuiog tbe npideom-
mianent of funds (hrougti snb-owtncu co engafc NIS "•**"h«ti. followed by mt

increasing prajea develapmenc and monitoring activity. Tbe availability of (kmds is (be

key (actor deteonining our ability co m«inf«m pioyaa< •nrmttttn^

Tbe TPP participants bave been encouraged by (be resul(s of (bese projects. Tbe perfor-
mance of our NIS colleagues on most projects bas exceeded our expecaboos. Tbere are

Dumerous opponuoities (o benefi( other DOE programs wi(b (be tnodest invesiinents

required lo engage (be NIS insti(U(es. Mote significaD( is (be quality and nature of tbe

R&D work, wbicb is of(eo innovacive and different from (be US approacb (o similar

issues. Tbe mos( successful coUaboratioos. tberefore, are (bose wbicb complement
ongoing DOE programmatic activities; in many cases (be NIS involvemen( represents
an enormous ieveiage of our R&D efforts in lecbnicai areas sucb as aiaterials, manufac-

airing, bioiecbnology, and otbers.

Tbe leverage benefit is critical since mos( of (be IPP funds are directed to (be NIS ins(i-

(uces, leaving minimal amoun(s for project moni(oring and collaboration. However,

most principle inves(iga(ars seem anxious (o con(inue (be in(eiactiaDS. and are stimu-

laied wi(b bocb (be coocep( aixl (be a>n(en( of (be wort. Also. i( is in(eres(ing (o note (be

bigb level of ^ademic (univer^(y) in.volvemen( in (nany projects, mucb of wbicb is

self-funded by (be university participan(s.

New Independent Slates Industrial Partnering Program -Reducing the Nuclear Danger
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NIS IPP Inlomuition Sy»t«n

nc foUowing umvasities are panicipaung in the IPP tlmisi I projects:

Mississippi State

Sianfotd University

CalTecb Texas AAM

Colorado School of UCLA
Mines

Honda State Univeniity University of New Drexel University

Mexico

University of Wiscoo- UC Divu

sin

McMaster University Washington University Notth*«u:n. Umveni.y

Georgia Tech

NIS IPP Information System

Tl.« IPP inrorn»tioos 5ysUm .nd th. improv.d Ul.conimumc.tK,n5 cap.ba.U«

r,pr«.nt uniqu. contribuUons of the IPP progr«n which on benefit other US

government agencies A cotninon Uietne in aU of oar NIS
prop^

i. >»>«

1^~^°f
Zmi commuiiiaiioas. Tlie problem is further complicated m IPP as a result of the num-

ber and geographical locanon of the partiapants. IPP has therefore devoted
significant

r^ouras to addressing these issues. Two paralkL integrated efTocts were undcnaken;

1 An information sysuan was designed with the objective of linking the program pamc-

inants within a secure lelecommunications network, and

lA DP Laboratones eCfott aimed ai upgrading the tocal area network sysians (LAN)

and satellite commumcanons links at Art^mas-16^ Cbelyabinsk-TO. with opoons for

extension of enhanced telecommunications with other NIS sites.

Significant progress has been made in each of these endeavors.

me IPP Information System emerged &om a projea daiatase developed at Los AJamos

National Uboratory.TUis database grew into the -ILAB Database that contained mfor-

maiioo about unfunded and funded projects from all ten laborawnes.

A new mformation system was designed and suteequently implemented on Utus Notes

groupwart. "Notes' aUows panic.pants
to collaborate with one another arul to

sha^

taowledge or expertise unbounded by factors such as tune and distance. Lotus Notes

software was chtU fa its strengths in the area of security, strategic
aPP^'«iion^and

user.friendliness. Phase I of the Information System was completed in October 1995

^c^ZT^^ databases and appUcations a«ted at U>s Alamos. Oakndge and

at the US Industry Coalition.

Deparrmeni of Defense, and other mier-laboraiory programs.

S<. Iruiep^ruien: S,a.s Iruius.r.l Pann^nng Program .Reduc.ng ,He NucUar Danger
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Conner Soviet Unioo. The niajohiy of (be pn>)ecu are in Russia, wiib i^vr activities in

Uknine. Beianund Kazalcttstan. Tbe following
«^«*""i-

bighiigiiis ^n^nf specific

examples lo illusme tbe last peine

.IhiB

'^

HTaupvMMiuetMif
"

.r ; -. HarirllMffl pcoMMing at

HatallurtvC«tork(

i>dv»ie<rf «Mi>uhifc»lim «t

Tbe project portfolio is described by technical area, although there is some owlap. Tbe
breakdown for the thrust I projects is as follows:

1



ProtKt Highlighti

Project Highlights

All ten DOE Uboraicnies participated in liie nullum durlDg this implaiiauatioa ptiase.
The origiiul funds dismbutioo placed most of tbe responsibility at tbe three DP weap-
ODS laboratories (LANL. LLNL. SSL), with strong joppon bum Aixooae (A^^L), Oak
Ridge (0R5). and tbe lemaining DOE multi-prograin labontories at Irfah^ (TNTI ).

Pacific Notxhwest (PNL). Bnx)khavea (B^a.). Betteley (LBL), and tbe Naoooal
Renewable Enei^ Lab (NREL). .

Tbe following is a brief description of some of the projea woriL

Ir.

Ultrafine grain, nano-

materiala & auparptaaticity

In many cases thrust I projects involving several laboratories have identified discrete

technologies at different institutes, which when rnmhin^ri
together, repnseai an impor-

tant base capability. An example is ttie work in ultra fiite grain materials, lanomaterials,
and the related manufacairing research in superplastidty. AKL. LANL. LLNL, and
SNL are directly involved in c(X)peiauve research with Minauxn. Russian Acxlemy of

Saence. and Russian Ministry of Defense institutes involved in this important field of

research. We have engaged scientists and tfftinirians at Cbelyabinsk-70 in partnership
wiib theu' colleagues at the Institute for Metals Superplasticity Problems (IMSP). Ufa
Aviauon Insuiuic. and (he Ufa State University, lo prottKxe tbe techmlogy of ultrafiiie

grain materials and superplasadty. An example of a crou-sectioo of an automobile
wheel made by superplastic lollforming (SPRF) is shown below, together with a recent

view of an uistallauon at Chelyabinslc-70 for the.maniifarnge of large diameter airbine

discs.

Automobile wheel cross-section

formed by SPRF shows capacity
to duplicate complex shapes.

sView of manu/aciuring bay at C-70
in the process of insiailauon of the

SPF equipukent.

The superplasuc forming project at Cbelyabinsk-70 is being funded partially by IPP

thrust I and thrust FI projects, and panially by the ISTC. Tbe objective is to establish a

full- scale flexible manufaaunng facility for hardware used in commercial aircraft

.*•?>* iruiependerj States Indusirial Partnering Program -Reducing the Nuclear Danger
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Profcct Hi^tliQhlB

engines. The activity omtm vound the process of SPRF of low ductiUty metals and

alloys. SPRF was developed and tus been democstrated at the prototype level by "y
Russian drfcnse industry. Eqmpmcot was sliipped from ibe State Avutioo Factory in

U£a to Cbelyabiiisk-70 wbere ii is being set op for loU-fortning of oirbiiK 'jjy^ In par-
allel with tbis large-scale flexible manufacturing bdlity demoDS&itioo, seveol addi-

(knal applicatioQS of ibe tecl>ix>logy are planned. ladostrial interest is high, aixl the

participants have agreed to wodc cooperaiivciy at a pre-oompetitive phase. The main
intetcst in this process arises Crom the possibility of oet-shipe forming of low-dnctility

alloys. The Russians daim to have developed trrtmifnin b> refine the grain size of bulk

alloys to the point at which they exhibit snperpUstic behavior. Materials specialists
from the DOE labotaiories are currenity obtaiaing iofonnatioo on the tecimiques used

and will woric closely with our Russian colleagues to validate (heir daims.

There aic many advantages to be gained from this lechnology, including increasing the

saeagih. toughness and corrosioo resistance of the materials. In addiciOQ. the signihcanl

improvements in fonnabilicy allows many cooponeois (o be made directly to final

shape, eliminating machining ai>d other costly tnanufacturing steps. Waste material is

sharply leduced adding to the am effectiveness and (he enviroomental bet>efits. The
Russian msutuies have demonstrated significant accomplishmetus in the pnxluctioa and
consolidation of nanometer size powderv and in refining bulk m«t>ri^|, (q oaaoscale

grain size by mrrhaniral deformation processiag. Tbey have also manufactured prottv

type components from these maifrials. and we aie participating in the evaluation of

these developments at a terhnifal level, and. together with our USIC colleagues, at a

commercial level. Some examples of these ptoducts are shown in (Ik following photo-

graphs:

Nano-crystallitie ceramics
for use in auiomotive

applicaiioas

Ulttafine grain metals
fcx' use in medical

instruments & implants

New Indeptiuuns Stales Industrial Partnering Program -Reducing the Naciear Danger
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ProtKt Highlights

ElactromagiMtic

Processing and Dislectric

Materials R«a«arch

IPP is providiiig boib thrusll and ifanistO support lo (be Paion Institute. Kiev, for a nom-
ber of technology areas iDcluding tngb purity metals productxM processing, coatings
and surface engineenng. and ultra- tiigii frequency, gyrotron pnxressing of materials.

Materials processing witb microwave energy sources ism ffTpmrimg ^eld md has

giDwing inieiest frcm the private sector ts a source to improve the ecoocoiic oooipeti-
tiveness of US manufacturing processes. This work was initiated undex a EXDE Tecfaix)!-

ogy Transfer initiative in 1991. and became a model for tbe IPP. As a result of ibe IPP
funds, the work now involves the Institute of Applied Ptiysics in Nizimy Novgtxod,
Russia, and a large number of ii>dustrial members represented by die National Center
for Manufacturing Sciences (NCMS). An industrial user Polity at a DOE laboratory
acceieiatar siie for the development of multiple applicaaoos chat are of interest to many
of the 170-member NCMS organiTacioo. This is an applications-driven effort using an

empirical approach to develop new manufacturing technology in the sbcnest possible
time. This project is complemented by a theory-based prcrject which also addresses the

subject of high frequency radiation coupling.

The latter project is founded on a coUaboratiOD with the Scientific Center for Applied
Problems in Electrodynamics (SCAPE). The work involves commercial applications of

dielectnc materials, but includes theoretical and expenmeoial validatioo of Russian per-
colation codes. IiuegraiioD of the theoretical and expehmeotal work in radiatioo/maieri-

als interacooos is of great interest and value to DOE and DoD activities.

The RP processing equipment from Patoo Institute was installed the US site by Russian/

Ukrainian/US nH-hmr-ai team, and there is a continued exchange of persoonel from the

experimental bcilities in the US and the NIS. The photograph which follows shows the

Russian / TTV-rainian yam
installing equipmeiit in the US '"'Ivstp^^ user ^ciiicy.

10 f*ew Indeptndeni Siaies Iruiusirial Pannenng Program -Reducing the Nuclear Danger
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Commmcul OpporBjnilB* from Thnul I Pre|«cti

Commercial Opportwutesfrom Thrust I Projects

The thmst I project activity b prorldlng imd^t bitD the real •coaomic growth
potential in the NIS. IPP ihruK I projeos cypiaUly move to a aost-tbaredeffoR where

iheaaivicy wiU be oovered by a CRADAor some MOU agreenKOL IPP has procedures
in place lo ensure dai (he results of the oooperative R&O represeoted by these ptojecB
are provided lo (he USIC which actively pramoces fimher development of premising
technological oppornmities.

The laboratory / industry trrhniral teams are well equipped to identify the relabonships
between the research, the technology development, and the cotmneicial opportunities

resulting at this phase of the projects. Seme examples of these relationships are shown
in the following table:

Thmst I R«a«Tch

Membrane lyntiicsis

Molecular dynamics
code dcveJopeaeni

Plasma. lOO beam
•ouzce deveiopmenc

Optical image eobancement

Technology

Caa Separalioo

Onig Oeajgo

Coaoogs A surface

modi/icaxioa

Aiaet nckiog lyitem

Commerdel Mei-I^eta

CbcDKal. Oil * Caa.
Medical. Eavijeiunencal

nanaeceuocala. Medical

Aiuomoovc. Aeroapece
maoo/acamBg

Banking. HoepicaU.
Hotels

High cuiipuaiure

supercooductor raeearcb

Elecizomagoetic suacepton

Sulpbv polymer
eocapsutaoon ireamiem

Tbio nim deposiuon

Crystal reaearch

Molecular biology
researcb

Non-linear opucs

Supercooductiog
device fabncatioa

Maicnala acparataoo

Radioactive macarials
kiliy^^.^^

Multilayer maioials

maoufaciuriog

High piBicy. siegle

cryiul grewtli

ONAtypiogof x^
aquatic ergaaums

Opacal pbaae-

conjugauon

EoCTgy preduciioB.

Medical, otben
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Tb* Unilad StalM Induslnal CoaUbon (USIC)

The United States Industrial Coalition (USIC)

Compania from the USIC have provided oost-ihare roods at a 2 for 1 malch with
US goTcmmeiiC hinding of thmst II projects. Larg^-scaJe aMnmcrdal involvment
Is expected to cootiDoc to employ wvapoos sdeotlsts wImii US fanding citdt. The
USIC Inc. teamed wiili the DOE Natiooal Labocaicries. made significam progress in

calfixlar 1995. The FY95 Thrust project fmds were mtnmifTf^j iq 34 comnercializa-
tion projects. Theic are 24 projeca anderway tt vaiioas stages of completiao. Four

(rojects were dropped due 10 inieUeaual property relatol issues and the funds have
been being redirected to new Thrust II projeos.

The Thrust n projects currently underway or near completion represent 10 industrial

sectcsrs and are indicated in the diagram below:

Current Projecta By Propoaar Industry

The importance of the Thrust n projects to the protifeiaiion prevention goals of the NIS-

IPP cannot be undeiestimaied. The It^g-ierm engagement ofWMD scientists, engineers

and technicians in commerthally viable operatioas and organizations will achieve our

National Secunty threat reduction targets. The OOEs investment in cost-shared com-

Qterciai projects and prDgrams has already led to commercial Joint Venture start-up

operations in the fonner Soviet Utiion. These Joint Ventures engage former WMD per-

sonnel as well as provide an appropriate mechanism for martei stabilization, technology
transfer from the hflS institutes into commerciaJ products, and stabilize local micro-

econoinies by providing stable salanes to employees, thereby uicieasing their purcbas-

Sew Independeni State: Indiutnal Pannenng Program -Reductng the Nuclear Danger
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TtM United StatM Induabul CsiUitkin (USIC)

mg power and causing martrt subility and growth. Two clear examples of this type of

activity, snpportcd with NIS-IPP investznent are: I'ratt & Whitney's operatioDS in

Ukraine and Russia, where commercial jet engine wocic is cmrenily underway: and

Energy Cooversioo Devices opeiatioas in Russia, for (he prodoctiaD of solar products to

service the Pacific Rim and other areas- Caterpillar Corporatiaa, wbo has h^ operatiaos
and rdaiioos with the NIS since 1922. is piamung to leverage DOE isvcsonent through
NIS-IPP in Russia to suppan their product thrust in the NIS and Eastern Etnope this

year. All of ibese efforts engage WMD *ad loana WMD penoonel and diamahcaUy
increase our likelihood of success in diminishing this Natioaal Security threat

Currently. USIC is engaged and working with over 80 US ctanpanies and oigani^Jions.
USIC expects this number to increase significantly throughout calendar 1996 as the

mechanisms for success and sphere of influence that NIS-IPP and USIC are developing
m the US and (he NIS expand. The diagram below depicis the mdustiies represented by
the USIC membership.

Mambara by Industry Classlflcatlon

f f 5 J i f 1 i
I

I
f

}
f

I

These uidusthes are key to NIS-IPP programmatic success and are directly aligned with

the target areas of commemaJ infrastructure development in the NIS. The USIC mem-

berstup representation is also aligned with key industrial sectors of tmportaace to the

United States.

USIC recently completed its FivV-Year Plan which includes strategies for success in the

areas of self-sufficiency, training and educatioa of key NIS personnel in western btisi-

ness pracuce, and commercial infrastructure development in the NIS to foster continued

long term growth of commercial opp>onuiu(ies for the USIC member companies, and

suppon of the NIS-IPP proli/erauon prevention goals. USIC is currently active in its

pursuit of US companies that will add value and alacrity, through their projects and prt>-

grams. to the goals and objectives of its Five-Year Plan The following diagram indi-

New Indeptndent Stales Industrial Pannenng Program -Reducing the Nuclear Danger
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Diseuaaion

ojcs the jccimology areas re^aeseaial by tlie 20 new projea opponuniucs that are

cuncniiy under oomideiacioo by USIC for (be NIS-IPP.

Naw Pr«|*ai ubmlsalona by T»ahns4«oy Af

Discussion

Clear benefits have accnred to the NIS institata, the DOE laboratories, the US
govemmtiit. and US industry under the prograiiL The small iovestmsat (bat has
been oiade under ihis program has already resulted is a return of sufBcient proponion to

wanaoi an enhancrd effon. lo coonst to many ofow (US) inieniatioiial ooUabontioas,— '
the flow of technical inlormaiioii is predotninantly &x>m the NIS institutes 10 the US
labs. The similarity in the coie competencies, interests, knowledge, and vision of the

NIS insQtutes and our labs, sets the foundaiioo for synergism on an unprecedented
scale. Transparency within the weapons design institutes of the NIS has been greatly
enhanced by this program.

Tbe dme-firame for this window of opponuoity is uncertain. Subcontracts were placed

carefully, but rapidly. Tbe labs have demoosoated that they can intetaa most effectively

with their NIS colleagues, while addressing the long teim cotnmercial applicaiiORS of

the work.

Continuity and foUow-on are ciiticai issues. Each of our successful prejects produces
new opportunities, but many good proposals and opportunities may be lost for lack of

fimds to pursue them.

Tbe DOE laboraiohes require adequate funds for program/project administration. As the

projects mature beyond the stan-up phase, the tnanagemeot issues grow prtjportiooally.

EPP IS unique in that more than S0% of the allocated funds are expended in tbe NIS. The

strategy under consideration is to use DOE funds from IPP and other programs to sup-

port the US lab opeiauons. and. where appropriate, seek project support funds for the

14 Aew Independent States Industrial Partnering Program -Reducing the Nuclear Danger
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NIS £raa (be tacoigency onmni iini cy. We will contimie d look for opporaouties te
prognm/projea inegntioo and siuring ofteMiKoes lo addieu these inoes.

Conclusions

IFF ka« ckariy n»t tba goiilf of th« ligUallea that create tt.A latye namter ofhOS

wtapoos viniriia aid rnginrm have been onpioyed tai non-weapons activity with

tiroag commeiaal potendaL

Industry cost-share has provided (WO doUan foreKb dollar ofUS goveniment Amds on
dmm n projects, adding stgnificaat levenge lo ihe progmn.

A Maie of (he art in/onnanon system, which is shared by muliipie labs and prognms.
has been rwahlithrtl. and moden ir lrmmmimirarions links with key NIS ondear

weapons institutes will sixw be oprraiional

A laige ponfolio of iwfuntVrt projects has been devekiped as a part of diis prognm. aid

fiituie work is dependem on the availability of (unds 10 go forward.

The program is now at the point where inaeased interagency involvetnent and poitici-

patioo is extretneiy beneficial to both IPPand the other US government prognms.
Based upon demonstrated success to date. IPP can move quidciy lo si^iport naaproiiCs-
adon goals in of miclear, biological and chemical watfue by provitfing ptodncdve

employment for scientists with expertise in these sensitive weapoia aie».
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Appendix

The following coaiains some additional details on the develofxnent of commercial

projects under the IPP.
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APPENDIX G

The following incidents are good examples of how nuclear related materials and

technology move across borders. The Staff would observe that these incidents were
investigated by U. S. law enforcement authorities and, therefore, have a strong U. S.

nexus. Cleariy, the concerns raised in this report have equal if not greater application
outside the U. S.

CASE STUDY #1

CARLOS CARDOEN and TELEDYNE

In an investigation initiated in September, 1990, the domestic activities of

Industrias Cardoen (INCAR), a Santiago, Chile-based industrial complex owned by
Carioes Cardoen, were probed concerning weapons components illegally exported from

the U.S. to Iraq. INCAR, operating domestically through several wholly-owned
subsidiaries, had been identified as a chief supplier of military technology munitions and

military-related commodities to the Al Fao State Establishment, Baghdad, Iraq, which
was named by the Department of Defense as a division of the Iraqi Ministry for Industry
and Military Indt-strialization.

Investigation disclosed that INCAR, in concert with Teledyne Industries, INC., a

California-based industrial conglomerate, illegally sold and exported 120 tons of

ordnance-grade zirconium to Iraq, contained within 24,000 'enhanced' cluster bombs,
manufactured by INCAR. A cluster bomb consists of a large bomb casing filled with

hundreds of small bomblets. The casing breaks open as the bomb is dropped, and

disperses the bomblets over a wide area. This permits effective bombing of troops,
vehicles and armor without the need for precision targeting.

The exportation of the zirconium was facilitated by fraudulent statements by the

exporter covering the nature of the zirconium, stating it was for 'mining" purposes. The
statements of proposed end-use, provided to the U.S. Department of Commerce for

export license purposes by Teledyne employees, concealed the known fact that the

zirconium was an integral part of the cluster bombs which had been sold to Iraq.

On January 26, 1995, Teledyne Industries pleaded guilty to two (2) counts of a

federal indictment for illegal exportation of zirconium. The company paid an aggregate
of $3,924 million on all counts. Twenty-four hours later, in a related case, Teledyne also

pleaded guilty in Washington, DC. to four counts of a federal indictment, alleging
additional illegal exportation of ordnance-grade zirconium, diverted thru Jordan to Iraq.

The fine imposed in this series of violations was a total of $5,499 million. Teledyne
Industries also agreed to pay administrative penalties to both the Departments of

Commerce and State, totalling $3.5 million. N '

On August 7, 1995, Teledyne Industries employee Edward A. Johnson, convicted as the

culpable employee in the scheme, was sentenced to 41 months incarceration and a

$25,000 fine Swissco Managemant Group, a company owned by Carlos Cardoen, was
fined $1,309 million. Previously, Cardoen and partner, Augusto Giangrandi had forfeited

in excess of $10.1 million. Carlos Cardoen remains a fugitive.
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CASE STUDY #2
INTERGLOBAL MANUFACTURING ENTERPRISES. INC.

In an investigation initiated in May, 1994. three (3) New York area residents were
arrested on June 8, 1995. after they had agreed to ship large quantities of nuclear-grade
zirconium to Iraq in violation of the Iraqi Sanction Regulations. These arrests concluded
a 12 month undercover investigation of Demetrios Demetrios. Renos Kourtides and
Constantin Zahariadis aka *Kostas', dba Interglobal Manufacturing Enterprises, Inc. of

Astoria, New Yori<, Greece and Moscow. U.S. Customs special agents posed as
international arms and material brokers on behalf of Iraq. During the course of this

investigation, five (5) tons of nuclear-grade zirconium was uncovered in a warehouse in

the New York metropolitan area. This commodity had been smuggled into the United

States, via Germany, from the Ukraine.

Zirconium is a grayish-white lustrous metal, which, in its natural form, usually
contains from one to four percent hafnium, an element with chemical properties similar

to zirconium. Zirconium which contains hafnium in this percentage range is widely
utilized in the chemical industry owing to its exceptional resistance to corrosion. This

grade of zirconium is also employed in the manufacture of both chemical and biological

weapons. Zirconium can also be ground into a fine powder for use in military explosives
and propellants. In solid form, it can also be used as a "cladding" or covering, for

uranium. Nuclear grade zirconium is widely utilized in virtually all civil nuclear power
reactors, and, owing to its versatility, is a primary component in the production of

Plutonium.

Undercover agents negotiated with these individuals to ship the zirconium to Iraq

via Italy, culminating in an eight hundred pound sample shipment to Italy in November.
1994. A subsequent shipment of five tons was detained and seized at Kennedy Airport
on June 8, 1995.

Undercover agents also negotiated for a two (2) ton shipment, which was
delivered to Cypnjs, in May, 1995. An additional five ton shipment, again direct from the

Ukraine, was under negotiation for $1.8 million. Cyprus was utilized due to its proximity
to Iraq Cypriot authorities have agreed to return this shipment U. S. authorities in New
York.

This case is pending.

CASE STUDY #3
RONALD HEDRON. et al

During a long-term undercover investigation initiated in December. 1991,

negotiations were undertaken with Ronald Hedron, and multiple international

coconspirators, for the sale and illegal importation into the United States of 105,000 AK-
47 fully automatic assault rifles, 1000 Strella missiles, and 9000 RPG-7 grenade
launchers, which would then be re-exported to Iraq. Additionally, the Russian suppliers
of the above material negotiated for the sale of nuclear weapons, which would be

consummated after initial deliveries of the conventional weapons were completed.
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The Russians, identified at the time as Alexander Bezrukov. Alexandre Korienko,
Andrei Efremov, Victor Trifonov, and Macksim Tkachyov. identified themselves as senior
officers and authorized representatives of the Moscow Aircraft Production Group. They,
along with Hedron, met with a U.S. Customs undercover agents between March 6 and
March 10, 1992. in Frankfurt. Germany, to discuss the furtherance of a project, code
named 'Mushroom'. This project involved the purchase of tactical nuclear weapons,
especially artillery-delivered nuclear devices, and weapons-grade uranium, purportedly
for Iraq. Hedron, and the Russians, stated that there was no paperwork in existence that
coukj possibly justify the sale of a tactical nuclear weapon, nuclear triggers or weapons-
grade uranium to Iraq, or any other country, so therefore the transaction would be strictly
cash. It was decided that the sale of the small arms would be consummated first, and
then the nuclear discussions would be continued.

On March 10, 1992, numerous principals in the conventional weapons undercover

investigation were arrested by German authorities. However, for unknown reasons,
none of the Russians were included in this enforcement action. Subsequent limited

investigation has identified them as follows:

Andrei L. Efremov; Deputy Chief. Financial Department
Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations of USSR,
General Technical Department
Moscow 119865

Alexander Nikiforobich Bezrukow: Commercial Director

Mackim Konstantinovich Tkachyov: Chief, Financial Department

Andrei Leonidovich Efremov: Chief Deputy of the Currency
Financial Department of the General
Technical Department

Alexandre Kirienko: Deputy Chief of the Section of the General
Technical Department

No assistance has been provided, to date, by either the Russian or Polish

governments.

CASE STUDY #4
AL M. HARB. aka ABDELQUADER MOHAMMED ABUHARB. et al

In an investigation initiated in May, 1993. Al M. Harb, a naturalized citizen and his

wife. Rula Saba Harb, a resident alien and Jordanian national, came under scrutiny by
the U.S. Customs Service, Office of Investigations, for a pattern of illicit export activity

suspected to be in furtherance of the Government of Iraq.

Harb, who then resided in Midlothian, Virginia, a suburb of Richmond, did

business as Virginia International Trade Co (VITCO). His prior business, EXPO
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International, in Dayton, Ohio, disappeared suddenly in 1991, and reappeared,
occasionally, at the Virginia address, as an offshoot of VITCO.

Harb did export business with, and occasionally as, Abu Harb Trading Company.
National Clay Factory, Atlas Technical Sen/ices, and Industrial Consultancy Group
Services, Ltd., all owned and controlled by the Abuharb family and located in Amman,
Jordan and Baghdad, Iraq. Using these entities as transshipment conduits, VITCO
illegally exported goods to the General Establishment for Generation and Transmission
of Electricity, "GEGET", a procurement agency of the Iraqi government's Ministry of

Industry and Military Industrialization, located in Baghdad, Iraq.

Harb initiated VITCO during the Gulf War, and began exporting to Iraq,

commanding a 200-500% profit and simultaneously deceiving the U.S. Departments of
Commerce and State. Harb's exports to Iraq consisted of shipments of electronic

components, spare parts and sophisticated instrumentation, such as accelerometers and
interferometers. Severiy warned on numerous occasions by Commerce, HARB
continued to ship goods to the embargoed GEGET, corresponding via telex on a regular
basis with its Director, Najem Ai Jobouri. When required, Harb would travel to Baghdad
for business, always using his Jordanian passport, to avoid entry and departure stamps
in his American passport which would be red flags to U.S. enforcement personnel upon
his return.

U.S. law enforcement obtained a federal wiretap on Harb's fax machine. This

intercept led to an additional tap upon Harb's computer modem, which disclosed that he
was telexing Baghdad on a regular basis for equipment orders. The combined intercepts
also told the agents that the Harbs were leaving the country, imminently, and planning
to relocate their smuggling venture in Amman, Jordan.

On February 26, 1994. U.S. Customs special agents executed a search warrant
on Harb's residence/business address, as well as arrest warrants on Ai Harb and Rula
Saba Harb. in September, 1994, AI Harb was convicted on all 23 counts of the

indictment, and sentenced to eight (8) years in jail. Rula Saba Harb was acquitted.

These cases illustrate the methods by which lethal materials and technologies
move across borders. Further information about these matters can be obtained from the

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations or with the U. S. Customs Service.
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STATEMENT OF THOMAS E. McNAMARA, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF STATE
FOR POLITICAL-MILITARY AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF STATE

BEFORE THE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFTAIRS, U.S. SENATE—MARCH 22, 1996

I AM VERY PLEASED TO ADDRESS THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON AN

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY PROBLEM UNIQUE TO THE POST-COLD WAR

PERIOD. FOR NEARLY FIFTY YEARS THE DANGER OF A NUCLEAR

CONFLAGRATION CENTERED PRIMARILY ON THE U.S. -SOVIET

CONFRONTATION. THE MAIN RISK TO HUMANITY AND TO U.S. SECURITY

WAS THE POSSIBILITY OF A MASSIVE U.S. -SOVIET NUCLEAR EXCHANGE

GENERATED EITHER THROUGH FUNDAMENTAL CONFLICT OR ACCIDENT.

HISTORIC SHIFTS HAVE DRAMATICALLY REDUCED THE RISK OF A NUCLEAR

EXCHANGE BETWEEN THE SUPERPOWERS. WASHINGTON AND MOSCOW HAVE

TAKEN UNPRECEDENTED ARMS CONTROL STEPS TO REDUCE THEIR NUCLEAR

STOCKPILES AND TO STABILIZE THE NUCLEAR BALANCE BETWEEN THE

U.S. AND RUSSIA. TODAY, NEITHER SIDE TARGETS ITS WEAPONS ON

THE OTHER; BOTH THE U.S. AND RUSSIA ARE DISMANTLING NUCLEAR

WEAPONS AHEAD OF ARMS CONTROL SCHEDULES; WE HAVE RATIFIED AND

HOPE RUSSIA WILL SOON RATIFY START II, THE MOST AMBITIOUS

NUCLEAR ARMS CONTROL AGREEMENT IN HISTORY, WHICH WILL RESULT IN

CUTS IN THE NUCLEAR STOCKPILES OF THE TWO COUNTRIES BY

TWO-THIRDS.

HOWEVER, NUCLEAR WEAPONS AND NUCLEAR WEAPONS USABLE

MATERIALS DO NOT DISAPPEAR WHEN THEY HAVE FULFILLED THEIR

POLITICAL PURPOSE. THEY DO NOT LOSE THEIR DESTRUCTIVE

POTENTIAL WITH THE STROKE OF A PEN AT A DIPLOMATIC CONFERENCE.

NOR DO THE SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE AND TECHNICAL SKILL POSSESSED

BY FORMER NUCLEAR WEAPONS DESIGNERS.
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WE HAVE RENDERED EXCESS THOUSANDS OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS AND

HUNDREDS OF TONS OF WEAPONS USABLE URANIUM AND PLUTONIUM. A

SMALL QUANTITY OF PLUTONIUM -- ROUGHLY AN AMOUNT THE SIZE OF A

SOFTBALL --IS SUFFICIENT TO DESTROY A CITY. AND, THE

PLUTONIUM AND URANIUM WE HAVE FREED FROM NUCLEAR WEAPONS WILL

LAST FOR THOUSANDS OF YEARS. IT IS THUS IMPERATIVE THAT WE

CONTINUE OUR EFFORTS, IN COOPERATION WITH RUSSIA AND OTHER

COUNTRIES, TO SECURE THE NUCLEAR MATERIALS, PROTECT NUCLEAR

TECHNOLOGY, AND REDIRECT WEAPONS SKILLS TO PEACEFUL PURSUITS.

THE BREAKUP OF THE SOVIET EMPIRE RADICALLY CHANGED THE

PROLIFERATION LANDSCAPE. THREE ADDITIONAL STATES EMERGED WITH

NUCLEAR WEAPONS ON THEIR TERRITORIES. THE SOVIET SYSTEM FOR

PROTECTING AND CONTROLLING NUCLEAR MATERIALS, DESIGNED TO WORK

WITHIN A TOTALITARIAN POLICE-STATE, WENT THE WAY OF THE FORMER

SOVIET UNION. AS THE NATIONS OF THE FSU FACE THE TRANSITION TO

MORE DEMOCRATIC FORMS OF GOVERNMENT, THEY ARE CONFRONTED WITH

THE MUCH MORE COMPLEX TASK OF PROTECTING NUCLEAR MATERIALS

WITHIN FREE SOCIETIES. FINALLY, THE COMBINATION OF EXTREME

ECONOMIC DISLOCATION AND THE EMERGENCE OF ORGANIZED CRIME THAT

HAS AFFLICTED THE STATES OF THE FORMER SOVIET UNION INCREASED

BOTH THE TEMPTATION AND THE POTENTIAL MEANS TO DIVERT NUCLEAR

MATERIAL.

WE RECOGNIZED FROM THE START THAT THIS PROBLEM CANNOT BE

ATTACKED ON ONLY ONE FRONT. WE DECIDED TO ATTACK THIS PROBLEM

ON SEVERAL FRONTS, AND TO DEVISE A LAYERED DEFENSE AGAINST THE

THREAT. WE HAVE SOUGHT TO CONTROL THE SOURCES OF SUPPLY OF
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NUCLEAR MATERIALS AS WELL AS TECHNOLOGY AND ITEMS USED IN THE

PRODUCTION OR USE OF SPECIAL NUCLEAR MATERIALS; TO REDUCE

DEMAND; TO EASE THE ECONOMIC DISLOCATIONS THAT FOLLOWED THE

BREAK-UP OF THE SOVIET UNION; AND TO STRENGTHEN LAW ENFORCEMENT

AND INTELLIGENCE CAPABILITIES NEEDED IF THE SECURITY OF THE

MATERIALS IS BREACHED.

PRESIDENT CLINTON AND THE SECRETARY OF STATE HAVE MADE THE

QUESTION OF NUCLEAR MATERIALS AND TECHNOLOGY SECURITY ONE OF

OUR HIGHEST PRIORITIES. THE PRESIDENT'S FIRST DECISION

DIRECTIVE ON NONPROLIFERATION FOCUSED ON THIS CRITICAL

SUBJECT. THIS HIGH-PROFILE CONCERN WAS REFLECTED AGAIN IN THE

SEPTEMBER 1995 PRESIDENTIAL DECISION DIRECTIVE ADDRESSING

NUCLEAR MATERIALS SECURITY IN THE FORMER SOVIET UNION. IN HIS

OCTOBER, 19 95 SPEECH TO THE UN GENERAL ASSEMBLY THE PRESIDENT

REFLECTED THAT A SODA- CAN SIZE LUMP OF PLUTONIUM IS ENOUGH TO

MAKE A BOMB AND PLEDGED THAT "BUILDING ON EFFORTS ALREADY

UNDERWAY WITH THE STATES OF THE FORMER SOVIET UNION AND WITH

OUR G-7 PARTNERS, WE WILL SEEK TO BETTER ACCOUNT FOR, STORE,

AND SAFEGUARD MATERIALS WITH MASSIVE DESTRUCTIVE POWER." THE

PRESIDENT'S PERSONAL INVOLVEMENT WILL CONTINUE WITH HIS

ATTENDANCE IN APRIL AT THE MOSCOW NUCLEAR SUMMIT HOSTED BY

PRESIDENT YELTSIN.

FROM THE BEGINNING, THEREFORE, WE HAVE CONCENTRATED OUR

EFFORTS ON SECURING NUCLEAR WEAPONS, NUCLEAR MATERIALS, AND

REQUISITE SKILLS TO DESIGN SUCH WEAPONS AT THEIR SOURCE. WE

HAVE TAKEN A NUMBER OF CONCRETE STEPS TO REDUCE THIS UNIQUELY

POST-COLD WAR DANGER, INCLUDING THE FOLLOWING:
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WE SUCCEEDED IN BRINGING UKRAINE, BELARUS AND KAZAKSTAN

INTO THE NONPROLIFERATION TREATY AS NON-NUCLEAR WEAPONS

STATES. NUCLEAR WEAPONS HAVE BEEN REMOVED FROM KAZAKSTAN,

AND UKRAINE AND BELARUS ARE ON SCHEDULE TO DENUCLEARIZE BY

THE END OF 1996.

THE U.S. IS ASSISTING THESE NEW NATIONS IN TRANSPORTING

THEIR SOVIET-ERA WEAPONS TO RUSSIA, AND IS ASSISTING RUSSIA

IN THEIR DISMANTLEMENT AND THE SECURE STORAGE OF THE

RESULTING FISSILE MATERIAL.

WE CONTINUE OUR ASSISTANCE TO RUSSIA, UKRAINE, BELARUS, AND

KAZAKSTAN, OTHER COUNTRIES OF THE FORMER SOVIET UNION, AND

COUNTRIES OF CENTRAL EUROPE TO IMPROVE THEIR SYSTEMS FOR -

THE CONTROL, PROTECTION, AND ACCOUNTING OF NUCLEAR

MATERIALS;

WE ARE WORKING WITH RUSSIA, UKRAINE, THE EUROPEAN

COMMUNITY, JAPAN, AND OTHER NATIONS TO HELP PREVENT

ECONOMIC DISLOCATION FROM CAUSING THE FLIGHT OF SOVIET ^

NUCLEAR WEAPON SCIENTISTS TO CASH RICH ROGUE STATES BY

CREATING SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY CENTERS IN MOSCOW AND

KIEV. THESE CENTERS PROVIDE USEFUL EMPLOYMENT IN PEACEFUL

SCIENTIFIC PROJECTS TO WEAPONS SCIENTISTS FROM THE FORMER

SOVIET UNION.

WE HAVE WORKED WITH OTHER CONCERNED GOVERNMENTS TO REMOVE

WEAPONS GRADE MATERIAL FROM POSSIBLE DIVERSION. IN

NOVEMBER, 1994, PROJECT SAPPHIRE TRANSFERRED MULTIPLE

BOMBS' WORTH OF HIGHLY ENRICHED URANIUM FROM KAZAKSTAN.
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IN JANUARY OF 1994, THE U.S. AND RUSSIA CONCLUDED AN

AGREEMENT UNDER WHICH 500 TONS OF HIGHLY ENRICHED URANIUM

DERIVED FROM DISMANTLED NUCLEAR WEAPONS WILL BE BLENDED

DOWN INTO SAFER AND MORE PROLIFERATION-RESISTANT LOW

ENRICHED URANIUM AND SOLD TO THE U.S. FOR USE AS FUEL IN

CIVILIAN NUCLEAR POWER REACTORS. THIS AGREEMENT IS BEING

IMPLEMENTED, SHIPMENTS OF URANIUM ARE ARRIVING FROM RUSSIA,

AND COMMERCIAL PAYMENTS FOR THESE DELIVERIES ARE BEING MADE.

THROUGH THE NUNN-LUGAR ASSISTANCE PROGRAM, WE HAVE HELPED

RUSSIA INCREASE THE SECURITY OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS BEING

RETURNED FROM FROWARD DEPLOYMENT FOR DISMANTLEMENT AND ARE

COOPERATING TO BUILD A SAFE, SECURE STORAGE FACILITY FOR

FISSILE MATERIAL FROM DISMANTLED WEAPONS.

AS PART OF OUR WORLDWIDE EFFORT TO REDUCE, AND EVENTUALLY

TO ELIMINATE, THE USE OF WEAPONS USABLE HIGHLY-ENRICHED

URANIUM IN CIVIL NUCLEAR PROGRAMS, WE HAVE BEGUN A

BILATERAL PROGRAM WITH RUSSIA TO DEVELOP LOW-ENRICHED

URANIUM FUELS FOR USE IN SOVIET-STYLE RESEARCH REACTORS.

WE ARE REVIEWING WITH RUSSIA WAYS IN WHICH WE CAN BRING TO

AN END THE PRODUCTION OF WEAPONS -GRADE PLUTONIUM IN THE

THREE PLUTONIUM PRODUCTION REACTORS THAT STILL REMAIN IN

OPERATION;
. -

WE ARE ACTIVELY WORKING WITH RUSSIA TO IDENTIFY OPTIONS TO

CONVERT EXCESS PLUTONIUM INTO A FORM AT LEAST AS

PROLIFERATION-RESISTANT AS SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL;
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-- WE HAVE ASSISTED DIRECTLY AND THROUGH THE INTERNATIONAL

ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY THE EFFORTS OF SUCCESSOR STATES TO THE

USSR IN SECURING NUCLEAR MATERIAL AND PLACING IT UNDER

INTERNATIONAL INSPECTION;

-- WE HAVE ENGAGED IN DIPLOMACY AT THE HIGHEST LEVELS TO

PERMIT US TO COOPERATE WITH RUSSIA AND OTHER AFFECTED

COUNTRIES IN COMBATTING SMUGGLING;

-- AND, TO CONFIRM THESE EFFORTS, THE PRESIDENT IN SEPTEMBER,

1995 ISSUED A NEW PRESIDENTIAL DECISION DIRECTIVE TO

ORGANIZE EVEN MORE COMPREHENSIVE U.S. EFFORTS TO SECURE

NUCLEAR MATERIAL.

WE MUST FACE THE FACT, HOWEVER, THAT THESE INITIATIVES WILL

TAKE TIME TO MATURE AND BE FULLY EFFECTIVE. AS LONG AS ANY

NUCLEAR MATERIAL REMAINS AT RISK, AND THE POSSIBLE TEMPTATION

TO SELL IT REMAINS, WE MUST CONTINUE TO REFINE OUR TOOLS FOR

FIGHTING THE THREAT OF ILLICIT TRAFFICKING.

THE MOST VISIBLE SYMPTOM OF THIS RISK, OF ILLICIT TRANSFERS

OF NUCLEAR MATERIAL, ARE THE REPORTED CASES OF SMUGGLING BY

INDIVIDUALS OR SMALL GROUPS WHOSE CHIEF GOAL IS MONETARY GAIN.

THE ADMINISTRATION AND THE CONGRESS RECOGNIZED EARLY ON

THAT NUCLEAR SMUGGLING CONSTITUTES A DIRECT THREAT TO OUR

EFFORTS TO HALT THE SPREAD OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS. TRAFFICKING IN

NUCLEAR MATERIAL BYPASSES KEY ELEMENTS OF THE INTERNATIONAL

REGIME TO HALT NUCLEAR PROLIFERATION. THE REGIME OPERATES ON

THE ASSUMPTION THAT STATES CAN AND WILL CONTROL SENSITIVE

MATERIALS. NUCLEAR TRAFFICKING ON THE OTHER HAND IS LARGELY
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THE ACT OF UNAUTHORIZED INDIVIDUALS OUTSIDE NATIONAL CONTROL,

WHO HAVE FOUND SOME GAP IN THE NUCLEAR MATERIAL SECURITY

SYSTEMS OF STATES .
- . ^

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL MECHANISMS TO CONTROL

PROLIFERATION ASSUME THAT THE SINGLE MOST IMPORTANT TECHNICAL

STEP IN DEVELOPING NUCLEAR WEAPONS IS TO ACQUIRE NUCLEAR

WEAPONS USABLE MATERIAL. MANUFACTURE OF THIS MATERIAL REQUIRES

THE INVESTMENT OF HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS OF DOLLARS AND YEARS OF

SOPHISTICATED ENGINEERING. SMUGGLING OF SUCH MATERIAL BYPASSES

THE TIME AND THE COST, AND SHORT CIRCUITS THE PRINCIPAL

TECHNICAL BARRIER TO NUCLEAR PROLIFERATION.

WE HAVE NO EVIDENCE THAT A TRANSACTION OF THIS KIND HAS YET

OCCURRED. INDEED, IN THE AREA OF THE SECURITY OF NUCLEAR

WEAPONS, WE ARE CONFIDENT THAT SUCH A BREAKDOWN IN SECURITY IS

LESS LIKELY, BUT WE ARE CONTINUING OUR SUPPORT FOR SAFE AND

SECURE TRANSPORT AND STORAGE OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS. HOWEVER, WE

CANNdT AFFORD TO BE COMPLACENT. WE KNOW NUCLEAR WEAPONS GRADE

MATERIAL IS AT RISK. WE KNOW THAT THERE ARE COVERT NETWORKS TO

ACQUIRE SENSITIVE TECHNOLOGY FOR WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION.

AND WE KNOW THAT CRIMINALS HAVE OBTAINED AT LEAST SMALL

QUANTITIES OF NUCLEAR MATERIAL IN THE PAST FEW YEARS. THE

INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY CLEARLY SEES THIS THREAT AND IS TAKING

THE STEPS NECESSARY TO FORESTALL IT.

NUCLEAR SMUGGLING IS NOT LIKE OTHER KINDS OF ILLEGAL

TRAFFICKING. WE CANNOT AFFORD TO HAVE EVEN A SINGLE CASE OF

SUCCESSFUL SMUGGLING OF ENOUGH NUCLEAR MATERIAL FOR A WEAPON.

WE CANNOT REALISTICALLY EXPECT ANY STRATEGY BASED ONLY ON LAW
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ENFORCEMENT AND INTERDICTION TO BE ONE HUNDRED PERCENT

EFFECTIVE. THUS, ANTI- SMUGGLING INITIATIVES ARE NECESSARILY

ONLY A BEEN PART OF OUR RESPONSE TO THE CHANGING WORLD

SITUATION.

MOST OF THE EARLY REPORTED CASES WERE TRANSPARENT SCAMS

INVOLVING INERT SUBSTANCES OR RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS WITHOUT

WEAPONS APPLICATIONS. NONETHELESS, DESPITE THE SENSATIONALISM

SURROUNDING THESE CASES, WE RECOGNIZED THE NATURE OF THE

PROBLEM AND THE NEED TO COMBAT IT ON MANY FRONTS. ACCORDINGLY,

WE ALREADY HAVE UNDERTAKEN A NUMBER OF STEPS TO COMBAT NUCLEAR

SMUGGLING. THESE INCLUDE:

-- ORGANIZING THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH SO THAT THE U.S. CAN

RESPOND QUICKLY AND IN A COORDINATED FASHION TO ANY NUCLEAR

TRAFFICKING INCIDENT;

-- PROVIDING EXPORT CONTROL AND CUSTOMS ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE

TO AFFECTED STATES IN EUROPE AND CENTRAL ASIA;

-- PROVIDING ASSISTANCE TO STATES AND THE INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC

ENERGY AGENCY IN ANALYZING SEIZED MATERIAL AND IN

DEVELOPING ACCURATE SOURCES OF INFORMATION ON SMUGGLING

CASES ;

-- OPENING ADDITIONAL LAW ENFORCEMENT COOPERATION WITH KEY

STATES IN EUROPE AFFECTED BY SMUGGLING SPEARHEADED BY FBI

DIRECTOR FREEH'S EFFORTS IN MOSCOW,

-- SUPPLYING EQUIPMENT, TECHNOLOGY, AND TRAINING TO STATES

INCENTRAL EUROPE TO PERMIT THEM TO DETECT NUCLEAR

TRAFFICKING ON THEIR TERRITORIES, INCLUDING A LARGE SCALE

TRAINING EFFORT IN BUDAPEST IN MARCH 1995;
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-- UPGRADING THE ABILITY OF KEY COUNTRIES TO EXCHANGE LAW

ENFORCEMENT, INTELLIGENCE AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION;

-- HOSTING EVENTS SUCH AS THE FBI -ORGANIZED APRIL 1995 MEETING

OF INTERNATIONAL LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS FROM OVER 20

COUNTRIES IN QUANTICO, VIRGINIA FOCUSING ON NUCLEAR

SMUGGLING;

-- PARTICIPATING IN A SEPTEMBER, 1995 MEETING IN GERMANY OF

CUSTOMS OFFICIALS FROM SOME 3 COUNTRIES WHO SHARED THEIR

EXPERIENCE AND METHODS IN THE FIELD OF NUCLEAR SMUGGLING.

-- BRINGING TOGETHER AT LAWRENCE LIVERMORE NATIONAL LABORATORY

IN NOVEMBER, 1995 INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC AND LAW

ENFORCEMENT EXPERTS TO DEVELOP FORENSIC METHODS FOR

INVESTIGATING INCIDENTS OF DIVERTED NUCLEAR MATERIALS.

-- AND, FINALLY, REINFORCING OUR EXPORT CONTROL ASSISTANCE TO

COUNTRIES OF THE CAUCASUS AND CENTRAL ASIA AT A NOVEMBER

1995 CONFERENCE IN TURKEY.

WE HAVE NOT FORGOTTEN ABOUT THE DEMAND SIDE OF THE

EQUATION. THERE WILL ALWAYS BE A RISK OF NUCLEAR SMUGGLING AS

LONG AS PROLIFERATORS ARE PREPARED TO OFFER CASH FOR ILLEGAL

NUCLEAR GOODS. WE HAVE ENERGIZED OUR SIGNIFICANT INTELLIGENCE

CAPABILITIES TO TRACK THE COVERT PROCUREMENT EFFORTS OF ROGUE

STATES. WE SHARE INFORMATION WITH THE STATES AFFECTED BY THESE

PROCUREMENT NETWORKS TO FRUSTRATE THEM. WE PROVIDE ASSISTANCE

TO THE UN SPECIAL COMMISSION AND THE INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC

ENERGY AGENCY IN THEIR EFFORTS TO TEAR OUT IRAQ'S COVERT

WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION PROGRAMS AT THE ROOT. AND, WE ARE
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ASSISTING FINANCIALLY AND TECHNICALLY THE NEW IAEA EFFORT TO

DEVELOP SAFEGUARDS METHODS TO DETECT CLANDESTINE NUCLEAR

ACTIVITIES. AT THE SAME TIME, WE CONTINUE OUR DIPLOMATIC

EFFORTS TO PERSUADE COUNTRIES OF PROLIFERATION CONCERN TO HALT

THEIR PROGRAMS FOR WMD DEVELOPMENT.

EXPORT CONTROLS ARE THE INITIAL BARRIER BETWEEN SUPPLIERS

AND UNAUTHORIZED RECIPIENTS, AND THUS EFFECTIVELY INHIBIT

DEMAND. THE EXPORT CONTROL SYSTEM INHERITED BY RUSSIAN AND THE

NEWLY INDEPENDENT STATES (NIS) WAS NOT DESIGNED TO COPE WITH

THE CURRENT FREEDOM OF OR VOLUME OF TRADE. SINCE SENSITIVE

MATERIALS WERE NEVER ALLOWED TO BE EXPORTED WITHOUT THE EXPRESS

CONSENT OF THE CENTRALIZED SOVIET GOVERNMENT, THE PROBLEM OF

INSPECTION AND PROPER IDENTIFICATION OF PRODUCTS THAT BYPASSED

THE CENTRALIZED SYSTEM WAS NOT A PROBLEM WHICH THE SOVIET

EXPORT CONTROL SYSTEM HAD TO DEAL WITH. THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN

EXPORT CONTROL SYSTEM WHICH IS CAPABLE OF MAKING INFORMED

DECISIONS ABOUT LICENSE APPLICATIONS AS WELL AS IDENTIFY

COMMODITIES IN TRANSIT FOR INTERDICTION PURPOSES HAS,

THEREFORE, BEEN A FOCUS FOR U.S. -RUSSIAN AND U.S. -NIS

COOPERATION. THE EXPORT CONTROL SYSTEM EMERGING FROM THIS

COOPERATION WILL BE MUCH MORE ADEPT AT PREVENTING PROLIFERATION

OF TECHNOLOGY AND COMMODITIES USEFUL IN tWCLEAR WEAPONS, THE

DEVELOPMENT OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS, AND UNSAFEGUARDED FUEL CYCLE

ACTIVITIES.
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THE SECURITY OF NUCLEAR MATERIALS AND TECHNOLOGY WORLDWIDE

HAS BEEN A PRIMARY FOREIGN POLICY OBJECTIVE OF THE CONGRESS AND

THE PRESIDENT FOR TWO CONSECUTIVE ADMINISTRATIONS. THE WISDOM

AND FORESIGHT OF THE CONGRESS, LED BY SENATORS NUNN AND LUGAR,

RESULTED IN THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE COOPERATIVE THREAT

REDUCTION (CTR) PROGRAM FOR THE FORMER SOVIET UNION. THE $1.5

BILLION DOLLARS APPROPRIATED FOR THIS PROGRAM HAVE BEEN

ESSENTIAL TO PURSUING THE GOALS OF DE-NUCLEAR I ZING UKRAINE,

KAZAKSTAN, AND BELARUS, AND IN WORKING TO AUGMENT NUCLEAR

SECURITY IN RUSSIA. SIMILARLY, THE DECISION OF CONGRESS TO

ESTABLISH AND FUND THE NONPROLIFERATION AND DISARMAMENT FUND

HAS COMPLEMENTED OUR EFFORTS TO SECURE NUCLEAR MATERIALS AND

PREVENT NUCLEAR SMUGGLING. THE FY '96 APPROPRIATION TO DOE FOR

WORK TO UPGRADE THE SECURITY OF NUCLEAR MATERIALS REFLECTS OUR

JOINT RECOGNITION THAT THE SECURITY OF ALL WEAPONS USABLE

MATERIALS - MILITARY OR CIVILIAN IN NATURE - IS AN IMPORTANT

POLICY CONCERN. THESE PROGRAMS REPRESENT MONEY WELL SPENT, BUT

CONTINUING PROGRESS WILL BE DEPENDENT ON CONTINUING

CONGRESSIONAL INTEREST AND CONTINUING FUNDING TO ADDRESS WHAT

IS A LONG-TERM PROBLEM. THE COUNTRIES THAT HARBOR THE REMNANTS

OF THE SOVIET NUCLEAR INFRASTRUCTURE HAVE TRANSITIONAL

ECONOMIES AND ARE HAMPERED IN THEIR ABILITY TO DEVOTE

RESOURCES, AND IN SOME CASES EXPERTISE, TO THE PROTECTION OF

NUCLEAR MATERIAL. IT IS CLEARLY IN OUR NATIONAL INTEREST TO

EXPAND THE EFFORT AND THE NECESSARY FUNDS TO ASSURE THAT THIS

MATERIAL IS PROTECTED AT ITS SOURCE.
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WE HAVE MADE A START, BUT MUCH MORE NEEDS TO BE DONE TO

KEEP NUCLEAR WEAPONS USABLE MATERIAL OUT OF THE WRONG HANDS.

WE NEED TO ENERGIZE OTHER STATES AND THE INTERNATIONAL

COMMUNITY TO TAKE A NUMBER OF STEPS TO REDUCE THE DANGER OF

NUCLEAR TRAFFICKING FURTHER.

WE CONTINUE TO WORK WITH OUR PARTNERS TO FOSTER

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION TO ENSURE THE SECURITY OF NUCLEAR

MATERIALS AND TO COMBAT NUCLEAR SMUGGLING. THE G-7 PLUS RUSSIA

(P-8) AGREED AT THE 1994 NAPLES SUMMIT TO COOPERATE IN

PREVENTING NUCLEAR SMUGGLING. SINCE THAT TIME, WE HAVE

CONTINUED OUR DIPLOMATIC CONTACTS. WE WILL CONTINUE THESE

DIPLOMATIC INITIATIVES AT THE MOSCOW NUCLEAR SUMMIT WHICH THE

PRESIDENT WILL ATTEND IN FOUR WEEKS TIME. THERE, WE HOPE TO

ADOPT A P-8 PROGRAM WITH SPECIFIC, CONCERTED INITIATIVES TO

COMBAT NUCLEAR SMUGGLING, AS WELL AS TO REINFORCE COOPERATION

WITH RUSSIA AND OTHERS TO INCREASE SECURITY OF NUCLEAR

MATERIALS AND ADDRESS THE PROBLEM OF FISSILE MATERIAL

DISPOSITION.

AT THE SAME TIME, A NUMBER OF COUNTRIES ARE MOVING AHEAD

WITH PRACTICAL STEPS. FOR EXAMPLE, WE HAVE DESIGNATED POINTS

OF CONTACT FOR NUCLEAR SMUGGLING INCIDENTS AND OTHER

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE P-8, AS WELL AS POINTS OF

CONTACT FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT. WE HAVE TAKEN STEPS TO FURTHER

COORDINATION, COOPERATION, AND INFORMATION SHARING AMONG OUR

LAW ENFORCEMENT AND INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES.
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AT THE SUMMIT WE ALSO WILL SEEK TO BROADEN THE SCOPE OF OUR

ACTIVITIES TO INCLUDE NON-P-8 COUNTRIES THAT ARE POTENTIAL

SOURCE OR TRANSIT POINTS FOR NUCLEAR MATERIAL TRAFFICKING. THE

CONCRETE RESULTS OF THE SUMMIT CAN SERVE AS A MODEL FOR

COLLECTIVE AND INDIVIDUAL USE IN STRUCTURING RELATIONSHIPS WITH

THOSE COUNTRIES TO ASSURE THE SECURITY OF NUCLEAR MATERIALS.

ALTHOUGH OUR FOCUS TODAY LARGELY IS ON NUCLEAR ISSUES, I

WOULD LIKE TO UNDERSCORE THE THREAT POSED BY TERRORIST ACCESS

TO CHEMICAL OR BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS. MANY OF THE INITIATIVES

THAT I HAVE DISCUSSED TODAY ARE APPLICABLE TO THE CBW THREAT.

I WOULD LIKE TO TAKE A MOMENT, HOWEVER, TO MENTION ONE

ADDITIONAL MEASURE THAT WILL IMPROVE OUR ABILITY TO FIGHT

ATTEMPTS BY ROGUE STATES OR TERRORISTS TO ACQUIRE, TRANSFER,

AND USE CHEMICAL WEAPONS. THAT MEASURE IS THE CHEMICAL WEAPONS

CONVENTION.

ALTHOUGH THE CWC WAS NOT DESIGNED TO PREVENT CHEMICAL

TERRORISM, CERTAIN ASPECTS OF THE CONVENTION, INCLUDING ITS

NONPROLIFERATION PROVISIONS AND LAW ENFORCEMENT REQUIREMENTS,

WILL STRENGTHEN EXISTING EFFORTS TO DEAL WITH THIS THREAT. FOR

EXAMPLE, THE CWC'S NONPROLIFERATION PROVISIONS WILL DENY

TERRORIST ACCESS TO CHEMICAL WEAPONS BY REQUIRING PARTIES TO

ELIMINATE THEIR NATIONAL STOCKPILES AND BY CONTROLLING

TRANSFERS OF CERTAIN CHEMICALS THAT CAN BE USED TO MAKE

CHEMICAL WEAPONS. IN ADDITION, IMPLEMENTING LEGISLATION,

REQUIRED BY THE CONVENTION, WILL ENHANCE OUR AUTHORITY TO

INVESTIGATE AND PROSECUTE CW-RELATED ACTIVITIES, BEFORE

CHEMICAL WEAPONS ARE USED. IT WILL ALSO MAKE CHEMICAL

SUPPLIERS AND THE PUBLIC MORE AWARE OF THE CW THREAT AND OF THE
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FACT THAT EVEN ATTEMPTS TO DEVELEOP OR POSSESS SUCH WEAPONS ARE

ILLEGAL. FOR THESE AND OTHER REASONS, WE SEEK PROMPT

RATIFICATION AND ENTRY INTO FORCE OF THE CWC AS CENTRAL TO OUR

EFFORTS TO DEAL WITH THIS THREAT.

I WANT TO CONCLUDE BY REPEATING THAT SO FAR, WE HAVE NO

INFORMATION THAT A NUCLEAR BLACK MARKET HAS SUCCESSFULLY

DEVELOPED. EVERY CASE INVOLVING TRAFFICKING OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS

USABLE MATERIAL HAS -- TO OUR KNOWLEDGE -- RESULTED IN THE

ARREST OF THE TRAFFICKERS. INDEED, MOST CASES OF NUCLEAR

SMUGGLING INVOLVE UNSCRUPULOUS FLIM-FLAM ARTISTS WHO ARE

PREYING ON INTERNATIONAL CONCERNS AND PUBLIC FEARS TO TRY TO

TURN A QUICK PROFIT BY PEDALLING PHONEY MATERIAL.

HOWEVER, THE PHENOMENON WE ARE DEALING WITH IS NEW AND THE

DANGER FROM EVEN ONE SUCCESSFUL CASE OF SMUGGLING IS SO GREAT,

THAT WE HAVE ACTED QUICKLY AND -- I BELIEVE -- PRUDENTLY TO

CLOSE OFF THE RISK OF A NUCLEAR BLACK MARKET. WE WILL HAVE TO

ATTACK THIS PROBLEM FOR THE REMAINDER OF THIS CENTURY, AND

BEYOND. THIS DIFFICULT CHALLENGE CALLS FOR SUSTAINED ATTENTION

AND DILIGENT APPLICATION OF PEOPLE AND RESOURCES. THOSE

RESOURCES MUST BE APPLIED NOT ONLY TO THE HIGH PROFILE

ACTIVITIES THAT DOMINATE POPULAR FICTION ON THIS TOPIC, BUT

ALSO TO THE MORE MUNDANE -- BUT CRITICALLY IMPORTANT -- EFFORTS

TO SECURE NUCLEAR MATERIAL AT ITS SOURCE AND TO REDUCE THE

SUPPLY OF WEAPONS USABLE MATERIAL. WITHOUT SUCH STEPS, ALL THE

HIGH TECH WIZARDRY AND LAW ENFORCEMENT COOPERATION WE CAN

MUSTER WILL EVENTUALLY FAIL.
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I. Introduction

The Department of Defense (DoD) has a multi-faceted approach to addressing the

proliferation of weapons-useable nuclear and chemical material, technology and

know-how. As part of the broad Administration policy in this area, threat

reduction and multilateral nonproliferation regimes make up the first line of

defense - prevention. The Cooperative Threat Reduction (CTR)/Nunn-Lugar
Program helps to stop the threat before it can start by securing, controlling, and

eliminating nuclear and chemical weapons and related material in former Soviet

states.

The possibility of leakage of nuclear or chemical weapons or material from the

former Soviet Union poses a major security problem for the U.S. The dissolution

of the Soviet Union led to the dispersal of its nuclear infrastructure and assets

among the successor states and an ensuing uncertainty about the adequacy of

security controls over weapons-related material and technology. As a result of

several years of dramatic economic, social and political upheaval, nuclear

materials in the new independent states (NIS) are less secure than they were in the

Communist era. The original Nunn-Lugar legislation of December 1991 was

extraordinarily prescient in this regard, giving us the tools to help deal with the

threats of leakage of nuclear or chemical weapons and related materials even as

they were just emerging.

As a result, improving the security of nuclear weapons and related materials in the

former Soviet Union is of utmost importance to our national security. Reducing
the threat at its source is a key facet of the U.S. government's overall battle against

nuclear trafficking and proliferation in general and to eliminate both nuclear and

chemical weapons. Ensuring that the former Soviet nuclear weapons slated for

dismantlement are safely transported and stored in the interim period prior to

actual dismantlement as well as taking the fissile material "off the streets" are two

of the USG's most crucial tasks.
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Nuclear weapons or material diverted from their course to dismantlement and

storage facilities might find their way to potential proliferants. On the demand
side of the trafficking equation, the most likely suspects include: nation-states,

such as Iran, Iraq, or North Korea, terrorist groups, insurgent nationalist groups, or

members of organized crime groups. At this point, there is no hard evidence that

organized crime is actiially involved; it is more plausible that "disorganized" crime

groups might try to become involved.

The rationale behind the potential nuclear or chemical trafficking activities of

these players may include: opposition to USG policies, terrorism, blackmail, force

multipliers in civil wars, psychological and strategic impact, and -- the most basic

of all -- money from sale of an intact weapon or fissile material. Acquisition
methods that these actors might use include: state sponsors that could acquire the

weapon or material through quasi-official routes; government sympathizers or

sympathetic nationals in the West who could do likewise; capture of weapons as a

result of civil wars. Funds from other smuggling or criminal activities could help
finance the illicit acquisition.

II. Threat Reduction

Several DoD programs are part of the overall USG response to reducing threat

posed by the legacy of Soviet weapons of mass destruction (WMD). The CTR
program focuses its efforts on the supply side, or front end, of the problem by

enhancing the safety and security of the nuclear weapons being dismantled as well

as the derived nuclear materials. The DoD has focused on those activities or

programs in which it possesses particular expertise. Responsibilities for other

programs that were initially under the auspices of the DoD, such as fissile material

control and accounting, have been transferred to government agencies with the

resident expertise to execute those programs more efficiently and effectively.

IIA. DoD-managed activities-Cooperative Threat Reduction

Russia, as the inheritor of most of the Soviet nuclear arsenal, possesses more

manufacturing and technical support infrastructure for WMD than any other NIS

country. Ukraine, which still has approximately 500 nuclear warheads and more
than one hundred ICBMs on its territory, possesses significant missile

manufacturing expertise. Kazakstan, which no longer has nuclear warheads on its

soil, still has some SS-18s and their supporting infrastructure, as well as biological

weapons facility and Soviet-era WMD test facilities at Baikonur, Degelen
Mountain, Semipalatinsk, and Sary-Shagan. Belarus still has on its territory a small

number of modem mobile SS-25s. All these nations have quantities of weapons-
usable fissile material located at research and/or production facilities, storage sites

or power plants.
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The CTR program is working in all four countries to reduce the threat of theft

and/or diversion of these WMD and associated materials through support for safe

and secure removal of nuclear warheads to Russia, destruction of WMD and

related infrastructure, safe storage of warheads destined for destruction and of the

fissile material removed from them. The CTR program has a total of $1.2B in

''unds notified to Congress for use in Russia, Belarus, Kazakstan, and Ukraine. Of
that total, more than $98IM has been obligated. The CTR program has negotiated

cooperative agreements with the Ministry of Defense (MoD), the Ministry of

Atomic Energy (MinAtom), and the State Committee on the Defense Industry

(CDI). In addition to the mainstay of CTR's effons-destruction of WMD--four

major efforts contribute to the Administration's efforts to stem proliferation of

nuclear and chemicalweapons and materials. These efforts are:

weapons protection, control and accounting;

fissile material storage;

chemical weapons destruction; and

defense conversion.

II.A.l. Weapons Protection, Control and Accounting

Complete assembled nuclear weapons are less prone to theft or diversion than

stocks of fissile material or components but they are vulnerable nonetheless and

the consequences of their falling into the wrong hands could be catastrophic. To

support the safety and security of assembled weapons under MoD control, the

DoD has developed a cooperative program with the 12th Main Directorate of the

Russian MoD. Following initial DoD-MoD discussions in January 1995 the DoD-
MoD Coop)erative Nuclear Weapons Security Program, which addresses the

security of nuclear weapons both during interim storage and transportation, was

formally established in April 1995 under two CTR Implementing Agreements.
*

ILA .La) Assistance provided

The CTR assistance provided under the DoD-MoD Cooperative Nuclear Weapons
Security Program for improving nuclear weapons transportation security and

storage security focuses on maintaining a high level of security during shipment
and storage of Russian nuclear weapons in connection with their dismantlement.

This program has been marked by excellent DoD-MoD cooperation and swift

implementation; within four months of the first discussions and within one month

of signing the CTR Implementing Agreements, actions to procure material had

started. DoD has already obligated $24.6 million of the $32 million notified for

this program for material, services, and training assistance. This program

comprises two distinct phases-short- and long-term. The first stage
~

support to
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weapons transport and storage
—

supports MoD's immediate needs to enhance

their nuclear weapons security posture in order to support increasing numbers and

frequency of current weapons shipments, across new international borders, while

facing new dangers (such as terrorists), and replacing aging equipment (e.g.,

computers). The second stage
-- suppon to creating an integrated warhead control

system
- will involve a more methodical analysis of MoD's security posture to

suppon MoD's longer range needs (new computer inventory system), additional

warhead shipments (START II), and hopefully the development of an integrated

systems approach to upgrade physical security at MoD's nuclear weapons storage

sites.

II.A.l.a)(l) Nuclear Weapons Transportation Security.

Supercontainers : The Russian MoD is seriously concerned about its internal

terrorism threat. Despite the ongoing manufacture of supercontainers in Russia

and the provision of some supercontainers by France and the United Kingdom, the

Russian MoD found itself unable to keep up with the increase in nuclear weapons

shipments caused by the arms control agreements and treaties of the past few

years. During the DoD-Russian MoD Nuclear Weapons Security discussions,

DoD proposed to address this MoD requirement by providing 150 supercontainers.

A contract was awarded on 15 December 1995 for 150 supercontainers to be

manufactured and delivered to MoD by January 1997, with a possibility of adding

another 150 for later delivery. These supercontainers have enhanced safety and

security features which protect nuclear weapons during transportation and

temporary storage, and in particular will provide extra ballistic protection against

potential terrorist attacks.

Emergency Support Equipment : In order to expand the Russian MoD's current

capability to respond to an accident involving a nuclear weapon in transit, DoD is

providing five mobile sets each with overpack containers filled with emergency

support equipment. One mobile set will be carried on a nuclear weapons cargo

train in order to be available for use in case of a rail accident or terrorist attack.

The equipment will be for use in extricating personnel or nuclear weapons from

train wreckage and for dealing with a nuclear accident or incident. Construction

and assembly began in February 1996 and the five sets will be delivered one a

month starting in July 1996.

Nuclear Weapons Cargo and Guard Railcar Security Upgrade Kits : Under a

different CTR Implementing Agreement, DoD previously provided to Russia

conversion kits to upgrade the security and safety of 100 nuclear weapons cargo

railcars and 15 nuclear weapons guard railcars. Under the Nuclear Weapons

Security Program, DoD contracted with a Russian factory to install the remaining
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35 cargo railcar and 10 guard railcar conversion kits into the nuclear weapons

cargo and guard railcars. This work should be completed in April 1996.

II.A.l.a)(2) Nuclear Weapons Storage Security.

Nuclear Weapons Automated Inventory Management System : This project was

developed to automate MoD's stockpile inventory. Under Phase I, 25 computers

were delivered in January 1996 in order to automate the MoD's Inventory

Management System. Under Phase II starting in 1996, additional computers will

be provided and computer architecture will be developed for the purpose of

designing a fully interactive network (headquarters and field storage sites) for

monitoring and tracking nuclear weapons destined for dismantlement. Training of

Russian MOD personnel on the computers and software began in December 1995.

Site and Guard Force Upgrades : DoD will provide computer models to assess

storage site vulnerability as well as information about possible guard force

training. Exchanges on the US Personnel Reliability Program will be held in

1996.

Nuclear Weapons Site Security Enhancement Program : DoD has been working

with the Russian MoD to identify a systems approach which will provide a

coordinated security system at MoD sites while preserving MoD's internal control

of site security. The sides will consider jointly developing security assessment

methodologies and analytical tools that could be applied to hypothetical locations

to develop enhancements. This is to accommodate MoD's concern about access to

specific nuclear weapons sites. This general enhancement concept could be

applied to specific MoD sites. DoD is reviewing possibilities of using

commercially available technologies for enhancing external and internal security at

nuclear weapons sites, and equipment and training for guard forces.

11A.Lb) Impact

Thanks in part to this assistance effort, all nuclear weapons which have been

safely moved back to Russia from Belarus, Kazakstan and Ukraine, and weapons

destined for dismantlement are being securely transported and stored. General

Maslin, head of the 12th Main Directorate, has praised this support, indicating that

the removal of the warheads would have been neither as fast and nor as safe

without U.S. assistance.
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II.A.2. Fissile Material Storage Facility

IIA.l.a) Goals offacility

This high-priority and high-profile project at Mayak, in the formerly-closed city of

Chelyabinsk, will protect fissile material derived from dismantled weapons. This

project will assist in the prevention of nuclear smuggling by providing a safe and

secure location for the fissile material derived from dismantled weapons. The U.S.

is willing to provide up to half the cost of the facility. Lack of adequate and

appropriate storage space could cause two problems: first, this material would be

stored in facilities more vulnerable to theft; and second, the Russians have stated

that lack of storage space for the fissile material would create a warhead

dismantlement bottleneck.

The U.S. will have transparency into the facility, i.e. access to review procedures,

systems and material to confirm inventory and improve our confidence that the

material comes from dismantled weapons. The facility will be subject to modem
MC&A methods, further strengthening the barriers against theft or diversion.

IIA.l.b) Progress

The USG has been disappointed with numerous delays in this project caused by a

change in the location and slow progress in the design development. DoD-
MinAtom working relations have not been as positive and forthcoming as DoD's

j-elations with the Russian MoD or State-Committee on the Defense Industry. Last

year the U.S. devised a set of milestones to mark progress; together with MinAtom
we are assessing progress towards meeting those goals. We hope that this effort

indicates that future cooperative efforts will be smoother.

We have seen recent progress in a number of areas. Cooperation on facility design

has accelerated. Construction, which began in 1995 with U.S.-provided

equipment, is now proceeding without interruption; an on-site Design and

Construction Contractor was hired in early March 1996 and should be in place by

April, along with the Army Corps of Engineers. Both sides have agreed that an

MC&A system will be designed and installed to help provide the U.S. with

transparency. Remaining issues under discussion include: firm funding

commitments from the Russian government, and the relief from taxes that local

customs officials have tried to levy on CTR assistance.

Additionally, the provision of approximately 25,000 fissile material storage
•

containers in accordance with the current agreement, used for storage and

transportation, aids in this overall effort to prevent dangerous fissile material from

falling into the wrong hands. The first shipment of over 900 containers was

delivered last month, and monthly shipments of 840 each are underway.
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II.A.3. Chemical Weapon Destruction Support

The USG is helping and encouraging Russia to ratify the Chemical Weapons
Convention and assisting Russia in the important task of establishing a chemical

weapons destruction facility. Helping the Russians to permanently convert

chemical weaf)ons (CW) production facility and to eliminate their stockpiles, in

accordance with the Chemical Weapons Convention, are effective ways to prevent

proliferation or smuggling.

The DoD intends to provide assistance in the form of equipment, services, and

training for the creation of a CW destruction facility to destroy artillery munitions

with organophosphorous agent. The U.S. and Russia have proposed an

implementing arrangement to support the design and possible construction of the

CW destruction facility. Five Joint Project Plans have been approved by the

Russian and U.S. technical experts for the following projects: optimization,

feasibility study, scale-up of the destruction process, munitions machine

development, and design work. The Russians and the U.S. evaluated the Russian

two-stage chemical agent destruction process, and determined its effectiveness.

Part of this chemical weapons destruction support program is the creation of a

Chemical Analytical Lab to include a Central Chemical Analytical Monitoring

System. U.S. funding for this project is designed to jump-start the Russian effort; it

is not designed to do all of the work for the Russians.

The U.S. and Russia are also discussing working together to permanently convert

the Khimprom Chemical Complex production facilities at Volgograd in

accordance with the CWC. Subject to Congressional approval, the U.S. is

prepared to provide technical and material assistance to this effort.

II.A.4. Defense Conversion

CTR defense conversion programs contribute to reducing the threat of WMD
proliferation by providing peaceful, commercial alternatives to WMD production

and thus diminishing the pressure to build or export more WMD. These projects,

in helping to reduce economic stress in the long-term, could, in turn, reduce one

possible incentive of nuclear theft - economic motivation and the desire to make

fast money. The level of DoD effort for defense conversion has been small: $160

million out of $1.2 billion. CTR assistance is conceived as seed money to show

the private sector that defense conversion parmerships can succeed in order to

stimulate much greater investment in defense conversion by private US companies.

We have shifted away from direct assistance to supporting defense conversion

through other mechanisms, leveraging capabilities of the entire U.S. Government

and, more importantly, the private sector. . ,. ;,
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Some notable examples of our defense conversion success include: Istok State

Scientific Production Enterprise
-- a former manufacturer of electronics and

communications equipment for space and military use — and Hearing Aids

International are producing hearing aids for the Russian market; State Scientific

Research Institute of Aviation Systems (GosNIIAS) — a leading institute for

combat aircraft — and Rockwell are developing air traffic management hardware

and software; and Leninets Scientific Production Concern - a former developer
and producer of military aviation guidance and control systems

— and International

American Products are remanufacturing dental chairs and developing production

lines for sterile packaging of dental equipment. On completion, these projects will

have converted nearly 170,000 sq. ft. of factory space and approximately 500

former employees in WMD production.

The Defense Enterprise Fund (DEF) is a part of the CTR strategy to reduce the

weapons of mass destruction threat. The DEF helps to dismantle the ability to

produce future WMD. The DEF has a unique mandate among the enterprise funds

to focus explicitly on the WMD threat. The DEF replaced DoD's earlier

conversion program, which was centered around direct contract awards through

the Defense Nuclear Agency and was successful in early facilitation of defense

conversion activities in the FSU. The DEF received a total of $29 million in

FY94-95. Unfortunately, Congress eliminated the DEF funding in the FY96 CTR

budget. In order to continue this effective noiiproliferation tool, the State

Department will request funding for the DEF in its FY97 budget. After that point,

the DEF is expected to be self-sustainable through raising private capital.

II.B. USG-wide effortslDoD contribution

DoD has played an important role in initiating and/or supporting Administration-

wide efforts to address the smuggling challenge. Project Sapphire, BW facility

conversion in Kazakstan, MPC&A, export control and science centers all represent

pieces of the anti-smuggling puzzle.

II.B.l. Project Sapphire

In early 1994, the Government of Kazakstan privately requested assistance from

the United States to safeguard nearly 600 kg of weapons-grade highly enriched

uranium (HEU), some of it in the form of pure HEU metal, stored at a vulnerable

site. This amount of HEU was enough to make more than two dozen nuclear

weapons; its loss on the black market to terrorists or proliferant nations almost

certainly would have created a serious and immediate risk of nuclear weapons

production. -•
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The fact that the Government of Kazakstan approached the U.S. for such

assistance testified to the spirit of close cooperation that had evolved between our

countries and to the sense of international responsibility with which Kazakstan

regarded this material. U.S. ability to respond to Kazakstan's request for

assistance derived in major part from the Cooperative Threat Reduction program.

DoD officials led the interagency community toward an early decision in the

development of Project Sapphire and relied on the CTR program for significant

funding support. That in turn allowed U.S. officials to develop a compensation

and assistance plan which enabled the U.S. and Kazakstan to reach agreement on

the covert removal of the HEU from Kazakstan for safe and secure storage in the

United States in November 1994. That HEU is now being blended down for use

as commercial reactor fuel in the U.S.

Although the nature of the assistance package changed somewhat by the

conclusion of Project Sapphire negotiations, involving contributions from the State

Department and the Department of Energy, CTR projects dominated the final

agreement. The impact of these projects is broad and enduring, including

cooperative work on export control, material protection, control and accounting,

and the development of joint research programs on technical issues.

II.B.2. Stepnogorsk BW Facility

Owing in part to U.S.-Kazakstani relationships forged during Project Sapphire, the

U.S. recently proposed to Kazakstan a cooperative project to be spearheaded by

CTR to eliminate biological weapons production infrastructure at a former Soviet

biological weapons facility, Biopreparat, in Kazakstan. The U.S. goal in this

project is to dismantle the capability of this facility to engage as it had done during

the Soviet era in the production and testing of biological weapons, and to create an

opportunity for the personnel remaining at this facility to turn their talents to

peaceful commercial and scientific endeavors.

II.B.3. Materials Protection, Control and Accounting

The MPC&A effort in the new independent states is a major U.S. Government

effort to ensure that facilities storing and/or handling weapons-usable nuclear

materials improve physical control over, access to, and accounting procedures for

fissile materials. Initially managed by DoD, this program is now managed by DoE

for the U.S. Government. These security upgrades make it more difficult for an

individual to steal fissile material and also deter such actions by imposing the risk

of detection; improved accounting procedures will help accurately determine and

track fissile material inventories, so that any loss, theft, diversion, or other

unauthorized use would be noticed and responded to more readily. The Soviet

system of protection and control was built on a police state focusing on the

external threat in which personnel control was strict and movement was restricted.
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The new turbulent political, economic, and social situation requires a readjustment

and reexamination of methods, with a new focus on the threat posed by insiders

with recently-created contact with the outside, and with the U.S. as collaborator

rather than threat.

II.B.4. Export Control

The Export Control assistance program, formerly funded by CTR but now

administered by the Departments of State, Commerce, Energy as well as the

Customs Service, provides 1 ] training and equipment to improve border facilities

and controls and 2] assistance in creating both the political infrastructure to

support and develop export controls as well as the domestic legislative foundation

for controlling licit and illicit WMD and dual-use exports. It also helps set up

legal codes for prosecuting criminals involved in nuclear-related incidents. One of

the fundamental problems in the NIS has been that laws treated the trade in special

nuclear materials as merely a low-level crime equivalent with any illicit trade; as a

result, the punishments meted out have not been commensurate with the crimes

committed. Encouraging states to place restrictions on the sale of special nuclear

materials, which may be legal but questionable from a proliferation perspective, is

an important facet of the USG's overall anti-smuggling effort. As defense

conversion progresses, it may produce a corollary problem that export controls can

alleviate. As the numbers of semi-indep>endent enterprises moving outside of

direct government control grow, certain measures such as MPC&A become less

effective. Alternative avenues of control must be developed, such as rules and

norms that prohibit the transfer of proscribed items to undesirable end-users.

II.B.5. Science Centers (ISTC/STCU)

The International Science Centers are multinational endeavors that seek to

alleviate the problem of scientists and technicians with WMD expenise leaving the

NIS for states of proliferation concerns ("brain drain"). This project was initially

supported through CTR and is now funded by the State Department. The ISTC in

Moscow and the STCU in Ukraine provide support for peaceful, civilian research

by more than 10,000 former WMD scientists and engineers.
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STATEMENT OF CHARLES B. CURTIS, DEPUTY SECRETARY OF ENERGY
BEFORE THE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
OF THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS, U.S. SENATE

MARCH 22, 1996

INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I welcome this opportunity to testify before

you today. The recent hearings of the Committee have underscored the threat posed by the

illicit spread of materials, technology and expertise needed to produce weapons of mass
destruction to rogue states or terrorist groups. Reducing the danger posed by proliferation
is a vital national security mission for the United States. Today, I will focus on the

Department of Energy's programs to assist Russia and the other states of the former Soviet

Union to secure their nuclear materials and expertise. I will also address our programs to

detect and respond to the threat generated by nuclear smuggling.

THE PROBLEM AND THE THREAT

The breakup of the Soviet Union has posed difficult, new proliferation challenges. To
dale, no new weapons states have resulted. The Newly Independent Slates (NTS) of

Ukraine, Kazakhstan and Belarus have abjured nuclear weapons, embraced the Nuclear

Nonproliferation-Treaty, and agreed to Russia becoming the sole weapons successor stale.

That triumph for international security in limiting proliferation among states of the former

Soviet Union, however, is stalked by a fear of proliferation stemming from within them.

As Senator Nunn stated last week, "today, there is no greater threat to our nation's, or our

world's, national security, than the illicit spread of weapons of mass destruction," and "the

challenge facing the Russians, and the rest of the world, is to ensure that the former Soviet

Union does not become a vast supermarket for the most deadly instruments and technology
known to man." Thai circumstance could greatly complicate U.S. strategic nuclear

planning. It could aid rogue states and undercut nonproliferation prospects. And it could

dramatically embolden subnational groups using violence and terrorism to pursue their

aims.

The Committee's Staff investigation, and previous witnesses before the Committee,

including CIA Director John Deutch, have established the urgency of the threat.

I will focus on two key aspects of the immediate problem:

•
First, nuclear materials safeguards in Russia and the NIS are being exposed to

vulnerabilities they were not designed to withstand. The transformation of the Soviet

Union has lessened the surety of controls over nuclear weapons useable materials in the

successor states. The breakup of the Soviet Union resulted in a weakening of controls

over enormous quantities of nuclear materials built up over decades of the Cold War.

The problems thai the NIS now face in accounting for and securing these materials are

rooted in the Soviet past. With the disintegration of many Soviet-era structures and

institutions, this material was becoming vulnerable to theft or diversion. Working
cooperatively with all relevant NIS states, we are now reversing that dangerous trend

through our programs to enhance materials, protection, control and accounting

(MPC&A).
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• Second, difficult economic conditions and declining living standards are threatening thie

nonproUferation incentives of those with expertise or access to nuclear materials or

technology. Many scientists and engineers at NIS institutes that possess nuclear

material and weapons know-how are facing hardships that can only be compared to the

deprivation of the Great Depression. Through programs such as the New Independent
States Industrial Partnering Program (IPP) and the International Science and

Technology Centers, we are working to provide productive, peaceful employment for

these individuals.

On both fronts, the vuhierability of the NIS states is our vulnerability as well. The

appearance of genuine attempts to illicitly market special nuclear materials since 1992

provide indirect confuroation of these vulnerabilities. In addition, in 1995 we saw the first

example of a subnational group, the Chechens, planting an industrial radiological source in

a public Moscow Park.

To put the threat in perspective, I would say in an absolute sense the threat remains very

real and concerning; that said, in important respects, we are relatively better offtoday than

we were a year or two ago, for reasons I will discuss in outlining our programs that

respond to these concerns. But that is no basis for complacency, only greater effort,

UNITED STATES POLICY

The Clinton Administration has made nonproliferation and the fight against terrorism two

of its highest national security priorities. The Department of Energy has critical roles in

carrying out these policy missions.

Since the beginning of this Administration, a number of Presidential directives have been

issued dealing with the nonproliferation programs of the United States. In September
1993, the United Stales Policy on NonproUferation and Export Controls laid out the broad

policies of the administration to prevent the spread of nuclear weapons, materials and

expertise. Subsequendy, the President issued specific direction on a variety of the

government's efforts including the protection of nuclear materials.

It is the stated policy of the United States to use all appropriate means to deter, defeat and

respond to all terrorist attacks on our territory and resources, both people and facilities,

wherever they occur. President Clinton has assigned DOE and other agencies specific

emergency responsibilities and readiness requirements to ensure a coordinated interagency

response in responding to any acts of nuclear terrorism.

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY CAPABILITIES AND APPROACH

The Department of Energy (DOE) is addressing the problem of securing nuclear materials

in the NIS in as comprehensive and effective way as possible. DOE has unique scientific,

technical expertise and innovative capability in its National Laboratories. It ako has long

experience in dealing with nuclear security and technology, based on its assets from the

development and maintenance of our nuclear stockpile. We have also adapted Departmental

programs, where appropriate, to address post-Cold War threats and missions.
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My remarks here may provide some, if only modest, reassurance and encouragement The

Department is making progress in securing materials in the NIS where it is most needed

and feasible. But the scope of the problem remains large. It involves the efforts of other

federal agencies. And it should also be noted that in important respects, progress remains

dependent upon the capacity of states of the former Soviet Union, and parties internal to

them, to cooperate and make this a priority concern of their own. It is a problem involving

a long-term solution but having near-term consequences.

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY PROGRAMS

Last week, in association with the Committee's hearing. Senator Nunn, Chairman Roth,

and Senator Lugar each provided comprehensive overviews of the problem of nuclear

security. In addition, each also identified particular aspects of concern, which,

respectively, I will summarize here as: (1) Prevention; (2) Detection and Demand; and (3)

Response capability for countering the threat The Department's programs span this

continuum. All these dimensions are critical. My remarks here will touch on each aspect,

although in deference to the Committee's request, it will dwell more upon programs of

prevention: securing materials and the threat at its source.

(1) PREVENTION: SECURING MATERIALS, EXPERTISE, TECHNOLOGY

Since the breakup of the Soviet Union in 1991 , the United States has been engaged in

several mutually-reinforcing efforts to prevent nuclear proliferation and reduce the danger

posed by weapons-usable nuclear materials in Russia and the other NIS. An important step

in the evolution of U.S. policy was taken when the Congress created legislative

mechanisms providing special funds to support cooperative security programs in the NIS.

In the Soviet Nuclear Threat Reduction Act of 1991, Congress established the Cooperative

Threat Reduction, or "Nunn-Lugar," program.

A key focus of the initial Nunn-Lugar program was to assist the NIS governments to

secure and dismantle weapons of mass destruction. Since early 1994, we have expanded
this initial mandate to include the provision of security assistance not just for weapons and

their components, but for all nuclear materials that could be used in a nuclear weapon. To

gain the flexibiUty we need to speed the pace of progress, we have developed a multi-

pronged approach to cooperation that includes complimentary programs of govemment-to-

govemment agreements and direct "Laboralory-to-Laboratory" cooperation. This approach
has enabled us to wort around bottle-necks and tailor programs to a variety of specific

recipients, such as the nuclear weapons laboratories, civilian nuclear research facilities, and

industrial enterprises producing nuclear materials. These efforts remain flexible, take

advantage of opportimities for progress as they present themselves, nurture approaches that

work and, most importandy, work to build the necessary trust with counterparts in the

NIS.

Specifically, I will discuss three of the Department of Energy's "prevention" programs: (A)

Materials, Protection, Control and Accounting; (B) our New Independent States Industrial

Partnering Program; and (C) our collaborative work on export controls in the NIS. These

complex, multifaceted programs address aspects of the threat I emphasized earlier. While

here I will only touch on the highlights of most interest lo the Committee, I request the

Chairman's permission to submit for the record reports on each of these activities.
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These programs have matured quickly and sustain critical review. The success of some of

our efforts to date, I am pleased to note, was reflected in sutements by several of your
witnesses concerning our programs. Our Materials, Protection, Control and Accounting
and Industrial Partnering Program received praise. These programs cooperatively work
with the states of the former Soviet Union in securing materials and help to prevent

migration or possible cooperation with rogue states or terrorist groups of their weapons
scientists by engaging them in peaceful commercial pursuits. Ttic GAO study
commissioned by this Committee and released last week. Nuclear Nonproliferation: Status

of U.S. Efforts to Improve Nuclear Material Controls in Newly Independent States,

reviewed the status of some of our key programs. In addition to capturing accurately the

magnitude of the challenge, I am pleased to say the report is supportive of the Department's
efforts and approach.

Funding needs for these innovative efforts have increased, and in general been achieved,

even in the face of real cuts in the Department's budget These programs also face the

challenge of sustaining domestic support for fimding programs dealing with Russia.

(A) Materials, Protection Control and Accounting (MPC&A)

"\J]he wisest policy," Senator Nunn observed last week, "is to secure the material at its

sources." The availability of nuclear material is the single most critical link in preventing a

determined proliferator from making a weapon. Short of stealing an intact weapon, the

shortest route to developing a nuclear weapon is to illicitly acquire weapon-usable fissile

materials. The United States and the stales of the former Soviet Union have produced the

vast majority of the world's plutonium and highly enriched uranium. While the majority of

this material is contained within nuclear weapons, several hundred metric tons are in non-

weapon form. It can take just pounds of this material to create a nuclear weapon.

The Department's cooperative nuclear MPC&A program has three basic elements that seek

progress at both the facility and national level:

• One, seek nuclearMPC&A upgrades atfacilities in the NIS that contain weapons-
useable material , ;.

• Two, deploy modem technologies and specialists needed to improve MPC&A,
including nuclear material detectors, sensors, and other security systems to detect

rmclear leakage as well as providing computers, measurement instruments, and training

to allow the accurate inventorying of these materials. In this effort, specialists from

both the United States and the newly independent states collaborate on designing and

installing improved systems, thereby strengthening the indigenous capabilities of our

partners to produce, operate, and maintain their own modem nuclear MPC&A systems.

• And three, work with the ruiclear regulatory agencies in the NIS to strengthen the

national standards and systems for nuclear materials accounting and control and help
ensure an independent, technically strong regulatory authority.

The Department's role in Russia for MPC&A started in 1993 with Nunn-Lugar funds to

support nuclear MPC&A cooperation with Russia and the three other NIS states that had

nuclear weapons on their territory after the breakup of the Soviet Union. Specifically, the

initial woric followed from an agreement signed by the Department of Defense with

MINATOM, the Russian counterpart to DOE, to improve security of certain civil facilities
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with weapons-usable material.

The efforts pursuant to the govemraent-to-govemment track of Nunn-Lugar at this time,

however, were too often slowed or frustrated by a combination of factors, including: lack

of trust, an inability to obtain the necessary governmental permissions, and difficulty in the

sharing of information. Consequently, in addition to such governmental cooperation with

Russia, DOE initiated in early 1994 a complementary approach now known as our "Lab-to-

Lab" MPC&A program. This alternative approach built upon the scientific cooperation that

had been started between our National Laboratories and Russian institutes. The program
encouraged our National Laboratories to cooperate directly with the Russian Federation's

nuclear institutes to broaden a dialogue based upon the trust established among scientists

who shared an appreciation for the problems of nuclear security.

The Lab-to-Lab Program expanded those scientific collaborations to include additional

U.S. and Russian participants and to focus on high-priority joint work to achieve rapid

progress in nuclear materials protection and control. We reprogrammed $2M for this

purpose in fiscal year 1994 and chartered six of our labs ~ Los Alamos, Sandia,

Livermore, Oak Ridge, Pacific Northwest and Brookhaven — to initiate work. These labs

engaged, on a cooperative basis, with three key Russian institutes — Kurchatov, Arzamas-
16 and Obninsk. Not long ago this watershed dialogue would have been unthinkable.

Kurchatov was the father of the Soviet bomb and Arzamas- 16, a former secret city, is

analogous to our Los Alamos.

Through our interactions with the Kurchatov Institute in 1994, it was clear that the

circumstances that had formerly secured weapons grade material had altered and were
insufficient. After reaching agreement in October 1994, within six weeks, at a cost of less

than $1M, we secured 75 kilograms of HEU with reliable technical and physical means.

Moreover, many other institutes in Russia were treated to a demonstration of the upgrades
and wanted to participate in similar projects at their own facilities. Former adversaries, in

the deadliest sense of the term, came together with the common purpose of ensuring that

their materials are secure from theft or diversion. Similarly, we moved forward at the same
time with cooperation at Arzamas- 16, which while very secure against an attack from the

outside, lacked the internal systems and controls needed to ensure that a motivated insider

cannot covertly remove material from the facility.

To put the matter in perspective, the U.S. always relied upon both personnel and

technological measures to secure nuclear materials at sites. The Soviet system exercised

rigorous control of personnel and movement, as well as gates, guards and guns. They
relied less on inventory controls and technological tools to supplement their other

measures. The demise of the Soviet state, and the associated economic difficulties, has

eroded the former underpinnings of their materials security system. The nimiber of guards
has declined, the infrastructure decayed, salary payments are episodic, and formerly very
strict controls over the movement of workers in-and-out of 'closed cities such as Arzamas-
16 have relaxed considerably. At the same time, incentives to circumvent what remains of

the security system have increased. Thousands of nuclear weapons and tons of weapons
useable materials, pending completion of our cooperative MPC&A program, are more
vulnerable to theft or diversion than they used to be. Additionally, research materials and
reactor fuels, both civilian and military, are potential targets for criminals, insider

profiteers, or terrorists. These circimistances spur our efforts to work cooperatively with

Russia and other NIS states to rapidly introduce cost-effective, technological systems that

quickly reduce the vulnerability of these materials.
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Direct interactions between Russian and American experts, the rapid appearance of

resources directed to a problem, and the prospect of further collaborations in other areas

combined to help foster success. Moreover, the rapid suides and implementation of the

Lab-to-Lab program has had a beneficial effect on the govemment-to-govemment

agreements, as well as our programs with other NIS states. The U.S. has not been denied

access at any facility where there has been agreement to make improvements in nuclear

material security.

Our cooperative, multiple track MPC&A approach has made rapid improvements to the

security of nuclear materials. Maintaining multiple paths of cooperation on nuclear

materials control is useful because it maximizes flexibility in order to achieve the greatest

possible progress in the shortest time. There are roughly 40-50 known sites where there

are nuclear facilities in the NIS, at which there are roughly 80 to 100 facilities.

• In 1994, with a budget of $2 million we helped secure 1 facility with weapons useable

material measured in kilograms.

• In 1995, using a budget of $26 million (including $15 million of Nunn-Lugar), we
introduced security upgrades at 26 facilities with over 8 tons of weapons grade
material.

• This year, we have a budget of $70 million and we are already or will soon be engaged
at 35 or more sites, and will begin implementing improvements to the security of many
tons of weapons material.

Over the past two years, the U.S., Russia, and the other NIS states have made impressive,

concrete progress in collaborative MPC&A efforts. In the last 6 months, we have agreed
with Russia to improve security at 18 new locations, including some large defense-related

locations. Installation of improved systems, including measurement equipment, portal

monitors, computerized accounting systems, and personnel access controls are well

underway at multiple sites in the NIS. Real progress has also been made in building

relationships among scientists, facility operators, key government officials and managers in

each of the cooperating countries.

In short, our strategy is showing success. We are securing weapons grade material where

it sits, providing technology to police it, and moving forward with agreements that shape
the security "culture"of the NIS states. To date we have helped secure material that is the

potential equivalent of hundreds of nuclear weapons. Continued Russian weapons
dismantlement will make more material available at sites.

Presidents Clinton and Yeltsin on several occasions have jointly underscored the

importance of this collaborative effort In addition, the U.S.-Russian Committee on

Economic and Technological Cooperation, known as the "Gore-Chernomyrdin
Commission," has made this collaboration a major agenda item and many key agreements
have been reached in this forum. Russia has also demonstrated its umlateral attention to

this matter by issuing a series of decrees and executive orders aimed at improving nuclear

material security. In addition, in November 1995, the "Federal Law on Atomic Energy"
was passed by the Russian legislature and signed by President Yeltsin. This legislation

provides the legal foundation for national requirements on nuclear MPC&A at civilian

facilities.
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Ultimately, only Russia and the other NIS states can ensure the security of their nuclear

materials. We can, however, act as a catalyst to spur the development of indigenous

systems for nuclear materials security by providing experience, technology, procedures and

training where it is needed most Our cooperation with these nations is also a two-way
street. Russian scientists have taken the initiative to identify new opportunities for

cooperation, suggesting MPC&A approaches most likely to woik well in Russia and the

NIS. We have also learned from the Russians about relevant technologies that we can put
to good use, such as methods for "nuclear fingerprinting." In addition, together we have
devised methods for joint remote monitoring of nuclear storage facilities that may have

applications to lessening costs and increasing reliability of other nuclear safeguards.

Relatedly, I would note here that we have had similar favorable experience with our

Departmental and its associated National Laboratory programs in working to: (1) increase

NIS nuclear safety; (2) help shut-down plutonium production reactors in Russia with

former military missions at Tomsk and Krasnoyarsk; and (3) develop plans for long-term
fissile materials management and disposition. In addition, we are active in ensuring the

continued success of the HEU sale agreement with Russia — an agreement under which
Russia is currently blending down 500 tons of highly enriched uranium from dismantled

nuclear weapons into much safer low enriched uranium, which they are shipping to the

U.S. under a commercial sales contract. Legislation now awaiting action in the Congress
will ensure this agreement is placed on a long-term, secure footing. Finally, we remain

ready, when and if appropriate, to assist in the removal of weapons material that is at

imminent risk of theft or diversion, as was done in Project Sapphire in Kazakhstan.

(B) Industrial Partnering Program (IPP)

The New Independent States Industrial Partnering Program, or IPP, was begun in fiscal

year 1994 by the Department. Its purpose was to stabilize personnel and resources in the

NIS that represented a proliferation risk. Other programs sought to secure the nuclear

weapons and material; IPP sought to address the incentives facing weapons scientists,

engineers and technicians operating in and around facilities with materials and equipment
of concern. Dramatic drops in budgets at weapons institutes where these individuals work
and live, and the lack of meaningful alternate employment in peaceful pursuits, is a

proliferation threat. A desperate technician, for example, is only a fax machine away from

aiding proliferators.

The objective of IPP is to engage scientists and engineers from weapons institutes of the

NIS in peaceful applications of technology, leading to commercial benefits in both the

United States and the NIS states.

The approach of IPP is three-fold. First, our labs work with the NIS institutes to identify
and evaluate the commercial potential of research and development at NIS institutes.

Second, approved partnerships are cost-shared by U.S. industry. Finally, the objective is

commercialization. The program leverages NIS intellectual capital, provides seed money to

speed activity and lessen delay caused by uncertainty, and generates private sector funded,

self-sustaining projects that promote alternative peaceful employment and long-term

stability for these individuals of concern.
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To date, over 200 projects have been initialed, including 175 Lab-to-Lab projects and 32

industry cost-shared projects. Of the latter projects, DOE's $12M has been matched by
$24M from the private sector. Existing projects are employing over 2,000 weapons
scientists and engineers on projects ranging from MPC&A, to nuclear safety, to materials

science, biotechnology, instrumentation, and so on. Fiscal year 1996 will include $10M
from DOE and an anticipated $ lOM Nunn-Lugar funds. A portfolio of unfunded projects

remains; future work depends upon the availability of funds. The fiscal year 1997 DOE
budget for this program is $15M. Submitted for the record is a March 1996 report. New
Independent States Industrial Partnering Program: Reducing the Nuclear Danger, on the

program's accomplishments, implementation and current status.

I should note the broad support for this program initially sponsored by Senator Domenici.

Dr. Graham Allison, in his new book that he discussed in his testimony before the

Committee last week, urges the U.S. to "expand the Industrial Partnering Program, the

most successful of the U.S. programs aimed at reorienting Russian nuclear weapons
enterprises toward non-military commercial activities." Dr. Frank von Hippel, who
worked on these issues for the first two years of this Administration, recently wrote the

President's Science Adviser specifically to highly praise the IPP program, urging that

"Given its current scale, it could easily spend $50 million effectively in FY96." The
ultimate objective of the program is to spur success that, after initial and sufficient

investment, ultimately puts itself out of business as a government program by becoming a

commercially viable project

The Department's complimentary IPP and MPC&A activities are both designed to foster the

indigenous capability and responsibility in the states of the NIS. Both programs are also

structured to assure that NIS military capability is not enhanced. We cannot provide the

long-term solution, but have, at an expanding number of facilities, reduced the near-term

threat

(C) Export Controls for the Former Soviet Union

Complementary to the MPC&A and IPP programs is the Department's program on export
controls. Effective export controls make it more difficult for groups or countries of

concern to obtain the nuclear material and nuclear-related dual-use commodities used in the

production or use of y^iCial nuclear material in either unsafeguarded fuel cycle activities or

explosive programs.

A variety of U.S. Government assistance programs are in place to enhance or establish

effective export controls in Russia and the Newly Independent States under the policy lead

of the State Department The Department of Energy is seeking to help Russia and other

states of the NIS enhance or create a robust export control systems
— one that utilizes, to

the fullest extent, the respective coimtries' scientific and industrial base through technical

exchanges.

Effective export controls .^re essential for countries that have production capability for

nuclear dual-use commodities or that are likely transfer points for controlled materials to

proliferant states. DOE developed a comprehensive export control plan designed to take

advantage of the availability within Russia and the Newly Independent States of the nuclear

weapons scientific base and integrate this into the export control infrastructure and supplier

policy.
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The Department has begun implementation of the Department ofEnergy Planfor
Cooperation on Export Controls in the Former Soviet Union. This effort seeks to

supplement U.S. initiatives directed toward stabilizing the Newly Independent States of

this region, without limiting attention or resources to the four inheritors of nuclear

weapons. Broadening our involvement in other former Soviet republics serves our
collective security interests and furthers U.S. nonproliferation and export control policy.

The primary avenue of cooperation for U.S. export control initiatives has been the Nunn-

Lugar program. These funds have been allocated to support export control cooperation in

Russia, Kazakhstan, Ukraine, and Belarus. In addition, DOE has identified the need to

engage scientific experts in the export control process. Equally important is the cultivation

of independent institutes, academic institutions, and other grass roots organizations to serve

as voices which contribute to an overall nonproliferation and export control policy.

These highlighted programs of prevention
~ MPC&A, IPP and Export Controls ~ seek to

prevent nuclear materials, expertise and technology from ever getting into the hands of

rogue states or terrorists that would use weapons of mass destruction.

(2) DETECTION AND DEMAND

Despite the progress I have noted, a prudent fear of what we don't know remains.

Chairman Roth last week observed, "While the protection, control and accountability of

nuclear materials, weapons and technology in the former Soviet Union is critically

important.. ..it must not be oiu- sole concern. We must also train a watchful eye upon those

nations, groups and individuals who might create a demand for such items."

I would particularly like to emphasize here the Department's Nonproliferation Research and

Development (R&D) program which has developed critical technologies for detecting and

characterizing nuclear production, as well as for monitoring and verifying nuclear

agreements and activities. These technologies have direct application to die detection,

identification and prevention of nuc'jar smuggling and potential terrorist activities.

The testimony of our representatives from Los Alamos last week before the Committee is

illustrative of the wide range of advances and applications resulting from such R&D. The
innovations at our labs range from detectors, monitors, sensors, assessment and forensic

capabilities and others too numerous to detail here. Many of these capabilities were

developed to apply to nuclear matters but could also be applied to biological or chemical

weapons threats. Applications range from potentially detecting nuclear materials from
overhead platforms, to tags and seals on materials of concern, to enhanced detection

capabilities at the border.

The Department has long monitored demand for nuclear technology and material. With an

increased emphasis since early 1994, we formed a nuclear smuggling group that draws

together the Department's expertise and resources on intelligence, nuclear matters, export
controls and saJfeguards and security within DOE and its National Laboratories to address

the threat, and provides support to other federal agencies.
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The Department's analytical and intelligence anns in recent years have {dayed a leading role

in the analysis of worldwide nuclear materials security concerns, and seek to monitor the

demand side of the equation of what countries or groups of prc^eration concern need or

are up to. We also work in close and effective cooperatian with other govenunents.

(3) RESPONSE AND COUNTERPROLIFERATION "

Senator Lugar last week urged the Committee to 'devote some thought to strategies for

countering these threats to our national security."

In that regard, I note that the CcMnmitlee will conduct a bearing on oar Nuclear Emergency
Search Team, or NEST, response capability next week. SufBoe it here to say that DOE's
NEST capabilities include: search and identification (rf* nuclear maimal<t, diagnostics and
assessment of suspected nuclear devices, and disablemtait and containment programs. Our

personnel
- who are volunteers from our laboratory sciaitists and engineers

~ can be

transported quickly to anywhere in the worid to deal with finding and disarming a nuclear

device.

Through our Emergency Management system and capabilities, we work closely with other

federal agencies to assess nuclear threats, and if necessary alert NEST, or other nuclear

emergency response capabilities of the Department

The Department of Energy is also working with the Department of Defense in support of its

counterproliferauon strategy. We are using the assets of our Department's National
Laboratories to support that program oa a work for others basis through a Memorandum of

Understanding I signed with then-Deputy Secretary of Defense John Deutch. The
capabilities of the Department's National LaboraUxies that support the needed work on
nuclear matters are also of benefit in dealing with chemical and biological threats.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I would like to make several observations:

• We are increasing the security of material in the Newly Independent States.

• We are reducing the incentive for persons with knowledge of weapons of mass
destruction to set contrary to their nonproliferation re^wnsibilities by helping to

provide employment for them in carefully reviewed, peacefiil commercial projects.

• Our strategies for preventing jMoliferatioo seek to (dace die ultimate responsibility upon
the Newly Independent States. In particular, ourMPC&A and WP programs are

developing the necessary indigenous incaitives, expertise, capability and constituencies

to that end. These programs are cooperative, recii/focaU and characieiized by rapid
success.

• At the same time, we believe inmiediate efibrts by these (Hograms are an investment in

our national security, not foreign aid. We can pay now, or pay latCT. We cannot solve
the problem alone, but we can help solve it; if we dKxise inaction, we may suffer the

consequences.

10
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• The progress on these fronts is now paced by multiple factors: availability of funds, the

political climate in Russia and the other Newly Independent States, and U.S. domestic

support.

While we cannot but help focusing on the near term-threats, it is also important to orient

our concerns today between the past and the future. We arc overcoming some of our old

threats, as we look forward to forestall future ones:

• Where once public debate turned on the anticipated Soviet threat, we now seek to cop)e
with threats derived from the Soviet Union's past For the next several years, the

security of nuclear materials in the NIS will almost certainly lag behind what is needed,

despite our best efforts, and those of the other nations involved. Consequently, we
have joined, with Russia and the Newly Independent States, to manage the checkered
Soviet legacy on nuclear materials.

•
Looking to the future, the Department's projections to the year 2010 show U.S. and
world oil dependency upon Middle East as growing significantly. Other projections,
such as those of the International Energy Agency, are consistent with this. The result

could well be a massive influx -
perhaps over a trillion dollars ~ of additional

revenues over this period into a highly sensitive geopolitical region. Such projections
imderscore our need to make our efforts with the Newly Independent States to secure

nuclear materials in place succeed, before any new pressures of demand have an

opportunity to manifest themselves.

As Senator Nunn recently observed, the bulk of the ultimate work and resources for

securing nuclear materials must necessarily come from within the states of the former

Soviet Union, but "we can and must serve as an equal partner and a catalyst" and "that no
other nation" than the United States "is equipped to lead this endeavor." The
Administration's programs seek to act, on a bipartisan basis, as a catalyst to the Newly
Independent States to address the immediate threat and to establish the foundation for the

long-term reduction of the nuclear danger. In that sense, the window of vulnerability is

also one of opportunity.

I commend this Committee for contributing to informed public discussion of this matter and

hope that it will add to the sustained support needed to meet this essential challenge in the

decade ahead.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I look forward to your questions.

11
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT M. BLITZER, CHIEF
DOMESTIC TERRORISM/COUNTERTERRORISM PLANNING SECTION

NATIONAL SECURITY DIVISION
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

MARCH 22, 1995

MR. CHAIRMAN,
'^

THANK YOU FOR THIS OPPORTUNITY TO ADDRESS THE

COMMITTEE AND TO JOIN MY COLLEAGUES ON THE PANEL

WHOSE AGENCIES ARE MEMBERS OF A NATIONAL LEVEL

WORKING GROUP ON NUCLEAR SECURITY AND SMUGGLING.

THIS MORNING, 1 WILL DISCUSS MEASURES WHICH

HAVE BEEN UNDERTAKEN BY THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF

INVESTIGATION TO DETECT AND PREVENT NUCLEAR TRAFFICKING

ALONG WITH THE FBI'S RESPONSE TO THE USE OF NUCLEAR OR

RADIOLOGICAL MATERIAL IN THE UNITED STATES.

imCfT NUCIEAR TTIAFnCKING/WUCLEAR THiRORISM THREAT

NUCLEAR TRAFFICKING HAS EMERGED AS A PROBLEM

OF INTERNATIONAL PROPORTIONS WHICH, IF LEFT UNCHECKED,

HAS THE POTENTIAL TO DEVELOP INTO A MAJOR GLOBAL CRISIS.

IN RESPONSE, THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT HAS

DEVELOPED A MULTI-TIERED STRATEGY, WHICH INCLUDES

DIPLOMATIC, TECHNICAL, SECURITY, AND LAW

ENFORCEMENT/INTELLIGENCE INITIATIVES.

i'<
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THIS STRATEGY WAS FORMED BY THE NATIONAL

SECURITY COUNCIL (NSC) WHICH ESTABLISHED A WORKING

GROUP TO COORDINATE EFFORTS RELATING TO NUCLEAR

SAFEGUARDS AND SECURITY. THIS WORKING GROUP IS MADE UP

OF REPRESENTATIVES FROM THE DEPARTMENTS OF STATE,

ENERGY, COMMERCE, DEFENSE, U.S. CUSTOMS SERVICE, THE

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION, THE INTELLIGENCE

COMMUNITY AND THE FBI.

WITHIN THE PAST FEW YEARS, THERE HAVE BEEN

HUNDREDS OF REPORTS OF INTERNATIONAL TRAFFICKING

INCIDENTS INVOLVING NUCLEAR MATERIAL. THE COMPLEX TASK

OF INVESTIGATING NUCLEAR TRAFFICKING MATTERS HAS

MANDATED THE NEED FOR IMPROVED INTERACTION WITHIN THE

U.S. LAW ENFORCEMENT, REGULATORY AND INTELLIGENCE

COMMUNITIES AND FREQUENTLY WITH OUR FOREIGN LAW

ENFORCEMENT AND INTELLIGENCE AGENCY COUNTERPARTS.

THE POTENTIAL THREAT OF TERRORIST ACQUISITION

OF NUCLEAR MATERIAL OR A DEVICE, IS THE BASIS FOR THE

FBI'S EFFORTS TO COMBAT ILLICIT NUCLEAR TRAFFICKING. AS

SUCH, THE FBI'S STRATEGY IN CASES INVOLVING ALLEGATIONS
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OF ILLICIT TRAFFICKING OF NUCLEAR MATERIALS IS TO PURSUE

THE CASE AT ITS SOURCE.

AS THE PRIMARY AGENCY RESPONSIBLE FOR CRIMINAL

VIOLATIONS OF THE ATOMIC ENERGY ACT
( TITLE 18, USC,

SECTION 831 ), THE WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION ACT

( TITLE 18, USC 2332A ), AND FOR FOREIGN ^ '

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE AND COUNTERTERRORISM

INVESTIGATIONS WITHIN THE UNITED STATES, THE FBI HAS

DEVELOPED AND COORDINATES A COUNTER PROLIFERATION

PROGRAM IN ORDER TO PREVENT THE MALEVOLENT USE AND/OR

PROLIFERATION OF WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION (WMD),

I.E. NUCLEAR, CHEMICAL OR BIOLOGICAL. THIS PROGRAM

RELIES ON FOREIGN COUNTERINTELLIGENCE,

COUNTERTERRORISM AND CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS IN THE

UNITED STATES, ALONG WITH CLOSE COORDINATION WITH U.S.

LAW ENFORCEMENT, DEFENSE AND REGULATORY AGENCIES AS

WELL AS THE INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY. EQUALLY IMPORTANT

IS THE COOPERATION RECEIVED AND INFORMATION WE

EXCHANGE WITH INTERNATIONAL AUTHORITIES, BOTH THROUGH

OUR LEGAL ATTACHES STATIONED AT U.S. DIPLOMATIC POSTS

• 4 -
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ABROAD AND THROUGH FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES ASSIGNED

TO WASHINGTON, D. C. AREA. IN ADDITION TO THESE

RESOURCES, THE FBI SUPPORTS AND HAS INITIATED A PRO-

ACTIVE TRAINING PROGRAM FOR FBI AGENTS DOMESTICALLY

WHOSE ROLE IN WMD INVESTIGATIONS MAY PLACE THEM IN

HARM'S WAY.

CASES INVESTIGATED BY FOREIGN LAW ENFORCEMENT

AGENCIES DEMONSTRATE THAT FORMER SOVIET UNION (FSU)

STATES ARE INCREASINGLY FACING AN URGENT NEED FOR

HIGHLY SPECIALIZED TRAINING AND SURVEY/DETECTION

EQUIPMENT TO COUNTER NUCLEAR TRAFFICKING.

HEEDING THEIR CALL AND RECOGNIZING THE THREATS

POSED TO OUR NATION'S SECURITY BY THE PROLIFERATION OF

WMD, THE SENATE ADDED LANGUAGE TO THE NATIONAL

DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT (NDAA) FOR FY 95 (PL 103-3370)

WHICH OBLIGATES PROLIFERATION TRAINING FUNDS FOR A

PROGRAM TO BE CARRIED OUT JOINTLY BY THE DEPARTMENT OF

DEFENSE AND THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION IN

SUPPORT OF WMD TRAINING INITIATIVES IN THE BALTICS,

EASTERN EUROPE AND REPUBLICS OF THE FSU. WITHIN A FEW

- 5 -
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CONGRrSS WILL RECEIVE A JOINT DOD/FBI REPORT WHICH WILL

ADDRESS OUR PROPOSED INTERNATIONAL TRAINING INITIATIVES

IN COUNTERING NUCLEAR SMUGGUNG/TRAFRCKING AND OTHER

AREAS OF WMD. THE FBI DOES NOT STAND ALONE IN THIS

INITIATIVE. ALL AGENCIES REPRESENTED AT THIS TABLE AND

OTHERS NOT HERE TODAY HAVE CONTRIBUTED TO THIS

COMPLEX AND NEWLY DEVELOPING INITIATIVE. WE BELIEVE

THAT IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT WE PROVIDE A UNIFIED AND

COORDINATED U.S. GOVERNMENT APPROACH RATHER THAN AN

AD HOC EFFORT IN ADDRESSING THE THREAT.

RECENT TERRORIST ACTS. INCLUDING THE 1995 SARIN

GAS ATTACK IN TOKYO AND THE 1993 BOMBING OF THE WORLD

TRADE CENTER IN NEW YORK CITY REFLECT THE TREND OF
* ^^

INCREASINGLY VIOLENT TERRORIST ATTACKS. WITH THE INTENT

TO CAUSE MASS CASUALTIES AND RAISE HIGHER LEVELS OF

FEAR AMONG CIVILIAN POPULATIONS THAN IN THE PAST. THE

RAMIFICATIONS OF A TERRORIST ACT COMMITTED IN THE UNITED

STATES ARE GREAT. THE POTENTIAL FOR SIGNIFICANT LOSS OF

LIFE AND DAMAGING PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS FROM A

6 -
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TERRORIST ATTACK IN THE UNITED STATES INVOLVING NUCLEAR

WEAPONS WOULD BE CATACLYSMIC.

IN CONSIDERATION OF THE MAGNITUDE AND

POTENTIAL CONSEQUENCES OF THE RELEASE OF SUCH A

WEAPON, THE FBI AGGRESSIVELY PURSUES COUNTERMEASURES

AND READINESS PROGRAMS TO RESPOND TO AND MITIGATE THE

CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH AN ACT.

OUr< PRIMARY GOAL IS TO PREVENT SUCH AN INCIDENT

FROM OCCURRING. SECONDLY, WE MUST ENSURE WE HAVE THE

CAPABILITIES TO RESPOND SWIFTLY AND DECISIVELY SHOULD AN

INCIDENT OCCUR. ^

TO DATE, THERE HAVE BEEN NO KNOWN INSTANCES OF

NUCLEAR WEAPONS OR "WEAPONS GRADE" NUCLEAR MATERIALS

BEING ILLEGALLY BROUGHT INTO, OR PURCHASED IN THE UNITED

STATES.

THE FBI CONSIDERS ALL THREATS INVOLVING WEAPONS

OF MASS DESTRUCTION TO BE REAL UNTIL DETERMINED TO BE

NON-CREDIBLE, I.E. A HOAX.

• AS AN EXAMPLE OF SUCH AN INVESTIGATION, IN

SEPTEMBER 1995, WE RECEIVED A REFERRAL OF A THREAT

7 -
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MESSAGE FROM THE STAFF OF THE SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE

ON INTELLIGENCE WHICH ALLEGED THAT AN UNKNOWN MIDDLE

EASTERN GROUP WAS IN POSSESSION OF A RUSSIAN NUCLEAR

DEVICE. THIS DEVICE WAS ALLEGEDLY LOCATED SOMEWHERE IN

THE METROPOLITAN NEW YORK AREA. AN INTENSE TWO WEEK

LONG INVESTIGATION DETERMINED THIS THREAT TO BE A HOAX.

WHILE THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY (DOE) INITIALLY ASSESSED

THIS THREAT TO BE A HOAX^THERE WAS CRIMINAL LEAD

INFORMATION OUTSTANDING WHICH NEEDED TO BE RESOLVED.

FBI OFFICES ON BOTH THE EAST AND WEST COASTS CONDUCTED

INTENSIVE INVESTIGATIONS TO IDENTIFY THE ORIGINATORS OF '

THE INFORMATION. ONCE IDENTIFIED, REMAINING INVESTIGATION

SUPPORTED DOE'S ASSESSMENT, I.E.THIS THREAT WAS NON-

CREDIBLE (HOAX). IN THIS CASE AS IN OTHERS, AS WARRANTED,

WE COORDINATED INFORMATION WITH COMPONENTS OF THE

INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY. FROM A LAW ENFORCEMENT

VIEWPOINT, THE FBI APPLAUDS CONGRESS' SUPPORT OF THE

NDAA WHICH REDUCES VULNERABILITIES ASSOCIATED WITH

NUCLEAR DIVERSION AND NUCLEAR TRAFFICKING. r .F:
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OVER THE LAST SEVERAL YEARS, NUCLEAR

TRAFFICKING HAS EMERGED AS A GLOBAL PROBLEM, AND

FORTUNATELY STILL REMAINS OUTSIDE OUR BORDERS.

HOWEVER, A LACK OF ACTIVITY HERE MUST NOT LURE US INTO A

FALSE SENSE OF WELL BEING. FOR A VARIETY OF REASONS TO

INCLUDE THE COLLAPSE OF THE SOVIET UNION, THE

EMERGENCE OF NEW STATES WITH SOMETIMES LIMITED

INFRASTRUCTURE OR EXPERIENCE IN SECURING NUCLEAR

MATERIALS, THE OPENING OF FORMERLY CLOSED SOCIETIES

AND THE SEVERE ECONOMIC HARDSHIP FACING MANY NATIONS

IN THE REGION, WE BELIEVE THAT THE SECURITY OF NUCLEAR

MATERIALS IN RUSSIAN AND OTHER STATES OF THE FSU IS NOT

AS STRONG AS IT ONCE WAS. AT THE SAME TIME, THE GROWING

STRENGTH OF INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZED CRIME, ESPECIALLY

WITHIN THE FSU REPUBLICS, HAS RAISED THE SPECTER OF AN

UNDERGROUND MARKET FOR THESE MATERIALS, WHICH ARE

CAPABLE OF PROVIDING WMD MATERIALS TO TERRORIST

GROUPS AND/OR ROGUE NATIONS. NEGOTIATING AND

IMPLEMENTING ADEQUATE SECURITY CONTROLS AND

ACCOUNTABILITY FOR NUCLEAR MATERIALS IS THE

- 9 -
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RLSPONSIBILITY OF THE COUNTRY THAT OWNS THE MATERIALS.

THE INTERNATIONAL DIPLOMATIC AND TECHNICAL COMMUNITIES

PLAY A CRITICAL ROLE IN PROVIDING SUPPORT TO THESE

EFFORTS. WITHOUT SUCH CONTROLS, A LARGE STOCKPILE OF

NUCLEAR MATERIALS COULD BE AT RISK FOR DIVERSION FOR

CRIMINAL, TERRORIST OR PROLIFERATION PURPOSES.

THE FACT THAT SEIZURES OF WEAPONS GRADE

NUCLEAR MATERIALS TAPERED OFF AFTER 1994 DOES NOT MEAN

THAT THE FBI TAKES THIS THREAT ANY LESS SERIOUSLY.

TRAFFICKING IN WMD IS UNLIKE ANY OTHER FORM OF BLACK

MARKETING SINCE EVEN A SINGLE SUCCESSFUL TRANSFER OF A

SIGNIFICANT QUANTITY OF MATERIAL COULD HAVE PROFOUND

NATIONAL SECURITY IMPLICATIONS FOR THE UNITED STATES. AS

THE COMMITTEE IS AWARE, DOE HAS UNDERWAY A LARGE

EFFORT TO IMPROVE MATERIALS PROTECTION, CONTROL AND

ACCOUNTABILITY (MPC&A) AT NUCLEAR SITES IDENTIFIED AS "AT

RISK." FBI APPLAUDS DOE, THE SUPPORT BY CONGRESS AND

THE ADMINISTRATION, IN WHAT WE IN THE FBI WOULD CALL A

"FIRST LINE OF DEFENSE INITIATIVE." m -^ -

- 10
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THERE HAVE BEEN NUMEROUS ALLEGATIONS OF THE

INVOLVEMENT OF RUSSIAN/EURASIAN CRIMINAL AND ORGANIZED

CRIME (OC) GROUPS IN NUCLEAR MATERIALS TRAFFICKING FOR

PROFIT. TO DATE, THERE HAVE BEEN NO CASES IN WHICH

DEFINITIVE PROOF OF OC INVOLVEMENT EXISTS. HOWEVER, THIS

PAUCITY OF CASES MAY NOT BE INDICATIVE OF A LACK OF OC

INVOLVEMENT. RELAXED TRAVEL REGULATIONS, DEPRESSED

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS AND CORRUPTION TEND TO FUEL THE

POTENTIAL FOR RUSSIAN/EURASIAN CRIMINAL GROUPS TO GET

INVOLVED IN NUCLEAR TRAFFICKING ACTIVITIES.

RECENT SEIZURES BY FOREIGN LAW ENFORCEMENT

OF MATERIALS BEING TOUTED AS "NUCLEAR MATERIALS" BY

FOREIGN LAW ENFORCEMENT INDICATE AN ILLICIT MARKET

DRIVEN BY AMATEUR PARTICIPANTS WITH LITTLE TECHNICAL

KNOWLEDGE.

JOINT EFFORTS BETWEEN THE FBI AND FOREIGN LAW

ENFORCEMENT ORGANIZATIONS ARE CRITICAL TO ENHANCING

OUR ABILITY TO COMBAT WMD TRAFFICKING. THE EXCHANGE OF

INFORMATION, INSIGHTS AND EXPERIENCES FROM ALL

.1 -
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PARTICIPANTS (FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC) ARE CRITICAL TO

ACHIEVING THIS GOAL.

SINCE DIRECTOR FREEH'S TESTIMONY BEFORE THIS

COMMITTEE IN MAY 1994, THE FBI HAS BEEN INVOLVED IN THE

FOLLOWING INITIATIVES WITH FOREIGN LAW ENFORCEMENT:

• IN JULY 1994, THE FBI OPENED ITS LEGAL ATTACHE

(LEGAT) OFFICE IN MOSCOW.

• In March 1995, the Russian Federal Security Service

(FSB) advised our Moscow Legat that the FSB was the appropriate

agency responsible for investigations involving nuclear trafficking.

• In April 1995, the FBI hosted an International Law

Enforcement conference on nuclear smuggling at Quantico, Virginia.

Front-line supervisors and management personnel from 23 countries,

including representatives from Russia (FSB and MVD), the Newly

independent States, and Eastern Europe attended.

• In May 1995, the FBI acted as the U.S. Government's

lead law enforcement agency for a G-7 + Russia (P-8) meeting of law

enforcement experts in Ottawa, Canada. This meeting facilitated the

identification of points of contact, an exchange of information, and

trends involving nuclear trafficking.

±2 -
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• In September 1995, FBI and DOE officials met with the

Italian National Police in Rome on the issue of nuclear trafficking. The

FBI discussed how we responded to nuclear incidents. The Italians

had little experience with this problem. Representatives from

Germany, Canada, and the United Kingdom also participated in this

meeting. ^

• In October 1995, at the invitation of the State Department

representatives of the German government and the German Federal

Criminal Police (BKA) held bilateral discussions with FBI, Intelligence

community, Department of Energy and State Department

representatives in Washington, D. C, on the topic of nuclear

trafficking. The FBI has had an excellent and long standing working

relationship with the BKA.

• In November 1995, as a follow up to the P-8 meeting in

Ottawa, the FBI attended a nuclear forensics conference at DOE's

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. Both FBI and DOE are now

members of international working groups on nuclear forensics. In

February 1996, as a follow up to the October meeting, representatives

from FBIHQ and DOE met with representatives from the German

government and the BKA in Las Vegas, Nevada. During this meeting

- r3 -
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DOE and FBI discussed the FBI's crisis management responsibilities

for a nuclear incident, and DOE provided an overview of their Nuclear

Emergency Search Team's (NEST) capabilities.

• The Russian liaison officer for nuclear trafficking matters

attended both the Quantico conference and the Ottawa meeting during

which headquarters points of contact, telephone and facsimile

numbers were exchanged. Our Legal Attache in Moscow continues to

be the primary point of contact, as this office has focused as a bridge

to both the Ministry of the Interior, the Police Service and Intelligence

service in our WMD concerns.

IN ADDITION TO THE ABOVE INITIATIVES, IN JANUARY

1996, A SINGLE UNIT WAS CREATED WITHIN THE

COUNTERTERRORISM SECTION AT FBI HEADQUARTERS TO

HANDLE ALL NUCLEAR, CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL

PROLIFERATION MATTERS. ADDITIONAL INITIATIVES ARE

UNDERWAY TO INCLUDE THE FORMATION OF A SIMILAR UNIT IN

THE SCIENTIFIC AND ANALYSIS SECTION OF THE FBI

LABORATORY TO ADDRESS WMD FORENSIC EVIDENCE CONTROL

AND COLLECTION. X 'V j^ -'
,: I' .
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THE FBI'S CRIMINALLY FOCUSED WMD TRAFFICKING

INVESTIGATIVE AND TRAINING INITIATIVES IN CONCERT WITH ALL

U.S. GOVERNMENT AGENCIES WILL FURTHER ADVANCE THE USG

STRATEGY ON NUCLEAR COUNTERPROLIFERATION.

THE GENERAL CONSENSUS OF THE COUNTRIES

ATTENDING THE APRIL 1995 CONFERENCE ON NUCLEAR

SMUGGLING WAS THAT A "BUYERS MARKET' DOES NOT EXIST

FOR NUCLEAR MATERIALS, AND THAT THE TREND IN NUCLEAR

SMUGGLING/TRAFFICKING HAS ORIGINATED FROM

OPPORTUNISTIC, NOT TERRORIST, MOTIVATIONS.

PRESENTATIONS BY THE INTERNATIONAL DELEGATIONS

REVEALED THAT ORGANIZED CRIME ENTITIES WERE NOT

INVOLVED IN THE THEFT OF NUCLEAR MATERIALS, BUT THAT An'

ORGANIZED CRIME GROUP MAY HAVE THE POTENTIAL TO ACT AS

A CONDUIT TO TRAFFICKING NUCLEAR MATERIAL THROUGH OR

INTO OTHER COUNTRIES.

I WOULD LIKE TO CONCLUDE BY SAYING THAT THE

FBI'S VIEW ON ILLICIT TRAFFICKING IN NUCLEAR MATERIALS

CURRENTLY CORRESPONDS WITH THE CONSENSUS OF THE

CONFERENCE ONE YEAR AGO, I.E. A SELLER'S MARKET DRIVEN

- 15 -
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BY SOCIAL. AND ECONOMIC CONDITIONS, WITH NO KNOWN

ESTABLISHED BUYERS. HOWEVER, THE POTENTIAL

CONSEQUENCES FOR ORGANIZED CRIME OR TERRORIST

ACQUISITION OF NUCLEAR MATERIALS AND/OR DEVICES ARE SO

CATASTROPHIC, THAT THIS ISSUE CONTINUES TO BE ONE OF THE

HIGHEST PRIORITIES FOR THE FBI.

- 16 -
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statement of Connie Fenchel, Chief, Strategic Investigations
Office of Investigations, U.S. Customs Service

before the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

March 22, 1996 j^

Good morning, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee. it
IS a distinct pleasure to appear before you today Co discuss
Nuclear Diversion, and the anti-nuclear smuggling training and
technical assistance efforts of the U.S. Customs Service in and
around the former Soviet Union. I would also like to describe
Customs' unique role and mission in the area of export controls.

~

One of the most critical challenges Customs Administrations
worldwide will face in the future, is the threat posed by the
proliferation of nuclear materials. Weapons of Mass Destruction
(WMD) and their associated technologies. The fall of the Berlin
Wall in 1989 and the collapse of the Soviet Union resulted in the
emergence of a new threat to the national security of the United
States and the world. As a consequence of the collapse of the
Soviet State, a vast "supermarket" of nuclear materials and other
stockpiled WMD have become potentially available. Additionally,
the pariah states who historically trafficked in Weapons of Mass
Destruction, continue to threaten the security of the world
community. In response to this ominous threat, and as the geo-
political climate changes. Customs is refining and intensifying
its existing strategies and developing new initiatives to deal
with this problem.

Part One - Training Initiatives

Our international training efforts stem largely from our
role as the lead U.S. law enforcement agency for investigations
and border interdiction in the area of export controls. U.S.
Customs has been conducting export control/non-proliferation
training and technical assistance since the early 1980's. We
have provided this type of training to at least 35 countries on
four continents and to more than 1,000 customs and police
officers. Most of our training efforts in the past related to
the Coordinating Committee on Export Controls (COCOM) . More
recently our training efforts have focused on the non-
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and the various non-
proliferation regimes.

In 1992, with the break-up of the former Soviet Union (FSU),
the Department of State requested that U.S. Customs provide
export control training for the Newly Independent States (NIS) of
the FSU, and Central and Eastern Europe. This training request
involved a new twist. Our training was now to reflect the
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qrowing Lhreat; ot nuclear smugglinq. 'I'liiR included teaching
foreign law enEorcement; how to identify nuclear materials and the
duel use technology used for developing weapons. We also
identified equipment, required by these countries to detect
radioactive materials at their newly formed borders.

A partnership was formed between U.S. Customs and the
Department of Energy in order to accomplish this mission. Early
in this process we requested help from DOE to assist in the
selection of proven technology that could be modified for use by
customs officers. We also requested that nuclear experts from
the DOE National Labs participate in all of our assessments and
training programs (See Attachment 1.) Energy has also graciously
allowed U.S. Customs personnel the opportunity to expand their
knowledge on nuclear non-proliferation by attending the various
nuclear non-proliferation seminars sponsored by the National
Laboratories and the Department .

Cooperative Threat Reduction Program:

Four distinct technical assistance initiatives have evolved
since the original Department of State request. The first is the
Cooperative Threat Reduction (CTR) Program, which is funded
through Department of Defense Nunn/Lugar monies, involving
training and the purchase of equipment for the Nuclear Four
states, (Russia, Belarus, Ukraine, and Kazakhstan) of the FSU.
This four-country project is very large, involves multi-million
dollar funding, and is projected to be finished in the next year
or two.

Our program, within the overall CTR initiative, is to assist
in setting up a strong national export control system in the
recipient country. In customs terms this means helping countries
to develop the tools necessary to carry-out this mission,
including national export control laws, better interdiction and
investigative skills, customs automation, and equipment. This
equipment, depending on the country, can include x-ray vans that
have nuclear detection capabilities, portal monitors and other
nuclear detection devices, inspectional tools for ports of entry,
patrol vehicles that can be used between ports of entry, and
boats to patrol coastlines, harbors and inland waterways. (See
Attachment 2.)

Following in-depth assessments, most of our basic training
courses are conducted in the recipient countries at their
training facilities and field locations. This is done for two
reasons. First, we are able to instruct students in practical
inspection exercises, live, at their own port facilities.
Second, by conducting training at their facilities we learn more
about their systems' strengths and weaknesses, which allows us to
more accurately tailor our training to their needs. Customs also
conducts several other types of training including, train-the-
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Lrainer programs, mid -managemenL seminars, leqaJ seminars,
manaqement shadow programs, and executive (jbservaLion program?

Project Amber:

The second initiative is "Project Amber", a non-
proliferation/export control training program that focuses on
nuclear smuggling. This program is paid for by the Department o[
State's Non-Proliferation and Disarmament Fund (NDF) . This
project builds upon our past experience with our CTR programs and
was developed as a means to train those countries not funded
under CTR. The Department of Energy works very closely with us
on this project, as well. They provide nuclear experts for both
the assessment and the training phases of this program. (See
Attachment 3 . )

This project includes a law enforcement assessment and one
or two training classes for each country. So far, U.S. Customs
has successfully trained customs and law enforcement personnel in
Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Slovakia, and the Czech Republic
under this program. With the limited funds that remain, we
intend to train Hungarian and Polish law enforcement officers by
June of this year.

After the assessment phase has been completed, U.S. Customs
writes a report outlining conclusions and recommendations for
each country. Using the results of this report. Customs can then
go back to the NDF and request equipment funding for those
countries. Currently, the NDF is purchasing four X-ray vans with
nuclear detection capabilities for the three Baltic countries and^
Poland.

a .,-,,
Garmiech Nuclear Training Seminar

Our third initiative is the Training Seminar on Nuclear
Smuggling that we co-hosted with German Customs. The seminar was
held in Garmisch, Germany, last September. This was our first
multilateral non-proliferation program. Participants included
members of the European Union, Central Europe, the Baltics, and
the former Soviet Union. We had over 30 countries represented,
with well over 100 participants.

The seminar, which lasted four days, stressed nuclear
materials identification, interdiction, criminal investigation,
and cross border cooperation. Many of the attendees stated that
this seminar gave them the opportunity to meet for the first time
their regional counterparts. The following are some of the
specific results of this seminar:

Agreement on some of the most effective methods for

3
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identifying and i nUerd i ci. i ng iiuclnar and rad loacL i ve-

rnal.- e r i a 1 ;; ,

Acceptance by all participants ot the necessity for

establishing detailed operational procedures for responding
CO the discovery of nuclear, radioactive or other hazardous
materials during the border inspection process;

Agreement on the need for some kind of international
customs/border alert system to be used by customs officers
to advise their counterparts about suspicious cargoes,
shipping and concealment methods and diversion routes,- and
finally.

In order to promote continued international cooperation,
identification of a single contact by each administration
through which the timely exchange of information can easily
occur.

World Customs Organization

Our fourth initiative, which is still in the formative
stage, is being developed for the World Customs Organization
(WCO) as a multilateral approach to train customs services
worldwide on the identification of nuclear and hazardous
materials. With the support of the Department of Energy, we have
already conducted a seminar at the WCO on the Identification of
Nuclear and Hazardous Materials. U.S. Customs and DOE personnel
produced this seminar in an effort to publicize the dangers posed
by the smuggling of hazardous and nuclear materials. The program
was received so well by members of the WCO that there is a new
effort to develop a train-the-trainer program based on the
original seminar, that could be used by member countries. The
WCO has also recommended that an international database be
established for information relating to the illicit movement of
nuclear, radioactive, and hazardous materials.

We believe that belonging to the World Customs Organization
affords U.S. Customs the perfect opportunity to promote these
programs to customs services worldwide. We are currently looking
for funding to take this project from the planning stage to the
implementation stage.

Other U.S. Customs Training

In any given year, U.S. Customs trains approximately 800 -

1,000 additional customs and police officials through other
programs. We have tried to use these programs as a springboard
for our nuclear smuggling/non-proliferation programs. Our border
interdiction training programs are especially useful for this
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purpose. l-"or exampln, under L liese programs we havo l:r<jvoled \(,

Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Turkmen i suan ,ind IJ/.bek i ;;i an , and have
trained Lheir border agencies on basic interdiction techniques.
Much of the narcotics training we provide to these nations
complements our nuclear smuggling training. In both training
packages we stress contraband detection and strong interdiction
skills. (See Attachment 4.)

Domestic Benefits From Foreign Technical Assistance

Our international training programs have benefited U.S.
Customs domestically in several ways. The first benefit has been
to isolate and develop DOE technology for use by inspectors and
agents both in the U.S. and overseas. As of this date, our
Applied Sciences Division, Office of Research and Development has
identified several types of radiation detection equipment, that
are now in the prototype developmental stage, and could one day
become standard equipment for U.S. Customs officers in the field.
They include a small radiation detection beeper device that can
be worn by inspectors and agents, and a larger device that can be
retro-fitted onto existing X-ray vans and stationary x-ray
systems. The second benefit from these programs is that we now
have a multi -disciplinary team of nuclear smuggling trainers that
we have used overseas for both CTR and Project Amber. This team
is comprised of a professional trainer/team leader, an inspector,
a special agent, an attorney, and a DOE nuclear materials
identification expert. This one team alone, over a period of two
years, has trained over 600 foreign law enforcement and customs
officers overseas.

Customs Mutual Assistance Agreements

The United States currently has Customs Mutual Assistance
Agreements (CMAA's) with 26 nations. These are Executive
Agreements negotiated with other nations considered to be
critical for customs law enforcement cooperation. These
agreements deal with the exchange of information and the
enforcement of prohibitions, restrictions, or controls. CMAA's
provide a basis for sharing information and coordination of

operations in all areas of enforcement, including export controls
and non-proliferation.

In the former Soviet Union, we currently have agreements
with Russia (1993), Belarus (1994), and the Ukraine (1994). We
are currently in the process of negotiating agreements with
Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan. We also have agreements with almost
all of the European Union states, as well, Poland, Hungary, the
Czech Republic, Finland and Sweden.
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Part Two - Ant i -Smuggling Initiatives

In addition to the training initiatives discussed
previously, the U.S. Customs Service continues to seek out
aggressively and interdict any attempts to smuggle nuclear
materials into the United States. Through our interdiction and
investigative programs, the Customs Service is also actively
involved in export enforcement for preventing technology and
munitions from falling into the hands of our adversaries.
Customs export control program continues to show results in

thwarting the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction,
technology smuggling, sanction violations and arms trafficking.
In the first quarter of Fiscal year 1996 alone. Customs seized 95
shipments of unlawfully exported munitions list items valued at
over $22 million dollars. Customs seized eleven (11) shipments of
prohibited technology valued at nearly $400,000 and six shipments
for violating embargoes and sanctions issued by the President
(valued at over $340,000).

Nuclear Detection Pilot Project

Most recently, the Office of Field Operations, Office of
Information and Technology and the Office of Investigations of
the Customs Service, working in close cooperation with the U.S.
Department of Energy, undertook a pilot program to test nuclear
material detection equipment at a major international airport.
The site was selected for the project because of the wide variety
and origins of flights arriving at the airport, as well as the
potential for nuclear smuggling through this extremely active
port of entry.

Four types of equipment are being utilized for the ongoing
test program:

o Radiation pagers for detecting radiation on personnel;

o Fixed site. X-ray equipment with radiation detection
capability for examining baggage;

o Mobile X-ray equipment with radiation detection capability
for examining bulk cargo; and

o Portal radiation detectors for examining container cargo.

Included in the test program is extensive training of
Customs Inspectors on the use of this sophisticated equipment
including how to interpret information indicated on the
equipment. For example, the personnel detection equipment is so

- 6 -
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sciisit ive 1 haL ii diert.s on people who hdvo r>.'ceived radiation
Lherapy lor francer. Ii sliould be poitii.od oiil i liaL i,he DeparLmeni
ol Energy (\X>H) has been i nsL rumenLa 1 in ansi.stmg Customs with
this project. In addition to their technical assistance, DOE has
provided state-of-the-art equipment to be used by our inspectors.
Prior Co DOE's assistance, inspectors would be required to use a

bulky, cumbersome Geiger counter to detect radiation. DOE has

developed and loaned Customs pager detection devices to test

passengers Cor the presence of radioactive materials. We expect
to expand the project to a containerised cargo seaport and a land
border facility in the near future. We are also exploring the
use of chemical agent monitors and back scatter x-ray devices for
use in the detection of chemical warfare agents and biological
pathogens .

In addition to the test program, the Office of

Investigations is finalizing a directive for all field personnel
on special procedures concerning radioactive materials which
includes obtaining assistance from the Department of Energy field
offices and the Nuclear Emergency Search Teams (NEST) .

Anti -Smuggling Programs

Outreach Programs

One of the integral parts of the Customs investigative
strategy for thwarting illegal exports is the extensive use of
our industry outreach program called Operation Gemini. The
Gemini program involves Customs Agents soliciting the assistance
and cooperation of U.S. firms that are involved in the

manufacture, sale, export, or distribution of technologies,
components and munitions that could be used in weapons of mass
destruction. Gemini programs target choke point technology and
munitions used in nuclear, chemical, biological and missile

delivery systems that could be illegally exported to our
adversaries. Special agents meet with corporate executives,
export managers and technicians and explain the role of Customs
in export control and enforcement. They seek to gain valuable
input from the industry and help to foster cooperation between
U.S. companies and the Customs Service. The Gemini program was

recently expanded to the Project Gemini International, where our
Customs Attaches and representatives overseas meet with foreign
corporation officials to seek their assistance in detecting
possible diversion of legitimate shipments of technology and
munitions to our adversaries.

Expansion of the CHEMCON program

For several years, our CHEMCON control program has been
part of Customs overall drug interdiction strategy. CHEMCON is a

joint program with the Drug Enforcement Administrations Office

- 7 -
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oi inveiyioii Conirol. Tlie progrjin seeks ouL OS. inanu (acl.urers
i>f narcoLjcs pt<:c:nrnor and esseni lal chemicals and assists the
triaiiu[act:urors w)t.h a "know your cusLomer" approach l.o t.he sale of
laige quaiiL i t; ies ot chemicals used in narcotics production. We
hope to expand this program as part of our Gemini program to
ensure that chemical warfare components and biological pathogens
are not sold to companies that would divert the shipments for
1 1 lega 1 purposes .

•

i,

Non Prolifecatjon Interdiction Working Groups

U.S. Customs is also an active participant in the Non-
Prol iteration Working Groups. Participants include members of
the Intelligence Community, State Department Representatives, and
Commerce Licensing Officials. A Customs representative serves as
the law enforcement and interdiction official. The groups
include the Nuclear Suppliers Working Group, Technology Transfer
Working Group, Missile Technology Working Group, and Chemical and
Biological Warfare Working Group (called Shield) . Since the

groups' inception. Customs has played a valuable role of

providing expertise on interdiction and investigation avenues
that can be pursued as a result of leads that are generated by
the working groups. Customs also participates actively in the P-8
Nuclear Smuggling Working Group. This group is encouraging
strong bilateral and interagency exchanges of information on
nuclear smuggling incidents. The group has proposed a nuclear
smuggling action plan to the P-8 for their consideration and
enactment .

Customs Investigative Efforts on Nuclear Smuggling

The Customs Service export enforcement effort is the

responsibility of the Office of Investigations and its 4,400
employees. The Office of Investigations is composed of 2,480
special agents, marine enforcement officers, and air interdiction
officers along with 323 Customs pilots and 300 Customs

intelligence analysts. This workforce is charged with the

investigation of smuggling (both inbound and outbound), money
laundering, narcotics trafficking, and the fraudulent importation
of goods. Customs has 20 domestic Special Agents in Charge and
21 Customs Attache offices overseas. These offices are composed
of a cadre of investigators that possess highly developed
expertise in enforcing Customs laws and regulations. In the

export investigations field, special agents are trained in the
detection and investigation of illegal technology and arms

exports, sanction and embargo violations, as well as the

prevention of the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction.

- 8
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Customs Attache 'in Moscow ,

,
,

In an e££orL to capitalize on the growing working
relationship between the U.S. and the Russian I'ederat ion , Customs
has received approval to place a permanent cadre of two agents in
Moscow to work closely with Russian Customs and law enforcement
officials. The positions have been authorized and we expect to be
making the selections of qualified Russian speaking agents
shortly. A Customs Agent has been temporarily assigned in Moscow
for the past several months, while our Customs Attache in Bonn
continues to assist with investigations in Moscow, the Ukraine
and some of the other Newly Independent States. The results thus
far are impressive. The cooperation we have received from the
Russian Customs and Russian Federal Police has been outstanding.

The following are examples of cases that the Customs Office
of Investigations has been working. These cases point out the
wide range of investigations that Customs undertakes in the non-

proliferation arena. They also illustrate the need for close
cooperation among U.S. law enforcement agencies and their

counterparts overseas.

New York Zirconium Case

In the course of a covert investigation. Customs Agents
acting in undercover capacities effected the arrests of three
individuals who were attempting to ship large quantities of
nuclear grade zirconium to Iraq in violation of the United States
and United Nations sanctions against Iraq. During the course of
this investigation, the defendants delivered five tons of

zirconium, believing it was destined for Iraq. An additional two
tons of zirconium were delivered to U.S. Customs undercover
agents in Cyprus, ostensibly en route to Iraq. This shipment was
detained by Cypriot authorities, and will be returned to New York
as evidence in the trial.

Three defendants were arrested on June 8, 1995 and the above
mentioned zirconium was seized. The investigation is continuing
with the assistance of the U.S. Customs offices in Rome, Bonn,
and Milan. Law enforcement agencies in Germany, Italy, Cyprus,
and states of the former Soviet Union are also cooperating in
this investigation.

Detroit Isotope Case

In February 1995, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police in

Toronto, Ontario, requested that U.S. Customs assist in locating
more than five hundred (500) units of non-radioactive isotopes
that are alleged to have been stolen from the Russian Federation,
shipped into Canada, and then imported into the United States.

On February 3, 1995, the SAC/Detroit executed Federal search

- 9 -
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wartdtiLs dL Hiqli Teclmoloqy I'roduci s and recovered Lhe stolen
isotofjes. The wholesale value of Lhe isotopes has been placed ai

twenty to thirty million dollars with a retail value oC between
three hundred to three hundred fifty million dollars. A
coordinated investigation is being conducted by the SAC/Detroit
along with the Royal Canadian Mounted Police and the Central Unit
for Organized Crime/Prosecutor General Office, Russian
Federation. The investigation is continuing'.

Newark Fraudulent Avionics and Radio Parts Case

Customs is currently conducting a wide ranging fraud
investigation involving a Newark, New Jersey based company that
was defrauding the U.S. Department of Defense by importing
Russian made avionics, satellite communications, radar, and radio
components and selling the equipment to the United States under
military contracts as U.S. made parts and equipment. Two
defendants, who are emigres from Russia and Iran, have been
indicted for allegedly defrauding the Departments of the Army,
Navy and Air Force. In addition to the fraudulent imports, the
U.S. company was exporting U.S. defense technology and data to
Russia and the Ukraine without an export license, in order that
the Russian companies could manufacture the avionics and
equipment to U.S. specifications. Defense contracting
regulations prohibit the manufacture of U.S. weapons systems
components by overseas companies.

- 10
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Attachment 1

CHECKLIST
FOR ASSESSING
AN EXPORT
CONTROL
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PROGRAM

U.S. Customs Service
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(JOVKRNMKNTAL ORGAN I /.AT I ON (
)

{ )

(
)

A. Under what Ministry?

B. Legislative

1. How are Laws Enacted?

2. How Long to Enact?

C. Executive

1. Who is chief executive

2 . Power derived from?

a. Statuary power or other?

Judicial System

2. How does system work?

a. Adversary, Common Law, Napoleonic

b. Court Levels

Stability

1. Stability of government

2. Type of corruption, if any

Police Force

1. National Police Force

2. Primary Jurisdiction

3. Limitations, if any
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4. liivolvemenL in tixport controls

Security Service

1. Police Powers

2. If so. Jurisdiction -*•

Special Police or Investigations

1. Border/Export Controi?^

2. Other areas

Prosecutors

1. Prosecutions or Investigations •?

2. Who are investigators

3. Case by Case or Agency assigned?

BORDER AND PORT CONTROL AGENCIES

Agencies Involved in border and port control?

1. Functions of each?

2. Investigative arm?

Interaction:

1. Cooperation/Antagonist ic?_

a. Level of Cooperation

b. Major Area of Conflict
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Pol ice Powers yes/iio:

Customs Authority:

1. Search Authority

2 . Limitat ions

3. Export/ Import/Geographic

Investigations

1. Investigative Authority?_

a. Limits

2. If not, Who investigates?

EXPORT AND IN-TRANSIT STATISTICS

Critical Technology

1. What type made in-country?

2 . What is Market for goods?

3. Percentage of Foreign vrs Domestic Market

Foreign Markets

1. What countries buy military and dual use good^
from the target country?

Future Trends

1. Sales trends for these goods

a. Domestic
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h ('ore i qii

In-Transii Goods

1. How many in-transiL shipmenLs through country

2. Most Prominent routing

3 . Type of cargo

4. Approximate valuation:

EXPORT CONTROL REGIME

Export Policy:

1. Firm Export Control Policy y/n:

2. What agency controls or sets policy?

3. Does country belong to international export
control forums i.e. the Australia

Group
^

Export Laws :

1. Are there specific export laws:

2. Are Particular Commodities controlled

3. Are there companion regulations?

Licensing:

1. List Agencies involved in export licensing
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7.. Do ditferenL agencies license different
commodi L les?

3. What agencies control exports?

Coord inat ion

1. Type of coordination mechanisms between export
control/inspection agencies and licensing and

policy agencies:

EXPORT AND IN-TRANSIT STATISTICS

Critical Tech

1. Types of military and critical dual use goods
manufactured :

2. What is market:

3. What per cent domestic market vrs foreign:

Foreign Markets:

1. What countries buy such goods

Future Trends
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1. Whcil. types of trend;j arc CoresecMi for sales

a . Domest ic

- b . Foreign

In -Trans it Goods

1. How many in-transit shipments:

2. Most prominent routing:

3. Most common types of Cargo in-transit

4. Approximate valuation of cargo_

Transportation:

1. Types of transportation and per cent used:

EXPORT CONTROL PROGRAM ASSESSMENT:

Export Control Inspection

Ports:

1. Chief Ports of Entry/Exit - types of

conveyances handled:

Personnel
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Hcjw iTiriiiy itispecLion personiu'l dedicated Lo

f>xpor Ls at eacli port : _

2. Number in each port especially trained for

export violations;

3, Number of Investigators

Inspect ion

1. How many and types of export inspections:
a .

Physical

b. Documentation only

2. Selection criteria for targets

3. How many/often is a complete stripping and
search carried out each port:

Documents :

1. Type of Document Review:

I nf or mat ion

1. Types of advance information for inspectors:
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Clearing House:

1. See Guide page 8

Violat ions :

1. After detection what happens:

2. Possible thresholds on seriousness of

violation :

3 . Other agency involvement

4. Investigative activities:

5. Cite laws violated (export/import

6. Criminal/Civil penalites:

EXPORT CONTROLS CONCERNING EXPORTS FROM: xxxxxxxxxx

Critical Goods
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1. Is there a List of goods iieedinq export:
1 icense :

2. Get Copy and attach to report

3. Is list in accordance with Harmonization list,
MTCR, Australia Group etc:

4 . If not , Why not :

Licensing

1. Agency/cies that issue export license

2. Other Agency/cies involved in approval

3. Application info required for export license

4. How thoroughly is information verified:

5. Agency responsible for accuracy of

application :

6. Procedures for false or misleading
information :

7. Are there lists of goods that may not be

exported, or exported to particular countries:
If so, attache
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End User Checks

1 . Are they Done

2. Agency/cies responsible

3. Method/s of investigation or inquiry:

Verification

1. How does Port verify license with issuing

agency :

2. Is verification done before or after export:

IN-TRANSIT CONTROLS

Seals

1. On entry, are seals and other security
features checked:

2. Quality of Seals:

3. Documents in good order, cargo described,

routing and consignee clear:

Inspection - —

1. Can cargo and conveyance be legally searched :_

10
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2. What happens if discrepancy found:

Reconc i 1 iat ion

1. Shipment documentation/entry clearance papers
reconciled at port of exit??

Bonding

2. Method of reconciliation: (Computer, phone,
telex, fax or mail:

Reconciliation before or after exit:

1. In-transit bond system to guarantee integrity
of shipment:

2 . What agency controls bond issuance :

3. Procedures if shipment integrity compromised:

Penalties invoked if violations detected:

5. Agency/cies responsible for ensuring
integrity of in- transit shipments:

11
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Koreiqn In format ion

1. Can enforcemenL agencies legally act on

information received from foreign countries:

INVESTIGATION OF EXPORT CONTROL VIOLATIONS

Responsible Agency

1 . What agency has primary authority to

investigate export violations:

2. If not Customs how does agency interact with
customs and other responsible agencies:

Sources of Information

1. What sources of information are used by
agency :

2. Are sources open, confidential, government or

International, (RILO) :

Investigative Techniques

1. What techniques employed, ie . undercover,

stings, paid informants, electronic

surveillance, mail cover, etc. and per cent
used :

12
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2. Legal Restraints on use of techniques

3. Time sensitive investigations, le . 3 days then
turn over to another agency:

Other Agencies

1. Agencies, (other than customs) with

jurisdiction over export violations

2. Level of cooperation:

3 . Formal arrangements for exchange of
information :

Foreign Leads

1. How are foreign leads handled:

2. What agencies receive and handle;

3. Cooperation between bordering countries

agenc ies :

13
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A. Hxi.radiLion .sLat.uLes in placre lot export.
vioiaLions ?V

Legal Powers

1. Legal power of investigator, le . search
warrants, subpoenas to produce evidence

2. Civil rights

National Security Laws

1. Is illegal export of certain critical
materials a violations of national security
laws :

2. What agency has jurisdiction:

Other Laws

1. Does investigation consider money laundering,
customs fraud, smuggling and conspiracy:

Prosecution

1. Role of prosecutor

14
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2. Does he use own invest igaLors or agencies:

Training and Experience

1. What type of training:

2. Experience level of typical investigator

INTELLIGENCE AND INFORMATION DISSEMINATION

Intelligence Entities:

1 . Do border enforcement agencies have Intel
units :

2. Staff makeup and qualifications:

3 . Do they communicate with other Intel agencies
in their government: ^^^

4 . Are other agencies required or authorized to

provide border enforcement agencies with
Intel on possible violations:

Dissemination

1 . Is there a means to rapidly disseminate
tactical intelligence to customs police or
other agencies:

15
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2. Is a method in place to sanitize sensitive,
source i nCot mat ion (ot field use;

3. Rapidity of transmission for enforcement use:

Strategic Assessments

1 Do intel units prepare periodic threat
assessments :

2. How often are they updated:

3. Are assessments shared with other agencies,
in-country and/or foreign:

4 . Are they used by management for resource
allocation planning:

Industry Liaison

1 . Do border Enforcement agencies meet with
concerned military and industrial officials:

2. Do they know the export/import laws:

3. Are manufactures made aware of illegal methods
suspicious activity, of acquisition and

shipping of foreign buyers:

4 Do they know how to report suspicious activity
and to whom, how to reach:

16
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COMMtJNICATIONS AND COMPUTER USAGE

Field Communications

1. Types of Comm between ports and Hq's:

2. Any types computerized

3 . Type and age of equipment

4. What is needed to enhance, and to what level

Information Retrieval

1. How is information stored:

2. If Computer, what type and age:

3. Types of information, ie, suspects, lookouts,
archival, etc.:

4. Who can and how is this information accessed:

5. Security to prevent unauthorized use

6. If different system are they linked:

17
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7. is expor L licensiiiq lulof available by

cornput.er:

8. Are other governmenL data bases accessible:

Lookouts

1. Is there a lookout system/how does it work;

2. How timely is the system:

EQUIPMENT AND FORENSICS

Field Equipment

1. Is specialized equipment readily available:

2. List equipment

3. Training of equipment operators

4. Maintenance funding available:

5. Equipment needs in priority:

18
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Training requirments:

Forensic Agencies
,

. . .

1. Are there government labs to I.D. suspected
components/materials :

2. What are SOP's to request or use facilites:

3. Legal requirements for prosecutions, ie . chain
of custody, testing methods, report

procedures, review for possible testimony:

19
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Attachment 2

Equipment Procured by Defense Nuclear Agency (under the auspices of the

Nunn-Lugar Program) for the State Customs Committee of Belarus

Equipment

Automation Equipment
Central Node

20 Regional Nodes

Automation Training Center

100 Hand-held radiation detectors

30 Pedestrian Portal Monitors

Vehicle Portal Monitors

2 X-ray Vans

3 Deluxe Baggage X-ray

1 Small Cargo X-ray

Pursuit Vehicles, Portable Radios
Radio Batteries, Radio Scramblers,
Patrol Lights

Snowblowers

Forklifts/Mini-tractors

Aerial Work Platforms

Ladder Platforms. Bullet Resistant
Vests. Heavy Duty Flashlights. Tool
Kits, 35 mm Cameras. Narcotics test

Kits. Sonic/Laser Measure. Cordless
Drills

5 Counterfeit Currency Detectors

Status

Delivered and
installed-December
95

Delivered December
95; Yet to be
installed

Delivered January 96

Delivery scheduled
June 96

Delivery scheduled

May 96

Delivery scheduled

July 96

Delivery scheduled

May 96

Delivery scheduled
March 96

Delivery scheduled
March 96

Delivered December
95

Delivered November
95

Delivery scheduled

April 96
.<* '

Delivery Scheduled
February 96

Delivered

December 95

Delivery Scheduled
March 96
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Equipment Procured by Defense Nuclear Agency (under the auspices of the

Nunn-Lugar Program) for the State Customs Committee of Ukraine

Equipment

Laboratory Equipment (including x-

ray diffraction and x-ray flouresence

devices, spectrometers, spectophotometers,

gas cromatograph, microscopes, and

centrifuge)

Automation Equipment

Status

Delivered October 95

Shipped; ETA April
96

2 X-ray Vans Being manufactured;

Expected delivery-
June 96

16 Baggage X-ray Machines

6 X-ray Vans

SO Contraband Detectors

Procurement cycle;

Expected delivery-

September 96

Procurement cycle;

Expected delivery-

September 96

Procurement cycle;

Expected delivery-
October 96

Equipment Procured by Defense Nuclear Agency (under the auspices of the
Nunn-Lugar Program) for the State Customs Committee of Kazakhstan

Equipment

Laboratory Equipment (including

x-ray diffraction and x-ray flourensence

devices, spectrometers, spectrophotometer,
gas cromatograph, microscopes, and

centrafuge)

Patrol Boats
5 27' Boston Whalers

First 2

Last 3

1 42'

100 Hand-held radiation detectors

Status

Delivered October 95

Delivered January 96

Expected delivery

April 96

Expected delivery
June 96

Delivery scheduled
June 96
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AltdchmeiiL 3

U.S. CUSTOMS SERVICE
OPERATION AMDER TRAINING PROGRAM

CLASS SCHEDULE

FIRST DAY

0900-0930
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The Threat of Nuclear Diversion

The Intelligence Community Response

Overview

In his testimony this week before this Subcommittee, the Director of Central

Intelligence, John Deutch, described a number of troubling developments in the world.

He noted that, in a curious way, it makes us wish for the old Cold War, where we knew
the kind of target we were dealing with and the problems we were facing. One reason

for this is that not only a number of sovereign states, but now individual groups have

become willing to buy or sell the technologies necessary to produce weapons that

could have devastating effects on economic or population centers.

The US Intelligence Community is striving to respond to these challenges. We
are committed to expanding our efforts to collect, analyze, and disseminate intelligence

information on halting the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction (Wf\/1D). We will

continue to refine our collection and analytic postures and to seek new and better ways
to support policy community efforts to implement US nonproliferation strategy.

US Nonproliferation Policy

The Intelligence Community has received clear and concise policy guidance for

conducting its intelligence activities. This guidance begins with Presidential Decision

Directives that address weapons and related technology proliferation, which includes

nuclear smuggling. Additional guidance comes from annual Congressional Defense

and Intelligence Authorization and Appropriation Acts, reports to Congress by US
Agencies on countering proliferation activities, and DOD counterproliferation policy and

military missions objectives. These outline a national nonproliferation strategy centered

around four key aspects:

• Prevent the Acquisition of Weapons of Mass Destruction (Wf^D)
• Roll Back Existing Capabilities
• Deter Weapons Use
• Adapt Military Forces and Emergency Assets to Respond to Threats.

These four aspects were translated into enduhng intelligence needs which

translate the policy guidance into intelligence needs. These enduring intelligence

needs are also used in charting progress the Intelligence Community is making using

existing capabilities and in defining and developing areas for new investments.

Recognizing the need to craft an Intelligence Community-wide response to

counter the proliferation of WMD programs, the Director of Central Intelligence

established the Nonproliferation Center (NPC). The Center's mission is:

• To assist US decisionmakers in stemming the proliferation of weapons of

mass destruction, advanced conventional weapons, and technologies of

concem;
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• To ensure effective coordination of intelligence support to the policy,

enforcement, licensing, military, and operations agencies;
• To improve the planning, management, and effectiveness of intelligence

activities.

To achieve its mission and to support the four aspects of US strategy, NPC and
the Intelligence Community at large are focusing their efforts on providing accurate,

comprehensive, timely, and actionable foreign intelligence. The Community has also

searched for new ways and opportunities to add value to nonproliferation policy

decisions and activities. This has included:

• Support to policymakers responsible for implementation of the Treaty on the

Nonproliferation of Nuclear Weapons wherein the US and other signatories
have expressed their nonproliferation commitments;

• Support to those implementing the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, wherein

the US and other signatories have expressed their commitments to end

nuclear testing;

• Examining the entire Russian nuclear weapons cycle to identify areas where

transparency measures would be most effective;

• Maintaining a surge capability to quickly deploy specialists outside the United

States to the scene of a terrorist nuclear or radiological threat to provide the

US Mission and host govemment advice and guidance on dealing with the

threat. During such a threat, the specialists would coordinate fully with

appropriate United States Government agencies, keeping the informed and

drawing upon their expertise if follow-up action is required.

Strategic Planning Process

The US Intelligence Community has instituted a corporate strategic planning and

evaluation process to support nonproliferation efforts. This process contributes to the

Intelligence Community's National Needs Process and the National Foreign Intelligence

Program (NFIP), the Joint Military Intelligence Program (JMIP), and the Tactical

Intelligence and Related Activities (TIARA) program and planning guidance. A major
benefit of this effort has been the placement of a significant number of Department of

Defense (DOD) personnel within the Nonproliferation Center. This has helped integrate

intelligence support to DOD counterproliferation needs and actions. The Intelligence

Community also has expanded its relations with the law enforcement community. The
US Customs Service, for example, has assigned a senior Customs agent to the NPC to

assist us in developing joint initiatives to counter proliferation. And we hope to integrate

an officer from the Federal Bureau of Investigation into the Center later this year. NPC
is also working to enhance information sharing technologies and resources in support
of the law enforcement community's nonproliferation efforts.

As the threat of proliferation has increased, US intelligence capabilities to

support nonproliferation efforts have been redirected or expanded and now include:
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• Assessing the intentions and plans of proliferating nations;

• Identifying nuclear weapons programs and clandestine transfer networks set

up to obtain controlled materials or launder money;
• Supporting diplomatic, law enforcement, and military efforts to counter

proliferation;

• Providing direct support for multilateral initiatives and security regimes;
• Overcoming denial and deception practices established by proliferators to

conceal their programs.

The US Intelligence Community has taken or participated in actions to address

the overall challenges facing US nonproliferation efforts, including;

• Formation of the Nonproliferation and Arms Control Technology Working

Group (NPAC/TWG) to enhance the coordination of R&D efforts among
intelligence, operation, policy, and other elements of the US Government;

• Work on the DCI-commissioned Technical Intelligence Collection Review

(TICR) to identify future shortfalls in sensors against WMD and related

delivery system activities. This review addressees the 1994 Nonproliferation

Review Committee identification of technical and operational needs to

increase warning times before foreign targets achieve actual operation

capability;

• Identifying funds to maintain technical intelligence collection programs related

to WMD tests;

• Fostering the development of new technologies with the potential to improve
our ability to detect WMD activities at significantly longer ranges than

possible today;
• Establishing a relationship to enhance cooperation between the Intelligence

Community and R&D components;
• Redirecting and reorganizing intelligence activities to increase and sharpen
the focus of nonproliferation-related efforts, both analytically and

operationally;
• Redirecting programs to assist the Federal Bureau of Investigation and US
Customs Service efforts to identify, target, and apprehend individuals

engaged in the trafficking and smuggling or nuclear materials worldwide.

Additionally, DOD's creation of Joint Military Intelligence Program to coordinate

joint, DOD-wide initiatives, activities, and programs will provide more focused

intelligence information and support to multiple DOD customers. This program should

significantly enhance US Intelligence support to DOD's counterproliferation program.

Intelligence Successes to Date

US efforts to counter the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction have

enjoyed some successes over the past several years. Director Deutch noted in his

statement to the Subcommittee, "I think a tremendous amount of progress has been

done...to build a serious, post-Cold War, nonproliferation intelligence capability." For

obvious reasons, we cannot describe in this forum many of our successes. Some that

we can include:
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• Supporting Department of State efforts to provide actionable intelligence to the

UN Special Commission (UNSCOM) inspection and monitoring effort in Iraq;

• Supporting US diplomatic discussions with South Africa concerning Pretoria's

adherence to the NPT;
• Developing a list of collection indicators to alert collectors and analysts prior to

use of chemical and biological weapons. Similar initiatives are also

underway to provide early warning for the possible diversion of nuclear

materials;

• Establishing a Southern Tier Study Group designed to focus on all WMD-
related proliferation issues in the southem tier of the former Soviet Union;

• Providing Congressional committees with a report that reviewed and
evaluated nonproliferation programs in the NFIP fiscal year 1996 budget
submission.

But even if we could list all of our accomplishments, we would be the first to say
there is more to do. Over the next year, the Community will seek to:

• Strengthen and focus our integrated collection strategy;
• Work to enhance the Community's information processing capabilities;

• Implement unified and standardized information systems, to include shared

access by intelligence and consumer organizations;
• Strengthen and broaden foreign language training and support tools;

• Continue to review and evaluate new methodologies and technologies;
• And, as part of the DCI and Secretary of Defense joint program and budget

reviews, continue to evaluate intelligence resources and capabilities for

optimal support for actions to counter proliferation.

In closing, I would like to assure you that we in the Intelligence Community take

seriously the danger of the use of weapons of mass destruction. Director Deutch's

statement clearly shows our concern. This is the anniversary week of the poison gas
attack in the Tokyo subway. Press reporting in the US is focused on the possibility of a

similar attack happening here. We fully recognize that after-the-fact efforts are not

adequate-we need to stop attacks before they occur. Intelligence is the key. We have

added resources to our efforts over the last few years as the threat has increased. We
will continue to do all we can to meet the needs of our policy and enforcement

customers and to protect the American public at home and abroad.
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WJCLASSIFIED Senate Permanent Subcommittee

on Investigations

EXHIBIT # Ic

1. In November 19 95, John Sopko, Deputy Chief Counsel
to the Minority, Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
provided a videotape to the Central Intelligence Agency. The
following is our assessment based on this unclassified
videotape. (U)

2 . The laboratory shown is the chemical research and
development laboratory of the Aum Shinrikv'o. A diagram of
the laboratory was drawn based on the footage of its
interior. The size of the building was estimated from open
source photographs of the area and therefore, some judgments
were made with regard to the placement and orientation of
the rooms in the building (see attached diagram) . (U)

3. The inside of laboratory has several pieces of
expensive equipment including an incubator, a fuirie hood, an
autoclave, a glovebox, and two pieces of equipment assessed
to be mass 'Spectrometers . A few manufacture's names were
visible on the equipment and material. All of the company
names that were visible appear to be Japanese manufacturers.
It is estimated that this equipment alone would have cost
$250,000 to $350,000. Although the presence of this
equipment would indicate a certain degree of sophistication,
the laboratory was in disarray and that there appeared to be
a general disregard for safety protocols. For example,
there were large cylindrical gas tanks fixed to the wall
with only tape and food and eating utensils were located in
the same vicinity as the chemicals and equipment. (U)

4 . There also is a large insulated piece of equipment
in a separate room with external ventilation and co-located
with several fire extinguishers. We assess this is a
chemical reactor with an estimated 1,000 liter capacity.
Given this pilot-scale production capability, the Aum
Shinrikyo could have produced enough sarin in laboratory for
the attack on the Tokyo subway system. (U)

5. This videotape was digitized and prints of most of
the pieces of equipment cited above were made and provided
to John Sopko on 29 February 1996. (U)
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Aum Shinrikyo's Chemical Laboratory
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GAO United States

General Accounting Office

Washington, D.C. 20548

National Security and
International Affairs Division

B-270052

March 8, 1996

The Honorable Sam Nunn

Ranking Minority Member
Permanent Subcommittee

on Investigations

Committee on Governmental Affairs

United States Senate

The Honorable Floyd D. Spence
Chairman

The Honorable Ronald V. Dellums

Ranking Minority Member
Committee on National Security

House of Representatives

This report re^onds to your request that we review U.S. efforts to strengthen controls over

nuclear material in the newly independent states of the former Soviet Unioa As requested,

unless you publicly announce its contents earlier, we plan no further distribution of this report

until 30 days after its issue date. At that time, we will send copies to the Secretaries of State,

Defense, and EInergy; and the Chairman of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. We will also

make copies available to other interested parties on request

If you have any questions concerning this report, we can be reached at (202) 512-4128 and

(202) 512-3841, respectively. M^or contributors to this report are listed in appendix HI.

Harold J. Johnson

Associate Director, International

Relations and Trade Issues

National Security and International

Affairs Division

Victor S. Rezendes

Director, Energy, Resources, and

Science Issues

Resources, Community and

Economic Development Division
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Executive Summary

Purpose
Safeguarding nuclear material that can be used directly in nuclear

explosives has become a primary national security concern for the United

States and the newly independent states of the former Soviet Union.

Terrorists and countries seeking nuclear weapons could use as little as

26 kilograms of highly enriched uranium (heu) or 8 kilograms of plutonium
to build a nuclear explosive. The seizure of heu and plutonium in Europe
and Russia has prompted concerns about how the newly independent
stated control their direct-use materials. The Ranking Minority Member of

the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Senate Governmental

Affairs Committee, and the Chairman and Ranking Minority Member of the

House Committee on National Security requested that gao review U.S.

efforts to help the newly independent states strengthen their nuclear

material controls.

GAO's report addresses (1) the nature and extent ofproblems with

controlling direct-use nuclear materials in the newly independent states;

(2) the status and future prospects of U.S. efforts to help strengthen
controls in Russia, Ukraine, Kazakstan, and Belarus; and (3) the executive

branch's consolidation of U.S. efforts in the Department of EInergy (doe).

The scope of gag's review included direct-use nuclear material controlled

by civilian authorities in the newly independent states and direct-use

material used for naval nuclear propulsion purposes, gag did not review

the protection, control, and accounting systems used for nuclear weapons
in the possession of the Ministry of Defense in Russia U.S. officials believe

there to be relatively better controls over weapons in the custody of the

Ministry of Defense than over material outside of weapons.' gao recently

issued a report that addressed the safety of nuclear facilities in the newly

independent states.^

Background
"Direct-use nuclear material" consists of heu and plutonium that is

relatively easy to handle because it has not been exposed to radiation or

has been separated from highly radioactive materials.' Direct-use material

presents a high proliferation risk because it can be used to manufacture a

nuclear weapon without further enrichment or irradiation in a reactor.

'The Department of Defense (DOD) has an ongoing program with the Russian Ministry of Defense to

enhance the security of nuclear weapons in Ministry of Defense custody during transportation and

storage.

'See Nuclear Safety Concerns With Nuclear Facilities and Other Sources of Radiation in the Former
Soviet Union (GAO/RCED-9fr4 Nov 7, 1995)

^'HEU is uranium enriched above 20 percent in the isotope uranium 235. An isotope is a variation of a

chemical element.

GAO/NStAD/RCED-96-89 Nuclear NonproUferation
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Many types of nuclear facilities routinely handle, process, or store such

direct-use materials. Direct-use material can be found at research reactors,

reactor fuel fabrication facilities, uranium enrichment plants, spent fuel

reprocessing facilities, and nuclear material storage sites, as well as

nuclear weapons production facilities. Material protection, control, and

accounting (mpcaa) systems are used at such facilities to deter, detect, and

respond to attempted thefts.

The United States is pursuing two different, but complementary strategies

to achieve its goals of rapidly improving nuclear material controls over

direct-use material in the newly independent states: a govemment-

to-govemment program, and an initiative known as the lab-to-lab program.*

Under the govemment-to-goverrunent program, iiutially spoi«ored and

funded by the Department of Defei\se Cooperative Threat Reduction (ctr)

program,' the Uiuted States agreed in 1993 to work directly with the

governments of Russia, Ukraine, and Kazakstan to develop national mpc&a

systems and improve controls over civilian nuclear material. The Ututed

States extended such assistance to Belarus in 1995. Although ctr funds

were used, doe was responsible for implementing the program. In

April 1994, doe initiated the lab-to-lab program to work directly with

Russian nuclear facilities in improving their mpcaa systems. The program
is limited to Russia and intended to rapidly improve controls at civilian

research, naval nuclear propulsion, and civilian<ontroUed, nuclear

weapons-related facilities. This program is funded jointly by doe and the

CTR program.'

Rp<;i ilt«5 in Rripf "^^ Soviet Union produced approximately 1,200 metric tons of heu and

200 metric tons of plutonium. Much of this material is outside of nuclear

weapons, is highly attractive to theft, and the newly independent states

may not have accurate and complete inventories of the material they

inherited. Social and economic changes in the newly independent states

have increased the threat of theft and diversion of nuclear material, and

•The govenunent^to-govenutient program is implemented through formal agreements that establish,

among other things, nghts to audit and examination by U.S. officials. The latyto-lab program worlcs

directly with Russian nuclear facilities and is not bound by the formal agreements. To the maximum
extent feasible, the govemment^o^goveniment programs are required to use U.S. goods ai>d services,

while the labHo-lab program can purchase goods and services from other suppliers as needed

^^ngress established the CTR prt>gram in 1991 to help Russia, Ulcrairw, Kazakstan, and Belarus safely

store, transport, and destroy weapons of mass destniction arid prevent their proliferation See

Weapons of Mass Destniction Helping the Former Soviet Uriion Reduce the Threat An Update

(GAO/NSIAn.95-165, June 9, 1996)

^DOE is also providing assistance to upgrade four facilities thai are not included m the lab-to-iab

program. These facilities are located in Georgia, Latvia, Lithuarua, and Uzbekistan.

GAO/NSLAJVSCED-9«.89 Nuclear NonproUTeraUon
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with the breakdown of Soviet-era mpcaa systems, the newly independent
states may not be as able to counter the increased threat Nuclear facilities

rely on antiquated accounting systems that cannot quickly detect and

localize nuclear material losses. Many facilities lack modem equipment
that can detect unauthorized attempts to remove nuclear material from

facilities. While as yet there is no direct evidence that a black market for

stolen or diverted nuclear material exists in the newly independent states,

the seizures of direct-use material in Russia and Europe have increased

concerns about theft and diversion.

U.S. efforts to help the newly independent states improve their mpc&a

systems for direct-use material had a slow start, but are now gaining

momentum, dod's govemment-to-govemment era program obligated

$59 million and spent about $4 million from fiscal years 1991 to 1995 for

MPcaA improvements in Russia, Ukraine, Kazakstan, and Belarus. The

program has provided working group meetings, site surveys, physical

protection equipment, computers, and training for projects in Russia,

Ukraine, Kazakstan, and Belarus. Initially, the program was slow because

(1) until January 1995, the Russian Ministry of Atomic Energy (mikatom)
had refused access to Russian direct-use facilities and (2) CTR-sponsored

projects at facilities with direct-use materials in Ukraine, Kazakstan, and

Belarus were just getting underway. According to [)0D officials, program

requirements for using U.S. goods and services and for audits and

examinations also delayed implementation. The program began to gain

momentum in January 1995 when ctr program and mnatom officials

agreed to upgrade nuclear material controls at five high-priority facilities

handling direct-use material." doe and Russia's nuclear regulatory agency
have also agreed to cooperate on the development of a national mpc&a

regulatory infi-astructure.

doe's lab-to-lab program obligated $17 million and spent $14 million in

fiscal years 1994 and 1995. This program has improved controls at two

"zero-power" research reactors, and begun providing nuclear material

monitors to several minatom defense facilities to help them detect

unauthorized attempts to remove direct-use material.' In fiscal year 1996,

the program is implementing additional projects in minatom's nuclear

defense complex.

Subsequent to the conclusion of GAO's review, DOE and MINATOM agreed to add four additional

sites to the government.to-govemment program and two additional sites to the lab-to^lab program.

'A zero-power research reactor is a type of research reactor using fuel that is not very radioactive.

GAO/NSIAIVRCED-9«-89 Nuclear NonproUfentloo
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Principal Findings

In fiscal year 1996, the United States expanded the mfcaa assistance

program to include all known facilities with direct-use material outside of

weapons in the newly independent states. Management and funding for the

expanded program were consolidated within dob. doe plans to request

from Congress $400 million over 7 years for the program. However, the

expanded program foces several inherent uncertainties involving its

overall costs and U.S. ability to verify that assistance is being used as

intended, doe is responding to these uncertainties by developing a

long-term plan and a centralized cost reporting system and by

implementing a flexible audit and examination program.

Nature and Extent of the

Problem
Much of the 1,200 metric tons of highly enriched uranium and 200 metric

tons of Plutonium produced by the Soviet Union is outside of nuclear

weapons; this stockpile of material is expected to grow rapidly as Russia

proceeds to dismantle its nuclear weapons. According to doe, this material

is located at 80 to 100 civilian research, naval nuclear propulsion, and

civilian controlled nuclear weapons-related facilities. It is considered to be

highly attractive to theft because it is (1) not very radioactive and is

therefore relatively safe to handle and (2) in forms that make it readily

accessible to theft, such as items stored in containers that can easily be

carried by one or two persor\s, or in components from dismantled

weapons.

Nuclear materials in the newly independent states are more vulnerable to

theft and diversion than in the past Soviet-era control systems relied

heavily on (I) keeping nuclear material in secret cities and facilities,

(2) closely monitoring nuclear industry persoimel, and (3) severely

punishing control violations. Closed borders and the absence of a black

market for nuclear material also lessened the threat of diversion. Without

the secrecy and heavy security of the Soviet system, facilities in the newly

independent states must now rely to a greater degree on other control

systems such as manual, paper-based tracking systems—which cannot

quickly locate and assess material losses—and on labor-intensive physical

protection systems that lack monitors for detecting attempts to steal

nuclear material from a facility. In addition, the newly independent states

may not have complete and accurate inventories of their nuclear materials

because the Soviet Uiuon did not conduct complete and comprehensive

GAO/NSIAIVBCEI>-»6-M Noclew NonproUrermtlan
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physical inventories at their nuclear facilities. Some of the facilities gao

visited in March 1995 did not have a comprehensive inventory of their

nuclear materials on hand.

Initial Efforts to Improve
Control Systems in the

Newly Independent States

Had a Slow Start

Until January 1995, nonatom refused to grant era technical experts access

to directuse facilities, limiting the program's efforts to a low-eruiched

uranium fuel fabrication line. This obstacle was removed in January 1995

when MINATOM agreed to allow access to five facilities with direct-use

material In July 1995, the era-sponsored progrsim made progress in

controlling direct-use material by installing physical protection equipment
and providing training at a nonatom facility that includes an heu fuel

fabrication line. The Kazakstaiu, Ukrainian, and Belarussian governments
have been more willing to allow the United States to help upgrade mpcaa

systems at their direct-use material facilities. However, era-sponsored

projects in these countries are just beginiung, and improvements to

controls over their direct-use materials will not be completed until the

middle of 1996 at the earliest

Working directly with ii\stitutes and operating facilities, doe's lab-to-lab

program has completed the first phase of an mpc&a project at a minatom

zero-power research reactor that will eventually computerize its inventory

system for thousands of kilograms of direct-use material and upgrade its

MPC4A systems, doe's program has also upgraded controls at a zero-power
research reactor in Moscow contaiiung about 80 kilograms of direct-use

msUerial by (1) increasing physical protection for the reactor building,

(2) implementing a computerized material accounting system, and

(3) installing access control equipment The lab-to-lab program has also

deployed nuclear material monitors at three minatom nuclear weapons
facilities and two civilian research facilities. Additional monitors were

being shipped as gag concluded its review.

United States Expands
MPC&A Assistance

The executive branch has decided to consolidate mpc&a assistance in doe.

In September 1995, the President directed doe to develop a long-range plan
to improve mpc&a systems at all facilities in the newly independent states

handling direct-use material by the year 2002. The President also

transferred funding and maiuigement responsibilities for the era mpc&a

program from dod to doe in fiscal year 1996. However, DOE faces several

inherent uncertainties in managing an expanded assistance program over

the next 7 years. For example, while doe estimates that the program will

require $400 million to upgrade 80 facilities with direct-use material, it
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faces uncertainties in both the number of facilities to be covered (which
could range to more than 100) and the cost per facility (ranging from

$5 million to $10 million per facility). Because of these uncertainties,

program costs could range from $400 million to over $1 billion. In addition,

doe's ability to directly assess program progress and confirm that U.S.

assistance is used for its intended purposes may be limited because the

Russians may limit the measures that can be used for these purposes at

highly sensitive facilities.

DOE Is Responding to

Program Uncertainties

DOE is taking steps to ensure that the program is successful and that U.S.

funds are well spent

DOE is developing a long-term plan for the expanded program that

consolidates the program plans for the govemment-to-govemment and

lab-to-lab programs. According to doe, the plan establishes objectives,

priorities, and timetables for implementing projects at the 80 to

100 facilities in the newly independent states, doe has drafted the plan;

however, the plan had not been issued at the time gag concluded its

review in January 1996.

DOE is developing a consolidated centralized program cost-reporting

system intended to provide doe with current financial status for

govemment-to-govemment and lab-to-lab projects. The information should

be useful in responding to changing budgetary requirements for the

program.
DOE is implementing a flexible audit and program evaluation approach to

provide some assurances that assistance is used oiUy for its intended

purposes. Under the approach, the Ur\ited States will pay Russian

laboratories for senaces and equipment upon completion of clearly

defined delivered products and wiU use a series of direct and indirect

measures to evaluate program progress and effectiveness, doe expects to

issue a report on assurances obtained by the lab-to-lab program in

March 1996.

Recommendations GAG is making no recommendations in this report

Agency Comments
In commenting on this report, the Departments of Energy and State

generally agreed with gag's assessment of the U.S. effort to improve
nuclear material controls in the newly independent states. The Department
of State offered additional editorial comments that have been incorporated

GAO/NSIAD/ECED-96-89 Nuclear Non.nroUferation
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into the report where appropriate, dod officials also agreed with the facts

as presented in this report, but e}q>ressed concern about how the report

portrays the relative success of the goverrunentto-govemment and

lab-to-lab programs. These officials stated that the programs are

complementary approaches to achieving the goal of improving controls

and accountability over direct-use nuclear material in the newly

independent states, gao agrees and has modified the report according.
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Direct-use nuclear material is essential for building nuclear weapons. The
diversion or theft of such material can enable terrorists or countries to

build nuclear weapons without investing in expensive nuclear

technologies and facilities. One way of deterring and detecting theft is by

instituting nuclear material control systems on a national level and at

facilities handling direct-use materiaL

What Is Direct-Use

Material?

'Direct-use nuclear material' consists of highly enriched uranium (heu)
and Plutonium that is relatively easy to handle because it has not been

exposed to radiation or has been separated from highly radioactive

materials.' Direct-use material presents a high proliferation risk because it

can be used to manufacture a nuclear wesson without further enrichment

or irradiation in a reactor. According to the International Atomic Eiiergy

Agency, approximately 25 kilograms of heu or 8 kilograms of plutonium is

needed to manufacture a nuclear explosive, although the Department of

Energy (doe) suggests the amounts needed to build a weapon may be
smaller.

Many types of nuclear facilities routinely handle, process, or store

direct-use material. Besides nuclear weapon production facilities,

direct-use material can also be found at research reactors, reactor fiiel

fabrication facilities, uranium enrichment plants, spent fiiel reprocessing

facilities, and nuclear material storage sites. Most civilian nuclear power
facilities are of less concern because they use low-enriched or natural

uranium as fuel, which would require additional enrichment before the

fuel would be suitable for nuclear weapons. While these reactors produce

plutonium in spent reactor fuel, such fuel is dangerous to handle because

it is highly radioactive. Spent reactor fuel also requires reprocessing
before it is suitable for nuclear weapons.

How Is Nuclear

Material Controlled?

Nuclear materials are controlled to prevent and detect their theft Nuclear

material can be stolen or diverted by (1) outside individuals or groups,
such as terrorists attempting to break in and steal nuclear material;

(2) inside individuals or groups, such as one or more employees that have

access to nuclear material; and (3) combinations of insiders and outsiders.

A nuclear material control system consists of three overlapping

components—material protection, material control, and material

'HEU is uianium enriched above 20 percent in the isotope uranium 236. An isotope is a vahation of a

chetnicaJ element
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accounting. Together they compose a set of procedures, personnel, and

equipment that address both insider and outsider threats.

Material protection systems are designed to limit access to nuclear

material by outside individuals and prevent the unauthorized removal of

material from a facility by inside individuals. Nuclear facilities protect
their material by (1) installing fences with sensors and television cameras
to delay, detect, and assess unauthorized intrusions; (2) posting armed

guards at entry and exit points; (3) establishing a protective response force

that can react to unauthorized intrusions; and (4) installing nuclear

material monitors to detect attempts to remove material from a facility.

Nuclear facilities also assess the reliability of personnel with access to

nuclear material by conducting background checks and continuously

monitoring their behavior.

Material control systems contain, monitor, and establish custody over

nuclear material. Nuclear facilities control material by (1) storing material

in containers and vaults equipped with seals that can indicate when
tampering may have occurred, (2) controlling access to and exit from
nuclear material areas using badge and personnel identification

equipment, and (3) establishing procedures to closely monitor nuclear

materials.^ Nuclear facilities also designate custodiaiis to be responsible
for nuclear material in their possession.

Material accounting systems maintain information on the quantity of

nuclear materials within specified areas and on transfers in and out of

those areas. They employ periodic inventories to count and measure
nuclear material by element and isotopic content Nuclear facilities use the

inventory and transfer data to establish nuclear material balances, which
track materials on hand and the Dow of material within a specified area

The material balances are closed periodically by reconciling physical

inventory with recorded inventories, correcting errors, calculating

inventory differences and evaluating their statistical differences, and

performing frend analysis to detect protracted theft of nuclear material.

Nuclear facilities in the United States are capable of updating material

accounting data within 24-hour periods. Some U.S. facilities with more
modem nuclear accounting systems are capable of updating material

accounting data within 4 hours.

K)ne such procedure is to require two or more authorized persons to be present when nuclear material

is accessed Another procedure is to use closely monitored television cameras to maintain surveillance

over nuclear maleiiai
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In addition to fodlity systems, the United States and most other countries
have established national material protection, control, and accounting
(mpcaa) systems. These systems include regulations governing procedures
for nuclear material protection control and accounting, inspection

requirements to ensure that the systems are implemented properly, and
trackiixg systems to provide information on the location and disposition of
nuclear material nationally. In the United States, the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission and doe have promulgated regulations on controlling nuclear
mateiiaL

How Is the United
States Assisting the

Newly Independent
States to Improve
Their Nuclear
Material Controls?

The Uiuted States is pursuing two different, but complementary strategies
to achieve its goals of rapidly improving nuclear material controls over
direct-use material in the newly indq>endent states (nis).' Under the

Cooperative Threat Reduction (era) program,the U.S. Department of
Defense (poti) entered into agreements with the governments of Russia,

Ukraine, and Kazakstan in 1993 to rapidly improve nuclear material

controls over civilian nuclear material and develop national mpcaa systems
in these countries. On June 23, 1996, dod entered into an agreement with
the Ministry of Defense in Belarus to improve controls over its civilian

nuclear material doe implements the programs under these agreements.*

As a complementing strategy, doe iiutiated a program in April 1994 of
MPC&A cooperation with Russia's nuclear institutes, operating facilities,

and enterprises. This initiative, known as the lab-to-lab program, brings
U.S. and Russian laboratory persormel directiy together to work
cooperatively on implementing mpcaa upgrades at Russian nuclear

facilities. The purpose of the lab-to-lab program is to rapidly improve
MPCAA at dvUian, naval nuclear, and nuclear weapons-related facilities

handling direct-use material in Russia. The program is jointly funded by
DOE and the ctr program.

Other related US. efforts Include the Inteinatioiul Sdence and Technology Center's Project 40, the

Cooperative Threat Reduction program sporwored Russian stora^ facility and Project Sapphiie.
Prtyert 40 will develop an upgraded approach for sa/egtiardii\g complex ser.sitive nuclear fuel cycle
facilities. The stora^ facility will mcorporate MPCAA elements into its dttign. Urider Project
Sapphire, the United States tiTinsferTed approximately 600 kilograms of weapons grade HEU frtim

Kazalstan to the United States.

The CTR program was established by Congress in 1991 to help the newly independent states safely
sectire. ttvisport. store, and destroy weapons and weapons material and prevent weapons
proliferation. The program is conducted with the four states that tnhented nuclear weapora when the
Soviet Union dissoK-ed: Belanis, Karalfstan. Russia, aiid Ukraine See Weapons of Mass Destruction:

Helping the Former Soviet Union Reduce the Threat An Update (GAO/NSlAD-95- 1&5, June 9. 1996).
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Objectives, Scope,
and Methodology

Our objectives were to (1) review the nature and extent of problems with

controlling nuclear materials in the nis; (2) determine the status and future

prospects of U.S. efforts to help strengthen controls over direct-use

nuclear material in Russia, Ukraine, Kazakstan, and Belarus; and (3) assess

plans for consolidating these efforts in DOE. While seven nis inherited

direct-use nuclear material, we focused on the four countries that have

been the primary recipients of U.S. assistance—Russia, Ukraine,

Kazakstan, and Belarus.

The scope of our review included directuse nuclear material controlled by
civilian authorities in the nis and direct-use material used for naval nuclear

propulsion purposes. We did not review the protection, control, and

accounting systems used for nuclear weapons in the possession of the

Ministry of Defense in Russia. U.S. officials believe there to be relatively

better controls over weapons in the custody of the Ministry of Defense

than over material outside of weapons.' We also did not include in our

review the upgrades at four sites funded by doe that were not part of the

lab-to-lab program. We recently issued a report that addressed the safety

of facilities in the nis.°

To meet our objectives, we reviewed U.S. assessments of the nature and

extent of nuclear material control problems in the Nis; pertinent program
documents, including agreements between dod and the Russian Ministry

of Atomic Energy (minatom), the Ukrainian State Committee on Nuclear

and Radiation Safety, the Ministry of Defense of Kazakstan, the Ministiy of

Defense of Belarus, and between DOE and Gosatomnadzor (can); program

plans; trip reports; quarterly progress reviews and State Department

cables; and program budget, obUgation, and expenditure data for the

CTR-sponsored govemment-to-govemment program and for doe's lab-to-lab

program. We also discussed with DOE plans to consolidate U.S. mpc&a

assistance in doe.

We interviewed officials from dod, doe, the Department of State, the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the National Laboratories (including Los

Alamos, Sandia, and Lawrence Livermore), the Pacific Northwest

Laboratory, the National Security Council, and the National Academy of

Sciences. We also interviewed nonproliferation specialists from the

^As part of the CTR program, DOD has an ongoing program with the Russian Ministry of Defense to

enhance the security of nuclear weapons in Ministry of Defeiise custody during transportation and

storage.

"See Nuclear Safety. Concerns With Nuclear FadUties arxi Other Sources of Radiation in the Former
Soviet Union (CAO^Cfct>.9fr4 Nov ?, lW6).
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Monterey Institute of International Studies. In Russia, we interviewed

officials from minatom, Gosatonuiadzor (the Russian nuclear regulatory

agency), the Kurchatov Institute, the Institute of Physics and Power

Engineering, the EHektrostal Machine Building Plant, the minatom nuclear

weapons laboratories Arzamas-16 and Chelyabinsk-70, and the Kazakstan

Atomic Ekiergy Agency.

In addition, we toured facilities at the Kurchatov Institute and the Institute

of Physics and Power Engineering, located in the Russian Federation, to

obtain information on current mpc&a systems implemented at these

facilities. We visited sites in Russia that have been the recipients of U.S.

assistance efforts, including the EUektrostal Machine Building Plant, the

Kurchatov Institute, and the Institute of Physics and Power Engineering.
We also witnessed the demonstration of a model mpcaa system at

Arzamas-I6.

Our review was conducted between November 1994 and January 1996 in

accordance with generally accepted govenunent auditing standards.
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With the dissolution of the Soviet Union, Russia and six other Nis inherited

hundreds of tons of directruse nuclear materiaL Much of this material is

thought to be located at 80 to 100 civilian, naval nuclear, and nuclear

weapons-related facilities, mostly in Russia. However, U.S. and nis officials

do not know the exact amounts and locations of this material Much of it is

highly attractive to theft because it is relatively safe to handle and is not in

weapons. U.S. officials are concerned that social and economic changes in

the NIS have increased the threat of theft and diversion of nuclear material,

and with the breakdown of Soviet-era mpcaa systems, the nis may not be as

able to counter the increased threat While as yet there is no direct

evidence that a nuclear black market for stolen or diverted nuclear

material exists in the nis, the seizures of gram and kilogram quantities of

direct-use material have increased these concerns.

Nature and Extent of

the Problem

The Soviet Union produced up to 1,200 metric tons of keu and 200 metric

tons of Plutonium. Much of this material is outside of nuclear weapons,
and the stockpile of material outside of weapons is expected to grow
rapidly as Russia proceeds to dismantle its weapons. The material is

considered to be highly attractive to theft because it is (1) not very

radioactive and therefore relatively safe to handle and (2) in forms that

make it readily accessible to theft, for example, in containers that can

easily be carried by one or two persons or as components firom dismantled

weapons. This material can be directly used to make a nuclear weapon
without further enrichment or reprocessing.

Most of the material is located in Russia Los Alamos National Laboratory

has identified five sectors in the Russian nuclear complex that handle

direct-use materiaL

Nuclear materials in weapons. (This material is largely in the custody of

the Ministry of Defense.' )

The minatom defense complex, which contains large amounts of nuclear

material removed fi-om dismantled nuclear weapons and stockpiles of HEU

and Plutonium produced for the nuclear weapons program.
The minatom civilian sector, which includes a number of reactor

development institutes such as the Institute of Physics and Power

'A U.S-Russlan govemment-to-govenunent agreement concerning technicml exchanges on warhead

safety and security was signed in December 1994- Also, in 1995 a cn».spon3ored DOD and Ministry of

Defense Nuclear Weapons Security Group was formed to c<x>rdinate assistance and cooperation to

enhance the security of nuclear weapons in the custody of the Ministry of Defense during

transportation and storage and to facilitate discussion and information st\aring on this arui related

issues under the Cooperative Nuclear Weapons Security Program. Nuclear material in the custody of

the Mitustiy of Defense was outside the scope of our review.
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Engineering at Obninsk, as well as organizations, such as the Elektrostal

Machine Building Factory, that produce nuclear fuels and materials for

civilian applications. (Some of these institutes and enterprises do both

civilian and defense work.)

Civilian research institutes outside of minatom, which include the

Kurchatov Institute and facilities run by the Academy of Sciences, the

Ministry of Science, and the Commission on Defense Industry. (Most of

these institutes possess only small quantities of materials, although some,

such as the Kurchatov Ii\stitute, possesses several tons of direct-use

material)

The naval propulsion sector, which includes the Navy and the Mirustry of

Shipbuilding. (This sector comprises stockpiles of heu used in submarines

and icebreakers.)

Other Nls with facilities that handle direct-use material include Belarus,

Georgia, Kazakstan, Latvia, Ukraine, and Uzbekistan. Generally, the

nuclear facilities in these countries are operated by their respective atomic

energy mirustries or academies of science and involve nuclear research

centers, research reactors, and, in the case of Kazakstan, a plutonium

breeder reactor.

Soviet-Era Nuclear

Material Controls

The Soviet Union controlled nuclear materials since the begimung of its

nuclear program in the 1940s. The Soviet ^proach to controlling nuclear

materials placed a heavy emphasis on intenwl security, which

corresponded to the political and economic conditions within the Soviet

Union. It placed less emphasis on accounting procedures, which were

used to monitor production, rather than to detect diversion or ensure the

absence of diversion.

The Soviet Union located its nuclear weapons complex in closed secret

cities. The cities were separated from other urban areas, self<ontained,

and protected by fences and guard forces. Personnel working in the Soviet

nuclear complex were under heavy surveillance by the KGB. Personnel

went through an intensive screerung process, and their activities were

closely monitored. In general, facilities would control access to nuclear

material using a three-person rule, requiring two facility staff members and

at least one person from the security services to be present when material

was handled. The Soviet-era control system enforced severe penalties for

violations of control procedures.
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According tx) U.S. national laboratory officials, the Soviet system
accounted for nuclear material, although it was not complete, timely, or

accurate. Facilities paid close attention to end-products to meet

production quotas and paid less attention to the use of completely
measured material balances to track net gains and losses of materials as

they were processed or handled. The Soviet system relied on manual,

pjqper-based systems that made tracking material time-consuming. They
also used standard estimates of rates of loss for materials that could be

held up in processing equipment, such as pipes, rather then measuring
actual losses. According to doe, in these respects, the Soviet system of

accounting was similar to that used in the early days of the U.S. nuclear

program.

According to Russian officials, traditional Soviet approaches to nuclear

material controls were generally effective because (1) the Soviet Union
was a closed society (separated by a robust iron curtain) with strict

controls over foreign travel by its citizens, (2) internal security within the

Soviet Union was quite rigid and strict discipline was carried out when
controls were violated, and (3) there was no black market in nuclear

materials within the country.

Social and Economic

Changes May Increase the

Threat of Theft and
Diversion of Nuclear

Material

Social and economic changes in the Nis have increased the threat of theft

and diversion of nuclear material, and Soviet-era mpcaa systems may not

be able to adequately counter the increased threat The m^or nuclear

facilities in the minatom wsapons complex are no longer secret, and access

to these facilities, along with the other nuclear facilities in the nis, has

increased. According to a U.S. government assessment, (1) the difficult

economic situation has led to a loss of prestige for nuclear workers,

(2) inflation and late payment of wages have eroded the value of salaries,

and (3) pervasive corruption in society and the increasing potency of a

strong criminal element have weakened the insider protection program
based on personnel surveillance.

With these changes, Russian and U.S. officials have become increasingly

concerned about growing insider and outsider threats of nuclear theft.

According to an official from one of minatom's m^or facilities in its

nuclear weapons complex, the insider threat at the facility has increased

due to the frustrations of the institute's workers who had not been paid in

months. According to this official, this causes changes in their attitudes

toward their work and places pressures on their families. The outsider

threat has also increased at this facility because the dosed city is now
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open to businesspeople and outside woricers who visit for short periods of

time. According to this official, the institutes do not have background
information on the visitors. Consequently, they have a lower level of trust

in the visitors than in the employees who have been working at the facility.

According to this official, while no nuclear material has been stolen from

this facility, other precious metals such as platinum and gold have beea

Current Statiis of

Nuclear Material

Controls at NIS
Facilities

With the erosion of traditional nuclear controls, current nuclear control

systems in the Nis have weaknesses that could result in the theft of

direct-use materials. The nis may not have complete and accurate

inventories of their nuclear materials, and some material may have been

withheld from facility accounting systems. Nuclear fadlities rely on

antiquated accounting systems and practices that cannot quickly detect

and localize nuclear material losses. Many Nis facilities also lack certain

types of modem equipment that can detect unauthorized attempts to

remove nuclear material from facilities.

The NIS May Not Have
Accurate and Complete
Inventories

The NIS may not have accurate and complete inventories of the direct-use

material they inherited from the former Soviet Union. According to a gan

official, the nuclear safeguard system inherited from the former Soviet

Union was not a comprehensive system. The Soviet Union did not have a

national material control and accounting system and according to a

Russian laboratory official, the Soviet Union did not conduct

comprehensive physical inventories of nuclear material at its nuclear

facilities. Some of the facilities we visited, such as the Kurchatov Institute,

were in the process of conducting such a comprehensive inventory, but it

was not completed at the time of our visit At the Institute of Physics and

Power Engineering, officials were conducting an inventory of 70,000 to

80,000 small disk-shaped fuel elements contaiiung direct-use uranium and

Plutonium at one reactor. When we visited the facility, they did not have

an exact count of the elements. Figure 2.1 shows examples of the small

disk-shaped fuel elements we observed at this facility that could be

attractive to theft
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Rgure 2.1: Examples of Small, Disk-Shaped Fuel Elements to Be Inventoried

Source GAO

U.S. and Russian officials are also concerned that some direct-use nuclear

material has not yet been discovered at Nis nuclear facilities. According to

U.S. national laboratory officials, some nuclear material may have been

withheld from facility accounting systems so that plant managers could

make up shortfalls in meeting their production quotas. According to

another national laboratory official, organizations do not always share

iixformation with one another on the location and availability of specific

nuclear products. Russian officials are concerned that they have no real
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information on the amounts or presence of some nuclear material and that

this material has yet to be discovered. According to a dod official, heu for a

Soviet navy reactor program that was terminated years earlier was
discovered by Kazakstani officials after the Soviet Union dissolved. This

HEU, enough for over two dozen nuclear weapons, was transferred from

Kaz£tkstan to the United States under Project Sapphire.

U.S. officials are uncertain as to whether they have identified all facilities

within the Nis where direct-use material is located. The United States has

identified 80 to 100 facilities that handle direct-use material in the nis.

However, according to a doe official, there may be as many as

35 additional facilities where such material is handled.

Material Accounting and
Control Systems Would
Have Difficulty Quickly

Detecting Diversion or

Theft

Many nuclear facilities in the Nis rely on numual, paper-based material

accounting systems that cannot quickly locate and assess material losses,

rather than computer-based systems. Nuclear facility operators have to

manually check hundreds of pj^er records to determine if material is

missing. In contrast, U.S. nuclear facilities use computers extensively to

maintain current information on the presence and quantity of all material.

U.S. facilities are capable of updating nuclear material accounting
information within 24 hours, and some can update material accounting
information within 4 hours.

Russian accounting systems do not provide systematic coverage of

materials through all phases of the nuclear fuel cycle.^ According to U.S.

national laboratory officials, these systems do not adequately measure or

inventory material held up in processing equipment and pipes or material

disposed of as waste.

In addition, nis facilities do not make full use of measured nuclear material

balances, which makes it difficult to detect thefts occurring over a long

period of time. According to a Los Alamos National Laboratory official,

these facilities typically weigh material at certain points in production and

generally measure radiation emitted from the material. TTiese procedures,

while useful in identifying the types of material present, are less rigorous

than required in the United States because they do not measure the

quantity of material. Diversions of small amounts of nuclear material could

go undetected over time without more accurate measurements. Figure 2.2

shows a Russian radiation measuring instniment we observed being used

^The nuclear fuel cycle refera to a sequence of operations involving supplying nuclear fuel for reactora.

irradiating fuel in reactora, and handling or storing nuclear fuel
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at a facility to identify the types of material present in reactor fuel

elements.

Figure 2.2: A Russian Radiation Measuring Instrument Used to Identify ttie Uranium and Plutonium Content of Fuel

Elements

Source: GAO.
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Nuclear facilities in the nis also use material control equipment that could

be made more resistant to tampering by insiders. For example, nuclear

material containers and vaults are sealed with a wire and wax seal system
that could be removed and replaced without detection. In contrast, in the

United States, material is sealed using numbered copper seals that are

controlled and crimped, making them much more resistant to tampering.

Material Protection

Systems Lack Modem
Equipment

Material protection systems at Nis nuclear facilities have weaknesses that

could result in the inability to detect insiders or outsiders trying to steal

nuclear material. In the United States, sites handling direct-use material

are protected by two fences; various sensors designed to delay and detect

intruders as they approach a facility; and television cameras, which allow

facility personnel to assess the nature of the threat The nuclear facilities

we visited in Russia for the most part did not have such equipment For

example, during our visit to the Kurchatov Institute, we noticed that a

concrete fence protecting the main facility was crumbling. The fence

appeared to lack television monitors or other sensors. A fence used to

protect another site at the institute with large quantities of direct-use

material did not appear to have any sensors or tele\Tsion cameras to detect

intrusion and had vegetation that could obscure intruders or those leaving

the facility.

We toured another site at the Kurchatov Institute where several hundred

kilograms of direct-use material were present Although the site was

within the walled portion of the institute, there was no fencing or other

intrusion delay and assessment system around the site. Although we were

accompanied by an institute official who had cleared our visit with

security personnel, we were able to gain access without showing
identification. One unarmed security guard was posted within the building.

In contrast, during a visit to a Sandia National Laboratory facility in New
Mexico, we were required to show identification and display security

badges while we visited a facility with large amounts of direct-use

material This facility had numerous armed guards inside and outside the

site.

Reports of Diversion

of Direct-Use Material

According to U.S. officials, there is no direct evidence that a nuclear black

market linking buyers, sellers, and end-users exists for stolen or diverted

nuclear material in the nis. However, the seizure of gram and kilogram

quantities of direct-use material in Russia, Germany, and the Czech
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Republic have increased concerns about the effectiveness of mpc&a

systems in the Nis.

The first case involving the theft or diversion of direct-use material

appeared in Russia in 1992. According to U.S. officials, the more

significant cases included the following:

• From May to September 1992, 1.5 kilograms of weapons grade heu were
diverted fit>m the Luch Scientific Production Association in Russia by a
Luch employee. According to a nonproliferation analyst, the material was
diverted in small quantities about 20 to 25 times during the period. The

employee was apprehended en route to Moscow.
• In March 1994, three men were arrested in St Petersburg trying to sell

3.05 kilograms of weapons-usable heu. According to U.S. officials, Russian
media articles claim that the material was smuggled out of a mihatom

facility located near Moscow in an oversized glove.
• On May 10, 1994, 56 grams of nearly pure plutonium-239 were seized by
German officials.

• On August 10, 1994, 660 grams of a mixed-oxide uranium plutonium
mixtiu^ were seized at Munich Airport &om a flight originating fix>m

Moscow.
• On December 14, 1994, 2.72 kilograms of weapons-grade uranium were

seized by police in Prague.

U.S. officials stated that they have not uncovered any direct links l>etween

buyers of direct-use materials and end-users that would use the material

for weapons purposes. However, the cases are troubling for several

reasons.

• The cases are the first to involve gram and kilogram quantities of

direct-use material.

• They show that individuals are willing to take hi^ risks to traffic in

smuggled direct-use material
• While scientific analysis cannot pinpoint which facilities the material

seized in Europe ohginated fi-om, the criminal investigations suggest that

the material may have come fi-om the nis.

• The detection of nuclear smuggling so far has been by chance, rather than

by reliance on physical protection control and accounting systems, or

customs checks at the borders of the nis.
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The United States is pursuing two different, but complementary strategies

to achieve its goals of rapidly improving nuclear material controls over

direct-use material in the Nls. The CTB-spor\sored govemment-to-

govemment program, which works directly with the Mis, is only now

beginning to improve controls over direct-use material because (1) until

January 1995, Russia's minatom was reluctant to cooperate with the U.S.

program because of security concerns and (2) work at non-Russian

facilities with direct-use material is in the early stages of implementalloiL

The DOE lab-to-lab program, which works directly with Russian nuclear

facilities, has improved controls over direct-use material at five facilities

during its first full year of Implementatioa'

Despite the slow start, the prospects for U.S. efforts to enhance mpcaa in

the NIS are improving. Russia and the United States agreed in June 1995 to

add five high-priority sites that have large amounts of direct-use material

to the CTB-sponsored govemment-to-govemment program. In Kazakstan

and Ukraine, the CTR-sponsored mpcaa program is progressing steadily

with improvements at several sites with direct-use nuclear material, doe

also signed an agreement with gan, the Russian nuclear regulatory agency,
in June 1995 to cooperate on the establishment of a national nuclear

materials control and accounting system in Russia doe's lab-to-lab

program is also expanding to cover minatom nuclear weapons facilities.

U.S. MPC&A
Assistance Programs
in the NIS

Both dod's CTR-sponsored govemment-to-govemment program and doe's

lab-to-lab program were designed to demonstrate mpcaa technology at

model facilities and facilitate the transfer of mpcaa improvements to other

nuclear facilities in the Nls. The CTR-sponsored program works with the

governments of Russia, Ukraine, Kazakstan, and Belarus to upgrade
civilian mpcaa at selected facilities and develop regulations, enforcement

procedures, and national material tracking systems, doe's lab-to-lab

program works directly with Russian nuclear facilities to upgrade their

mpcaa controls.

The two programs differ in their strategies to improve mpcaa in the Nis. The

CTR-sponsored program is implemented by doe through direct

govemment-to-govemment agreements between dod and the respective

Ministries responsible for atomic energy in Russia, Ukraine, Kazakstan,

and Belarus. The agreements and their amendments specify the total

amount of funds available to the programs in each country, identify the

'The five facilities where controls over direct-use material have been iinproved are the Kiiichatov

Institiite. the Iiistitute of Physics aiid Power Engineering, Chelyabinsk-70. AiTajiias -16, and ToiTisk-7.

All are located in Russia
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types of facilities that will participate, establish the roles and

responsibilities of the participating organizations, and establish rights to

audit and exanunation by U.S. officials. To the maxiinuin extent feasible,

the CTR-sponsored mpcaa programs use U.S. goods and services.

doe's lab-to-lab program, in contrast, is implemented directly with Russian

nuclear facilities, doe's national laboratories participating in the program

sign contracts directly with their Russian laboratory counterparts, and

doe's national laboratories can purchase goods and services from U.S.,

Russian, or other suppliers as needed. The program includes complete
MPCAA upgrades at specific facilities, or the rapid deployment of a

particular mpcaa element, such as portal monitors, as needed.

CTR Govemment-to-
Govemment Program
Status

The CTR-sponsored govemment-to-govemment program is funding projects

in Russia, Ukraine, Kazakstan, and Belarus for improving civilian nuclear

material controls at selected model facilities and developing regulations,

enforcement procedures, and national material tracking systems. Figure

3.1 shows the location of current CTR-sponsored govenunent-to-

govemment projects.
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Rgura 3.1: Current CTR Government-to-Government Projects In Russia, Ukraine, Kazakstan, and Belarus
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Sources: DOE and GAO

In Russia, ctr funds have supported mpc&a upgrades for a low-enriched

uranium fuel fabrication facility and a training center. In Ukraine and

Kazakstan, the program has funded site surveys at facilities that use

direct-use material and lower priority material and assisted national

authorities in establishing mpc&a regulations and reporting systems. In

Belarus, the program has funded a site survey at a facility using direct-use
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Table 3.1: U.S. Assistance for

CTR-Sponsored Government-
to-Government Programs (fiscal v^ars

1991-95)

material and is assisting the Belarussian government in establishing mpc&a

regulations and a reporting system.

Since the beginning of the CTR-sponsored program in 1991, dod has

budgeted $63.5 million for govemment-to-govemment mpc&a assistance,

obligated $59.2 million, and spent $3.8 million. The govermnent-to-

government program has provided working group meetings, site surveys,

physical protection equipment, computers, and training for projects in

Russia, Ukraine, Kazakstan, and Belarus. As of January 1996, none of the

projects have been completed. Table 3.1 shows the distribution of era

govemment-to-govemment program funds among Russia, Ukraine,

Kazakstan, and Belarus.

Dollars in millions
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result, the United States agreed to fund only one project in Russia, the low

enriched uranium facility at Elektrostal. Recently, physical protection

equipment was installed in the building housing the low enriched uranium

fuel line. The same building also houses an heu fuel fabrication line, which

will be protected by this equipment In the summer of 1994, the United

States proposed a quick-fix approach to upgrade mpc&a at Russian

facilities with direct-use materiaL Under this approach, the United States

would provide expedited assistance to upgrade nuclear material security

at key Russian nuclear facilities. Russian officials were not supportive of

the approach citing concerns about providing the United States access to

sensitive nuclear facilities.

The second obstacle was mnatom's resistance in recogiuzing the role of

CAN as a nuclear regulatory entity and can's own lack of statutory authority

for oversight and enforcement of nuclear regulations. According to State

Department officials, can was often at odds with mnatom about the

ongoing transition of regulatory authority to can. Also, can was unable to

assert its regulatory role because it lacked legislative authority to regulate

facilities with nuclear materials. In addition, despite a decree issued in

September 1994 by the Russian President, that named gan as the lead

agency in overseeing the security of nuclear materials in Russia and

ordered minatom to work with gan on this issue, there are still disputes

over authority between ministries that have not been resolved.

In Ukraine, Kazakstan, and Belarus, the CTR-sponsored govemment-to-

govemment program is working to improve mpc4a sj'stems at nuclear

facilities, develop national mpc4a systems, and help them prepare for

International Atomic Energy Agency safeguards pursuant to the Nuclear

Nonproliferation Treaty. However, CTR-sponsored projects are just

begirming, and improvements to controls at the first facility handling

direct-use materials will not be completed until nud-1996 at the earliest

In Ukraine, the program has completed a site survey for the Kiev Institute

of Nuclear Research, which uses direct-use material for fuel in a research

reactor and has started delivering access control equipment The program
is also in the process of conducting a site survey at the Kharkiv Ii\stitute of

Physics and Technology, which also contains direct-use material. The

program is also implementing an mpc&a project at the South Ukraine

Power Plant, which is a lower priority site because it uses low enriched

uranium for fuel Work at the Kev Institute is expected to be completed by

mid-1996, and work at the other sites is expected to be completed by the

end of fiscal year 1997. The program has also established a computer
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network for the State Committee for Nuclear and Radiation Safety to

facilitate the creation of Ukraine's national nuclear database.

In Kazakstan, tlie focus of era-funded work has been on the Ulba Fuel

Fabrication Plant, a low-priority site that produces low etuiched uranium

fuel elements for power reactors. The program also conducted site surveys
for research reactor sites at SemipaJatinsk and Almaty and for a breeder

reactor at Aktau. doe expects the program in Kazakstan to be completed

by the end of 1997.

In Belarus, the program is upgrading mpc&a systems for direct-use material

at the Sosny Research Center in cooperation with Sweden and Japan,

helping Belarus develop national regulations, and preparing the

govenunent for International Atomic Energy Agency safeguards. The

program has completed a site survey and delivered access control

equipment and interior sensors to Sosny. DOE expects the program in

Belarus to be completed by the end of 1996.

Lab-tO-Lab Program Status The lab-to-lab program is funding projects in Russia to improve mpc&a at

sites within nuclear facilities, demonstrate mpc&a technologies, and deploy
MPC&A equipment on an as-needed basis. Figure 3.2 shows the location of

current lab-to-lab projects.
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Figure 3.2: Current Lab-to-Lab Projects
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The lab-to-lab program has completed pilot projects at the Kurchatov

Institute in Moscow and the Institute of Physics and Power Einguieering

and has demonstrated a model material control and accounting system at

Arzamas-16, a minatom nuclear weapons facility. In addition, the program
has deployed nuclear portal monitors around a nuclear site ait

Chelyabinsk-70, a second minatom nuclear weapons facility, the Kurchatov

Institute, the Institute of Automatics, the Institute of Physics and Power

Engineering, and Arzamas-16. Table 3.2 shows obligations and

expenditures for the lab-to-lab program.
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Table 3.2: U.S. Assistance for

Lab-to-Lab Programs (fiscal years

1994-95)
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Figure 3.3: Lab-to-Lab Cooperative EfforU at the Kurchatov Institute in IMoscow

New fenca and gate Russian-manufactured portal monitor used
to detect nuclear material

ixteriof periCTieler surveillance system New computerized matenal accounting system
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At Obninsk, the program has upgraded mpcaa systems for a research

reactor facility that houses several thousand kilograms of direct-use

materiaL^ The program is providing a computerized material control and

accounting system; entry control; portal monitoring systems; a vehicle

monitor, and bar codes to be attsiched to the discs, seals, and video

surveillance systems. In addition, the program will assist the facility with

taking a physical inventory and performing radiation measurements to

quantify the amount of material present The first phase of this project was

completed in September 1995.

A pilot demonstration project was also completed with Arzamas-16 in

March 1995. This project demonstrated mpc&a technologies that could be

^plied to MINATOM nuclear weapons facilities and the CTR-sponsored fissile

material storage facility. Using U.S.- and Russian-supplied equipment, the

demonstration consisted of computerized accounting systems; a system to

measure nuclear materials in containers; access control systems; a

monitored storage facility using cameras, seals, and motion detector

equipment; and a system to search for and identify lost or stolen material

Although this project did not have a direct or immediate impact on

protecting direct-use material, it has led to greater interest in participation

in the lab-to-lab program by minatom defense facilities. Rgure 3.4 shows

U.S.- and Russian-suppUed equipment that we observed in use during the

March 1995 Arzamas-16 demonstration project

^This materia] is especially attractive to theft because it is in the form of 70.000 to 80,000 small disks

containing HEU and plutonjum, along with other material
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Figure 3.4: Lal>-to-Lab Cooperotlva Effort* at Arzaina>-18

Cameras used to monitor nuclear material storage containers

Examples of US-supplied seals used on nuclear storage containers
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The lab-to-lab program is also rapidly deploying nuclear material portal

monitors to Russian institutes, enterprises, and operating facilities.

Starting in June 1995, the lab-to-lab program assisted Chelyabinsk-70 in

deploying two nuclear material portal monitors and a vehicular portal

monitor at the entrances to a key nuclear site. Ttds effort was in response
to increased concerns of Chelyabinsk ofBcials about controlling access to

the site. Nuclear material portal morutors have also been ir^talled at an

engineering test facility at Arzamas-16 and at one of the main entrances to

the Institute of Automatics, where the monitors are undergoing testing and

evaluation. The lab-to-lab program has also started deUvering portal

monitors to Tomsk-7. The program officials have signed a contract to

install monitors at all portals at Tomsk-7.

Prospects for MPC&A
Upgrades Are

Irnproving

While the CTB-sponsored govemment-to-govemment program has gotten

off to a slow start controlling direct-use material, the U.S. government is

making progress in expanding participation in the program to more
facilities with direct-use material in the ms. The lab-to-lab program is also

expanding its outreach to cidditional facilities in Russia that require mpc&a

upgrades, and doe officials have been ^proached by the Russians to

expand their efforts to other facilities.

CTR Govemment-to-
Govemment Program
Expands Its Projects to

Direct-Use Sites in Russia

In January 1995, the United States and Russia agreed to expand the

CTB-sponsored govemment-to-govemment program to facilities using

direct-use material. An agreement was signed in June 1995 at the

Gore-Chemomyrdin Commission meeting to add five direct-use facilities.'

These are high-priority facilities because they handle large amounts of

direct-use material. They include the heu fuel fabrication line at the

Elektrostal Machine Building Plant, the Scientific Production Association

Luch in Podolsk, the Scientific Research Institute for Nuclear Reactors in

Dmitrovgrad, the Mayak Production Association, and the Institute of

Physics and Power Engineering at Obninsk for a nuclear training

laboratory and nipc&a improvements in addition to those underway in the

lab-to-lab program.''

*rhe Gore-Chemomyrdin Commisaion was crealed in 1993 to overcome trade barriera In the ener^
sector but has expanded into other areas, including business development, space, environment,

science and technology, health, and defense diveradicauon.

'Subsequent to the conclusion of our review, DOE and MINATOM agreed to add six additional sites to

U.& MPC4A programs
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Lab-to-Lab Program Is

Expanding Into MINATOM
Facilities

The lab-to-lab program plans to implement mfc&a projects at several
MINATOM nuclear weapons complex facilities during fiscal year 1996 and
continue work at the Kurchatov Institute and the Institute of Physics and
Power Engineering at Obninsk. The lab-to-lab program has signed
contracts to upgrade mpcaa systems at Tomsk-7, Chelyabinsk-70, and
Arzamas-16. The program at Tomsk-7 includes deployment of nuclear
material portal monitors, development ofan automated material control
and accounting system for an heu facility, development of an access
control system for a sensitive fadlily on site, and implementation of a
rapid inventory system for uranium and plutonium in containers based on
the technology demonstrated in fiscal year 1995 at Arzamas-16. At
CheIyabinsk-70, the program plans to enhance mpcaa at a reactor facility
handling large amounts of direct-use material

The lab-to-lab program is also pursuing new initiatives with Russian
nuclear weapons assembly and disassembly facilities and the Russian
navy. In August 1995, representatives of the four Russian nuclear weapons
assembly and disassembly faciUties (Avangard, Pen2a-19, Sverdlovsk-45,
and Zlatoust-36) met to discuss possible joint work to improve mpcaa at
their faciUties. U.S. technical ejqjerts have also met ?vith officials from the
Russian naval fuel sector and the Kurchatov Institute to discuss
cooperative work to improve mpcaa at Russian naval facilities. The
Russians have proposed a list of eight potential areas of cooperation for

improving mpcaa at the naval facilities and have recommended that the
joint work be conducted with the participation of the Kurchatov Institute.
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In fiscal year 1996, the United States substantially increase its mpc&a

assistance program to include all facilities in the ms known to contain

direct-use nuclear material. With the increase, the executive branch has

consolidated management and funding responsibilities for the

DOD-sponsored ctr govemment-to-govemment program and the doe's

lab-to-lab program within doe. The expanded program faces several

uncertainties involving the number of facilities to be assisted, costs, and

ultimate effectiveness, doe is developing responses to each of these issues.

The Expanded
Program

The executive branch has acted to address the problem of quickly

improving mpc&a at Nis facilities by proposing a multiyear program to help

the NIS strengUien their controls over direct-use materials. In

September 1995, the President directed doe to prepare a long-range plan to

enhance nuclear material controls by the year 2002 at the 80 to

100 facilities in the Nis handling direct-use material The President also

transferred responsibility for funding and supporting new

govemment-to-govemment projects, which was the responsibility of the

CTR program, fi-om dod to doe in fiscal year 1996.' doe will also continue to

manage the lab-to-lab program.

doe plans to request fitjm Congress $400 million for the program over

7 years, doe requested $70 million in fiscal year 1996 and plans to continue

requesting $70 million per year through fiscal year 1999, then reducing the

request to $50 million a year until 2001, and to $20 million in 2002. doe

plans to work at up to 16 facilities per year, doe and national laboratory

officials estimate that the cost per facility will range fi'om $5 million to

$10 million, on the basis of dod's and doe's experiences to date working at

a limited number of sites at several facilities in the nis.

Uncertainties Faced

by an Expanded
Program

As DOE prepares to undertake the much larger task of managing the

ejqianded program, it will face several uncertainties that can affect

program implementation.

As previously stated, doe does not know how many facilities may
ultimately require assistance. Currently, U.S. officials do not know where

all the direct-use material is located. According to a doe official, the United

States may need to include as many as 35 additional facilities beyond the

'However, financial management responsibilities for cnt-hinded projects undertaken in fisca] years
1994 and 1995, Including DOD's fisca] year 1996 funding for the lab-to-lab program, will remain with

DOD.
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80 to 100 facilities currently envisioned to achieve its goal of enhancing
controls over all direct-use material.

• DOE is uncertain about the total costs of the program. The cost of the entire

program could range from $400 million to over $1 billion based on the

estimate that the number of facilities that may require assistance could

range from 80 facilities to as many as 135 facilities, and that per project
costs could range from $5 million to $10 million.

^
Project estimates could

vary as the program expands to different types of facilities, or if the nis

consolidate their stockpiles of direct-use material.
• DOE may have difSculCy directly verifying that U.S. assistance is used for its

intended purposes because the Russians may limit direct measures that
the United States m.ay use at highly sensitive facilities, doe plans to

provide assistance to sensitive minatom defense facilities. While doe is

attempting to negotiate the use of direct measures, such as audit and
evaluation procedures wherever possible, the Russians may deny the use
of such direct measures in certain facilities.

DOE Responses to

Program
Uncertainties

DOE is currently developing responses that could address these program
uncertainties, including developing a long-range plan, a consohdated
cost-reporting system, and a flexible strategy for auditing and evaluating
program progress. These responses had not been completed at the

conclusion of our review.

Long-Term Plan In September 1995, the President directed doe to develop a long-term plan.

According to a doe official, the plan will include strategies, priorities, and
costs for the work at the 80 to 100 facilities where the U.S. plans to

provide assistance. The U.S. strategj' is to gain commitments from the

Russians for work at facilities where direct-use material is present; the

minatom defense facUities, mwatom civilian research facilities, civilian

research institutes, and the naval propulsion sector, doe's priorities are to

(1) improve controls at facilities in the Nls handling direct-use material,

(2) help the Russians develop and deploy current mpc&a equipment and

technology to these facilities, and (3) assist the nis in developing a national

MPC&A regulatory system, doe estimates that the fiscal year 1996 budget for

the lab-to-lab program will be $40 million, the govemment-to-govemment
program will be $15 million, cooperation viath can will be $10 million, and

cooperation for securing Russian naval nuclear fuel will be $5 million.

^According to a national laboraloiy official, these esdmales are based on work completed at a limited
number of facilities.
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According to a national laboratory official, supporting plans are also being

developed by the national laboratories. For example, the lab-to-lab

program has developed a unified U.S.-Russian plan for work at minatom

defense facilities. The plan provides objectives, priorities, a list of facilities

to receive mpcaa enhancements, and s^proaches for providing assurances

that equipment and other support are used for intended purposes and for

protecting sensitive information. Similar plai\s for the minatom civilian

sector and the independent nuclear facilities are also being developed.

Centralized Cost-Reporting
System

DOE is developing a centralized cost-reporting system for the

govemment-to-govemment and lab-to-lab programs. Currently, [)0E does

not have a consolidated source of information on the obligations and

expenditures for the two programs. While doe program managers receive

quarterly financial information from reports prepared by the national

laboratories, there is no central point within doe where data for the

govemment-to-govemment program and lab-to-lab program are

aggregated. A centralized consolidated cost-reporting system will provide

DOE managers with current financial and project status information. This

would be useful in responding to changes in program requirements and

costs and revising program budget requests to reflect operating

eicperiences at facilities in the Nis.

Flexible Approach to Audit

and Program Evaluation

Because the United States places a high priority on preventing diversion of

nuclear material, the executive branch has agreed, in principle, on the

need for flexibility in pursuing adequate arrangements for ertsuring that

U.S. assistance is used as intended. The arrangements include formal audit

and evaluation rights negotiated as part of govenunent-to-govemment

agreements and flexible arrangements developed by the national

laboratories to be supplied to the lab-to-lab program.

Under govemment-to-govemment agreements, which provide basic rights

and responsibilities for the govenunent-to-govemment program, the

United States is allowed to conduct audits and examii\ations during the

period of the agreements upon 30 days advanced notice. These agreements

give U.S. persormel the right to visit sites receiving U.S. assistance, dod

and MINATOM signed an additional agreement on Admiiustrative

Arrangements for the Conduct of Audits and Ebcaminations of Assistance.

Using these arrangements, dod conducts audits and examinations of all

CTR-fimded assistance and will include mpc&a assistance.
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In contrast, the lab-to-lab program, which works directly with Russian

nuclear facilities, is not covered by the formal govemment-to-govemment
agreement with Russia. However, the annex to the lab-to-lab program plan
outlines guidance for ensuring that assistance is used as intended. The
annex specifies various management controls, such as making progress

payments to Russian laboratories only for specific delivered products, and

only after U.S. laboratory ofGcials have evaluated the product against the

contract to ensure that payments to Russian laboratories are only used for

their intended purposes.

The annex also provides a series of direct and indirect measures to

determine if U.S. assistance is impro\1ng nuclear material controls. Some
measures for program success include tracking the amount of nuclear

material covered by strengthened safeguards that can be directly assessed

through visits to facihties and exchanges of photographs, video tapes,

records, and documents to show implementation of an improved system
and more limited access on a controlled basis to the facilities.

A£enCV Comments "^^ Departments of State and Energy generally agreed with the report.° ^ Their comments are presented separately in appendixes 1 and II. The

Department of State pnnided editorial comments, which have been

incorporated in the text as appropriate, dod officials also agreed with the

facts as presented in this report, but expressed concern about how the

report portrayed the relative success of the govemment-to-govemment
and lab-to-lab programs. TTiese ofBcials stated that the programs are

complementary approaches to achieving the goal of improving controls

and accountability over direct-use nuclear material in the nis. We agree
and have modified the report accordingly.
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Appendix I

Comments From the Department of State

United States Department of State

Wathuigton. DC. 20520

Octob«r 31, 1995

Dear H; Hinton:

Hi appr*ci8te the opportuDity ko provide Department of State
conwen.s on your draft report, -NUCLEAR MONPROLIFERATION: U.S.

Assistance to Improve Nuclear Haterlal Controls in the Former
Soviet Union," GAO Job Code 71109a. The Department views the

report as a 9enerally accurate assessment of the U.S. effort to

improv? nuclear material security and a valuable contribution to

those '{forts. Enclosed are some editorial refinements.

* you have any questions concerning this response, please
call : . Phillip Dolliff, PM/SPN. at (202) 647-7426.

Sincerely.

4f. Il-J^-'-^
Richard L. Greei

Enclo.SL :e:
As :*.ated.

GAO - Mr. Shafer
State/PM/SPN - nr. Dolliff

Mr. Henry L. Hinton, Jr.
Assistant Comptroller General,

National Security and International Affairs,
U.S. General Accounting Office.
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Appendix n

Comments From the Department of Energy

Department of Energy
WMMngun OC 2098S

February 5. H96

Mr. Heny L. Kaoa
Ajaouot Comptrofler Gencnl

Ntlional Security and latanaboQal Afiirs Dvvuioa

US GcnenI Accouming OSice

Wntar^too, DC. 2054*

DetrMr KBoa;

Tbe DcpartmeA ofEnergy hu reviewed the dnA repon by the GeoenI Accouoting Office

enMled IJ S Effixu to Sutugllieu Nudar Materul Comrt>U in the Ne«<y Indcpendea Staei of

tbe Fonner Soviet Union.'

We find that the draft report it acanie md *"'*~^*^ ia its diiaiwoo of oudeer imteriAU wcuiity

coopention, end the report^ fiadingl ire reuooabk The Oepenmem ofEnergy icknowledga
that these [jrogiiua bee l number of uncertaiities uid, u you ooce in the report, we ire taking

leeps to addreii them.

We recognize that in light of cortinung interest in these progrinu, it may be necessary to update
tbe information in tbe report from time to time. We stand ready to work with you and your staff

iffoOow-oo reports ire required.

liN LOb^^ Director

e ofAfros Control and Nottprt>liferatioa

I Rofelfing. NN-I

K Baker. NN-2
R. Speidel, NN-I2

GAO/NSLAIVRCED-M.89 Nuclear NonproUferaUon
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Appendix m

Major Contributors to This Report

National Security and ?^,^?^,^„
International Affairs Mary AUce a. Hayward

Division, Washington,
JuUemrshen

^ p
' *' '

F. James Shafer

(TllCW8X17D2e!) GA0/NSIAIVECEO-M-S9 Nndcar NoBproUfentlan
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Senate Permanent SuiKommittee

on Investigations
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Restraining the Spread of the Soviet Arsenal:

Export Controls as a Long-term NonproUferation Tool

Executive Summary

The disintegration of the former Soviet Union raises the threat of the largest tide of

proliferation of conventional and unconventional weaponry in human history. The three major

strategies for controlling the spread of weapons, relevant materials and technologies are: I)

physical protection, 2) accounting and control, and 3) export control. Of the three, export

control requires the most sensitive approaches and long-term attention.

Physical protection, accounting and control will not be able to restrain all of Russia's

weapons and weapons related exports. Much of what is critical to weapons development will

increasingly reside in enterprises which will be outside of direct state control. There is the

potential for literally hundreds of military industrial enterprises selling weapons-conventional

and unconventional~and weapons related items at bargain basement prices.

Research at the University of Georgia shows problems and opportunities surrounding 1)

export control development in Russia and the new independent states (NIS), and 2) international

cooperation between the United States and these states. Russia has made progress but confronts

many difficulties. The other NIS are only begiiming to develop nonproliferation export controls.

There is no (or at best, very little) export control cooperation among the NIS.

Support and assistance for NIS export control development has been limited. This is

shortsighted and counter to U.S. security interests. The United States and its allies can do more

to work with Russia and the NIS, and to integrate them into, and give them more stake in, the

post-Cold War nonproliferation export control regimes. They should provide more incentives

for NIS export control compliance.

The report calls for the United States to undertake a series of actions to engage Russia

and promote export control development and multilateral export control cooperation in the NIS

region.

Note: This status report focuses primarily on Russia; the firuil report will include

discussion and analysis of other NIS as well.
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1. The Problem

The new independent states (NIS) possess an extraordinary amount of conventional and

unconventional weaponry and have the capacity to produce much, much more. Although the

Russian Federation is home to most of the military production facilities and the bulk of this

weaponry, sizable production facilities and arsenals exist in other NIS as well. Using CIA

methodology and estimates, Russia retained 140 of the total of 203 major defense production

associations in the former USSR (Ukraine retained 22, Kazakhstan 13, Georgia 5, Uzbekistan

4 and Belarus 3). Russia's military-industrial complex comprises over 2,000 production facilities

and 660 research centers, accounting for 60 percent of the national scientific potential. The total

number of employees is almost four million, of which 800,000 are scientific personnel.

The disintegration of the Soviet Union, and the political and economic disorder that has

followed, significantly increases the risks of weapons proliferation from the territories of Russia

and the other new states. Government authority and controls are incomplete; economic

incentives for illicit smuggling and legal weapons sales are compelling; organized crime and

corruption are widespread. The conditions are present for the largest weapons proliferation in

human history. The cause for concern can not be overstated and requires both short- and long-

term actions. '•

There are three major strategies for controlling the spread of weapons, and associated

materials, equipment, and technologies (MET) from the NIS: 1) physical protection, 2)

accounting and control, and 3) export control. Physical protection involves securing the

weaponry and/or associated MET in order to avoid illicit movement or use by unauthorized

persons. This is a natural and well-recognized response to help avoid weapons proliferation.
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Accounting and control involves keeping an inventory of all relevant weapons and associated

MET and assuring that they remain under authorized control. Export controls involve efforts

to deny the illicit sale and to monitor and review the licensed sale of the controlled items noted

above. Because of the many reasons outlined in this report, export controls are becoming of

increasing concern and importance.

Figure 1 : Controlling Weapons Proliferation from the NIS

Realities Responses

Physical Protection

Possible Results of Responses

Weapons of Mass Destruction,

Advanced Conventional

Weaponry, and Associated

Materials, Equipment, and

Technologies (MET) in the NIS Export Control

•Promote U.S./Global Security

•Build Confidence Through

Accounting and Control Cooperation

•Develop Environment for

Trade, Investment, and

Scientific and Technological

Exchange

The physical protection and accounting and control of weapons and their associated

MET are immediate and important challenges requiring U.S. and international attention. These

two responses are particularly important in the context of the ongoing transition from a

totalitarian Soviet state to more market-oriented and democratic NIS societies. Closed borders,

control over the movement of people and unrestricted police surveillance made physical

protection an easier task in the Soviet past.'

Contemporary conditions and developments suggest much reason for concern. Even

'

Physical protection, and accounting and control in the NIS are extensively studied in

numerous reports including one of the latest Avoiding Nuclear Anarchy by Graham Allison,

Owen Cote, Jr., Richard Falkenrath and Steven Miller, of the Center for Science and

International Affairs, Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University, 1996.

Unfortunately, the wide range of export control issues remains largely unexplored and requires

more research and attention.
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Russian government officials are voicing doubts whether the nuclear weapons and weapon-grade

fissile materials are securely stored. In November 1995 Colonel General Igor Sergeev, Strategic

Missile Corps Commander-in-Chief faulted the government for having so far allocated only 30

percent of the funding needed to organize the reliable safeguarding of weapons-grade plutonium.

As reported by the media, funding for the reprocessing plants at Russia's three plutonium cities-

Tomsk, Krasnoyarsk and Chelyabinsk-has been slashed, and workers, often unpaid, toil under

conditions of lax or non-existent security arrangements. Military and civilian reprocessing plants

in these cities chum out about three tons of fresh plutonium annually from dismantled nuclear

warheads. Add to this about 30 tons of stockpiled plutonium at Chelyabinsk and another 50-100

tons expected to come out of Russia's dismantled warheads over the next 20 years and it is clear

why a panel of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences labeled this surplus weapons fuel "a

clear and present danger to (U.S.) national security."

The same is true of the old material accounting and control system—which was erected

more against diversion threats from outside rather than what is feared now as mostly "inside

jobs." As indicated by General Andrei Terekhov of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, 27 cases

of theft of nuclear materials were registered in 1993 and 16 in 1994. Terekhov said that the vast

majority were carried out by nuclear industry workers.

Efforts are under way to rectify the situation though they are hardly commensurate with

the scale of the problem. In October 1995 a special system for monitoring uranium and

plutonium stocks was installed at a storage facility at a physics instimte in Obninsk, Kaluga

Oblast. The system, installed by a joint Russian-American team and funded under the Nurm-

Lugar program, was intended to serve as a model for similar systems at nuclear storage facilities
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across Russia. According to U.S. Deputy Secretary of Energy Charles Curtis, the United States

will spend $330 million over the next six years to upgrade security at nuclear facilities in seven

former Soviet republics. The aid will finance the installation of sophisticated monitoring and

surveillance equipment at 40-50 sites in Russia, Kazakhstan, Georgia, Belarus, Latvia, Ukraine

and Uzbekistan where fissile materials are stored. U.S. aid for such security upgrades is

expected to reach $100 million in 1996.
' '

As reported by the Russian media, indigenous technologies are also being introduced.

The Moscow Physical Engineering Institute has developed an electronic nuclear "sleuth" for

detecting nuclear materials. The nuclear "sleuth" is to be initially installed at Moscow's

strategic facilities and then, if funds are available, throughout the country. It is encouraging that

the Ministry of Atomic Energy, a major custodian of the fissile material stockpiles, has been

increasingly treating these issues as matters of priority. Its Minister Victor Mikhailov told

journalists on January 2, 1996 that nuclear smuggling should be the top agenda item for the

April 1996 G-7 Summit in Moscow. He said that the summit, devoted to nuclear safety issues,

should draft "common procedures" for dealing with nuclear smuggling and tightening control

over nuclear materials. President Yeltsin's national security advisor Yuri Baturin emphasized

in a recent interview with Nezavisimaya Gazeta (February 28, 1996) that there are grounds to

expect following the G-7 meeting a new level of international cooperation which would enable

substantial progress in the nuclear security area.

Export control, however, is a much larger and longer-term challenge requiring

continuous development and modification to address the changing domestic and international

environment. Thus far this challenge is receiving far too little attention by both government
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officials and researchers. There are several compelling reasons why the development of export

controls is important and an especially challenging and long-term task in the NIS.

There is a surplus of weapons and associated MET from the Soviet military industrial

complex (MIC). This, in a society with an underemployed workforce and declining economy

creates tremendous pressure to export weapons and their associated MET, even to states

considered as "rogue" or sensitive by other nations. Virtually no Russian politician can oppose

weapons sales and nuclear agreements today without angering some of his constiments or

decreasing his chances for election. According to Victor Glukhikh, former Chairman of the

State Committee for Defense Industries, foreign orders for Russian weapons currently exceed

those of the Russian Defense Ministry by three times. It is noteworthy that a government

document on the implementation of the 1995 federal budget specifically singled out the state

arms exporting agency Rosvooruzhenie as a major contributor to the budget and urged it to

intensify its export activity.

Conversion to nonmilitary production is not succeeding. Cheaper imports combined with

the falling demand is making most Russian civilian products, including household appliances

manufactured by defense industries less competitive. In 1995 the defense industry's civilian

production dropped by 31.7 percent compared with the across-the-board fall of 15.8 percent.

It means that military (rather than civilian) products for export and domestic consumption will

enjoy the top priority as the most marketable items. Current arms export deals with India are

reported to provide jobs for over 800 enterprises of Russia's military industrial complex. There

are cases when entire plants or companies were salvaged from bankruptcy because of export

deals. A possible deal with Iran announced in January 1996 and involving the purchase of 12
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Tupolev-154 airliners has a potential of dramatically improving the prospects for the Samara

Aviation Plant (manufacturing both civilian and military aerospace products). In 1995 it

produced only 11 Tupolev-154 planes, compared to about 70 a year in past Soviet times.

In hopes of expanding the export of weapons and military hardware worldwide, the

Russian government has recently begun to break the export monopoly of Rosvooruzhenie to boost

weapons sales on the world market. In response to the powerful lobbies of the arms producing

regions and industries, the Yeltsin administration is granting export rights and privileges to as

many as ten companies over the next two years (e.g., to the Antei Scientific Production

Association, producer of Russia's S-300 antiaircraft and tactical ABM system). Furthermore,

Boris Kuzyk, Yeltsin's senior advisor on arms trade has said that the Yeltsin administration is

considering dozens of additional candidates for export privileges in other spheres of military

production.

Under one of the major schemes currently being considered by the Russian government,

only several hundred of approximately 2,000 military production facilities will remain state-

owned and the remainder will be allowed to chose any option for survival. Potential and

dangerous confusion is exemplified by the scientific and production association Prikladnoi

Mekhaniki which makes Russia's telecommunications and navigation satellites. According to its

President Mikhail Reshetov, the Association is now free to organize and manage its business,

and among its future options, is to become a private and shareholder-owned company. Two

years ago Prikladnoi Mekhaniki established a private company component to interact with foreign

counterparts. Reshetov describes the current operational mode as follows: "when it is

advantageous for us to act. as a private stock company we act that way; when it is
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disadvantageous we act as a state company." This operational mode has become a standard one

for hundreds of other industrial companies. .
.

In the absence of clear rules and regulations Russia's privatization policy in the military-

industrial sector may potentially develop dangerous leaks of sensitive technologies and products

relevant for developing weapons of mass destruction. Consider the case of the Graphite

Research Institute (formally secret research and production facility No. 523) which throughout

the Cold War years developed graphite components for nuclear weapons, graphite alloys for

rocket engines, and advanced graphite-based stealth technology. Back in 1973 its test range and

some labs were merged with another facility which was privatized and in 1994 was about to be

acquired by a small private front company. The deal was put on hold for security reasons. Had

it not been blocked there would have been an uncontrolled channel through which interested

third countries could operate.

In November 1995 General Alexander Dementiev of Russia's Ministry of Internal Affairs

was quoted as saying that criminal groups were becoming so powerful that they now impact not

only on the national economy but also on policies. According to Dementiev, their accumulated

wealth is spent not only on political movements and support for some armed conflicts but also

invested into weapons production. As criminal money is channeled to revive and keep afloat

some segments of military production, we must consider the possible implications for the cause

of nonproliferation and stability. Perhaps conscious of such security concerns in the defense

industry, the Russian government suspended by its decision No. 32 dated January 16, 1996

further privatization of defense plants, the government-owned shares of which were scheduled

to be sold in 1995-1996.
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Russia tripled its conventional anns exports to developing countries in 1994. It also

appears quite willing to sell MET related to WMD to several countries of concern, including

Iran and China. In January 1996 Foreign Trade Minister Oleg Davydov said that Russia's new

'strategic line" had been approved by President Yeltsin and would focus on trade relations with

China, India, and Iran. Reflecting this new trend Academicians Yevgenii Velikhov, director of

the Kurchatov Nuclear Research Institute, announced on February 19, 1996 that Russia, Iran,

China and India have formed a new multilateral Asian Fund for Thermo-Nuclear Research.

According to Velikhov, nuclear scientists from the four member countries would collaborate in

the construction of a new experimental thermo-nuclear reactor to be completed by 1998.

According to First Deputy Prime Minister Oleg Soskovets, Russia exported arms and

military services worth $3 billion in 1995, up 80 percent from 1994 levels out of which 75

percent of the sales were for cash. Drawing on a memo written by Minister of Foreign

Economic Relations Oleg Davydov following his trip to Teheran in December 1995, the Russian

media reported that military-related exports to Iran currently comprised more than 85 percent

of all Russian exports to the Persian Gulf states and could grow to a total of $4 billion over the

coming decade.

Defense minister Pavel Grachev in his December 1995 meeting with chairman of the

Chinese Central Military Council Lin Huagin in Moscow said that military cooperation between

the two countries has made "China one of Russia's leading partners in military and technical

cooperation." Since 1992, the main vehicle of such cooperation has been the Russia-Chinese

Intergovernmental Commission on Military and Technical Cooperation chaired on the Russian

side by Oleg Soskovets. Chinese purchases have included SU-27, SU-31 and MiG-3I fighters,
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TU22M Backfire bombers, T-72 tanks, S-300 surface-to-air missiles and I1-76M transport

aircraft. Also four Kilo-class diesel submarines have been delivered to China, with negotiations

for more ongoing. Some Russian analysts expressed serious concerns about the wisdom of

providing high-tech weapons systems to China. Nevertheless, as was announced in February

1996 by the Russian Air Force Command, China has purchased a license to produce high-

performance Russian SU-27 fighter jets in a major sale estimated to be worth more than $2

billion. The project would involve the building of an assembly plant and training of local

personnel.

The evolving business culture in Russia and other NIS suggests that much weapons and

weapons related trade may bypass the export control and licensing process altogether. Exporters

may prefer not to go through authorized export channels and apply for a license, but rather to

smuggle the goods through the porous borders of the FSU. According to Russia's Customs

Committee sources, about 30 percent of all exports bypass customs. Illegal imports are

estimated over $6 billion annually. For example, the Omsk oblast with its 600 miles long border

with Kazakhstan has only 8 customs posts which is clearly not enough to deter violators given

the fact that there are over 2,300 export-import oriented companies in its territory. When

exporters do request a license, some resort to bribery, misrepresentation of the facts, or

mislabeling. The General Prosecutor's Office identified over 1,700 cases of law violations by

customs officials in 1994. As a result, 138 criminal cases were initiated against customs offices

charged with bribery, misuse of their office and other crimes. The customs service is structured

in such a way that most often customs clearance and inspection take place inside the country

rather than on the border. As a result, sealed railway cars or containers cleared by the customs
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at large industrial centers are transported virtually with no or perfunctory inspection through the

border. For example, the Urals Customs Office services a vast region with heavy concentration

of nuclear and defense industries. It has 11 branch offices in oblasts and republics. As was

reported in the Russian media, a case of corruption was investigated at the Urals Customs Office

making public serious irregularities, bribery and inefficiency.

At the same time, we should note that Russia's Customs Committee has been prioritized

in terms of funding in order to expand and professionalize it. Over the past few years, Russian

Customs has grown from 7,000 to 54,000 employees (the U.S. Customs Service has about

18,000 employees). As specified in the Federal Budget for FY 1996 a special fund for the

development of Russia's Customs Service received about 2.6 billion rubles for a variety of

projects. They include purchase of special equipment, weapons, communications and office

buildings. There is also a separate budget line for R and D and construction projects along

Russia's customs border. Another positive development is the Russian government's decision

No. 1192 "On the Status of Representatives of the Customs Committee in Foreign Countries"

dated December 4, 1995. Under this decision. Customs Committee attaches accredited abroad

are authorized to work with their counterparts, monitor the movement of strategic and other

specially important goods, participate in preventing illegal exports or imports of weapons, and

so forth.

The level of corruption in the government including the law enforcement agencies is

dangerously high. According to Russia's Interior Ministry's sources, about half of the earnings

of criminal groups is used to bribe state officials, judges, and journalists. Since his appointment

in the summer of 1995, Interior Minister Anatoli Kulikov has been waging a well-publicized
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"clean hands" campaign against crime within law enforcement agencies. 773 criminal cases

were opened against police officers and employees of the Procurator's Office for bribe-taking

and abuse of office during the first nine months of 1995 which is a 20 percent increase on the

same period of 1994.

In other NIS countries the situation is similar, if not worse. For example, illegal export

is among the most serious domestic problems facing Kazakhstan according to State Security

Committee Chairman Jenisbek Jumanbekov. In 1995 his service registered 406 cases of illegal

export of raw materials and other products from the country. In October 1995 a former Deputy

Defense Minister and a senior defense official were sentenced to eight- and four-year jail terms

respectively for illegally exporting $2 million worth of weapons.

Despite the obvious urgency to combat widespread criminal activity, it was only in the

summer of 1995 that CIS secret services agreed to cooperate multilaterally. Prior to that there

was some low-profile bilateral cooperation. The Interpol model is likely to be chosen to

promote efficacy and economy. It remains to be seen how this program will be implemented.

Its first project was to set up a common database on criminals and criminal activity. It was

followed by a meeting of CIS General Prosecutors in December 1995 at which an extradition

treaty and other accords designed to bolster the campaign against cross-border crimes, including

smuggling were signed. According to the Russian Procurator-General Yuri Skuratov, the

agreements were aimed at coordinating the CIS countries' efforts to reduce crime and at

eliminating the bureaucratic formalities that delay the process. At the meeting, Skuratov was

appointed chairman of the new Coordinating Council of the CIS General Prosecutors.

An even more serious problem concerns the guarding of NIS external borders. Russia
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currently borders on 18 other independent states. Out of its total border exceeding 40,600 miles,

roughly one-fifth is yet to be negotiated and formalized as required under international law.

Given manpower, financial and other difficulties for NIS countries in controlling their external

borders, Russia has been promoting closer cooperation in this field. The Caspian Sea border

is a particularly troublesome area for smuggling. In April 1995 eight CIS countries decided to

sign appropriate accords, though with some reservations and amendments. (Turkmenistan,

Azerbaijan and Ukraine refused to join and Moldova did not participate in the meeting.) Such

accords provide Russia a legal basis to guard the "external" border (the border of the former

Soviet Union) on the territory of some now independent republics either jointly with their

national contingents or by deploying Russian border guards. Under a bilateral agreement

between Russia and Belarus of September 21, 1995, a contingent of Russian border troops will

be assigned to the Belarus side fronting on Latvia and Lithuania. In January 1996 Russia signed

an accord with Turkmenistan under which the number of Russian border troops there will be

brought to one thousand. Also signed was a protocol on establishing a staff of border troops

advisors in Turkmenistan whose mission would be to render assistance in training personnel for

the national border troops. Demonstrating the increased momentum in favor of more

cooperation in border control a February 29, 1996 meeting in Brest, Belarus brought together

representatives of all 12 CIS states. They signed nine agreements, including an accord on

information exchanges and a decision of Tajikistan to set up its own border units. The Russian

Federal Border Service director General Andrei Nikolagev said the meeting was conducted in

an atmosphere of trust and cooperation, other participants stated that there was no alternative

to closer integration of national border services among the CIS states.
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Most experts believe, however, that the Russian external border is vulnerable and has

massive holes. A letter signed by 12 generals and circulated by the Russian media in late

November 1995 claims that the external Russian borders are about 40 percent undermanned.

As a result, hundreds of thousands of illegal immigrants have allegedly managed to penetrate

Russia, and some 20 percent of the country's oil and minerals is illegally exported. The

underfunded status of the Federal Border Service responsible for guarding the world's longest

frontier is illustrated by the fact that the Service was awarded for FY 1996 less than 6 billion

rubles ($1.3 million) though its original request was for about 12 billion rubles. Hence, current

control systems along the former Soviet external border are insufficient to deter those intent on

selling WMD, advanced conventional weapons, and related MET.

Reintegration trends manifesting themselves throughout the CIS raise many complex

questions. Uzbekistan, Kyrghyzia, and possibly Tajikistan, where national export controls are

much less sophisticated, will apparently join the recent customs union between Russia, Belarus

and Kazakhstan. The original CIS configuration comprising sovereign states posed considerable

proliferation risks, and the same can be said for turning the CIS into a single economic space

with some of its parts seriously lacking export control expertise and systems. In early 1996

President Yeltsin reportedly signed a decree leading to the lifting of customs controls on the

Russian-Kazakhstan border. However, according to the Customs Committee sources eliminating

Russian customs posts would open the way to drugs from Central Asian republics and

unrestricted export of Russian strategic materials. Russia is clearly underequipped in resources,

manpower, and strategy to fill in the gaps.

The Customs Union has been promoted by Russia as a major component of its stage-by-
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stage approach toward an Economic Union of New Independent States. The next stage would

see a transition to a common market, supported by legal, economic, and organizational

adjustments and allowing free movement of commodities, capital, services, and manpower.

Finally, the concluding stage would be a Monetary Union requiring a unified budget, tax,

money-credit, and monetary policy. The possible and likely piecemeal implementation of this

concept will inevitably lead to serious implications for CIS national export control systems.

Our research shows that-except for Russia and, to a lesser extent, Belarus and Ukraine-

governmental export control systems covering dual use items are either nonexistent or in early

stages of creation in most of the NIS. Even in Russia, where a host of decrees compatible with

Western standards have been promulgated and a small and dedicated export control staff has

been organized and employed, there is reason for concern. A major problem involves

implementation and enforcement resulting, among other things, from the general absence of

export control awareness and export control compliance programs in the enterprises of the MIC.

Given the increasing independence of these firms under governmental decentralization and

privatization efforts, the lack of knowledge and programs relating to export controls is

dismrbing. Industrywide, the private sector is rapidly expanding. The Moscow-based Institute

of Economic Analysis reported that 36 percent of the working populations were employed in the

private sector by the end of 1995, three times as many as in 1992. In the past, Soviet WMD

and weapons related exports were controlled by the state. In the future, they must be controlled

through a business-government cooperation.
..

Outside of Russia, the export control concerns are even greater. The NIS do not belong

to any of the international nonproliferation regimes. Although many other states possess nuclear
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facilities, technologies and materials, Russia is the only member of the nuclear export control

regime, the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG). The entire area is a defacto free trade zone with

porous borders throughout. Although the CIS signed an export control cooperation agreement

in 1992, there has been no meaningful cooperation among the states since that time. There is

not as yet a well established mechanism for such cooperation, involving a balanced system of

sticks and carrots. Those border and customs controls that do exist are often understaffed and

ill-equipped. For criminals who prefer to bypass these often inadequate controls, there are many

unpatrolled roads and open passages.

In the modem global economy, materials protection, control, and accounting can not

control all of Russia's weapons and weapons related exports. Much of what can be critical to

weapons development will be in enterprises that are outside of strict state control. This is the

challenge of export control today and in the future.

Enhanced export controls in Russia and the NIS can make such illicit transfers much

more difficult. Export controls can be a major tool in deterring much of the illicit trade being

conducted on the territories of the FSU today. They can do so by establishing laws, rules,

regulations, norms, processes, incentives and disincentives (as they have done in the United

States and many other countries.) This can be done in a way that will also allow the legitimate

licensed trade that is so important for the recovery of Russian and other NIS economies.

2. Export Control Developments

Because Russia inherited the Soviet nonproliferation bureaucracy, it had export control

structures, personnel, and policy upon which to build. Since 1992 it has developed an

impressive array of decrees, control lists, and agencies tasked to control weapons and weapons
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related exports (see Russia's Nonproliferation Export Controls: 1994 Annual Report, and

Russia 's Nonproliferation and Conventional Weapons Export Controls: 1995 Annual Report, both

published by the University of Georgia). The Russian Federation has harmonized its export

control lists (nuclear, missile, chemical, biological, and dual use) with those of the international

regimes and has joined all of them, except the Australia Group, as a full-fledged member

(Nuclear Suppliers Group, Missile Technology Control Regime, and the Wassanaar

Arrangement).

The Russian Federation has created a complex interagency system for export licensing

and the execution of export control policy (see Figure 2). However, the system is the scene of

continuous revamping and tugs-of-war in the executive branch and increasingly, between the

executive and legislative branches. The Export Control Office, the central working body of the

Export Control Commission, originally operated from the Ministry of Economics but was

transferred in 1994 to the Federal Service for Currency and Export Control, allegedly to avoid

clashes of interest between two first vice premiers (the one who chairs the Russian Export

Control Commission and the other who heads the Ministry of Economics). The Export Control

Office in the Federal Service provided an important input into the interagency process that made

it possible at the Gore-Chernomyrdin Commission Meeting of June 1995 to reach a compromise

opening up a way for Russia to become a founding member of the post-COCOM regime, the

Wassenaar Arrangement. In order to ensure Russia's successful participation at the September

11-12, 1995 Hague meeting of the New Arrangement, the pro-export control elements in the

Russian government had to resist in the interagency process the onslaught of hard liners. In

addition, the Federal Service is attempting to seize the power of the Ministry of Atomic Energy
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(MINATOM) to authorize license issuance for nuclear-related transactions (which is now the

prerogative of the export promotion-oriented MINATOM). There is also an interagency fight

over the movement of conventional weapons export licensing to the Export Control Commission

and away from the agencies with an inherent stake in the expansion of their exports. Destructive

turf battles and petty politics are undermining the interagency cooperation required for export

control implementation. Also, much of the scientific expertise in the nuclear weapons complex

is being ignored when it could be wisely involved in the enterprise of weapons control.

Russia's joining the MTCR in 1995 is timely and important. The revival of Russia's

economy is increasingly associated with further promotion of the aerospace industry. In

February 1996 First Deputy Prime Minister Oleg Soskovets instructed the Ministries of

Economics, Finance, Defense, Foreign Economic Relations, and the State Committee for

Defense Industries to draw up an interagency mechanism for assisting the Russian Space Agency

in expanding its international projects. The mechanism is to provide for tax and customs

benefits, cheap loans, and uninterrupted funding of specific projects under which Russia has

assumed international obligations. Russian participation in MTCR is critical in this environment.

The growing maturity of the Russian export controls is evidenced by the fact that an

increasing number of government decisions and agreements specifically condition technology

transfers on the compliance with export control regulations. A case in point is the Russian

government's decision No. 37 "On Restructuring the Industry" dated January 16, 1996 which

requested appropriate ministries and agencies to develop a list of dual-use technologies for wider

sharing with other Russian industrial sectors. The document stipulated that the list itself and the

transfer procedure should be consistent with the relevant nonproliferation export control
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regulations covering equipment, materials, selected raw materials, scientific-technical

information and dual-use technologies. A second case is the Russian decision No. 159 dated

February 8, 1996 where the Russian government accepted the proposal from the Russian Space

Agency and the Defense Ministry to participate in a project for modernizing U.S. space launch

facilities which would involve deliveries to the United States of Russian-manufactured ground

based equipment. The document specifically said that such deliveries should be "in conformity

with the existing legislation on the procedure for controlling the export from the Russian

Federation of equipment, materials and technologies used for developing missiles." The

interagency Export Control Commission was identified as the agency to be consulted by Russian

contractors. ..

It is also worth noting that a new term of "technological security" has been recently

coined in the Russian government. According to Oleg Soskovets, this concept covers a wide

range of issues from intellectual property protection to prevention of the spread of weapons of

mass destruction. At a recent Russian Security Council meeting in February 1996, it was

decided to develop a program aimed at ensuring the country's technological security. There are

grounds to believe that nonproliferation export controls will figure prominently in this program.

As to the relationship between the legislature and the executive branch, the latter has

jealously guarded its export control privileges. This prompted President Yeltsin to veto in July

1995 the Duma adopted draft Law on Foreign Economic Activity which provided some

important export control roles for the legislature. By the end of 1995 the Law on Foreign

Economic Activity was revised by the Duma and signed into law by President Yeltsin in a

mutually acceptable form. The executive branch retained all its prerogatives and continued to
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operate the export control mechanism on the basis of presidential decrees and government

decisions rather than national legislation.

Key government officials recognize the need for an umbrella export control legislation

but have not pressed it feeling comfortable at present with the existing set of executive branch-

approved regulations and procedures. It has been reported that a relevant law is being quietly

worked out through an interagency process with the participation of nongovernmental experts.

It may take some time before the new Duma clears up its legislative priorities in view of the fact

that the previous Duma left about 500 uncompleted legislative acts.

The absence of an export control law may adversely affect enforcement. Evidence of this

was a ruling in December 1995 by the Moscow Arbitration Court to overturn a fine which the

Federal Service for Currency and Export Control had imposed on a commercial bank for

violation of currency regulations. The court ruled that the agency lacked the legal basis for

levying the fine because it was operating under a government decision rather than a Duma-

approved law.

The legislative process in Russia is further complicated by the lack of any database that

lawmakers can consult. In an attempt to fill this gap the Ministry of Justice has started to keep

a register of norms and regulations issued by government ministries and departments. Russia

has inherited the unwritten Soviet practice whereby unpublished ministerial instructions took

precedence over published parliamentary legislation.

(Belarus is the closest to the adoption of national export control legislation among the

NIS. The interagency group of experts tasked with finalizing a draft export control law chose

between different approaches to legal regulation as they were. One of the drafts was based
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mainly on the U.S. regulatory approach, characterized by transparency and a combination of the

interests of citizens and the state. Writing in the Spring 199S issue of TTte Monitor (published

at the University of Georgia) Ural Laiypov, first assistant to the President of Belarus, indicated

that after some deliberation the Russian model was recommended by the interagency group.

This model is based on the assumption that export operations are the prerogative of state

institutions. This decision, according to Latypov, 'is perhaps more consistent with the unique

character of the economic situation in Belarus, where the bulk of the industrial facilities are still

owned by the state.")

The Russian export control system continues to operate in the context of serious political

challenges and suffers from numerous deficiencies. Russia's national security concept is yet to

be defined. Throughout 1995 the Duma urged the President to develop a national security

concept and submit it to the Federal Assembly before the end of the year. In a resolution

adopted by an overwhelming majority in the fall of 1995 the Duma expressed its resolve to

consider and approve the federal budget for FY 1996 taking into consideration Russia's national

security interests. However, no comprehensive guidance to that effect was ever provided by the

executive branch. According to Yuri Baturin, Presidential national security advisor, a short-term

(until 2000) national security concept may be released by May 1996 which would serve as a

basis for drafting a new military doctrine. It is expected to be followed by a more detailed and

substantive document covering a longer period of time.

Figure 3 gives an idea of what is motivating Russia to move toward a Western oriented

export control system and what is impeding its movement toward this objective. Unfortunately,

there appears to be more negative than positive forces. In the coming period of presidential (June
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Figure 3
.,-.-

Forces Affecting the Development of Nonproiiferation Export Control in Russia

Positive Forces

1 . Russian security concerns resulting from

the possible spread of WMD

2. high level political support and

declaratory policy in the form of decrees,

resolutions, etc.

3. inherited governmental institutions and

personnel with export control experience

4. desire to be recognized as a civilized,

democratic state and to create a favorable

trade and investment climate

5. Soviet tradition of nonproiiferation with

regard to weapons of mass destruction

(WMD)

6. Western assistance, encouragement, and

pressure

Negative Forces

1. disorder and confusion resulting from

breakup of USSR

2. overmilitarized economy and industrial

pressures for military exports

3. slow pace of defense conversion and

continuing military production

4. porous borders and lack of customs

control and enforcement

5. poor record keeping and accounting for

weapons, technology, and materials

6. diminished government authority and

growth of organized crime and corruption in

the weapons trade

7. increasing regionalization and decreasing
central control

8. growing Russian nationalism critical of

submission to Western interests

9. bureaucratic politics placing export

promotion over export control and

intragovernmental rivalry over cooperation

10. shonage of funding for export control

personnel and policy implementation

11. little export control coordination and

cooperation with neighboring NIS countries

12. tradition of economic and technological

cooperation with problem countries
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1996) elections, export control issues in their broader context are likely to be subject to many

of these forces and therefore highly politicized.

The existing constitutional gaps defining the relationship between the federal government

and regions risk to erode the state's export control monopoly. As stated by government

officials, this relationship will be regulated with each region (total of 89 republics and oblasts)

on a bilateral basis by signing appropriate "custom made" agreements. As of January 1996,

Moscow has already signed such agreements with nine ethnic republics, including Tatarstan,

Bashkortostan, North Ossetia, giving them a certain degree of independence in foreign trade

operations. The 1995 case of a planeload of weapons originated in Tatarstan and intercepted in

Afghanistan by Taliban rebels serves as a good illustration. Despite objections from Moscow

local authorities apparently decided to move ahead in consummating the deal with the Afghan

government and dispatching the weapons.

The first ever agreement on such power sharing with a nonrepublic territorial entity

(Russia has 21 republics, and 68 krais and oblasts) was signed in November 1995 with the

Sverdlovsk oblast which was leading the campaign by nonrepublic entities to win the same

privileges as republics. This agreement deals mainly with international and domestic economic

relations and gave Sverdlovsk the right to set up economic missions abroad, sign trade

agreements with foreign states, and have a say in federal decisions affecting its economic

interests. It was followed by similar agreements with Orenburg and Kaliningrad oblasts.

Another complicating factor for the federal authorities is that in some constituent

republics, krais, and oblasts enacted legislation is often at odds with the federal constitution.

For example, the constitution of the Republic of Tuva outlaws private land ownership, even
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though such ownership is explicitly permitted by the Russian Constitution. The constitution of

the Republic of Chuvashia contravenes federal law by stating that conscripts from Chuvashia

shall do military service only in their own republic. It is reported that President Yeltsin intends

to set up a presidential commission to bring the constitutions and charters adopted at a regional

basis into line with the Russian Constitution. Unless this trend is reversed and properly

adjusted, the Russian Federation is in danger of evolving into a loose confederation, again with

implications for export control.

Russia's export control continues to be severely underfinanced and understaffed. The

total number of government officials involved on a full-time basis in export control barely

exceeds 50 persons. In a state with so much weaponry and weapons-related trade to license and

control, there is insufficient money and well trained personnel for export control.

The enforcement side of Russia's export control system is still weak. Although an

attempt to export controlled items without a license can result in criminal penalty of 3-8 years

imprisonment and/or fines of up to 300% of the customs value of the goods involved, we have

no evidence of prosecutions.

Russia will need to undertake major education and outreach programs within the MIC

as more and more enterprises receive the freedom to export. Export controls under the former

system of state monopoly were much easier than they will be within a privatized system with

hundreds of aggressive, export dependent firms. Russian officials have recently acknowledged

the importance of developing export compliance programs in such firms but they clearly lack

money and manpower for the implementation of such vitally important programs.

The legitimation and overall status of Russian nonproliferation export control institutions
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and policy will have to be enhanced. At present, the export control offices and interests are no

match for the export oriented agencies when they want to participate in proliferation related

trade. The export controllers are also subject to the powerful export lobbies of the MIC. Victor

Mikhailov, Minister of Atomic Energy, elevated to the full membership of Russia's Security

Council, may be now even in a better position to promote nuclear deals worldwide projecting

his Ministry as a savior of the national scientific and technological potential. It was reported

that the Ministry of Atomic Energy made $1.65 billion from exports in 1995 which is a

significant contribution to Russia's $63 billion in total exports. Victor Mikhailov is the major

driving force behind expanding nuclear cooperation with China including thermonuclear fusion,

uranium mining and processing, uranium enrichment and so on. A package of agreements for

Yeltsin's scheduled 1996 visit to China includes the sale of a Russian designed and manufactured

uranium enrichment plant. The existing power relationships in the Russian Federation are likely

to result in additional exports which may complicate the relationship with Western countries.

One of the major reasons why Russia sometimes shows reluctance to accommodate the

nonproliferation export control concerns of the West is that it is not treated, in its view, as an

equal partner. As late as October 1995 Russia strongly reacted to the new U.S. computer export

policy which retained restrictions for Russia. A spokesman for Russia's Ministry of Foreign

Affairs characterized this policy as running counter to earlier U.S. commitments to "clear the

ruins of the Cold War.
" The new policy created four groups of countries running from Group

A (no restrictions) to Group D (a virtual embargo on computer export). Russia and the other

countries of the former Soviet Union, as well as Romania and Bulgaria, were put into group C.

According to this spokesman Russia was the only member of the post-COCOM Wassenaar
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Arrangement th^t was on the discriminatory list.

Such sentiments in the Russian govemment--which are clearly on the rise following the

outcome of the December 17, 1995 elections to the Duma—were expressed by Sergei Kortunov,

a career diplomat now serving on the staff of the national security advisor to President Yeltsin.

Writing in the Moscow-based Nezavisimaya Gazeta on January 12, 1996 he stressed:

Although the United States' declared policy is to try to assist Russia in its

integration into the world community, in fact there is a visible tendency toward

the political isolation of Russia, to a certain extent, and the limitation of its shares

of interests and the ability to influence the development of events on the territory

of the former Soviet Union, Europe, the Near and Middle East, and the world as

a whole. The tendency toward perpetuating Russia's economic dependence on the

West and the unwillingness to give it the status of equal partners in international

trade and the international division of labor are also more than evident. Attempts

have often been made to put Russia in a subordinate position in areas related to

its security, including with regard to its peacekeeping operations in the area of its

vital interests, arms exports, the production of fissile materials.

Concerning the other NIS, numerous republics are also involved in the construction of

nonproliferation export control policy and systems. Unlike the Russians, they have had to begin

from scratch. Small but dedicated groups of officials in Belarus, Kazakhstan, and Ukraine are

earnestly trying to build new systems, but all find it difficult to get the attention and resources

required. Ironically, the promised support of the U.S. Government through the Cooperative

Threat Reduction (CTR) program has led the governments of these NIS to place less of their
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indigenous funding in export control programs. This, together with the slow pace of U.S.

assistance, has resulted in underfunded programs and disillusioned and sometimes bitter export

control officials.

Other, noimuclear republics are also very much involved in weapons and weapons related

trade. Republics in Central Asia and the Baltics, for example, are critical points of

transshipment. Estonia is reported to be one of Europe's leading exporters of nonferrous and

precious metals in the 1990s, even though it has no such metals in its supply of natural

resources. The same transshipment problems exist for weapons. As Russia initiated customs

union expands, some nonnuclear republics joining it can easily become weak links in the new

system due to the inadequacies in their export controls.

In summary, most NIS states (and certainly, Russia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, and Ukraine)

are attempting with different degrees of success to set up legally based, comprehensive

nonproliferation export control systems. However, they do not currently have the resources (and

outside of Russia, the expertise) to establish systems that will meet Western standards. This is

one of the reasons why Western assistance will be important to NIS export control development

in the coming years.

3. Recommendations

NIS nonproliferation export control development is at a critical point. Russia is at a key

stage of export control implementation. Other NIS are in the early stages of building national

export control systems. The Russian government is beginning a government-business (MIC)

dialogue on export control compliance. Other NIS can and should do the same. Russia now

belongs to most of and the NIS are interested in joining the international export control regimes.
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These are important developments. However, they are fragile. If the U.S. and West do not

continue to engage and assist them, they could falter. There are, especially in Russia, pro-

export control elements with a stake in export control cooperation with the West which need

more support and encouragement in order to prevail in the interagency struggle. Unlike physical

protection and material control and accounting which are built on standard procedures and can

be transplanted to other countries, export control is more a long-term product of domestic

politics, national interests, business culture, specific features of a given country's economy, and

international practice and cooperation. To a considerable degree, the development of reliable

and effective national export control systems in Russia and the NIS will depend upon the West's

ability to continue to engage and assist these states. The U.S. and West should not allow Russia

and the NIS to conclude that export control development and cooperation with the West is not

worth the effort.

An emerging issue is how the West should respond to the trends toward some integration

of CIS export control mechanisms as a result of the recently established customs union. Clearly,

it would be politically unacceptable for the West to support Russian dominated reintegration

efforts in the area of export control. However, withou' prejudging the end result of this process

and understanding that the alternative to it could be weak and leaky export controls throughout

the NIS, the West should depoliticize its assistance, maintain or increase funding levels for

national export control support programs and meet the requirements of nonnuclear NIS countries.

Another emerging issue is the problem of conventional weapons exports. Both the United

States and Russia are and will be major conventional weapons manufacturers and exporters.

There is a need to work closely in the context of the Wassanaar Agreement and to look for
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innovative bilateral solutions. Cooperation and "positive engagement' of Russia's military and

arms industry is desirable and would be consistent with the notion of a mature partnership that,

if properly shaped, could be long-term and mumally beneficial. It could include at least four

distinct components involving a continued search for arms control solutions, expanded military-

to-military relations, defense conversion, and specific codevelopment and coproduction schemes

for defense weaponry. "Positive engagement" would be most likely to ward off irritants in the

arms transfers area, which could otherwise negatively impact general political and security

relations between Russia and the United States.

A 1995 Department of State (DOS) report ("Export Control Assistance Programs - FY

1992-96") read: "We do not envisage requesting more ftinds for export control assistance

activities with Russia beyond the $2.26 million appropriated for FY 92-94." The report

continued:

With completion of the current and anticipated projects, in the three nuclear

successor states other than Russia, we will have accomplished our main objectives

of providing them with the basic foundation for effective national export controls.

Nunn-Lugar activities in these three countries should be phased out in subsequent

calendar years as money in the pipeline is fully utilized. Finally, it is possible

that in future years we may request additional funds for worthwhile

nonproliferation activities in NIS and CEE [Central and East European] countries.

We believe phasing out U.S. support for Russian and NIS export control development

would be shortsighted. We believe that the U.S. Government must recognize the imperatives

for further assistance and request additional funds (rather than noting "it is possible") for
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nonproliferation export control activities in NIS and CEE countries. U.S. leadership, interest,

encouragement, and support is critical to future NIS export control development. Financial

assistance should be relatively modest in size (20-30 million a year for all NIS), focused and

restrictive in use, but long-term.

The United States and its allies should take every opportunity to engage the NIS in a new

cooperative effort to build a simpler, yet comprehensive international export control regime for

the post-cold war world. The NIS should be included as equal participants in this process. This

will be an important incentive for NIS export control development and give them more of a stake

in the post-cold war regime that results. The NIS should be encouraged to assume full

membership and active participation in this new regime. Patterned on the experience and lessons

of the NATO's Partnership for Peace, Western countries may consider launching new

partnership initiatives to upgrade NIS export control systems to required levels. The Summit

on Nuclear Security scheduled for April 1996 in Moscow is a good venue to develop export

control support and coordination globally. It would be a mistake to concentrate at this

unprecedented forum on physical protection and material accounting and control as short term

issues leaving aside longer-term export control matters.

More assistance can and should be rendered to strengthen the implementation and

enforcement side of Russia's and other NIS export controls. For example, such assistance must

be consistent with a new comprehensive program which is being drawn up by Russia's Customs

Committee jointly with several Ministries for the period up to the year of 2000. The decision

of the Russian government dated December 4, 1995 to assign on a permanent basis customs

attaches to Russia's embassies abroad provides an opportunity to enhance cooperation and make
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it more effective. ^
-

Mutual exchange of relevant information from national intelligence sources will greatly

contribute to the effectiveness of export control systems and smooth out some emerging irritants

caused by sometimes divergent perceptions of the developments in exporting countries. The

1995 decision by the State Duma to permit Russia's Foreign Intelligence Service to enter into

appropriate agreements with other foreign services is clearing the way for such information

sharing. The existing protocol with the F.B.I, signed with Russia in July 1994 should be

expanded to cover cooperation between the national intelligence communities. It is encouraging

that the talks held in November 1995 between Anatoli Kulikov, Russia's Interior Minister, and

Robert Gelbard, U.S. Assistant Secretary of State for International Narcotics and Law

Enforcement, led, among other things, to a decision to step up cooperation in tackling the

increasingly international reach of criminal organizations. Another positive development was

the announcement following a meeting in February 1996 between Kazakhstani President

Nursultan Nazarbayev and FBI Director Louis Freeh that the FBI would help Kazakhstan train

its law enforcement agents. This arrangement was a followup to an agreement previously

reached between the two countries to cooperate in combatting nuclear weapons smuggling, drug

trafficking, and other organized and financial crimes.

NIS and international (including U.S.) nonproliferation export control development will

be an ongoing and long-term process throughout the post-cold war era. The United States has

much to offer and can receive much in return (including reduced U.S. defense expenditures).

The United States Government should draw on the business and NGO communities to

design a simplified but comprehensive export control licensing and compliance system for the
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21st century. This and related efforts should be specified fully in a new more globally oriented

U.S. initiative and legislation. Among other things, this initiative should:

• establish the development of a new postwar nonproliferation export control system as a

national priority;

• establish an interprofessional (i.e., government, business, science) commission to design a new

national export control system that could become a model for the world. It should be simple,

applicable in other countries, and harmonized with other promising national and international

(e.g., European Union) efforts. It should include an international data base that identifies and

isolates violators and critical suspects. It should utilize modem technology to allow international

information sharing and use in all aspects of licensing, enforcement, and policy evaluation and

analysis; »•''-

•
intensify the work in multilateral fora for restricting conventional weapons transfers; and,

•
provide modest but long-term export control assistance to those countries (NIS, CEE, and

others which need assistance and are cooperating with the United States and its allies) to

construct their new systems;
- '"

The initiative should enlist the assistance of the academic, scientific, and business

communities to help build a global nonproliferation culnire. In the NIS, this will require the

U.S. and its allies to do a number of things, including: - u-.-- - ;
- la.i

•explain more effectively and widely to NIS governments, producers, exporters, and mass

publics why it is so important and in their long-term interests to control the spread of WMD.

•educate directors and managers of the exporting military industrial enterprises on the norms,

laws, and regulations of export controls and nonproliferation (NGOs and Western companies
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doing business in the NIS can do much in this regard); and '

,:

•explain more widely and clearly how the implementation of controls, combined with other

nonproliferation tools, can establish settings more conducive to trade, economic investment and

growth. (We must let Russian and NIS government and enterprise officials know that export

control compliance and nonproliferation will be goodfor international business. It will be easier

for Western firms to pursue joint ventures and cooperate commercially if NIS governments and

enterprises have export control compliance programs in place.)

Despite difficulties, the need to address these issues is clear. The 1995 State Department

report noted:

Export control assistance to the new independent states of Former Soviet Union

(FSU) and other states in Central Europe directly serves critical U.S. national

security interests in the post-Cold War era. Such assistance forms a crucial

element of our efforts to curtail the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction

and related key materials and technologies. The Administration has identified the

diffusion of such weapons and the means to develop them as the gravest current

threat to our national security. When the President announced his non-

proliferation and export control policy in September 1993, he indicated that

dealing with the proliferation threat to the United States and its allies required,

among other things, effective export control, backed by a multilateral consensus

and applied uniformly by all like-minded potential supplier governments.

We believe that modest investments in export control assistance serve vital

U.S. national interests and are an integral part of U.S. diplomatic strategy. Our
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assistance is designed to help the recipient states make good their most serious

shortfalls, providing them with the basic foundation for functioning, effective

national export control systems. In many cases, their greatest requirements

include modem systems to track trade in sensitive materials and to enforce

controls; personnel trained in export control concepts and procedures; and even

a firm legal basis for export controls. Without such tools, these key governments

would have no effective means to detect or stop exports of nuclear materials and

other sensitive items. This incapacity, in turn, would leave open an unacceptable

gap in the cooperative multilateral system we are trying to construct to counter

- the proliferation threat.

The United States should develop a bipartisan consensus to promote export control

development and multilateral export control cooperation in the NIS region. Far from being a

"hand-out" it will help engage Russia and the NIS in ways that will promote world security

consistent with U.S. national interests.
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aspects of nonproliferation export control, and the September 1995 conference in Moscow on Russian

export controls and industry compliance.

The Center cooperates with the Center for Political Studies in Russia to publish the Russian
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The Future of Russian Strategic Forces

Joshua Handler ; -

Research Coordinator, Disarmament Campaign
Draft: 16 February 1995'

I. There has been much discussion about the likely composition of Russian nuclear forces

after START II is implemented. In general, analysts have taken a rather mechanical

approach, constructing force levels so Russian strategic forces are as close as possible to

the 3,500 warhead ceiling allowed under START II: approximately 800 warheads are on

ICBMs, some 1 ,750 warheads are on SLBMs, and the bomber force can carry some 500-

1,000 warheads.'

Statements by Russian military officials also encourage the notion that Russia will

be able to keep the maximum possible amount of launchers and warheads. Chief of the

Strategic Rocket Forces staff (SRF) Colonel General Stanislav Kochemasov told Krasnaya
Zvezda in May 1 994 that the force level for strategic missile launchers had been set at

900-1 ,000 missiles by the year 2000, and that START II would permit their numbers to

increase to 1,000-1,200 if necessary.^ Russian Navy officers and supporters emphasize
that under START II most of the strategic nuclear weapons will be based at sea. Even Air

Force officers have occasionally remarked that bomber forces will play an important role

under START, and could carry the maximal amount of allowable warheads.

Also, despite budgetary problems, the strategic forces of Russia were active in

1 994. Most dramatically, Russia test-fired three strategic weapons in late June 1 994.

President Yeltsin participated in this large nuclear weapons exercise where a SLBM was
launched from a nuclear submarine in the Barents Sea (reportedly a Delta III SSBN), a SS-

'

Washington, DC: Ph. 202/319-2516, FAX: 202/462-4507; Moscow: Ph. 7-095-978-3950, FAX: 7-095-

251-9088; e-mail: josh.handler@green2.dat.de
' Dr. Christoph Bluth, "The Russian View of its Strategic Arsenal," Jane's Intelligence Review, June 1994,

p. 267; Nuclear Notebook, "Estimated Russian (C.I.S) Nuclear Stockpile, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists,

September 1994, p. 61.

Bluth suggests 3,000 warheads in total including, 795 ICBM warheads (105 SS-19s and 690 SS-25s),

1 ,744 SLBM warheads (7 Delta IV SSBNs, 7 Delta III SSBNs, and 6 Typhoon SSBNs with SS-N-20 missiles

downloaded to eight warheads), and 461 bomber warheads.

Nuclear Notebook suggests, 3,496 warheads in total including, 800 ICBM warheads (105 SS-19s and

695 SS-25sl. 1,696 SLBM warheads (7 Delta IV SSBNs, 11 Delta III SSBNs, and 6 Typhoon SSBNs with SS-

N-20 missiles downloaded to 6 warheads), and 1 ,000 bomber warheads.
' Aleksandr Dolinin, "Topical Theme: The World is Changing, But the Need for Alert Duty Remains,"

Krasnaya Zvezda 14 May 1993 (translated in FBIS-SOV-94-096, 18 May 1994, p. 32).

See also: interview with Deputy Commander in Chief of the Strategic Rocket Forces Colonel General

Vladimir Alekseyevich Nikitin who speaks about a Russian force of 3,000-3.500 warheads in 2003; Vladimir

Krivomazov, "Plutonium - Under Lock and Key," Ki laya Zvezda, 2 July 1994 (translated in FBIS-SOV-94-

129, 6 July 1994, p. 28).
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25 ICBM was launched from the Plesetsk test range, and a Tu-160 bomber launched a

long-range cruise missile.* Several more test launches of SS-25 ICBMs followed,
°
and,

most recently, on 20 December 1994, the first prototype Topol-M ICBM, a variant of the

mobile Topol SS-25 ICBM, was test fired from Plesetsk range.' New SS-25 missiles

continue to be produced, although at a smaller rate than several years ago.' The Air

Force managed to conduct at least one more strategic exerise when in September air-to-

surface cruise missiles were successfully launched at a northern test site from a long-range

TU-95MS (Bear H) bomber.'

Still, the future make-up of Russian strategic forces remains undecided. The

substantive decisions about the future composition of the force - similar to those taken in

the United States with the Nuclear Posture Review - have not been made due to financial

and political unknowns. Final decisions about what strategic nuclear forces are needed to

implement the new military doctrine have not been made.

'
All reportedly were aimed at Kamchatka; Viktor Litovkin, "On Land, in the Air, and at Sea the Supreme

Commander in Chief Tests the Nuclear Forces," Izvestia, 23 June 1994, (translated in FBIS-SOV-94-121, 23

June 1994, p. 25).
' On 10 November 1994 an older variant of the SS-25 test missile was launched from the Resetsk test

range, the third since June 1994; Alexander Dolinin, "Another Topol Made a Sound at Mirny," Krasnaya

Zvezda, 11 November 1994.

Also, on 24 November an ICBM with "multiple dummy warheads' was launched from the Baykonur

cosmodrome in Kazakhstan. It had been on combat duty and the purpose of the launch was to check

reliability of the missile's systems; ITAR-TASS, "Forces Announce Successful ICBM Test Launch," 25

November 1994, (transcribed in FBIS-SOV-94-227, 25 November 1994, p. 27).
•
ITAR-TASS, "Missile Forces Launch First Topol-M ICBM," 20 December 1994. (translated in FBIS-SOV-

94-244, 20 December 1994, p. 13).

This missile was delivered to Plesetsk missile test site in October 1 994 for preparations for launching;

Alexander Dolinin, "Russia May End Up Without Missiles," Krasnaya Zvezda, 22 November 1994.
' One western report estimates during 1988-1990 the average production was some 62 missiles a month;

William Ritter, Jr., "Soviet Defense Conversion: The Votkinsk Machine Building Plant," Problems of

Communism, September-October 1991, p. 47).

Valeriy Ledvanov, tfie Deputy Director of the Votkinsk Machine-Building Rant where the SS-25 is

made, told ITAR-TASS that 56 missiles were produced in 1990, 20 in 1993, and only 9 as of mid-1994; "U.S.

Specialists Reveal No Missile Treaty Violations." ITAR-TASS, 5 July 1994, (transcribed in FBIS-SOV-94-129, 6

July 1994, p. 10).

In mid-1994, William Grundmann, Director of Combat Support for the U.S. Defense Intelligence

AgerKy told Congress that 175 strategic ballistic missiles were produced in the U.S.S.R in 1991, while 70

were produced in Russia in 1992 and only 35 in 1993; William Grundmann, "Statement for the Record to the

Joint Economic Committee of Congress," 15 July 1994.

Declining production rates aside from being due to lack of financing and/or component parts may also .

be due to the shifting of production towards the new Topol-M version.

Initial operational deployment of the Topol-M is expected in 1996, and some 300-350 apparently are

planned for production by the turn of the century; Viktor Litovkin, "We Are Still Making Rockets - Details of

tfie New Russian Missile System Topol-M," Izvestia, 20 January 1995.
*
Major Sergey Babichev, "Long-Range Men' Develop New Test Range," Krasnaya Zvezda, 10 September

1994, (translated in JPRS-UMA-94-038, 14 September 1994, p. 5).
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II. Yet with the lack of decisions, the lack of resources may become the ultimate arbitrator

of the future size of the Russian strategic forces. Throughout 1994 and into 1995, there

have been several articles in the Russian press as well as general statements by high-

ranking military officials claiming if more financing is not forthcoming, substantial further

reductions in strategic forces will occur.

As the 1994 defense budget was being debated. Lieutenant General Yuriy Merkulov

told a parliamentary hearing in April 1 994 that Russia would be without strategic nuclear

weapons at the end of the century if the current levels of financing continued.' Another

report in May 1994 said the 1993 financing levels only met 10 percent of the SRF

requirements, and if this shortfall continued the SRF would only have 90 launchers left by
the year 2000.'°

In November 1 994, as the 1 995 budget was being discussed, Krasnaya Zvezda

reported that if funding does not increase, particularly for missile maintenance, the SRF
will have a little over 100 missile launchers by the year 2000. The more modern missiles

which can be kept under START II (SS-25s and SS-19s) are receiving just a third of the

money needed in 1994 for their maintenance, as result, "the condition of these systems is

nearing critical."" In early February 1995, Colonel General Igor Sergeyev, chief of the

Strategic Rocket Forces said that SS-1 1 and SS-13 ICBMs were aging beyond repair and

funding was not sufficient to maintain the existing strategic forces. He added, only 36

percent of the funds have been allocated to develop the Topol-M missile."

Similar warnings have been issued regarding the SSBN fleet. In September 1 994,

Deputy Chief of the Main Naval Staff Operations Directorate, Rear Admiral Aleksey
Ovcharenko wrote in Nezavisimaya Gazeta. that the Navy is receiving less than half of the

money it needs, and that even though the costs of "maintaining combat readiness of naval

'
Anatoliy Yurkin, "Defense Ministry Says Strategic Nuclear Forces Underfunded," ITAR-TASS, 19 April

1994, (translated in JPRS-TAC-94-004. 11 May 1994, p. 10).
'"

Anatoliy Yurlcin, "Defense Budget Said Inadequate to Maintain Nuclear Forces," (ITAR-TASS), 16 May
1994, (translated in FBIS-SOV-94-094, 16 May 1994, pp. 29-30).

One particular problem with keeping the missiles at the ready may be the maintenance of their aiming
and guidance systems. In regards to the SS-24 ICBMs in Ukraine it was reported that their aiming and

guidance systems can only operate some 30,000 hours without service; Viktor Litovkin, "Second Chernobyl

Brewing in Ukraine's Missile Silos," Izvestiya, 16 February 1993, (translated in FBIS-SOV-93-029, 16*Februarv

1993, p. II.
"

Alexander Dolinin, "Russia May End Up Without Missiles," Krasnaya Zvezda, 22 November 1994.
This lack of financing occurs even though Dolinin reports that the SRF takes up less than five percent

of the defense budget. He says that less than one percent of the military budget is needed to keep the ICBMs
technically reliable.

Another article gives similar figures, noting the missile troops are the "cheapest service" of the

military, only requiring six percent of the whole Russian defense budget; Lt. Col. I. Safronov, "19 November is

Missile Troops and Artillery Day: Both Shield and Sword," Voyennyye Znaniya, No. 11, 1993, (translated in

JPRS-UMA-94-013, 13 April 1994, p. 9).
" Defense Daily. 10 February 1995.
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strategic forces are no more than 25 percent of those for the Navy.* a critical situation in

supporting the Typhoon missile system may arise soon."

In general, the Navy is decommissioning greater amounts of nuclear submarines

than was projected several years ago. Now some 200 nuclear submarines, rather than the

1 50 previously estimated, might be taken out of service by the year 2000. Submarines

are only lasting twenty years, not thirty, because of the poor maintenance regime.'*

It also appears that Russian strategic missiles, particularly solid-fuel missiles have

limited service lives. The SS-24 rail mobile IC6M reportedly has a service life of around 10

years.'* One report says the Topol SS-25 IC8M needs major "industrial service" after 10

years and its successor, the Topol-25 M ICBM, will need such servicing after 1 5 years.'*

Another report notes the "fixed and mobile" missile sites in operation "will have exhausted

their service life by the years 2000-2003."" The SS-N-20 solid fuel missile on the

Typhoon submarines is also rumored to have a 1 year service life.

As of early 1995, the chances for substantial increases in military spending seem

small. The 1994 military budget of approximately 40 trillion roubles was half of what the

armed forces required (and even not all this money which was authorized was delivered).

The proposed 1995 budget is some 45 trillion roubles, whereas the Ministry of Defense

" Rear Admiral Aleksey Mikhalovich Ovcharenico, 'Ideas and People: The Army - Prospects for Russian

Naval Strategic Nuclear Forces,' Nezavlsimaya Gaieta, 6 September 1 994, (translated in JPRS-UMA-94-040,

28 September 1994, pp. 4-6).

A new follow-on SLBM to replace the aging SS-N-20 is thought to be in existence for fitting out the

first Typhoon SSBN which has been in for overhaul at Severodvinsk. The status of this program is unclear as

is the impact of potential retirements of Typhoons on the program.

The prospects for a new SSBN by 2003 seem small. Although the Rubin submarine design bureau in

St. Petersburg has developed some proposals and presented these 'unsolicited' proposals to the Navy, no

governmental decision has been made about proceeding with completing the design and starting the

production of a new SSBN. As of Fall 1 994, no such decision was expected soon.
"

It is Interesting to note that a similar pattern of 'early' retirements is evidenced in the comparably better

financed U.S. Navy. During FY 1992 - FY 1994, the average age of ships retired each year was 24.3 years;

Statement of Secretary of Defense William J. Perry before the Senate Armed Services Committee, 9 February

1995, p. 17.

This is noticeably less than the nomirul 30-year service life usually attributed to navy ships.
" The SS-24S 'usually last around ten years:* Alexander Dolinin, 'Russia May End Up Without Missiles,*

Krasnaya Zvezda 22 November 1 994.
" Viktor Litovkin, 'We Are Still Making Rockets - Details of the New Russian Missile System Topol-M,*

bvestla, 20 January 1995.

Another report attributes a 1 0-year service life to the older Topols; NTV (Moscow), *Topol Missiles

Converted to Space Rockets.* 23 June 1994 broadcast (translated in FBIS-SOV-94-1 22, 24 June 1994, p.

32).
"

Lev Volkov, 'START II and Topol Intercontinental Missiles.* Segodnya, 1 June 1 994, (trar\slated in

JPRS-UMA-94-026, 15 June 1994, p. 15).
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reportedly had requested 1 1 1 triliior> roubles/*

III. Assuming restricted financing and limited service lives for strategic missiles, a more
probable if still wide ranging assessment of the size of Russian strategic missiles forces

emerges. Tables 1 , 2, and 3 give estimates for the ICBM and SLBM force in the year
2003. In regards to ICBMs, two scenarios are assumed: a high production rate of some
40 missiles a year (which would be needed to reach maximum levels permitted by START
II) and a low production rate of some 1 1 missiles a year (based on the most recent years'

average deployments). Based on these estimates, Russia most likely will have 100-600
SS-25 missiles by the year 2003, or 100-600 less than commonly assumed. If all the SS-
1 9s which are allowed under START II are kept in service (which is also questionable),
then the total number of Russian ICBMs in 2003 may be around 200-700, or 100-600 less

than western estimates.

As for SSBr's/SLBMs, assuming again constrained funding and trouble replacing SS-
N-20 SLBMs and overhauling Typhoon SSBNs, the SSBN force is likely to be between 10
and 1 5 submarines not the 20 or more generally assumed in the west (although the
Russian Navy would like to keep just less than 20 SSBNs)." Depending on the force

maintained, but assuming at least two Typhoons are retired, the Russian SSBN force may
carry some 592-1,440 warheads, considerably less than the 1,750 allowed to be deployed
on SLBMs under START II.

"*
See: '1995 Draft Federal Budget. Russia's Economic Strategy," abridged version of 1995 draft budget

published in /tossiyskaya Gazeta, 29 October 1994, (translated in FBIS-SOV-94-21 1, 1 Novennber 1994, p.

25); 'State Duma Discusses 1995 Military Budget,' transcript of Novosti newscast on Ostankino, 21
December 1 994, (translated in FBIS-SOV-94-246. 22 December 1 994, p. 22); INTERFAX, 'General Vorobov
on Defense Budget.' 1 January 1995. (transcribed in FBIS-SOV-95-001, 3 January 1995, p. 17).

In regards to the 1 994 budget, according to Colonel-General Vasiliy Vorobyev, Chief of the Defense
Ministry's Military Budget and Finance Main Directorate, the 1 994 defense budget of 40.6 trillion rubles was
just 46 percent of the armed forces real requirements.

He notes that of the first nine months of 1 994, the military received only 1 4.6 trillion rubles out of
27.2 trillion authorized by law. Some 60 percent of all expenditures are for 'social expenditures,' i.e. wages,
pensions, housing construction, food, upkeep of hospitals, schools, kindergartens, etc.

He foresaw a similar situation possibly continuing into 1 995 and beyond since the Finance Ministry
continues to arbitrarily set a military budget that is less than 5 percent of GDP; Lt. Col. Ivan Ivanyuk, "Money
for Country's Defense: It is Pointless and Dangerous to Economize on Army Reform,' Krasnaya Zvezda, 1

October 1994. (translated in JPRS-UMA-94-041, 12 October 1994. pp. 10-13).
For another interesting discussion of mid- 1994 funding shortfalls in the defense budget and the

problems encountered by fixing the level of military spending to some 5 percent of GDP see: Pavel

Felgengauer, 'Unskilled Redistribution of the Budget: Military-Industrial Complex Against the Army,"
Segodnya, 7 July 1994, (translated in JPRS-UMA-94^D31, 3 August 1994, pp. 75-76)."

Interestingly, Admiral Ovcharenko, noted that 1,500-1,800 strategic nuclear weapons for Russia and the
United States would be enough for deterrence, and he hinted that 10-15 SSBNs would be enough for the
Russian Navy; Rear Admiral Aleksey Mikhalovich Ovcharenko, 'Ideas and People: The Army - Prospects for

Russian Naval Strategic Nuclear Forces,' Nezavisimaya Gazeta, 6 September 1994, (translated in JPRS-UMA-
94-040, 28 September 1 994. pp. 4-6).
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Thus by 2003, the strategic missiles of the SRF and Navy nnay carry a total of 800-

2,150 warheads or 400-1,750 warheads less than ordinarily believed.

Bomber forces, which currently consist of 870 START II accountable warheads, are

also likely to shrink in size due to lack of money and maintenance (production of new Tu-

160 bombers has stopped). Assuming at maximum, some 500 bomber weapons remain in

the bomber force, the total Russian strategic nuclear forces may then vary from 1 ,300 to

2,650 weapons, or 850-2,200 less than are allowed by START II.

The upper bound of this estimate is noticeably less than 3,000-3,500 warhead level

generally assumed to be the post-START II Russian arsenal. However, the financial

difficulties of the military, which seem to be being compounded by the intervention in

Chechnya, imply that the lower estimates are likely scenarios for the future.

IV. In September 1994, U.S. Secretary of Defense William Perry said that one of the

reasons the U.S. Nuclear Posture Review rejected deeper reductions in strategic nuclear

forces was, "because of the uncertain future of the rapid political and economic change
still underway in the former Soviet Union."

Now that START I has entered into force these uncertainties may be reduced as the

data exchanges and mutual notifications of test launches, etc., are implemented. Yet in

any event, even if Russia is proceeding slower than the United States with the

dismantlement of its strategic nuclear weapons and launchers as U.S. officials have

suggested,'" it does not necessarily mean these missiles are being kept at the ready or

that missiles or warheads taken off active duty will be easily put back into service. The

same uncertainties and lack of financing that are slowing the disarmament process in

Russia are also affecting the readiness and service life of its strategic missiles.
''

*"
E.g., according to Secretary Perry in a speech just prior to the release of the Nuclear Posture Review, the

U.S. was proceeding more quickly with its START reductions than Russia. He said Russia had only

deactivated just over half of the missile required by START, and this was panially due to 'old thinking about

the role of nuclear weapons in military secunty," Barbara Starr, "Perry Wants Speedier Russian Disarmament,'

Jane's Defence Weekly, 1 October 1994.

Though Russian reports subsequently denied Russia was moving slowly to dismantle its ICBMs. See:

Alexander Dolinin, "How Missile Dismantling Is Proceeding In Russia.' Krasnaya Zveida, 18 October 1994;
Alexander Dolinin, 'Removal of Missiles: Problems and Possibilities,' Krasnaya Zvezda, 27 October 1994;

Gennadiy Oboloenskiy, "START-I; Should Russia 'Keep Up With" the United States?" Krasnaya Zvezda, 14

December 1994. (translated in FBIS-SOV-94-129, 28 December 1994, pp. 13-14).
^'

E.g., the day before Secretary Perry released the Nuclear Posture Review the central command post of

the SRF near Moscow had its electrical power cut off by the local power authority for failure to pay its electric

bills.

Also, if Strategic warhead dismantle stops in the nearest future in Russia, it will not be because there

is a strong desire to keep the warheads in service, but because further transfers of warheads from the Ministry

of Defense to Minatom cannot occur because there is no storage room for the dismantled warheads.

(Construction of a storage facility at Mayak, partially funded by the Nunn-Lugar funds, is supposed to forestall

this problem, but whether the storage site will be built quickly enough remains uncertain.)
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Although the Navy and the Strategic Rocket Forces are each emphasizing the important
role their nuclear forces will play after the START treaties are implemented, economic

reality suggests the overall numbers of strategic warheads they and Russia will possess -

and have at the ready - will be considerably lower than their publicly declared wishes."

" As of Fall 1994, among Russian military strategic planners there seems to be a favorable view towards
having a START III agreement with a warhead limit of somewhat less than 2,500 warheads.

This thinking is consistent with the first proposals for a START II agreement advanced by President
Yeltsin in January 1 992. He said Russia would suggest cutting the number of strategic nuclear warheads to

2,000-2.500; "Yeltsin Delivers Statement on Disarmament,' Ostankino TV broadcast, 29 January 1992,
(translated in FBIS-SOV-92-019, 29 January 1992, p. 2).
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Table 1: ICBM Deployments 2003: High Production Rate

Western estimates of

SS-25S deployed
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Table 2: ICBM Oeployments 2003: Low Production Rate

Western estimates ot

SS-25S deployed
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Table 3: SSBN Number Scenarios for 2003

Sub. miuils

and nuwbmr of
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Director of Central Intelligence

Washington. DC. 20S0S

Nonprollferatlon Center 13 October 1995

CHRONOLOGY OF ^fUCLEAR SMUGGLING INCIDENTS»

Date of Event^

10 October 1 ISi Russian authorities claim that there have been no identified incidents in which

weapons-grade radioactive material has been smuggled out ofRussia, according to

press reports. In a press conference, Russian General Terekhov of the Interior

Ministry, stated that of the 16 cases involving theft of radioactive materials, none

could have been used to make nuclear weapons. He also ruled out any involvement

by Russian organized criminal organizations in the thefts. The general claimed

that the thefts were spontaneous actions by individuals working at nuclear

facilities. The Russian officials concluded the press conference by stating that

there is no black market in nuclear materials. (U)

15 June Press reports indicate that so far in 1995 Romanian authorities have seized 24 kgs

ofuraniun: powder and tablets and 1994 they arrested 24 people for involvement in

nuclear smuggling and seized 10.35 kgs of uranium powder and tablets. From
1989 to 1993, the Romanians reportedly broke upfive gangs, arrested 50 people,

and seized 230 kgs of nuclear material. (U)

13 April Slovak police culminated a long investigation with the discovery of 18.39kg of

nuclear material, 17.5 kg of which apparently is U-238, in a car stopped near

Poprad in eastem Slovakia. Altogether, three Hungarians, four Slovaks, and two

Ukrainians were arrested. This gang was connected to three other nuclear material

smuggling incidents. (U) (Source: Various Press)
''^

5 April Four brass containers weighing 2 kilos each containing radioacdve americium-241

and cesium- 137 were stolen from a storeroom of isotopes in Wroclaw, Poland. (U)

(Source: Warsaw Polskie Radio First Program Network, 5 Apr 95)

'This all-source chronology was prepared by NPC/DE. The chronology has not been coordinated with the Intelligence

Community. (U)

^New items since the last Issuance are in italics. Items in bold refer to incidents involving likely weapons-grade nuclear

materials.

1

UNCLASSIFIED
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4 April

2 April

14 March

Press reports that 6 kg of U-235, U-238, radium, and palladium were found in a

Kiev apartmenL Occupants were ex-army, a lieutenant colonel and a warrant

officer, and material reportedly came from Russia. (U)

Documents recovered by Japanese poUce in the investigation of Aum Shinrikyo
involvement in the Tokyo subway sarin gas attack reponedly indicated that thftv

terrorists were coUecagg information on uranium enrichment and laser beam
)

technologies. A spokesman for Russia's prestigious nuclear physics laboratory;
Kurchatov Institute, acknowledged that at least one Aum Shinrikyo follower was

working at the institute. (U) (Source: various press)

Polish police in Bielska-Biaia province arrested a man for possession of uranium

(U).

8 March

25 January

14 December

10 December

6 December

10 November

Italian police arrested one Nicola Todesco for murder in a plutonium smuggling
case gone awry when the murder victim did not have the money to pay for a

quantity of plutonium smuggled out of Bulgaria. Todesco claimed he threw 5g of

plutonium into the Adige river, but no trace of it was found after an extensive

search. (Comment: Although an official Italian spokesman believed the plutonium
was "enriched for military use," it had not been analyzed and may be another scam

involving 'plutonium screws'' from smoke detectors. (U)

According to TaHnn news broadcasts, Lithuanian border police, using U.S.-

supplied stationary radiation detectors, seized two tons of radioactive wolfram

hidden in a secret compartment in a truck trailer. (The "woLftam" is tungsten,

which has a short half-life, and probably was "infected" by a radioactive

contaminanL) The incident occurred at the Lithuanian-Belorus border, and the

truck's owner and two other men were arrested. A similar incident occurred a

week earlier at another border post but no details are available. (U)

Czech police seized5.72 kg of material—later identified as 87.7 perc^lrt

enriched U-235"in Prague; this is the largest recorded seizure of such

imaterial. Police arrested a Czech nuclear physicist and two citizens of the

Former Soviet Union. The uranium apparently came from the FSU and ^as
ta be smuggled to Western Europe. (U)

Press reporting indicates Hungarian border guards seized 1.7 kg of uranium and

arrested four Slovak citizens. The material (depleted uranium and reactor fuel

grade) reponedly was concealed in a fruit jar and was to be smuggled into Austria.

(U)

In a long article in Pravda. it was reponed that three staffers of the Institute of

Nuclear Physics were convicted of stealing 4.5 kg of uranium. (U)

ftess reporting indicates Hungarian police discovered 26 kg of radioactive material

in the trunk of a car. Three suspects were subsequently arrested. (U)

UNCLASSIFIED
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November Press reporting indicates German police seized 1 milligram of cesium- 137 in early
November and arrested two suspects. (U)

19 October Press reporting indicates Turkish police arrested an Azeri national trying to sell 750

g of uranium. (U)

17 October Press reporting indicates Russian authorities seized 27 kg of U-238, an unknown

quantity of U-235 and detained 12 members of a criminal gang. (U)

October Press reporting indicates that in mid- October, four Indian villagers were arrested

attempting to sell 2.5 kg of yeUowcake, i.e. uranium extracted from ore. (U)

13 October Press reporting indicates Bulgarian officials seized four lead capsules suspected of

containing radioactive material. The capsules were found on a bus enroute to

Turkey and poUce detained the two bus drivers. (U)

10 Oaober Press reporting indicates Romanian authorities arrested seven people and seized 7

kg of uranium and an unidentified quantity of strontium or cesium. (U)

01 October Press reporting indicates Romanian police arrested four people trying to sell over 4

kg of U-235 and U-238. (U)

October Press reporting dated 26 October indicates Russian authorities arrested three men

trying to pass 67 kg of U-238 to unidentified individuals in the city of Pskov. (U)

28 September Press reporting indicates that a container with radioactive substances was found on

a street in Tallinn. (U)

28 September Press reporting indicates Slovak officials arrested four Slovaks trying to smuggle
almost 1 kg of U-235 (judged not to be weapons-grade) into Hungary. (U)

26 September Press reporting indicates the discovery of a glass flask containing unspecified

"weak radioactive material" at the Wetzlar raUroad station in Germany. (U)

September A Pole tried to sell 1 kg of U-235/238 in Germany. A German court subsequently

sentenced him to two and a half years in prison for trading in radioactive uranium.

(U)

1 1 September Press reports indicate German police arrested a Zairian national attempting to

smuggle 850 g of uraninite into Germany. (U)

07 September Press reports indicate Russian police arrested three people in Glazov trying to sell

100 kg of U-238. (U)

05 September Press reports indicate Bulgarian authorities arrested six Bulgarians in connection

and seized 19 containers of radioactive material. (U)

3

UNCLASSIFIED
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30 August Press reports indicate thieves broke into a chemical plant in Tambov and stole 4.5 g
of cesium 137 (U)

29 August Press reports indicate Hungarian police arrested two men and seized 4.4 kg of

material believed to be fuel rods from a reactor in Russia. (U)

20 August Press reports Russian authorities arrested two men attempting to steal 9.5 kg of

uranium 238 from the Arzamas- 16 nuclear weapons research facUity. (U)

1 8 August Press reports indicate Estonian police arrested a man and seized 3 kg of U-238 he

had buried under his garage. (U)

According to press reporting, about 100 uranium-contaminated drums were stolen

from South Africa's Atomic Energy Corporation plant in Pelindaba, Transvaal. (U)

12 August Press reports indicate that St. Petersburg police arrested three men trying to sell 60

kg of unidentified nuclear material. (U)

12 August Press reports indicate German police in Bremen arrested a German who claimed to

have 2 g of plutonium; the sample contained only minute amounts of legally

obtainable plutonium. (U)

10 August Press report indicates that over 500 g of nuclear material were seized at —
Munich airport The trial began on 10 May 1995 of two men for possessioi^of

363g (12.8 ounces) of weapons-grade plutonium-239. -'

August Unconfirmed press report says 3 kg of enriched uranium were seized in August in

southwestern Romania. (U)

July Press reporting dated 19 July indicates Turkish National Police arrested seven Turks

and seized 12 kg of weapons-grade uranium. (U)

July According to 6 July press reporting, Russian authorities in Shezninks discover 5.5

kg of U-238 previously stolen from the Chelyabinsk-65 nuclear facility. (U)

July According to a 2 November press report, police in Timisoara, Romania, arrested

five Romanians trying to sell 2.6 kg of Russian uranium. (U)

13 June Press reporting indicates a seizure of 0.8 g of uranium 235 (enriched to 88%)
occurred in Landshut, Germany. (U)

June According to 6 June press reporting, Russian security official aimounces the arrest

of three Russians in Sl Petersburg who allegedly tried to sell 3.5 kg of HEU. (U)

UNCLASSUTED
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June According to an 8 July press rq)ort, Russian authorities arrested three officers from
the Northern Reet accused of having stolen 4.5 kg of U-238 from their base in Nov
93. (U)

June According to a 2 November press report, police in Pitesti, Romania, arrested three

Romanians trying to sell 3 kg of uranium tablets. (U)

May 1994 According to 30 July press reporting, 56 g of material, including 6 g of

Plutonium 239, were seized and Adolf Jaekle, a German citizen, was arrested

in Germany in May. (U)

November 1993 In a case stemming from an incident in November 1993 in which a Russian naval

officer stole 4 kg of 20 percent enriched U-235 nuclear fuel rods from a poorly

guarded area at Severomorsk, a Russian court found the officer guilty but gave him
a suspended sentence because he admitted the act Two accomplices were

sentenced to three years at a labor camp. (U)

5
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March 18, 1996

Senator Sam Nunn
U.S. Senate

SD-303 Dirksen Senate Office Building

Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Nunn:

Thank you for the opportunity to testify on March 13. Based upon our longterm project at the

University of Georgia and my statement at the hearings, I ask that the U.S. Senate consider the following:

Since much of what is necessary for weapons development—nuclear, chemical, biological, missile, and

conventional—resides in enterprises and facilities that are becoming semi independent exporters,

increasingly outside of direct state control, more emphasis should be placed on the development of

effective nonproliferation export control systems in the new independent states (MS) of the former Soviet

Union. Accordingly, I recommend that the U.S. Government:

1. engage the NIS in an active and cooperative search for more effective strategies and methods for

controlling the spread of weapons of mass destruction and weapons related items;

2. invest $2 million annually for the next five years in a multilateral research program to identify and

test these strategies and methods;

3. engage in regular consultations—bilateral and multilateral—with NIS governments on threats and

governmental responses regarding the spread of unconventional and conventional weapons; and

4. invest approximately $20-30 million annually for the next five years to promote export control

developnient in the NIS and international export control cooperation with the United States and other

countries committed to nonproliferation.
- ,

'
' ..»-• •

I believe these and related actions will help engage Russia and the NIS in ways that will promote
U.S. security interests.

Sincerely,

Gary Bertsch

Center Director and

Professor of Political Science

GB:lah

204 Baldwin Hall • Athens, Georgi.i 306021615

Telephone (706) 542-2985 • Fax (706) 542 2975 •
east\vest®uga.cc.uga.cdu

.\v\ Equal C)pporiiinit\'/Affirmative .^citon Institution
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amiBmiir
Fund Export Control
Arms control advocates have a

right to be proud of their work thus

far in the post-Soviet era. Ukraine

has handed up its nuclear weapons
for destruction. Russia and the Unit-

ed States are destroying substantial

portions of their nuclear arsenals

Further cuts are likely. France has

mothballed its Hades nuclear mis-

siles and has sworn off nuclear test-

ing after recent tests in the Pacific

In ApnJ, experts from 28 countnes
wiJ meet in Vienna to launch the

Wassenaar Arrangement to coordi-

nate exports of conventional arms
and duaJ-use technologies and help
track potentially destabilizmg mili-

tary buildups around the world.

Though shot full of holes, the Was-
senaar Arrangement is a foundation

on which to build a viable export con-

trol regime for the 2 1st century
But before the champagne corks

start popping, all involved should

take a closer look at arms exports
and the controls placed on them by
the states of the former Soviet

Union. The view is frightening

Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan and
former Soviet states still can produce
vast quantities of arms, inclucUng

weapons of mass destruction.

The political and economic forces

in these countries promote an enor-

mous LUjcit weapons trade, accord-

ing to unpublished research by the

University of Georgia's Center for

Intemauonal Trade and Security. The

surplus of weapons, unused manu-

facturing capacity, unemployed or

unpaid arms factory workers, perva-
sive economic hardships and power-
ful organized crime groups that use

perhaps half their revenues to bribe

government officials and inspectors
combine to promote weapon smug-

gling, much of it to rogue nations.

Russia's thousands of miles of bor-

ders are woefully undermanned. Its

weapon trade with Kazakhstan, a na-

tion known for illegal exports, is im-

possible to chart and Kazakhstan's

interest in inrpmaT.ipnal ^^tpo^jj-pp -

trol systems Ls uncertain at best.

Worried Russian officials in recent

months have decried the thefts of nu-

clear materials and the lack of re-

sources to adequately safeguard

weapon grade plutonium.
On an official level, the weapon

industry and Russia's arms exporting

agency, Ros^'oorouzhenie, are seen

as major sources of desperately need-

ed hard currency and are spurred by
the Russian government to do more

Accordingly, orders for official arms

exports have trebled in three years

Against this backdrop, some govern-
ments of the new mdependent states,

notably Russia and Belarus, struggle
to create systems that will plug the

holes in their export control nets.

But the going is slow given interagen-

cy struggles, constitutional gaps and
the simple lack of money.

Surprisingly, Western aid for ex-

port control is being cut. U.S. aid for

this purpose is bemg reduced and
other Western nations have shown
little interest in providing it.

Funding and training for Russia

and its neighbors in export control

directly enhances the national secu-

rity of every NATO nation. The costs

are small while the potential benefits

are enormous. Each of the 16 nations

of the alliance should get out its

checkbook and invest in the future.
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The Honorable Sam Nunn

Ranking Minority Member
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

Committee on Governmental Affsiirs

United States Senate

Washington, DC 20510-6250

Dear Senator Nunn:

Per your request subsequent to our testimony at your March 13th hearing on

illicit nuclear materials trafficking for concrete legislative recommendations, I am
forwarding several that come inmiediately to mind. Most but not all are included in our

forthcoming Organized Crime Project task force report. The Nuclear Black Market, and

our prepared statement to the subcommittee.

(1) Nunn-Lugar modifications. Expand current legislation to (a) encourage the

use of local equipment manufacturers, giving the nuclear republics of the FSU a

stake in the outcome and stimulating indigenous capabilities in safeguards and

security equipment development, and (b) permit use of this vehicle to support
establishment of effective export and border controls in non-nuclear republics of

the FSU through which contraband might pass.

(2) Readiness reduction mechanisms Tor nuclear weapons. Express the sense of

the Congress that both the United States and Russia should pursue post-START
n strategic arms control concepts that reduce nuclear weapon readiness. These

might include, for example, further de-alerting and de-targeting; removing SLCMs
from SSNs; reducing SSBN patrol rates; removing warheads from ICBMs and

securing them in remote storage sites, and so forth.

(3) Assured pursuit and prosecution. Anti-nuclear smuggling legislation that

gives law enforcement agencies the authority to pursue and prosecute nuclear

smugglers-and those that aid and abet them-with the same vigor with which they

pursue terrorists.

This should include expanded authority for "roving" wiretaps, without which

law enforcement will be denied a critical tool to technically keep pace with

rapidly changing telephonic innovations.

1800 K Street Noithwest • Washington DC 20006 • Telephone 202/887-0200

FAX 202/775-3199
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It might also include negotiation of an international convention against
nuclear smuggling, which recognizes the threat to peace and security posed
by a nuclear black market and obUgates parties to extradite or prosecute
persons involved in such activity wherever it occurs.

(4) Revitalized Atomic Weapons Reward Act. Increase to $2 million the
maximum amount of the reward offered in this 1955 legislation (now set at

$500,000) for information concerning introduction or attempted introduction of
nuclear material or weapons into the United States. Urge the FBI and other law
enforcement agencies to quietly "advertise" this reward among organized criminal
elements here and in Russia in the hope of forestalling nuclear black

marketeering in this country.

(5) International nuclear emergency collaboration. Legislation that

internationalizes DOE's Nuclear Emergency Search Team by creating: a joint
U.S.-Russian "fly away" response team; contingency plans among military, law

enforcement, and inteUigence authorities; a plan for exercising this capability, and
so forth.

(6) Multilateral nuclear technology counterterrorist research program. Express
the sense of Congress that the United States and other nuclear-weapon states

should explore in appropriate international fora and within the framework of the

Comprehensive Test Bjm Treaty the possibility of estabhshing a multilateral
research program to develop, test, and assess novel technologies and techniques
for disabling nuclear weapons and devices. This effort is needed because U.S.
technical ability to neutralize a nuclear device is gradually eroding as our pool of
nuclear weapons experts is downsized and our nuclear testing infrastructure is

dismantled.

(7) Consequence management/remediation resources. Legislation to set the

foundation-necessary funding and manpower-to allow adequate training,
education, research and development, and civil emergency preparedness training
to commence in the event that neutralization of a nuclear device in this country is

unsuccessful.

I want to thank you again for the opportunity to appear before the subcommittee.
Needless to say, we stand ready to assist you in any way we can in support of your
efforts over the coming weeks.

Sincerely,

Amaud deBorchgrave
Director, Global Organized Crime Project
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To: Dan Gelber, John Sopko, and Renee Pruneau

From- Richard Falkenrath

Datf /larch 15, 1996

RE specific Legislative Ideas in Avoiding Nuclear Anarchy

First off, let me congratulate you on a very successful hearing, and for all the help you gave us

while we were finishing and launching our book. I hope you agree that we have found a rich vein

of mutual interest to tap.

Second, as per your request for a list of specific legislative ideas. Graham '
-i Poland until

next week, so the list 1 am giving you is my version of the list; next week, when we give you a

formal letter for the record, the list may be somewhat different.

I would like, however, to draw attention to one specific program that both Senator Nunn and

Lugar spoke at some length about at the hearings
- the HEU deal. Here, the really pressing

question for the moment is whether or not the Administration should sell USEC to the public
- a

sale which Congress included in last week's CR. Attached is a memo Graham and I wrote to Larry

Summers two months ago urging him not to sell off USEC because of the harm this will do to the

already troubled HEU deal.

Rather than lust take our views, however, I strongly urge you to ask DCI John Deutch for his

personal views on the national security implications of privatizing USEC. He studied this issue

as a consultant for Smith Barney before entering the government, so he is well briefed on the

issues.

I should note that the arguments against privatizing USEC have been made at very high levels in

the Clinton administration, that there is considerable opposition to USEC privatization on

national-security grounds, but that these concerns seems to have been swamped by OMB's

interest in getting an extra Sib revenue for FY97. I think this is a serious national secunty

mistake and. judging from Senator Nunn and Lugar's comments on Wednesday, It appears to me

that they would agree if the issues are brought to their attention.

cc: Ken Myers

l.-maili richard_falkciirjch(^'h.\rv9i\i.i:dii

I lomc I'ngc: htrp://l<5g\\-v\-w.h.-in'.ird.cdiw\"Si.i
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Preliminary List of Possible Legislative Steps to Reduce the Danger of Nuclear

Lealcage

CSIA, Harvard University

March 15. 1996

1 . Expand, accelerate, and protect the HEU deal by;

a. not selling the U.S. Enrichment Corporation (USEC) to the private sector (see
attached memo);

b. if USEC must be sold, mandate a national-security oversight mechanism for the

HEU deaJ and USEC: and

c. mandate that the administration offer to buy undiluted Russian HEU at a fair

market price.

2. Expand the lab-to-lab MPC&A program;

a fund the full $95m requested by DoE for FY97.

b. expand this funding level to S150m.

3. Expand the industrial Partnering Program (iPP) to $35m per year.

4. Authorize and appropriate $40m in FY97 to the Customs Service for supplying training
and equipment to counter nuclear smuggling domestically and abroad, especially

including Russia and the central Asian former Soviet republics.

5. Mandate the FBI to greatly enhance, and biannually report on, the domestic US. capacity
to cope With NBC terrorism, including by

a. amending the Posse Comitatus act to permit U.S. military involvement In

domestic counter-BC operations;

b. providing funding for a much expanded program of realistic interagency
exercises and training against NBC domestic contingencies; and

c. insist that the FBI and DoD (DNA) use the $10m training set aside in FY94 lor

joint training against nuclear terrorism (as yet. no action taken).

6. Appropriate a minimum of $20m per year to enhance the U.S. NBC consequences
management capability (funded through OEP/HHS budget).
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1028 S. 20th St.

Arlington, VA 22202
March 15, 1996

Senator Sam Nunn, Ranking Minority Member
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
Committee on Governmental Affairs
U.S. Senate — Russell 193

Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Nunn:

In response to your request for suggestions concerning the
legislative basis for programs to contain the threat of nuclear
proliferation, I offer the following recommendations:

1. The title of such legislation should be "The Global Nuclear
Threat Reduction Act."

This recognizes the global nature of the threat.
Such an approach would be very attractive for the
Russian Government which could consider itself a

genuine partner rather than a target.
This approach removes the program from the stigma of
the bilateral foreign aid tent.

2. The introductory language should recognize that programs would
be initially focused largely in the successor states of the
former Soviet Union but should leave open the door for activities
in other countries as well (e.g. , MPC&A in China, a mini-ISTC for
North Korea, export control projects in Southeast Asia, etc.)
3. One distinct part of the legislation should focus on
demilitarization issues—the dismantlement, destruction, and
related programs currently underway at DOD. DOD has other ideas
for new starts as well. The responsibility of DOD is clear, and
this section should be straight forward.
4. The second distinct part of the legislation should deal with
nonproliferation. Among the current programs which would be
included are MPC&A (currently in DOD, DOE, and NRC) , export
control (currently in many agencies) , defense conversion,
Plutonium disposition, and the science centers. The funding for
all of these programs would go to DOD, but with the explicit
mandate that the funds be promptly transferred to the
implementing agencies as appropriate (DOE, State, Commerce, etc),
without attendant DOD procurement shackles.

This approach allows the Congress to look at the
overall package in one lump which is important since
the programs should reinforce one another.

This reduces the charges of Balkanization of the

program and helps put a cap on the number of
coordinators within the Executive Branch.

Given the size of the overall DOD budget, placing all
of the programs in that Department where the
nonproliferation issue is well understood should
reduce the likelihood that resources are diverted by
other agencies with smaller overall budgets.
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Funds could be shifted from projects which encounter
problems to those that have new opportunities.
Placing defense conversion in this section recognizes
that meaningful conversion must include conversion of
people or it is simply diversification.

5. As to organizational issues, there should be a requirement for
DOD to institutionalize the program by establishing a

legislatively mandated policy and implementation office to
administer the program. Secondly, a Coordinator within the State
Department should ensure that other related activities throughout
the U.S. Government are coordinated with this program.

The DOD office could not be abolished by a new
Secretary of Defense who might not give as high a

priority to the program as the incumbent. Also, the
office would become a point of advocacy within the
executive branch for the program.

Other U.S. programs also impact on nonproliferation,
but the approaches are often inconsistent and
confusing to Russian officials and participants (e.g.
Industrial Partnership Program, nuclear safety
initiative, programs of ONR and DARPA, NASA programs) .

6. Within the nonproliferation part of the legislation should be
two low cost review and evaluation intiatives. First, a unit
should be established in Moscow within the framework of the ISTC
to conduct studies of the conversion activities within specific
institutes and enterprises, and particularly the impacts in
achieving nonproliferation objectives of projects supported by
the Parties to the ISTC through the ISTC and through other
mechanisms. Secondly, an independent U.S. organization, drawing
on experts from throughout the country and using the reports of
the study unit of the ISTC, should report biannual ly to the
Congress on the impact of U.S. programs in achieving
nonproliferation objectives.

Current impressions as to the nonproliferation threat
are based on fragmentary anecdotal evidence. More
compelling analyses are essential if the United States
is to have a sound long-term strategy for containing
the proliferation of weapons know-how, dangerous
materials, and sensitive technologies.

Please let me know if I can be of further assistance.

Sincerely,

^i^o^ t-oU^^
Glenn E. Schweitzer
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15 March 1996 .-

Alan I. Edelman '

Counsel
•-^.. .

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

193 Russell Senate Office Building

Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Alan,

Per our conversation, enclosed are several of my reports and articles that can be included in

the record as well as letters to Bob Bell and the President that are germane to the subject.

I also enclose a slightly revised statement for the record which incorporates some of my
verbal elaborations and corrects a few typographical mistakes.

In terms of ideas that may be helpful for crafting further legislation, I only have a little to add

to my presentation.

Perhaps since I am not involved in the day-to-day details, I see the problem as being a more

of a macro one for the moment. I found the original Nuim-Lugar legislation relatively broad

enough. The problem in the 1991-1993 timeframe was that the Bush Administration and their

holdovers (some of whom are still out there) were not very eager to interpret it broadly or

aggressively even though U.S.-Russian relations were very good.

Now that some of the Clinton people are finally making some progress, particularly at the

DOE, there is more of a need for consistent fiinding, less meddling from higher ups,

removing further bureaucratic obstacles (i.e. riding herd on the bureaucracy), and keeping this

bipartisan.

Also, now that the relationship is a little more testy, the overall poorer relations can and is

affecting the implementation of the program. And, as I note in the final paragraph of my
statement, the more that can be done to ameliorate U.S.-Russian tensions — i.e.

acknowledging and dealing with quite reasonable Russian concerns on NATO expansion, the

ABM treaty, and greater reductions in nuclear arms, i.e. START III ~ the more progress we

can hope to see on fissile material control and accountability and related issues.

Aside from this I have only three practical recommendations, one large and two small.

First, as I suggested in my presentation, there is still room to expand the cooperation with the

Russian Navy to deal with their nuclear problems. Although, some the details of addressing

this problem may seem to be a bit far a field, helping out with the decommissioned reactors,
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some of the waste, etc., does allow them to scrap submarine*, mcluding SSBNs, faster and
more safely. Also, in general it is a good area for mil-mil cooperation which is overall

helpful to the CTR effort and U.S.-Russian relations. Its a bit of a shame our Navy has been

so reluctant to get involved, despite all the other cooperative things that are going on at the

Navy level (i.e. the minor at sea exerciowS, the CNA's symposiums, flag officer visits, etc.)

Second, in the realm of small ideas for the suggestion box: radiation detection devices should

be installed at the international airports in Russia, Kazakhstan, and Ukraine (there are not that

many, a dozen maybe?). And, if there is more money, maybe even at train stations and

boarder control points. If you haven't noticed. Customs x-rays everybody's stuff at the

airport when they leave the country. They could do a sweep for radiation detection as well.

The men that were arrested at the airport in Germany on a flight from Moscow could have

been caught with the Pu before they lef^ the country if this basic precaution had been taken.

Third, checks at train stations or border control points would be good. For example, we sent

heavy packages back and forth to Kazakstan to a friend's family with train conductors on the

Moscow-Karaganda run for the whole year 1 was there, for $10 a trip (cheaper and more
reliable than the mail), without a problem with Customs. There was a huge NBC defense

organization in the Soviet military (the Chemical Troops). It is still more or less there. Lets

get them some sensitive equipment (rumor has it their detectors only went off when the

radiation exceeded 50 roentgen/hour) they can maintain (and won't sell on the black market),
and put them to work at the borders, on the trains, and at the airports.

Finally, Senator Nuim has a good point in defending the use of U.S. money to employ
Russian weapons scientists. Better they are working in Russia on whatever than working
overseas on bombs. But, this dilemma underscores again the need tr> move beyond the

START II levels because even at START II levels this problem may never become

manageable. The need for a dangerously large amount of nuclear weapons scientists and

technicians will only be obviated if the arsenal of strategic and tactical weapons can be shrunk

further. Since this draw-down will take a number of years, the "surplus" weapons scientists

can be weaned away from their original work by conversion and closing of facilities. Also,
since this is probably an elderly group, some will be lost due to natural causes.

Thanks once again for giving me the opportunity to testify. Please give my thanks to the

Senator as well and also for continuing to push this important subject further. If I can be of

any further assistance, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Best regards.

Joshua Handler

Coordinator

Disarmament Campaign
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GAD United States

General Accounting Office

Washington, D.C. 20548

National Security and
International Affairs Division

March 20, 1996

The Honorable Sam Nunn

Ranking Minority Member
Permanent Subcommittee
on Investigations

Committee on Governmental Affairs

United States Senate

Dear Senator Nunn:

At your request, we are providing additional observations on the U.S. and newly

independent states' (NIS) cooperative programs to improve controls over nuclear

material. Our observations are based on our report entitled Nuclear

Nonproliferation: Status of U.S. Efforts to Improve Nuclear Material Controls in

Newly Independent States (GAO/NSIAD/RCED-96-89, Mar. 8, 1996), which was

released during a public hearing held by your Subcommittee on March 13, 1996.

As you stated at the hearing, U.S. cooperation with the NIS in containing the

leakage of nuclear material is in the U.S. national security interest. Several thefts

of weapons-grade nuclear material have already been detected, some of which

were detected only after the material had been smuggled from the NIS. As we
noted during the hearing, a nuclear explosive can be built with less than 25

kilograms of highly enriched uranium or 8 kilograms of plutonium. Because of

weaknesses in nuclear controls in the NIS, it is not known whether more material

has been stolen. Improving controls at all of the NIS facilities will take about 7

years under the current Department of Energy (DOE) plan. This letter offers some

suggestions on how the risk of leakage of direct-use nuclear material can be

reduced more quickly.

REDUCING NEAR TERM RISK

Although U.S. efforts to improve nuclear safeguards in the NIS got off to a slow

start, recent progress gives DOE a source of optimism for the future. U.S. and NIS

cooperative efforts are undenway at 17 of the 80-plus facilities handling direct use

material in the NIS. In Russia, where most of the direct-use material is located,

work is underway at 9 facilities in the civilian nuclear research and nuclear defense

sectors described on pages 17 and 18 of our report, including work at 3 of the 10

formally "secret" cities where Soviet nuclear weapons were developed.
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In addition, the United States and Russia agreed in January 1996 to work

cooperatively to upgrade material protection control and accounting (MPC&A)

systems at six additional locations. Preliminary work-like site surveys--to determine

MPC&A needs at these facilities should begin soon. Even with this program,

however, a substantial number of facilities will not be upgraded for several years.

This situation poses considerable risk that nuclear material could be stolen without

the knowledge of NIS countries.

We believe there are at least two ways the risk of theft can be further reduced in

the short term. One is to accelerate the pace of the program. As currently

envisioned, the U.S. MPC&A program is intended to support upgrades of 15

facilities per year. With 80 to 100 facilities requiring upgrades, it could take another

6 years before work has started at all facilities. Congress could increase financial

resources to DOE to allow the Department to support more projects per year,

thereby reducing the time that NIS nuclear material remains at risk of theft.

However, the pace of progress in the program depends on the continued

cooperation of the Russian Ministry of Atomic Energy (MINATOM). In addition, the

pace could be constrained by staffing limitations at DOE's national laboratories

which could affect their ability to sustain work at more facilities per year.

Another way to reduce risk in the near term is for DOE to expedite the deployment

of key elements of an MPC&A system, such as nuclear material portal monitors,

tamper resistant seals, and perimeter sensors, to multiple facilities prior to providing

comprehensive upgrades. This would build on a strategy already used by the Lab-

to-Lab program. Deploying these elements directly addresses the insider and

outsider threats of theft or diversion. Because of Russian certification requirements

for physical protection equipment, it is important that the approach be cooperative

and that a mix of Russian and U.S. monitors be used. Additional financial

resources may be needed to accelerate such a program.

ENSURING LONG TERM PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS

The upgrading of nuclear material controls in Russia and the other newly

independent states represents a major transition from a system based on heavy

security to a system based on new material tracking, control, and security

technology. While DOE is cooperating with the NIS to develop a system that is

consistent with international standards and comparable to U.S. standards, the

ultimate effectiveness of the system rests with the NIS.

A safeguards culture will likely be developed in most NIS states because--if for no

other reason--they are obligated under the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty to accept

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) safeguards. However, Russia-like the

United States-is a nuclear weapons state under the treaty and is therefore under

no such obligation. To encourage development of a safeguards culture in Russia,

the United States could encourage the development of institutions needed to

Page 2
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implement national safeguards in Russia. Now that the Russian Duma has passed
an Atomic Energy Act, the United States may want to accelerate its assistance to

Gosatomnadzor, the Russian nuclear regulatory agency, in developing national

MPC&A regulations and an inspection program for civilian sector facilities. Such

support would help develop a system of checks and balances between regulators
and nuclear facility operators handling weapons grade material. The United States

could also encourage MINATOM to develop programs to oversee the

implementation of MPC&A systems in the defense sectors.

We hope you find these suggestions useful. If you have any questions, please call

me at (202) 512-4128 or Charles Bolton at (202) 512-8950.

Sincerely,

/L^ji/U^—
Harold J. Johnson
Associate Director, Intemational

Relations and Trade Issues

Pages
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JOHN P. HOLDREN
Class of 1935 Professor of Energy Visiting Distinguished Scientist

Energy and Resources Group Woods Hole Research Center

310 Barrows Hall 13 Church Street

University of California Post Office Box 296

Berkeley, California 94720 Woods Hole, Massachusetts 02543

510 642-1 139, fax 642-1085 508 540-9900, fax 540-9700

[until 5/15/96] [after 5/16/96]

e-mail: hoIdren@gamet.berkeley.edu

19 March 1996

Honorable Sam Nunn

c/o Mr. Dan Gelber

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs (Minority)

193 Russell Senate Office Building VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS

Washington, DC 20510 (recipient's phone 202 224-9157)

RE: LEGISLATION TO REDUCE THE RISKS OF NUCLEAR THEFT'

Dear Senator Nunn:

Your staff has asked for suggestions for legislation designed to reduce security risks of

nuclear theft, based on die outline of a plan I provided late last year at Senator Lugar's request.^

Such legislation would presumably begin with a series of congressional findings

highlighting the magnitude and urgency of the threat — and the importance of addressing it at

its source through improved security and accounting for nuclear materials — particularly in the

former Soviet Union.

Substantively, I would suggest that such legislation might include the following elements:

1. Increased Funding for Material Protection. Control, and Accounting: S150 million.

The cooperative programs between the United States and the countries of the former

Soviet Union to improve protection, control, and accounting of nuclear materials are now

proceeding well. With a substantial base of ongoing cooperation established, it is essential, at

'

In addition to his positions at U.C. Berkeley and the Woods Hole Research Center, the writer is Chair of

the Committee on International Security and Arms Control at the National Academy of Sciences, Vice Chair of

the Committee on International Security Studies at the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Chair of the

Executive Committee of the Pugwash Conferences on Science and World Affairs, a member of President

Clinton's Committee of Advisors on Science and Technology, Chairman of the Board Committee for the

Program on Peace and Intematioiial Cooperation at the MacArthur Foundation, and Faculty Consultant to the

Laser and Energy Directorates at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. This letter has been wrinen in

his personal capacity, however, and does not necessarily reflect the views of any of these organizations.

^ John P. Holdren, 'Reducing the Risk of Nuclear Theft in the Former Soviet Union: Outline of A

Comprehensive Plan", manuscript, November 1995, 21 pp.
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a minimum, that Congress fully fund the Department of Energy's request of $95 million for this

effort. But there is much more that could be done with additional funds. Agreements on

cooperative efforts to upgrade security and accounting systems have been reached that cover

more than 70 percent of all the locations in the former Soviet Union where weapons-usable

Plutonium and highly-enriched uranium are located— including many of the largest facilities in

the MINATOM nuclear complex
— but $95 million is substantially less than would be needed

to upgrade security at all of these sites. (That is why DOE's comprehensive plan for security

and accounting upgrades currently stretches to the year 2002.) An appropriation of $150 million

—
roughly twice this year's level of effort— would allow a more rapid reduction in the highest-

priority proliferation risks.

Congress should also provide support for the Department of Defense's efforts to cooperate

with Russia to upgrade security and accounting for nuclear weapons. In addition, I believe it

would be useful to include language encouraging or directing the Administration to pursue

discussions with other countries aimed at increasing the stringency of international standards for

security and accounting of weapons-usable materials worldwide, coming as close as possible to

the high standards applied to nuclear weapons themselves.

. . i

2. A Comprehensive Approach to Nuclear Smug gling: $30 Milhon.

Although the Administration has already announced that next month's nuclear summit will

unveil an international "action plan" to stop nuclear smuggling, the Administration does not yet

have a comprehensive approach to addressing this problem or the funding needed for any such

effort to succeed. As you noted in your opening statement at the March 13 hearing, U.S. efforts

to date have focused on the Nunn-Lugar countries of the former Soviet Union and on Central

Europe, while very little has been done to strengthen the law enforcement and border control

capabilities of the critical states to Russia's south, which are eager for cooperation in this area.

New legislation should provide approximately $30 million for such cooperation, with strong

direction to the Administration to prepare a comprehensive plan to ensure that the relevant states

are adequately prepared to deal with the threat (comparable to the comprehensive plan for

upgrading nuclear material security and accounting that DOE has drafted). Such a plan should

include funding for:

• Intelligence cooperation and information sharing. All of the major seizures of

nuclear materials so far have been the result of having good information — from tips,

stings, intelligence work, and the like. Congress should direct the Administration to

place high priority on establishing increased cooperation between U.S. intelligence and

law enforcement agencies and their counterparts in Russia and other relevant states,

including establishing mechanisms for exchanging sensitive law enforcement and

intelligence information on ongoing cases. Better information and coordination of all the

information available will be absolutely central to the overall anti-smuggling effort.

• Analysis Centers. There is a need for a small number of regional analysis centers in

Eurasia, capable of both nuclear and traditional forensic analysis, where material seized

in nearby countries could be sent. Congress should direct the Administration to work

with other countries to help establish such centers, or, where centers already exist, to help

provide additional training and equipment as needed, and help establish mechanisms for

sending seized material to these centers.
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• Law Enforcement Units. Congress should direct the Administration to work with the

relevant states to ensure that each of them has at least a small police unit trained and

equipped to investigate and respond to nuclear smuggling cases, with other law

enforcement agencies trained to call them in when appropriate. Providing limited training

and equipment to such units would cost, in most cases, less than $1 million per country.

• Border Controls. The plan should include providing training and simple nuclear

detection equipment to border guards and customs agents throughout the former Soviet

Union (including particularly the souther tier states) and Central Europe. In close

cooperation with DOE, U.S. Customs has developed a training program and basic

equipment suited to customs officers who typically do not have extensive technical

training. Such equipment is surprisingly inexpensive; customs agents and border guards

at all the major crossing points in Central Europe and the former Soviet Union could

probably be provided with basic training and equipment for a cost on the order of $20

million.

In addition, Congress should direct the Administration to work with other countries to

ensure that all the relevant states put effective domestic legislation in place making illegal

possession or trafficking in nuclear materials a crime comparable to treason or terrorism.

3. Redoubled Focus on Nuclear Transparency: $20 Million.

Reciprocal nuclear openness
—

exchanging data on stockpiles of nuclear weapons and

fissile materials, and opening nuclear sites to reciprocal examination — will be an essential

component of efforts to control these dangerous materials over the long term. Such transparency

provides a critical foundation for deeper reductions in nuclear arms, and has important spinoff

benefits for ensuring security for nuclear materials and weapons, as greater openness helps break

down the remaining barriers to cooperation and provide the information needed for cooperation

to be efficiently directed. The more information that can be exchanged regarding the specific

locations, amounts, and forms of materials in each side's stockpile, the greater the potential

synergistic benefit for cooperation in upgrading security and accounting.

The Senate has strongly expressed its support for such transparency with the Biden

Condition to START I, and more recently the far-reaching provisions for the resolution of

ratification to START n. But more remains to be done. New legislation should:

• direct the Administration to place high priority on completing negotiations to implement
a broad regime of data exchanges and reciprocal inspections, including measures to

confirm the dismantlement of nuclear weapons and the secure disposition of the fissile

materials they contain;

• provide funding for implementing such reciprocal inspections, for placing additional U.S.

excess material under IAEA safeguards, and for lab-to-lab programs to demonstrate

relevant technologies and procedures;

• permit the Administration, if the President certifies that doing so would serve the interests

of arms reduction and nonproliferation, to exchange Restricted Data and Formerly
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Restricted Data with Russia even in the absence of a formal Agreement for Cooperation

under the Atomic Energy Act;

• require a report on the Administration's efforts to implement the mandates in the START
I and START II resolutions of ratification, including specifically monitoring of warhead

dismantlement;

• call for an independent study of nuclear transparency measures and their role in arms

reduction and nonproliferation.

4. Halting Plutonium Production: $100 Million.

In the Markey Amendment, Congress required the Administration to pursue an agreement

to end Russia's production of plutonium for weapons. Such an agreement was signed in June

1994, but funding is now required to implement the option likely to be pursued
—

converting

the reactor cores of the Russian plutonium production reactors so that they no longer produce

weapons plutonium or rely on fiiel that requires near-term reprocessing. Completing the

engineering design for this core conversion will cost approximately $10 million, and

implementing the conversion is estimated to cost another $80 million. In addition, once the

agreement enters into force, monitoring measures will be needed to ensure that plutonium

produced before the reactors are converted is not being placed into weapons. Having required

the Administration to pursue this agreement, Congress should provide the funding necessary to

see it through.

5 Plutonium/HEU Disposition: $90 Million.

Transforming the vast excess stockpiles of plutonium and HEU into forms that no longer

pose urgent security risks is also critical — both to reduce the risks of theft and to ensure the

irreversibility of the nuclear arms reductions now underway.

While the HEU deal is now being successfully implemented
— in the sense that HEU is

being blended to LEU and delivered to the U.S., with cash delivered in return — there would

be substantial security benefits in accelerating and expanding the arrangement. Congress should

direct the Administration to consider, and provide a report on the advantages and disadvantages

of:

• designating one or more "executive agents" for the HEU deal in addition to, and in

competition with, the U.S. Enrichment Corporation, who could (at their own cost and

risk) purchase any additional material Russia could provide in a given year that USEC
was not interested in purchasing;'

• working with Russia to blend all the HEU to be purchased to an intermediate level below

20% in the near term, even while material is purchased over a longer time-horizon (thus

achieving many of the nonproliferation benefits of the agreement much more rapidly);

' For example, Russia has offered to blend and sell 18 tons of HEU in the current year, but the USEC has

ordered only 12.
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• purchasing additional quantities of HEU. above and beyond the 500 tons currently agreed

to, with agreement that the additional proceeds will be spent on other key nuclear security

objectives, such as Russia's own national effort to upgrade nuclear material seciuity and

accounting, or subsidizing plutonium disposition;

• buying some of the material as HEU and shipping it to the United States for blending (in

addition to the material Russia is capable of blending and delivering);

• arranging for some of the material to be purchased now, for blending and sale at a later

date when the market is ready for the material, with financing coming partly from loans

using the HEU to be purchased as collateral.

With respect to plutonium disposition, the appearance last month of the Department of

Energy's Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement on Storage and Disposition of

Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials* indicates that progress is being made, albeit more slowly than

many of us would have wished, toward selection of the approaches beyond interim storage that

will be used to render surplus military plutonium highly inaccessible for re-use in nuclear

weapons indefinitely. I am pleased that the DOE has embraced, in this Draft EIS, much of the

evaltiative framework and criteria developed in the National Academy of Sciences study of this

topic, whose two volumes were released in January 1994 and July 1995', including the "stored

nuclear weapon standard" for interim handling of separated plutonium and the "spent fuel

standard" for long-term disposition. It is also reassuring that the "reasonable alternatives" for

long-term disposition selected for further evaluation ia the Draft EIS match quite closely the

mixed-oxide-fiiel/current-reactor, vitrification-with-wastes, and deep-borehole options that the

National Academy of Sciences study found earlier to be the most promising alternatives.

I am uneasy, however, about the number of variants of each "reasonable alternative" that

the Draft EIS retains for further study, some of which variants are at such an early stage of

technical development that pursuing them seriously would be a prescription for delay of a decade

or more, compared to the more developed variants, in the time when long-term disposition could

actually begin. The National Academy of Sciences study, part of which I led, concluded that

inadequately protected plutonium constitutes a "clear and present danger" to the security of the

United States, and that time is therefore of the essence in proceeding to actual implementation
of one or more long-term disposition options in both the United States and the former Soviet

Union — not only to reduce as quickly as possible the direct risks of theft or reincorporation of

this material into national arsenals, but also to send a prompt and positive signal about the

seriousness of our commitment to rendering irreversible the nuclear-stockpile reductions that

made these materials surplus. This is one of those situations in which the best could easily

*
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition. U.S. Department of Energy. Storage and Disposition of

Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials. Draft Progranunatic Environmental Impact Statement. Summary.
DOE/EIS-229-D. February 1996. 156 pp.

' Committee on International Security and Arms Control (CISAC), National Academy of Sciences,

Management and Disposition of Excess Weapoas Plutonium, National Academy Press, 1994. 275 pp;

Panel on Reactor-Related Options for the Management and Disposition of Excess Weapons Plutonium, CISAC,
National Academy of Sciences, Management and Disposition of Excess Weapons Plntoniiun: Reactor-

Related Options. National Academy Press. 1995, 418 pp.
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become the enemy of the good: the Department of Energy and the other agencies that must

reach consensus on a long-term disposition method could analyze and argue for years in search

of the ideal approach, instead of getting on with implementation of relatively well understood

approaches that could bring the surplus plutonium to the spent-fuel standard more quickly.

I believe it would be helpful for the Congress to try, in the legislation you are developing,

to reinvest the plutonium-disposition issue with a sense of urgency in the form of a timeline for

choosing and beginning to implement one or more options for the long-term disposition of

plutonium, even as studies continue of more advanced options that might later supplant those

implemented initially. The legislation should also codify and shore up the cooperation with

Russia on long-term disposition, in order to link their progress to ours and to offset tendencies

toward delay in that country that are even stronger than these tendencies in our own. And I

think the legislation should establish a mechanism to ensure stable, long-term funding from

Congress, which is necessary if we are to make maximum use of the private sector in

implementing whatever plutonium disposition options are chosen: private companies will not

make major investments in this area absent credible assurance that the program is not going to

be abandoned as soon as they make them. Specifically, then, I believe the new legislation

should:

• Establish in law a national priority to proceed with plutonium disposition, making an

explicit statement to utilities, regulatory authorities, and others that this is the policy of

the United States, in the interests of U.S. national security. In this connection, the

legislation might require that the Administration choose, say by the end of calendar 1997,

at least two long-term disposition options for implementation in parallel* on a fast track,

or explain to the Congress by that time why such a decision would not serve U.S.

security interests.

• Establish an equally clear U.S. policy of cooperation with Russia and other countries in

eliminating excess plutonium stockpiles. For example. Congress could direct the

Administration to pursue negotiations toward establishing an international joint venture

that would construct and manage facilities in Russia for implementation of at least two

long-term disposition options roughly parallel in approach and timing to those being

pursued in the United States, under international safeguards, with internationally managed

security and accounting. Such a venture could be financed by subsidies from the

international community, or by agreement by the international community to modify

existing trade restraints to permit near-terra sale of another 100 tons of HEU.

• Instruct the Administration to begin negotiations with Russia to reach an agreement

designed to reduce each side's existing stockpiles of fissile materials over time to low,

equal levels, with the material rendered excess placed under international safeguards and

committed to disposition, to occur as quickly as practically possible.

• Provide a stable, long-term funding mechanism for implementing plutonium disposition—
similar, for example, to the funding arrangements for building aircraft carriers. Such

'
Parallel tnicks provide a hedge against unexpected delays along either one, as well as providing diversity

that may prove valuable in deabng with the different forms in which excess weapons plutonium occitfs. See the

National Academy of Sciences "Reactor-Related Options" volume, cited above.
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an arrangement, if successful, could ultimately provide a model for financing other

critical long-term technical projects.

• Fully fund DOE's request for plutonium disposition activities, with a direction that at

least 10% of the total should be expended on cooperation with Russia, to ensure that

disposition of Russian excess weapons plutonium can be accomplished together with

disposition of U.S. plutonium.

6. Diversifying Opportunities in the Nuclear Cities: $30 Million.

While it is critical to get effective nuclear material security and accounting systems in

place in the former Soviet Union, it should be remembered that desperate people can be

ingenious in finding ways to overcome technical security systems. It is therefore deeply in the

U.S. interest that the people of the nuclear cities in Russia, who have access to thousands of

weapons and hundreds of tons of weapons-usable nuclear materials, not face unlimited economic

desperation. With the disappearance of the traditional missions of these cities, new businesses

are urgently needed to diversify these cities' economic base. This will not be easy, but the

nuclear cities do have technological capabilities that could offer some commercial capabilities.

An investment of $30 million — to finance continued efforts to build industry-laboratory

partnerships to commercialize the technologies of the nuclear cities — could provide many
thousands of jobs there. Over the longer term, much larger investments may be required.

Concluding Remarks : ,.

In this legislation. Congress should place the emphasis on maximum reliance on the

indigenous capabilities of the countries of the former Soviet Union themselves. These countries

themselves bear the ultimate responsibility for protecting and accounting for the nuclear materials

on their territory. At the same time. Congress should provide the flexibility needed to spend the

fiinds to maximum effect — as it has in FY 1996 — resisting the temptation to encumber the

effort with burdensome audit and examination, reporting, and "buy American" requirements.

I hope you find these suggestions helpful. The overall program suggested here may

appear expensive, but it should be viewed as an investment in national security and compared

with other investments in that category. The costs and risks of inaction — in both lower security

and higher defense expenditures should weapons-usable nuclear material fall into hands

unfriendly to the United States — would be far higher than the cost of timely preventative action

today. In addition to the measures described above, of course, a whole panoply of measures to

strengthen our domestic preparedness to deal with the potential threat of nuclear, biological, or

chemical terrorism is also required, but I will leave those suggestions to others. If I can be of

further assistance, please do not hesitate to call me.

cc: Senator Richard Lugar ^^./

,'John P. Holdren
/
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Recommendations

The Subcommittee has asked me to make recommendations concerning
Russia. They are as follows:

1 . The Subcommittee should ask the representatives of the Defense, Energy
and State Departments, when they testify on Friday March 22, to e:iqplain why
our government is considering the export ofAmerican supercomputers to the

Russian nuclear weapon laboratories at this time.

2. In view of the evidence developed at this hearing, which reveals poor
control over sensitive material and equipment in Russia and other states of the
former Soviet Union, Congress should exercise greater oversight on sensitive

U.S. exports to such destinations. This Subcommittee should require the

State and Commerce Departments to provide records of all licensed U.S.

exports under their jurisdiction to such destinations during the past five years.

The Subcommittee should then ask the General Accounting Office or some
other expert body to determine whether these exports are consistent with U.S.

national security and with U.S. nonproliferation policy. The Subcommittee

should also require thirty days' notice before any U.S. -licensed export is

approved to a site or an end-user in the former Soviet Union that is associated

with the production of a weapon of mass destruction.

3. Congress should require the President to begin to negotiate with Russia

and other states of the former Soviet Union agreements to jointly pursue and

attempt to recover any special nuclear material, nuclear weapon component,
or other strategically-significant item illegally diverted to any unauthorized

person or country.
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ORGANIZED CRIME IN THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY:

SUMMARY OF THE SITUATION IN 1994

SITUATION OVERVIEW

Situation reports from all the Federal states as well as from the Federal •

Border Guard and the Federal Criminal Police Office are the basis for

this report on the organized crime situation in the Federal Republic of

Germany in 1994.

789 investigations of organized crime (OC) were conducted in the Fed- 789 PC oro-

eral Republic of Gennany in 1994. 497 investigative proceedings were ceedlnas in

first reported in 1994, while 292 investigative proceedings were carried 1994, incl. 497

over from previous years, which means they were also included in the first reported in

1993 situation report. In 170 of the 292 investigative proceedings dating 1994

back to previous years, no new information was obtained^). With regard

to these proceedings from previous years in which no new information

was obtained, only administrative data were taken into accounts). Thus

789 proceedings were analyzed solely with regard to administrative

data and
,i..

^ ^w:y;-.,,

619 proceedings were analyzed with regard to full case details.

''

Regarding offenses, crime scenes, preferences, suspects, losses/profits, relevance to

organized crime

2 Duration and current state of the inquiries, average no. of officers assigned to the

respective investigation, etc.

OC in the FRG in 1994 - Summary Page 1
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The investigative proceedings analyzed contained information about 9.256 suspects

9,256 suspects wiio committed a total of 97,877 individual offenses in and 97.877

1 994. offenses

According to police criminal statistics (PCS), the offenses can be classi-

fied as follows:

violent offenses

theft-type

offenses

fraud-type

offenses^)

other offenses

drug offenses

property

property

2,101

5,029

77,454

10,834

2.459

2.2 %
5.1 %

79.1 %

11.1 %
2.5 %

In 461 (58.4 %) of the proceedings, more than one field of crime was RrtmarilY

involved, and in 33.2 % of the proceedings dmg trafficking and smug- offenses in-

gling
- sometimes along with other types of offenses -

represented the voMna mom

focus of the criminal activities. than one field ot

crime

The fact that perpetrators associated with organized crime are involved

in almost all areas of criminal activity is illustrated by the following chart:

This large number results from various major proceedings in the field of Eurocheque
and credit card crime.

OC in the FRG in 1994 - Summary Page 2
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Classification of PC proceedings bv field of crime

Drug Trafficking

Theft-type Prop. Off.

Violent Crime

Forgery

Economic Crime

Red-Ugfrt Districts

Illegal Immigration

Arms Trafficking

EnvlromerTtai Crime

Other Areas

202

120 150

Number of proceedings

OC perpe-
trators active

In all fields

of crime

The suspects represent 85 different nationalities. 3,827 (41.3 %) are About 59 %

German nationals. The largest groups of non-German suspects are Turk- non-German

ish nationals (1 ,314, or 14.2 %), Yugoslavian*) nationals (678, or 7.3 %), suspects

Italian nationals (425, or 4.6 %), Polish nationals (287, or 3.1 %), and

Vietnamese nationals (271, or 2.9 %), followed by Nigerian (2.7 %),

Romanian (2.6 %) and Russian nationeiIsS) 2.2 %).

In 67.6 %of the proceedings, heterogeneous^) offender structures were

again established.

Refers to citizens of Montenegro and Serbia, in addition, In 1994 an additional 186

suspects (2 %) of Bosnian, Croatian, Slovenian and Macedonian nationality were
recorded.

371 suspects (4 % of all suspects) were citizens of countries that used to be part of the

Soviet Union.

Cooperation by suspects of different nationalities.

OC in the FRG in 1994 - Summary- Page 3
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The suspects are usually involved in several areas of crime. The German

suspects favor "economic crime", while non-German suspects also tend

to concentrate on theft-type property offenses and drug crime.

716 (7.7 %) of all the suspects were armed. In terms of nationality, Viet-

namese nationals accounted for an above-average share of armed sus-

pects (27.7 %). 5.9 % of German suspeas were armed and, on average,

9.0 % of non-German suspects were armed.

32.0 % of all suspects were arrested, and arrest warrants were issued in

24.3 %of the cases.

121 of the proceedings evaluated included information on links to certain

foreign criminal groups. For example, links to the Italian Mafia were

established in 13 proceedings, to the Camoaa in 12 proceedings, to the

Russian "Mafia" in 9 proceedings, and to groups in the Colombian Call

cartel in 8 proceedings. In addition, links to the Kurdish PKK were identi-

fied in connection with 10 proceedings.

Losses^) totalling DM 3.448,527,042 were established in 1994, along Almost 3.5 bli-

with additional estimated profitsS) of DM 1,231,437,359. However, it lion dm losses

should be noted in this connection that, in each case, a single investiga- in 1994

tion of economic crime had a decisive influence on the overall figures^).

Approximately two thirds of the investigative proceedings analyzed were

characterized by criminal offenses committed at international level.

"^ The PCS convention defines losses In terms of current monetary value.

8 Insofar as no losses must be reported in accordance with the PCS convention.

9 In one investigation of economic crime, losses amounting to 2.5 billion DIvl were

involved, while in another profits amounted to 400 million DM.

OC in the FRG in 1994 - Summary Page 4
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20.4 %

Commission of Criminal Offenses

Suprareglonal
13.5%

International

66.1 %

It can be noted in this connection that, in approximately one of five

investigative proceedings, links to the Netherlands were found to exist,

while in one of seven such proceedings there were links to Poland.

Of the 569 investigative proceedings^O) that include OC-related data,

there are

429 cases (75.4 %) involving the use of commercial or business-like

structures

327 cases (57.5 %) involving the use of force or other means of

intimidation and

102 cases (17.9 %) involving the use of influence in the fields of

politics, the media, public administration, justice, and the business

sector.

10 497 initial reports and 72 proceedings carried over from the previous year that include

new information in connection with this criterion for analysis. When several of the

special features of organized crime (as defined by the joint police/judiciary working
group) are identified in one Investigation, multiple mentions will occur.

OC in the FRG in 1994 - Summary Pages
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In 28 CX3 proceedings, acts of corruption as defined in sections 331 - 69i offers of

334 of tlie German Penal Code were identified. In this connection, 12 bribes dis-

offenses involving granting of advantages, 691 offenses involving offers closed

of bribes, 26 offenses involving the acceptance of advantages, and 686

cases of taking bribes came to light.

In 55 proceedings, influence exerted in connection with prisons was

established. In most of these cases, groups of perpetrators influenced

various prisoners by looking after them.

In 37 investigative proceedings, information is on hand regarding 115 ii5 money laury-

acts of money laundering as defined in Section 261 of the German Penal dering offenses

Code. In 13 of these proceedings, 59 suspicious transactions reports in oc proceed-

were filed in accordance with Section 11 (1) of the Money Laundering ings

Law.

In 103 proceedings, it was necessary to institute witness protection

measures for 1 87 persons.

Measures to confiscate the proceeds of crime were carried out in con- About 1.4 % of

nection with 54 proceedings. Cash, securities, various items, and real crime proceeds

estate worth more than 17.5 million DM were seized and/or confiscated, confiscated

In 55 % of the proceedings, investigations were initiated on the basis of

information already in police files or actively developed, while 45 % of

investigations were the result of complaints or anonymous tip-offs sub-

mitted to the police.

OC in the FRG in 1994 - Summary Page 6
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Reason for instrtutino proceedinos

Active development

of Information

16,6%

Tip-offs

4.2%

CID-lnformatlon on file

38,4%

Complaints

40,8%

Proactive

measures In

about 17%
of cases

The police handled 404 (about 51 %) of the investigations through a spe-

cial office for organized crime, while 361 investigations (about 46 %)

were under the jurisdiction of public prosecutor's offices specifically

charged with handling organized crime cases.

465 proceedings were concluded in 1994, while 324 are still in progress.

OC in the FRG in 1994 - Summary Page 7
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ASSESSMENT OF THE SITUATION

Organized crime can now be seen as a permanent and lasting phenome- oc a lasting

non in Germany. The 1,883 investigative proceedings handled since phenomenon

199111) provide clear evidence of the existence of organized crime.

The following chart illustrates the development of OC investigative pro-

ceedings, the number of offenses involved, and the number of suspects

established during the period 1991 - 1994.

Development of OC proceedings, offenses and suspects

500000

100000

50000 -

Proceedings Offenses Suspects

Compared to the previous year, there was again a clear increase in the

number of individual offenses reported. For t.he most part, the increase

'' First reported in 1991:369; in 1992: 540; in 1993: 477; in 1994:497

OC in the FRG in 1994 - Summary, Pages
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can be attributed to a rise in the number of fraud-type property offenses

reported'' 2), as can be seen in the following chart:

Devetopment of PCS offense categories since 1991

Fraud-type Other Theft-type Drug Violent

property off. property off. offenses offenses

With regard to the total number of crimes committed, a quantitative

assessment of offenses involving organized crime is of secondary

importance, because the actual threat that OC represents for the general

public cannot be evaluated by analyzing the number of offenses, but

rather must be judged by examining the quality of such offenses and

their long-term structures.

Since 1991, 32,641 OC suspects have caused known material losses

exceeding 9.8 billion DM - this is one example of the threat posed by

organized crime.

^2 The large number of fraud-type property offenses in 1991 and 1994 arises from a limit-

ed number of investigative proceedings that involve numerous individual acts of fraud.

OC in the FRG in 1994 - Summary Page 9
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In the other areas of crime where no direct material damage results (or immense

cannot be measured), profits since 1991 are estimated at approximately unguamwabie

3.4 billion DM. In addition, various types of organized crime (e.g. narcot- damage

ics and environmental crime, crime involving weapons, trafficking in

human beings) cause an enormous amount of material and non-material

damage each year that cannot be quantified. Besides this, high profits

obtained by illegal means serve as a basis for further criminal activity.

Europe has become a unified economic region for organized crime activ- Offenses fre-

ities. In two thirds of the proceedings, offenses were committed in other auentiv linked

countries as well as in Germany. Such criminal activity at the interna- to crimes in

tional level is focussed on neighboring countries and on countries asso- other countries

dated with certain crimes and ways of committing them - for example,

narcotics trafficking and smuggling in Turkey.

In many cases there are connections between OC groups active in Ger-

many and established criminal organizations in foreign countries, for

example the Italian Mafia, Colombian drug cartels, the "Russian Mafia",

or the Kurdish PKK.

The fact that the percentage of non-German suspects has risen steadily, steady increase

from50.6%in 1991 to58.7%in 199413) serves to underline the interna- in percentage of

tional nature of organized crime. The percentage of suspects who come non-Cerman

*

from Eastern Europe^'*) rose from 10,6 %in 1993 to 12,8 %in 1994. suspects

In order to arrive at a comprehensive assessment of the situation, it is

above all the characteristic features and the impact of organized crime

need to be examined: ... ^ - -

13 1992: 51,0% and 1993: 54.5% """---.

1'* Albania, Bulgaria. Estonia, Latvia. Lithuania. Moldova. Poland, Romania, Republic of

Slovakia. Russia. Czech Republic, Hungary, Ukraine, and Belarus.

OC in the FRG in 1994 - Summary Page 10
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One significant threat posed by organized crime is its systematic exploi-

tation of the flexibility of economic and legal systems and the many pos-

sibilities for manipulating them. Legal business structures frequently

provide an ideal basts for illegal transactions. At the same time, the fact

that it is often difficult to trace the path taken by financial transactions

makes it possible to cover up crimes committed in this connection.

QQPQintfa-

iMcaM thnats

Commercial structures were exploited in Germany with regard to almost

half the proceedings analyzed, and in foreign countries with regard to

almost one fifth of the proceedings. Business-like stnjctures were

exploited in more than one fifth of the cases in Gemiany and in almost

one eighth of those linked to foreign countries. For example, the estab-

lishment and use of bogus companies and the disclosure of money-laun-

dering activities show that OC groups are making planned use of specific

economic sectors to an increasing extent^^. One - and not the only
-

negative consequence is the distortion of competition that occurs in the

respective business sectors.

Intimidation and force are commonly used to achieve criminal objectives Force as a com-

and to secure claims to power, even though increasingly subtle methods man means of

can be observed as the degree of organization increases. Use of force intimidation

was identified in admost one half of the proceedings analyzed in Germa-

ny, and in almost one tenth of the proceedings force was used in foreign

countries. Other means of intimidation were empbyed in Germany with

regard to more than one third of the cases and in foreign countries with

regard to almost one fourteenth of the cases.

15
Sieber/BAgel arrived at a similar assessment in their emprical study on the logistics of

organized crime ("Logistik der Organisierten Kriminalitat". BKA-Forschungsreihe,
Band 28. 1993).

OC in the FRG in 1994 - Summary Page 11
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Thus, compared to 1 993, the share of CXD proceedings in Germany asso-

ciated with the use of force almost doubled. The increase in violent

crimes registered since 1991 is a further indication that the willingness

of OC groups to use force is continuing to increase.The forms of intimi-

dation and use of force cover the entire spectmm of possible means of «

reprisal. They range from direct and indirect threats to torture all the

way to murder. They include bodily assault and injury as well as warning

shots, breaking into dwellings, arson, and explosives attacks, in addition

to threatening and bullying family members.

Victims are abducted, tortured, tied up with ropes and dangled out of

windows to make them fear for their lives, or forced to cooperate by put-

ting guns into their mouths.
,

:
'

-:r :

When those involved in the respective proceedings are intimidated, this Decreasing wiil-

not only has an impact on the specific criminal or civil proceedings but inaness of wft-

also has the intended effect on other proceedings as well. A decrease in nesses to testi-

the willingness of witnesses to testify results. fx.

In one sixth of all proceedings, it was necessary to put persons who are increase in vrit-

at risk in the witness protection program. This represents an increase ness protection

from 14.1 % of proceedings in 1993 to 16.6 % in 1994. In a total of 187 measures

cases, costly, long-term witness protection measures'" 6) were required.

16 In 1992, witness protection was provided in 96 cases, and in 1993 in 160 cases.

OC in the FRG in 1994- Summary Page 12
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The repertoire of instruments used by organized crime includes subtle

forms of exerting influence - such as all types of bribery, extortion, or

other forms of influence - on politics, the media, public administration,

justice, and the business sector. In Germany, influence on public admin-

istration could be demonstrated in more than one twelfth of the cases,

as well as in almost one fourteenth of all cases in foreign countries. In

addition, the following cases involving use of influence were established:

5 cases involving politics in foreign countries,

4 cases involving German judicial authorities,

5 cases involving foreign judicial authorities,

2 cases involving the media in foreign countries,

1 1 cases involving the business sector in Germany and

1 case involving the business sector abroad.

Thus those wori<ing in public administration in Germany were the most

common target of influence exerted by OC perpetrators. In addition,

further information is on hand in connection with other proceedings,

although it has not been possible to verify it thus far. In connection with

28 proceedings, acts of corruption punishable according to Sections 331

- 334 of the German Penal Code came to light.

Police authorities rarely learn about cases of cornjption linked to orga-

nized crime. The targets of corruption are selected carefully, led into a

state of dependence, and at times are gradually made submissive by

means of small and subtle steps that the subject often fails to recognize.

The cases of corruption exposed during the past years are examples of

the degree of perfection achieved in creating such states of depen-

dence.

OC in the FRG in 1994 - SummarY Page 13
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Investigative leads usually result from accidental discoveries or informa-

tion that comes to light in other proceedings. On the whole, the police

appear to have very little information about such matters and, compared

to other areas of crime, the number of offenses that goes unreported is

presumably very high and quite difficult to estimate.

Regardless of the kind of influence exerted - whether threats, the use of

force, corruption, or other forms of influence are involved -
it is above all

the public's faith in government institutions as well as in a functioning

state governed by the rule of law and, last but not least, its sense of

safety that are severely shaken to an increasing extent by such forms of

organized crime.

When this aspect of organized crime is examined, it is not only important

to assess precisely how influence is exerted, but also to consider the

impact of such criminal activity.

OCIn the FRG in 1994 - Summary Page 14
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PROGNOSIS

The results of this year's assessment again show that organized crime in

the Federal Republic of Germany is a phenomenon that must be taken

seriously. Criminal activity of a comparable nature and on a similar scale

can be expected in 1 995 as well.

Due to the breakdown of political and economic systems in the countries

of Eastern Europe, the pressure of organized crime from these coun-

tries on the West European economic area has increased. This develop-

ment will continue at a faster pace during the coming years.

Success in the battle against organized crime will be decisively influ-

enced by the results of future efforts to deprive organized criminals of

their profits and reduce their profit expectations. In 1994 as well, it

appears that no decisive progress was made in this connection.

Therefore, even a conservative estimate of ttid overall situation makes it

necessary to agree with the conclusions of an investigating committee of

the European Pariiament in Strasbourg: that organized crime endangers

the whole of society and that the institutionalization of organized crime

is avery real threat.

OC in the FRG in 1994 - Summary Page 15
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Organized Crime in Germany
Situation Report 1 994 - Results (2)

Total Losses

Estimated Profits

Criminal activrty at international level

Crim. act witti more than one field of crime

Proceedings with focus on dmo traffickina

Alternative a) of DC definition

(Use of commercial or business-tike

structures)

Alternative b) of OC definition

(Use of violence or other means

of intimidation)
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Nuclear Criminality
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CRS-2
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CRS-3

I. The Current State of Affairs -.,.-. '•:.

"

1. Nuclear Crime in 1994 ->''

'Nuclear crime' refers to all illegal activities having to do with radioactive materials or

materials claimed by offenders to be radioactive.

In addition, we will discuss inert substances to the extent that some criminal or

criminological connection with radioactive materials exists.

1.1 Growth of case numbers

known cases
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CRS-4

Nevertheless, in comparison to 1993, 1994 has shov/n a considerable increase in the
number of cases of suspected illegal trafficking in radioactive materials. The increase
amounts to about 48 percent

These developments must be viewed in relation to the seizures of weapons-grade
materials in Tengen, Landshut, and Munich/Erding and can be attributed to increased
surveillance on the part of the responsible officials. It was noticed that, especially in

August and September of 1 394, stimulated by intense public interest, an increased number
of informants or alleged dealers stepped foPA^ard.

The decrease in the number of fraudulent offers and the considerable increase in cases
of trafficking in radioactive materials show that there has been a qualitative change in the

area of "nuclear criminality* in the sense that the situation has deteriorated.

1.2 Seizure of Materials and Substances -.rs.- 1..-

1.2.1 Radioactive materials

In addition to

-
naturally occurring uranium,

-uranium ore,
' '''

- uranium powder,
- uranium pellets (enrichment: 1 .6 to 4.4 percent U23S ),

-
plutonium-containing chemical weapons detectors,

- plutonium/americium mixture,
-
cesiumi37,

*~ '

-
kryptonjs (ionization detectors),

weapons-grade materials were seized for the first time in three cases in 1994:

a) a powder mixture with a plutonium content of about 5.6 mg of which 99.7 percent
was plutonium^sa on May 10, 1994 in Tengen/BW [Baden-Wurttemberg],

b) on June 13, 1994 in Landshut/BY [Bavaria] 0.8 g of highly enriched uranium powder
(87.8 percent uraniurrijas). Subsequent investigations by authorities in Prague led

in December 1994 to the seizure of 2.73 kg of uranium dioxide with the same

degree of enrichment, to the detection of people who had been implicated even
eariier and to the identification of expertise which the perpetrators had made use
of previously.

c) On August 10, 1994 at the Munich/Erding Airport, 560 g of a plutonium/uranium
mixture on a scheduled flight from Moscow.
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The amoirt of plutonium in the mixture was atxiut 350g, 87.58 percent of which

was plutoniumz,,. Prior to these investigations, one gram of the same mixture

containing 240 mg of plutonium dioxide, of which 86.8 percent was plutonium,,^
had already t}een seized on July 25, 1994.

1.2.2 Inert materials

In 1994, in three diffo^nt instances. 910 g, 3.6 kg, and 13 kg) cesium^,,. 35 kg
scandium oxide, 3.2 kg germanium and a sample of 'red mercury* were seized.

As for the material offered for sale under the name 'Red Mercury* (also 'RM* and

'RMN 20/20") said by potential sellers to be 'slightly radioactive'or 'strategically useful.'

analysis showed it to t}e slightly contaminated mercury oxide, a material which has, to be

sure, toxic properties, but no radioactive or 'strategic^' ones.

1.3 Provenance of the material/transit roads

On the basis of ,

- information given by parties involved in the offense,
*

- the labels on confiscated containers (in isolated cases).
- the nationalities of persons involved, and,
- the headquarters of the companies involved,

it could be assumed that, as in 1992-1993, the bulk of radioactive materials on sale

or seized came predominantly from the states of the former Eastern Bloc, especially

Russia and the Ukraine.

To the extent that there is any definite information from previously known investigations,

the materials were imported into the Federal Republic of Germany via the Baltic states and

Poland, as well as the southeast European nations Czech-Slovak Republic, Hungary.

Rumania, Bulgaria, and the former Yugoslavia.

It became apparent from analyses and expert opinions which had been brought along by
the offenders during sales or confiscations that the same material had probably been

offered for sale by multiple parties.

1.4 Incidents of blackmail and threats

In 1994, four investigations were undertaken for suspected blackmail, in which threats had

been made to release radiation.

\n 1994 two threats in connection with radioactive materials were recorded.

In the first case, a "German People's Liberation Army* demanded the evacuation of

'German temtories occupied by Poland since 1918.* or the Polish Seym and the Polish
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President would be exposed to the radiation emanating from a kilogram of plutonium

already in Warsa w.

In the other case an anonymous caller with an East European accent stated that during

a visit in the former Yugoslavia, he had heard from a Serbian that a grenade filled with

"nuclear waste material" from a Slovenian nuclear power plant was going to be fired at

Munich if German soldiers came to Bosnia. The threatened events never took place.

1.5 Offenders and accessories

In the 267 known cases of nuclear criminality in Germany in 1 994, 54 percent of the 494

suspects investigated were of foreign nationality.

In 1995 the percentage of foreign suspects was 47.6 percent and in 1992 about 51

percent

It is evident that foreign suspects in the area of nuclear criminality
- in comparison to

overall criminality with approximately 30 percent (1994) or 33 percent (1993)
- are over

proportionately represented.

The suspects are predominantly from states of the former East Bloc, and, in 1994, the

majority came from Poland and Russia.

It has been repeatedly maintained that suspects from the countries of origin have

connections with influential circles of fonmer CP functionaries, the military, and the secret

services. They act in the background and never put in an appearance in the actual

negotiations for sale and delivery. Vis-a-vis the special relevance for security and the

international precautions against nuclear proliferation, suspected offenders have evolved

some extremely high price concepts. The German suspects have already been frequently

criminally involved in connection with fraud and/or illegal arms trafficking.

Since the opening of borders to Eastern Europe, new economic contacts and commercial

relations have been exploited and offenders from the West have been brought in as

intermediaries to sollicit buyers or potential buyers.

2. Evaluation

2.1 General

"Nuclear criminality" in its present fonri can only be explained by the profound social,

political, and economic changes in the countries of the former East Bloc, and the partly

related unstable conditions [arising from these changes].

"Nuclear CTiminaiity" only became numerically relevant after the opening of East European
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borders, and is characterized, in light of our current information, by the materials on offer,

or which have already been seized, originating almost exclusively in the CIS and/or

Central and European countries.

2.2 Market

Due to its geographic position (common borders with the former East Bloc nations), the

Federal Republic of Genmany is easy to reach for offenders coming from the former East

Bloc and is especially attractive because of its economic strength.

The previously held view that, aside fi-om a "middleman'or 'supplier martlet," there was no
real market in the Federal Republic of Germany in this area has been by and large

confirmed.

The amounts of radioactive, weapons-grade materials which have been seized would be

inadequate for building a nuclear explosive device, but it cannot be excluded that the

suppliers might have even larger amounts available than those previously seized. The
seizures carried out constitute a qualitative increase in the increased danger in this

area.

Moreover, infonnation available from the international sector has demonstrated the actual

availability of weapons-grade radioactive materials.

We can only assume that the safekeeping of the nuclear fuel in the nuclear power plants

in the former East Bloc can be only partially guaranteed. The danger of uncontrolled

sidetracking of this fuel should not be underestimated. We do not know exactly how much
of this material is floating around. Depending on possible market structures, we could be

dealing with a mysterious quantity of unknown proportions.

2.3 Inactive materials (rare earths)
'

In addition to illegal trafficking in radioactive materials, another area of criminality has

evolved in connection with rare earths (e.g. scandium), characterized by links to the traffic

in radioactive materials in respect to persons and companies involved.

With the sale of 'rare earths' (non-radioactive materials) the fraudulent offer of these

materials takes in a considerable area. In 28 percent of cases involving inactive materials

suspected fraud was reported. There are indications that rare earths are imported and

exported repeatedly, so as to fraudulently obtain a refund of the value-added tax.

In isolated cases, moreover, the actual goods are not traded, but rather the rights to them
- something like the commodities market.
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With valuable materials, such as, for instance, osmium,,; it is suspected that actual

transactions are used for supranational money laundering.

Osmium would be suited to money laundering because, in addition to its high intrinsic

value, the required logistics would demand little, as this material can be freely traded.

2.4 Organized crime

To the extent that German citizens are involved in nuclear criminality, it is becoming

increasingly clear that the same persons are consistently active in the same crime sector

and that, in part "commercial relations* among the persons involved in various cases exist

in the form that they offer the same material for sale on different tracks.

There are indications that closer involvement with foreign criminals from the former East

Bloc is on the rise.

All in all, it must be said that, in spite of the designation "group commercial stmctures,'

there is no evidence to indicate that nuclear criminality in the Federal Republic must be

attributed to organized crime.

To the extent that foreigners are involved, one can observe increased tendencies

indicating that in connection with the procurement and sale of radioactive materials, group
structures and ties to organized crime have arisen in European nations.

The suspicion of organized crime can be proved, i.a., by the fact that the nuclear material

is procured from state-controlled institutions circumventing existing security precautions.

In part, authorities in the countries of origin and transit have undertaken investigations of

criminal organizations on the basis of the information obtained from persons involved in

the procedures. Results from these investigations, especially in Russia, have shown ties

with "organized crime."

3. Prognosis
If we cannot, in the foreseeable future, count on some improvement in the overall

economic condition of those East European nations most likely to be countries of origin or

transit, then it will have to be assumed that offenders will in the future use every available

opportunity to exploit illegal trafficking in nuclear materials to obtain currency.

If there is continued decline in state administrative structures in the CIS and/or the other

East European states, then the situation will continue to deteriorate, if, pursuant to

disarmament treaties, currently existing nuclear weapons are dismantled, thus increasing

by many times the amount of radioactive material already being used for peaceful

purposes.
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Illegal dealing with nuclear cn'minality [sic] represents a considerable danger to the

general public and requires that security officials take decisive measures, even to the point
of using undercover informants.

There is growing danger that interested criminal circles might consider the possibility of

using nuclear explosive devices, or. if nuclear substances are dispersed, conventional

explosives, for purposes of blackmail or coercion.

Effective opposition to this kind of criminality can, in the final analysis, only be

accom.plished by increasing the security standards in the nuclear installations of the

countries of origin.

The smuggling of nuclear materials must be combatted more intensely in cooperation with

the police in countries of origin or transit

Internationally there has been increased activity in the war on nuclear criminality, and so
we have heard reports from some countries in the former East Bloc of the seizure and
confiscation of radioactive materials.

There no longer seem to be any taboos connected with nuclear criminality, which should

facilitate improved international cooperation with these countries.

All in all, it must be assumed that at the present time there are no indications the criminal

penalties in this area should be relaxed.

II. Case Presentations

The purpose of the following brief descriptions is to acquaint the police with the various

possible forms of radioactive materials.

Domestic

Case I

- impounding of a CF-252 neutron source

Date: January 20, 1993

Location: Freienhufen Tank Stop, BAB 13 Beriin -Dresden

Material: 1 .4 micrograms of califomiumzsj

Packaging: Lead container, about 14 cm in height, painted white, weight about 3.5 to 4

kg.

OA 36 ZN - 253 008/93
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Lead Container
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Case II

- Theft of a total of 1 18 smoke alarms containing plutonium from a warehouse

Date: April 2, 1993

Location: Kynhna, In Quering/Saxony
Material: 1 1 8 smoke detectors, Kl-1

, containing plutonium

Packaging:
—

Smoke Alarm
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Casein

- Impounding of several receptacles containing sources of radiation

Date; July 16, 1993

Location: Saarbaicken

Material: 14 radioactivity emitters, presumably strontiuntigo

Packaging: 12 shipping containers, about 7 cm in height, a 4 cm.

OA36-ZN 253 158/93

12. snipping (joniair let a

Radio-emitter

-closed-

• open -
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Case IV

- seizure of califbmiumisi

Date: September 2, 1993
Location: GO St Franl<furt/Oder Autobahn
Material: 27.6 micrograms of califbmiumjsi

Packing: The caiifbmium sotrce was packed into a cylindrical receptacle filled up with
wax

OA 36 - ZN 253 265/93

Confiscated cylindrical container in trunk of vehicle
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CaseV.

- seizure of six strontium sources -
,

Date: April 1
,

1 993 to October 5, 1 993
Location: Rudolstadt in Thuringia
Material: Six commercial strontium

g,,
test radiators

Packing: 2 commercial shipping containers labeled 'Radioactivity' each with three test

radiators

OA 36 - ZN 253 298/93

Shipping container

- view from above -

• view from below -
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Case VI

- seizure of ionization detectors -

Date: October/November 1 993 —
Location: Dahiwitz-Hoppegarten/Brandenburg
Material: 16 ionization detectors, containing krypton j, as an ionization source

Packing: None

Ionization detector

- closed -

open -
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Case VII

- Accidental discovery of a metal container with radioactive contents —

Date: May 10, 1994

Location: Tengen-Wiechs/BW
Material: 56.344 g of a plutonium-containing substance (1 .28% plutonium and 99.75%

Packing:
- 20 ml. scintillation jar
-
cylindrical lead container, 1 1 cm in height, weight 4.5 kg, e 7 cm.

OA 36 -ZN 253 105/94

Cylindrical lead container

right:

scintillation jar

- open with powdery contents

- plutonium containing substance -
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Case 9

- surrender of a mercury sulfide sample to the police

Date: July 11, 1994

Location: Bielefeld

Material: mercuric sulfide (common name=cinnabar)
In a tube which had been opened at the bottom (contents: a white pasty
mass with a peppermint smell, presumably toothpaste) was medication bottle

covered with a cylindrical lead coating and wrapped in aluminum foil. The
tube had been sealed with wax around the cap and contained vermillion -

colored powder (mercuric sulfide).

OA 36 -2N 253 135/94

\
••"l^"

upper left = toothpaste tube with Russian lettering, the end has been rolled out.

upper right
= opened tube

bottom left = the tube packed with aluminum foil in the toothpaste tube

bottom right
= medicine phial taken out of the toothpaste tube; the aluminum foil was

removed layer by layer
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Cases

— surrender of a mercury sulfide sample to the police

Date: July 11, 1994

Location: Bielefeld

Material: mercuric sulfide (common name=cinnabar)
In a tube which had been opened at the bottom (contents: a white pasty
mass with a peppermint smell, presumably toothpaste) was medication bottle

covered v/ith a cylindrical lead coating and wrapped in aluminum foil. The

tube had been sealed with wax around the cap and contained vermillion -

colored powder (mercuric sulfide).

OA 36 -ZN 253 135/94

^illl

MflR

upper left = toothpaste tube with Russian lettering, the end has been rolled out.

upper right
= opened tube

bottom left = the tube packed with aluminum foil in the toothpaste tube

bottom right:
= medicine phial taken out of the toothpaste tube; the aluminum foil was

removed layer by layer
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Upper left and right

bottom left =

bottom right
-

a lead coating can be seen

after the cap of the lead coating has been removed the plastic

stopperof the glass tube is visible

medicine phial with its red powdery contents
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Case 10

- Seizure of a plutonium sample
''

Date: August 12, 1994

Location; Bremen
Material: max Of 2 g of a piutonium-americium mixture with a Pu^sg content of about

50 mg. The plutonium had been put on a ceramic holder.

OA36-ZN'"='' •<''«/Q4

ceramic holder
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Case 1 1

- Discovery of a transport container with the label "Red Mercury 2020 Gamma FSO 0.43"

Date: October 20, 1994

Location: BAB A 5 going north, parking lot near Km 768 (Hartheim County)

Material: Mercuric oxide

Packing: suitcase-shaped plastic and metal container with the label: "Red Mercury
2020 Gamma FSO 0,043.

Size: about 20 x 30 cm

Mercury had been spilled on the bottom of the container.

OA 36-ZN 263 22/94

suitcase

below:opened
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Other countries

Case 1

- Seizure of a container with Cyrillic writing and presumably radioactive contents

Date: February/ March 1 993
Location: Hungary
Material: inactive liquid substance which was not analyzed
Packing: container, round, weighing about 4.5 kg, a about 9.5 cm. An aluminum

shield with the international symbol for radioactivity had been put on the

upper side. On the top side is a viewing window made of bullet-proof glass,
through which a small glass ball filled with red fluid can be seen.

Container with Cyrillic script
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Case 2

- seizure of a receptacle said to contain osmium,g7 -

Date: iVlarch 5, 1993

Location: Marges/Switzerland
Material: none

Packing: a steel container. 20 cm x 10 cm x9 cm, weighing 18 kg.

OA 36 - ZN 253 078/94

1. Container

2. Below: opened
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Case 3

- seizure of an ampule with iron filings
- radioactive -

Date:

Location:

Material:

Packing:

March 11, 1993

Marges/Switzerland

ampule with iron filings with a radioactive content of 0.0031% cobaltgo
steel container, screwed shut. 80x35 mm. Label, however, indicated inactive
osmium,g7

OA 36-ZN- none-

OSMIUM 187

^/'^^ Certificate
N2 28

•5;^4iii»citatioh 26-28%

m-yy 8 .Q I 1993

left = steel container
right

= glass ampule with iron filings
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Case 4

- Seizure of a steel container

Date: June 2, 1993
^

„
.,

Location: St. Maragarethen/Switzerland
IVIaterial: none

Packing: saew-top steel container, 20 cm, height 17.5 cm. Weight 48.3 kg. steel

jacket, shield filling: natural uranium or enriched uranium about 25. G.

OA 36 - ZN 253 048/94

Date: June 26, 1994

Location: Gorzig/Brandenburg
Material: none

Packing: see above

Container at location where found 2. Container with top screwed off

3. Cyrillic lettering on top of the container after cover had been removed
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Case 5

— Seizure of uranium pellets -

Date: July 5. 1993
Location: Vienna - Schwechat
Material: 2.347.4 g uranium pellets (1 55 of them)

Measurements: 12 mm long, a 13 mm. weight 15.8 g per pellet
Speaal characteristics-

iiissraSS
°"" '"""' "° '^'^ "*"" ""-*-"—-^

Packing: commercial sugar packing

OA 36 -2N 253 097/94 \
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Cases

- Seizure of californium

Date: August 13, 1993

Location: Helsinki/Finland

Material: califomium^si, about 0.1 micrograms

Packing: wood blocks about 10 cm on the side

OA 36 -ZN 235 196/93

Wooden block with a notch in the middle
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Case 7

— information about an illegal uranium depot -t

Date:

Location;

Material:

Packing:

August 16, 1993

the border between northern Thailand and Laos

Up to about 600 kg of uranium (possibly depleted) was on sale.

metal containers, as shown below, not more precisely described.

OA 36 - ZN 253 250/93

Eight-cornered, dark-bluish gray, shiny, metallic object, in which the following signs have
been punched;

upper edge; Uranium 99.99%
left edge, middle: skull and crossbones

lower edge; U.S.A. 1974....(illegible) 4 No. 52065
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Cases

- information about an offer of uranium^js in pellet form
-

Date: May 5, 1994

Location: Slovakia (where photo was taken)

Material: Uranium pellets
- Further details unknown, as the matenal was never seized.

merely photographed.

Packing: does not apply

OA 36 - ZN 235 089/94

Rather large amount of the alleged uranium pellets
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III. Safety measures

The hazards of radioactive substances require bringing in the appropriate safety officials

promptly. This should, in any event only be done when there is a well-founded suspicion
of the presence of radioactive materials representing a concete danger to humans or the

environment. For this reason, the concept of "self-protection" (see also, manual 371,
number 16) must be given increased attention.

Further information may be found in manual 450 (ABC-Wesen der Polizei)

Handling radioactive substances

The following information was put together by the Federal Office for Radiation Protection

and can be used as support for constantly recurring problems in the area of nuclear

criminality.

General Information:

A. Radiation Protection - Brief information

1. Radiation cannot be perceived by human sense organs. The only "danger indices* are
- a sign of radioactive materials or ionizing radiation.

- labels, such as 'Radioactive,* among others.

- credible information from third parties
- technical alarms (gauges)

2. If the presence of radioactive materials or objects is suspected, do not touch!

3. Do not eat, drink, smoke, or apply cosmetics near radioactive materials.

4. After discovery or seizure of radioactive materials, the local advisory body in matters

of nuclear law or the radiation protection authorities are to be notified immediately.

5. Measure the output of gamma or neutron radiation. Seal off any place where the output

exceeds ZSpSv/h (2.5 mrem/h or 2.2 mR/h).

Notes:

1. Sv=1,0OOmSv=i,000.00OpSv

Sievert per hour Sv/h=radioactive output

Useful dimensions:
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1 millisievert per hour mSv/h =0.001 SV/h

=riO-^Sv/h

1 microsievert per hour Sv/h =0.000001 Sv/h
= 1*10-°Sv/h

6. If the output cannot be measured, then dose off the object on all sides, providing a safe

distance of 25 m.

7. Keep amount of time in the closed-off area to a minimum, warn others and prohibit

access of unauthorized persons to the hazard site.

8. Should you discover in perusing any shipping documentation that might be present, that

you are dealing with

loose (powdery) or liquid material, and
if the presence of possibly damaged shipping packing causes you to assume, or you
cannot exclude the possibility of a leak, or

the packaging of an object cannot be evaluated (e.g., in case there is radiation from

a locker)

then you must

also see to it that anyone with an open wound is kept away from radioactive materials

wear protective clothing, and, where indicated, a dust mask or a complete gas mask
with the appropriate filters

observe the wind direction, drifting of pollutants is to be avoided

close the windows of any vehicles and turn off the air conditioning or heating
avoid touching persons or objects which were in the danger zone.

B. Hazards from various kinds of radiation

1. Alpha Radiation

Alpha rays have only a limited range in the air (a few centimeters). They can be stopped

by a very thin layer of material (such as a piece of paper). In human tissue, their range
is only fractions of a millimeter. So, with alpha-emitting nuclides, the principal danger lies

in incorporating them into the body and in skin contamination.

2. Beta Radiation
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Beta radiation has a range of several meters in the air. In human tissue its range is a few
millimeters. Protection can be provided by thin layers of material (e.g. several millimeters
of aluminum). With beta-emitting nuclides, the principal danger lies in incorporating them
into the body and sl<in contamination. In addition, the lens of the eye is sensitive to beta
radiation.

3. Gamma Radiation

Gamma radiation is hardly vi/eakened in the air at ail and has, therefore, a very wide range.
Human tissue, as well, does not weaken gamma rays significantly. Effective shielding
consists of thick layers of highly dense material (e.g. lead).

The principal hazard with gamma-emitting radiation is external exposure and irradiation.

4. Neutron Radiation

Neutron rays are also not much weakened in the air. For effective protection, they must
first be slowed by materials that have the highest possible concentration of hydrogen (e.g.

paraffin, polyethylene, water). As neutrons are dangerous to humans even at low velocity,
an additional shield (e.g. boron or cadmium) is required to catch the neutrons. Any
radiation arising from this can be shielded with lead. The principal danger with neutron

emitting nuclides lies in the effects from external radiation.

IV. Reporting Environmental Crime

Nuclear criminality

You are requested to report sales or seizures of radioactive materials or shipping
containers to the Federal Office of Criminal Investigation through the State Offices of

Criminal Investigation. We refer you to the guidelines for exchanging information

concerning environmental crimes (AK II circulating decision [UmlaufbeschluB).
Data will be needed on the following points:

01 Date
'

02 Location or place where goods were seized

03 Items being sold:

(amounts, name, degree of enrichment, any available documentation, etc.)

04 Potential hazard

05 Emergency measures initiated

06 Confiscation

a) type of item; amount, packaging

b) whereabouts

c) results of investigation, where applicable.

07 Country of origin
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08 Suspect

(Name, first name, date of birth, nationality)

09 Criminal offenses

10 Appropriate agency
1 1 Appropriate state's attorney

12 Brief description/other

13 Other persons, companies, connections

14 Informant

For any questions you might have, the technical department at the Federal Office of

Criminal investigation in Wiesbaden OA 36, is available during business hours at

telephone numbers (06 01) 551

Extensions:

55 46 18

55 46 23
55 45 98

55 46 20 .

55 46 21

Fax: 55 45 04. Outside business hours, please call the KkvD (09 11) 55 31 01.

Further, you are requested to send any illustrative material to the above-mentioned
technical department (OA 36), in order to be able to report on a continuing basis about the

newest modes of transport.
'

[Translator's note: the remainder of the document is a German translation of a DOE
document describing the pertinent chemical elements in greater detail. The document is

specified only as being a draft, no title is given.]

Translated by
David Skeliy

CRS-Language Services

January 19, 1996
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Wiesbaden, September 15, 1995
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1. PHANTOM OR REAL THREAT ?

"Plutonimn attack on Mimich" the headline read in a German news

magazine on 20.02.1995.

"Defence lawyers raise harsh complaints in Munich plutonium trial" was

another caption carried by a large German daily on 11.05.1995. On
18.07.95, it was reported as follows in the same context : "Multi-year

prison terms for plutonium smugglers; 'Nuclear trafficking provoked by
confidential informants', judge says".

Sensational reporting on the one hand and critical discussion of the

subject matter on the other characterize the public debate. These news
items give an impression of the range of positions taken. While one side

is claiming that there is a real threat for Munich, the other suggests to

the reader that the perpetrators merely were provoked victims. Both

positions fail to reflect reahty.

Therefore let us first consider a number of facts in connection with the

so-called plutonium attack on Munich. With reference to a 'confidential

document' from die Bundeskriminalamt (Federal Criminal Police Office),

it had been reported that Serbian 'terrorists planned an attack on the

Munich city centre, intending to detonate a shell filled with nuclear

waste in the airspace above the city. In a press release of the same day,
the Bundeskriminalamt commented that those who describe such horror

scenarios by quoting BKA reports should quote the, statements in full. If

this had been done, the readership would also have learnt that the

authorities doubted that the threat was in any way serious.

Concerning the 'complaints in the Munich plutonium trial', in which the

defence insinuates that it was public authorities who prompted the

perpetrators to their plutonium peddling, these completely ignore the

fact that when the offenders came to Munich their intention had already
been formed and that only they were in a position to procure the 350

grams of plutonium seized in Munich-Erding on 10.8.1994. On
17.07.1995, die three defendants were sentenced to prison terms

between 3 and 5 years; the convictions are final. The presiding judge

explained in his comments that the provoking conduct of the parties to

this affair was just admissible, as the field of nuclear crime is to
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considered virgin territory in terms of law enforcement where action and

decisions must often be taken under pressure of time.

In both cases, it became clear once again that the selective reporting of

facts can quickly lead to erroneous conclusions. A look shall therefore

now be taken, on the basis of information systematically gadiered, at

how real the threat posed by nuclear, crime is and, in a further chapter,

at basic policies for combatting this form of crime.

2. THE CRIME SITUATION IN 1994

'Nuclear crime' means any illegal activities involving radioactive .

substances or such other materials which parties to the offence claim to

be radioactive. In addition, we shall look at inactive substances as far

as from a criminological or law-enforcement point of view they are

related to radioactive matericds.

Development of case numbers

Krpwn cases
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Concerning the fraudulent offer of radioactive materials and of rare, but
inactive, substances, the number of cases has come down jfrom 1 1 8 in
1992 to 85 in 1994, meaning a decrease by 28.0 %.

Cases of suspected trafficking in radioactive materials have increased a
substantial 48.0 % over the previous year. This development is likely
to be Unked to the seizure of weapons-grade substances in Tengen/BW,
Landshut/BY und Munich-Erding and the subsequent stepping-up of
control activities by the appropriate authorities. Especially in August
and September 1994, prompted by a strong pubUc interest, informants
and alleged traffickers increasingly came to notice.

The relaxation in jfraudulent offers on the one hand and the considerable
increase in known cases of trafficking in radioactive substances on the
other shows diat the situation in nuclear crime has worsened both

qualitatively and quantitatively. .r,
.

Seizures

Besides the radioactive substances

natural uranium,
'

-
"

'-

uranium ore,

uranium powder,
uranium pellets (level of enrichment: 1.6 - 4. 4 % U235),

"

combat agent detectors containing plutonium,

plutonium/americium mixture,

cesium- 137,

krypton-85 (ion track detectors), ••
'

there were three cases in 1994 in which, as far as the isotope composi-
tion is concerned, basically weapons-grade material was seized:

On 10.05.94, a powder mixture with a plutoniimi content of 5.6

grams (99.7 % of plutonium-239) was seized in Tengen.

On 13.06.94, 0.8 grams of highly-enriched uranium powder was
seized in Landshut/BY (level of enrichment: 87.7 % of

uranium-235). Subsequent enquiries by the authorities in Prague
led;o the seizure of 2.37 kg of uranium dioxide of the same level
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of enrichment in Prague in December 1994, the discovery of

persons that had previously been active in this field, and the

identification of expert reports previously used by the perpetra-
tors.

On 10.08.94, 560 grams of a plutonium/uranium mixture was
seized at Munich-Erding airport, which had been taken from

Moscow to Germany on a regular flight There was approx. 350

grams of plutonium present in the total mixture, with 87,58 % of

plutonium-239. On 25.07.94 already, 1 gram of the same mixture

(containing 240 milligrams of plutonium dioxide with a

plutonium-239 content of 86.8 % had been seized. •

Origin of the materials / Transit routes

As in the two previous years, in the light of

statements made by the persons involved - ,-

markings on transport containers seized (in individual cases)
nationalities of the persons involved

locations of companies involved

analysis reports used

the radioactive substances offered and/or seized are believed to

originate predominantly from the countries of the former Eastern bloc.

According to information developed so far, the materials were taken to

the Federal Republic of Germany chiefly via the Baltic countries and

Poland and via the South-East European countries (Czech/Slovak

Republics, Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria, former Yugoslavia).

Extortion cases / Threats

Apart from 'trafficking in radioactive substances', there are also other

offences to be noted in connection with nuclear materials: In 1994,

investigative proceedings were instituted in four cases of suspected
extortion attempt in which threats of releasing radioactive radiation were

expressed. There are doubts as to the seriousness of the extortion

attempts.
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In particular, the cases were as follows: '

. ,;

-

Unknown offenders demanded the payment ofDM 250,000 from a

German gambling casino. In case of non-payment they threatened

to detonate a bomb with nuclear material near the casino. The letter

was signed 'The Russian Mafia'.

An anonymous caller told a German authority that he knew the

location where six nuclear warheads were buried in the territory of

the former GDR. For disclosing this information he wanted to

receive DM 1 miUion. In a follow-up call, he threatened to detonate

one device via satellite. The offender was traced and arrested in

Italy. He hanged himself during pretrial detention.

A savings banks received an anonymous letter demanding the

payment of DM 1 million. In case of non-compliance, toxic gas or

plutonium was to be released.

A German superstore received an anonymous threat demanding DM
1,5 million. If that sum were hot paid, an explosion of nuclear

material, namely plutonium, would occur in a 'magazine'. The

letter was written in broken German and had been niailed at Frank-

furt/Main airport.

In two other cases, threats relating to the release of radioactive material

were reported without any harm actually being done.

In the first of these, a 'German People's Liberation Army' demanded

that the
'

German territories occupied by Poland since 1918' be freed,

otherwise the Pohsh president would be subjected to radiation from one

kilogram of plutonium already deposited in Warsaw.

In the other C2ise, an anonymous caller speaking with an East European
accent advised that during a visit in the former Yugoslavia he had learnt

from a Serb that a shell filled with 'atomic waste' from a Slovak nuclear

power station would be fired at Munich in case German soldiers came to

Bosnia.
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Market aspects

The Federal Republic of Gennany has a long common border widi the

East European countries, is in a geographic position easy to reach for

offenders from the former Eastern bloc, and holds great attraction for

the criminal element because of its economic situation.

The view held so far, that apart from a 'broker's and seller's market'

there is no marketplace in the Federal Republic of Germany for nuclear

trafficking, has essentially been confirmed.

Although the quantity of weapons-grade radioactive substances seized

is not sufficient for the construction of a nuclear explosive device, the

very fact that basically weapons-grade material has been seized indi-

cates that the threat level in this crime field has been aggravated in

1994. Information developed in the course of international cooperation

suggests a further availability of weapons-grade radioactive substances

in the black market. It must be assumed that security in relation to the

storage of nuclear fuel in the nuclear facilities of the former Eastern

bloc is only partly effective. The risk of uncontrolled loss must there-

fore not be underestimated. The actual quantity of material that has gone

astray and the magnitude of potential distribution structures are not

amenable to estimates.

Assessment

The phenomenon of nuclear crime in its present form has been brought
about through the profound social, political and economic changes in

the countries of the former Eastern bloc and the concomitant partial

destabilization there. The materials offered/seized are likely to originate

almost exclusively from the CIS and/or Central and East European
countries.

Illegal activities involving radioactive substances constitute a crime

category playing the role of an indicator with regard to nuclear extortion

and nuclear terrorism. In addition, inforination developed in the field of

nuclear crime has a certain significance for issues involving the dis-

semination of nuclear technology, public security and health, export

controls, and the effectiveness of nuclear safeguards.

At the present time, there are no signs that the crime situation in this

particular field is relaxing.
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Prognosis
'

•,, fv

As long as the overall economic situation of the Eastern European
states believed to the source or transit countries fails to inq)rove,
offenders will continue to use all means available of obtaining foreign

exchange by trafficking in nuclear material.

Also, there is an increasing risk that interested criminals will look into

the possibility of using either nuclear warheads or conventional explo-
sive devices designed to disperse radioactive material for the purposes
of extortion or coercion.

Generally speaking, nuclear crime is a criminal phenomenon engender-

ing particular risks that need to be taken seriously and to be combatted

by all means available.

POLICY GUIDELINES FOR COMBATTING NUCLEAR CRIME

Nuclear crime is a comparatively recent phenomenon. Any action taken

by the law-enforcement authorities must take into account that improper

handling of radioactive materials may bring about mljbr hazards. Special
know-how is required concerning material properties, criticality, and

radiation protection. Another factor is that as a rule nuclear crime has

international ramifications since the material and some of the persons
involved come from abroad. "'

.
. .'-

These two main considerations have led to the development of the

following policy guidelines for law-enforcement action:

In all phases of an incident or operation, the potential danger posed

by ionizing radiation must be kept in mind. Therefore, the protec-
tion firom any danger must take priority whenever law-enforcement

interests and the interests of public security cannot be attended to

simultaneously. This also means that the radiation protection
authorities must be called in by police in a timely fashion, i.e. at

the latest when there is reason to suspect the presence of any
radioactive material which may pose a risk.
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Keeping in mind that to date only would-be sellers and

go-betweens, but no potential buyers, have been found to be

present in the nuclear black market, it is also a police responsibil-

ity to allow no contrary impression to emerge. This means that

nothing must be done which could make thieves and sellers believe

that there is a chance of finding buyers for radioactive substances

in Germany. It also means that sample purchases must not lead to

material located abroad being taken to Germany. Instead, interna-

tional cooperation must ensure that any material available is seized

where it is, without being moved further. It should be clear that if

the compensatory measures of international cooperation fail to

succeed the risk is that control will be lost of any radioactive
. ,

material illegally available. The consequence could be that the

material is obtained by the wrong people using it for criminal

purposes.

The phenomenon of nuclear crime is characterized by the fact that

the materials that are offered illegally originate almost exclusively

in the CIS and the Central or East European countries and are

taken to Western Europe through these Central or East European
countries. To combat such offences effectively, all countries

involved must cooperate systematically, regardless of the circum-

stances of the individual case; this applies in particular to the

source and transit countries.

In the interest of a strategy of shifting countermeasures closer to

the source of the problem, international police cooperation must be

aimed at identifying the origin of the material, the parties involved,

and the transport routes used. Only if a swift international

exchange of information and good operational cooperation espe-

;cially with the source and transit countries render this effort .

successful will there be a chance of depriving nuclear criminals of

their lines of supply.

It is especially in this field of crime that the efforts of the countries

involved to enhance security must go hand in hand with an effort

to prevent and prosecute the relevant offences. That means that the

measures of international cooperation must be coordinated and

complement each other wherever possible. Crime prevention
'

through improved safeguards with regard to the storage of radioac-

tive materials is a prime concern in this context.
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EXmBIT # 19

Report of Bavarian Minister of Justice

96ES0047C

[FBIS Translated Text] The spoken word applies

Report of Bavarian Minister of Justice Hermann Leeg
on 25 April 1995 to the Committee for Municipal Issues

and Internal Security of the Bavarian Landtag, on the

confiscation of plutonium at Munich-Erding airport on

10 August 1994.

Salutation

As minister of justice, I do not have to take a stand

on current Investigation and criminal procedures. When
today I deviate from this correct and important practice
and am ready, beside the minister of the interior, to

account to the Bavarian Landtag, it is for the reason

that since Holy Week, triggered by press publications
—

but primarily since the end of last week—grave, in

part fantastic and absurd accusations have been raised

against Bavarian criminal authorities—the Land Office

of Criminal Prosecution and the Public Prosecutor's

Office at Munich Regional Court I. Although the

accusations were initially aimed mainly at the Federal

Intelligence Service, its president and Minister' of State

Schmidbauer, due to the disgraceful accusations of

Bavarian criminal authorities which are now being

raised, they require a clear statement by the justice

minister in charge. This is all the more necessary,
since it was with an investigation which ended with an

accusation—I will get back to that—that the Bavarian

criminal authorities had their greatest success until now
in combating a new form of crime, the danger of which

apparently is not all that clear to persons who now act

as critics. My colleague Dr. Beckstein has impressively
described the scenario.

Start of the Investigation by the Public Prosecutor's

Office

On 21 July 1994 at 10:31 AM the Public Prosecutor's

Office at Munich Regional Court I was for the first time

notified in writing by fax from the Bavarian Office of

Criminal Investigation of 21 July 1994 about the offer

of plutonium in Munich by a group of perpetrators. The
fax had been preceded by a telephone call on 21 July

1994.

In the fax it says that the Bavarian Office of Criminal

Investigation found out through an informant that at this

time a group of criminals which was offering plutonium
for sale was present in Munich. It was said to involve

an offer of 400 g plutonium at a price of 71,000 US
dollars per gram. This alone shows that the accusation

that Bavarian criminal authorities had entrapped the

perpetrators is completely untenable.

The Office of Criminal Investigation asked the Public

Prosecutor's Office for permission to deploy an under-

cover officer, and if necessary to issue a judge's decision
in accordance with Article 1 10 a of the StPO [Federal
Rules of Criminal Procedure] on the use of an under-

cover agent.

Before this point in time neither the Public Prosecutor's

Office at Munich Regional Court I, nor any other Bavar-

ian public prosecutor nor the Bavarian State Ministry of
Justice—including my own person

—had any knowledge
about the matter. This is definitely established. All accu-

sations with respect to any engineering of the plutonium
deal by the Bavarian justice authorities are without any
foundation.

The Public Prosecutor's Office then immediately, in ac-

cordance with the legality principle, began investigat-

ing the use of an undercover official of the Bavarian

Office of Criminal Investigation, arranged for monitor-

ing of the telephone traffic in accordance with Article

100 a of the StPO and obtained a decision by the Mu-
nich County Court concerning the recording of privately

spoken conversation with technical means, according to

Article 100 c of the StPO.

To start with, the Chief Public Prosecutor of the Mu-
nich Higher Regional Court and the Bavarian Ministry
of Justice were given information by telephone from the

Public Prosecutor's Office at Munich Regional Court I

about the initiation and continuation of the investiga-

tions; at this point it was not yet possible to make a

certain prediction about the further development of the

matter. Individual details about the chronological se-

quences of this information were not recorded. I myself
found out about this investigation on 1 1 Aug 94, when
the first written report by the Public Prosecutor's Office

on the artesi of the three perpetrators and the confis-

cation of the plutonium was presented to me. Subse-

quently, there were—as is customary—continuing writ-

ten reports through the Public Prosecutor's Office. 1 had

anticipated that in an investigation of this importance I

would already have been informed at an early point in

time—meaning in actual terms before 10 Aug 94, in any
event. For that reason I have stressed to the employees
of my office that in cases of this significance it must be

assured in the future that I am informed at the correct

time by getting a memo.

My colleague, Dr. Beckstein. has reported on the phase
of contacts with the group of perpetrators and the sales

negotiations, as well as the assessment of the danger

situation, and also about effecting the arrest of the

offenders on 10 Aug 94.

Here I would already like to state that only due to the

early, trusting cooperation between the Public Prosecu-

This report may contain copyrighted malenal Copying and dissemination

Is prohibited without permission of ihe copyright owners.
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tor's Office and the Office of Criminal Investigation was
it possible to arrest the perpetrators and secure the plu-
tonium.

Course of the Investigations After the Arrest

At the request of the Public Prosecutor's Office, the

Munich County Court on I I Aug 1994 issued arrest

warrants for two Spanish citizens and one Colombian
citizen which are in the process of being enforced.

Two of the perpetrators have made statements in the

matter and admitted their participation as well as the

participation of the third person in the act.

The confiscated plutonium was secured immediately
after the intervention on 10 Aug 94 and sent in a

special County Court environmental protection vehicle

to EURATOM's Institute for Transuranics in Karlsruhe.

This seized material is essential as evidence for the

prosecution process and must be available to the Public

Prosecutor's Office and the court until the end of
the criminal procedure. Press reports asserting that the

criminal prosecution authorities would desperately try to

get rid of the radioactive material again must be classed

as fables. According to what has been determined so

far, based on the composition of the secured material,

there is no doubt that it was produced in Russia.

Despite intense investigations it was not possible to

identify odier defendants, particularly the background
people in Russia. . r

Status of the Investigation

After concluding the investigation process, the Public

Prosecutor's Office on 26 January 1995 brought charges
in the 9th Criminal Court of Munich Regional Court I

against the accused for joint and commercial acquisition,

importation, transportation, conveying and delivery of

military weapons to another without legal military

weapons license, in accordance with Article 22 a of

the Law on the Control of Military Weapons. Since it

involves a particularly serious case, a penalty range of
one to 10 years is mandatory

The accused are being charged with having decided,
in the spring of 1994, to obtain plutonium suitable for

building a nuclear weapon in one of the CIS states, in

order to sell it to interested parties initially unknown by
name. At this point in time one of the accused was in

Spain. The other two were staying in Russia at this time.

Participating in the plot were also two other persons,
who are known by name but whom it has not been

possible to apprehend so far.

I further quote in summary form from the indictment:

The initial purchase negotiations in May and the begin-
ning of June 1994 in Madrid failed, since a plutonium
sample could not be produced at this time.

The offenders did not give up their scheme, however.
Two of the accused traveled by train from Moscow
through Berlin to Munich and arrived there on I 1 Jul

94.

On 25 Jul 94 a meeting occurred at about 7 PM in front

of a Munich hotel between the three accused, a male
person acting as an interpreter and one party interested
in buying by the name of "Walter" (LKA official). In

further purchase negotiations one of the accused held
out the prospect of delivering II kg of plutonium.
At another meeting he stated that 4 kg of plutonium
could be delivered within a short time. Further, this

accused also offered lithium-6 intended for building
a nuclear weapon, whereby he declared that he could
obtain 2.5 kg of it in a shon time. As purchase price
for the promised material one finally agreed, upon the

demand of the accused, on 276 million US dollars. The
announced delivery of four containers of plutonium and
one container of lithium in one of the first weeks of

August did not take place. On 8 Aug 94 a lithium-6

sample, which had been brought to Munich by one of
the accused a few days before, was submitted.

On 10 Aug 94 one of the accused then actually did

bring a 560-g uranium-plutonium mixture, which had a

plutonium content of 363.4 g
—of which 96.78 +/- 0. 1 8

percent by weight weapons-grade plutonium 239—as

well as a lithium piece weighing 210 g, 89.4 percent

by weight lithium-6, by air from Moscow to Munich,
in order to turn it over to the fictitious buyers from the

LKA.

So far, in condensed form, the content of the accusation.

For legal reasons it is not possible for me to give an

actual report on this.

The responsible criminal court at Munich Regional
Court I allowed these charges in their full extent on
27 Mar 95 and began the principal proceedings. The
date for the main trial is set to begin on 10 May 95.

Accusations Against the Criminal Investigation
Authorities

Insofar as is alleged that Bavarian criminal investigation
authorities have engineered the entire plutonium deal, it

is obvious that this involves a disgraceful insinuation

without proof. My previous discussions and the state-

ments of my colleague. Dr. Beckstein, at the time when
the Public Prosecutor's Office and the Land Office of
Criminal Investigation were involved in the matter, un-

equivocally remove all doubt.

This report may coniain copynghied material. Copying and dissemination

is prohibited wjihoul permission of the copyright owners
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Insofar as the criminal investigation authorities are

accused of having permitted, in an irresponsible way,
the plutonium to be brought by air from Moscow to

Munich, I first refer to the statements by my colleague.

Dr. Beckstein. But additionally I would also like to

stress that the criminal investigation authorities acted

with careful and responsible balancing of the risk. This

behavior by the crimmal investigation authorities can—
as I evaluate it today as a minister of justice from an

official point of view—in no way be reproached.

With that, I can immediately address the next accusa-

tion, that the deployed police officers—in particular the

LKA official posing as a fictitious buyer
—as well as of-

ficials from the Public Prosecutor's Office, should have

made themselves liable for punishment as violators, in-

stigators or accessories. This positively does not apply.

The question of criminal liability in the actions of the

criminal investigation authorities—insofar as they acted

with the permission and approval of the Public Prosecu-

tor's Office—was discussed by the Chief Public Prose-

cutor from the beginning of the action.

In favor of criminal liability may be argued: Trading in

radioactive materials—as in this case—without a permit

is punishable according to Article 22 a of the Law
on the Control of Military Weapons. However, actions

designed to combat the illegal plutonium trade are

already not punishable since in accordance with Article

15, Paragraph 2 of the Law on the Control of Military

Weapons authorities or offices which are responsible for

maintaining internal security
—among them the criminal

investigation authorities—do not need a permiL Other

than that, the purpose of the regulations in the Law on

the Control of Military Weapons, as stated in its Article

19, Paragraph 6, among others, is that actions aimed

at confiscation by the criminal investigation authorities

cannot represent a statutory offense. It is not necessary

to have recourse to the equally applicable justification

in Article 34 of the Criminal Code. Further, from the

beginning the offenders definitely had the intent to sell

plutonium. This excludes that they were induced to

undertake their actions.

In this connection I point out that after the first

accusations in August 1994, which were essentially

aimed in the same direction, charges were brought

against "unnamed employees of the Bavarian Office

of Criminal Investigation," accusing them of having

committed punishable incitement to illegal handling of

nuclear fuels. The Public Prosecutor's Office at the

Augsburg Regional Court, which had been put in charge

of the investigation by the Chief Public Prosecutor

at the Munich Higher Regional Court in accordance

with Article 145 of the Judicature Act, after thorough

examination of the investigation report of 14 Feb 95

available to it, called off the investigation in accordance

with Anicle 170, Paragraph 2, of the Federal Rules of

Criminal Procedure. In its arguments the office stated

that criminal liability by the deployed LKA official

on the basis of Article 19, 17 and 22 a of the Law
on the Control of Military Weapons did not apply
as a statutory offense because the Bavarian Office

of Criminal Investigation was an authority responsible
for maintaining public safety, which by virtue of the

law is required to undertake police investigation in

certain areas (in the field of illegal nuclear trade, among
other). Criminal liability in accordance with Article 328,

Paragraph I, No 2 of the Criminal Code has already
been eliminated by the Public Prosecutor based on

the facts, since, on the one hand, the corresponding

regulations of the Law on the Control of Military

Weapons take precedence and, on the other, police units,

which within the framework of their duties come into

possession of illegally traded nuclear fuels, are obligated

to do this according to the Nuclear Law.

The discontinuance writ is very strikingly worded. I

quote:

Since, as was already stated in more detail, the Nu-

clear Law is characterized by the principle of govern-
ment custody, with their behavior the "unnamed em-

ployees" of the Bavarian Office of Criminal Prosecution

ultimately only brought about a circumstance which cor-

responds with the law. since "roving" nuclear fuels were

removed from uncontrolled private power and posses-

sion and brought under government custody.

A violation of the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty
—

this was also brought up
—

unequivocally did not occur

either. This accusation is so remote that it must be

assumed that those who raised it have probably not even

read the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty.

Just a few words in order to clarify it:

Article 11 of the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty for-

bids non-nuclear weapons states to accept or acquire

nuclear weapons and other nuclear explosive devices.

Acceptance of weapons-grade material—which is in-

volved here—definitely does not fall under this ban.

A violation of the security measures established in

Article III, Paragraph 1 of the Nuclear Nonproliferation

Treaty in the Verification Agreement of 5 Apr 73 is

also not valid. The Verification Agreement lays down

safety measures for all peaceful nuclear activities in

the sense of peaceful utilization of nuclear energy; this

measure has no application to activities for the purpose

of criminal investigation.

Other than that: If—as I take it from the press
—

Bundestag delegates are speaking of "crimes against the

This report may contain copyrighted material Copying and dissemination
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state," I consider this a tremendous misapprehension,
which must be decisively rejected. Placing responsible-

minded police officials and public prosecutors in the

vicinity of criminals and giving them fantastic motives

for this is more than simple impudence. I admit that in

the eagerness of political battle one or another hasty

remark may be made, but those who are doing this

should bear in mind how it affects the persons who
work for everyone's security and risk their necks for it

in the truest sense of the word.

If the acting chairman of the SPD [Social Democratic

Party] caucus now says yesterday that he trusts the

truthfulness of Public Prosecutor Emrich more than

the statements by the ministers and that "the ministers

should be made to stick to the truth by an fact-finding

commission," I find this to be an outrageousness which

in fact is already defamatory and which flatly assumes

that my colleague. Dr. Beckstein, and I are not telling

you the truth today. I categorically reject all of this

and believe that such prejudices do not belong in

parliamentary circles.

As for the alleged contradictions between declarations

by Public Prosecutor Emrich and our submissions, it

could already be seen in my colleague Dr. Beckstein's

report that in fact no such contradiction exists, but that

one was first constructed because of the abbreviated

form of the interview in the media. I have a copy of

this interview here and I will be happy to read it to

you verbatim, if you want. I only want to quote one

passage here right away, it is the third paragraph: "We
never knew for sure where the persons involved had

the material. Because their testimony in this respect

constantly changed." This passage
—as well as others—

so important to understanding the entire interview has

never been quoted by the media.

Let me summarize:

The Bavarian criminal investigation authorities had a

major success on 10 Aug 94 when they captured three

international criminals who were offering plutonium.
Whether and to what extent these persons will be

sentenced in the upcoming trial is a matter for the court

in charge of it.

The handling of the Public Prosecutor's Office at

Munich Regional Court I is commensurate with the

factual and legal situation and cannot be faulted.

This repon may conlain copyrighied maierial. Copying and dissemination
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on Investigations

EXHIBIT*. 20

1

Report by Bavarian Criminal Investigation Office

96ES0047H

[FBIS Translated Text]

Report of the Bavarian Office of Criminal

Investigation at the public hearing of the

Committee for Municipal Issues and Internal

Security of the Bavarian Landtag on 25 April 1995

on the Confiscation of Plutonium on 10 Aug 1994 at

Munich Airport

The spoken word applies

Salutations! -:

As head of the Bavarian Office of Criminal Investigation
it is my duty to inform you—insofar as this is possible
in a public session—about the operation.

In order to assess the course of action and operation
at that time , it is essential to point out my agency's
level of knowledge at that time, which, it must be

stressed, was not static but until the intervention on 10

Aug 94 was overlaid with considerable uncertainties.

Due to the constantly changing framework conditions.

principally because of the conspiratorial behavior of

the perpetrators, the operational concepts of the police

always had to be rethought and updated.

It is a fact that the Bavarian Office of Criminal

Investigation was made aware on 19 Jul 94 that a

group which offered plutonium for sale was said to be

present in Munich. It had to be assumed that plutonium
was already present in Germany. To do nothing would
have nneant permitting recognized criminals, unknown

background people and plutonium already present in

Munich or Germany to remain outside all control.

Against this background, action was mandatory. For the

Land Office of Criminal Investigation this starting situa-

tion involved the legal obligation to avert danger and to

initiate criminal proceedings. For this it was required to

undertake to verify the facts in the matter, to ascenain

suspects in the case and possibly to withdraw nuclear

material already in the country from the possession of

criminals and thus avert the danger to the population.

I am concerned that even the details which must be

revealed for a detailed account in order to make public

the essential tools of the police lead into the undercover

region.

In the present case a series of undercover measures were

carried out an interlinked for the purpose of acquir-

ing information, safeguarding the incriminating goods.
control the offenders and. finally, intervening. The key
words might be the deployment of a agent from the

END [Federal Intelligence Service], the use of an un-

dercover police official (noeP) from the LKA [Land Of-
fice of Criminal Investigation], the manner of working
and procedure, measures to prevent their exposure and
for their protection, confidence-building measures such
as acquisition and use of the necessary proof of cred-

ibility, preparation of vehicles, observations, telephone

monitoring, the use of other technical means (audio and

video) for observation and documentation as well as the

use of special operational forces.

All operational measures were agreed to. planned and
undertaken with the Public Prosecutor's Office which
headed the case and within the framework of the legal

regulations. Danger analyses and prognoses, as well as

the handling of the radioactive material, were carried out

in the basis of the existing legal and regulatory situation,

as well as with the help of the responsible expert

authorities, particularly the LfU [Land Environmental

Protection Office].

On the basis of the court proceedings beginning of 10

May 95, my remarks can essentially only deal with

the police aspects. It is precisely the aspect of criminal

procedural issues, which will be the object of the legal

evidence evaluation, which so far has prevented us from

taking a public stand on the accusations raised against
us.

Of importance are the following events:

On Tuesday, 19 Jul 94, the BND notifies the Bavarian

Office of Criminal Prosecution, specifically the head

of the Narcotics Office who knew Rafa as an agent
with the BND for narcotics issues from a telephone
conversation on 4 Jul 94. by telephone that the latter

is being pressured to arrange contacts with buyers by a

group of criminals offermg plutonium. This information

leads to discussions on the same and following day by
the special department (area of specialty 624—radiation

and environmental crime), in which two representatives

of the BND participate.

The BND reports that, according to Rafa, he is being

pressured by a group of Russian/Spanish criminals in

Munich is offering 400 g plutonium 239 at a cost of

71,000 US dollars/gram.

The names "O" and "F" are mentioned. The offenders

are said to have very close access to the materials. It

is assumed the storage place is Germany. The group of

offenders is said to be in Munich and be reachable at a

certain phone number.

With the cooperation of the Public Prosecutor's Office,

decisions are made about the continued procedure
and intended police measures (undercover operation/

observation) as well as the cooperation of the BND
employees in the operation.
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On Monday. 25 Jul 94, the first meeting between the

undercover person and Rafa, an interpreter from the

BND and the perpetrators is held in front of a hotel

in Munich.

The offenders of their own accord offer for sale 4

kg of plutonium 239, degree of purity 87.58 percent,

deliverable within a day's travel from Moscow.

In connection with the meeting, the undercover agent
is given by the principal negotiator for the group of

criminals, Justiniano T. (38), a sample (allegedly 3 g

plutonium in a lead container; as later determined in

fact 240 mg) in Rafa's hotel room without a demand
for money.

At 11:30 PM the LfU informs the LKA that the

lead capsule contains a powdered substance. A more

precise analysis was not possible in such a short time

without additional chemical study. The Institute for

Radiochemistry in Garching is charged with further

examinations.

On Tuesday, 26 Jul 95, in a joint meeting between

the Public Prosecutor's Office and the LKA, it is

determined that the perpetrators will not be apprehended
after delivering the sample. Under the impression that

material is already located in Germany, the undercover

agent is initially directed to show further interest in

plutonium, at least, and also in a delivery from Moscow,

regardless of the result of the analysis of the submitted

sample.

At another meeting the perpetrators demand a purchase

price of 200,000 US dollars for the sample. The un-

dercover agent rejects the demand. There is agreement.
Justiniano T. demands a total of 280 million US dollars

for the 4 kg of plutonium offered by him. The under-

cover agent negotiates the price down to 265 million

US dollars. Justiniano voluntarily offers an additional

2,5 kg lithium for sale. The total purchase price for the

plutonium and lithium is said to be 276 million US dol-

lars.

After Monday 1 Aug 94, Rafa and the offenders during
the meetings mention various delivery arrangements,
which are described more closely. Concrete delivery

measures are prepared by including an expert from the

LfU (danger analysis of the plutonium and lithium), and

the operational forces are strengthened.

On Tuesday 9 Aug 94, at approximately 10:35 PM, an

unknown person (a certain G.—the person could not

be identified) informed his accomplice Julio 0, (49) by

telephone, that Justiniano T. would fly back to Munich

tomorrow and bring the material with him. On Wednes-

day 10 Aug 94, Justiniano T. tells Julio O. in a phone
call (05:29 AM) that "things have gone well" and con-

firms his travel to Munich that day. Since events were in

a critical phase, both conversations on 10 Aug 94 after

8 AM until about 9 AM are translated and evaluated.

Since there is a possibility that Justiniano T. will re-

turn on 10 Aug 94 from Moscow, operational measures
are undertaken at the airport for this day, which in-

clude their own, subordinate and related forces (police,

among them Special Operational Command, Mobile Op-
erational Command, Airport Police Service, customs,

LfU). Alternative operational planning: I. If radioactive

material is determined, immediate intervention at the

airport. 2. If material is not determined—continuation

of the undercover measures.

Not until 3 PM is information received by fax that

Justiniano T. is included on the passenger list of flight

LF 3369, departure Moscow at 2:20 PM local time

(Moscow local time 4:20 PM), and arrival at 5:30 PM
local time in Munich. The Lufthansa office in Munich
has been asked since 8 Aug 94 whether they have return

reservations for Justiniano T.

At 5:59 PM: The group of criminals is taken into

custody and the suitcase brought by Justiniano T. with

a uranium/plutonium mixture (560 g) and lithium (210

g) is confiscated; simultaneously, Javier B. (61) is taken

into custody in the hotel.

At Munich airport two monitoring stations had been

established with the LtU for the arrival of the Lufthansa

aircraft from Moscow. One of them was at the luggage

conveyor belt from the aircraft, the other had been

posted immediately at the exit for passengers ("finger")

with a view to cabin baggage. With respect to cabin

baggage, the measuring equipment did not register. The

monitoring station set up at the conveyor belt showed
"indications" when Justiniano T's (hard-sided) suitcase

came up and past. The suitcase was "marked" and when

picked up by Julio O.—at the request of Justiniano T.—
confiscated. Julio O. and Justiniano T. were arrested

at the same time. Any potential danger to a third

person (such as passengers, airport personnel, suspects,

operational forces) from radiation was examined and

excluded on the spot. Examination of the suitcase by
the LfU scientists showed no external contamination.

At the request of the LKA, through the Special Branch

in Hamburg a suspected firm in Hamburg was searched

regarding danger of moving, by a radiation detection

detachment, in agreement with the Public Prosecutor's

Office. Suspicion of collaborating on land transportation

had fallen on this company during the undercover

measures.

Transportation of the seized nuclear material to ITU

[Institute for Transuranics] Karlsruhe was undertaken

immediately after the confiscation by members of the
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LfU in their own vehicle. From the "Airport" starting

point to the "ITU Karlsruhe" destination this vehicle

was seamlessly accompanied by two police vehicles.

While one civilian vehicle from the LKA accompanied
the LFU vehicle the whole time, the second police
vehicle—a patrol car—was added by coordination with

the affected operational centers to assure transportation

safety in each section.

The accused Justiniano T., Julio O. and Javier B. are

accused of jointly having undertaken illegal trade and

illegal importation of weapons-grade piutonium and

lithium. Their intentions were aimed to selling 4 kg

piutonium and 2.5 kg lithium. In the course of their

arrest, 560 g of a plutonium-uranium mixture and 210

g of lithium were seized. The other suspects Jose F. M
and Julian R. T. (alias Manolo S. alias Manolo L.) are

being prosecuted by the Munich I E*ublic Prosecutor's

Office in a separate case.

Thus far the course of events.

On the Confiscated Material:

The piutonium sample delivered on 25 Jul 94 was

brought the same day to the LfU for analysis. The
Institute for Radiochemistry contacted by the LfU
arrived at the conclusion that the sample material is

a mixture of uranium dioxide and piutonium dioxide

(MOX), for which the absolute piutonium content is

240 mg, and the fraction of Pu 239 isotope is 86.8 +/-

1 .2 percent.

Based on this analysis, the Reactor Safety Company
(GRS) was asked on 10 Aug 94 to provide a report on

evaluation of the weapons-grade condition of the sample
material.

The GRS reported on 10 Aug 94 by telephone, and in

a letter on 1 8 Aug 94. that due to the high content of

Pu-239 the "material of this specific type" was definitely

weapons-grade.

The lithium delivered on 7 Aug 94 by Justiniano

T. was qualitatively and quantitatively examined by
the Institute for Radiochemistry of Munich Technical

University. According to a report on 24 Aug 94, the

submitted material is enriched (86 atomic percent)
lilhium-6 in metallic form. The mass of the lithium is

210 grams.

Justiniano T.'s suitcase, confiscated on 10 Aug 94 at

Munich airport, was that same evening brought un-

opened and packed in foil to the Institute for Transuran-

ics (ITU) in Karlsruhe. There, it was determined that the

suitcase contained, in addition to the announced 560 g
uranium and piutonium mixture, a 201 g piece of lithium

metal.

In its report of 28 Nov 94 the ITU in conclusion arrived

at the following result: The entire portion of Pu metal

is 363.4 g, which contains Pu-239 m a 87.58 +/- 0.18

percent concentration. The existmg material was classed

as weapons-grade due to its specific nature.

According to the report, the lithium metal shows an
enrichment of lithium-6 of 89.4 percent. According to

the ITU. no non-military applications are known, which
need such large lithium-6 masses.

The Federal Ministry for Economics informed in a

document dated 22 Dec 94 that enriched lithium (more
than 75 percent lithium-6) must be regarded as a

"significant substance" for nuclear weapons within the

meaning of Part A. Section I, No 2, of the List of

Military Weapons.

The material confiscated on 10 Aug 94 at Munich

airport is still located at ITU in Karlsruhe; the materials

submitted as samples have been stored at the Institute

for Radiochemistry since their deliver^'.

On the Beginning of the Proceedings:

After the BND had reported the facts in the matter on
19 July 84 and the LKA had begun investigations, the

elements of the situation were already in a phase which
was chronologically long after the "decision to act." At
the time when the facts in the matter were brought
to the LKA and the investigation begun by them, the

perpetrators had already been in Munich for eight days
(I I July 94) and had the piutonium sample with them.

The LKA was already in contact with the BND because

of references to potential large cocaine shipments to

Germany. On 4 July 94 the first meeting on this between
the LKA and the agent Rafa from the BND took place,

at which the BND was also present. The reason for the

meeting was exclusively the cocaine imports mentioned

above.

In the course of the conversation Rafa mentioned that he

could also produce such contact with piutonium dealers.

Since such general criminal "promises" frequently ex-

pressed by the agent often lack of realistic background,
and the information was limited to just a reference to a

possibility, the statement was not considered important.
There was no prospect of a "piutonium deal." nor were

the facts of the matter, such as the quantity or the per-

son involved, discussed. The additional activities of the

narcotics division remained focused on the announced

large narcotics shipments. This is also confirmed by the

fact that the narcotics division refrained from an agree-

ment in the field of expertise responsible for combating
nuclear crime. Not until the BND on 19 Jul 94 noti-

fied the LKA narcotics division (Div. 61) that Rafa was
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pressed to carry out the plutonium deal, is this Infoima-

tion passed on to the responsible Field of Expertise 624

and the investigations set in motion.

The LKA had no knowledge of any activities that had

taken place before.

As early as the first meeting with the LKA's undercover

man on 25 Jul 94, Justiniano T. of his own accord of-

fered a sample of weapons-grade plutonium. In addition,

Justiniano T. of his own accord made the offer of be-

ing able to deliver 4 kg of plutonium. Just as tangible

as the delivery offers were the price concepts of the

perpetrators. Accordingly, the quantity and price were

stated by the perpetrators. Only after interest had been

expressed by the buyer's side did conversations about

the purchase price follow. The fact that the perpetrators

offered lithium unasked also justifies the extensive de-

cision to act, which had already been taken before the

first contact with the LKA undercover agent.

Against this background the LKA could not, based

on the chronological sequence alone—unequivocally

proved by the documents—have undertaken either an

"engineering" of the plutonium deal or have provoked
the perpetrators into acting.

On the Assessment of the Situation:

The Bavarian Office of Criminal Investigation had

to take into account, from the beginning of the first

information of 19 Jul 94 until the intervention on 10

Aug 94, a spectrum of crime which ranged from an

attempted scam, to the delivery of minor goods, as has

been determined in many cases since 1992, and all the

way to the availability of weapons-grade or highly toxic

nuclear material from major international criminals.

During the entire investigation phase it was ultimately

an open question whether material had already been

stored in Germany or was en route on unknown roads

and means of transportation.

The assessment of the situation by the police was made

more difficult by the behavior and actions of the perpe-

trators as well as by having only indirect access to the

Spanish-speaking BND agent. Throughout the entire op-

eration the agent was not directed by the expert office at

the LKA but advised by the BND. A great deal of the in-

formation essential for situation assessment was brought

in by BND employees who functioned as agent directors

and interpreters. This uncenainty was further enhanced

by the behavior of the perpetrators. During the negotia-

tion phase they offered various delivery, transportation

and transfer arrangements. Their behavior was marked

by great professionalism and conspiracy; their conduct

of negotiations with respect to delivery routes, delivery

times and delivery arrangements was always designed

to confuse and irritate. During the negotiations about

delivery arrangements the perpetrators announced that

two "Russian officers" and one "chemist" were com-

ing to Munich. In telephone calls the perpetrators never

spoke openly about plutonium or lithium, but always
used code words.

Not until the morning of 10 Aug 94 did the knowl-

edge intensify that Justiniano T. could bring the pluto-
nium by air on the same day travelling from Moscow to

Munich (information from telephone monitoring). Since

this assumption was not certain even until the aircraft ar-

rived, the operational concept provided for investigation
of persons and pieces of luggage for potential radiation

and intervention only in the event of positive measure-

ment. Alternatively, forces were ready to continue the

undercover measures.

During the investigation phase between 19 Jul 94 until

the intervention of 10 Aug 94 the nature and time of

delivery of the material was disguised by the perpetrator
side in such a manner that until the last moment various

transportation options had to be taken into account and

it was not clear whether the material was stored in

Germany. This assessment resulted for the following
reasons:

—At the discussion on 20 Jul 94 the BND announced
that there was information according to which pluto-

nium was already in Germany.

—As early as 1 1 Jul 94, even before the LKA had been

confronted with the facts of the matter, the perpetrators

and the plutonium sample were in Munich. It was

not known by which route the plutonium was to be

brought to Germany and for how long it was already

in Germany. It was therefore possible that additional

plutonium is stored in Germany.

—At the first meeting with the LKA undercover agent,

Justiniano T. indicates that he has 494 grams available

immediately, which argues in favor of the plutonium

being in Germany.

—The perpetrators mention as one transportation option

the use of a Russian military aircraft to an air field in

East Germany. The material was then to be shipped by
land in a Russian military vehicle.

—It is mentioned by the perpetrator's side that the

plutonium is transported by means of a small aircraft to

Austria and from there brought by vehicle to Germany.
For this the perpetrators request that a vehicle be made

available, since the material is to be brought to Munich

over unknown roads. The (prepared) vehicle made

available is never used by the perpetrators, however.
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—In the course of telephone monitoring one finds out

that the perpetrators have in mind to transport the

lithium in a truck from Moscow to Hamburg (cargo

shipment).

—Another delivery variant is staled by the perpetrator

side, to bring the material to Munich with officers of

the Ukrainian forces. The way in which this is to take

place is left open.

—The lithium was delivered in the absence of T. He
was at this time in Moscow. It is not known in which

way and when the lithium was brought to Germany.

—
According to Rafa, T. goes to Brandenburg (phoneti-

cally), in order to meet with parties interested in pluto-
nium.

Cooperation with Russian Security Authorities:

The question of including Russian security authorities

was extensively examined and discussed at the begin-

ning and during the entire course of the operation. How-

ever, notifying them was rejected for the following rea-

sons, in particular: .

—
generally problematic cooperation with Russian secu-

rity authorities,

—fear of potential loss of control over material already

stored in Germany,

—in the negotiations the perpetrators repeatedly referred

to their close relations with Russian security forces and

the connected possibility of evading controls,

—the special problems of cooperation in the operational
field presume a relationship with a high degree of

confidence, otherwise there are almost incalculable

risks, particularly for undercover units (high risk of

endangering)

There are indications that members of security author-

ities in the nations of the former Soviet Union have

close ties to criminal groups. This evaluation was also

confirmed in actual cases by various statements from

perpetrators:

—The Plutonium was to be brought to Munich by
officers (Russian/Ukrainian forces/secret services)

—T. alleged that he was in the service of the Ukrainian

Secret Service or that he worked closely with it.

—By deciding to bring the plutonium by aircraft, the

perpetrator side chose a means of transportation which

due to the frequency of control represents a higher

detection risk.

The behavior of the security authorities in the aftermath

of the confiscation on 10 Aug 94 also indicates that there

is basically no interest on the part of Russian authorities

in clearing up the case or cooperating with the German
investigating authorities.

The Russian authorities were offered joint analysis of
the material in Germany. Until this date the offer has

neither been accepted nor has a visit been planned.
Without ever having seen the material or even hav-

ing investigated it. upon an official inquiry through IP

Moscow the Russian side announced, that due to the

specific composition the material could under no cir-

cumstances be Russian in origin. On the contrary; the

assertion is made that the plutonium comes from Wack-
ersdorf (where plutonium has never been stored or pro-

cessed) or from a nuclear reactor in Japan.

Recent accusations by the Russian Nuclear Ministry,
that the material had already been stored in the aircraft

in Munich, or that the German authorities had refused

Russian nuclear scientists an analysis of the material,

argue for themselves and prove the lack of readiness to

cooperate by the Russian security authorities.

Assessment of the Danger Situation:

To the repeatedly put questions about "transportation of

the plutonium in the aircraft" the LfU has explained that

with "appropriate packaging" (= keeping it in a closed

lead container) no hazard for a third person (such as

irradiation of passengers) may be feared.

From previous knowledge, for example the delivery

arrangement for the sample, it was assumed to be certain

that the group of perpetrators would at least know and

observe the conditions of safeguarding themselves.

An "evaluation" of the nuclear material undertaken by
the LfU after the arrest showed that (note: rendering of

the content) the dose for a passenger in the worst case

would have been 1/10 of the natural cosmic radiation at

flight altitude.

The LfU was integrated into the preparation and imple-

mentation of the operational measures at Munich airport

and had established two monitoring stations for detec-

tion of radioactivity.

The police estimate of the situation had further based

itself on the following considerations:

—In their negotiations with the undercover LKA agent

the perpetrators had often assured that the material

would be delivered in appropriate packaging.

—It was in the interest of the perpetrators, above all,

to exclude any danger to themselves and thus also to

others.

—The delivered sample was effectively packaged.
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Routes of Information:

The Bavarian authorities immediately affected by the

case were extensively integrated, and the prescribed

routes of information observed.

Routes of information have generally been established

between the federal Laender. federal authorities and the

European authorities monitoring the nuclear protection

law, which were observed in the present case as well.

The BKA [Federal Office of Criminal Investigation]

was informed without delay by means of WE [not

further identified] reporting about the confiscation of the

sample and the later seizure at Munich airport, as well

as of the personal data of the suspects established so

far. Within the framework of the prescribed "nuclear

emergency information" route, other affected federal

or environmental authorities (BMI [Federal Ministry of

the Interior], BMF [Federal Ministry of Finance], BMU
[Federal Ministry for Environment and Reactor Safety],

AA [Foreign Ministry], ZKA [not further identified]) are

informed from there. The Federal Government, in turn,

makes sure that the European authorities monitoring the

nuclear protection law are notified.

Knowledge about the history before 19 Jul 94. which

was turned into such a problem at the time by the media,

was not available to the LKA during the operational

phase. The BKA was told by telex and fax on 26

Jul 94 about the seizure of the plutonium sample, the

facts of the matter and the then fragmentary knowledge
or the personal data of the perpetrators. In its reply

telex on 27 Jul 94 the BKA indicated that due to

the violation of the Law on the Control of Military

Weapons, proceedings were initiated against a German-

Spanish group of offenders. In mid-July 94 the BKA
received a reference from Spain to 2 kg plutonium,
which was said to be stored in Germany. By 10 Aug 94

the clarifications had not provided any concrete support

for a connection with the case.

Reward for the Agent:

The BND agent was told that on the part of the LKA it

was basically ready to grant him a reward in connection

with the "plutonium deal." The amount of the payment
was not determined. The intent was not to pursue the

question of a reward until after the main proceedings
were concluded.

Displayed Confirmation of Creditworthiness:

During the negotiations the perpetrators demanded proof
of liquidity in the form of bank confirmations. As a

result, it was agreed with a Munich bank to display

creditworthiness confirmation in the amount of the sums

demanded by the perpetrators.

The creditworthiness confirmations handed out at the

urging of the perpetrators only served as a tactical means

of confirming the liquidity, without any legal importance

being attached to them. The operational strategy at

no point provided for any payment for the delivered

material. Even payment for the delivered sample was

rejected.

At the urging of the perpetrators. DM 7.000 was handed

over by the undercover agent to cover costs so far (hotel,

travel, etc.).

Status of the Situation

Allow me in conclusion to draw for you a brief picture

of the situation on nuclear crime. It is necessary in order

to understand the decisions made.

"Nuclear crime" is a new criminal phenomenon of

international breadth, which can essentially be explained
with the far-reaching political, social and economic

changes in the nations of the former East Bloc. The

phenomenon was discussed by a conference held in

April 1995 in the United States under the management
of the FBI, with the participation of 22 nations and

the focal points of hazardous aspects and strategies for

combating it.

Due to its econpmic situation, the FRG offers particular

attraction for criminals which is reinforced because of

the increasing permeability of its borders.

According to a previous situation assessment, the FRG
has for years been used as a "transit and trading region."

According to police knowledge, the radioactive material

offered originates almost exclusively from the CIS na-

tions, primarily Russia. Ukraine and Kazakhstan. The

distribution routes are concentrated along a northern

track (through the Baltic nations, Poland) and a southern

track (Romania, Bulgaria. Hungary, the Czech Repub-

lic). Due to its geographic location, Bavaria is primarily

affected by the southern track. Since the opening of the

borders, the criminals are increasingly utilizing the now

established economic contacts, meaning business part-

ners from West, as middlemen to interested buyers.

The suppliers of radioactive materials are almost exclu-

sively citizens of the former East Bloc nations. They

possess
—as far as is known—contacts with former (in

part high-ranking) functionaries in security and secret

services, who on their part have direct or indirect ac-

cess to radioactive materials. The central incentive to

act lies in the profit which appears obtainable from sell-

ing the material.

Against this background can be seen higher command

structures, which act in the government-conu-olled in-
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stallations and basically overcome the existing security

arrangements.

Since mid- 1991 the Bavarian Office of Criminal Inves-

tigation has had increasing knowledge of offers to buy

radioactive substances. In 1992 and 1993, respectively,

39 and in 1994 1 18 indications of offered nuclear iriate-

rial were recorded. Relevance to criminal law could be

proved in only relatively few cases. Since 1992 radioac-

tive substances have also been increasingly confiscated

in Bavaria.

From the information, legal proceedings were initiated

1992 10 1993 8 1994 5

which at this time have been completed in court.

During the indicated period of time, a "jump in quality"

with respect to the material offered is seen, in 1994

for the first time weapons-grade material, which it was

possible to seize in Tengen (10 May 94), Landshut (13

Jun 94) and Munich (25 Jul 94 and 10 Aug 94).

In all cases these were actions by international criminal

groups
—mainly from the countries of Russia, Ukraine,

the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland—which had close

links with the sources of the material, mainly Russia.

There is no price index for nuclear material. This

is the explanation for the "fantastic price concepts"
of the sellers (uranium 235; 1 million-60 million US
dollars/kg, plutonium: 7000,000-4 million US dollars/

kg, radium; 100,000-1 million US dollars/kg, lithium-6:

10 million US dollars/kg). A significant number of the

previously known cases have hinted at a background of

fraud. The material offered was either "inferior goods"
or the possibility of delivery was held out in order to

obtain a prepayment.

I thank you for your attention.
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Abstract

Results of analysis of a smuggleduranium material provided at a request of
a police investigator are summarized in
thj3 contribution. It follows from
determinatjon of U-content anJ -as'-
spectrometric analysis, which were
independently repeated in a well
recognized reference laboratory that the
product stoichiometrically corresponds to
UOj with high enrichment with ^''u (87.7
^^- »'• The product consists of
irregularly shaped particles below l mm
wit^ high porosity (bulk u.ass 2.8 g .cm ). According to gamma spectra
radiochemical impurities (e.g. fission
products) are below detection limits.
Results of determination of chemical
impurities using AAS are also given.

The mass-spectrometric data
including contents of minor isotopes 234
and 23f> are compared to some of HEU
materials supplied from the former USSR
This publication aims to promote
a further investigation in order to
disclose an origin of the materjal.
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1. Introduction

illicit nuclear material
zured last December in Prague
icant both by the total
35 g (2 373 g u) and by th.^
87.7 wt. %) of the material,
t consisted of two batches
rnally A and B for analysis
) packed in a cvlindrical
ners with a wall thickness of
The material was estimated to

enriched uranium product
o first gamma spectrometr ic
and subjected to the further
investigation in out

s described below.

2. Experimental

Gamma spectrometry

Solid samples of the material (about
10 g) were measured for 270 min usingHPGe coaxial detector (GMX-30100-P
URTEC) in a Pop Top geometric
arrangement. Multichannel spectral
onjly^er Emca/Plus (SILENA) was used to
treat and an.ilyze spectrometr ic oulijut
signvils from the dotector.

Determination of uranium •

.
.

Hot nitric acid (1 : 1) was used todissolve the material. The solution wasdiluted with 0.01 mol.1-1 HNO, in orderto obtain final solution containing about
J 4 rjy U/g solution.

The uranium content was determined
by oxidation reduction titration methodknown as NBL method /3/. The mentionedmethod was m Central Analytical
laboratory modified and it is used ina weight-volumetric arrangement. Theoutline or the method is the following""All uranium is reduced to
tetravalent state in a phosphoric acidmedium with Fe(II) salt, m the next step

H ^"S''"
°^ ^^t") is selectivelyoxidized with HNO3 in the presence of "loas catalyst. Finally U(1V) is titratedwith a standard solution of potassiumbichromate at potentiometric indicationof equivalence point. More t.han 99 % ofthe stoichiometric amount of K-Cr-,OT is

weighed. The rest is added volumetriZalywith the aid of Kemotitrator Pettier Q<
40 RC. The titration solution K,Cr,0., is
prepared by weighing very puri SRHNBS-136d (99,9931 t of purify). rf^
results of U determination are calibrated
,Z<,'",\"lrt.'''

^^ ^l-'?-^**- P>r=p,r^d (^zn. cm;-.
NB.S-U-9C0 which were analyzed under thesame conditions as the samplesThe aiiquots containing between 50- lOj mg u are usually analyzed. T|,eerror 01 determination (expressed as HSU)IS better then 0. 1 i .

Mass spectrometric analysis

The solution used f
of uranium was further
uranium concentration of
in 1 mol.l"! HNO3. An
solution containing about
was pipetted onto
He-filament of the
source. After drying andC mass-spectra of the
measured using MAT 251
spectrometei .

or determination
diluted to give
about 1 mg.m]'^

aliquot or this
2 i^g of uranium

evaporating
thermoioni zation
ignition at 400
material were
(Finnigan MAT)

Determination of impurities by AAS

The same solution which was prepaiedtoi uiajuum detenianation was used to
dett-rmi,,,- some selected chemic.l
lr"puriti<.-s i„ the product. Atomic
absorptio,, spectrometer 11.-12
(IN.STRUMEHTATION LABORATORY) with flame
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atomization and Smith-llief t je background
correction was used to determine Fe , Cu

,

Zn, Ni
, Mq ,

Co (CjHj-air flame) and Al

(CjHj-tljO Ilaine). 'Standard solutions
(BDH, Spectrosol, 1 g.l"^) of the
elements were used for calibration of the
instrument .

i. Results and discussion

Gamma-spectra are identical roi Ijolli

batches of tlie iMterial. They correiiponJ
to typical spectra of other HEU materials
/!/ with the nioin peaks of ^^-"tj at
143.78, 163.36, 18 ^ . 72 and 205.3 keV as
can be seen in Fig- 1 where the

low-energy spectrum ot batch B is

reproduced. Ho detectable radiochemical
impurities (e.g. radionuclides of fission
origin) could be found in a whole
spectral range including high eneigies.

Table 1

Results of determination of uraniu.ni am)
its Isotopic composition in our

laboratory (CAL) and In reference
laboratory (RL)

laboratory in parallel. It follows fron
Table 1 that our mass-spectrometric data
are in very good agreement with data ot"

the reference laboialory, very little

systematic deviation can be seen in
U-content. The results obtained shew that
the product corresponds by its

composition ajid properties to uranium
dioxide with high enrichment with ^-'^i'-"U.

The material was analyzed al^o for
content of .sune chenical -nipuritiGS by
flarje atc.imc abr.orption spectrometry
(Table ^). rue lesults aie generally
loaded with a high uncertainty due to
well known uranium matrix interferences.
Tliese analytical difficulties lead also
to lack of uranium reference materials
for trace elements. Their certification
is complic.ited by unacceptable spread and^
disti Tout iui. ui ans] yt IcaT dTTta 72Z'""Use
of trace elenent contents as
a "

1 iiigecpri nts" for disclosure of origin
of nuclear materials is difficult also
for high variance between individual
batches of the same material - see
content ot Zn In both batches of the
material being described (Table 2).

Table 2

Bsitn

A
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The most characteristic analytical
parameter - the isotopic composition of
the material including minor uranium
isotopes 234 and 236 - was compared to
the corresponding data for similar
products supplied fron the forwet USSR
17 - 25 yearis ago. It follows from Table
3 that the isotopic composition of those
products IS very close to the material
being investigated. Considering thai
long-lived fission products were not
detected, the material investigated seems
to be produced b> enrichment of natural
unrecycled uranium.

Table 3

Isotopic composition of some HEU
materials supplied from the former USSR

/I/

/2/

/3/

P. PacSk
-destructivi
enrichment
-"^U using
scopy" ( in

n. ( 1981) p
N. Doubek ;

Intercom(.'dri
Determi natio

UjOg", Repo
June 1987.
A.R. Eberle
NBL-252 (197

References

and 1. Obrusnik, "Hon-
' determination of
of nuclear material with
passive gamma- spectro-

Czech), Jaderna enerqie
286.

nd S. Deron, "Report on
son Exercise SR-74
n of Impurities in
rt IAEA/RL/145. Vienna,

et al.

1).
USAEC Report

I Material

U,0„

U-itetal

Isotopic coaposition (w-t. i)

234

0.9718

1.0005
0.9247

1.1544

235

89.925

69.933
80.206

88.695

236

0.2248
0.2572
0.3089
0.2346

The contribution is published with
a consent of the Prague Police Office of
Investigation.
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,
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TO: John Sopko

FROM: Charles Bolton

'
SUBJECT: Technical information on fuel elements used at Obninsk

The following information was provided by officials from the Institute of Physics and

Power Engineering at Obninsk during our tour of the BSF-II c.itical assembly on March 30

1995.

The BSF-II critical assembly has an inventory of 70,000 to 80,000 fuel elements, in the

shape of cylindrical disks. However at the time of our visit, Obninsk officials did not have

an exact count. These disks contain highly enriched uranium (HEU) and plutonium. The

HEU disks include 90 percent HEU, 96 percent HEU, and 36 percent HEU. The

Plutonium disks include 90 percent PU 239. They also use disks with depleted uranium.

Officials at Obninsk described the elements as having "high attractiveness" for theft.

HEU DISKS

Between 167 and 175 HEU disks would be needed to build a bomb. We arrived at this

number based on the following information. Each HEU disk is 5 mm thick and contains

about 150 grams of uranium per element. According to the Intemational Atomic Energy

Agency (IAEA). 25 kilograms of HEU are needed to build a nuclear weapon. By our

calculations, about 168 HEU disks would be needed for a nuclear explosive using HEU,

using the following formula:

" 1000 (iKg) / 150 (grams per disk) = 6.666 disks of HEU per kilogram x 25

(number of kilograms needed for a weapon) = 166.666 disks

If the number of disks are rounded ( 7 disk X 25 kg) 175 disks would be needed for an

explosive device.

N
PLUTONIUM DISKS

Between 146 and 152 plutonium disks would be needed to build a bomb based on the

following infomnation. Each plutonium disk is 3 mm thick and contains about 55 grams

per element. According to the IAEA, 8 kilograms of plutonium are needed for a nuclear
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weapon. By our calculations, about 146 Plutonium disks would be needed or a weapon
using the following formula:

-- 1000 (IKg) / 55 (grams per disk) = 18.18 disks per kilogram X 8 (number of

kilograms needed for a weapon) = 145.45 disks

Once again, if the number of disks are rounded (19 disks X 8 kg) 152 disks would be
needed.

CURRENT STATUS

Since the tour, the U.S. Russian Lab-to-Lab program inventoried 15,000 disks and
entered the information into a computerized material control and accounting system. This

system was demonstrated to U.S. and Russian officials in September 1995. All of the

Plutonium disks and all of the 36 percent HEU disks were inventoried and the information

entered into the accounting system. The project is continuing to inventory the other HEU
disks.
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Weapons Proliferation and Organized Crime

Russian Military Dimensions

Dr Graham H. Turbiville, Jr.
"" ^"'

As the end of the twentieth century approaches, the widespread

availability and distribution of weapons of all types are fueling armed conflicts,

organized criminal activity, and random violence in many regions of the world.

Arms trafficking—whether black market, gray market, or the injudicious legal

sale of weapons—has long been a prominent security concern for those areas of

the world most affected. While military and law enforcement specialists

assessed weapons trafficking throughout most of the post-World War II years

in a cold-war context, the dissolution of the Soviet Union at the end of 1991

marked a watershed for an already serious problem. Vast new weapon

stockpiles and walling distributors—unrestrained by cold-war political

limitations and encouraged by huge profits and turmoil— have entered local,

regional, and international arms markets in increasing numbers.

The end of the cold war also marked the start of a new era of concern

about the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction (WMD) and the evolving

role of state and nonstate actors in WMD acquisition, spread, and employment.

The former Soviet Union became a central focus of regional and world

proliferation concerns. Russia--which inherited the bulk of huge Soviet WMD

stockpiles, manufacturing potential, and technologies—became a particular

worry. Confident Russian official assertions about WMD security were

accompanied by private expressions of extreme concern, wild rumors, frequent

seizures of low-grade radioactive materials, and a handful of more serious

documented proliferation cases. Collectively, these developments suggested

that the potential for serious WMD leakages from Russia and the former Soviet

Union was beginning to be realized.
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Across the spectrum of arms proliferation—from infantry small arms to

WMD-associated components and systems—a substantial role has come to be

played by "organized crime." Organized crminal involvement takes various

forms, including traditional civil-sector organized crime groups, ethnic criminal

groupings often linked to conflict areas, shadowy commercial ventiores, and

corrupt government officials of all types. Russia and the other states of the

former Soviet Union also emerged as central concerns in this regard as well,

because crime and corruption in the wake of Soviet dissolution quickly began

to shape and influence every dimension of state and private life. Military

establishments in the region—shrinking, impoverished, and demoralized—were

far from immune to these pressures, and in the case of the Russian armed

forces in particular, have become major participants in the illegal diversion of

weapons as well as being profoundly affected by crime in other ways.

This article examines some little-addressed aspects of weapons

proliferation--the phenomenon of widespread Russian military criminality and

the extent to which the Russian military plays a role in the black and gray

conventional arms market. In particular, while noting a pattern of systemic

Russian armed forces criminality associated with conventional arms trafficking,

the article addresses several Russian military organizations most closely

involved with nuclear and chemical weapons and considers their roles as

potential vectors for WMD diversion.

The Russian Criminal Environment and the Armed Forces

Russia and other states of the former Soviet Union have become fertile

seedbeds for the development of the most pernicious forms of random and

organized crime. Throughout the region, interests of local, regional, and

international criminal groups have coincided with the appearance of disrupted

economies, requirements for hard currency, and reduced law enforcement

effectiveness. The established Russian criminal environment in 1996

illustrates the corrosive impact that widespread criminality has had on state
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security institutions throughout the region.
' The Russian Ministry of the

Interior (MVD) has continued to chart the steadily—and in some cases

dramaticEilly—rising rates of crime against persons and property, while

acknowledging that true figures are nearly half again as great as published

figures because of underreporting.^ It is institutionalized organized crime,

however, that poses the greatest threat to Russian national cohesiveness and

stability. ^ , ;.

Russicin law enforcement specialists typically estimate that some 3,000

to 4,000 or more criminal gangs exist in Russia, the most powerful of which

have cut out spheres of criminal activity that include arms and drug

trafficking, gambling, banking, petroleum exports, automobile theft, precious

metal smuggling, and a host of other ventures. A number of these criminal

groupings have interregional or international dimensions. ^

Official 1994 Russian estimates of organized criminal penetration of state

institutions indicated that organized criminal groups controlled some 40,000

state and private organizations, including hundreds of state enterprises, joint-

stock companies, cooperatives, banks, and markets."' In 1995 the Russian

MVD underscored the continuing criminal penetration of Russian institutions

by reporting that "criminal structures in the state now control over 50 percent

of economic entities. "S Similarly, Russian Interior Minister Anatoly Kulikov

also announced in the fall of 1995 that some 1,600 linkages among criminals

and high government officials were being investigated, and he estimated that

some 30 to 50 percent of criminal profits were used to bribe state officials. ^

The deepening association of military and security establishments with

criminal enterprise has been especially alarming. One 1995 Russian

assessment characterized the growing relationship between the "criminal

world" and the "power ministries" (Defense, Interior, and other security

ministries) this way:

At one fine point, two lines—the power
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ministries and the criminal world—intersected.... ^.

The criminal world was admitted to secret facilities.

The power ministries—to the criminal world.''

Clearly, a variety of Russian and foreign sources has documented that

institutionalized military crime is now flourishing in Russia. Military crime and

corruption are associated directly with the Russian Ministry of Defense (MOD),

the General Staff, and other senior staffs; military transportation, construction,

and logistic organizations; combined arms units and commands; technically

oriented and highly trained strategic strike and air defense formations; military

research organizations; and military-educational components. Individual

military criminals range in rank from general and field-grade officers to the

newest conscripts, while organized criminal groupings within the military work

independently and in partnership with "commercial" ventures and outside civil

sector "mafias" at home and abroad. Analogous problems are present in those

Russian law enforcement and security bodies that are intended to support

internal order and combat crime.

Russian military life at the start of 1996 is characterized by a mosaic of

corrupt generals, drug and arms trafficking officers, and illegal diversions of

huge financial and materiel resources. It is further marked by the widespread

criminal activities of Russian peacekeeping and combat forces as well as other

forms of military crime that have spread well beyond Russian and regioneil

borders. This largely unbridled criminal penetration of the Russian military

establishment—together with a host of fiscal, restructuring, and sociad

problems—continues to erode its cohesiveness, reliability, and combat

effectiveness. 8

Part of this overall environment, and fully reflective of it, is the

flourishing trade in weapons. While there are varying estimates of the number
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of uncontrolled arms circulating in the Central Eurasian region, all of these

estimates put the number in the tens of millions of weapons. Arms

disseminated through black, gray, and legal channels reach a variety of

recipients ranging from custom handguns delivered to local "metfia" kingpins;

helicopter and fixed-wing aviation resources delivered to drug cartels abroad;

and bulk deliveries of weapons and military equipment to pareimilitary groups

and to other states and parties. The main Russian arms providers include

government institutions like the "official" state arms sales companies

Rosvooruzheniye and the Voyentekh; specially established business ventures

and joint stock companies; corrupted bureaucrats and officers directly and

indirectly involved in official arms sales; freelance officers and servicemen

whose duties give them access to weapons and equipment; and, of course,

organized criminal groups.^ In regard to Russia per se, there is a fundamental

conclusion that analysts soon reach when examining the weapons trade:

Russian military and security forces remain the principal source ofarms becoming

available to organized crime groups, to participants in regional conflicts, and to

corrupt state officials engaged in the black, gray, and legal arms market in their

various dimensions.^°

n- The Russian Military and WMD Proliferation

The clearly unrestrained military-criminal trade in conventional arms of

all types raises justifiable concerns in Russia and around the world regarding

the security of Russian "weapons of mass destruction"—nuclear, chemical, and

biological arms—and their associated components and technologies. Given the

systemic criminality in other Russian branches of service, there is substantial

reason to question whether military personnel responsible for Russian nuclear.
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chemical, and biological weapons are more fundamentally reliable than the

demonstrably corrupt military officials assigned to responsible positions

elsewhere. Particular causes of concern include the large WMD stockpiles in

Russia; the slow pace of their destruction or neutralization; questions

surrounding security, control, and oversight of WMD assets; and lagging

military reform programs. To illustrate the potential for WMD diversion from

military vectors, it is instructive to examine several prominent military

organizations concerned with WMD—and specifically with military nuclear and

chemical programs.

For the Russian armed forces, the responsibility for "nuclear munitions"

is assigned to the 12th Main Directorate of the Ministry of Defense (Glavnoye

Upravleniye Ministerstvo Oborony), or 12th GUMO. Unlike most other "main

and central directorates" of the Soviet (emd later Russian) Defense Ministry, the

secretive 12th GUMO was nearly invisible to public view until recently. As

retrospective Russian assessments have revealed, the directorate had its

origins at the very end of World War II, when a so-called First Main Directorate

was established under the USSR Council of Ministers to "coordinate work on

atomic projects.
"ii Two years later a "special department" was set up in the

Ministry of Defense to study US nuclear weapons employment and effects.

Following the successful development and testing of a Soviet nuclear weapon in

1949, the First Main Directorate and the MOD's special section were merged to

form an MOD "Main Directorate" designated "to provide centralized direction of

testing, stockpiling, and operating nuclear weapons and . . . protection against

nuclear weapons." This organization was the direct progenitor of today's 12th

GUMO, whose critically important role is described by its chief. Col Gen Ye. P.

Maslin as follows: . .^
'
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Military research and scientific test

organizations as well as military units

engaged in the immediate operation of nuclear

munitions are subordinate to today's Russian

Federation Ministry of Defense Main Directorate.

In connection with the reduction of tactical

nuclear weapons, the elimination of intermediate

and shorter range missiles and the limitation of

strategic nuclear arms, the task of eliminating
nuclear munitions and increasing the safety of

the remaining ones also has been assigned to

the main Main Directorate in recent years.
'^

Today, the 12th GUMO maintains large central nuclear munitions depots

which have been filled further with tactical, operational- strategic, and strategic

nuclear weapons withdrawn into Russia from non-Russian areas of the former

Soviet Union or otherwise taken off-line and redeployed,
i^ The 12th GUMO

also transports nuclear warheads and runs a variety of research, development

and support facilities. It vigorously asserts exclusive control over these sites,

insisting that they are fully secure and should be the province only of MoD

inspectors and oversight. But the 12th GUMO is part of the Russian military

and Russian society, and as a consequence is susceptible to the same

economic, politicad, and criminal pressures.

While General Maslin and other senior 12th GUMO officers characterize

theft from 12th GUMO facilities as "impossible," in 1995 Maslin also identified

newly-recognized vulnerabilities from criminal or terrorist groups. These are

found principally in the theft of nuclear weapons while in transport, which

Maslin indicates must be taken "into account in planning our actions on a day-

to-day basis." Further, exercises were run regarding the theft of nuclear

weapons from 12th GUMO facilities to answer the question "what iP" Maslin

candidly summarized the findings:
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And I must tell you frankly that as a result of

those exercises, 1 became greatly concerned about

a question that we had never even thought about

before: What if such acts were to be undertaken

by people who have worked with nuclear weapons in

the past? For example, by people dismissed from

our structures, social malcontents, embittered

individuals? This question is so serious that I

had to deliver a report on it to an interdepartmental
commission of the Russian Security Council. (Emphasis

added)!"

In a country filled with embittered, desperate, active duty and former

servicemen--many long since engaged in criminal activities and some veterans

of Soviet/Russian nuclear weapons programs—Maslin's remarks seem well

considered. They also stand in sharp contrast to the typical reassurances

issued by him and his fellow officers.

Evidence of criminality and disaffection in nuclear-associated units is

more directly in evidence at deployed military nuclear facilities and operational

sites where living conditions are poor and oversight lax.'^ ^g illustrative of

what is clearly a far larger problem, they raise serious questions about security

and oversight. For example, in reviewing detected military criminal cases in late

summer 1994, acting Chief Military Procurator G. N. Nosov identified Strategic

Rocket Forces' (SRF) criminality fostered either by the poverty in which many

officers found themselves or as a consequence of opportunity and potential

monetary gain. He noted that an SRF officer had set up a currency exchange

and shop at his quarters on base where he sold food at inflated prices. Also, a

major general and former chief of the SRF's Financial-Economic Directorate

had illegally transferred two billion 1993-1994 rubles to several private firms. '^

The activities of Maj Gen Vladimir Rodionov, commander of a Long-Range

Aviation (LRA) division in the Russian Far East, and his deputy are illustrative
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as well. Long-Range Aviation is one of Russia's nuclear strike forces, tasked to

hit targets deep in enemy territoiy. The two officers, however, transformed their

"top secret" LRA operating base into a transshipment point for moving

commercial goods (and businessmen) between cities in the Commonwealth of

Independent States and China. Profits for the illicit transport operations were

shared with bomber pilots and crews, who came to see the commercial

enterprise as their principal job.
i'^ These kinds of incidents suggest in small

ways that conspiring military personnel—given an opportunity--would be

willing to sell military nuclear components or even a weapon for the kind of

large payments likely to be proffered.

Perhaps the most notable example of this danger involved a nuclear

materials theft from a navy nuclear facility in northern Russia. The

circumstances of the theft and its implications have gradually become more

publicly visible over the last two years. The incident—discussed below—centered

specifically on a Northern Fleet nuclear fuel storage facility near Murmansk.

For several years now, the Northern Fleet has stood out as a center of

military-civil-sector crime and generally sloppy administration. From the mid-

1980s to today, numerous examples of declining readiness and rising levels of

carelessness have become increasingly evident, while the looting and more

sophisticated, systematic theft of fleet resources has involved both military and

civilian crime groups. In addition to these continuing problems,

decommissioned Russian nuclear submarines— 100 or more, some with nuclear

fuel unloaded—were characterized by one specialist as "floating atomic

bombs. "18

However, the theft of three "live fuel assemblies" (known by the acronym

STVS) for obsolete "Victor 1" nuclear submarines at a Murmansk area naval

storage facility some time in late 1993 speaks most directly to nuclear security
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and the potential for criminal penetration. More specifically, the theft involved

a total of 4.3 kilograms of nuclear material, of which .85 kilograms was

uranium 235. While the theft itself was not as significant as some others, what

it revealed about Northern Fleet nuclear storage security and criminal

opportunity was more significant.
19

^, !

After months of fruitless investigation, three Russian navy officers (a

captain 2d rank, captain 3d rank, and senior lieutenant) were finally identified

in 1994 as the thieves. The investigation, which was concluded in mid- 1995,

indicated that the officer-thieves had planned to sell the material to an

organized crime figure who expressed an interest but never followed through.

Military prosecutors were more troubled with security conditions at the nuclear

materials storage site than with the theft itself. There was minimal perimeter

security; essentially no protective alarm system; poor locks; elderly untrained

guards afraid to handle their issued pistols; and STVS containers secured only

by plastic seals that had been unchecked for years.^o The broader implications

this incident has for military sites holding radioactive fuels or warheads is not

certain. At a minimum, however, it suggests that some sites fall far short of the

high security levels military specialists assert.

Similarly, the secxarity of Russia's military chemical stocks and

technologies continues to be the target of many critics. In fall 1995, former

Russian military scientist Vil S. Mirzayanov judged that the theft and illegal

production of Russian chemical agents were greater risks than the dangers

associated with the nuclear arsenal. He highfighted the lax security at military

chemical depots and the alleged duplicitous statements by Russian miUtary

officials on the status of research and testing, he also underscored the extreme

environmental hazards and inadequate chemical destruction approaches and

resources.2i In short, he and others described a chemical weapons

10
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infrastructure that was at least as trouble-plagued as the military nuclear

system.
22

By all accounts, Russia inherited the largest chemical weapons arsenal

in the world—about 40,000 metric tons of chemical agents, which are resident

in bombs, missile warheads, artillery shells, other munitions, and canisters. 23

They are maintained under the purview of the Russian Federation Radiological,

Chemical, and Biological Defense Troops—and, in the view of some internal

Russian critics, the stocks £ire vastly underestimated. 2"*

As with conventional and nuclear weapons, disaffected military

personnel pose a substantial threat of chemical weapons diversion. This was

illustrated in October 1995, when former Lieutenant General of Chemical

Troops Anatoly Kuntsevich was charged by the Russian Federal Security

Service with delivering about 800 kilograms of chemicals in 1993 to

unidentified Middle East buyers and with the subsequent attempted smuggling

of an additional five-and-a-half tons in 1994.25 The chemicals-said to be

taken from military facilities-reportedly could be used for civil applications or

in the creation of chemical weapons. Just a few years earlier, Kuntsevich had

been in charge of the important Shikany 2 military chemical facility and was a

1991 Lenin Prize winner for his role in developing Soviet binary chemical

agents. 26 His arrest underscored the vulnerabilities resident throughout

Russian military structures and-if the charges prove true-further suggests

that even the most sensitive mihtary systems are subject to the criminal

diversion by military specialists at all levels.

Conclusions

There are several judgments suggested by an examination of the Russian

military, organized crime, and weapons proliferation. First,the trafficking of

conventional arms-wdth Russian military materiel constituting the most

11
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substantial source—is continuing apace on the black and gray markets in the

Central Eurasian region Eind intemationally. Russian military officers and

organizations are frequent and active participants in illegal and irregular arms

trade activity, which relies in substantial measure upon complex ties with

corrupt bureaucrats and state companies, civil-sector criminal groupings,

shadowy joint stock companies, and commercial enterprises. In addition to the

consequences this trafficking has for fueling conflict and instability, it

continues to undermine the integrity, reliability, and readiness of the struggling

Russian armed forces.

Finally, in light of systemic Russian military crime and peirticularly close

military-criminal ties to the arms trade, the avowed security of Russian military

nuclear and chemical stocks is subject to substantial doubt. Reported security

shortfEills at military nuclear and chemical facilities and the demonstrated or

potential criminal wilnerability of active and former military personnel involved

in nuclear and chemical programs suggest that military vectors for WMD

proliferation are far more likely than previously considered. Overall, the

Russian military's role in weapon's proliferation—and that of lesser-examined,

state militaries and security forces of other succesor states of the former Soviet

Union as well—will be a substantial consideration in the development of

stability and peace in the Central Eurasian region and beyond. Of special

importance, these developing military-criminal linkages may represent one the

greatest WMD proliferation dangers, a potential that increasing numbers of

Russian official spokesmen are acknowledging.

12
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Next Century NonprolifeiatiW
ANew ColdWar?

By
Henr>' Sokolski >

Since the first nuclear explosion in 1945. day-to-day combat against strategic

weaf)ons proliferation has been conducted almost exclusively by specialists. This
has kept the fight refined but made victory elusive. What follows is a three-step
corrective. First, if the fight against proliferation is ever to be won, senior

policy makers and bureaucrats must recognize and overcome the limits of

"traditional" nonproliferation. Second, they must see U.S. nonproliferation
efforts as essential to sustain the recent wave of newly established liberal

democracies, a trend that holds out the hope of pacifying international relations if
it is not throttled by hostile regimes now acquiring strategic weapons. Finally,
U.S. officials must commit themselves to conducting a long-term competition —
not unlike that we waged against the Soviet Union ~ to keep potentially hostile,

proliferating regimes from gaining any lasting advantage over the U.S. or its

friends. This nonproliferation effort - a less desperate, less simple kind of Cold
War — is what the U.S. should be promoting.

Our Current Quandary

As a policy matter, nonproliferation is being taken less and less seriously. The
most recent evidence of this was delivered last fall on Capitol Hill. In a puzzling

display of nonpartisan politics. Congress exceeded a \^'hite House request to allow

Pakistan to receive arms that the U.S. was withholding to sanction Islamabad's

nuclear weapons activities. To be sure, there were Senators — 13 Republicans and

32 Democrats - who thought granting this relief was a mistake. Islainabad, they

argued, had repeatedly lied to the U.S. about not having a nuclear weapons

program. Lifting so much of the nonproliferation sanction now, they warned,

implied that imposing it never made sense in the first place. The majority,

however, disagreed. Pakistan, they insisted, had suffered enough. We had to be

realistic about Pakistan's nuclear weapons capabilities. Besides, the arms sales

might improve U.S. -Pakistani relations. . , . . ;^,

For the record, this was the first and only time that the new Congress had ever

exceeded a Presidential request. Perhaps the only thing more peculiar was that

few, if any, noticed: It uas as if it was expected. In fact. Congressional

insensibility to nonproliferation matters -
particularly under President Clinton's

rule - has become all too familiar. President Clinton's general reluctance to

sanction China for nuclear and missile technolo2\' sales to Pakistan and Iran, for
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example, or to penalize Russia for its transfers to Latin America, Iran, and the

Middle East has generated little more than inattentive grumbling from Congress.
Nor was it much different with die President's overly generous nuclear reactor

deal with North Korea or his unprecedented decontrol of militarily significant

U.S. computers. Consistently, Congress has said or done little.

It's hard to know why. Certainly, emphasizing the threats posed by the continued

spread of strategic weajxjns has helped gamer support for missile defenses and

tougher anti-terrorism policies. But perhaps nonproliferation
—

trying to

prevent the spread of strategic v\eapons and related technology
— is viewed as

being unrealistic; something only idealistic liberals do. Then, too, if proliferation

is inevitable, why deprive U.S. companies of foreign market opportunities? If

real proliferation trouble develops, wouldn't it make more sense to handle it

militarily with "surgical" strikes and the like?

Untenable Realism

Perhaps. But such "realism" seems odd, particularly coming from a Congress
that seems reluctant to send American forces in harm's way. Indeed, this

approach is not just fatalistic, it's a loser. Consider what would have happ)ened if

we fought the Cold War this way. Congress and the President would have

assumed that communism and its increased popularity were inevitable and

followed the worst commercial instincts of America's European and Asian allies

by selling Russia the best of Western high technology. Then, as a hedge against
the arms build up and adventurism that the Soviets might pursue, we'd threaten

them with preemptive military strikes.

Clearly, the Cold War was neither waged nor won this way. Nor would it make
sense to use this approach in fighting strategic weapons proliferation. After all,

like communism, the spread of strategic weapons is hardly inevitable. In the last

four years South Africa, Brazil, and Argentina all publicly renounced their

nuclear weapons programs (South Africa actually destroying seven of the bombs
it built), Taiwan's and South Korea's nuclear weapons efforts have been checked;

and nearly all of these countries (but Brazil) still have their long-range rocket

programs on hold.

More important, nonproliferation controls and sanctions, like Cold War strategic

trade restrictions, can work. In fact, one of the reasons these nations have

suspended their strategic weapons efforts is because of the delay and expense

nonproliferation restrictions inflicted on these programs. Such controls will

never be perfect, but they do help.

Finally, it's one thing to prepare for nuclear war, to protect ourselves and to

counter strike and prevail if attacked. It's quite another, however, to launch
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preemptive strikes or wage preventative wars in vain hopes of eliminating
threats. If by "counterproHferation" the U.S. intends to solve its proliferation

problems with preemptive "surgical" attacks, the Cold War - even with its

Vietnams and Koreas — will soon seem a Zion of peace. In fact, the only thine
such raids (and U.S. policy pronouncements suppxDrting them) are certain to hit

are Third World f>olitical nenes. Only a false sense of "realism" could ignore
such realities.

Nonproliferation, Mostly With A Vengeance

Knowing what's wrong about the latest in proliferation "realism," however,

hardly suggests that what we've been doing is all that sound. Indeed, this realism

is itself a reaction to a set of overly idealistic views that have dominated
traditional nonproliferation. For decades now the arms control community has

promoted the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT) as the way to address

proliferation threats. As they
-- and now the Clinton Administration — see it,

promoting the NPT's demands that strategic weapons states disarm and share

civilian nuclear technology with nations who pledge not to make bombs, is

America's best nonproliferation gambit. Yet, promoting this strategy
-- which

administration officials have now endorsed for addressing all types of strategic

weapons proliferation
— is frequently worse than no strategy at all.

Indeed, looking at what the NPT has produced in places like North Korea, our

proliferation problems seem no less threatening than the cure. Remember,
administration officials are proudest of having kept North Korea from leaving
the NPT. This pride, though, has down played key facts: That our

preoccupation with getting Pyongj'ang to join the NPT allowed it to build

"peaceful" nuclear weapons facilities in the first place, that North Korea is still in

violation of the treaty today, and, according to Central Intelligence Agency
estimates, has at least one bomb's worth of material secreted away.

These points should matter. Yet, instead of rethinking how the NPT approach
failed in this case, the administration simply employed it again in hopes of

keeping North Korea from leaving the treaty. How? By shaping an NPT-based

deal: In exchange for S4 to $6 billion in modern power reactor technology, the

Clinton Administration secured Pyongyang's pledge not to make any more
nuclear weapons materials in declared facilities and a promise that they will allov\-

us to look for the material we think they have secreted away sometime after these

reactors are built ten or more years from now.

Nonproliferation of this sort is controversial. That, however, hasn't limited its

application. Indeed, the administration chose this same NPT approach to e.xtend

and "incentivize" the Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR). Announced
in 1987, this export control regime uas supposed to keep the number of nations
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with large missiles as small as possible by restricting missile teclinology transfers.

Not any longer. Now, in an effort to "universalize" its application and open it up
to proliferating nations who were originally aimong its key targets, the Clinton

Administration chose to expand the MTCR's membership and liberalize previous
trade restraints on "peaceful" rocket and drone technology.

Instead of sanctioning Russia and Brazil for cooperating in the development of a

"peaceful" nuclear-capable rocket, as U.S. law authorizes, then, the Clinton

administration has taken a more "diplomatic" approach to the MTCR's
infringement. The White House waived sanctions for both countries, sponsored
their immediate entry into the VITCR, and praised them for their professed
commitment to international nonproliferation norms.

Again, this "progress" came at a cost: Key facts were glossed over. Brazil's

military is still publicly emphasizing that its space launcher, once completed, can

be converted into an intercontinental ballistic missile overnight Also, not long

ago this project's top technicians were in Baghdad helping Saddam build rockets

during Desert Shield and then went on to hock rocket e.xpertise in Teheran. As
for Russia, it still has not come clean on all of its violations of the MTCR (as

suggested by the U.N.'s recent interception of Russian rocket guidance systems
destined for Iraq).

Again, under normal circumstances these facts should matter. But administration

officials, operating under the NPT approach, insist that the U.S. must show that

it is serious about making the NfTCR less "discriminator}." How? Give Russia

and Brazil (emd nations like them) an incentive to pledge their adherence to

nonproliferation by freeing up Western supplies of missile technology for

"peaceful" purposes, admit them into the NfTCR, and, thereby eliminate the

possibility of them ever being sanctioned under U.S. law for missile cooperation
or for missile exports to nonMTCR nations.

This NPT "logic" is not limited to nations who claim to adhere to

nonproliferation norms. The Clinton Administration has even applied it to

nations that are formally outside of existing nonproliferation regimes and seem

unlikely ever to adhere. Thus, last fall Administration officials announced that

they were going to lend nuclear reactor safety assistance to India to strengthen its

commitment to nuclear safety and the "peaceful" use of nuclear energy. India,

who has refused to sign the NPT, however, is currently using its "j^eaceful"
nuclear power plants to make weapons materials. And this January, the U.S.

invited six Chinese nuclear engineers to come to the U.S. to study America's most

advanced light water reactor design. The idea, here. State Department officials

explained, was to show the the Chinese the potential peaceful nuclear benefits of

adhenng to nonproliferation norms (U.S. law prohibits U.S. reactor sales to

China until it adheres to the NPT) even though U.S. intelligence agencies have

detennined that China has been secretly assisting Pakistan and Iran's nuclear
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programs and has a reputation for industrial espionage.

Getting It Right

Should the U.S. abandon the N'PT approach? If it means continuing to interpret
the N'PT the way U.S. officials currently are, then, yes. But an alternative is

available. Administration officials could insist that the N'PT and all other

nonproliferation agreements be read to reflect their original intent to prevent

strategic weapons spread rather than to promote international technological

equality or U.S. nuclear disarmament.

It might well be diplomatic to indulge smaller nations' complaints that we have

not yet eliminated our nuclear arsenal, agreed to suspend nuclear testing, or

facilitated the "fullest possible exchange" of "peaceful" nuclear technology and

hardware as called for under the NPT. But it's a mistake to suppose - as Clinton

officials have argued
- that the U.S. must commit to treaty-like obligations on

these points to uphold its end of the nonproliferation bargain. In fact, the NPT
only speaks of nuclear weapons states' obligation to make good faith efforts

toward arms reductions and specifies that nations' only have an "inalienable

right" to develop nuclear energy // it is "in conformity with" the treaty's

prohibition against the "direct or indirect" transfer or acquisition of nuclear

weapons.

This, in turn, suggests that NPT safeguards for "preventing diversion of nuclear

energy from peaceful uses to nuclear weapons" ought to consist of more than

what nations have agreed to so far. Effective safeguards should actually prevent
diversions. With militant, secretive nations, like Iran and North Korea, true

safeguards are hardly possible. Nor is it feasible to safeguard certain strategic

materials (e.g., plutonium and highly enriched uranium) or activities (e.g.,

enrichment or reprocessing) since these bring nations within hours or days of

acquiring the very weapons safeguards are targeted against. These dangerous
materials and activities can be monitored. But this is not the same as

safeguarding, which requires not just detection, but timely warning of a diversion

— i.e. an alarm that goes off eady enough to enable an outside party to intervene

to block a military diversion from being completed.

Pretending that existing inspections meet this criteria (when they cleariy don't)

might bolster the current NPT regime's populanty but at the cost of spreading

unsafeguardable nuclear technology. Indeed, given that the commercial use of

nuclear weapons usable fuels is unprofitable and unnecessary for generating

power, candor about the impossibility of truly safeguarding such materials and

related facilities is essential. This might upset Nigeria, Iran, and Indonesia, who
like the present N'PT "regime", but it uould suggest a much sounder

understanding of the treaty and make the NPT far more sustainable in the long-
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run.

These same points apply to missile technology. One might want the NITCR to

allow freer commerce in missile technology among NITCR members (this, in

order to give members a clear "incentive" to adhere) or to suggest that the .VITCR

is only concerned about "offensive" or "unsafeguarded" missiles. But pursuing

these lines of argument (as our government is currently doing) has little to do

with the MTCR's original intent and even less with preventing missile

proliferation.

In fact, the MTCR's guidelines are quite clear on the need to control any missile

technology transfers -
including those relating to "inoffensive" space launch

vehicles, sounding rockets, target drone, and reconnaissance drones made either

within or outside the VITCR — that could "contribute" to a "nuclear-capable

missile." Thus, the VITCR requires that all such transfers be considered "on a

case-by-case basis" (whatever their destination or announced intent) and

recommends a "strong presumption of denial" unless these transfers are made to

nations or organizations grandfathered under the agreement — NATO (circa

1987), Japan, or the former Warsaw Pact.

As for safeguarding "peaceful" space launchers and drones, one might as well

attempt to safeguard "peaceful" nuclear explosives. Indeed, large rockets and

drones are the aerospace equivalent of such explosives. With a mere change in

firing angles, rockets and drones can be be converted to military use overnight.

Instead of firing a rocket at 90 degrees for peaceful satellite launches, a 45 degree

angle can be used to target one's adversary-. Similarly, large, high-endurance
reconnaissance drones programed to loiter and then return home can just as easily

be programed to strike enemy targets. Inspecting these unmanned systems might
allow you to monitor their use but in no way would this be a safeguard (i.e., give

you timely warning - enough time to intervene to prevent their possible military'

use).

Beyond Nonproliferation: A Democratic Wave?

Certainly, reforming our current nonproliferation policies to reflect these

realities is overdue. Existing nonproliferation agreements and laws can be

reinterpreted to do this and this would at least prevent these regimes from

making matters worse. Yet, clarifying what's taily safeguardable and making

nonproliferation sanctions and regime membership criteria tougher are hardly

sufficient to prevent determined nations from acquiring strategic weapons.

Ultimately, the only protection against such proliferators is to get them to change

their minds about needing such weapons in the first place. Such conversions may
seem idealistic but they have happened before and are likely to keep happening.
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Countries that once had active nuclear weapons programs — like South Africa,

Argentina, and Brazil — have put them on hold. Why? As these nations became
more democratic, their militaries' ability to make costly weapons covertly waned
as did the threats these nations perceived from their neighbors.

Additional democratic conversions of this sort are likely. Consider the trends:

Although it took all of recorded history to produce the 30 democracies existent in

1960, it took only another 30 years to produce an additional 30. This tendency, in

part is driven by economics. Indeed, there is a strong correlation between
countries' earned (not accidental —

e.g., oil -- or illegitimate
-

pilfered) per

capita income, which has risen dramatically in the last 40 years, and their

probability of being or becoming democratic. As earned per capital incomes
have risen, so have the number of democracies. What will the v\orld look like in

the ne.xt 30 years? The income gap between developed and underdeveloped
nations will continue to close, educational and health standards will rise and at

least another 15 nations should go democratic.

Will this reduce the threat of war'l' Critics say no, that the world's liberalization

does not guarantee its pacification, that the roots of national antagonisms are too

deep, emotionally and historically. They even argue that democratic nations,

such as Germany and Japan, may turn against us. Perhaps, but it is difficult to

believe that the Germany and Japan of the 1930s has much to do with these nations

today. Indeed, one of the few benefits of the Second World War was destruction

of the social climate that made Imperial Japan and NAZI Germany possible. All

things being equal, then, democratic nations — Germany and Japan included — are

far less likely to go to war against other liberal states.

Yet, things are rarely equal. Japan and Germany could remilitarize, but not out

of ambition so much as out of fear of the possible exceptions to the democratic

trend like China, North Korea, Russia, and radical Islamic nations. These

"exceptions" are worrisome. As per capita incomes rose in the 70s and 80s in

Iran and Iraq, militant hostility to Western nations and liberalism increased and

shows no signs of abating. Moreover, the correlation between income and

democracy seems to be generally negative among Arab Islamic states.

The Peoples Republic of China (PRC) is also a worry. Incomes are rising but in

the short and medium tenn there's no guarantee that this uill lead to democracy
or peace as the old regime clings to power. Indeed, if anything, many analysts

see Communist China as one of America's and its allies' most likely military"

competitors. Nor can the State Committee's nonproliferation pledges be taken

very seriously. To the extent this regime chooses to define China's security

interests in a fashion that is at odds with those of the U.S. and its allies, its view

of what is a proliferation threat (e.g., its export of what it calls "defensive"

missiles to Pakistan and Iran) u ill clash with our views and those of our fnends.
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Similarly, The Democratic Peoples' Republic of Korea (DPRK) is unlikely to

observe nonproliferation norms. U.S. officials have asked it to adhere to MTCR
guidelines but it still sells SCUDs to Syria and Iran, As for nuclear activities, it is

constantly threatening to resume production of nuclear weapons materials at

known facilities unless it gets its way in continuing negotiations for two modem
U.S. -designed power reactors. And it still prefers to intimidate South Korea with

military- maneuvers rather than sit down and negotiate peaceful unification.

Finally, there are Russia and the Ukraine. Here the problem is structural

poverty: Too much socialism compounded by a lack of government or the rule of

law, too little protection of persons or property. With so many strategic weapons
and related production centers, Russia and Ukraine cannot help but pose militarj'

and proliferation risks.

What's Needed: A More Competitive Strategy ,

These exceptions are significant and are unlikely to go away anytime soon. The

question is what should the U.S. do about them? From a nonproliferation stand

point, the U.S. has generally presumed that the worst proliferators can be

persuaded somehow to adhere to international norms of good behavior. Thus,
the U.S. and France insisted on frequent international inspections of Iraq's

"peaceful" nuclear program in the late 1970s and demanded that Algeria join the

NPT when in 1991 it was caught secretly constructing an unsafeguarded Chinese

reactor. This same approach was taken with North Korea. Russia and China
when they were caught violating their nonproliferation pledges: The U.S. got
these nations to promise not repeat their errant behavior and then offered them
access to more Western strategic technology.

Such Washington bargaining is the rule save two exceptions: Iraq and Iran. For

these nations, the White House has insisted that internationally safeguarded

strategic technology be denied along with financial credits that might enable these

nations to become fiscally independent. The premise here is that Iran and Iraq's

current governments are untenable, but until they give uay to more peaceable

regimes, we should do nothing to fuel their offensive ambitions.

Given Iran and Iraq's political, financial, and military weaknesses and the West's

relative economic strengths, this strategy may work. More important, it suggests
the kind of long-temi effort we should be attempting elsewhere. Instead of

stressing our relative weaknesses in our fight against proliferation -7 our

diplomatic inclination to court and make agreements with our enemies and

commercial disinclination to impose stiff export controls or trade sanctions — we
should leverage our superior market economy, high technology, and successful

democratic politics to contain and transmute the worse proliferation threats.

8.
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What «x5uld this mean in the case of North Korea^ Instead of tnina to keepNorth Korea from renouncing its membership in the NPT (bv pumoina a dvina
tyrannical regime with oil and poHtical recog'nition), the wS ^t't^' to uWv'the Peninsula on terms acceptable to the South. This uould take time and monevbut no more initially than the decade and billions planned to be sJnt merT^ to
keep North Korea from making more nuclear weapons matSals t o e
important, unlike the defeatist strategy we are now pursuing, a peaceful offensiveaimed at unification is a contest in which ue and our allies hold^^e economic ^d
political winmng cards. After all. both North and South Korea claim theTfa^or

slhKore.H '."'; ''T'' '^u
^° '''''' ^° ^^'^^'"P'-^ '^^' ^« thL^ of warSouth Korea and its fnends. on the other hand, have the cash to rebuild the Northand political and economic systems that are far more attractive than Communism.

With Russia the U.S. might do better to deemphas.ze consolidatina nuclearmaterials under the former Soviet General Staffs control and begin to focu^more on the dangers of remilitarization cuid leakage. Indeed if the U S is triiK
concerned about loose Russian nukes, leaving growing a^nounts of' nuclei
weapons materials under Moscow's control is, at best, only a provisional ansv^eT
Here, as Bnan Chow of R.AND has argued, the U.S. should appeal to Moscow'sdesire for superpower recognition by offering jointly to remove proportionateamounts of U.S. and Russian (and, perhaps later, other nations'? nucLlrmatenals to agreed neutral locations where it might be monitored against theftand covert remilitanzation.

S'""^^ u'cii

As for China, the U.S. officials must stop despairing that any reaction to Pekinc's

Zn^lT T rtT°' ^f*"^'
"'^" American appeasement" or inattention) w'ill

jeopardize U.S. -Sino relations and, instead, focus on the kind of pacific Chinese
foreign policy we want Indeed, the U.S. should see these transgressions as early
opportunities to shape U.S.-S.no security relations through the use of selective
precisely-targeted, incremental economic and defense cooperation sanctions'Such penalties should be tailored to demonstrate to Peking that proliferation is
simply not worth the cost by being relatively cheap for the U.S. to impose but
costly to relevant aspects of Chinese commerce and prestige Instead of
threatening to cut off Most Favored Nation status - an act that would hurt the
U.S. nearly as much as it would Peking - more selective actions mi^ht be
considered. When Peking threatens to sell missile technology to Ir^ and
Pakistan or to test

'

missiles off Taiwan's coast, the US. must be willino early on
to target the specific Chinese aerospace finns involved and let US contractors
cooperate with Taiwan on missile defenses (thus, demonstrating U S resolve to
mcrease its security ties with Taiwan if China persists in threatemng it militarily)
Similarly, when Peking threatens to sell dangerous nuclear technology to Pakist'anand Iran the U.S.should highlight e.xisting US. law, which requires a cut off ofhmited U.S. nuclear commerce and militarN' assistance and ask France and
Germany to hold otf making neu- contracts uith China until the matter is
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resolved. Also, given China's need for foreign capital, Peking should be

extremely sensitive to anv moves that might lower its credit rating.

In the case of India and Pakistan (where the L'.S. has far less commercial activity
than in China), a truly competitive strategy should attempt to do more than

merely penalize bad proliferation behavior; it should use America's powerful
economic influence to foster Indo-Pakistani commerce. Such commerce is

critical for peace. Indeed, political extremists have been able to dominate Indo-

Pakistani disputes precisely because the moderator of economic intercourse is

virtually absent. A debate on opening commerce to India is currently being

waged in Pakistan; the U.S. should not be neutral. Just as the U.S. should be

willing to penalize Pakistani attempts to expand its nuclear and missile arsenal, it

should encourage efforts to increase economic comity by making it easier for

Pakistan and India to secure international and private U.S. loans. Such positive
incentives are far more likely to foster peace in concert with affording or

denying one side military assistance than working the later alone.

Of course, none of this is to suggest that the U.S. should abandon its efforts to

defend against proliferation. We must do all we can to limit the damage strategic

weapons might inflict on our homeland, forces or operations. Indeed, providing
for such defenses has been part of U.S. military planning since the use of

chemical weapons in World War I. And, yes, once war has begun, knocking out

an adversary's strategic capabilities is a sensible way to limit such harm.

At the same time, military defenses (including counter offensive capabilities) are

rarely perfect and are never strategies themselves. This is doubly true in

combating weapons of proliferation concern: These arms, by definition, are

weapons against which we lack adequate military countenneasures. The idea that

U.S. forces can neutralize or "counter" such weapons v\ith surgical preemptive
strikes, leak-proof defenses or foolproof electronic or optical spoofing is simply
naive. Indeed, defending and counter offending militarily are less prescriptions
for victory against proliferation than they are tor avoiding the pain of defeat. To
be truly competitive against proliferation, the U.S. and its friends must do more
than fend off the worst. They must be willing to engage in the type of long-term

competition that produced our triumph over the Soviets.

This more serious competition is the one the U.S. has yet to join and it's

understandable why. No one wants enemies. Yet, when one speaks of

competitors, most diplomats mistakenly assume that any nation, so described,

must be a foe. Yet, we compete with friends and allies in a variety of ways

peacefully (trade and cultural v\ars, etc.) all the time. With whom do we need to

compete to curb proliferation? Iran, Iraq, and North Korea, should get priority,

along with China and Russia if they continue to proliferate.

10.
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A Less Desperate, Less SimpJe CoH War?

What's at least as important as uho we target in fighting proliferation is that we
consider our efforts as a part of a calmer, more complex successor to the Cold
War. Like the strategy of containment that ue pursued in hopes that the Soviets'
inherent v\eaknesses and contradictions would sive wav to a more peaceable
regime, we now need to commit ourselves to several long-term competitions.

Progress here, however, presumes that senior politicians uill choose to enoaae in
the day-to-day battles currently being waged unassisted (and unauided*) bv
nonprohferation specialists. Until these e.xperts' mistaken NPT" mantra is
corrected, L'.S. nonprohferation efforts are more likelv to encouraae
proliferation than stop it. Progress also requires that U.S. policy makers have°a
larger vision of victory than merely preventing strategic' weapons from
spreading: Nonprohferation must not only be effective in blockina and
penalizing specific transfers, it must help protect liberal democracies Indeed
only when the fight against strategic weapons proliferation is tied properly to this
larger effort will the dangers of traditional nonprohferation and Uie pitfalls of
the latest flawed realism be avoided.

11.
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Mr. Chainnan and members of the Committee. Thank you for the opportmiity to

present a statement on behalfof the Umted States Enrichment Corporation (USEC) for

consideration by the Committee pertainmg to your heanngs on global proliferation of
nuclear weapons materials. My statement will focus on USEC's activities related to

the miplementation of a 20-year, SHbilhon contract to purchase low emiched uramum
(LEU) denved from 500 metnc tons of highly emiched uranium (HEU) exfracted from
dismantled Russian nuclear weapons

., ..
i

Summary

I am pleased to infoim you that this conttact is workmg and bemg
implemented to the muttial satisfaction of both parties - USEC and

MINATOM, the Russian Ministry of Atomic Energy.
• Initial startup issues have been resolved and shipments to USEC

began in 1995, when we ordered LEU derived from the maximum
amount of HEU, 6. 1 metric tons, that the Russians could process.

• 1995 deliveries by Russia of reactor grade LEU to USEC were

completed on schedule and met all product specifications.

• 1996 shipments to USEC will be nearly double die 1995 quantities.

Based upon this experience, we are veiy optimistic that frill and timely

implementation of the Russian HEU conttact will be achieved, consistent with

U.S. policy objectives. The progress that we have made demonsfrates the

success of ttansforming nuclear warheads into reactor fiiel. The frill

sigmficance of this is highlighted by the fact that the total quantity ofHEU
anticipated m the frill conttact is equivalent to an estimated 20,000 nuclear

warheads.
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Background

On February 18, 1993, representatives of the governments of the United

States and the Russian Federation signed a govemment-to-govemment

agreement to convert highly enriched uranium (HEU) recovered from

Soviet-era nuclear weapons into low enriched uranium (LEU) for use as

fuel in commercial nuclear power plants. To implement this agreement, on

January 14, 1994, the United States Enrichment Corporation, serving as the

U.S. Executive Agent, contracted with Techsnabexport, the Russian

Executive Agent acting for MINATOM, to purchase reactor fuel grade

uranium derived from 500 mefric tons of HEU over a 20year period.

The United States Enrichment Corporation is a wholly owned government

corporation created by Congress under the Energy Policy Act of 1992 to

take over and restructure the U.S. Department of Energy's uranium

enrichment program. The Corporation produces and markets uranium

enrichment services to 64 electric utilities that own and operate commercial

nuclear power plants in 14 countries including the United States. The

Corporation is headquartered in Bethesda, Maryland, and operates plants in

Paducah, Kentucky, and Portsmouth, Ohio and facilities in Livermore,

California.

USEC will market the LEU derived from weapons-grade HEU to

commercial electric utilities to fiiel nuclear reactors throughout the world.

USEC is the world's leading supplier of enrichment services, and is

uniquely capable of marketing LEU derived from HEU without disrupting

the international market while guaranteeing customers a reliable, quality

product.
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This historic "swords into plowshares" agreement not only supports non-

proliferation goals, it goes further by effecting the transformation of these

megatons of nuclear warheads into megawatts of electric power. As a

result, the United States is expediting the dismantlement of nuclear

warheads in the former Soviet Union and ensuring that the resulting highly

enriched uranium is used exclusively for peaceful purposes. Instruments of

war are being converted into a valuable commodity that can help to pay for

the cost of disarmament and provide jobs in Russia for their nuclear

industry. -r .

Under the 20-year contract, the quantities, price and delivery schedules are

renegotiated annually. Blending down of the HEU to low enriched uranium

takes place in Russia, afler which the LEU is shipped to St. Petersburg,

where title passes to USEC. USEC is responsible for transporting the

material to the United States. Once HEU is transformed into LEU, it cannot

be made weapons-usable without going through the difficult and expensive

enrichment process again. i. i

The current schedule for the purchase of 500 metric tons of HEU that will

be converted to 15,260 metric tons of LEU is:

6 metric tons of HEU in 1995 ^ -

"

12 metric tons of HEU in 1996

10 metric tons of HEU per year, 1997 through 1999

30 metric tons of HEU per year for the remainder of

the 20 years
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The purchase is valued at nearly $12 billion — $8 billion for the enrichment

content, measured in Separative Work Units (SWUs), and $4 billion for the

natural uranium content. The total 500 metric tons transaction is equivalent

to three years of world demand for enriched uranium. The quantity

purchased in 1995 alone will provide enough fuel to service 15 reactors,

generating enough electricity to meet the needs of an estimated 10 million

households. ^

-i

Russia has committed to use a portion of the proceeds from this sale for

conversion of defense enterprises, upgrading the safety of its nuclear power

plants and environmental cleanup. Russia will compensate Ukraine for

uranium from its strategic nuclear warheads by providing fuel for its

civilian nuclear power plants.

To ensure that the LEU we receive is derived from HEU obtained from

dismantled weapons, the United States and Russia have signed a

transparency agreement. The agreement states that Russia shall ensure that

the HEU blended down to LEU is extracted from nuclear weapons. It also

states that the Unites States shall ensure that the LEU received from Russia

is used solely to fuel commercial nuclear reactors. The obligations of each

party are subject to inspection and verification by the other party. The

U.S. Department of Energy is responsible for negotiating and implementing

transparency and verification arrangements.
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Initial Problems Resolved: '

Shipments were expected to begin in 1994. However, the contract specifies

that the blended material must meet nuclear industry standards for purity.

Initially, Russia had difficulty meeting those specifications. This delayed

the inifiation of shipments.

USEC provided assistance to Russia to help solve the purity problem and

in October 1994, Russia completed test runs confirming their ability to meet

purity specifications. In December 1994, USEC placed its first order, for

the maximum amount that Russia indicated it would be able to supply for

delivery in calendar year 1995, 6.1 metric tons of HEU. In order to

facilitate prompt implementation, USEC provided all needed shipment

hardware, including product cylinders, sample containers and shipping

containers.

USEC also took steps to ensure that proper precautions were taken to

provide safe transport of the material from Russia to the United States. An

environmental assessment was completed that determined that the transport

of the blended-down HEU would have no significant impact on the

environment. Low enriched uranium is a commercial product that has been

shipped around the world by air, water and land transport for over 30 years.

There has never been an accident involving the release of processed

uranium during transport, and there has not been a transportation accident

in the last 30 years that has resulted in a fatality or injury due to either the

chemical or radioactive nature of processed uranium.
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1995 Shipments ->

On June 23, 1995, the first shipment of 24 metric tons of low enriched

uranium arrived at the Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant in Ohio. Nine

shipments containing 186 metric tons of LEU derived fi-om 6.1 metric tons

of HEU with a value of $145 million were received in 1995. In 1995,

USEC made $99.4 million in payments to the Ministry of Atomic Energy

(MINATOM) for the LEU dehvered. This included $46.5 million for the

enrichment value (SWU)and $52.9 million for the natural uraniimi value.

In addition to the payments to MINATOM, $46.5 million was credited for the

enrichment value in the LEU delivered in 1995 against the advance payment

of $60 million made by USEC to Russia in 1994. This advance payment

supported the President's commitment at the Moscow Summit to help Russia

finance the provision of nuclear fuel to Ukraine as compensation for the

value of HEU in nuclear warheads transferred from Ukraine to Russia for

dismantling. In June 1995, pursuant to the protocol signed by USEC and

MINATOM at the Gore-Chernomyrdin Commission meeting, USEC

advanced another $100 million to Russia against future dehveries imder the

HEU contract. This provided additional assistance that was needed for Russia

to finance the provision of nuclear fuel to Ukraine, and thereby assure fiill

implementation of the transfer of nuclear warheads fi-om Ukraine to Russia

for dismantling.

In December 1995, also pursuant to the protocol signed by USEC and

MINATOM at the Gore-Chernomyrdin Commission meeting, USEC made

the $52.9 million payment noted above for the natural uranium value in the

LEU delivered through 1995.
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1996 Commitments

For 1996, a firm agreement on price and quantities has been reached between

USEC and MINATOM, calling for delivery of 371 metric tons of LEU

derived from nearly 12 metric tons of HEU. This is about twice the amount

dehvered in 1995 and again represents the maximum quantity that Russia can

process and dehver. The first shipment arrived in the United States on March

14 and the second shipment left St. Petersburg on March 10. After crediting

for advance payments, Russia will be paid about $220 milUon in 1996 for

SWUs and uraniimi.

-'•-
Natural Uranium Issues

The contract provides for separate payment for the enriched and natural

uranium components, with payment for the enriched portion (SWUs) upon

receipt and payment for the natural uranium due upon use or sale by USEC

to third parties. Russia has indicated that it wants to change the terms of

the contract to accelerate payment for the natural uranium component.

Currently, the use of this uranium for overfeeding USEC enrichment plants

is not economical. U.S. antidumping restrictions inhibit the sale of natural

uranium derived from Russian LEU to U.S. customers, Europe has also set

import limits and Far East markets are not interested in purchasing Russian

uranium.

Congress has proposed a solution to the problem of reselling Russian

uranium that would open the U.S. market on a gradually increasing

schedule starting in 1998. This is supplemented with a U.S. government

commitment to buy all Russian uranium delivered under the HEU contract

in 1995 and 1996 and hold it off the U.S. market until 2003.
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USEC has supported the Administration's efforts with Congress and U.S.

industry to develop legislation designed to facilitate the purchase and

subsequent sale of the natural uranium value in LEU derived from weapons

HEU in order to pay Russia in a timely manner. This legislation, when

enacted, will provide a mutually satisfactory resolution of this feature of the

HEU contract.*

In summary, the Russian HEU contract is working. It is serving U.S.,

Russian and the world's non-proliferation interests. In the June 1995

protocol, both sides reconfirmed their commitment to the successful

implementation and sustained execution of the HEU contract.

USEC understands the historic nature of this national security initiative and

the importance of making it work. Because of the importance of the

success of the contract to this country's national security, the matter has

received and continues to receive high level attention by the National

Security Council and others within the United States national security

structure. In that regard, this approach, agreement, commercial contract and

program may provide a useful model for other non-proliferation initiatives

in the future.

* Note: The USEC Privatization Act containing this provision was signed into law

on April 26, 1996.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
The Depucy Under Secret;ary for
Export Adminiscracion
Washington. DC. 20230 Senate Permanent Subcommittee

,-,--. on Investigations
June 3, 1996

EXHIBIT # 38

The Honorable Sam Nunn

Ranking Minority Member
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

Committee on Governmental Affairs

United States Senate

Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Nunn: -
,

,

On behalf of the Department of Commerce's Bureau of Export Administration (BXA), I

wanted to commend your recent hearings on the "Global Proliferation of Weapons of Mass

Destruction," by the U.S. Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations. There are few

issues that demand more thoughtful attention than the threat posed by the proliferation of

weapons of mass destruction—and the role that export controls can play in combatting the threat.

I am also writing this letter to bring to your attention BXA's export control cooperation

program. We reviewed the Minority Staff report on "Illicit Trafficking in Nuclear Materials" and

I discussed it with Dan Gelber and John F. Sopko of the Subcommittee staff. The information

collected there, the analysis, and the recommendations are exceptionally good.

As you stated in your prepared remarks on March 20, 1996, "Our nation must provide

thoughtfijl and determined leadership in the international community as we deal with this threat."

Looking back a few years, your and Senator Lugar's leadership in the early days of the breakup
of the Soviet Union was invaluable to ensure appropriate U.S. Government responses and

programs. Now, your Subcommittee hearings confum that we face another critical juncture in

containing and reducing an equally serious situation.

Much of the global proliferation threat as outlined in the hearing record focuses on the

need for strengthened Material Protection, Control and Accounting (MPC&A) systems at the

point of production or storage, as well as the need for stronger border control measures in order

to thwart smuggling attempts, especially of sensitive materials. To be sure, an effective MPC&A
system and strict border controls represent early and late lines of defense against the smuggling
of sensitive items, but both lines have their limitations. For example, even high-technology

border inspection stations can be evaded or are subject to be rendered ineffective by graft or

corruption.

There is a large and critical area between the departure of sensitive items from the plant

or research institute and their arrival at the border. In this area, a strong national export control

system can help identify what are legitimate transfers of sensitive goods and what are not—and

can then block the transfer and punish the wrongdoers.
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An effective export control system, first of all, helps define what can be transferred

legitimately. The seller, the shippers, the buyer, and government officials (including

enforcement personnel) are put on notice of what is allowed~and what is not. The requirement

of seeking an export license for sensitive goods starts a process that can lead to a seller realizing

the sale is not legitimate and can alert government officials to potential transfers. Moreover, we

have found that a critical component of an effective system is preventive enforcement—working

with the sellers, shippers, and other business parties to let them know what is allowed under the

national export laws and to show them how they can cooperate with export enforcement officials,

both in-country and at border ports.

BXA has been making substantial efforts in recent years to helping key countries in the

former Soviet Union and in Eastern Europe to foster effective national export control systems.

Our goal is to develop high-level political commitment, sound legal, regulatory, and

organizational infrastructures, and a cadre of capable govenunent officials to support effective

national export control systems in these newly emerging countries. We do this by providing for

technical exchanges and other educational programs. Particular attention is given to preventive

enforcement techniques, licensing procedures and practices, developing cooperative industry-

goverrunent relations, and program administration, including automation.

During the past 1 8 months, working as part of an interagency effort, BXA has had a

major role in over 30 intensive export control cooperation programs with senior government

officials and some business managers from Ukraine, Kazakstan, Russia, and other newly

emerging countries.

BXA has expended considerable resources on these projects. We now have a core group

of seven people (the Nonproliferation and Export Control Cooperation team) to coordinate this

effort, but draw upon skills throughout the 360-person Bureau as we undertake various programs.

Up to 20 BXA employees might be involved in some of our larger programs (e.g., with

representatives from several countries).

For example, BXA hosted a symposium for 36 senior export control officials from 1 5

nations of the former Soviet Union, Baltics, and Central Europe in April 1995. (A similiar

Symposium is scheduled for July 1996.) During working sessions, specialists from BXA and

other U.S. govenunent departments and agencies-including the Departments of State, Defense,

Energy, the Customs Service, and the CIA's Non-Proliferation Center-exchanged technical

information with foreign officials on new export control techniques, government-industry

relations, preventive enforcement, licensing review, and interagency cooperation. Each visiting

delegation gave a report about the operation of its country's export control system.

More specific programs include an Enforcement Seminar in the United States in March

1996 with seven Russian enforcement officials from various agencies, including their Federal

Security Service which recently seized, while still in transit in Russia, over two pounds of

materials that could be used for nuclear weapons production. Also, 15 U.S. officials visited
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Russia last December for a week of briefings and on-site inspections of the operation of the

Russian export control system.

BXA has been greatly aided in these efforts by substantial fiinding for non-personnel

costs by the Nunn-Lugar Cooperative Threat Reduction Program. Although future Nunn-Lugar

funds will not be available for export control training, BXA may receive some financial support

from the State Department's Non-proliferation and Disarmament Fund.

All this leads us to encourage strongly that you and the subcommittee staff ensure that the

subcommittee's recommendations include the need for continuing and expanding the U.S.

Government's interagency efforts at export control cooperation with the key states in the former

Soviet Union and their neighbors (through which goods might pass). These efforts make a

compelling contribution to combatting the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and other

dangerous items.

Respectfully,

Barry E. Carter

A-
Jk
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1. Q. [ASSESSMENTS IN PROGRESS]: In your response to my
letter of May 26, 1995, you replied on June 27 of that year
that the Nonproliferation Center would assess the extent to
which ns goods and technology are being used in foreign
nuclear weapons programs and the effectiveness of IAEA
safeguards - -What is the current status of these assessments?

A. The Intelligence Community (IC) completed a study of
the extent to which US goods and technology are being used
in foreign nuclear weapons on 25 April 1996. Its
classification precludes attachment, but a copy has been
forwarded for your review via the appropriate channels .

The second study on effectiveness of IAEA safeguards is

currently being prepared. As a preliminary answer to your
question, the IAEA has undertaken steps to define and
implement new measures to strengthen the international
safeguards system, particularly its capability to detect
clandestine nuclear activities. The IAEA's overall ef"Eort

began in 1993 and is divided into two parts. Part one re-

emphasizes and focuses on measures to detect undeclared
nuclear activities and to improve the cost effectiveness of

safeguards that can be implemented under IAEA's existing
legal authority. Part one was adopted by the IAEA board in
June 1995. Part two consists of new safeguards measures
which would require additional legal authority. If adopted,
provisions outlined in part two would significantly
strengthen the IAEA's ability to detect clandestine nuclear
activities. This effort faces a crucial step in June when
the IAEA Board of Governors will decide whether to accept
it.
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2. Q. [THREAT DEFINITION]: US treaty commitments, US law,
US policy, and US intelligence activities treat the
proliferation of nuclear weapons as a global threat, rather
than one focused only on certain specific countries -- (a)
To what extent have activities by supplier nations and by
our friends and allies aggravated this global threat? (b)
You testified that there were "a few countries whose
interests are inimical to the US" that are seeking bombs --

is proliferation outside these "few countries" not also
inimical to the interests of the US? (c) James Woolsey
testified before this Committee (on 2/24/93) that "1 can
think of no example where the introduction of nuclear
weapons into a region has enhanced that region's security or
benefited the security interests of the United States" --Do
you agree?

A. (a) The potential acquisition of nuclear weapons or
materials by states hostile to the US or by terrorists
intent on staging incidents harmful to US interests is
higher now than it ever has been. Nuclear materials and
technologies are more accessible now than at any other time
in history. This situation is due primarily to the
dissolution of the former Soviet Union and the region's
worsening economic conditions. The problem is further
exacerbated by the increasing diffusion of modern technology
through the growth of the world market, making it harder to
detect illicit diversions of materials and technologies
relevant to a nuclear weapons program.

Russia and the other states of the former Soviet Union
are not the only potential sources of nuclear weapons or
materials, nor are they the only nations with the technology
and knowledge necessary to create or handle nuclear weapons
or materials . The problem can begin in any state where
there are nuclear materials, reactors, or fuel cycle
facilities. However, Russia and the other states of the
former Soviet Union pose the biggest challenge to our
nonproliferation efforts because the region has a large
disaffected population with knowledge and access to nuclear
materials; an uncertain nuclear material inventory with a
questionable accounting system; and because there is an
ongoing demand for such material by proliferating countries
and possibly terrorists.

The potential for unsanctioned nuclear diversions from
the former Soviet Union is not the only factor contributing
to the proliferation problem. The government sponsored
activities of supplier nations--such as Russia and China--
could also have an impact. For example, Iran's continued
nuclear cooperation with Russia and China- -even when carried
out under international safeguards--could indirectly enhance
Tehran's technological capabilities for nuclear weapons
efforts. We estimate that Iran is some years away from
producing a nuclear weapon, but with extensive foreign
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assistance, Iran could produce a weapon much more quickly
than if left to its own capabilities.

It is impossible to accurately assess the impact of the
activities by "friends and allies' of the US on the global
proliferation problem. One area of such impact is through
the diversion of technology from intended projects to
illicit nuclear programs by proliferant nations. Depending
upon the type of technology, such a diversion could play a
critical role, however, a large portion of information,
including which particular technology is being diverted, to
which projects, and how significant an impact such diversion
is having on the illicit project, may be unknown. Still
other nations are pursuing indigenous nuclear programs, but
are not engaged in supplying nuclear assistance to countries
with interests wholly inimical to those of the United
States. Such activity openly challenges the global
nonproliferation effort but does not necessarily contribute
to the efforts of those nations hostile to the US and its
allies.

(b) In this testimony, I was specifically referring to
countries of proliferation concern as identified by relevant
Presidential Decision Directives and other official
documents which provide guidance to the Intelligence
Community in focusing its limited resources. The

Intelligence Community actively supports US government
efforts and treaty commitments designed to limit the number
of countries with nuclear weapons capabilities to those

already in possession of such a capability. Therefore, any
nation not currently in possession of a nuclear weapons
capability that actively seeks such a capability is acting
contrary to US interests. However, only a handful of

nations have expressed opinions or intentions "inimical" to

the United States and it is primarily to this group that my
testimony referred.

(c) Yes, I also cannot think of an example where the

introduction of nuclear weapons into a region has enhanced
that region's security or benefited the security interests
of the United States.
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3. Q. [RUSSIA]: To what extent have Russieui government
officials (past or present) been involved in black market
nuclear deals?

A. The term "black market' encompasses a host of meanings
that can be confusing. When the IC refers to the "black
market" with respect to nuclear diversions, we are alluding
to any established, international criminal organization
which conducts illegal transfer of goods or services. The
Intelligence Community (IC) has no indications that any
senior Russian government officials have been involved in
"black market" nuclear transactions or that any nuclear
materials from the former Soviet Union have found their way
to the international black market. However, most reporting
is generated as a result of the perpetrators being
apprehended and, therefore, there may be successful
smuggling operations that remain unexposed.

Background: Nuclear materials are divided into two
categories--fissile materials, such as plutonium or highly-
enriched uranium, and non-fissile radioactive materials such
as cesium-137 or cobalt-60. The Intelligence Community
tracks possible diversions of plutonium and uranium, but is
also concerned that non-fissile materials could be used in a
terrorist device designed to contaminate buildings or
localized areas. Cesium-137, discovered in a Moscow park
late last year, was attributed to Chechens who threatened to
use it in this way.

Foreign press reports frequently have failed to
differentiate between radioactive materials and weapons-
grade materials. This reporting often has created the false
impression that a significant amount of highly radioactive
material is being smuggled out of the former Soviet Union.
While low-grade radioactive material could not be used to
create a nuclear device, it does pose a threat if used in a

radiological device.

As far as the perpetrators are concerned, most are not
part of what would be considered "organized crime" in the
United States. The smuggling operations that have been
exposed are "supply side" smuggling cases where individuals-
-who had access to radioactive material and who hoped to
profit monetarily--acquired some material and then tried to
find a buyer. Most were caught transporting the material or
trying to sell it. Other profiteers attempted to pass low-
grade, relatively inexpensive, radioactive material off as
highly-enriched, weapons-grade material. Persons
apprehended for smuggling nuclear materials have gotten
slightly more savvy in recent years, according to US Law
Enforcement officials, however, they are still not
considered sophisticated career smugglers.
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4. Q. [REWARDS]: Do you believe US Government offers to
pay rewards for information about black market nuclear deals
or nuclear terrorism would offer an appropriate and an
effective way for the US to coxinter such threats?

A. The Secretary of State administers the US rewards
program and could provide the best response to this
question. The Intelligence Community cannot assess the
effectiveness of this program. However, the IC remains
concerned that the implementation of any rewards program be
constructed so as not to stimulate the market for nuclear
materials .

Background: The Secretary of State has the authority to

approve the payment of up to $2 million for information
leading to the prosecution or prevention of acts of
terrorism directed at US persons or property. This
authority has been used with success by Diplomatic Security
to track down suspects in specific terrorist incidents.

In May 1995, Congress amended this legislation to

specifically include information about the transfer or use
of special nuclear material for terrorist actions. For the

purposes of the rewards program, special nuclear material is
defined as plutonium and uranium enriched in the isotope 233
or 235. Some 50 foreign governments have been briefed in
all regions of the world as well as the European Union and
the International Atomic Energy Agency of this program. No
other nation has a rewards program targeting nuclear
smuggling specifically, but all governments appreciated the
information provided.

No information regarding incidents of the transfer of

special nuclear material or intent to use it in a terrorist -

attack has been brought forward under this program.

The Sub-Interagency Working Group (Sub-IWG) on Illicit
Trafficking in Nuclear Materials met last fall and discussed
a proposal to advertise the rewards program worldwide. The
group considered the question of publicizing the rewards
program and reached the unanimous (including State/PM)
conclusion that the risks associated with publicly
advertising the availability of reward money far outweighed
the benefits. Sub-IWG members pointed to a wide range of

potential problems including needlessly increasing public
concern, nurturing the false impression that there is a

ready and lucrative market for illicit fissile materials,
and possibly endangering US personnel abroad should someone
decide to bring material to an Embassy to receive a reward.

They also noted that such a move would likely create a glut
of false claims which would require an enormous expenditure
of human and financial resources to investigate and process.
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5. Q. [ON EVIDENCE]: You have testified that we have "no
evidence" that terrorists have acquired nuclear materials,
"no evidence" that existing narcotics transit routes are
being used to snrugsrie nuclear materials, "no evidence" that
Iraq has attempted to acquire fissile material from the
Former Soviet Union, no evidence that North Korea has sought
such materials from the Former Soviet Union, "no evidence"
that Syria has attempted to acquire fissile material, "no
indication" of state-sponsored attenqpts to provide nuclear
capabilities to terrorist organizations, "no evidence" of
involvement of Russian organized crime in nuclear snuggling,
and no evidence to corroborate the claim that a Russian
nuclear warhead could be replaced with a dummy warhead for
up to 6 months without detection -- (a) How should Congress
interpret these findings of "no evidence" --do they suggest
we might somehow be exaggerating the threat or do they offer
more of a comment on the limits of our knowledge of the
scope of the threat? (b) When you say "we do not know what
we are not seeing," does this also apply to proliferation
threats arising outside of Russia or the notorious "rogue
nations," including threats caused by our friends auid
allies? (c) Three years ago, on February 24, 1993, CIA
official Larry Gershwin testified before this Committee that
"we have no evidence that any weapon, euiy qucuitities of
sensitive nuclear materials or weapons-grade quality have
emerged in any kind of quantity" --To what do you attribute
this total lack of evidence over the last three years of
leakage of nuclear materials from Russia?

A. (a) The Intelligence Community (IC) makes every attempt
to base its judgments on factual data when rendering
analysis of a particular event or situation. It is
imperative that the IC conduct itself in this manner to
present the most clear, concise, and factually objective
reporting to our consumers. In today's environment there is
an incredibly high volume of reporting- -much of it open
source--on the whole nuclear security issue. Much of this
reporting is not subjected to the rigorous analytical
standards that IC finished intelligence withstands, and much
of it is prepared by individuals or organizations with a

specific agenda. In such an environment the line between
fact and supposition often becomes obscured, leading to
false impressions and, worse, actions taken based on those
false impressions. The IC's ability to clearly delineate
between fact and assumption and provide such reporting to
our consumers is a critical tool for policymakers. It
allows them to objectively view a problem and craft an
appropriate response.

This is not to say that there are not gaps in our
knowledge of this issue, there are. However, many of the
areas cited in your questions have received close scrutiny,
and, while we frequently do not know everything there is to
know about a particular issue, we are reasonably confident
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that if a significant amount of evidence pointing to high
levels of activity existed in any of these areas, we would
have unearthed at least some of it.

(b) . Yes, from the Intelligence Community's perspecive, the

phrase "we do not know what we are not seeing" applies to

the global proliferation problem and does not refer

exclusively to any particular nation or geographic area.

(c) . Three years ago that statement was correct. However,

in the past two and a half years, there have been a few

cases involving weapons-usable material. The quantities
have been significantly less than that needed for a

traditional weapon. European police made the first seizures

of weapons -usable material stolen from Russian facilities

and smuggled to outside countries. In Germany, police
seized about 6 grams of plutonium, a gram sample of highly-
enriched uranium (HEU) , and approximately a half-kilogram-

sample containing both plutonium and uranium. Czech police
seized just under three kilograms of HEU in December 1994,

the largest quantity yet encountered.

6. Q. [MATERIAL ACCODNTING] : You have testified that the
ns can help Russia consideradsly in the field of nuclear
material accountability -- Are you satisfied that America's
ovm system of nuclear material accountability is adecjuate to
prevent small diversions of bomb-useQ>le material? In
particular, are you satisfied that we know the precise
whereabouts and physical disposition of US nuclear materials
after we export them, or of materials produced abroad using
ns-origin equipment?

A. The US Intelligence Community is not in a position to
assess the nuclear material accountability of domestics
materials. We believe that this question should be deferred
to the Department of Energy and the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission in its entirety. The IC does not monitor, assess
or inspect US nuclear materials or accountability systems.

7. Q. [DEFENDING PROLIFERANT FACILITIES]: Has the
Intelligence Community ever undertaken an assessment of the
extent to which US e<3uipment, materials, or services -- both
military and civilicui -- are used to product (read produce)
or defend facilities in Third World nations that are
dedicated to making weapons of mass destruction? If so,
what were the general findings, and if not, do you believe
such an assessment should be undertaken? If you support the
idea, will you order such an assessment?

A. The study referenced in Question 1 covers many aspects
of the question 'to what extent are US materials, equipment,
or services being used to produce or defend foreign
facilities designed to create weapons of mass destruction?'
Work on this issue has been focused on the entire spectrum
of countries seeking weapons of mass destruction, not just
those in the Third World. The results are included in the
study referenced in Question 1. No separate assessment of
Third World programs has been made.
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8. Q. [MILITARY APPROACHES TO NONPROLIFERATION] : From the
evidence you have seen on results of attacks on nuclear
facilities in Iraq and Irsui over the last decade, how
effective is military force as a long-term solution to

proliferation?

A. The use of limited military force would be ineffective
in preventing the proliferation of weapons of mass
destruction (WMD) . Precision airstrikes on key facilities
can slow a country's WMD research, development, and

production, but would most likely harden that country's
resolve to produce such weapons. For example, Israel's 1981
attack on Iraq's Osirak nuclear reactor slowed Iraq's
nuclear program by several years. After the attack, Iraq
diversified, dispersed, and concealed its nuclear program--
so well that much of it survived the extensive Gulf war
bombing campaign.

The only successful military "solution to

proliferation" in recent history was World War II. The
massive allied bombing campaign successfully disrupted
Germany's nuclear program. Nonetheless, it is worth noting
that Germany continued producing and launching V-2 missiles-
-the forerunner of the Scud--until it was occupied by allied
forces ,

9. Q. [PLUTONIUM SURPLUSES] ACDA has estimated that
Euratom countries and Japan will separate some 500 metric
tons of Plutonium over the next 10-20 years, about five
times the quantity of plutonitim in the current US nuclear
arsenal -- (a) What proliferation risks are associated by
the stockpiling and transporting of large quantities of
Plutonium in and between such stable countries? (b) Do you
believe that there is a strong economic case to be made for
producing such quantities of separated plutonium? (c)
Given the 24,000 year half-life of plutonium, how far in the
future can you realistically assess the likelihood that
nations with large stockpiles of fissile nuclear materials
will develop weapons options? Are you confident that you
can predict intentions and capabilities ten years into the
future? Twenty years? Thirty years?

A. a. We estimate that Euratom countries and Japan will
separate up to 350 metric tons of reactor-grade plutonium
over the next 2 years. Much of this plutonium will remain
at reprocessing plants, and the remainder will be converted
into fuel and burned in power reactors .

All of these countries have adopted International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) rules for transportation of
radioactive materials. Adherence to the Convention on the
Physical Protection of Nuclear Material, established by the
IAEA and in effect as of 1987, is required for the transport
of unirradiated plutonium. Shipments of plutonium greater
than 2 kilograms require the highest level of protection.
Each member state is responsible for meeting the regulation.
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b. Britain and France have strong economic incentives for
civilian reprocessing and plutonium separation. For
example, Britain conducts civilian reprocessing at THORP in
Sellafield; this facility started up in 1994 and has $8
billion in cost plus contracts for its first 10 years of
operation, assuring it a complete return on investment and a
sizable profit. Japan currently relies heavily on France
and Britain for toll reprocessing services, but will start
up a large domestic reprocessing facility in the next
decade. In Japan and in much of Europe, reprocessing is an
integral part of national nuclear waste strategy, and
plutonium recycling is seen both as a way to reduce energy
imports and as a method of disposing of plutonium.

c. The plutonium stocks already available to Japan and to
a number of European nonnuclear weapons states could support
substantial weapons programs, should those countries
abrogate the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty. Japan and
many European nonnuclear weapons states have scientific and
industrial infrastructures that would allow them to develop
nuclear weapons quickly. Although we certainly cannot
predict intentions 10 to 30 years into the future, should
any of these states decide to develop nuclear weapons, we
can say with confidence that they could do so quickly with
or without tapping existing stocks of separated reactor-
grade plutonium.

10. Q. [PAKISTAN/ IRAN] In a written response to a

(juestion posed at a hearing to this Committee on 2/24/93,

then-DCI James Woolsey testified that "Pakistan and Iran are

expanding military ties as both coiintries seek benefits from

the other's experience. . .We believe cooperation is greatest
in the missile technology field, where Pakistan needs

assistance for its solid-propellant missile program"-- (a) To

what extent have Iran euad Pakistan continued or expanded
this cooperation since then, including cooperation with

respect to any weapons of mass destruction or their means of

delivery? (b) Can you identify any types of "experiences"
that Pakistan is sharing with Iran?

Missile technology remains an area of potential
military cooperation between Iran and Pakistan. As Iran's

missile program matures, Tehran might be willing to provide

key missile technology to Pakistan for its use in

Islamabad's missile development efforts. The status and

scope of any such cooperation remains unclear and can be

discussed further at a higher classification level. We have

no concrete evidence of WMB cooperation between Iran and

Pakistan.
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11. Q. [STINGERS]: We have seen press reports that China
is working on a missile based on the Stinger missile we

provided to Pakistan during the Afghan War — is China

developing or producing such a missile?

On the basis of brochure information and an initial

inspection of hardware seen at air shows, China appears to

have incorporated both US Stinger and Russian-based SA-7

technology into their most recent portable SAM—designated
QW-1 or Vanguard.

• Aspects of the Vanguard's propulsion system (launch
motor) , battery coolant unit (ECU) , and airframe design
(tail fins and hinge design) closely resemble the US

Stinger.

• Some aspects of the Vanguard's design-including the shape
of the missiles nose and forward control section-appear
to have been carried over from China's earlier generation
portable SAMs, which were based on the Soviet SA-7.

Newspaper reporting suggests China has completed
development of the system and already has exported the

Vanguard to Pakistan under the designator Anza MK-II. The

Vanguard, advertised as being capable of engaging aircraft
from any direction, continues to be offered for export.

12. Q. [CHINA/INDIA] : India claims it needs to preserve
its nuclear eucid missile options given the threat posed by
China -- What are the specific threats that China poses to
India and are such threats credible?

A. China has a small, nuclear retaliatory capability.
Chinese officials have repeatedly declared a "no first use"
policy regarding their nuclear arsenal, and there is no
information indicating that China would plan to use nuclear
weapons against India in the absence of an Indian nuclear
strike against China. Still, some in India point to
continuing concerns about Chinese intentions:

• Several Indian commentators--including prominent defense
thinkers --have claimed China poses a long-term threat
that requires India to preserve its nuclear and missile
options. They also point to nuclear cooperation between
China and Pakistan as an example of Beijing's willingness
to ignore New Delhi's fundamental security concerns.

• At the same time, senior Indian officials frequently note
that New Delhi's relations with Beijing have improved
dramatically over the last several years. Trade is

growing, border tensions are minimal, and high-level
exchanges occur regularly between the two countries .

• There is reason to believe that sincere differences in
view may exist among the large and diverse Indian
leadership. We believe that many Indian authorities,
nevertheless, recognize that economic modernization and
economic strength are the true measures of a country's
strength and authority--not nuclear and missile
capabilities that would only come into play in the event
of a catastrophic war.
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1] Please walk us through the chain of events that occurs when a U.S.

government agency obtains information nuclear material has been found

abroad.

Beginning in spring 1994, the executive branch reviewed its anti-smuggling resources and found

that many agencies already had long-standing capabilities to assist in gathering information on, or

responding to, nuclear smuggling reports, but they ojjerated without reference to overall U.S.

national security efforts in the field. To meet the need for greater coordination, PDD 41 in

September 1995 established the Nuclear Trafficking Response Group.

The Group includes all agencies with responsibilities in illicit nuclear trafficking. It is chaired by a

State Department official who is also the U.S. point of contact for the P-8 Program Against Illicit

Trafficking in Nuclear Materials. The Group is tasked with gathering information on reports of

smuggling incidents, evaluating them, and communicating information quickly upward to policy
level officials, as well as horizontally across lines of responsibility to all interested agencies.

However, responsibility for mihtary action, interdiction, law enforcement/clandestine operations,

and nuclear terrorism remains with other agencies and appropriate pohcy level bodies. If

necessary, the Group formulates recommendations for initial U.S. government responses. Within

the P-8 system, the Group can pass a first alert or first request for assistance regarding an incident

to other P-8 governments. The Group has been activated on about 10 cases, all of which were

resolved without need for higher level involvement.

In nearly all cases of reported incidents of nuclear smuggling, the first indications appear either in

the media or as direct contacts with our post overseas. If the report is received from the press,

the State Department requests follow up by the relevant embassy or consulate with host country

authorities. All incidents are assessed by the Department of Energy, which has the technical

capability and data base for the USG. The assessments are shared with host country officials. If

necessary, a technical expert is dispatched to the country where the incident occurred to provide

guidance on the nature of the material and any precautions that should be taken.

The interagency has developed standing guidance for reporting and handling of smuggling
incidents overseas which provides basic information about nuclear and radioactive material,

advice regarding health, and reporting format that assures quick distribution to all concerned

agencies.
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2] Do you believe that the US government has the appropriate tools to

adequately assess the threat of nuclear diversion? To counter the threat of

nuclear diversion?

— highlight successes in combating nuclear diversion from the former

Soviet Union
— areas in which you have shortcomings?

We must refer you to the Intelligence Community for threat assessments of this sort. DoD is not

directly involved in the assessment of the threat of nuclear diversion. Through the CTR program,

however, DoD does contribute to work to prevent the threat of diversion of nuclear weapons.

To support the safety and security of nuclear weapons under Ministry of Defense (MoD) control,

the DoD has developed a cooperative program with the 12th Main Directorate of the Russian

MoD. Following initial DoD-MoD discussions in January 1995 the DoD-MoD Cooperative

Nuclear Weapons Security Program, which addresses the security of nuclear weapons both during

interim storage and transportation associated with their withdrawal from operational sites back to

dismantlement sites, was formally estabhshed in April 1995 under two CTR Implementing

Agreements. This is part of the CTR program's Weapons Protection, Control and Accounting

project. . . ,

Assistance provided

The CTR assistance, provided under the DoD-MoD Cooperative Nuclear Weapons Security

Program for improving nuclear weapons transportation security and storage security, focuses on

maintaining a high level of security during shipment and storage of Russian nuclear weapons in

connection with their dismantlement. This program has been marked by excellent DoD-MoD

cooperation and swift implementation; within four months of the first discussions and within one

month of signing the CTR Implementing Agreements, actions to procure material had started.

DoD has already obligated $24.7 million of the $32 million notified for this program for material,

services, and training assistance. This program comprises two distinct phases--short- and long-

term. The first stage
-
support to weapons transport and storage

-
supports MoD's immediate

needs to enhance their nuclear weapons security posture in order to support increasing numbers

and frequency of cun-ent weapons shipments, across new international borders, while facing new

dangers (such as terrorists), and replacing aging equipment (e.g., computers). The second stage
-

-
support to creating an integrated warhead control system

- will involve a more methodical

analysis of MoD's security posture to support MoD's longer range needs (new
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computer inventory system), additional warhead shipments (START II), and hopefully the

development of an integrated systems approach to upgrade physical security at MoD's nuclear

weapons storage sites.

Nuclear Weapons Transportation Security

Supercontainers : The Russian MoD is seriously concerned about its internal terrorism threat.

Despite the ongoing manufacture of supercontainers in Russia and the provision of some

supercontainers by France and the United Kingdom, the Russian MoD found itself unable to keep

up with the increase in nuclear weapons shipments caused by the arms control agreements and

treaties of the past few years. During the DoD-Russian MoD Nuclear Weapons Security

discussions, DoD proposed to address this MoD requirement by quickly providing 150

supercontainers. A contract was awarded on 15 December 1995 for 150 supercontainers to be

manufactured and deUvered to MoD by January 1997, with a possibiUty of adding another 150 for

later delivery. These supercontainers have enhanced safety and security features which protect

nuclear weapons during transportation and temporary storage, and in particular will provide extra

ballistic protection against potential terrorist attacks.

Emergency Support Equipment : In order to expand the Russian MoD's current capability to

respond to an accident involving a nuclear weapon in transit, DoD is providing five mobile sets

each with overpack containers filled with emergency sypport equipment. One mobile set will be

carried on a nuclear weapons cargo train in order to be available for use in case of a rail accident

or terrorist attack. The equipment will be for use in extricating personnel or nuclear weapons
from train wreckage and for dealing with a nuclear accident or incident. Construction and

assembly began in February 1996 and the five sets will be delivered one a month starting in July

1996.

Nuclear Weapons Cargo and Guard Railcar Security Upgrade Kits : Under a different CTR
Implementing Agreement, DoD previously provided to Russia conversion kits to upgrade the

security and safety of 100 nuclear weapons cargo railcars and 15 nuclear weapons guard railcars.

Under the Nuclear Weapons Security Program, DoD contracted with a Russian factory to install

the remaining 35 cargo railcar and 10 guard railcar conversion kits into the nuclear weapons

cargo and guard railcars. This work should be completed in April 1996.
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Nuclear Weapons Storage Security

Nuclear Weapons Automated Inventory Management System : This project was developed to

automate MoD's stockpile inventory. Under Phase I, 25 computers were delivered in January
1996 in order to automate the MoD's Inventory Management System. Under Phase n starting in

1996, additional computers will be provided and computer architecture will be developed for the

purpose of designing a fully interactive network (headquarters and field storage sites) for

monitoring and tracking nuclear weapons destined for dismantlement. Training of Russian MOD
personnel on the computers and software began in December 1995.

Site and Guard Force Upgrades : DoD will provide computer models to assess storage site

vulnerability as well as information about possible guard force training. Exchanges on the US
Personnel Reliability Program wUl be held in 1996.

Nuclear Weapons Site Security Enhancement Program : DoD has been working with the Russian

MoD to identify a systems approach which will provide a coordinated security system at MoD
nuclear weapons storage sites while preserving MoD's internal control of site security. The sides

will consider jointly developing security assessment methodologies and analytical tools that could

be applied to hypothetical locations to develop enhancements. DoD has proposed contracting
with a U.S. general contractor which would use a Russian sub-contractor to do the actual

assessment and installation of upgrades. This is to accommodate MoD's concern about access to

and exposure of vulnerabilities at specific nuclear weapons sites. This general enhancement

concept could be applied to specific MoD sites. DoD is reviewing possibihties of using

commercially available technologies for enhancing external and internal security at nuclear

weapons sites, and equipment and training for guard forces.

Impact

Thanks in part to this assistance effort, all nuclear weapons which have been moved back to

Russia from Belarus, Kazakstan and Ukraine have done so safely, and weapons now destined for

dismandement are being securely stored. Gen-Col Maslin, head of the I2th Main Directorate, has

praised this support, indicating that the removal of the warheads would have been neither as fast

nor as safe without U.S. assistance.

DoD also works to prevent the threat of diversion by assisting Russia, Ukraine, Belarus, and

Kazakstan in destroying nuclear delivery systems and by assisting Russia with projects that

support its withdrawal of nuclear weapons for dismantlement and eventual long term storage.

Thanks in large part to U.S. Government and CTR efforts, more than 3,800 strategic nuclear
warheads no longer threaten the U.S. and its alhes and reductions in strategic offensive launchers
in the NIS are well ahead of the START I Treaty's schedule. More than 800 former Soviet

ICBM silo launchers, SLBM launcher tubes, and heavy bombers have been destroyed, many using

CTR-provided equipment and expertise. The MPC&A program, which is now fiinded and

implemented by DOE, works to reduce the threat of proliferation at the source-at the civilian

sites and laboratories where fissile material is used and stored. DOE can address this program
more comprehensively.
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3] Traditionally we have been told that fissile material under military control

is much more secure than the material in the civilian sector. With the

dismantlement program, however, there will be an influx of loose fissile

material under miUtary control.

A] What are we doing to help secure this material?

The construction of a central fissile material storage facility at Mayak, in the formerly-closed city

of Chelyabinsk, is a high-priority and high-profile project that will protect fissile material derived

from dismantled weapons. This project will assist in the prevention of nuclear smuggling by

providing a safe and secure location for the fissile material derived from dismantled weapons. The

U.S. is cooperating on this Russian-led project and so far is providing up to half the cost of the

facility. Lack of adequate and appropriate storage space could cause two problems: fu^t, this

material would be stored in facilities more vulnerable to theft; and second, Russia has stated that

lack of storage space for the fissile material would create a warhead dismantlement bottleneck.

The U.S. will have transparency into the facility, i.e. access to review procedures, systems and

matenal to confirm inventory and improve our confidence that the material comes from

dismantled weapons. The facility will be subject to modem MC&A methods, fiirther

strengthening the barriers against theft or diversion.

Progress

The USG has been disappointed with numerous delays in this project caused by a change in the

location and slow progress in the design development. DoD-MinAtom working relations have

not been as positive and forthcoming as DoD's relations with the Russian MoD or State

Committee on Defense Industries. Last year the U.S. devised a set of milestones to mark

progress; together with MinAtom we are assessing progress towards meeting those goals. We
hope that this effort indicates that future cooperative efforts will be smoother.

We have seen recent progress in a number of areas. Cooperation on facility design has

accelerated. Construction, which began in 1995 with U.S.-provided equipment, is now

proceeding without interruption; an on-site Design and Construction Contractor was hired in early

March 1996 and should be in place by April at Mayak, along with U.S. Army Corps of
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Engineers representatives. Both sides have agreed that an MC&A system will be designed and

installed to help provide the U.S. with transparency. Remaining issues under discussion include:

firm funding commitments from the Russian government, and the relief from taxes that local

customs officials have tried to levy on CTR assistance.

Additionally, the provision of approximately 25,000 fissile material containers in accordance with

the CTR agreement, used for transportation and storage at the Mayak fissile material storage

facility, aids in this overall effort to prevent dangerous fissile material from falling into the wrong

hands. The first shipment of over 900 containers was delivered in March, and monthly shipments

of 840 each are underway.

At the recently-completed Nuclear Safety and Security Summit in Moscow, the P-8 nations

committed to pursue disposition options for fissile material declared excess for defense purposes.

There will be a follow-on experts (the Non-Proliferation Experts' Group) meeting in Oct 96.

B] Have we begun work on a bilateral safeguards regime for material

removed from warheads during dismantlement?

The U.S. and Russia committed at the May 1995 Summit to negotiate agreements that

established, among other things, an exchange of detailed information on aggregate stockpiles of

nuclear weapons and fissile materials on a regular basis. The U.S. and Russia also agreed to

establish a cooperative arrangement for reciprocal monitoring of storage facilities for excess

fissile materials removed from nuclear warheads and to establish methods for confirming the fissile

material portion of the stockpile data exchange. The Data Exchange, Spot Checks and Mutual

Reciprocal Inspection (MRI) Agreements are at various stages of development. The sides are

about to complete a Demonstration Agreement to establish the measurement criteria for the MRI

Agreement. Once the demonstrations are complete, the sides can complete the MRI Agreement.

With respect to Data Exchange and Spot Checks, the USG has provided some non papers but

there has not been substantive discussions. In each case, very little progress can be made without

the signing of an Agreement for Cooperation allowing for the exchange of RD and FRD

information. These exchanges support the development of a bilateral safeguards regime for fissile

material removed from warheads as a result of dismantlement.
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4. The National Defense Authorization Act of 1995 requires you to prepare a

report on nuclear smuggling from the former Soviet Union and a program on

how you will use the ten million dollars you were allocated. It has been over a

year since the authorization, when will the report be submitted to Congress?
What other agencies will you include in your training program? Which
countries of the former Soviet Union will you include as part of the training

program? What is the role of the Department of State in this program?

DoD is in the final stages of coordinating its proposed program with the FBI. Barring any

difficulty in the interagency coordination process, we hope to be able to present our program to

Congress in several weeks. We will keep you informed of the status of the work. As for

participation in various asf)ects of our proposed program, we are asking other agencies to join

DoD and the FBI in this effort, including U.S. Customs, Department of Justice, and Department
of State. As for the countries included in the program, we will decide on participants at a later

time. Our first priority is likely to be nations within the "southern tier" of the Former Soviet

Union. To provide program oversight and direction, we are proposing formation of a "Senior

Level Group" which will meet at least semi-annually. This group, which would be chaired at the

Assistant Secretary level, will consist of representatives of all participating agencies, including the

Department of State. The State Dept role in this program will be coordinated by the Coordinator

for NTS assistance, who wUl ensure that this US government effort is non-duplicative with other

assistance programs.

5] My staff has found that there are potential technologies that can be used to

help ensure the safety of fissile material in the former Soviet Union but that
these technologies are not getting adequate attention and resources. How high
of a priority is it to create these new technologies? What agencies are working
on these technologies? Are agencies coordinating on these technologies? What
types of technologies are you developing?

U.S.-Russian/NIS MPC&A efforts either currently encompass or take into consideration existing

technological methods for nuclear material protection, control, and accounting. Research and

development of additional technical means for MPC&A improvements in Russia and the NIS has
been beyond the scope of the CTR/DOE MPC&A program. Instead, the program's emphasis has
been on rapid and comprehensive improvements using existing Russian and U.S. technologies
tailored to facilities and institutes based on technical assessments of their specific needs.
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6. What agency coordinates training of foreign government ofHcials on nuclear

smuggling issues? What agency should be coordinating these efforts?

While not a traditional Department of Defense function, DoD has been asked by Congress, in

conjunction with FBI, to provide its expertise in developing a training program for foreign

government customs and law enforcement officials on nuclear smuggling. This will be done under

the new DoD/FBI Counterproliferation Program, which was mandated under the 1995 National

Defense Appropriations Act. DoD will oversee this training, which will be held at the U.S.

Government's International Law Enforcement Academy in Budapest, as well as at sites in the

U.S. and in the participating countries.

7] Many of the witnesses in the last two hearings have suggested increased

bilateral relations with Russia and the other states of the FSU to help counter

the threat of diversion. CSIS, for example, has suggested that a joint

DOE/Russian NEST Team be developed Is the USG working this issue? What
would be the merits of the idea? What are the drawbacks?

In the area of counterterrorism, the U.S. Government has an ongoing bilateral relationship with

the Government of Russia where all aspects of counterterrorism are discussed. DOE is in contact

with Russia regarding mutual cooperation in the event of a nuclear terrorist incident, domestic or

international. In the event that a nuclear trafficking incident were to become an extortion or

terrorist threat, DOE has a comprehensive counterterrorism program that would be activated to

respond to the incident. Amb. Phihp Wilcox, the Coordinator for Counterterrorism at the State

Department, has the lead for the mteragency response. Because he possesses a wider view of the

overall U.S. government program of cooperation with Russia, Amb. Wilcox is able to provide a

more comprehensive response concerning the merits and drawbacks of a joint U.S./Russian NEST
team.
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QUESTIONS FOR DEFENSE FROM SEN. GLENN

1] (paraphrased) About three years ago, Senator Warner and I asked if DIA
could produce a proliferation-equivalent of the old "Soviet Military Power"

report to describe ... proliferation threat. ... then-DIA Director Clapper told

us that he regretted that that goal would not be realized "before I retire." He
also said that OSD was forced by State to narrow the scope of the document.

(a) Please comment on Clapper's claim that country scope will be

narrowed

(b) WiU report be issued? When?
(c) Do you accept need for Congress and American people to get

accurate description of the fully global dimension of threat, or should

they hear only about so-called rogue states?

On 1 1 April 1996, Secretary Perry held a press conference to announce the release of a new
document: Proliferation: Threat and Response. He indeed compared this document to a prior
DoD publication titled Soviet Military Power, which described the threat posed by the Soviet

Union dunng the Cold War. The new report presents details, for the first time in an unclassified

format, on the nature of the proliferation challenge and the Department's response to the

challenge. It examines how nuclear, biological and chemical (NBC) weapons and various delivery

systems are being converted into specific military capabilities. The report notes that more than 25

countries, many who are hostile to the United States and its friends and allies, have or may be

developing NBC weapons and the means to deliver them. More than 12 countries have

operational ballistic missiles to dehver NBC warheads and more countries have programs to

develop delivery systems. The report provides an accurate appraisal of the full global dimension

of the proliferation threat. It also describes how the Department is adapting its military planning
so that U.S. forces retain the capabilities necessary to protect themselves if NBC weapons are

used and to prevail against aggressors who brandish or use such weapons. Copies of the report

were delivered to all defense-related Congressional committees on 12 April.
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2] The current Defense Authorization Act (NDAA, FY 96, sec. 1325) required
the Department of Defense to submit a report to Congress describing the

personnel resources available to the department for handling issues relating to

the nonproliferation. The report submitted by the department on March 27

did not contain the required explanation for the department's failure to meet

previous statutory requirements for this report. Would you please submit the

required statement for the record.

On March 27, 1996, the Department of Defense submitted a report describing the personnel
resources available to it for dealing with issues relating to nonproliferation, as required by Section

1154 of the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) of 1994. Section 1325 of the FY 1996

National Defense Authorization Act requires that the Department of Defense submit the report

required by Section 1 1 54 of the FY 1994 NDAA and include an explanation of why similar

reports required in earlier National Defense Authorization Acts were not submitted.

The initial requirement for a similar report dates from the NDAA for FY 1987. However,
the report submitted in March was the first report ever provided by the Department of Defense to

meet such a requirement. I cannot explain the failure of past administrations to meet this

Congressional requirement, I can only extend the apology of the Department of Defense that

these congressional reporting requirements were not met.

The report that was provided in March was late because the data was requested in a form

that the Department of Defense does not normally compile for budgeting or other purposes.

Given that DoD did not have available the necessary information, it took a significant amount of

time and scarce resources to acquire the data and prepare the report.
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SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD

Ql: Please walk us through the chain of events that occurs when a U.S. government agency
obtains information that says that nuclear material has been found. The first scenario will

be a domestic case. Who becomes engaged, how do the different agencies get information?

Al: This answer assumes that the nuclear material in question is suspected of being weapons-

usable material — highly enriched uranium or plutonium 239.

Domestically, the FBI would normally be the lead agency. Certain situations may also cause

U.S. Customs to have a lead role. The Department of Energy (DOE) has had a close working

relationship with law enforcement, especially the FBI, for over 40 years, by providing

technical assistance during the course ofcriminal investigations or in assessing the credibility

of the information surrounding a case. DOE also provides expert material analysis

capabilities using the National Laboratories.

In an international scenario, DOE receives information from a number of sources. Normally,

these involve direct referrals from the State Department. Occasionally, we may receive

information directly from foreign law enforcement entities, from the FBI or another agency.

Information referred to DOE is assessed using a formal assessment process. The assessment

product is then provided to the requestor, concluding with a degree of confidence whether

the information is credible or not. with rationale given.
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QUESTIONS FROM THE SENATE PERMANENT
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

Q2. Do you believe that the U.S. government has the appropriate tools to adequately

assess the threat of nuclear diversion? To help counter the threat of nuclear

diversion? Please highlight some of your successes in combating nuclear

diversion from the former Soviet Union. Please tell us about some of the areas in

which you have had shortcomings.

A2. Tools required to assess and counter diversions. Preventing the diversion of

fissile materials is one of the principal goals of several DOE programs, including

our nuclear materials protection, control, and accounting (MPC&A) program.

^
The threat to nuclear materials posed by diversion by facility insiders has long

been a focus of this program, and is recognized by experts in the US, Russia, and

the other Newly Independepent States (NIS) as a key problem to be addressed in

planning MPC&A improvements in Russia and the NIS. Part of this program's

effort to counter the threat of diversions by insiders is the program of cooperation

with Russia's independent nuclear regulatory agency, Gosatomnadzor (GAN), to

.. help it develop its role as an effective regulator of Russia's nuclear activities.

Also contributing to DOE's efforts to counter the threat of diversion in the former

Soviet Union are our efforts to rapidly put in place existing US and Russian

MPC&A technologies.

As to the adequacy of tools required to assess the threat of diversions, we would

defer that judgment to the Director of Central Intelligence.
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Successes. DOE has in place a number of successful programs geared toward

preventing, identifying, and characterizing nuclear diversioris. The Department's

cooperative programs with "Russia and the NIS to improve MPC&A are

successfully reducing the threat of nuclear diversions from those countries' One

example has been the implementation of physical protection improvements at the

Kurchatov Institute in Moscow, including fencing, lighting, closed-circuit

televisions, sensors, access control systems, and nuclear materials and metal

detectors. Similarly, upgrades to the Kiev Institute in Ukraine have included the

introduction of hand-held radiation detectors, seals, a radio system for security,

and an x-ray baggage screening system. Upgrades to MPC&A at the Latvian

Academy of Sciences Nuclear Research Center have included improvements to

the fissile material vault and the installation of access control devices and a

central alarm system. At the Institute of Physics and Power Engineering in

Obninsk, Russia, a radiation portal monitor and a digital image processing system

for item control have been installed. Employees of the Ulba Metallurgical Plant

in Kazakhstan have received MPC&A training and seals for fissile materials

containers and a model MPC&A system is being installed and demonstrated for

use at Arzamas- 16 and other sites.

In addition, through the Industrial Partnering Program (IPP), DOE has helped

reduce the incentive -for persons with knowledge of weapons of mass destruction
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to abrogate their nonproiiferation responsibilities by engaging them in peaceful

commercial projects. In doing so, IPP has emphasized the importance of

developing an indigenous nonproiiferation regime with the NIS in order to ensure

the success and longevity of the effort. IPP also has contributed to the US effort

to prevent diversions in more indirect ways, for example by supporting the

development of technologies to improve nuclear materials control. The first IPP

project to be completed — developing a practical of neutron passportization for

source configuration control ~ already has been integrated into Russian MPC&A

systems.

The Nonproiiferation and Verification Research and Development (R&D)

Program has successfully demonstrated the capability to cooperatively monitor

nuclear materials storage areas at the Kurchatov Institute in Moscow, Russia, and

the Argonne West facility in Idaho. The R&D program also is actively involved

with the international community in developing nuclear smuggling forensics

analysis capabilities.

Lastly, through a variety ofDOE training programs offered to foreign government

officials in fields such as law enforcement and customs, the Department has been

raising the professional credentials of those directly involved in interdicting

nuclear trafficking.
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Shortcomings. Shortcomings that were previously encountered in the MPC&A

program include delays in the negotiation of agreements for cooperative work in

Russia and in delivering needed equipment to sites in Russia and the Newly

Independent States. These shortcommings have largely been overcome. The

MPC&A Task Force has now reached agreement to conduct cooperative work at

35 locations in Russia and the NIS. The methods for delivering equipment to

Russia and the NIS have been greatly improved as a result of better coordination

between DOE and other U.S. agencies participating in the MPC&A program.
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QL ESTIO.NS FROM THE PERMANENT SI BCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
OF THE SENATE GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

Q3. Over the past two days of hearings ue have been told that there are over 80 civilian

nuclear facilities in the former So\ iet Union that the proliferation community has

determined have serious security risks? Are you initiating lab-to-lab or go\ emmeni-to-

govemment programs at all of these facilities?

Why not?

Has Energy or anyone on this panel done a threat assessment on the

Milnerabilities of these facilities to help us prioritize our response?

How many of these facilities can \ou work on a >ear gi\en \our current

appropriations?

How long will it take you to get through the 80 facilities'^

- • How man> more facilities are there in the former So\ iet Union that ha\e fissile

material?

A3. The intelligence community has pro\ided periodic assessments of the relati\e level of

vulnerabilit> to theft or diversion exhibited b> sites in the former So\ iet Union

containing fissile material. The MPC&A program takes into account these assessments

in its prioritization of cooperati\e projects. Vi'ork to improve MPC&A is now underwav

at over 35 locations in the former Soviet Union.'which includes more than 75°o of the

locations at which nuclear materials are thought to be located. The initiation and scope of

work must be negotiated for each facilitv . DOE expects to continue to expand

cooperation as demonstrated progress in Russia and elsewhere helps develop confidence

among officials of these countries that the program should be expanded. The MPC&.A

program currently plans to finish upgrades at all facilities requiring improvement in

Russia and the NIS bv the end of calendar vear 2002.
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Q4. GAO recommends that ihe Department of Energy consider the deployment of large

numbers of portal monitors lo the former Soviet Union. Ha\e you sent an> units'*

Do more need to be sent? How many?

A4. The United States has assisted in the installation of portal monitors at many facilities in

Russia and the NIS. 0\er 50 portal monitors have been deli\ered to date. Portal monitor

installation is one of the highest-priorit\ physical protection measures and is one of the

first MPC&.A improvements being made at many facilities, including se\eral large

facilities in the former Soviet nuclear weapons complex. The U.S. MPC&A program has

begun procuring Russian-produced penal monitor equipment as a part of the strateg\ of

developing an indigenous safeguards capability. Deployment of more portal monitors at

additional facilities will continue to take place o\er the life of the program.

Q5. How do you \erify conimued use and maintenance of the securitx s\ stems \ou ha\e put

in place in the former So\ iet Union?

A5. The DOE MPC&.A program includes a s>steni of assurances for facilit\ impro\emenis

implemented through projects undertaken within the program This s\stem and us -

auendant procedures and reporting is designed to pro\ide assurance that the material.

equipment and ser\ ices provided under the program are being used for their intended

purpose.
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Q6. Traditionally, we ha%e been told that fissile material under militar\ control is much more

secure than the material in the civilian sectors With the dismantlement program.

ho\ve\er. there will be an influx of loose fissile material under mi!itar> control. UTiat are

we doing to help secure this material Ha\e we begun work on a bilateral safeguards

regime for material remo\ed from warheads during dismantlement'^

.A6. The United States has under\\a> a multitrack program with Russia to secure nuclear

materials remo\ed during warhead dismantlement:

• The first initiati\e is a effort under the Cooperative Threat Reduction (CTR)

program in which the United States is assisting Russia with the construction of a

fissile material storage facility at Mayak that will store 40 percent of Russia's

stockpile of weapon-grade pluionium At the recent Januar\. 1996 meeting of the

Gore-Chemomyrdin Commission in Washington, the United States and Russia

agreed that one of the objectives of the storage faciliix project is "to design a

storage facility . . . providing for joint accountabiliiv and transparencv measures

permitting confirmation b> the L'.S." .

In addition, a second initiative began on March 16. 1994. when Secretarv of

Energv O'Leary and Minister of .Atomic Energv Mikhailov signed a Joint

Statement on the Inspection of Facilities Containing Fissile Materials Removed

from Nuclear Weapons. This document states that the "U.S. and Russia intend to

conclude an agreement on the means of confirming the pluionium and highlv

enriched uranium inventories from nuclear disarmament." To this end

negotiations with the Russians to implement mutual reciprocal inspections (MRl)

at facilities containing fissile material from dismantled nuclear weapons have

been undenvav since the signing of the .Mikhailov -O'Leary agreement.
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The third initiative is contained in the Joint Statement on Control, Accounting,

and Physical Protection of Nuclear Materials, signed January 30, 1996, during the

sixth meeting of the Gore-Chemomyrdin Commission. This document states that

the U.S. and Russia agree that MPC&A improvements at nuclear facilities related

to serial production (warhead assembly and disassembly) activities is sensitive but

important.

Finally, the United States is purchasing 500 metric tons of highly enriched

uranium from dismantled Russian nuclear warheads. This materia! is being

blended-down into low enriched uranium in Russia before shipment to the U.S.

for use as fuel in commercial nuclear power reactors. Once the blending-dovra

process has occurred, this material is no longer directly weapons-usable.

Q7. My staff has found that there are potential technologies that can be used to help ensure

the safety of fissile material in the former Soviet Union but that these technologies are not

getting adequate attention and resources. How high of a priority is it to create these new

technologies? What agencies are working on these technologies? Are the agencies

coordinating on these technologies? What types of technologies are you developing?

A7. The Department of Energy's Office of Security Affairs has a Technology Development

Program that provides technologies for nuclear material protection, control and

accounting (MPC&A). This program currently involves over 125 separate projects and

10 National Laboratories, and is funded at $22 million for FY 1996, and is a high priority

of the Department of Energy. The purpose of the Technology Development Program is

to maintain a viable technological base for MPC&A at U.S.- facilities and to provide the

foundation for international MPC&A technology exchange. U.S. MPC&A improvement
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programs in Russia and the Newly Independent States (NIS) directly benefit from this

program. For example, technologies developed by the program which have recently been

installed in Russia and the NIS include perimeter intrusion detection and assessment

systems, vulnerability assessment and risk analysis tools, and nuclear materials

measurement and control systems. The emphasis of U.S. MPC&A assistance programs in

Russia and the NIS has been on rapid and comprehensive improvements using existing

technologies tailored to facilities and institutes based on their specific needs.

Q8. Vkliat agenc\ coordinates training of foreign go\emment officials on nuclear

smuggling issues? N^Tiat agency should be coordinating these efforts?

A8. Various US government agencies currentl) offer programs that train foreign

government officials on matters related to nuclear smuggling. DOE provides

instructors, technical advice, and resource materials for many of these courses.

In our vie\\ . the State Depanment - as the lead foreign polic> agency — should

coordinate the US government effort in this area. The State-chaired Law

Enforcement Jntemaiiona! Working Group, for example, manages training

conducted at the Inieragenc> Law Enforcement .Academy in Blidapest. and would

be an excelleni \ehicle for coordinating nuclear smuggling trainmg related to law

enforcement. Smiilar groups could be established to. coordinate intelligence,

security, and oiher training programs.
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SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS
SENATE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

Joint US/Russian NEST Team

Question 9: Many of the witnesses in the last two hearings have suggested increased bilateral

relations with Russia and the other states of the former Soviet Union to help
counter the threat of nuclear diversion. CSIS for example, has suggested that a

joint DOE/Russian NEST team be developed. Is the US government working this

issue? What would be the merits of the idea? What are the drawbacks?

Answer: In the area of nuclear counterterrorism, the USG has an ongoing bilateral

relationship with the Government of Russia (GOR) where £dl aspects of

counterterrorism issues are discussed. In fact, the Department is in contact with

the GOR regarding mutual cooperation in the event of a nuclear terrorist incident,

domestic or international. In the event that a nuclear trafficking incident were to

become an extortion or terrorist threat, we have a comprehensive counterterrorism

program which would be activated to respond to the incident. Ambassador Philip

Wilcox, the Coordinator for Counterterrorism at the State Department, has the

lead for the interagency response. Because he possesses a wider view of the

overall USG program of cooperation with the GOR, Ambassador Wilcox would

be able to provide a more comprehensive response concerning the merits and

drawbacks of a joint US/Russian NEST team.
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QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR GLENN

Ql . Do you believe US government offers to pay rewards for information about black

market nuclear deals or nuclear terrorism would offer an appropriate and an

effective way for the US to counter such threats?

Al. We do not support the payment of rewards for such information. We believe that

such a program could have a range of unintended consequences, including

increased motivation for diversion. Most likely, however, intelligence and law-

enforcement resources would be diverted to in\estigations of bogus offers or

scams involving '"red mercury" and the like instead of focusing on higher priority

in%'estigations.

Q2. How should Congress interpret these findings of "no evidence"' -- do they suggest

that we might somehow be exaggerating the threat or do they offer more of a

comment on the limits of our knowledge of the scope of the threat?

A2. Our own assessment is that, with the breakup of the former So\ iei Union, the

system of safeguards for fissile material was subjected to stresses different than

those for which that system was designed. Moreover, it was inevitable that time

would be required for a nev\ approach to security
— based more on technology

than on personnel
— to take root in Russia. During this period, Ministp,- of

Atomic Energy and Academy of Sciences research facilities uere experiencing

funding reductions, pay disruptions, and a precipitous loss of status and prestige.

This gave rise to concerns about the risks of diversions of fissile materials to

rogue states and non-state terrorist organizations. The Department's Materials

Protection,. Control and Accounting program to secure.nuclear materials in Russia

and the Newly Independent States is a vital part of reducing this threat.
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At this point, we anci the Russians have made great progress in establishing a new-

culture of safeguards and security for these materials. The former Soviet Union

had produced large quantities of such materials, however, which now are stored at

man\ facilities across Russia and the Newly Independent States. At the same

time, our ability to collect information on the totality of these facilities tends to be

limited. We are fairly knowledgeable about the potential scope of the problem,

but less so with regard lo specific details about security at all known facilities.

Q3a. Who are these rogue states?

A3a. The rogue states are considered by the national security community to be: Iran,

Iraq, North Korea, and Libya. The common thread among these states is their

attempt to procure fissile materials and nuclear weapons expertise for the purpose

of developing indigenous capabilities to field weapons of mass destruction. All

are Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT) signatories and have demonstrated disregard

for their international obligations under NPT.

Q3b. Are they the only countries interested in acquiring such materials?

A3b. \\'e ha\ e no indications that other countries are currently pursuing black

market materials.

Q3c. Do you see less of a threat to US security if such materials migrate freely to states

you would not characterize as '"rogues"?

A3c. U.S. polic) is to pre\ent illicit trafficking in black market materials. Any

trafficking of this nature would be of concern to the US, regardless of the

recipient.
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Q4: You have testified that the US can help Russia considerably in the field of nuclear

material accountability
-

(a) Are you satisfied that America's own system of nuclear material

accountability is adequate to prevent small diversions of

bomb-usable material?-

A4: The basic structure of the U.S. system of nuclear materials accountability, based upon

drawing material balances around specific locations and flows using technical means

(e.g., measurements) and validating these balances through physical inventories, is sound.

The establishment of key measurement points at the boundary of these material balance

areas are intended to detect small (or protracted) diversion as well as abrupt theft of large

quantities of nuclear material. The use of highly technical mass, isotopic and

radiation/heat based measurement systems enable- nuclear material inventories and

transactions to be accuratel) quantified. Statistical control limits are established to ensure

that anomalous conditions, arising from either measurement problems or as material

di\ersion or theft, do not go undetected.

Operational and safety restrictions placed on nuclear facilities have limited the DOE's

ability to perform required measurement and phjsical inventories. A recent Department

of Energy Office of Inspector General audit report entitled "Audit of Internal Controls

over Special Nuclear Materials", dated April 1996. discusses these deficiencies and their

impact on the Department's ability to sufficiently protect its special nuclear material. The

Department has recently convened a working group to address these and other material

protection issues. Even'though the Inspector General report has identified issues, there is

no evidence to support the assertion that there ha\e been any diversions of special nuclear

material from the Department's facilities. We are confident that our materials protection,

control, and accounting systems are adequate to prevent any diversions.
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QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR GLENN

Q4(b). In particular, are you satisfied that we have timely and reliable information about the

precise u hereabouts and physical disposition of U.S. nuclear materials after we export

them, or of materials produced abroad using U.S. -origin equipment? ' •

A4(b). Yes. The U.S. receives reliable information on the physical disposition of U.S. -origin

nuclear material sent abroad as required under bilateral agreements for peaceful nuclear

cooperation and associated administrative procedure? under the agreements. Howe\ er.

there is no legal requirement under the U.S.- EURATOM agreement for EURATOM to

advise the U.S. of the specific location of U.S. -origin material within EURATOM. h is

the job of the Internationa! Atomic Energy Agency (I.^EA) and the EURATOM

Safeguards Directorate to know v\here ail nuclear materials are in EURATOM. and they

do an effective job. We expect that under the EUR-^TOM Administrative Arrangement.

currently being negotiated, there will be a pro\ ision for annual reports by each Part\ to

the other, broken out b> type of nuclear material. The old agreement had no such

pro^ision.
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Q4(c): If some U.S.-origin or U.S.-controlled special nuclear material were to turn up on the

black market, are you confident first that we would know about it, and second that we

would know its original source?

A4(c): While extremely unlikely, it is conceivable that special nuclear material (SNM) could

show up on the black market unbeknownst to the U.S. government, friendly governments

and/or the media. The Department of Energy (DOE) is confident it would be informed by

U.S. Government agencies (e.g., FBI, Customs, State, CIA), foreign

colleagues/counterparts and/or through media reports if they were aware that alleged U.S.

origin SNM had surfaced on the black market.

DOE has prepared technical assessments of alleged claims of illicit SNM possession for

years. Our assessments are based on the technical information provided by the

"seller/offerer", analysis of material samples and material accountability records. In

many cases, scams and false claims of illicit nuclear material possession can be

determined simply by analyzing the technical information provided by the "seller/offerer"

and comparing it to previous cases.

If a sample of the alleged SNM is provided, analytical techniques are used to verify the

identity of the material and can be useful in determining the origin of the SNM. Analysis

of the SNM is not very helpful in identifying the facility from which the material was

diverted since the "origin" and said facility may not be the same. Forensic analysis is

highly dependent on unique environmental traces, sample "fingerprints" from multiple

origin locations, trace elements, degree of contamination, and the countries or routes

through which the diverted material may have passed. The "analysis" may well be

accurate and may identify production origin, however, the material in question could well

have been legitimately sold or transferred several times over several years, therefore,
'

"origin" identification may not be terribly useful.
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QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR GLENN

Q5: ACDA has estimated that Euratom countries and Japan will separate some 500 metric

tons ofplutonium over the next 10-20 years, about five times the amount in the current

US nuclear arsenal -- What proliferation risks are associated by the stockpiling and

transporting large quantities ofplutonium in and between even such stable countries?

A5: Both EURATOM and Japan are under full-scope IAEA safeguards and have impeccable

nonproliferation credentials. Additionally, EURATOM has its own inspection regime in

place which enhances the IAEA inspection program. The U.S. government has given

prior consent to both EURATOM and Japan covering stockpiling and transportation of

plutonium. This prior consent was based on our belief that any nonproliferation risk

could be minimized or eliminated with proper planning. Indeed, past shipments ha\ e

been handled in a safe and secure manner under strict physical protection plans developed

jointK b> Japan and EURATOM. with \JS re\ lew and assistance. [Japan and all

EUR.ATOM Member States are Parties to the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty and the

Physical Protection Con\ention. As exporters they follow the guidelines of the Nuclear

Suppliers Group. These nonproliferation regimes increase the security of the material.]
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QUESTION FROM SENATOR GLENN

. Q.6. DOE has defined in federal regulations the term "weapons-usable nuclear materials'" as

including plutonium of any isotopic composition
- how did DOE come to this conclusion

and what are the implications of this definition for large-scale commercial uses of

plutonium in Russia and elsewhere?

A. 6. The terminology of 60 FR 17344, referring to "plutonium of any isotopic composition
"

as

falling into the category of weapons-usable nuclear materials, was intended to emphasize

the important fact that both reactor-grade plutonium (typically containing a relatively

high percentage of the isotope Pu-240) and weapons-grade plutonium (consisting of

relatively more pure Pu-239) must be treated as weapons-usable, especially when we are

concerned primarily with threats from terrorists or rogue nations who might tend to be

less concerned with con\entionai militan. applications. Later elaboration in the draft

Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement does exclude Pu-238, which is likewise

excluded from coverage under international safeguards and for which special treatment is

authorized under Section 54(b) of the Atomic Energy Act. But with respect to "large-

scale commercial uses of plutonium in Russia and elsewhere," it is clear that the main

source of concern would be the reactor-grade plutonium which could be separated from

spent fuel generated at a conventional nuclear power plant. We have consistently

emphasized that this material, e\ en though not ordinarily used in nuclear weapons for

militan. purposes, is potentially weapons-us?bie and must be controlled as such.

Q7. It has been alleged in the press that the U.S. has approved the export of a supercomputer
to a nuclear weapons facility in Russia. Can you provide any further details about this

report? If the report is correct, are you confident that such equipment will not be used for

purposes of designing nuclear weapons?

A7. The Depanment of Energy has received a number of export license applications from the

Department of Commerce for computers to Russia. Currently these export license

applications are undergoing interagency re\iew and no final decision has been made on

export approval or denial.
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Question for the Record Submitted to
- Thomas E . McNamara
U.S. Senate Permanent Sxibcommittee on Investigations

March 22, 1996

1. Please walk us through the chain of events that occurs when
a U.S. government agency obtains information that nuclear
material has been found abroad. If, for example, we obtain
information that smugglers in Europe are trying to sell fissile
materials, or materials have been seized in a European city.
Who is the lead agency? How do you determine if the
information is credible?

. f- .

Answer

Beginning in spring of 1994, the executive branch reviewed

its ant i- smuggling resources and found that many agencies

already had long-standing capabilities to assist in gathering

information on, or responding to, nuclear smuggling reports,

but they operated without reference to overall U.S. national

security efforts in the field. To meet the need for greater

coordination, PDD 41 in September 1995 established the Nuclear

Trafficking Response Group.

The Group includes all agencies with responsibilities in

illicit nuclear trafficking. It is chaired by a State

Department official who is also the U.S. point of contact for

the P-8 Program Against Illicit Trafficking in Nuclear

Materials. The Group is tasked with gathering information on

reports of smuggling incidents, evaluating them, and

communicating information quickly upward to policy level

officials, as well as horizontally across lines of

responsibility to all interested agencies. However,

responsibility for military action, interdiction, law

enforcement/clandestine operations, and nuclear terrorism

remains with other agencies and appropriate policy level
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bodies. If necessary, the Group formulates recommendations for

initial U.S. government responses. Within the P-8 system, the

Group can pass a first alert or first request for assistance

regarding an incident to other P-8 governments. The Group has

been activated on about 10 cases, all of which were resolved

without need for higher level involvement.

In nearly all cases of reported incidents of nuclear

smuggling, the first indications appear either in the media or

as direct contacts with our post overseas. If the report is

received from the press, the State Department requests follow

up by the relevant embassy or consulate with host country

authorities. All incidents are assessed by the Department of

Energy, which has the technical capability and data base for

the USG. The assessment are shared with the appropriate

overseas post, and, if appropriate, also with host country

officials. If necessary, a technical expert is dispatched to

the country where the incident occured to provide guidance on

the nature of the material and any precautions that should be

taken.

The interagency has developed standing guidance for

reporting and handling of smuggling incidents overseas which

provides basic information about nuclear and radioactive

materials, advice regarding health and physical, and reporting

format that assures quick distribution to all concerned

agencies.
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Question for the Record Submitted to
Thomas E . McNamara

U.S. Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
March 22, 1996

2. Do you believe that the U.S. government has the appropriate
tools to adequately assess the threat of nuclear diversion? To
help counter the threat of nuclear diversion?

-- Please highlight some of your successes in combatting
nuclear diversion from the former Soviet Union.

-- Please tell us about some of the areas in which you have
had shortcomings .

Answer

Yes, we believe that the USG has the appropriate tools to

assess the threat of nuclear diversion and help counter the

threat, although there is always room for improvement. We

believe that the Intelligence Community needs to weigh in on

this question.
'

We are doing a great deal from many angles. Our assistance

ranges from efforts to facilitate the destruction and

dismantlement of weapons of mass destruction and enhance

material protection, control and accounting capabilities to

address the source of potential nuclear material diversion, to

efforts to improve overall detection and enforcement

capabilities-- export control and other non proliferation

assistance and law enforcement assistance and training to deal

with such leakage if it occurs.

However, no one may know what tools are missing until after

the fact- -a situation which is unacceptable, but nevertheless

real . We are reviewing our efforts to determine how to make our

programs more effective. We are increasingly collaborating with
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other agencies through the NSC, the NIS Assistance Coordinator

and other Interagency consultative groups to ensure our

activities are coordinated more effectively across the board.

In FY 1996 and FY97 budgets we have increased our funding

request for MPC&A to try and address a greater number of

facilities in the NIS in a shorter period of time.

Our assistance efforts cannot change the "security" culture

in these countries in months, this process will take years.

Whether MPC&A assistance, export control or law enforcement,

the obstacles to progress are similar- -assessing requirements,

providing training and equipment to the appropriate recipients,

and then ensuring that the recipients use the assistance

provided takes time.
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Question for the Record Submitted to
Thomas E . McNamara

U.S. Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
March 22, 1996

3 . Traditionally, we have been told that fissile material
under military control is much more secure than the material in
the civilian sector. With the dismantlement program, however,
there will be an influx of loose fissile material under
military control. What are we doing to help secure this
material? Have we begun work on a bilateral safeguards regime
for material removed from warheads during dismantlement?

Answer

Russian arrangements for the dismantlement of warheads feature

a transfer of warheads from their Ministry of Defense to the

Ministry of Atomic Energy when their time for disassembly

arrives .

After disassembly, the warhead components are then

stored in interim storage facilities run by MINATOM,

pending final disposition.

o Our nuclear security assistance is designed to improve the

security of this fissile material from disassembled

warheads in several ways:

We have provided MINATOM safety and security upgrade

kits for the rail cars used to move the warheads and

fissile material through the MINATOM disassembly

process .

We are in the process of procuring supercontainers,

which when added to those now being provided by France

and the U.K., will further increase the safety and

security of transporting warheads to the disassembly

facilities .
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Armored blankets and fissile material containers we

have provided will add to the safety and security of

transport of fissile material from disassembly

facilities to interim storage.

We are providing assistance to design and construct a

long-term fissile material storage facility at Mayak to

store the fissile material from dismantled weapons. This

facility will feature a state-of -the- art Material

Protection, Control, and Accounting (MPC&A) system. The

Russians have identified Mayak as their highest priority

for Nunn-Lugar assistance and both sides are working

closely to promptly construct the facility.

In addition to the MPC&A system for the facility, there

will also be a transparency regime. The Russians have

also expressed willingness to put the material in this

facility under IAEA safeguards.

We also have agreed to purchase 500 metric tons of

highly enriched Uranium from dismantled Russian

warheads and these sales are now ongoing. We are also

discussing with the Russians the disposition of their

Plutonium from dismantled weapons.

o We have proposed a comprehensive bilateral regime of

Safeguards, Transparency, and Irreversibility (STI) and

have begun negotiations with the Russians on this

initiative. The U.S. STI proposal includes:
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A comprehensive data exchange on all stocks of fissile

material .

Spot checks to confirm the fissile material data,

including techniques for -Mutual Reciprocal Inspections

(MRIs) at fissile material storage facilities of both

sides.

Additional measures which would allow the parties to

track warheads through the dismantlement process.

STI negotiations are ongoing but recent progress has been

slow due to a protracted Russian interagency policy and

legal review and, possibly, the Russian elections.

On the multilateral level, the P-8 leaders at the nuclear

safety and security summit April 19-20 in Moscow mandated

the convening of an international experts group to consider

available technologies for disposing of fissile material

rendered excess to defense needs by implementation of arms

control agreements.

This experts meeting will take place before the end of

1996. Small scale proof of principle technical

demonstrations of disposition technologies will also be

considered.
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Question £or the Record Submitted to
Thomas E. McNamara

U.S. Senate Permanent Svibcommittee on Investigations
March 22, 1996

4 . Please describe the rewards program for information that
leads to the arrest of a nuclear smuggler. Is this program
working? Waht useful information have you obtained under this
program?

Answer

The Secretary of State has the authority to approve the

payment of up to $2M for information leading to the prosecution

or prevention of acts of terrorism directed at U.S. persons or

property. This authority has been used with success by the

Bureau of Diplomatic Security to track down suspects in

specific terrorist incidents.
,

In May 1995, Congress amended this legislation to

specifically include information about the transfer or use of

special nuclear material for terrorist actions. Special

nuclear material is defined as plutonium or uranium enriched in

the isotope 233 or 235. In 1995 we briefed 50 governments in

all regions of the world as well as the European Union and the

IAEA about this program. No one else has a rewards program

targeting nuclear smuggling specifically, but all governments

appreciated the information we provided.

No information regarding incidents of transfer of special

nuclear material or intent to use it in a terrorist attack has

been brought forward under this program.
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Question for the Record Submitted to
Thomas E . McNamara

U.S. Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
March 22, 1996

5. The National Defense Authorization Act of 1995 requires you
to prepare a report on nuclear smuggling from the former Soviet
Union and a program on how you will use the ten million dollars
you were allocated. It has been over a year since the
authorization, when will the report be submitted to Congress?
Have you gotten recommendations from other agencies? What
other agencies will you include in your training program?
Which countries of the former Soviet Union will you inlcude as

part of the training program? What is the role of the

Department of State in this program?

Answer

The Office of the Secretary of Defense can speak to the

question of submission of the report which is being prepared by

the Department of Defense. The Department's role in the

training program will be coordinated by the Coordinator for all

NIS assistance efforts. Ambassador Morningstar, in conjunction

with the Bureau for International Narcotics and Law Enforcement.

We have begun to examine how law enforcement can play a

more significant role in our economic programs and in the area

of nuclear smuggling. The nuclear smuggling issue has been

addressed in part under the law enforcement activities as

another form of crime; in part through the DoD CTR export

control efforts and NDF nonproliferation activities such as

export control training and provision of equipment. State will

participate in the interagency deliberations on the use of the

$10 million in FY95 funding for a joint FBI/DoD training

program to combat nuclear smuggling and other weapons of mass

destruction. Also, the International Law Enforcement Academy

(ILEA) in Budapest, Hungary has incorporated a nuclear

smuggling component in its curriculum. —
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The Coordinator and the Assistant Secretary for

International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Activities have met

and have agreed upon the policy framework for law enforcement

assistance funded under the Freedom Support Act. At the staff

level, there are daily contacts to promote greater information

sharing. Furthermore, both offices are working closely to

ensure that the Special Advisor's mandate to provide budget

oversight is carried out.

The training will take place in three locations: 1) at the

USG's International Law Enforcement Academy in Budapest, 2) in

each country, and 3) in the United States. The International

Law Enforcement Academy (ILEA) in Budapest, Hungary has already

incorporated a nuclear smuggling component in its curriculum.

Where invited, the US will provide expert assistance to

participating governments to help them develop appropriate

legal structures that meet legal standards. Similar assistance

in the past has been very effectively accomplished within the

CTR export control framework (though there we dealt with only

the four nuclear inheritor nations) and through Freedom Support

Act funded law enforcement programs. The DoD/FBI joint training

program will be coordinated with such ongoing export control

assistance activities and other programs carried out by State,

Energy, Customs, and other agencies, which address this problem

to ensure a coordinated U.S. government effort.

Language in the FY95 Conference Report calls for a program

to be carried out in the states of the Former Soviet Union, the

Baltics, and Eastern Europe. Within these parameters, we will

work with the FBI to assess countries that have both the

greatest threats, vulnerabilities, and needs. In particular,

we will be looking hard at the southern tier of the Former

Soviet Union.
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Question for the Record Sxibmitted to
Thomas E. McNamara

U.S. Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
March 22, 1996

6 . What programs is your agency pursuing to combat
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction through Central
Asia and the Caucasus?

I understand that last fall you sponsored an export control
seminar with representatives from the Central Asian and
Caucasus states and all of the relevant US government
agencies. Do you have any plans -to follow up on this seminar?
What other NonProliferation activities do you have planned for
the region? What are you doing about placing FBI or U.S.
Customs Service Agents in these postings?

Answer

The U.S. and Turkish governments co-hosted the November

1995 Export Control/Nonproliferation Forum for Southern Tier

states. The USG and Turkey will be holding a follow-up

conference in Washington on export control issues in July 1996

for Southern Tier officials. PM is also proceeding with plans

for export control assessments of Southern Tier states in

1996. Based on these assessments, the USG will develop a

training schedule and equipment assistance list for these

countries, and decide whether U.S. Customs and other law

enforcement personnel should be attached to U.S. embassies in

the region. The objective of all of these efforts is to

upgrade these countries' export control systems so that they

can prevent potential transfers of WMD and other sensitive

materials. ,

The Department of State also coordinates U.S. participation

in the International Science and Technology Center (ISTC) in

Moscow and the Science and Technology Center in Ukraine

(STCU)in Kiev. Kazakstan, Georgia, Armenia, and Kyrgyzstan,

are all members of the ISTC which was established by the United

States, the European Union and Japan to engage former Soviet
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weapons of mass destruction experts in non-military scientific

projects, in order to provide them alternatives to selling

their expertise abroad. While the target group of scientists

in Central Asia and the Caucasus -is nowhere near as large as in

Russia, ISTC projects will employ a significant number of those

weapons experts, thereby diminishing the prospects that they

will be the source of weapons proliferation or proliferation of

weapons knowledge. Uzbekistan is also now considering joining

the ISTC. Kazakstan is already certified to receive U.S.

^funding through ISTC under the CTR program, and we are in the

process of certifying the others under the Freedom Support Act.

The Department of State coordinates the Science Centers

program closely with other programs designed to address

nonproliferation through scientific cooperation. In

particular, the Civilian R&D foundation is able to fund

projects in the entire NIS including Central Asia and the

Caucasus, and the NIS Industrial Partnering program can fund

projects in the four nuclear inheritor states, including

Kazakstan.

These programs will target all the Southern Tier Republics

with the exception of Azerbaijan which is ineligible for U.S.

assistance under the provisions governing the Freedom Support

Act.
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Question for the Record Submitted to
Thomas E. McNamara

U.S. Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
March 22, 1996

7. What agency coordinates training of foreign government
officials on nuclear smuggling issues? What agency should be
coordinating these efforts?

Answer

Training of foreign government officials on nuclear

smuggling issues occurs through a wide spectrum of programs and

is targeted at foreign government officials from a wide range

of foreign govememnt agencies. Law enforcement training is

usually provided to Ministry of Interior or national police

forces; export control training is provided to licensing and

regulatory officials as well as customs border patrol guard

forces; and material protection control and accounting related

training is provided to site specific security forces as well

as national regulatory personnel . Given the scope of

activities and the fact that training is only a part of any

number of programs, there is no need for an overall "training"

coordinator .

Working closely with the NSC, State, DoD, DOE, Commerce,

Customs, FBI and other agencies, the Coordinator for all

assistance to the NIS has placed highest priority on

coordination of NIS anti-crime and nonproliferation assistance

to address nuclear smuggling.

State Department's PM/ATEC, working closely with an

interagency group which includes Commerce, U.S. Customs,

Energy, Defense, and the intelligence community, coordinates

the U.S. government's world-wide export control cooperation

efforts. This effort is coordinated through the National

Security Council, which sets overall USG nonproliferation

policy priorities, and S/NIS/C, which has overall assistance

coordination responsibilities for programs in the former Soviet

Union. We believe that this system of coordination is

effective in providing full interagency participation in

non-duplicative export control training programs in the NIS.
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Question for the Record Submitted to
Thomas E . McNamara

U.S. Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
March 22, 1996

8 . Many of the witnesses in the last two hearings have
suggested increased bilateral relations with Russia and other
states of the former Soviet Union to help counter the threat of
nuclear diversion. CSIS for example has suggested that a joint
DOE/Russian NEST team be developed. Is the US government
working this issue? What would be the merits of the idea?
What are the drawbacks?

Answer

We are in contact with the Russian government regarding a

memorandum of understanding that would provide for mutual

cooperation in the event of a nuclear terrorist incident,

domestic or international. This agreement would provide for

coordination by terrorism experts from the two sides in dealing

with nuclear terrorist incidents. A proposal for a joint

DOE/Russian NEST team is not currently under consideration, but

could be reviewed later following implementation of the

agreement currently under discussion.
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Question for the Record Submitted to
Thomas E. McNamara

U.S. Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
March 22, 1996

' Submitted by Senator Glenn
"

1. The Nuclear Proliferation Prevention Act of 1994 (sec. 827)
amended the State Department Basic Authorities Act by expanding
the Secretary of State's existing authority to offer rewards
for information concerning terrorism to include terrorism
involving nuclear materials or nuclear weapons -

(a) What has the Department done to implement and publicize
this new authority?

(b) Given that the Department has previously testified that
its rewards program has been a success with respect to
terrorism generally, could the program also prove to be
successful with reducing the risk of nuclear terrorism?

(c) You have testified that "roughly an amount the size of
a Softball" made of plutonium is "sufficient to destroy
a city" - Given the effects of non-nuclear bombs at
Oklahoma City and the World Trade Center, how would it
be contrary to the national interest to use and
publicize rewards as an additional tool to find such
material or to keep it from falling into the wrong .;

hands?

Answer

No one in the Executive Branch is softpedalling the

potential threat of nuclear smuggling or terrorism. There are

many varied activities designed to cope with terrorism and

there are many tools available to combat both terrorism and

nuclear smuggling.

The rewards program has been a powerful tool when focused

on specific incidents or specific suspects. We expect that it

will be just as effective in pursuing specific leads in the

nuclear smuggling or terrorism arena. Nuclear smuggling is

inherently different, and we do not believe that a mass

audience campaign will have the positive result we all desire.

We have, however, shared information about it with 50

governments in all regionas of the world as well as with the

European Union and the IAEA.
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Piiblicized offers of rewards could create a market in these

materials which so far does not exist - this is an accusation

lodged against German law enforcement authorities in connection

with their smuggling incidents. -Additionally, such offers

could create a flood of hoaixes, bogus information, and actual

attempts to deliver to USG facilities radioactive materials

dangerous to our personnel.

Agencies working with the problem of nuclear smuggling and

terrorism agree that, in the absence of genuine culprits, a

public campaign announcing availability of financial rewards

obscures what leads there may be. The unique character of

nuclear smuggling makes government to government contacts a

more productive venue for combatting the threat.

2. Are you satisfied with the progress we are making in
discouraging Russia from using highly-enriched fuel for
reactors or exporting such fuel to foreign reactors?

Answer

Argonne National Laboratory has a bilateral program with a

consortium of Russian scientific institutes on developing low

enriched uranium fuels for use in Soviet style research

reactors. Work started under this cooperative effort in 1995.

We have raised with the Russian Government the issue of

possible Russian sales of HEU to several research reactors in

Western Europe on a number of occasions. We have urged them to

adopt HEU export policies which are similar to our own.
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Question for the Record Submitted to
Thomas E. McNamara

U.S. Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
March 22, 1996

Submitted by Senator Glenn

3. Of all the many US activities designed to assist Russia in

managing the reduction of its nuclear stockpile, which of these
in your opinion have been the most promising and which have
proven to be the biggest disappointments?

Answer

All of our assistance and cooperative activities designed

to assist Russia in managing the reduction of its nuclear

stockpile have taken time to negotiate and implement. It is

impossible to describe what has been "most promising" . While

some activities such as delivery of armored blankets to ensure

secure transport of nuclear weapons to and within destruction

facilities and necessary related storage facilities have been

completed, others such as the storage facility for fissile

materials at Mayak are just now really taking off. Moreover,

"the whole is greater than the sum of the parts" --taking one

successful piece out of the package and reviewing it in a

vacuum ignores the synergy created by undertaking these

activities together in a coordinated effort.

o The U.S. effort to assist Russia in reducing its nuclear

stockpile has been very broad in scope and included more

than a dozen program elements - each of which has made an

important contribution to cooperatively reducing the threat

to the U.S. and/or improving nuclear security.

o Several of these dismantlement programs show particular

promise, including:
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Design and Construction assistance for the fissile

material storage facility at Mayak was identified by

the Russians as their number one priority for U.S.

aid. Thanks in good part to the $90 million in U.S.

assistance now flowing to this project, construction

has beg\in and is accelerating. The U.S. and Russia

have agreed in principle to split the cost of finishing

this facility, which will store the fissile materials

resulting from the disassembly of nuclear weapons in

Russia.

U.S. assistance to improve the security of Russia's

nuclear weapons during storage and transport is another

important program element . We have provided assistance

in this area already, including the provision of

armored blankets, security and safety kits for Russian

riilcars, fissile material containers. Future

assistance will be even more important since we are now

cooperating to directly improve accounting and control

systems for Russian warheads and physical protection at

their storage facilities.

The U.S. is providing $162 million in Strategic

Offensive Arms Elimination assistance to Russia and

this assistance has been important to Moscow's efforts

to implement the START I treaty. Additional assistance

in this area will prove crucial in addressing the

Russian parliament's concerns about the costs of the

START II treaty.
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We also have had several important programs that are

greatly reducing the risk of proliferation resulting from

the the reduction in Russia's nuclear stockpile and other

changes in the Newly Independent States :

DoE's Nuclear Material Security program has been

crucial in improving the ability of these states to

protect their fissile material against nuclear

smugglers. Sufficient funds are already provided to

allow us to improve security for all the non-Russian

states by 1997. Additional funds we have requested {or

have outyear plans for) are needed to complete the

upgrades for facilities in Russia where we are now

working to improve protection and accounting at almost

all 40 facilities with fissile material.

State's Science Center program has also been very

successful . Working together with other interested

states, we have provided civilian projects for nn,000

nuclear scientists and engineers to prevent them from

emigrating to proliferant states. The additional funds

we have requested (or have outyear plans for) will be

used to expand programming in the areas of CW and BW

22d the non-Russian states.

The U.S. export control assistance program has also

been an important element in improving the nuclear

security in the NIS. This program has been

instrumental in substantially improving the ability of

Ukraine, Belarus, and Kazakstan to control their

borders. We now are beginning to expand this program

to other states such as the southern tier countries.
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Question for the Record Submitted to
Thomas E. McNaroara

U.S. Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
March 22, 1996

Submitted by Senator Glenn

4. Are you satisfied with the funding levels that have been
authorized and appropriated by the Congress for the purposes of
reducing the nuclear threat from the former Soviet Union? If
not, where are the most significant shortfalls?

Answer

Export Control Cooperation: We are satisfied with the

funding levels authorized and appropriated by Congress for

export control cooperation, but require additional funding for

indentified projects. Funding provided by the Cooperative

Threat Reduction program and the Nonproliferation and

Disarmament Fund (NDF) has allowed the U.S. government to

engage the MIS in ongoing efforts to improve their export

control systems. Through export control cooperation, we hope

to assist these countries build their export control systems so

that they are cabable of preventing potential trafficking in

nuclear materials. We believs there is still much more work

that should be done in the export control area with the NIS,

and that the investment well serves our foreign policy and

national security objectives. For these reasons, we believe

continued support for export control cooperation is needed,

including $10 million for identified export control projects

through the NDF in FY 1997.

Congress has appropriated less than what was requested for

the Cooperative Threat Reduction program as well as the Freedom

Support Act over the past few years. The reductions in funding

levels requested have had an impact on programs for reducing

the nuclear threat from the former Soviet Union. Program plans

have been revised to address the most serious shortfalls

through the FY1997 President's Budget request.

\
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Question for the Record Submitted to
Thomas E . McNamara

U.S. Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
March 22, 1996

Submitted by Senator Glenn

5. With reference to the 600kg of highly enriched uranium that
the US purchased from Kazakstan, the SGAC/PSI Staff Statement
reported on p. 40 that "The Staff was told by Kazak officials
that . . . the Kazak government was berated by a senior Pakistani
official for not selling this uranium to Pakistan" --

(a) What is your reaction to this particular finding?

(b) Has any country (other than the US and Russia) ever
sought to acquire or succeeded in acquiring highly
enriched uranium or other fissile material from
Kazakstan?

Answer

We have no information to corroborate the statement made by

the Kazakstani official regarding Pakistan. To our knowledge,

no one had tried to obtain the highly enriched uranium that was

transferred to the U.S. We were, however, concerned that the

material was at risk - as was the Government of Kazakstan - and

therefore took action before the risk could become reality.
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Senate Permanent Subcommittee

so Investigations

EXmBIT #___11,

INTELLIGENCE AGENCY SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD
GLOBAL PROLIFERATION OF WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION

FOR
DR. GORDON OEHLER

DIRECTOR, THE NONPROLIFERATION CENTER
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

1. Q. Please walk us through the chain of events that
occurs when a US government agency obtains information that
nuclear material has been found abroad. If, for excunple, we
obtain information that smugglers in Europe are trying to
sell fissile materials, or materials have been seized in a
European city. Who is the lead agency? How do you
determine if the information is credible?

A. US diplomatic personnel abroad are usually among the
first US officials to be alerted to the possibility that
nuclear material exists in a foreign country outside such
material's appropriate location. Diplomatic personnel,
following established procedures, notify the US Department
of State in Washington, DC for instruction. The State
Department then begins the process of determining the
validity of the information. To do this, the State
Department assess the information it receives from the US
diplomatic personnel making the report, and tasks
appropriate elements of the Nuclear Trafficking Response
Group (NTRG) to assess all available information and to
recommend a course of action.'

Most often, determining the validity of the reporting
involves querying the US Department of Energy's (DOE's)
technical and historical databases. NTRG members analyze
information dra'/nn from these databases, and any other
available reporting, and provide estimates of the validity
of the reporting and advice about handling the case.

Steps taken after this initial assessment are highly
scenario dependent and a variety of factors could influence
the situation. For example, host government judicial
procedures could preclude US access to seized material in
some cases where in others, US offers of assistance in
handling and analyzing suspect materials are often welcomed.
Because of this, US responses to particular incidents could
include a wide range of responses. For example, US overseas
posts have received historical and technical information and
assistance that could be passed to the host government, as
well as advice on how the material involved should be
handled. The US also stands ready to provide direct support
to foreign governments and will aid in analyzing material,
or by sending personnel to foreign countries to provide
technical assistance.

The NTRG was established in 1995 to ensure rapid dissemination of information pertaining to significant

trafficking incidents and coordinate recommendations on responses and is comprised of representatives
from various government agencies. Members include: the Department of State, the Department of Energy,
the Intelligence Community, the US Customs Service, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the National

Secunty Council Staff, the Office of the Secretary of Defense, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the US Department
of Commerce, the Office of Management and Budget, the Office of the Vice President, and the Arms
Control and Disarmament Agency.

\
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^.. Q. Do you believe that the US government has the
appropriate tools to adecjuately assess the threat o£ nuclear
diversion? To help counter the threat o£ nuclear diversion?

• Please highlight some of your successes in combating
nuclear diversion from the former Soviet Union.

• Please tell us sdsout some of the areas in which you have
had shortcomings?

A. We assess that the US government has the appropriate
tools to adequately assess the threat of nuclear diversion,
however, there are not sufficient quantities of such tools
to actively apply them in every area where nuclear
diversions may be occurring. Because of the nature of our
success, we cannot include all of them here, however, we can
highlight the following:

• Supporting Department of State efforts to provide
actionable intelligence to the UN Special Commission
(UNSCOM) inspection and monitoring effort in Iraq;

• Supporting US diplomatic discussions with South Africa
concerning Pretoria's adherence to the NPT;

• Developing a list of collection indicators to alert
collectors and analysts prior to use of chemical and
biological weapons. Similar initiatives are also
underway to provide early warning for the possible
diversion of nuclear materials;

• Establishing a Southern Tier Study Group designed to
focus on all WMD-related proliferation issues in the
southern tier of the former Soviet Union;

• Providing Congressional committees with a report that
reviewed and evaluated nonproliferation programs in the
National Foreign Intelligence Program (NFIP) fiscal year
1996 budget submission.

Even if we could list all of our successes, there is
more to do. Over the next year the community will seek to:

• Strengthen and focus our integrated collection strategy;

• Work to enhance the Community's information processing
capabilities;
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• Implement unified and standardized information systems,
to include shared access by intelligence and consumer

organizations ;

• Strengthen and broaden foreign language training and

support tools;

• Continue to review and evaluate new methodologies and

technologies ;

• And, as part of the Director of Central Intelligence and

Secretary of Defense joint program and budget reviews,
continue to evaluate intelligence resources and

capabilities for optimal support for actions to counter

proliferation.

3. Q. My staff foxind that there are potential technologies
that csoi be used to help ensure the safety of fissile
material in the former Soviet Union but that these
technologies are not getting adequate attention and
resources. How high of a priority is it to create these new
technologies? What agencies are working on these
technologies? Are the agencies coordinating on these
technologies? What types of technologies are you
developing?

A. Such technologies are being developed. However, the
sensitive nature of their capabilities and development
precludes their discussion in this forum. The Intelligence
Community has offered any applicable technologies that it
controls to US Customs and Law Enforcement personnel
fighting nuclear diversion.

4. Q. What agency coordinates training of foreign
government officials on nuclear smuggling issues? What
agency should be coordinating these efforts?

A. No single agency coordinates training of foreign
government officials on nuclear smuggling issues. It is our
opinion that such coordination should occur. The need for
such coordination is increasing as agencies move into the
implementation phases of the many existing agreements
between the US and other nations on combating nuclear
diversions .
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EXHIBIT # ^^

SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD
Hearings before the

U.S. SENATE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS
MARCH 22, 1996

GLOBAL PROLIFERATION OF WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION

ROBERT M. BLITZER
Section Chief, Domestic Terrorism/Counterterrorism

Federal Bureau of Investigation

1. Please wallc us througb the rfiain of events that
occurs irtien a D.S. govemBent agency obtains inforaation that
nuclear aaterial has been found abroad. If, for exaaple, we
obtain information that smugglers in Eur(^>e are trying to sell
fissile Haterials, or aaterials have been seized in a Eur<q>ean
city. fRio is the lead agency? How do you determine if the
information is credible?

In September, 1995, the Nuclear Trafficking Response
Group (NTRG) was established. It includes the FBI and
all other agencies with responsibilities in illicit
nuclear trafficking. It is chaired by a State
Department official, who is also the U.S. point of
contact for the P-8 Program Against Illicit Trafficking
in Nuclear Materials. The NTRG is tasked with
gathering information on reports of smuggling
incidents, evaluating them, and communicating
information quickly upward to policy level bodies, as
well as horizontally across lines of responsibility for
military action, interdiction, law
enforcement/clandestine operations, and nuclear
terrorism bodies. If necessary, the NTRG formulates
recommendations for initial U.S. government responses.
Within the P-8 system, the NTRG can pass a first alert
or first request for assistance regarding an incident
to other P-8 governments. The NTRG has been activated
in about 10 cases, all of which were resolved without
need for higher level involvement.

In nearly all cases of reported incidents of nuclear
smuggling, the first indications appear either in the
media or as direct contacts by law
enforcement/ intelligence agencies and diplomates
overseas. All incidents are assessed by the Department
of Energy (DOE) , which has the technical capability and
data base for the U.S. government (USG) . The report of
the incident is circulated to the other members of the
NTRG. The NTRG may then convene to coordinate an
appropriate response by the USG.
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2. Do you believe that: the U.S. govemaent: has tlie

appropriate tools to adequately assess the threat of nuclear
diversion?

The FBI believes that the U.S. government has the tools
and sufficient expertise within such agencies as the
Departments of Defense and Energy, the intelligence and
law enforcement communities to adequately assess the
threat of nuclear diversion. To ensure that this
information is shared, the FBI participates in a number
of working groups concerned with this issue. Continued
vigilance is necessary to counter this threat.

To help counter the threat of nuclear diversion?

The FBI believes that the government has the tools to
counter the threat of nuclear diversion. The recently
passed legislation on terrorism and new training
initiatives will increase the FBI's effectiveness in

countering this threat. However, continued protection
and control of the material at its source is essential.

Please highlight soae of your successes in coabating
nuclear diversion from the former Soviet Union.

The establishment of Legat Moscow in 1994 greatly
strengthened the FBI's relationship with both Russian
Law enforcement and intelligence agencies, both of
which now have a overlapping role in criminal
investigations and/or intelligence gathering.
Additionally, the expansion of Legat Vienna allows us

coverage in Austria, Hungary, the Czech Republic,
Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Romania, and Moldova. While
our Legats are geared to address all FBI jurisdictional
interests with their counterparts in intelligence and
law enforcement services, they are particularly
sensitive to WMD threats and resulting proliferation
cases which may emanate from these regions. The FBI
will continue to pursue investigation of nuclear
diversion at its source which includes joint
cooperation with our foreign counterparts. As noted in
our testimony, to date, there have been no known
instances of nuclear weapons or "weapons grade" nuclear
materials being illegally brought into, or purchased in
the U.S.

FBI strategy is to pursue any investigation of nuclear
diversion to its source. In those investigations where
the location of the source is overseas, the information
is provided to the appropriate foreign service for

investigation.
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Please t:ell us about:
have bad sbort: coolings.

of tbe aoreas in whicb you

With the exception of Moscow, the FBI does not have any
Legal Attache offices in the Newly Independent States.
The FBI has drafted a plan for expansion of its Legat
Attache Offices in this region.

3. Hie Hational Defense Autborization Act of 1995
requires you to prepare a report on nuclear sauggling fron tbe
foraer Soviet Union iuid a prograa on bow you will use tbe t-"^
Billion dollars you were allocated. It has been over a year
since tbe authorization, %iben will tbe report be submitted to
Congress?

The FBI completed its report to Congress in September,
1995. The report was approved by Director Freeh and
sent to the Office of the Secretary of Defense for
submission to Congress along with a DoD report which
was being prepared separately. As noted in testimony to
your committee, DoD advised that they experienced
delays in preparation of this report. In light of the
delays, it was decided to prepare one joint DoD/FBI
report rather than separate submissions. This combined
report is nearing conclusion and should reach the
Committee this month. This report which addresses the
threat, the training initiative plan and cost estimates
will be shared with pertinent components of the law
enforcement and intelligence community which are
represented in the Core Group, which is chaired by Mr.
Fairfax of the National Security Council. Signature
approval by the Director of the FBI and the Secretary
of Defense will be obtained and the report will be
delivered to the Committee.

program?

Have you gotten recoaoiendations from other agencies?

Input from the Core Group, supra, and Steering
Committee which includes DoD, FBI, State, the
Intelligence Community, DOE and U.S. Customs Service
has been solicited and obtained for inclusion in the
report.

Nhat other agencies will you include in your training

In addition to our own Agents, the FBI will utilize the
experience and expertise from such agencies as the
U. S. Customs Service, the Departments of Defense and
Energy, in addition to other federal agencies as
necessary to provide a comprehensive program.
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Hhich count:ries of the foraer Soviet: Union will you
include as part: of tliis t:raining program?

All of the Newly Independent States (NIS) , the Baltics,
and the countries of Eastern Europe, will be considered
for this FBI/DOD initiative. However, the FBI along
with the Departments of State and Defense, the law
enforcement and intelligence communities will
coordinate on the implementation of the initiative. At
this time prioritization indicates that the countries
in the region of the Southern Tier should receive the
initial training under this program.

What: is the role of the Department of State (DOS) in
this program?

The FBI will coordinate implementation of this program
through a steering and assessment group of the above
agencies through the office of Mr. Morningstar at the
DOS.

4. What programs is your agency pursuing to combat
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction through Central Asia
and the Caucasus?

Under FBI sponsorship at the ILEA in Budapest, Hungary,
a Department of Energy (DOE) official and Peter Kromer
from the German BKA provided a day-long lecture on
radioactive materials, their descriptions and hazards,
and the black marketing of nuclear materials. This
lecture has been presented to law enforcement officials
from Estonia, Lithuania, Slovakia, Russia, Poland,
Bulgaria, Romania, Hungary and Latvia. In May, 1996,
officials from Belarus, Hungary and the Ukraine will

- receive this lecture. During the class scheduled to

begin in August, 1996, law enforcement officials from
Kazakstan, Kyrgyzstan, and Moldova will also receive
this lecture.

The FBI/DOD training initiative being developed under
the NDAA of 1995 will be directed toward enhancing law
enforcement efforts to combat proliferation of weapons
of mass destruction in Central Asia and the Caucasus.

Do you have einy legats in that region. Do you have
plans for legats to be stationed there?

The FBI does not have any Legal Attache offices in
Central Asia or the Caucasus at this time.

Responsibility for FBI interests in those regions is

being assigned to the Legal Attache in Athens.
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However, that office also covers Bulgaria, Cyprus,
Greece, Israel, Lebanon and Turkey with a staff of
three Agents. In accordance with a directive from the
House Appropriations Committee, the FBI has developed a
plan to increase the number of its offices overseas.
This plan is currently being reviewed by the Department
of State, prior to its submission to the relevant
committees of Congress. Threats from weapons of mass
destruction are one of the four strategic objectives
that shaped the plan, which includes proposals for
offices in the Ukraine, Kazakstan, Uzbekistan, and
Georgia. Our ability to open these offices is
contingent upon Congressional approval.

Do you have plans for training in that regicm?

The FBI has scheduled training in the areas of
organized crime and financial crime to be conducted in
Tbilisi, Georgia, in the late summer of 1996. We have
also scheduled financial institutional fraud and
economic crime training for May 20-18, 1996, in Almaty,
Kazakstan. We have previously conducted organized
crime training in Kazakstan and Kyrgyzstan in March,
1996.

Have you done any assessnent of this region?

Typically an assessment team with a core group of
representatives from the DOS, DOE, FBI, and U.S.
Customs Service conducts an assessment of the country ' s

political, economic and law enforcement needs prior to
conducting training. This was done prior to scheduling
the above criminal instruction; however, we have not
conducted a survey of this region specifically for
nuclear diversion.

5. My staff has found that there are potential
technologies that can be used to help ensure the safety of
fissile naterial in the foraer Soviet Union but that these
technologies are not getting adequate attention and resources.
How high of a priority is it to create these new technologies?
What agencies are working on these technologies? Are the
agencies coordinating on these technologies? Nhat types of
technologies are you developing?

Since the FBI relies upon the Department of Energy
(DOE) for technical assistance in detection and
analysis of fissile material, DOE would be in the best
position to respond to this question.
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6. Nhal: agency coordinat;es tzraining of foreign
govezTUBent; officials on nuclear SBuggling issues? What: agency
should be coordinatiing these efforts?

Since all U. S. government agencies coordinate
international training with the Department of State, it
should also coordinate training of foreign government
officials on nuclear smuggling issues.

7. Is there a U.S. govexruient database that keeps
trade of which individuals the U.S. govemsent has trained and
what technical devices the U.S. govemMent has given an
individual foreign agency in order to ensure that there is no
redundancy?

The Office of International Law Enforcement and
Criminal Justice at the Department of State maintains a
list of all foreign officials trained by U.S. law
enforcement.

How do we measure success in this area?

As the result of the FBI's foreign law enforcement
training, criminal cases are originating from those
countries which have received our training.

How do we know that the people we train retain their
positions and do not use their expertise in the private sector?

The FBI attempts to select career orientated
individuals with a focus on long term service; however,
there are no assurances that they will remain in
government service. We attempt to maintain contact
with those trained through our Legal Attaches.

Do we vet the individuals we train? How?

Yes. Those students attending the ILEA in Budapest are
vetted through the Department of State, federal law
enforcement agencies, and the intelligence community.

8. After a case is open, there is a natural tension
between the law enforceaent coanunities* concern with preserving
evidence and the intelligence coaaunities need to collect
information. Can the FBI and Custoas Service shsure inforaation
with its intelligence colleagues before a case is concluded?

While a case is still pending, there is no general
prohibition against such dissemination. The Attorney
General Guidelines (AGG) provide "information that is
publicly available or does not identify U.S. persons
may be disseminated for any lawful purpose. "Non-
publicly available information may be disseminated to
appropriate entities within the Intelligence Community,
whether or not it identifies U.S. persons, for their
determination whether the information may be retained."
In addition the AGG contain provisions for when
dissemination to other federal authorities is
authorized if the information relates to that agency's
authorized responsibilities, the dissemination is
authorized. The AGG contain other references
concerning the dissemination of information in other
circumstances .
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EXHIBIT # ^5

Supplemental Questions for the Record

Hearings before the U.S. Senate Permanent Subcommittee on

Investigations
March 22, 1996

Global Proliferation of Weapons of Mass destructions

Connie J. Fenchel
Chief

Strategic Investigations
U.S. Customs Service

1. Please walk us through the chain of events that occurs when a

U.S. Government agency obtains information that nuclear material
has been found abroad. If, for example, we obtain information
that smugglers in Europe are trying to sell fissile materials or
materials have been seized in a European City. Who is the lead

agency? How do you determine if the information is credible?

Should information be received that nuclear material has been
found abroad, the principal law enforcement agency in the country
of discovery has authority over the incident. It is expected
that the Customs Attache in the host country would be contacted
to respond to any requests for assistance from the host

government. Customs jurisdiction for the investigation of such

an incident does not extend past the U.S. borders. However,
Customs Mutual Legal Assistance Agreements and Customs to Customs

exchange programs would be called in to place to establish a

forum for the exchange of information on the smuggling incident

as well as to coordinate any investigative leads that need to be

pursued. The responsibility for assessing the credibility of

information on the source, method of transfer or other relevant
data would be the responsibility of the host government.
However, Customs as well as the Departments of Defense, State and

Energy have offered and it is expected will continue to offer

their assistance in tracing the sources of the materials.

2. Do you believe that the U.S. Government has the appropriate
tools to adequately assess the threat of nuclear diversion? To

help counter the threat of nuclear diversion?

• Please highlight some of your successes in combating nuclear

diversion from the former Soviet Union.
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• Please tell us about some areas in which you have had
shortcomings .

As you are aware, there has been no documented evidence of
nuclear smuggling with the borders of the United States. We
believe that the current approach of the Administration to work
in close concert with the Departments of State, Justice, Defense
and Energy along with the Intelligence Community are adequate to
address the potential problem of nuclear smuggling. Customs has
been very successful of late in obtaining information from our

counterparts in the former Soviet Union. As the committee is

aware, Customs will soon open an Attache office in Russia to work
in close cooperation with the Russian Federal Customs and law
enforcement entities. Contacts with the other newly independent
states have been established, most recently through our Seminar
on Nuclear Smuggling in Garmisch, and through the World Customs

Organization in Brussels. Customs now has a primary point of

contact within each newly independent state to act as a focal

point for obtaining information on suspected nuclear smuggling
attempts or acts.

3. you stated that the Customs Service is intensifying its

existing strategies to include the establishment of international
undercover operations on major arms and weapons brokers. How do

foreign counterparts in law enforcement feel about these

techniques?

Customs has a long and established track record of conducting
undercover operations in weapons smuggling and technology cases.

The primary purpose of conducting covert investigative operations
in theses areas is that these cases provide Customs with a view

of the inner workings of smuggling ventures that would not be

readily available through traditional investigative methodology.
Undercover cases provide a unique view of the true working of

smuggling ventures.

Customs has been given a tremendous amount of bilateral and

multilateral support from foreign countries in the pursuit of

targets developed during undercover cases. This support is

particularly valuable when we pursue arms smugglers who support

pariah or terrorist nations. There is a view in some arenas that

undercover operations may cause a demand for arms or illegal
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exports that would not normally be there. We would strongly
disagree with any assessment that our undercover operations cause
a demand for any illegal materials. The fact is that there is

trafficking in contraband, whether its nuclear material or
narcotics. Undercover operations provide an insight into these

operations which under other circumstances would not be
available.

4. You stated that Customs efforts are focused on illegal
exports of nuclear, biological, and chemical warfare and weapons
delivery systems technologies. Can you provide the Subcommittee
with some figures on how msuiy special aaents are dedicated to the

export control program?

The number of special agents specifically dedicated to export
investigations is difficult to quantify because the assignment of

export cases is not restricted to certain agents. When an office

develops an export cases, they utilize any and all the resources

within that office in the pursuit of that case. We would

estimate that approximately 20% of our agent work force is

conducting export cases at any given time.

5. How many of the some 6,000 Customs inspectors are dedicated

to the export program?

Approximately 314 inspectors are specifically assigned to the

export control and enforcement program. When the need arises or

under special projects additional resources can be assigned to

this program.

6. What programs is your agency pursuing to combat proliferation
of weapons of mass destruction through Central Asia and the

Caucasus?

Have you done assessments in this region? Have you begun any

training programs in this region? Do you have any experts on

this region? Why not?

U.S. Customs currently has two export control/non-proliferation
technical assistance programs which cover Central Asia and the

Caucasus. U.S. Customs believes strategically that the "Southern

Tier" countries are the most important for border control

training purposes.
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The first program, the Cooperative Threat Reduction (CTR)

program, covers Kazakstan. This program provides for training
and equipment purchases. We have already assessed Kazakstan
Customs law enforcement needs and have developed training courses
and equipment lists to meet them. The Defense Nuclear Agency
(DNA) is in charge of procuring equipment. We have scheduled

training for Kazakstani Customs and Border Police for later this
fiscal year.

The second program, which covers the other Southern Tier
countries will be funded through the Non- Proliferation
Disarmament Fund (NDF) . Currently, there is an Export Control

Inter-Agency Working Group (State/PM/ATEC) proposal before the

NDF, which if approved will pay for the costs of conducting
assessments in these countries.

Separately, U.S. Customs conducted an assessment of Kyrgyzstan at

the same time as the Kazak assessment. After the initial

assessment, we sent a proposal through the Non-Proliferation and
Disarmament fund for training and equipment . Part of the

proposal was approved. Funding was approved for customs lab

equipment. This equipment has not yet been delivered.

As was shown in our PSI testimony, we have also conducted a

number of training programs in Central Asia using International
Criminal Justice (ICJ) and International Narcotics and Law
Enforcement (INL) funding. These mainly consist of border

interdiction/enforcement training and train-the-trainer programs.
In some cases we have included nuclear smuggling modules in them.

These programs have allowed us the opportunity to visit all of

the countries of Central Asia except Tajikistan and to some

degree assess the needs of their customs administrations.

Through these programs our trainers have gained knowledge and

expertise on the border enforcement agencies of the region.

7. My staff has found that there are potential technologies that

can be used to help ensure the safety of fissile materials in the

former Soviet Union but these technologies are not getting
adequate attention and resources. How high of a priority is it

to create these new technologies? What agencies are working on

these technologies? Are the agencies coordinating on these

technologies? What type of technologies are you developing?
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U.S. Customs relies upon the Department of Energy and its
associated national laboratories for expertise and gudiance in
the development of detection technologies for finding special
nuclear materials and weapons of mass destruction. In
particular, DOE's Special Technologies Laboratory in Santa
Barbara, California has been especially responsive to Customs
requirements in the area of nuclear materials detection.

On November 6, 1995, Customs entered into a Memorandum of
Understanding with the Department of Energy, Office of Emergency
Management, who will utilize the Special Technologies Program
within the Office of Non-Proliferation and National Security for
technical support to the Customs interdiction and investigative
missions. This program has been identified as the focal point
for using the DOE technology base for the identification and

development of specialized applications to meet U.S. Government
national security requirements throughout the law enforcement,
intelligence and special operations communities.

8. What agency coordinates training of foreign government
officials on nuclear smuggling issues? What agency should be

coordinating these efforts?

The National Security Council sets the training priorities, the
Office of the Coordinator for the Newly Independent States (NIS) ,

(Ambassador Morningstar) coordinates these efforts, and State

Department's Office of Political-Military Affairs administers the
actual training programs. Customs believes that this
coordination mechanism works well.

9. Is there a U.S. government database that keeps track of

which individuals the U.S. has trained cu:id what technical devices
the U.S. government has given an individual foreign agency in

order to ensure that there is no redundancy?

• How do we measure success in this area?

• How do we know that the people we train retain their

positions and do not use their expertise in the private
sector?

• Do we vet the individuals we train? How?
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No, there is no single government -wide database that keeps a
record of individuals trained or equipment provided. Each agency
keeps this data, and provides it to other US agencies through
inter-agency working groups. The Department of State is the
repository for most of this information.

In this area, we measure success by looking at whether or not a

country is successful in implementing an export control system.
We also ask our Embassies to notify us when significant
seizures/arrests are made by individuals who have received
Customs training and or equipment. U.S. Customs is also looking
to implement a post training assessment/audit program if more
funding is made available .

It is extremely difficult over a period of time to keep track of
the people who receive Customs training. Anecdotally, we know
that some of them are moved/promoted to different positions
within their agencies, or they leave their agencies for the

private sector because of low government salaries. The expertise
they gain from our non-proliferation training does not have a lot
of application in the private sector.

We vet the individual trainees through the U.S. Embassy in that

country and through our overseas Attache offices.

10. After a case is open, there is a natural tension between the
law enforcement communities' concern with preserving evidence and
the intelligence communities' need to collect information. Can
the FBI and Customs Service share information with its

intelligence colleagues before a case is concluded?

Information obtained from the intelligence community is often
used as the impetus for an export investigation. Efforts are
made to compartmentalize that data and to construct parallel
data in support of an allegation developed from a classified
source. In some cases classified information is used as part of

the criminal case, under provisions of the Classified Information
Protection Act, classified data can be used in furtherance of a

criminal case. However, theses incidents are rare. In order to

preserve the criminal case and the evidentiary value of

information, Customs does not share criminal evidence with the

intelligence community during the course of a criminal case.

Customs is also prohibited from tasking the intelligence

community to obtain evidence or provide specific information on a

given target .
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SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD
SUBMITTED TO
DAVID A. KAY

QUESTION 1. Who is more to blame for the failures and weaknesses of the IAEA
which you have identified today: the Agency, or the leading members on the Agency's
Board of Governors?

ANSWER: In my opinion, there can be no question that the major share of the

responsibility for the failures and weaknesses of the IAEA that led to its not detecting
anything being amiss in Iraq's "peaceful" nuclear program prior to the Gulf War must be
borne by the United States, and specifically by its representatives to the IAEA's Board of
Governors. The United States because of its technical and fmancial leadership in

*

establishing and monitoring the development of international safeguards was in the best of
all positions to understand the weaknesses of this system and the lack of efficient

management of it by the IAEA. Prior to the Gulf War, however, there is no record of the

U.S. Governor providing any substantial critique of the safeguards system or taking a

leadership role in challenging the system to improve its capability to detect clandestine

programs. In fact, the record of U.S. participation in the IAEA in the decade prior to Iraq's
invasion of Kuwait was very much of a defensive "don't rock the boat" character.

QUESTION 2. You have praised the behavior ofUNSCOM in enforcing

nonproliferation obligations
- it the UN Security Council were to create a permanent entity

modeled after UNSCOM to enforce the NPT, how would such an entity address NPT
violations committed by a nuclear weapon state?

ANSWER: NPT violations by a nuclear weapons state would involve a breach of the

NPT obligation of nuclear weapon states not to transfer to a non-nuclear weapon state

nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices or to assist, encourage or induce a

non-nuclear weapon state to manufacture or otherwise acquire such weapons. While

theoretically one could imagine an UNSCOM-successor organization being requested by
the Security Council to investigate charges, for example, that China was assisting the

nuclear weapons programs of Pakistan or Iran, there would be substantial barriers to any
such operation. First, all of the declared nuclear weapon states are permanent members of

the Security Council with veto rights. It is difficult to imagine that they would not use these

veto rights to halt any such investigation and to block any recommended actions that might
flow from such an investigation. Secondly, as suspicions of such violations are most likely

to arise from national intelligence collected by other nuclear weapons states it is unclear

whether these states would be willing to share such information with an UNSCOM-
successor organization.

O
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